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Announcements and News
New NetMaster Micro-Learning Course

The NetMaster team is pleased to announce the availability of a new NetMaster micro-course: "NetMaster®
Network Management for TCP/IP: Using the NetMaster API Service to Obtain TCP/IP Data 200." The course
features a recorded presentation on how to extract NetMaster TCP/IP connectivity data. You can use the
connectivity data to identify the number of historical or current connections to your system, obtain summaries of
connections that meet specific criteria, see all unsecured connections to a task, and obtain details about specific
connections. The data can be sent to a security information event management (SIEM) system or a reporting
platform, and can be viewed within the NetMaster Web Portal. For more information about this course and for
details on how to access the course, refer to the announcement on the NetMaster Community site.

New NetMaster Solutions Assessment
MRI features a new Solutions Assessment, the NetMaster Software Solutions Report. This report provides
NetMaster NM for TCP/IP System and Network Administrators with valuable utilization and best practice
information. The report includes installation status, feature usage, and best practice recommendations, all of
which help to maximize the value, utility, and efficiency of your NetMaster NM for TCP/IP installations. For current
NetMaster customers, use of the NetMaster Software Solutions Report is available at no additional cost. For more
information, refer to the Getting Started and Solutions Assessments sections in the MRI documentation.

New Training! z/OSMF - Introduction, Process, and Impact to Existing Customers 200
Are you responsible for installing, maintaining, configuring, and deploying Broadcom Mainframe products? Check
out the latest training from Broadcom Mainframe Education.

New NetMaster Messages Site
The NetMaster team is pleased to present the new NetMaster® Messages documentation site. The
NetMaster Messages site replaces the Messages section in the NetMaster Shared Content Library, and gives
users an easier to use and more responsive interface to research NetMaster messages. The new Messages
site is structured so that each message group - BAx for example -  is a separate section, and each message
is a discrete topic. This structure allows you to more easily find and access messages. In addition, because
the site contains only messages, your search results typically take you directly to the message topic.  As with
other Broadcom documentation sites, while logged in to TechDocs you can download a PDF version of the site.

Mainframe Technical Exchanges: April, June, and October 2023
Join us for the Mainframe Technical Exchanges in person in Prague, Czech Republic (April 18-20), in Plano,
Texas (June 13-15), and virtually on October 3-5. Connect with Mainframe Experts who will share the latest
technical education and product demos and respond to your questions and feedback. These no-cost educational
events are a great way to network with peers and experts from across the globe.
Bookmark this page for current registration and event information.

Custom Maintenance Acquisition Interface
Use the Create Service Order Online Interface to order, download, and receive maintenance packages for
Broadcom mainframe product solutions. This option is more streamlined than using the SMP/E Internet Service
Retrieval batch JCL option and requires no firewall changes.

Direct Product Acquisition into z/OSMF
A new GIMZIP download option is available to acquire a portable software instance from a secure Broadcom
download server directly from z/OSMF. To determine if your product is GIMZIP enabled, see Mainframe Products
using z/OSMF for Software Management.

Consolidated Product Lifecycle Overview
Use the new Broadcom Mainframe Product Lifecycle Page to determine the end-of-service (EOS) or end-of-life
(EOL) support dates for Broadcom mainframe products and releases. This information is useful when planning
installations and upgrades.
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Chorus Software Manager (CSM) End of Life
As part of our ongoing commitment to customer success and to help our customer base achieve their strategic
business initiatives, we are investing our resources in z/OSMF for software management. We are discontinuing
technical support for CSM. In accordance with the terms and conditions, guidelines, and parameters of
Broadcom’s support program, which is documented in the Broadcom Software Maintenance Policy Handbook,
this announcement provides written notification of End of Life for CSM. This notification means that CSM will
not function as of June 30, 2023. For full details, see the End of Life Announcement. If you do not have CSM
installed, we recommend that you install z/OSMF to manage your software. For installation and usage details, see
the IBM documentation and the Broadcom product installation best practices at techdocs.broadcom.com.

NOTE
For migration assistance and access to z/OSMF trainings from Broadcom, see z/OSMF Migration. To
migrate existing environments, see Migrate SMP/E Environments to z/OSMF.
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Release Notes
These release notes detail new features and enhancements for the NetMaster NM for TCP/IP 12.2 Complete Release.

NOTE

With the GA release of NetMaster NM for TCP/IP 12.2, the previous Incremental Release program for NetMaster
12.2 has formally concluded. All new features and maintenance introduced during the Incremental Release
program have been incorporated into this complete Generally Available (GA) release that is supported per the
standard support policy. For detailed information on this release, see the Product Information Bulletin.

What's New in the 12.2 GA Release

Please consult the New Features in the Incremental Release topic for a summary of all the incremental updates in 12.2.
For a list of all the new features introduced following the 12.2 GA release, refer to the New Features topic.

NOTE

Particular attention should be paid to sections New zFS File System and Enhanced Support for UNIX System
Services (USS) Commands, as well as Installation actions required.

Installing or Updating to the 12.2 GA Release

If you have not yet installed NetMaster NM for TCP/IP Release 12.2:
Install the GA PAX file (CA NETMASTER NETWORK MANAGEMENT R12.2 0000 MEDIA DVDNETMST1220E.pax.Z)
from the Download Management page on Broadcom Support.

Additionally, install all available PTFs made available after the GA PAX file release date (04/15/2019).

If you have already installed NetMaster NM for TCP/IP Release 12.2 INC01 or INC03:
Install all PTFs that have been made available after the incremental PAX file that you have installed. This will be either
INC01 or INC03 (INC02 level was delivered via a set PTFs).

NOTE

Current users of NetMaster NM for TCP/IP 12.2 INC01 or INC03 incremental release do not need to reinstall
the Complete Release. An install of the 12.2 Incremental Release and all PTFs up to SO07876 is functionally
equivalent to an install of the Complete Release.

Where applicable, the Release Notes provide links to the PTFs that supply new features and enhancements.

Transition to Continuous Delivery
We have transitioned from an Incremental Release model to a Continuous Delivery (CD) release model. The Incremental
Release model bundled groups of features and fixes together into incremental updates. The CD model provides more
flexibility to select which service stream elements you want to apply and lets us provide you with earlier access to features
and fixes.

For CD, new features will be delivered as individual PTFs, separate from product fixes, as the features are completed.
Where possible, we will deliver features disabled by default, which lets you plan for the introduction of the new
capabilities. You control when to make the new feature available for use in your environment. Review the PTF HOLDDATA
and product documentation for specific details and activation requirements.

Fixes are delivered when needed as individual PTFs, separate from product features. This model means that you can
apply fixes without enabling new features.After full integration and regression testing with other mainframe products,
the new features and fixes are rolled into the Recommended Service for z/OS (CARS), ensuring product quality and
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the integrity of your environment. CARS is an important part of a good preventive maintenance philosophy that lets
you develop and implement a proactive maintenance strategy in which you apply preventive maintenance on a regular
schedule.You do not need to reinstall your product to take advantage of enhancements. Apply the new feature PTFs as
you have applied PTF maintenance previously.

New Features
The new features in this NetMaster NM for TCP/IP release offer you increased flexibility and efficiency. We release
features using PTFs for simple installation.

The following updates were made to NetMaster NM for TCP/IP after the 12.2 GA release:

TIP
Use this link to view the PTF numbers for each new feature in this article. The PTFs on the linked page are
updated programmatically so you always have access to the current new feature PTFs.

Remote Copy Now Available for SmartTrace Definitions (LU09350)

The ability to copy trace definitions using the SmartTrace feature in NetMaster has been enhanced to allow copying a
definition from the local region to a remote linked region. This enhancement speeds up the process of creating the same
trace definition across multiple systems. For more information, see Copy a SmartTrace Definition to a Remote Region.

SmartTrace Saving Has Been Enhanced (LU09101 and LU09102)

The save process in NetMaster has been enhanced so that, when you initiate a save, the state of the trace displays
as SAVING until the save is complete. The SAVING state indicates that a trace is in the process of being saved, and
provides you with immediate insight into trace status. SAVING is a transient state, and it is assumed that any trace with a
state of SAVING will transition to SAVED. For details on saving traces, refer to the Save a Trace topic.

Additional NetMaster Functions Are Now Visible in the z/OS Function Registry (LU08128)

To provide mainframe customers with additional visibility into installed NetMaster functionality, the following features have
been registered with the IBM Function Registry for z/OS (PFRS). There are three new registered features:

• Alert Central integration
• MOI integration
• NetMaster Web Portal usage

For more details on using the registry, refer to the View z/OS Function Registry Data topic.

NetMaster Stack Monitoring Has Been Enhanced (LU08888 and LU08889)

NetMaster has been enhanced with additional additional stack monitoring capabilities related to the following interfaces:
HiperSockets Converged Interface (HSCI), RDMA Network Interface Controller (RNIC), and Internal Shared Memory
(ISM). The addition of this functionality enables broader and more efficient network management.

• The Stack Busiest Interfaces Summary(/DEVLINK.S) now displays connectivity data from Internal Queued Direct
Channel (IQDC) interfaces. This allows you to see traffic from HiperSocket Converged Interfaces (HSCIs). IBM
introduced HSCIs with z/OS v2r3 to enable the integration of HiperSockets connectivity with your external LAN. The
integration allows you to monitor both standard and HiperSocket interface traffic from a single point.

• The Condition Summary (/IPSUM) for stack network interfaces now includes status information for RDMA Network
Interface Controller (RNIC) and Internal Shared Memory (ISM)  interfaces.

• Stack interface monitoring (/STKMON) now includes RNIC and ISM qualifiers for traffic statistic attributes.
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Packet Traces Captured with NetMasterSmartTrace Can Now Identify Packets Received Through the HSCI 
(LU08734, LU08735, and LU08736)

NetMaster's SmartTrace packet tracing capability has been enhanced. Packets that are captured and formatted by
SmartTrace now include a flag to identify when a packet was received from the HSCI.

New TCP Certificate Monitoring (LU07961)

A new event detector type, TCPCERT, enables  NetMaster users to set up alerts to be generated when a TCP client or
server certificate used in authentication nears its expiration date. Reminding users in advance to renew certificates can
prevent service outages caused by outdated certificates.

When a TCPCERT event detector is active,  NetMaster monitors certificates that meet the event detector criteria on live
inbound or outbound connections and alerts you if a certificate is set to expire within a period that you define.

To set up a certificate alert, enter /EDETECT at the prompt and add a new event detector based on detector
type TCPCERT. For more information, see Define Event Detectors for TCP Certificates.

NOTE

• Only TLS certificates provided by IBM GSK SSL, ZERTJSSE, or JAVA SSL are monitored.
• PTF LU07961 requires PTFs LU07962 and LU07963. All PTFs are applied during installation.

Support for Version 2 of SMC-R Protocol is Now Available (LU07589)

NetMaster NM for TCP/IP now supports version two of the Shared Memory Communications over Remote Direct Memory
Access (SMC-R) protocol.

Support for version two of SMC-R provides NetMaster users with more detailed information when viewing SmartTraces,
connection lists, and device link lists. Specifically, the following panels display additional SMC-R detail:

• Connection Detail panel: to view details, type SD next to a Connection List item
• SMC-CLC section of the SmartTrace Expanded Packet Display panel
• SMC-R type interface details, accessed from the Device Links List panel (/DEVLINK.DL)

For additional details, refer to the online help for the 3270 interface.

NOTE
PTF LU07589 requires PTF LU07590. Both PTFs are applied during installation.

New Level Set 12.2.01 PTF Now Available (LU06917)

A level set PTF provides you with an easy method of applying or verifying the previous application of all maintenance and
new feature PTFs up to a specific modification level.

Level set PTF LU06917 ensures that all maintenance and new feature PTFs for all NetMaster 12.2 products have been
applied up to modification level 12.2.01.

NetMaster Products can now be Installed with the z/OS Management Facility (z/OSMF)

System Programmers and those responsible for installing products into their z/OS environment can now use z/OSMF
to install NetMaster products. The z/OSMF process uses a portable package file that you download from the Broadcom
Support site. A portable package is a portable form of a software instance, including the SMP/E CSI data sets, all
associated SMP/E-managed target and distribution libraries, non-SMP/E-managed data sets, and meta-data that is
required to describe the product software instance. As products and vendors adopt z/OSMF services, you can install
and maintain all your mainframe products in a common way according to industry best practices. After configuration is
complete, you can execute the product and easily provision new software instances for use on other systems throughout
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your environment. For details on using z/OSMF to install NetMaster products, including how to acquire and register the
portable package, refer to the Install Products using z/OSMF topics in the NetMaster Shared Content Library.

Security Policy Enhancements (LU03777, LU03778, LU03779)

In z/OS v2r5, Network Administrators can define z/OS Encryption Readiness Technology (zERT) policies in the form of
rules and actions. A rule describes the specific cryptographic characteristics of a TCP connection, and an action is the
system's (NetMaster's) response when a connection matches a rule. Network Administrators can also define  Application
Transparent Transport Layer Security (AT-TLS) policy rules and actions to manage how NetMaster handles AT-TLS-
secured connections that meet specific criteria. The following NetMaster enhancements are now available to faciltate
zERT and AT-TLS policy usage:

• zERT policy rules and actions are now viewable as Connection List details.
• The TCP/IP Encryption Summary by Task panel now displays the total number of connections reset by zERT policy

enforcement.
• AT-TLS policy rules and actions are now viewable as Connection List details

Refer to the sections below for additional detail.

zERT Policy and Action Details are Viewable as Connection List details
When you view the details for an invidual TCP/IP connection, you can now see zERT policy details. Being able
to see zERT policy information helps Network Adminstrators to troubleshoot connectivity issues and to verify
that zERT policy standards are working. When the zERT Policy value is YES, it indicates that a matching zERT
enforcement policy rule applies to the connection. Additional zERT policy fields provide detail. For example, if you are
viewing an IPSec secured connection, the zERT IPsec Rule field indicates the name of the zERT policy rule in use for
the IPSec connection. If the policy rule is no longer applicable to new IPSec connections, the word (Stale) follows the
name of the rule. All of the displayed zERT policy fields are contextual. In the case of zERT IPsec Rule, this means that
the field appears only for IPSec-secured connections that match a zERT IPSec policy rule. The zERT policy fields include
rules and actions for IPSec, TLS, and SSH connections. The zERT NOPROT Rule is a zERT policy that applies to a
connection without any recognized protection. For complete descriptions of all available zERT policy fields, refer to the
3270 help.

The TCP/IP Encryption Summary by Task panel displays the total number of connections that were reset by zERT
policy enforcement
If you defined zERT policies for your network, you can now see the total number of connections that were reset due to
zERT policies. When viewing the TCP/IP Encryption Summary by Task panel (/ENCSUM), press F12 to display the total
values. The Total Connections Reset field displays the number of connections reset by zERT policy enforcement.

AT-TLS Policy and Action Details are Viewable as Connection List details
When you view the details for an AT-TLS-secured TCP connection, you can now see the policy details, in addition to the
basic AT-TLS information. Being able to see AT-TLS policy information helps Network Adminstrators to troubleshoot AT-
TLS policy issues and to verify that AT-TLS policies are working. There are four additional fields for AT-TLS policy: ATTLS
Rule, ATTLS Group Action, ATTLS Env Action, and ATTLS Con Action. If a rule or action no longer applies to new AT-
TLS-secured connections, the word (Stale) follows the name of the rule or action. And, like the zERT policy fields, the AT-
TLS policy fields are contextual and appear only for AT-TLS-secured messages that match a specific AT-TLS rule. For
complete descriptions of all available ATTLS policy fields, refer to the 3270 help.

A New ANNOTATE Alert Type is Available for Event Detectors (LU03389 and LU03390)

When you define CONSOLE, CUSTOM, FTP, and SYSLOG type event detectors, you can specify the alert type for
the event. The new ANNOTATE option is a special alert type that provides a consolidated view of all messaging and
information that is associated with an alert. The ANNOTATE alert type adds the information as notes on the original alert.

For example, you have defined a SYSLOGD message event detector. From your experience, you know that
multiple SYSLOGD messages are often generated from a single event. And, you want to track all messaging associated
with an existing SYSLOGD event detector. To do so, you define a second event detector with an alert type of ANNOTATE.
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The ANNOTATE event detector must have the same detector type, specific resource ID, and severity as the existing
event detector. When NetMaster detects associated alerts, the original alert is annotated with the information from the
subsequent alerts. In this way, you can access all alerting information in a single alert, rather than having to search for and
review multiple alerts. 

The ANNOTATE alert type is useful to Network Administrators and System Programmers. You can use the ANNOTATE
alert type to obtain a complete set of data for troubleshooting AT-TLS negotiation failures that are caused by certificate
validation errors. The new SYSLOGD sample event detectors allow you to see, in a single alert, all attributes associated
with a failed AT-TLS connection, and the associated error messages. The single alert consolidates information from
four IBM messages: EZD1286I, EZD2052I, EZD2053I, and EZD2054I. EZD1286I provides information about the failed
connection; EZD2052I, EZD2053I, and EZD2054I are new AT-TLS-related error messages. Having all the information in
a single alert makes troubleshooting simpler and more efficient. To use the new sample event detectors provided with the
enhancement:

• You must be running on z/OS v2R5
• You must enable AT-TLS trace options to see the error messages. Refer to the AT-TLS Traces article in the IBM

Documentation.
• You must add the sample event detectors to your environment. To do so, execute the ADDSAMP SYSLOGD

command on the TCP/IP: Event Detector Controls List (/EDETECT) panel.

To see an example of how to use the new sample event detectors, refer to How You Automate Responses to syslogd
Messages in UNIX System Services topic.

Critical NetMaster and NetMaster Subsystem Interface (SSI) operational messages are Now Viewable in the z/OS
Console (LU03343, LU03364, LU03425, and LU03447)
Previously, some critical NetMaster and SSI operational messages could only be viewed in the NetMaster log files. If
you did not regularly check the logs, you could miss important notifications. The inability of operators to see crucial
system messages as they arise potentially results in malfunctions and poor product performance. To ensure the visibility
of important messaging, NetMaster now uses Write to Operator (WTO) macros to expose the messages. Through
the WTOs, the messages appear in the z/OS console, where users can immediately see and address issues. Advanced
users can also configure automation tools to receive and react to the WTO messages. The affected messages are:

• SD430xx messages, which relate to the improper application of CAS maintenance
• SSI error messages that are related to system APIs (SNANMI, IPSEC)
• NetMaster errors that are related to system APIs (AOM, Session Awareness)
• NCL process errors
• Messages that are related to short-on-storage conditions
• File error conditions such as file full or configuration errors

NetMaster Can Now be Integrated with Alert Central (LU03335 and LU03336)

NetMaster NM for TCP/IP can now be integrated with Alert Central. Alert Central is a web-based, Broadcom tool that
allows system and application administrators to view alerts from multiple mainframe systems and applications in a single
interface. Alerts from diverse mainframe components can be viewed, analyzed, and resolved from the Alert Central
interface. NetMaster NM for TCP/IP can be defined as an alert source for Alert Central through its alert forwarding
functionality. To set up NetMaster as an alert source, you must:

1. Configure Alert Central Connector to integrate with NetMaster.
2. In Alert Central, define Alert Central Connector as a service account user.
3. In NetMaster NM for TCP/IP, define Alert Central as an alert forwarding destination.

For more information, see:

• The Alert Central documentation, and in particular the Administrating topics that discuss the Alert Central Connector
• The Alert Forwarding topic in this documentation
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SmartTrace Supports Limiting Size of Traced Packets (LU02699, LU02700, and LU02701)

The SmartTrace feature in NetMaster NM for TCP/IP has been enhanced to allow you to save space by limiting the size of
collected packets.

The size limits are made possible by two new Packet Analyzer parameters in SOLVE SSI:

• The parameter PATPSZLIM (Default Packet Size Limit) sets the default size for the packet size limit in a trace
definition. Its value ranges from 192 through 1920.

• The parameter PAMTPSZLIM (Maximum Packet Size Limit) sets the maximum size that you can specify as the packet
size limit. Its value ranges from 384 through 1920.

The default value for each new parameter is 1920. No action is required to accept the default values.

In NetMaster NM for TCP/IP, the default packet size limit that is defined in SOLVE SSI is displayed in a new Packet Size
Limit field in two locations:

• SmartTrace: Tracing Options parameter group: You can edit the value here to change the default packet size limit for
all traces controlled by the parameter group.

• SmartTrace: [Trace type ] Trace Details panel: You can edit the value here to change the default packet size limit for a
specific trace.

Values must fall within the ranges that are defined by the new SOLVE SSI parameters.

A z/OSMF Configuration Workflow is now Available for NetMaster Products (LU02872)

Systems Programmers, Security Administrators, and anyone responsible for managing the configuration of z/OS systems
can now use a z/OS Management Facility (z/OSMF) workflow to configure NetMaster products. A z/OSMF workflow
allows you to configure a software product instance with less effort and in less time. And, less mainframe expertise is
needed. The workflow guides you through the configuration process and automates product configuration. This approach
significantly reduces the time that is required to perform configuration tasks. For more information on using a z/OSMF
workflow to configure NetMaster products, refer to the Configure NetMaster Products Using a z/OSMF Workflow in the
NetMaster Shared Content Library.

Additional Certificate Attributes Display for Internet Key Exchange (IKE) Tunnel Endpoints (LU01517, LU01518,
and LU01519)

NetMaster now displays additional certificate attributes for Internet Key Exchange (IKE) tunnel endpoints. On z/OS v2r5
and later, the NetMaster /IPSEC.K display now includes:

• Local & Remote certificate expiration date
• Local & Remote certificate serial number
• Local & Remote subject distinguished name
• Local & Remote issuer distinguished name

When replacing certificates, Network Administrators and Network Security staff can use these attributes to more easily
identify which certificate an IKE tunnel uses for authentication.

Support for the IBM Function Registry for z/OS is now Available (LU02255, LU02256, LU02257, and LU02369)

Broadcom mainframe products that use Continuous Delivery (CD) can now use the Common Services for z/OS (CCS)
Feature Registration Service (FRS). Through CAIRIM, FRS allows products to register with the IBM Function Registry
for z/OS. The IBM Function Registry for z/OS provides a simple way for customers to gather information about their
NetMaster installations. Registry information includes the release and maintenance level, available features, and status,
use count and the LMP key for each feature. To enable the registry, apply feature PTFs LU02255, LU02256, LU02257,
and LU02369. Ensure that you have version 15.0 of Common Components and Services for z/OS, and that maintenance
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PTF LU01130 has been applied. For more details on using the registry, refer to the View z/OS Function Registry Data
topic.

Use of Application Transparent Transport Layer Security and Keyrings is now Supported by the NetMaster API
Service (LU01020)

The NetMaster API Service installation now supports the use of the AT-TLS protocol for secure HTTPS connectivity. AT-
TLS is beneficial because it encrypts and decrypts data based on a Policy Agent that can manage settings for multiple
applications. This is more efficient than defining and managing individual certificates for multiple applications. In addition,
SAF keyrings can now be used by the NetMaster API Service. Keyrings enable you to define and administer multiple
certificates from a single point, making it easier to secure your z/OS environment. Refer to the NetMaster API Service
Configuration File topic for sample configuration files using AT-TLS and for a list of SAF Keyring properties.

Support for Version 2 of the SMC-D Protocol is Now Available (LU00870 and LU00889)

NetMaster NM for TCP/IP now supports version two of the IBM Shared Memory Communications - Direct Memory Access
(SMC-D) protocol.  Support for version two provides NetMaster users with more detailed information when viewing
SmartTraces, connection lists, and device link lists. Specifically, the following panels display additional SMC-D detail:

• The Connection Detail panel (type SD next to a connection list item) 
• The SMC-CLC section of the SmartTrace Expanded Packet Display panel
• SMC-D type interface details, accessed from the Device Links List (/DEVLINK.DL) panel

For additional details, refer to the online (3270 interface) help.

A New REST API is Available forNetMaster NM for TCP/IP (SO12879, SO15811, and SO15812)

The NetMaster API Serviceis now available to NetMaster customers. The NetMaster API Service is a NetMaster
suite microservice that leverages the Open Mainframe Project Zowe™ Spring Boot REST API SDK. The API provides
NetMaster customers with an open and standard interface to network management data collected by NetMaster. The
initial release provides access to connectivity data from NetMaster NM for TCP/IP.  By providing an easier way to access
and customize the display of mainframe connectivity data, the API expands the troubleshooting and response capabilities
of network administrators and information security personnel.

• The API can be used in a standalone way to quickly summarize and report on connectivity information.
• The API enables the NetMaster Web Portal, a new web interface that is also available in this release. See the next

note for more information.
• The API can be used to retrieve NetMaster data and display that data in an existing third-party data portal.

Information for installing and using the API is included in the NetMaster NM for TCP/IP documentation:

• Install, Deploy, and Configure the NetMaster API Service
• Using REST APIs

A New Web Interface is Available for NetMaster NM for TCP/IP (SO16068 and LU00880)

NetMaster Web Portal (NM Web Portal or Web Portal) is now available to NetMaster customers. The NetMaster Web
Portal provides a single point from which to access critical NetMaster tools and services. Its initial release features the
Security view. The Security view gives information security and network management staff a single-pane reference from
which to view mainframe connectivity information. The NetMaster Web Portal uses the NetMaster API Service to retrieve
data in a highly secure and flexible manner. Through future release 12.2 PTFs, the NetMaster Web Portal will offer all of
the tools and services that are currently provided through Mainframe Team Center - Network Management (MTC-NM).
And, ultimately, the CA NM Web Portal will replace MTC-NM. Until the NetMaster Web Portal replaces MTC-NM, both
applications will be available. Information for installing and using the CA NM Web Portal is included in the NetMaster NM
for TCP/IP documentation:
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• Deploy and Configure the NetMaster Web Portal
• The NetMaster Web Portal

The TCP Listener Detail View Now Includes Additional Information (SO15836 and SO15837)

In order to provide NetMaster users with a comprehensive view of TCP Listener activity, the TCP Listener detail view (SD)
now displays the entire set of information that is available from IBM's EZBNMIFR interface. The additional information
includes DVIPA options, Shared Memory Communication (SMC) configuration and values, Share Port information,
additional status flags such as SDquiesce and ConnFlood, and values associated with the Workload Manager (WLM). For
descriptions of the additional fields, refer to the online (3270) help.

New Link Failure Alerting Options are Available (SO15626)

The $AM Alerts parameter group now includes a new option, Link Failure Alerts. It provides organizations with additional
alert management options in response to inactive region links. Previously, if a failed link was reactivated, the alert closed
automatically only if the failure was part of a normal shut-down. Any other alerts related to linked region failures had to
be closed manually, following reactivation of the link. With the new Link Failure Alerts option, all alerts can be set to
automatically close following reactivation of the link.  There are three alerting options:

• ON (default) - Severity 3 alerts that are raised as part of a normal shut-down automatically close when the region link
reactivates. Severity 1 alerts that are raised for non-intentional shut-downs do not automatically close.

• OFF - Alerts are not raised when region links become inactive.
• AUTO - Severity 3 and severity 1 alerts are both automatically closed when the region link is reactivated.

Refer to the online help for more detail.

EXPORT and IMPORT Commands are Now Available from the TCP/IP: Application Name Definitions Panel (/
IPAPPLS) (SO15217)

On mainframe networks, business application name definitions are often shared across multiple LPARs, and have a
common shared workload. To promote consistency and standardization, it is advantageous for multiple systems (in a
SYSPLEX for example) to share a common set of application name definitions. To more easily facilitate the sharing of
business application name definitions across multiple LPARs, the necessary EXPORT and IMPORT facilities are now
available as primary commands on the TCP/IP : Application Name Definitions panel (/IPAPPLS). For more detail on
the use of the EXPORT and IMPORT commands, refer to the online (F1) help and to the Setting Up the Packet Analyzer
topic.

A NetMaster zFS Mount Point is no Longer Required for Unix System Services (USS) Commands (SO15227 and
SO15228)

Previously, NetMaster installations required the availability of a zFS mount point for USS support (specified in /
PARMS ZFS). In NetMaster installations, this location was provided in the CC2DZFS dataset. If the mount point was
incorrect, or CC2DZFS was unavailable for any reason, users would receive error messages. With this change, users
no longer must ensure that the mount point is correctly specified and that CC2DZFS is available. Now, the installation
process dynamically creates the location path in the /tmp directory, the /PARMS USS default location. The /tmp directory
contains a Unix socket and a link entry for the NM129 file, and automatically enables communication between the region
and USS. Creating the mount point is no longer necessary to enable USS commands.

NOTE
If you are using a web-enabled product such as MTC-NM, you must create and verify this mount point. Refer to
the Prepare to Start Your Products installation article for more detail.
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An Enhanced Security Level Event Detector (TCPSECE) is now Available (SO15088)

The new TCP Security Protocol Enhanced event detector (TCPSECE) is now available for NetMaster customers.
TCPSECE does not replace the original TCP Security Protocol/Cipher usage event detector (TCPSECLV). However,
because TCPSECE provides greater functionality and flexibility, it is preferable to use for for developing new event
detectors. The original TCPSECLV detector monitored connections from all sources for a specific protocol. TCPSECE
provides additional criteria that enable an organization to considerably narrow event detection, as needed for its
environment. For example, an organization that operates in a single "mixed" environment, where internal jobs run
alongside external jobs, can now specify port numbers and host addresses to exclude the monitoring of internal jobs. This
added capability provides your organization with greater monitoring precision and more meaningful alerts. Specifically, the
new TCPSECE event detector includes the following enhancements:

• When you specify a protocol in the Protocol Name field, the event detector can monitor either for the entered protocol
plus any lower versions (e.g., TLSv1.2), or for only the specified protocol (e.g., TLSv1.2e). This change enables
greater granularity in event detection and alerting.

• None (unsecured) is now a choice in the list of available protocols (Protocol Names). This option enables Network
Security Administrators to focus specifically on unsecured connections.

• The Cipher field was split into two fields - Cipher Code, and Cipher Suite. The addition of Cipher Code allows you to
enter either the precise Internet Assigned Numbers Authority (IANA) hexadecimal equivalent to your cipher suite, or
the cipher suite itself. Entering a cipher code is useful in cases where the manufacturer name for the cipher suite does
not precisely match the standard name. Entering the cipher code ensures that the event detector does not miss any
events and that you do not miss any alerts due to a non-standard cipher suite name.

• Five optional fields -Task Name, Local Host Address, Local Port Number, Remote Host Address, and Remote
Port Number - were added to the available criteria. A Network Security Administrator can now narrow alerting down to
only the information necessary to establish and enforce security policies.

For more details, refer to the Use zERT Data to Verify That Incoming Connections Adhere to Security Policy topic and the
online help.

NOTE
Although possible, Broadcom does not recommended simultaneous use of TCPSECE and TCPSECLV event
detectors. Doing so could result in unexpected alerts. For example, if a TCPSECLV detector has the same
criteria as a TCPSECE detector, you will receive two alerts for any matching event.

Connection Detail Panels Updated to Display All Available Fields (SO15249 and SO15250)

The TCP/IP Connection Detail Panels, which are accessed which are via the SD action on a connection list, have
been updated to display additional fields provided by the IBM EZBNMIFR interface. These fields provide organizations
with additional useful information to use in diagnosing and resolving connectivity issues, and appear for all connections
except for those with a status of LISTENER or UDP. The new fields are: Ancillary Queue, ATTLS Session Id, Auto
Delay Ack?, Bulkdata Interface, Delay Ack?, Receive Right Sizing, Receive Window, Send Right Sizing, Send
Window, SMC-D Cached?, SMC-D Reason, SMC-D Status, SMC-R Cached?, SMC-R Reason, SMC-R Status, SMC
Local Buffer, SMC Local Link, SMC Remote Buffer, SMC Remote Link, Time Stamp, Time Stamp Age, and Trusted
Partner. For descriptions of the individual fields, refer to the online help in the 3270 interface.

Trace Duration Can Now be Specified as a SmartTrace Option (SO14612).

When defining SmartTrace details, you can now specify a maximum active time-frame in seconds in the new Trace
Duration field. Trace Duration enhances SmartTrace precision by allowing you to set an upper time limit on how long
the trace is active. You do not have to set the limit solely based on the number of packets (Trace Limit). Trace Duration
allows for more efficient diagnosis and resolution of network issues by allowing you to restrict the amount of information
in a trace. The Trace Duration option also enables greater precision and efficiency in cases where automation has been
defined to activate SmartTrace in response to a network event. In such a case, you can use the Trace Duration value to
ensure that automatically initiated traces do not exceed the Trace Duration value. If you specify both a Trace Limit and a
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Trace Duration, the trace ends when it reaches the first of the two limiting values, either the maximum number of packets
or the maximum time-frame.

Round Trip Time (RTT) and Round Trip Time Variance (RTTV) are Now Available as Connection Event Detector
Criteria (SO14697).

When defining Connection type event detectors (CONNECT), you can now specify two additional criteria for alerting and
actions:
RTT Over

- The RTT Over field tells the Connection Event Detector to trigger an alert or initiate an action when the round-
trip time for the connection event is greater than the RTT value that you enter.

RTTV Over
- The RTTV Over field tells the Connection Event Detector to trigger an alert or initiate an action when the round-
trip time variance for the connection event is greater than the RTTV value that you enter.

This enhancement provides you with an additional level of precision in troubleshooting and resolving network connectivity
issues.

New Ability to Search by and Display Round Trip Time (RTT) and Round Trip Time Variance (RTTV) for
Connection Events (SO14384)

To help you better understand network performance, the Search Connection Events and the All Connection Events
panels (/IPHIST.B) now include round-trip time (RTT) and round trip time variance (RTTV).

• When you select List All Connection Events, RTT and RTTV appear as column headings in the table display.
• When you select Search Connection Events, RTT and RTTV are available as search criteria. When you specify RTT

and RTTV values as search criteria, the search results display any connections with a value greater than the value(s)
specified.

New Ability to Monitor IP Growth and Traffic by Application (SO14247 and SO14248)

The IP Growth Tracker was enhanced with the ability to track IP growth by application (/IPGTA). With this feature,
you can now monitor the growth of business applications that are defined in /IPAPPLS. Network administrators now
have another tool to assess their current network based on historical data, as well as to plan for network growth.

New Option to Override the Default Directory used by NetMaster in Unix System Services (USS) (SO14011 and
SO14010)
The $NM USS parameter group has been updated with a new field, zFS Path for Sockets. The zFS Path for Sockets
entry sets the Unix path name for Unix sockets that are used for inter-process communication. The path that is
specified must be accessible by the uid of the region. Specifying the path overrides the default /tmp path, and allows a
user to customize their environment, as desired.

NOTE
The updated path goes into effect at the next initialization.

New Continuous Delivery Numbering Standard

PTFs SO13476 and SO13477 establish a new Continuous Delivery numbering standard for the NetMaster 12.2 GA pax. It
applies to all generally available NetMaster products and follows the ISO standard of the form vv.rr.mm where:

• vv indicates the version (major) level of the deliverable
• rr indicates the release (minor) level of the deliverable
• mm indicates the level set number

With this implementation, there are corresponding changes to the user interface:
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• The Level in status messages changes from the GA pax release year and month, i.e., 1904, to 00.
• The Product Component Software Levels panel (/LEVELS) now includes a Level Set column with a value of 00.
• The System Services Release on the System Profile panel ($$SYSPRO) displays with the level set value 00 rather

than the GA pax release number 1904.
• N11414 status messages and the N00503 and NS1001 initialization  messages all display with the level set value 00

rather than the GA pax release number 1904.  See the NetMaster Messages documentation.
• OPS/MVS SSM messages display with the level set value 00 rather than the GA pax release number 1904.

The EXPORT Command is Now Available from Automation Services Reporting Lists

PTF SO13457 enables the EXPORT command on search result lists generated from the Automation Services:
Reporting panel, specifically the  Browse options (/ASADMIN.R.B). The EXPORT command sends search results to a
sequential (flat) file that can then be imported (IMPORT) into a different RAMDB, using the /RAMUTIL panel.
The syntax of the command is EXPORT dataset name, and this data set must already exist as a sequential file with a
record length of at least 80 characters. For a video demonstration of this feature, click the following link: Feature Demo
Video: EventView and ResourceView - Search and Export Enhancements

$$SYSPRO USAGE Now Tracks MTC - Network Management Web URLs

PTF SO13220 enhances the $$SYSPRO function usage reporting feature with the inclusion of MTC - Network
Management web URL tracking. The additional usage data provided by this update, in addition to expanding overall
usage reporting, enables you to differentiate between the use of the mainframe interface and the web interface for
various functions. Refer to the earlier "New Function Usage Reporting Parameter" release note for an overview of this
functionality.

SmartTrace Now Offers the Ability to Merge Saved Traces

PTFs SO12840 and SO12842 add trace merging functionality to the SmartTrace feature in NetMaster NM for TCP/
IP. Trace merging allows you to diagnose network issues from the perspective of both the originating and receiving
systems, without having to switch back and forth between multiple systems and packet lists. The new trace merging
enables you to more easily locate and troubleshoot cross-system issues. To use the merge feature, enter M for two traces
on a multi-system Saved Traces List. The Merged Packet List displays a time-ordered, color-coded view of the packets
from the traces. For usage details, refer to the Merge Traces article. For a video demonstration of this feature, click the
following link: Feature Demo Video: Merge Saved Traces

CTRACE Now Supports Data Tracing

PTFs SO12583 and SO12584 update the Component Trace (/CTRACE) option to support data tracing. This key
enhancement enables you, when AT-TLS is in use and the CtraceClearText parameter is set to On, to perform a data
trace and review application data flows in clear text. In NetMaster NM for TCP/IP, data traces are stored as packet traces
with an emulated IP and protocol header. The new Trace Type field for the emulated packets displays a value of Data in
the Formatted Packet Display. For more details, refer to the "Using CTRACE" articles in this documentation.

New Ability to Restore Alerts at Region Start-up

PTF SO12615 introduces the capability to restore open alerts when you restart a region. Typically, when you restart a
region, any open alerts in the Alert Monitor panel are lost. To help you avoid lost alert information, a new control, Restore
Alerts at Restart?, was added to the $AM ALERTHIST parameter group. When set to YES (the default is NO), open
alerts are restored automatically at region restarts; the alerts then reappear in the Alert Monitor, rather than the Alert
History.
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New Ability to View X.509 Certificate Details Via SmartTrace

PTFs SO11535 and SO11536 update the NetMaster SmartTrace packet tracing functionality with the ability to view X.509
certificate details in TLS handshake records. This feature provides you with the benefit of being able to verify that the
certificates you expect to be in use, actually are in use. The functionality is available when you select an appropriate
packet from the Packet List panel.

NOTE
Packet decoding works within standard constraints. If a certificate is larger than 1950 characters, SmartTrace
decodes the packet and displays details for as much of the certificate as possible. Similarly, certificates that
span more than one packet display details only in the first packet.

/IPAPPLS - New Write zERT Records Option

PTFs SO11462 and SO11463 update NetMaster NM for TCP/IP with the new Write zERT Records option. In previous
releases, zERT records were written according to the setting of the Write TERM Records option - either WRITE,
NOWRITE, or DEFAULT. Now, when adding or updating a TCP/IP application on the /IPAPPLS - Maintain Application
Name Definitions panel, Write zERT Records appears as a separate processing option. The Write zERT Records option
allows you to specify whether zERT records are written to SMF, independent of any processing selections. This capability
allows for greater granularity in reporting and analyzing TCP/IP SMF records. To activate this feature, update NetMaster
NM for TCP/IP with the specified PTFs, and restart both the SOLVE Subsystem Interface (SSI) and the applicable region.

NOTE
The Write zERT Records option initially defaults to the value of the Write TERM Records option, namely, how it
worked before the update. The default setting ensures minimal disruption to your current processes.

New OSA-E7S Support

PTF SO10322 updates NetMaster NM for TCP/IP with support for OSA-E7S monitoring. Use the OSA Configuration
command (CF) to display information that is related to OSA 7 hardware. For more information related to the displayed
configuration attributes, refer to the IBM osaexp7.mib file. You can find this file as a download on the "OSA-Express Direct
SNMP MIB" article on the IBM Support site.

NOTE
When the OSA Configuration command (CF) is run, the last five fields of the output under Details for port
N > Receive Counters do not display. The display error is not a NetMaster issue. When the CF command
runs, the IBM OSA SNMP subagent IOBSNMP task reports an IOB010E error message. The problem is being
investigated by IBM.

New Function Usage Reporting Parameter

PTFs SO10730 and SO10850 update NetMaster NM for TCP/IP with the ability to monitor function usage. More
specifically, the parameter displays how many times a function has been accessed over a specified time period by product
users. The new $NM FUNCTIONUSE parameter group enables you to turn the feature on or off, and to set the data
retention period for the reporting. The $$SYSPRO USAGE command and its variants provide the function reports by user,
over a rolling time-frame. Reports are stored solely on your system, with the intent of allowing you to better understand
how NetMaster is used within your environment. If desired, reports can be shared with the NetMaster development
team, who will use the information to troubleshoot issues and better understand customer use patterns; in turn, this
will ultimately allow for better prioritization of future development. This feature is enabled by default, and can be disabled
by changing the Monitor Function Use? setting to NO. Refer to the Monitor NetMaster Function Usage topic for more
detail. In addition, the HOLDDATA section of the PTF reiterates the information here, and provides instructions on how to
ensure that the Customizer INIFILE is regenerated, if used.
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New Multi-system Trace Functionality

PTF SO10524 updates /SMART options L, LA, and LS to support multiple Link Name selections. The  resulting lists
include traces from all of the selected regions. Refer to the Using Smart Trace topic for more details.

Support for Generic Hosts and Non-standard Port Usage

PTFs SO10212 and SO10213 update the SNMP Host Details Definition (/IPADMIN.S) in NetMaster NM for TCP/IP with
the following features:

• Support for generic hosts for SNMPv3 with user-specified keys
• Support for non-standard port usage when a site is not using port 161

Documentation

All CA (Broadcom) documentation is now located on the new Tech Docs Portal, which is structured in the same way as
the former documentation repository, or DocOps. In addition to being able to search for and navigate to your product, Tech
Docs provides a single point of access to all archival/legacy documentation, through the Legacy Bookshelves and PDFs
button at the bottom of the window.

IP Filters Display Updated to Include SORT Functionality for the Matched and MisMatched Columns

PTF SO09442 updates the IP Filters display (/IPSEC.F) with SORT functionality for the Matched and MisMatched
columns.

TLS v1.3 Protocol Support

With z/OS V2R4, the IBM Communications Server TCP/IP stack was updated to support TLS protocol v1.3.
PTFs SO09966, SO09967, and SO09968 update NetMaster NM for TCP/IP with TLS v1.3 support for /SECURE displays
and Connection information output.

New IPEVENT Burst Limit and Maximum Record Limit Parameters for the IPLOG

PTFs S010120 and S010121 update NetMaster NM for TCP/IP with two new IPEVENT parameters for the IPLOG: Burst
Limit and Maximum Record Limit. The burst limit parameter prevents an excessive number of events from overwhelming
the IPLOG. The maximum record limit sets an upper limit on the size of the IPLOG.

• If incoming events exceed the burst limit value before the cache is emptied, IP logging stops, and no further events are
processed until the cache is emptied and the burst has finished.

• If the IPLOG reaches its maximum record count, IP logging stops and resumes after the archive process has removed
records from the IPLOG, which prevents unnecessary CPU utilization due to IPLOG resizing.

By default these parameters are set to their maximum values of 10,000 (burst) and 4,000,000 (records). These values can
be modified from the IPEVENT parameter group. Reducing the default maximums helps to protect the IPLOG from being
overwhelmed by an excessive burst of records, or a large overall number of event records. Accordingly, the new IPEVENT
parameters help to reduce high CPU utilization and other problems.

/IPCON EXPORT Command Support for Connections Lists

PTF SO09807 adds support for the EXPORT command from the TCP/IP:Connections (/IPCON) connections list
command line. The EXPORT command uses Printer Services to print the contents of the current Telnet, FTP, or
Connection List screen. The screen information is written in comma-delimited format. NetMaster processes the print
request in the background, and when the request is completed, NetMaster a writes a Printer Services message to the
Activity Log.
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New System Field on the Event Status Panel

PTF SO08877 enhances the Event Status panel with a new System field that allows you to select from a list of systems
when viewing Ruleset Status, Active Timers, or EventView Variables. This enables you to quickly view event information
without having to log in to each individual system.

NOTE
EventView is an option only for the NetMaster FTM and NetMaster NA products. Customers who use either of
these products with NetMaster NM for TCP/IP can use EventView functions such as Timer Rules.

New zIIP Usage Health Checks

PTFs SO09323 and SO09324 update NetMaster NM for TCP/IP with two new health checks that report on zIIP utilization:
NM_ZIIP and NM_ZIIPSSI.

• NM_ZIIP reports on product region usage of zIIP processors.
• NM_ZIIPSSI reports on SOLVESSI usage of zIIP processors.

Parameter Updates for zIIP Utilization

In conjunction with the new zIIP health checks, the following NetMaster parameters now have a default setting of BEST,
which tells the system to use zIIP processors when they are available:

• XM Product Region JCL parameter
• PAEXMODE Packet Analyzer parameter for use with the SOLVE SSI (for NetMaster NM for TCP/IP only)

Updates to SmartTrace Packet List to Support Absolute Time Display

PTF SO08461 updates NetMaster NM for TCP/IP SmartTrace to show the actual time of the packet capture on the 3270
SmartTrace: Packet List panel. Use PFKey F4 to toggle between absolute and relative time.

Event Detector Enhancements

PTF SO08206 provides updates for NetMaster NM for TCP/IP Event Detectors. The following enhancements have been
made:

• The CONNECT detector has been updated to add extra criteria: Buffered In Over, Buffered Out Over, Retransmits
Over, and DupACKs Over.

• The LISTENER detector has been updated to use IBM program EZBNMIFR instead of SNMP.
• The $IP IPTIMING Customizer parameter group has been updated to allow a minimum polling time of one minute

instead of five for the CONNECT and LISTENER detectors. This is possible because both detectors now use the
EZBNMIFR program.

• The TCPSECLV detector has been updated to issue one alert per remote address.
• Various Event Detector-related help panels have been updated to present content in a consistent manner.

New Features in the Incremental Release
New features prior to the 12.2 GA release

The following updates were made to NetMaster NM for TCP/IP prior to the 12.2 GA release, and are broken down
according to the increments in which they were originally released. The NetMaster suite of products no longer follows an
incremental release cycle. It now utilizes a continuous delivery model, which is detailed in the Transition to Continuous
Delivery topic in the Release Notes section of this documentation.

Tip: Use this link to view the PTF numbers for each new feature in this article. The PTFs in this link are updated
programmatically, so you always have access to the current New Feature PTFs.
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Updates Post Increment 3 and Pre-GA

Standardize F12 as Retrieve in OCS and COMMAND ENTRY

OCS (Operator Console Services) and Command Entry have been updated to use F12 as a Retrieve Key to bring them
into line with ISPF, etc.

This enhancement is supplied via PTF SO01868.

VSAM Update Tracking

$$SYSPRO has been updated to provide VSAM maintenance checking. $$SYSPRO VSAM verifies that VSAM files have
been updated by the NMVIP job as recommended in the PTF HOLDDATA.

This enhancement is supplied via PTF SO04199.

SmartTrace Enhancements for OSAENTA

SmartTrace has been enhanced to trace and view Open System Adapter (OSA) Ethernet level frames via the OSA-
Express network traffic analyzer (OSAENTA) function. SmartTrace OSAENTA definitions support tracing of Ethernet types
IPv4, IPv6, ARP, and SNA.

NOTE

ADD’ing of OSAENTA Trace definitions is currently only supported on the 3270 UI. 

The SELFTEST function $$SYSPRO NMIPDIAG has also been updated to report on TCPIP stack configuration settings.
  

The following prerequisites need to be met:

• The TCPIP stack PROFILE specification ‘NETMONITOR NTATRCSERVICE’ needs to be set. This will display as
‘NtaSrv: YES’ in a NETSTAT CONFIG display.

• The user ID assigned to the NETMASTER SSI (NMSSI) must have the following privileges:
– If a profile for the resource is defined, the user ID must have READ access to the SERVAUTH class resource

named ‘EZB.NETMGMT.sysname.tcpname.SYSTCPOT’.
– If a profile for the resource is not defined, the user ID must be defined as a superuser.

In a multilevel secure environment, a profile for the resource must be defined.

For further details, refer to the Prepare IBM Communications Server (TCP/IP and FTM Only) topic in the NetMaster
Shared Content Library 12.2 documentation.

NOTE

The NETMASTER SSI region issues VARY TCPIP,stackname,OSAENTA commands when traces are activated
and inactivated. Authorization was previously given for VARY TCPIP commands at initial product Install/Setup
for the Packet Analyzer.

This enhancement is supplied via PTFs SO04418, SO04419, and SO04420.

IEESYSAS-started Procedure Replaced by UNIX System Services Spawn

PTFs SO05667 and SO05668 update NetMaster NM for TCP/IP release 12.2 to replace the use of a IEESYSAS-started
task procedure with a UNIX system services spawn. The resulting OMVS address space inherits the user environment
of the NetMaster region, so no additional security definitions are required beyond what is currently documented in Define
UNIX System Service (USS) Authorization in the NetMaster Shared Content Library.

Previously, in a scenario where the NetMaster region is called NETMA, an IEESYSAS-started task procedure would have
run as IEESYSAS.NETMAn. With the new PTF applied, an OMVS task called NETMAn is spawned instead.    
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SELFTEST UNIXBSYS has also been updated to improve the reporting of problems with file NM129, which is used as a
NetMaster USS support function.

Increased Maximum Smart Trace Size

PTFs SO06414 and SO06415 increase the SOLVE SSI parameter PAMMTTSIZE (Maximum Smart Trace size) from
99999 to 250000. The default value remains 20000. The default value can be changed by coding the PAMMTTSIZE
parameter in the SSISYSIN member.

The Trace Limit field on 3270 trace definitions has been updated to allow a maximum value of 250000. WEB defintions
have not been updated.

For information on the impact of increasing PAMMTTSIZE, see the 3270 Trace Limit online help.

FIPS 140 Compliance Indication

PTF SO06145 adds support for FIPS 140 compliance indication on the SD display of a connection, the /SECURE.A (AT-
TLS Summary) list, and in the ATTLS section of the drilldown connection list.

NOTE

IP History displays were updated to include FIPS 140 indication via zERT-related PTFs SO00328, SO00329,
and SO00330. 

Packet Direction Added to TCP SmartTrace Criteria

The SmartTrace (/SMART) packet capture criteria on page 2 of a TCP trace definition has been updated to support packet
direction. This change applies to 3270 UI only. It does not apply to Multiple TCP Trace definition.

This enhancement is supplied via PTF SO06853.

Customizer Updated to Add USS and ZFS Parameters

PTFs SO06908, SO06976, and SO07368 update NetMaster NM for TCP/IP (and FTM) release 12.2 to add two new
parameters to Customizer (/PARMS). Additionally, the USSCMD command has been added.

Parameter USS allows control of UNIX debug tracing.

Parameter ZFS moves the definition of the ZFS path from the WEBCENTER parameter group. The ZFS path contains
WEB and non-WEB related content.

PTF HOLDDATA provides guidance to ensure that the ZFS path is correct and that the Customizer INIFILE is regenerated
if used.

NOTE

Ensure that the CC2DZFS path is mounted post-IPL. Refer to the Prepare to Start your Products section of the
install documentation for further information.

USSCMD is a new command for issuing one-off USS commands from NCL &INTCMD environments. This command runs
the shell in a batch mode and frees resources automatically at command termination.

Automatic Update of MODS and PANEL Libraries

NetMaster VSAM files MODSDIS and PANLDIS are updated in batch from VSAM initialization files that are SMP/E
controlled ++DATA elements. This action is described in ++HOLD data in related PTFs.

Enhancement PTF SO07237 provides a VSAMUPDATE parameter group that enables automated VSAM updates.

For details, see Update VSAM Data Sets in the NetMaster Shared Content Library.
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Updates in Increment 3

Machine Learning Capabilities

NetMaster NM for TCP/IP offers machine learning capabilities to help you prevent downtime and optimize IT operations.
These capabilities proactively detect when systems are behaving abnormally and help expedite problem resolution.

This machine-learning environment consumes the data that you specify from NetMaster NM for TCP/IP and streams it
through multiple data science algorithms. The resulting insights help provide additional time for you to remediate potential
issues before they impact your business.

Embedded intelligence and a modern, easy-to-use collaboration hub also provide actionable insights. These insights help
novice IT ops staff triage potential problems and analyze root causes faster. You can also configure the machine-learning
environment to trigger automated problem remediation, which further simplifies management, increases efficiency, and
protects your experts.

NetMaster NM for TCP/IP supports the following machine learning capabilities:

• Adaptive Thresholding – Proactively warns of abnormal patterns so that you can take corrective action sooner. You can
improve mean time to resolution (MTTR) with real-time dynamic notification of issues.

• Visual Analytics – Provides reports and dashboards for viewing and monitoring performance data. You can analyze the
historical performance to identify trends and take corrective and proactive actions when necessary.

To learn more about these capabilities, refer to the MOI (Mainframe Operational Intelligence) documentation, including
its Release Notes. To configure machine learning, see Configure NetMaster NM for TCP/IP for Machine Learning.

NetMaster NM for TCP/IP Metrics

After you integrate the NetMaster NM for TCP/IP Adapter, MOI displays data for the following groups of metrics:

• Metrics for Address Spaces in Network Ports (IP Resource Monitor)
• Metrics for Business Applications (TCP/IP Summary)
• Metrics for Stack Interfaces and Activities (Condition Summary)

For more information, see Configure NetMaster NM for TCP/IP for Machine Learning.

Create and Manage SmartTrace Definitions on Mainframe Team Center - Network Management

You can now use Mainframe Team Center - Network Management to create, edit, delete, and activate SmartTrace
definitions. With these enhancements, Mainframe Team Center - Network Management now lets you perform nearly all
the same tasks with SmartTrace definitions that you can perform on the mainframe.

For details about using these SmartTrace enhancements, see the Mainframe Team Center - Network Management 12.2
documentation.

Originally supplied in PTF RO99583

Use zERT Data to Help Enhance Application Security

You can use NetMaster NM for TCP/IP to efficiently leverage zERT data about whether and how traffic from an application
is cryptographically protected. This data helps you verify regulatory compliance for application security and helps you find
applications that might need stronger security.

zERT data focuses on important security attributes of the mechanisms that protect application traffic, especially the
cryptographic protocols, algorithms, and keys. NetMaster NM for TCP/IP retrieves this data from the new SMF 119
subtype 11 records that zERT creates. For more details about zERT, see this IBM Documentation article.

NetMaster NM for TCP/IP has added zERT data in the following areas:
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• IP Connection List
– List display: IPsec and SSH data in the security protocol level
– Connection Information display: Security-related details

• EE UDP Connections
– List display: Security status
– Connection Information display: Security-related details

• FTP and Telnet Connection Lists
– /CONNF, /CONNT, /SECURE.F and /SECURE.T Connection List displays: Security cipher information

• IP Security
– Summary List displays: Secure/Unsecure options
– Encryption Summary menu displays active and total connection counts for the protocols in use

• IP History
– Connection Events: zERT-related details

Also, for ease of use, Connection Events includes all INIT/TERM command types in one record.   
• Event Detector

– New sample event detector TCPSECLV monitors the protocols and ciphers for application connections. It issues
alerts for each local port and remote address that uses an insecure protocol.
For instructions and requirements for using TCPSECLV, see Configuring Event Monitoring.
For a detailed scenario about how you can use TCPSECLV to help enhance application security, see  Use zERT
Data to Verify That Incoming Connections Adhere to Security Policy.

• $$SYSPRO NMIPDIAG command
– Reports zERT setup issues

To use this feature, you must meet the following prerequisites. For details about meeting them, see your IBM
documentation.

• Run z/OS Release 2.3.
• Enable the following zERT-related parameters in the IBM STACK PROFILE dataset:

– GLOBALCONFIG parm ZERT
– SMFCONFIG TYPE119 parm ZERTDETAIL
– NETMONITOR parm ZERTSERVICE

Originally supplied in  PTFs SO00328, SO00329, and SO00330

SmartTrace Enhancements for SMC

SmartTrace has been enhanced to decode SMC-R and SMC-D packets.

Originally supplied in PTFs RO94885 and RO94940

Password Phrases in Logon Data

To support password phrases in login data, set the value of the /PARMS LOGONUSRDATA parameter group to PHR.
The PHR setting treats the first 100 characters of login data after the userid as a phrase. Any characters after the 100th
character are treated as a menu option.

For more information about using passphrases, refer to the Security topics in the NetMaster Shared Content Library
documentation.

Originally supplied in PTF RO93893
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New Parameter Visible in Customizer

The Customizer provides easy visibility for parameter groups. You can quickly view the parameters in each group without
searching for data set names. The Customizer now includes a new /PARMS SXCTL parameter group. This group displays
external security control parameters in the SXCTL file.

Originally supplied in PTF RO94056

Monitor More Ports in ASMON Resources

You can monitor more TCP and UDP ports in ASMON resources by adding more input lines. The limits on the number of
lines of input have increased, as follows:

• For TCP/IP: from one line of input to four lines
• For UDP: from one line to two

Originally supplied in PTF RO94983

Security Cipher Added to Connections List

The connections list on the SSL/TLS Summary screen has been enhanced to include the security cipher that each task
used to establish a connection.

Originally supplied in PTFs RO97239 and RO97240

Monitor HVCOMM Storage Pool

You can now monitor the HVCOMM storage pool from the NetMaster NM for TCP/IP IP Resource Monitor. The HVCOMM
storage pool is part of the Communications Storage Manager (CSM), a component of IBM Communications Server. The
output of the D (Display CSM Usage) command now includes HVCOMM storage information.

After you apply INC03, perform the following tasks in NetMaster NM for TCP/IP to monitor attributes in the HVCOMM
storage pool:

1. On the CSM Monitoring Definition screen in the CSM resource definition, add the new HVCOMM attributes that
you want to monitor. These attributes all begin with the HVCOMM* prefix. Examples include HVCOMMCurrent,
HVCOMMCurrentPercent, HVCOMMMaximum, and HVCOMMMaxUsed.
For instructions, see Monitoring and Diagnosing IP Resources and Nodes and How to Add an IP Resource.

2. Set up any required alerting for the attributes that you added.
For instructions, see Configuring Event Monitoring.

Originally supplied in PTFs RO99429, RO99126, and RO99127

New $CALL Parameter for $NCL Process

The $NCL Process is a special process definition that lets you execute an existing NCL procedure directly. The $NCL
process has a new $CALL=YES|NO parameter. You can use $CALL=YES to invoke the NCL procedure using CALL
instead of EXEC. For details about using the $NCL Process, see $NCL Process -- Execute an NCL Procedure in the
NetMaster Shared Content Library.

Originally supplied in PTF SO00208

Streamlined Documentation for Installing and Upgrading NetMaster Products

We have combined and condensed the installation, upgrade, and maintenance procedures for the following NetMaster
products into a single set of instructions in the NetMaster Shared Content Library:
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• NetMaster NM for TCP/IP
• NetMaster FTM
• NetMaster NA
• NetMaster NM for SNA
• SOLVE:FTS

Customers can now follow the instructions in a single document space (instead of five) to install all these products in a
single process (instead of five).

We also performed these tasks:

• Updated the text for accuracy, eliminating much duplicate and obsolete information.
• Added missing context and processes where necessary, especially at the high level for users who are upgrading or

migrating or who are not using every NetMaster product.

For details, see Install or Upgrade NetMaster Products in the NetMaster Shared Content Library.

Miscellaneous Updates in INC03

In addition to the updates earlier on this page, the INC03 pax file also include the following miscellaneous updates, and
the updates in the next section, Updates in INCO3 Support PTFs.

• Improves the options for installing the product in the CSM-related XML
• Applies all defect fixes released after INC02 through SO00851, including:

– Updates for UNIX support
– Several other minor improvements

Updates in INC03 Support PTFs

The INC03 support PTFs (SO00689, SO00611, and SO00612) include these updates:

• Updates the product-level displays to INC03
• Updates the Install Utility to use the SMP/E RECEIVE SYSMODS FROMNTS command
• Removes references to tape-based installs from the Install Utility      
• Corrects the sample security member $NMSXCTL

Updates in Increment 2

INC02 consisted of the following PTFs:

• R092903
• RO92904
• R092905.

INC02 did not have a PAX file.

The INC02 enhancements were as follows:
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• Added the TLSv1.2 column to /SECURE displays
• Added the product release number to the product region Primary menu
• Added the release number to the start messages for SSI and for the product region
• Updated APPC conversations to avoid hangs on RECEIVE_AND_WAIT conditions
• Updated the Resource Monitor to allow access from more than two systems
• Corrected S0C3 abends on UDBOPEN of RRDS
• Corrected the sockets related message TVJ101
• Corrected the WebCenter SYSVIEW command error
• Updated the Customizer $RM SYSLOGD parameter to more reliably obtain the Process ID
• Updated the Dataset Services to display library numbers when the STEPLIB DD name is used
• For the IIA Install Utility: increased space for SMPWRK6 DDDEF and added SMPPTS1 DDDEF
• Updated the CONCAT macro to preserve blanks
• Removed tracking of TCP connection retransmit events in the /CONNCF display
• For UNIX support: updated messages, improved error reporting, and updated code to avoid storage-related shortages

and abends
• Added support for z/OS 2.2 system symbols; maximum sizes are 16 bytes for names and 44 bytes for values

For Mainframe Team Center - Network Management and WebCenter:

• Updated the default value for the “Enable Secure URL Prefix?” field under the Customizer $NM WebCenter parameter
group to YES. If you are installing NetMaster NM for TCP/IP for the first time, verify that this setting matches your site
setup.

For Mainframe Team Center - Network Management:

• Added the About page and updated the Login page
• Corrected the handling of plus signs and spaces
• Correct same System Name appearing in IP Summary drop down
• For SmartTrace, on the Active Traces tab, added the following actions:

– Inactivate an active trace definition
– Save a running or ended trace
– Download a trace in PCAP format

Updates in Increment 1

The following updates to NetMaster NM for TCP/IP were supplied with Release 12.2 Increment 01 (INC01).

NOTE

INC01 was a pax file. There was no INC00 pax file.

New Features

SMC-R and SMC-D Support

The IBM Shared Memory Communications (SMC) protocol lets TCP socket applications exploit direct access to shared
memory in your data center. We updated the following panels to include the new SMC fields. For example, the TRS panel
lets you see SMC traffic statistics for ports, remote networks, address space, application, and stack home address.

NetMaster requires no additional setup. Data is displayed if SMC has been implemented at the customer site. For more
details about SMC, see this IBM Knowledge Center article.
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Stack IP Performance Metrics

The Stack IP Performance Metrics display (/STKMON.IPM) output includes the following SMC-D and SMC-R statistics:

Established Links

The current number of active SMC-R and SMC-D links

Link Activation Timeouts

The number of attempts that were made to establish SMC-R and SMC-D links, in cases where the attempts failed due to
timeout conditions

Active Links Opened

The number of times that SMC-R and SMC-D links were established and this stack performed the client role during link
establishment

Passive Links Opened

The number of times that SMC-R and SMC-D links were established and this stack performed the server role during link
establishment

Links Closed

The number of closed SMC-R and SMC-D links

Connections - Currently Established

The number of TCP connections over SMC-R and SMC-D links in the ESTABLISHED or CLOSE-WAIT state

Connections - Active Opened

The number of times TCP connections over SMC-R and SMC-D links have made a direct transition from the CLOSED to
SYN-SENT state

Connection - Passive Opened

The number of times TCP connections over SMC-R and SMC-D links have made a direct transition from the LISTEN to
SYN-RCVD state

Connections - Closed

The number of connections over SMC-R and SMC-D links that have corresponding sockets closed

Segments - Received

The total number of RDMA (SMC-R) and DMA (SMC-D) inbound write operations. RDMA and DMA inbound write
operations are considered as received segments.

Segments - Sent

The total number of RDMA (SMC-R) and DMA (SMC-D) outbound write operations. RDMA and DMA outbound write
operations are considered as sent segments.

Resets - Received

The total number of RDMA (SMC-R) and DMA (SMC-D) inbound write operations that contained the abnormal close flag.
This flag has the same effect as the TCP RST flag.

Resets - Sent

The total number of RDMA (SMC-R) and DMA (SMC-D) outbound write operations that contained the abnormal close flag.
This flag has the same effect as the TCP RST flag.
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Traffic Statistics Display

The Traffic Statistics displays for Address Space, Application, Stack Home Address, Remote Address, Remote
Network and TCP Port (/IPTRS) include the following new columns in the panel:

• SMC Connections Active
• SMC Connections Total
• SMC Connections Started
• SMC Connections Ended
• SMC Bytes In
• SMC Bytes Out

Connection List Criteria Display

The Connection Link Criteria Display /CONNC panel has been enhanced to show SMC-R and SMC-D types. You can
optionally filter the list to display either or both SMC types.

Device Link List Display

The Device Link List Display (the DL option of the /DEVLINK menu) has been enhanced to show SMC-R and SMC-D
types.

Transport Resource List Display

The Transport Resource List /IPTRL panel includes the following changes to support SMC-R and SMC-D:

• The PNetid field is added.
• The ISM and ROCE entries are added.
• The XCF page is removed.

The Transport Resource List /APPNTRL panel includes the following changes to support SMC-R and SMC-D: The IP-
specific content (QDIO page) and IP-related entries are removed.

ASN.1 Maps Moved to PDS/E

The repository for ASN.1 Maps has moved from the OSCNTL VSAM file to the MAPOBJ PDS/E partitioned, concatenated
data set. The OSCNTL file (hlq.OSCNTL) is no longer created. Instead, the MAPOBJ dataset (hlq.CC2DMAPO) is
created. This data set is easier to manage than VSAM files.

In the NMDRVCTL DD, the RUNSYSIN member of the TESTEXEC library no longer references OSCNTL. This member
now references MAPOBJ instead.

The parameter OSINP has been removed and is no longer valid.

WARNING
If you are upgrading, these changes require that you regenerate your RUNSYSIN member. Otherwise, errors
occur when you run the member. The member is regenerated automatically when you follow the process to
configure NetMaster NM for TCP/IP. Configuring your product is part of the standard installation or upgrade
process, whether you use CSM or a PAX file.

For details about maintaining maps, see Maintaining Maps in the Shared Content Library documentation.

New zFS File System

The NetMaster NM for TCP/IP installation process creates a zFS file system using SMP/E DD definitions (DEFs)
AC2DZFS and CC2DZFS.
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NOTE

Ensure that the CC2DZFS path is mounted post-IPL. Refer to the Prepare to Start your Products section of the
install documentation for further information.

The following SMP/E DD definition (DEFs) have been removed, and their data has been moved to the new zFS file
system:

• The ReportCenter DEFs from AC2DHFSR and CC2DHFSR
• The Mainframe Team Center - Network Management (web interface) DEFs from AC2DHFS and CC2DHFS 

NOTE
For details about AC2DZFS, CC2DZFS, and other data sets, see the Reference section in the Shared Content
Library documentation.

Enhanced Support for UNIX System Services (USS) Commands

Support has been enhanced for UNIX System Services (USS) commands, as follows:

• USS commands no longer require an NMSSI region configured with UNIX=YES.
• The commands now run under a UNIX shell environment that is dynamically created by the NetMaster region.
• You can authorize the commands under the issuing user.
• The documentation for implementing USS commands is enhanced.

Verify that you meet the following requirements:

NOTE
To access any of the PTFs listed below, access the download center area of the Broadcom support site and
copy the PTF number into the search box.

• Apply the following PTFs: RO95282, RO96733, and RO97359.
• The user ID for the NetMaster region has an OMVS segment that specifies a UID number and a home directory in the

external security product definition.
• The data set CC2DLINK is in the system linklist and is APF-authorized.
• USS and Netstat commands are authorized to run as the issuing user. This authorization requires either passticket

generation or access to the BPX.DAEMON facility. For details, see Define UNIX System Service (USS) Authorization
in the NetMaster Shared Content Library.

New and Changed Commands

This section describes new and changed commands.  For complete details about commands, see the Online Help.

SHOW UNIX

The new SHOW UNIX command displays all environments active for running UNIX commands.

Required Authority: 0

SYSCMD Command

The SYSCMD command has been changed–The obsolete MIGID operand is removed.

NOTE

Remove the MIGID operand from any user NCL procedures.
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Changes to Data Sets

The names of some data sets have changed, as indicated in the previous two sections, ASN.1 Maps Moved to PDS/E and
New zFS File System.

The content of data set CC2DLOAD has been moved into CC2DPLD. CC2DLOAD is no longer allocated.

Review these changes to determine any impact to your installation.

Changes to the Installation Utility

Similarly, the installation utility has been updated to support the changes indicated in the previous two sections, ASN.1
Maps Moved to PDS/E and New zFS File System.

If you intend to perform both of the following actions, include HLQ NMC2 as the last qualifier of your dsnpref, for example,
yourhlq1.yourhlq2.NMC2:

• Install NetMaster NM for TCP/IP, using CSM.
• Configure, set up, or maintain your product, using the installation utility that you run from CC2DJCL.

Changes that Affect Resource-Level Security

This release contains no changes that affect resource-level security.

Changes to Distributed Knowledge Base

This following resource definitions have been removed from the distributed knowledge base:

• CIP (Class 44)
• Router (Class 45)

Change to SOLVE SSI Parameter

The default value of the SOLVE SSI PATRACENMI parameter has changed to Yes. Verify that this parameter is set
appropriately for your site.

The PATRACENMI parameter specifies whether the Packet Analyzer uses the IBM real-time application-controlled TCP/
IP trace network management interface (Trace NMI) to collect packets for IBM stacks at the z/OS V2R1 release level or
later. The Trace NMI has security requirements and high virtual storage requirements. For details, see Packet Analyzer
and SOLVE SSI topic in the Shared Content Library.

New Security Parameter to Comply with PCI Standards

The new LOGONMSG SXCTL security parameter lets administrators comply with Payment Card Industry Data Security
Standards (PCI DSS) for incorrect login attempts. These standards specify that users who attempt to log in to a product
with an incorrect password or an incorrect user name receive a generic failure message that one of these credentials
is incorrect. These standards enhance security by not informing potential hackers of which credential (user name
or password) is valid.

Enhancements Supplied Early, for Release 12.1 Post-GA

The following Release 12.2 enhancements are included in the base 12.2 PAX file, and were also delivered through PTFs
for Release 12.1 after it went GA, as follows:
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NOTE
To access any of the PTFs listed below, access the download center area the Broadcom support site and copy
the PTF number into the search box.

PTF Feature
R082886
and
R082887

OpenSSH Event Recording

RO80964 Packet Analyzer Support for Trace NMI
RO87509 Add Exclude Option to Log Message Filtering
RO86760
and
RO86761

Collect TCP Port Statistics by Owner

RO90170 MIBinsight AES128
RO91201 Password phrase support, which enables multi-factor

authentication (MFA)
RO90340 Enable HttpOnly Cookies parameter
RO89049
and
RO89840

Enable Secure URL Prefix parameter
RO89840 is required for secure cookie support

RO92088 Track User Logins – Helps verify that only authorized users
access Mainframe Team Center - Network Management.
Administrators can review the "user-tracking" log files that record a
detailed entry for each user session.

Multiple earlier PTFs, including the cumulative PTF
RO92459

Mainframe Team Center - Network Management features,
including IP Summary, Command Entry, Ping & Traceroute,
SmartTrace, Alert Monitor, and Resource Monitor. For
SmartTrace, Mainframe Team Center - Network Management
displays a different set of packet sequence numbers than
NetMaster NM for TCP/IP or WebCenter.

NetMaster API Service Release Notes
New features, enhancements, and updates in the NetMaster API Service

March 2023 (LU09461)

The NetMaster API Service was updated to enable you to define and edit IPv4 and IPv6 traces in the NetMaster Web
Portal. Future releases will enable you to define and edit all of the trace types supported by the SmartTrace feature.

You must apply PTF LU09461 for the NetMaster API Service before you apply PTF LU09462 to update the NetMaster
Web Portal. For instructions, see the HOLDDATA.

For additional information about the updates, refer to the NetMaster Web Portal Release Notes.

February 2023 (LU09070)

The NetMaster API Service was updated to enable additional SmartTrace functionality in the NetMaster Web Portal,
particularly the ability to define and edit TCP and UDP type traces in the NetMaster Web Portal. Future releases will
enable you to define and edit all of the available trace types.
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You must apply PTF LU09070 for the NetMaster API Service before you apply PTF LU09071 to update the NetMaster
Web Portal.

IMPORTANT
Make sure to follow the HOLDDATA instructions if you plan to upgrade your existing NetMaster API Service
installation.

For additional information about the updates, refer to the  NetMaster Web Portal Release Notes.

October 2022 (LU07540)

The NetMaster API Service has been updated to provide your Network and Security staff with access to NetMaster
SmartTrace packet tracing functionality.

NOTE
PTF LU07540 requires PTFs LU07541 and LU07542. All three must be installed together.

The SmartTrace API uses both REST and WebSocket type APIs to provide NetMaster 3270 functionality in a powerful and
flexible API format.

The SmartTrace API allows you to:

• Display a list of SmartTrace definitions
• View the details of SmartTrace definitions
• Add, update, or delete a SmartTrace definition
• Start and stop traces from a SmartTrace definition
• View a list of active and ended traces in a region
• Save an active or ended trace
• Download an active, ended, or saved trace in PCAP format
• Delete an ended or saved trace
• View a list of saved traces in a region
• View the details for active, ended, and saved traces
• View packets in active, ended, and saved traces

To see detailed reference information about the SmartTrace API, refer to Use the SmartTrace API.

NOTE
Future NetMaster API Service releases will expose additional SmartTrace functionality.

In addition to the newly available SmartTrace functionality, all references to YML have been standardized to YAML.

IMPORTANT
Make sure to follow the HOLDDATA instructions if you plan to upgrade your existing NetMaster API Service
installation.

June 2022 (LU06060)

The NetMaster API Service was updated to provide your Network and Security staff with greater insight into security
details for mainframe connections. The NetMaster API Service enhancements promote more efficient network
troubleshooting and problem resolution for your organization. The following updates are available:
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• The connection counter endpoint in the TCP/IP Data API has been enhanced by allowing you to filter by a specific
counter ID. The counter ID filter allows for greater precision and helps to limit the number of results.

• If CICS, FTP, or Telnet application data is associated with a connection, the application data can also be viewed in the
connection details endpoint.

• Additional security details for ATTLS, SSH, FTP, zERT TLS, and IPSEC connections can be viewed in the connection
details endpoint of the TCP/IP Data API. For more details, refer to the OpenAPI Specification for REST APIs.

• You can now use the TCP/IP Data API to view the total number of connections that were reset by zERT policy-
based enforcement. Being able to quickly access the count of reset connections is a valuable troubleshooting
tool for mainframe network administrators who have defined zERT policy-based enforcement policies. The count
of connections that were reset for each entity is in the totalReset property of the JSON response. For additional
information, refer to the Use the TCP/IP Data API and the OpenAPI Specification for REST APIs topics.

• All NetMaster API Service endpoints now conform to Zowe v2 guidelines for the API Mediation Layer (API ML).
• The NetMaster API Service now supports Java 11. The NMAPIENV member has been updated accordingly.
• Some security vulnerabilities were identified and remedied.

IMPORTANT
Make sure to follow the HOLDATA instructions if you plan to upgrade your existing NetMaster API Service
installation.

October 2021 (LU02615)

NOTE
As part of the LU02615 update, you are prompted to apply PTF LU03311.

The following updates are available for the NetMaster API Service:

• A new Command Entry API enables NetMaster users to issue NetMaster and MVS/USS commands through the
NetMaster Web Portal, or through a third-party command console. The Command Entry API is especially useful to
users of the NetMaster Web Portal. Network security and administrative staff can quickly issue commands as they are
troubleshooting Security and connectivity issues, without having to leave the Web Portal.

• A messaging enhancement to help users better identify user IDs in NetMaster UAMs.
• Fixes to address security vulnerabilities.
• Various minor corrections and enhancements

To upgrade the NetMaster API Service:

1. Replace the runtime NMAPIDEP and NMAPIENV members with new copies from CC2DSAMP. Update the members
as needed:
– For NMAPIDEP, update the jobcard and symbol values.
– For NMAPIENV, update the INSTALL_HOME value.

2. Re-run the NMAPIDEP jcl.
3. Re-start the NMAPISRV task.

NOTE
The /yourdeploy/API-Service/bin/netmaster-service-lib.jar file is no longer used. The updated
file is API-Service/bin/netmaster-service.jar . You can delete old copies of the API-Service/bin/
netmaster-service-lib.jar file.

For more information, see Using APIs. For more details, or if you are installing the NetMaster API Service for the first time,
refer to the Install, Deploy, and Configure the NetMaster API Service topic.

NetMaster Web Portal Release Notes
New features, enhancements, and updates in the NetMaster Web Portal.
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March 2023 (LU09462)

The SmartTrace functionality in the NetMaster Web Portal has been expanded to offer more features previously available
only in the 3270 interface of NetMaster. You can now create and edit IPv4 and IPv6 trace definitions directly from the
NetMaster Web Portal.

For details about creating trace definitions in the NetMaster Web Portal, see Manage Trace Definitions.

IMPORTANT
You must apply PTF LU09461 for the NetMaster API Service before you apply PTF LU09462 to update the
NetMaster Web Portal. See HOLDDATA for instructions.

March 2023

As a result of the updates to SmartTrace save functionality in the NetMaster 3270 interface, the  NetMaster Web Portal
now features better and more efficient processes for saving and deleting trace instances. Enhanced save processes
enable you to more quickly save and delete trace instances. Performance is faster, and timeouts are less likely, even for
large trace instances.

NOTE
There were no code changes to the NetMaster Web Portal. The 3270 changes that enabled the NetMaster Web
Portal performance improvements are from PTFs LU09101 and LU09102. Refer to the New Features topic for
details.

February 2023 (LU09071)

The NetMaster Web Portal has been updated with additional SmartTrace functionality that makes it easier to create and
work with SmartTrace definitions:

• The Trace Definitions tab view now includes a trace Type column.
• In the Trace Definitions tab view, Delete Trace Definition is now an option on the Action menu (

).
• You can now create and edit TCP and UDP type trace definitions directly from the web portal. To create a new trace

definition, you click the New button and enter trace definition criteria on an entry window with four tabs. Each tab
corresponds to a different aspect of trace definition detail: base, advanced, stop criteria, and tracing options. To edit
trace definitions, you select the View Trace Definition option on the Action menu, and then click the Edit button.

NOTE
In this release, you can create, view, and edit definitions for TCP and UDP type trace definitions. Future
releases will enable the create, view, and edit actions for all of the other available trace types.

• When creating a trace definition, the Save and Start option allows you to immediately initiate a trace at the time that
you save the new definition.

For details about creating trace definitions in the NetMaster Web Portal, refer to the Manage Trace Definitions topic.

IMPORTANT
Make sure to follow the HOLDDATA instructions if you plan to upgrade your existing NetMaster Web Portal
installation.

October 2022 (LU07543)

The NetMaster Web Portal has been updated to provide your Network and Security staff with web-based access to
NetMaster SmartTrace packet tracing functionality. Users can switch between different NetMaster regions without leaving
the web interface, which allows for more comprehensive and easier analysis of trace data.

From the NetMaster Web Portal you can now use the following SmartTrace functionality:
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• Display a list of SmartTrace definitions
• Start and stop traces from a SmartTrace definition
• View a list of active and ended traces in a region
• Save an active or ended trace
• Download an active, ended, or saved trace in PCAP format
• Delete an ended or saved trace
• View a list of saved traces in a region
• View the details for active, ended, and saved traces
• View packets in active, ended, and saved traces
• Navigate through and view packet detail in a trace from a single page

To see detailed reference information about using SmartTrace functionality in the NetMaster Web Portal, refer to Use
SmartTrace in the Web Portal.

NOTE
Future NetMaster Web Portal releases will make available additional SmartTrace functionality.

In addition to the newly available SmartTrace functionality, the Java option related to ATTLS usage has been moved from
the NMWPMARG member to the NMWPENV member.

IMPORTANT
Make sure to follow the HOLDATA instructions if you plan to upgrade your existing NetMaster Web Portal
installation.

June 2022 (LU06059)

The NetMaster Web Portal was updated with a new user interface and better visibility into TCP/IP connection data. The 
NetMaster Web Portal enhancements promote more efficient network troubleshooting and problem resolution for your
organization. The following updates are available:

• A new user interface that includes:
– A collapsible side navigation bar from which you can access NetMaster Web Portal features and administrative

tools.
– A new dark mode toggle allows you to change the interface to a light-on-dark visualization (dark mode). To change

back to a standard visualization, click the Use Dark Mode toggle that is found on the user profile menu.
• The Connection Summary view now includes an Active/Total toggle. By default, the Connection Summary displays

only active connections. However, when troubleshooting, you might want to see additional connection information. The
Total view provides the additional information by showing three types of connections: active connections, completed
connections, and connections that were reset by a zERT policy. Being able to quickly access the count of reset
connections is a valuable troubleshooting tool for mainframe network administrators who have defined zERT policy-
based enforcement policies. For more information, refer to the View a Real-time Summary of Mainframe Connections
topic.

• The NetMaster Connection Details page now provides network administrators with the ability to access critical,
connection-specific detail on a single page:
– Connection details for specific connection types, including FTP, Telnet, and CICS, are now available. When you

select a connection in one of these categories, the NetMaster Connection Details page displays the application-
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specific FTP, Telnet, or CICS properties. For more information, refer to the View Application Data for a Connection
topic.

– For secure connections, the NetMaster Connection Details page now displays, AT-TLS, zERT TLS, zERT IPSEC,
and zERT SSH information. For more information, refer to the View Connection Security Details topic.

– The NetMaster Connection Details page includes four new graphs that depict the number of bytes transmitted per
second, over different time spans. Each line graph displays a comparison of remote, local, and total transmissions
in bytes for the time period. For more information, refer to the View Connection Details topic. 

• The NetMaster Web Portal now supports Java 11. The NMWPENV member has been updated accordingly.
• The H2 database for the NetMaster Web Portal has been updated to the latest version.
• Some security vulnerabilities were identified and remedied.

IMPORTANT
Make sure to follow the HOLDATA instructions if you plan to upgrade your existing NetMaster Web Portal
installation.

December 2021

The Apache Tomcat Web Server is now included as an integral part of the NetMaster Web Portal. In including Tomcat as
part of the product, the NetMaster Team has simplified the installation and maintenance processes that are associated
with the NetMaster Web Portal. After you have completed the installation prerequisites, you use one command-line
interface (CLI) for both Web Portal installation and maintenance processes. For details on the simplified installation
and maintenance processes that are enabled by the embedded Tomcat architecture, refer to Deploy and Configure the
NetMaster Web Portal.

October 2021 (LU02851)

NOTE
As part of the LU02851 update, you are prompted to apply PTF LU03320.

The following updates have been made to the NetMaster Web Portal:

• The new Command Entry API enables a Command Entry interface within the Web Portal. NetMaster Web Portal users
can issue NetMaster and MVS/USS commands for multiple LPARs directly from the Portal's web interface, without
having to log in and out of each LPAR. The Command Entry API is especially useful to users of the NetMaster Web
Portal. Network security and adminstrative staff can quickly issue commands as they are troubleshooting Security and
connectivity issues, without having to leave the Web Portal. You access the Command Entry window from the Utilities
menu. For details, refer to the Command Entry topic.

• When viewing real-time data in the NetMaster Web Portal, you can now select from multiple LPARs. When you initially
log in to the Web Portal, the log-in page includes a new Server field to select the LPAR/region from which you want
to view data. If after logging in, you want to view data from a different LPAR/region, you can choose a different LPAR/
region from the select list located next to the Refresh button. Network and security staff can work more efficiently
because they do not need to log in and log out of different regions in order to view data. Both the default value and the
values that appear in the select list depend on how you set up your web portal configuration file. For details, refer to
the NetMaster Web Portal Configuration File and Get Started with the NetMaster Web Portal topics.

• The About Help option now displays the NetMaster Web Portal version, the revision, and a timestamp. The About
option also displays the availability status of the LPARs defined for your installation, enabling Web Portal users to
quickly see which LPARs are available. For details, refer to Get Started with the NetMaster Web Portal. 

• The Connection List view is now an option on the Security menu. You can still access the Connection List from
the Connection Summary in cases where you are already viewing a specific stack, task, or application. In cases,
where you want to quickly see a list of all active connections, you use the Connection List menu option. For more
information, refer to the Connection List topic.

• The NetMaster Web Portal installation now supports the use of the AT-TLS protocol for secure HTTPS connectivity.
AT-TLS is beneficial because it encrypts and decrypts data based on a Policy Agent that can manage settings for
multiple applications. A policy-based protocol is more efficient than defining and managing certificates for multiple
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applications. In addition, SAF keyrings can now be used by the NetMaster Web Portal. Keyrings enable you to define
and administer multiple certificates from a single point, making it easier to secure your z/OS environment. Refer to the
NetMaster Web Portal Configuration File topic for sample configuration files using AT-TLS and for a list of SAF Keyring
specific properties.

• Fixes to address security vulnerabilities.
• Various minor corrections and enhancements

To upgrade the NetMaster Web Portal:

1. If you have not already done so, apply PTF LU02615 NETMASTER API OCTOBER 2021 RELEASE, as described in
the NetMaster API Service Updates note.

2. Ensure that the NetMaster API Runtime environments are up to date.
3. Update the runtime NetMaster Web Portal WAR file at: /<yourdir>/TOMCRT/tomcat/webapps/netmaster-

web.war. There are two ways to update the WAR file:
– You can re-run the NM Web Portal installation script (install.jar). Refer to the Install and Configure the Web Portal

Application topic for details.
– You can run a JCL script, such as this:

jobcard                                                                      

//*-----------------------------------------------------------------*        

// EXPORT SYMLIST=(INSDIR,TOMDIR,JAVA)                                      

// SET INSDIR='/cai/NetMaster/NMC2/CA'                                      

// SET TOMDIR='/YourTomcatDirPath'                                          

// SET JAVA='/sys/java64bt/v8r0m0/usr/lpp/java/J8.0_64/bin/java'            

//*-----------------------------------------------------------------*       

//EXTRWAR  EXEC PGM=BPXBATCH,REGION=0M                                  

//STDENV   DD   *,SYMBOLS=JCLONLY                                      

INSDIR=&INSDIR.                                                      

TOMDIR=&TOMDIR.                                                       

JAVA=&JAVA.                                                            

/*                                                                      

//STDPARM  DD   *                                                      

SH umask 0000 &&                                                        

set -x &&                                                              

cd "${TOMDIR}/tomcat/webapps"                                          

${JAVA} -jar                                                            

"${INSDIR}/NetMaster-Web/install.jar"                                  

extract --overwrite &&                                                  

chmod 755 netmaster-web.war                                            

/*                                                                      

//STDOUT   DD   SYSOUT=*                                                

//STDERR   DD   SYSOUT=*                                                

//*

If your organization uses SAF keyrings, you must add IJO="$IJO -
Djava.protocol.handler.pkgs=com.ibm.crypto.provider" as a JVM option for Tomcat. Refer to
yourprefix.CAW0OPTV(TOMENVPR) .For additional details, or if you are installing the NetMaster Web Portal for the first
time, refer to the Install, Deploy, and Configure the NetMaster Web Portal topics.

Release Compatibility and Support
Release compatibility and support information lets you see all of the tools Broadcom offers to assist in the product
lifecycle.

The following resources are available from Broadcom Support online:
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• Broadcom Mainframe Installation and Maintenance Tools
• Mainframe Software Security Advisories (login required)
• Broadcom Mainframe Product Maintenance Solutions List
• Recommended Service for z/OS (CARS)
• Migrate SMP/E Environments into z/OSMF

NOTE
For migration assistance and access to z/OSMF trainings from Broadcom, see z/OSMF Migration. To migrate
existing environments, see Migrate SMP/E Environments to z/OSMF.

• Mainframe Essentials Software Risk Assessment video
• Broadcom Mainframe Product Lifecycle Page
• Mainframe Compatibilities
• Broadcom Support Network Details

For other technical insights and to consult your peers and product management, monitor our global communities:

• Broadcom Mainframe Software Division (MSD) Microsite
• Broadcom Mainframe Software Communities
• NetMaster Community

Known Issues
Review the known issues so you can prepare for any issues that you may encounter in this release.

This release includes the following known issues:
The NetMaster Web

Portal can freeze
when you attempt

to save a large trace

Sometimes, when you try to save a large trace, the NetMaster Web Portal can freeze. This can happen
for a variety of reasons, ranging from the size of the trace to CPU usage and what other actions are
currently taking place on the system. When the NetMaster Web Portal freezes, the Save dialog does not
automatically close, and it appears that the trace is not saved. In most cases, however, NetMaster does
save the trace. To work around this issue and verify that the trace is saved, you can:

• Press Cancel on the Save dialog, and then refresh the browser window (not the application level
refresh). Then click the Saved Traces tab to verify that the trace has been saved.

• In the 3270 interface, check the Saved Traces list (/smart.ls) to verify that the trace has been saved.

Deprecated Features
The following topic describes features that have been removed or became obsolete in NetMaster NM for TCP/IP Release
12.2:

Deprecation of the NetMaster NM for TCP/IP Packet Analyzer Hook

For z/OS releases after v2r5, the NetMaster team will no longer support the Packet Analyzer hook to obtain data from
IBM TCP/IP stacks. The Packet Analyzer hook is NetMaster code that extends packet analysis capability by collecting
data directly from an IBM TCP/IP stack. However, it is an inherently less stable and reliable method than that provided
by the IBM TCP/IP Trace Network Management Interface (Trace NMI), a more modern and stable tool. For this reason,
if you use a post-v2r5 version of z/OS, you must use the IBM TCP/IP Trace Network Management Interface (Trace NMI)
to obtain data. By default, NetMaster NM for TCP/IP  is set up to use the Trace NMI. The PATRACENMI setting in the
SSIPARM member, which defaults to YES, determines whether your installation uses the TRACE NMI. If you changed the
setting to NO, change it back to YES to ensure that you will still be able to collect Packet Analyzer data. In addition, when
you set up the Trace NMI, you must configure security, as described in the "Trace Network Management Interface" section
of the Prepare IBM Communications Server article. If you did not modify the PATRACENMI setting, it remains active and
no changes are required. For more information on the PATRACENMI parameter, refer to the Packet Analyzer and SOLVE
SSI topic.     
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Removal of Deprecated WebCenter and ReportCenter Components (SO13728, SO13733, and SO13866)

Installation of the above PTFs removes the deprecated (see the earlier notes) WebCenter and ReportCenter functionality
from the NetMaster suite of products. Removal of the deprecated functionality means:

• WebCenter will be disabled, and any Customizer parameters related to its setup or configuration, including the use of
RSS feeds, will be removed.

• The $NM WEBCENTER Parameter Group remains to allow for configuration of Mainframe Team Center - Network
Management (MTC-NM) (the replacement for WebCenter) and Performance Charts. The URL on the panel now points
to MTC-NM.

• ReportCenter views and reporting will be disabled, and any Customizer parameters related to their setup or
configuration will be removed. For current ReportCenter users, the removal of ReportCenter functionality does not
remove the ability to use ReportCenter data; it only removes ReportCenter views and reports. Users can configure
Datacom or DB2 so that NetMaster writes ReportCenter data to the database, allowing for continued use of the data.
For information on how to access your report data outside of ReportCenter, refer to the Database Structure topic in the
NetMaster Shared Content Library.

• All references to Web Center and ReportCenter URLs, such as on the main NetMaster panel, will be removed.

NOTE
Removal of the deprecated Web Center functionality does not impact Mainframe Team Center - Network
Management.

ReportCenter Deprecation

The ReportCenter component has been stabilized and will be deprecated in April of 2020. For details, refer to the Product
Update. For information on how you can use NetMaster to access your report data outside of ReportCenter, refer to the
Database Structure topic in the NetMaster Shared Content Library.

WebCenter Deprecation
The WebCenter component has been stabilized and will be deprecated in April of 2020. Mainframe Team Center for
Network Management (MTC-NM), which is documented in the NetMaster NM for TCP/IP space, is the official replacement
for WebCenter. For details, refer to the associated Product Update.

NSM End of Life
The NSM NetMaster option and TNGTRAP (Alert Forwarding) have been removed from the product. As of September 30,
2015, NSM is no longer supported. All references to NSM have been removed from the product and documentation.

NOTE

For more information, see the NSM End of Life Announcement.

TCPaccess CS, TCPaccess FTP Server, and TCPaccess Telnet Server End of Life

As of March 1, 2013, these TCPaccess products are no longer supported. All references to TCPaccess have been
removed from the product and documentation. The following TCPaccess related objects have been removed from the
product:

• The Dest ID field was removed from the Alert Monitor Trouble Ticketing Interface definition.
• The Stack Type and Subsystem ID fields were removed from Stack Resource General Description panel.
• The (for type IBM only) and Not applicable for TCPaccess comments have been removed.

NOTE

For more information, see the TCPaccess CS, TCPaccess FTP Server, and TCPaccess Telnet Server End of
Life Announcement.
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Partial Security Exit PARTSAF Removed

The partial security exit PARTSAF has been removed. If you previously used PARTSAF, use the security
exit NMSAF instead. For details about NMSAF, see the Security section in the Shared Content Library.

NetMaster Socket Management for CICS Removed

The NetMaster Socket Management for CICS component and all documentation references have been removed. If you
require this component, contact Support.

Interface to Chorus Removed

The NetMaster NM for TCP/IP interface to Chorus is removed. Therefore, the Chorus Interface is removed from the
Parameter Groups in the Customizer menu. References to this interface have been removed from the product and
documentation.

IBM TCP/IP Resolver Replaces SOLVE DNR

This release of NetMaster NM for TCP/IP uses the IBM TCP/IP resolver exclusively. The SOLVE DNR is no longer
supported and the TCPIP START command no longer supports the DNR command parameter.

Cisco Channel Card Interfaces (CIP) and Common Link Access to Workstation (CLAW)

CISCO channel card interfaces (CIP resource) and by extension Common Link Access to Workstation (CLAW) device
driver are no longer supported in NetMaster and no longer appear in the product or documentation.

Line Printer Support

Line Printer devices are no longer supported in NetMaster and no longer appear in the product or documentation.

Future Removed Features

NMSECURITY Parameter Group, NMDSNCHK, and NMDSSCHK

Future releases of NetMaster NM for TCP/IP will not include the NMSECURITY parameter group and the
NMDSNCHK and NMDSSCHK security exits. The /PARMS NMSECURITY parameter group supports the specification of
these two security exits.

• Dataset Access Authorization Exit (NMDSNCHK)
Controls user authority when executing the ALLOCATE command and FTS functions

• Dataset Services Authorization Exit (NMDSSCHK)
Controls user authority when performing Dataset Services functions

Product Accessibility Features
CA Technologies is committed to addressing user accessibility in the development of its products and documentation to
help all customers, regardless of ability, to accomplish vital business tasks.

Depending on your emulator, you can use the following accessibility features with NetMaster NM for TCP/IP:

Display

To increase visibility on your computer display, you can adjust the following options:

Font style, color, and size of items
Defines font color, size, and other visual combinations.
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Screen resolution
Defines the pixel count to enlarge objects on the screen.

Cursor width and blink rate
Defines the cursor width or blink rate, which makes the cursor easier to find or minimize its blinking.

Icon size
Defines the size of icons. You can make icons larger for visibility or smaller for increased screen space.

High contrast schemes
Defines color combinations. You can select colors that are easier to see.

Sound

Use sound as a visual alternative or to make computer sounds easier to hear or distinguish by adjusting the following
options:

Volume
Sets the computer sound up or down.

Text-to-Speech
Sets the computer's hear command options and text read aloud.

Warnings
Defines visual warnings.

Notices
Defines the aural or visual cues when accessibility features are turned on or off.

Schemes
Associates computer sounds with specific system events.

Captions
Displays captions for speech and sounds.

Keyboard

You can make the following keyboard adjustments:

Repeat Rate
Defines how quickly a character repeats when a key is struck.

Tones
Defines tones when pressing certain keys.

Sticky Keys
Defines the modifier key, such as Shift, Ctrl, Alt, or the Windows Logo key, for shortcut key combinations. Sticky
keys remain active until another key is pressed.

Mouse

You can use the following options to make your mouse faster and easier to use:

Click Speed
Defines how fast to click the mouse button to make a selection.

Click Lock
Sets the mouse to highlight or drag without holding down the mouse button.

Reverse Action
Sets the reverse function controlled by the left and right mouse keys.
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Blink Rate
Defines how fast the cursor blinks or if it blinks at all.

Pointer Options
Let you complete the following actions: 

• Hide the pointer while typing
• Show the location of the pointer
• Set the speed that the pointer moves on the screen
• Choose the pointer's size and color for increased visibility
• Move the pointer to a default location in a dialog box

Keyboard Shortcuts

The following table lists the keyboard shortcuts that NetMaster NM for TCP/IP  supports:

Keyboard Description
Ctrl+X Cut
Ctrl+C Copy
Ctrl+K Find Next
Ctrl+F Find and Replace
Ctrl+V Paste
Ctrl+S Save
Ctrl+Shift+S Save All
Ctrl+D Delete Line
Ctrl+Right Next Word
Ctrl+Down Scroll Line Down
End Line End

Third-Party Software Agreements
The following copyright statements and licenses apply to open source software (“OSS”) distributed with the NetMaster
Network Management for TCP/IP product. The Licensed Products do not necessarily use all the OSS referred to below
and may also only use portions of a given OSS component.

To the extent required under an applicable open source license, Broadcom Inc. and/or its corporate affiliates(“Broadcom”)
will make source code available for applicable OSS upon request. Please send an inquiry to opensource@broadcom.com
including your name, address, the product name and version, operating system, and the place of purchase.

To the extent the Licensed Product includes OSS, the OSS is typically not owned by Broadcom. THE OSS IS PROVIDED
AS IS WITHOUT WARRANTY OR CONDITION OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING,
WITHOUT LIMITATION, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR
PURPOSE.

To the full extent permitted under applicable law, Broadcom disclaims all warranties and liability arising from or related to
any use of the OSS.To the extent the Licensed Product includes OSS licensed under the GNU General Public License
(“GPL”) or the GNU Lesser General Public License (“LGPL”), the use, copying, distribution and modification of the GPL
OSS or LGPL OSS is governed, respectively, by the GPL or LGPL. A copy of the GPL or LGPL license may be found
with the applicable OSS. Additionally, a copy of the GPL License or LGPL License can be found at https://www.gnu.org/
licenses or obtained by writing to the Free SoftwareFoundation, Inc., 59 Temple Place, Suite 330, Boston, MA 02111-1307
USA.
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• To view the individual licenses for the NM API Service and the NM Web Portal, download the NM_12_2-TPSR.zip file.
• To view the individual licenses for MTC-NM, download the MTCNM-122-tpsrs.txt file.

Product Names and Abbreviations
This list defines the acronyms and product names, in long and short form, that appear in this documentation.

This documentation references the following products and abbreviations:
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• NetMaster® API Service (NetMaster API Service)
• NetMaster® File Transfer Management (NetMaster FTM)
• NetMaster® Network Automation (NetMaster NA)
• NetMaster® Network Management for SNA (NetMaster NM for SNA)
• NetMaster® Network Management for TCP/IP (NetMaster NM for TCP/IP)
• NetMaster® Web Portal (NetMaster Web Portal)
• ACF2™ for z/OS (ACF2)
• Application Performance Management (APM)
• Auditor for z/OS (Auditor)
• CICS Operations Facility (COF)
• Common Services™ for z/OS
• Cross-Enterprise Application Performance Management (Cross-Enterprise APM)
• Common Inventory Service
• Customer Information Control System (CICS)
• Datacom®/AD (Datacom/AD)
• Direct-Access Storage Device (DASD)
• Domain Name System (DNS)
• File Transfer Protocol (FTP)
• Hierarchical File System (HFS)
• High-level Qualifier (HLQ)
• Hypertext Transfer Protocol Secure (HTTPS)
• Information Management System (IMS)
• Interactive System Productivity Facility (ISPF)
• Job Control Language (JCL)
• Logical Partition (LPAR)
• Mainframe Operational Intelligence (MOI)
• Mainframe Resource Intelligence (MRI)
• Mainframe Software Manager™ (MSM)
• Multiple Virtual Storage (MVS)
• OPS/MVS® Event Management and Automation (OPS/MVS)
• Operating System (OS)
• Representational State Transfer Application Programming Interface (REST API)
• Partitioned Data Set/Partitioned Data Set Extended (PDS/PDSE)
• Secure Socket Layer (SSL)
• Service Desk for z/OS (Service Desk)
• Simple Mail Transfer Protocol (SMTP)
• SOLVE:FTS
• SOLVE:Operations® Automation
• SOLVE:Operations® Automation for CICS
• SYSVIEW® Performance Management (SYSVIEW)
• System Management Facility (SMF)
• System Modification Program/Extended (SMP/E)
• Top Secret® for z/OS (Top Secret)
• User ID (UID)
• UNIX System Services (USS)
• Virtual Storage Access Method (VSAM)
• Wrote to Operator with Reply (WTOR)
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Getting Started
NetMaster NM for TCP/IP addresses day-to-day network operations, availability, and performance management
challenges associated with mainframe z/OS environments. NetMaster NM for TCP/IP simplifies the management of your
mainframe IT environment, enabling greater business efficiency. The product empowers your organization to resolve
issues with IP network access to mainframe applications proactively, helping to ensure that your organization meets its
service-level goals.

NetMaster NM for TCP/IP provides access to z/OS mainframe IP network activity and provides a diagnostic interface
to mainframe IP network resources. The product pinpoints network slow-downs or failures and monitors the availability
and use of TCP/IP connections to mainframe applications, including CICS, DB2, and WebSphere. From NetMaster's
consolidated, enterprise-wide 3270 and web browser displays, you can manage the IP networks of multiple MVS systems
(LPARs).

Using NetMaster NM for TCP/IP, you can find out the following information about your networks:

• Status of network resources and alerts on network problems through various monitors
• List of connections that satisfy criteria (such as round-trip time (RTT) and user IDs) specified by you
• Events (such as connections and FTP failures) that can help you manage your networks
• Real-time and long-term performance data about your mainframe-connected networks
• Packet traces, which can help you diagnose network problems

Fast and Efficient Problem Diagnosis

This product supports highly efficient problem resolution functionality that enables the early detection and resolution of
connection problems. The following features help to improve network availability:

• Swift automated responses to IP network events such as stack errors
• Logging of IP-related events for faster problem diagnosis and accountability

The ability to highlight a problem, diagnose it, and monitor it from the same application has the following benefits:

• Identify the cause of the problem quicker.
• Implement the resolution faster.
• Reduce the impact on the network and the business.

Dynamic Packet Tracing

This product supports the timely tracing of network connections using a real-time tracing function named SmartTrace. You
can perform the following tasks:

• Run multiple traces simultaneously with varying criteria.
• Create and save trace definitions.
• Initiate the traces from the various monitors, or automatically trigger them.
• View trace results immediately, or save them for later viewing.
• Secure the packet data to specific users.

Network Baselines

NetMaster NM for TCP/IP uses automated network learning techniques to establish the baseline, or normal operating
characteristics and usage patterns, of your network. You can set thresholds to allow NetMaster NM for TCP/IP to report
and alert on deviations or deltas from the baseline in normal operation.
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Network Resources Discovery

Network discovery makes the process of identifying and setting up your TCP/IP resources for monitoring easy and quick.
NetMaster NM for TCP/IP provides a code-free, menu-driven method of defining the resources on your network. You do
not have to build or write procedures to learn and discover your network.

Network discovery happens when you start a region for the first time and you invoke Express Setup. The process
discovers resources using criteria such as number of hops and the IP starting address. These resources are added to the
database, with details about how to manage and monitor them.

Network Performance Monitoring

Intelligent performance management helps you make informed decisions about the use and growth of your network
infrastructure. NetMaster NM for TCP/IP collects network traffic and usage information in real time, establishes network
baselines, and monitors the network for degradation.

NetMaster NM for TCP/IP saves performance information to provide historical reporting that allows you to evaluate long-
term patterns in response time, data rates, and resource availability. You can also identify potential device path or session
response problems that affect connectivity and the availability of z/OS-based applications. This information enables you to
take immediate action to address current problems.

Early detection of potential resource problems that affect users and applications increases network reliability and
application availability. The problem resolution time is decreased because technical staff have visibility of mission-critical
resources and detailed information about the availability and performance of the network.

The NetMaster API Service

The NetMaster API Service is a microservice that provides NetMaster customers with an open and standard interface to
network management data collected by NetMaster. The NetMaster API Service includes multiple REST and WebSocket
APIs:

• REST APIs leverage the Open Mainframe Project Zowe™ Spring Boot REST API SDK, and use HTTP 1.1 and Uniform
Resource Identifiers (URIs).

• WebSocket APIs allow for two-way communication between your browser and the API server. When you subscribe to
a WebSocket API service using the WS or WSS protocol, you have access to an ongoing stream of information for the
duration of the connection. You do not need to repeatedly poll the server, as a REST API does. NetMaster WebSocket
APIs include the Command Entry API.

The NetMaster API Service provides browser-based access to connectivity data from NetMaster NM for TCP/IP, as well
as a command entry interface. The NM API Service runs as a new started task on the mainframe where your NetMaster
NM for TCP/IP application runs. Information security and network management roles can use the API:

• As a standalone tool to quickly see mainframe network security information, such as the number of non-secure
connections to a specific application

• As a means to access the NetMaster Web Portal, a web-enabled view of NetMaster data
• As a mechanism to display NetMaster data in an existing third-party data portal

The NetMaster API Service enables NetMaster users to more easily search for and find specific NetMaster data across
multiple regions.

For more information, refer to:

• Install, Deploy, and Configure the NetMaster API Service
• Using APIs

The NetMaster Web Portal
The NetMaster Web Portal is a web-based application that provides a single point from which to access critical NetMaster
tools and services, including:
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• Security - The Security view gives IT and network staff a single-pane reference devoted to network security
management.

• Utilities - The NetMaster Web Portal utilities include:
– Command Entry - The Command Entry utility allows you to execute commands that would typically be executed

on the NetMaster Command Entry panel (Mainframe/3270). Depending on your mainframe settings, you can also
execute USS and MVS commands as NetMaster commands. After you execute a command, you can download the
results to a TXT file.

Through PTFs in version 12.2, the Web Portal will ultimately offer the same tools and services that are currently available
in Mainframe Team Center - Network Management (MTC-NM). While MTC-NM uses an internal, z/OS hosted server, the
NetMaster Web Portal uses the NetMaster API Service, which is both more secure and more flexible.

NOTE
The NetMaster Web Portal and MTC-NM will both be available until the Web Portal fully replaces all MTC-NM
features.

Mainframe Team Center - Network Management

Mainframe Team Center - Network Management provides a browser-based user interface that you can use for the day-
to-day management of your environment. The interface includes standard monitoring functions such as the Resource
Monitor and Alert Monitor. Technical staff can view consolidated alert information and can perform diagnostics on
enterprise-wide connections.

Mainframe Team Center - Network Management helps you in the following ways:

• Decrease the problem resolution time.
• Increase ease of use.
• Enhance accessibility to information because anyone with a PC, network connection, and a web browser can access

the product.

Being able to monitor the network without the need to acquire mainframe knowledge decreases the training requirements
for the technical staff.

Mainframe Team Center - Network Management resides entirely in the z/OS operating environment. The web server runs
within the NetMaster NM for TCP/IP address space and requires no third-party components. From the interface, you can
access the performance, diagnostics, and reporting functions of the product.

Day 1 Task Checklist
Users can execute the tasks in this checklist to start using NetMaster NM for TCP/IP.

To start using NetMaster NM for TCP/IP, complete the following checklist.

This checklist summarizes key tasks to start using this product after the product is up and running. This checklist applies
to any new user. However, even experienced users can benefit from reviewing this content. The checklist includes a
brief description of the tasks, with links to procedures. The checklist also identifies the roles that are typically required to
complete the task.

This checklist is not all inclusive but represents the top tasks that we recommend you execute on Day 1.

TIP
The tasks in this checklist are not in sequential order except where noted. Therefore, you can run tasks in
parallel.
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For a printable version of this checklist, click here. 

Task Description Role Status

Run the $$SYSPRO
NMIPDIAG Command

The $$SYSPRO NMIPDIAG command displays your NetMaster
NM for TCP/IPconfiguration and indicates any potential concerns
that you need to address. For details on all of the available
System Profile options, issue the $$SYSPRO HELP command in
the 3270 interface.

Systems
Programmer

Complete,
TBD, or N/A

Define a System Image Define a system image to generate the resources to be monitored
on your local system.

Systems
Programmer

Complete,
TBD, or N/A.

Set up the Initialization File After setting up your first region, create an initialization file to use
for configuring additional regions.

Systems
Programmer

Complete,
TBD, or N/A.

Set up the Packet Analyzer Set up the Packet Analyzer to enable packet tracing, track
connections, and analyze packets.

Systems
Programmer

Complete,
TBD, or N/A.

Define Automatic VSAM
Updates

Enable VSAM updates to ensure that region configuration is
consistent in multi-region setups.

Systems
Programmer

Complete,
TBD, or N/A.

Mount the File System
Permanently

If you have not already done so as part of the installation process,
ensure that the CC2DZFS File is mounted.

Systems
Programmer

Complete,
TBD, or N/A.

Plan for NetMaster Security NetMaster provides integrated security solutions that can be
used in conjunction with NetMaster's standard User Access
Maintenance System (UAMS) data set and your external security
manager (ESM). The NMSAF solution is the recommended
method based on ease of installation and flexibility; however,
you should review the Security documentation to understand all
of the options and plan an optimal Security framework for your
installation.

Security Admin
istrator

Complete,
TBD, or N/A.

View Your System Profile
Use the System Profile command ($$SYSPRO) to obtain a system profile of your NetMaster installation.

The $$SYSPRO command enables NetMaster users to view a complete profile of their system. The profile can be
supplied to Broadcom support to aid in troubleshooting, and can be printed or emailed as necessary. In addition, the $
$SYSPRO command can provide you with valuable information as to how your system is being used.

Syntax

The syntax for the $$SYSPRO command is as follows:
$$SYSPRO [option] [LOG]

where:

• Option specifies the information that you want. If you do not enter an option, $$SYSPRO displays the entire system
profile in browseable panels.

• LOG indicates that the profile information should be written to the Activity Log.

Command Options

The following is a list of commonly used OPTION operands:

Display Options:
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• L1 - Basic system profile
• L2 - Detailed sytem profile
• ALLOC - Allocation information
• HELP- $$SYSPRO help
• LINKS - Specific link information
• SNA - SNA information
• STATS - Statistical information
• STOR - Storage usage information

Reporting Options:

• APAR n - Command library maintenance report
• PMON n - PMON report from a sample of "n" seconds

Self-test Options:

• ADAPT n - Last "n" records of the ReportCenter adaptor HFS log
• ADAPTB - ReportCenter Adaptor.bat file
• ADAPTI - ReportCenter Adaptor.ini file
• APM - APM Introscope EPAgent information
• EE - Enterprise Extender information
• IPSEC - IPSECNMI information
• NMIPDIAG - NetMaster TCP/IP configuration information
• REPTEST - ReportCenter REPTEST results
• TCPIP - TCP/IP host and socket information

Function Use Options:

• USAGE - Product function usage statistics
• USAGEBYUSER - Product function usage by user
• USAGEBYME - My product function usage
• USAGEBYHOUR - Product function usage by time
• USAGEBYHOURANDUSER - Product function usage by time and user
• USAGEBYDAY - Product function usage by day

For more detail, refer to the 3270 help by entering $$SYSPRO HELP.

Introduction to Network Management Functions
Mainframe network management is crucial to the smooth operation of your IP-driven business applications. The following
sections describe which user roles benefit from NetMaster, what can be managed, and how the product works.

Who Uses the Product

The product helps the following people to perform their tasks:

• Network operators can perform the following tasks:
– Respond to proactive alerts before problems occur.
– Diagnose connection problems in response to end-user problems.
– Diagnose problems using real-time packet tracing.

• Network administrators can use performance data to help them manage the IP network infrastructure.
• System programmers can diagnose software problems using real-time packet tracing.
• Application programmers can diagnose application problems using real-time packet tracing.
• DB2 staff can use the DB2 Network Information Center to find out about DB2 network activities.
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What You Can Manage

You can manage the following components in your IP network:

Connections
You can diagnose the following connections from connection lists:

• Telnet connections
• FTP connections
• General connections

You can use event detectors to alert you on specific connection events.
IP resources

You can monitor and diagnose the following IP resources:
z/OS IP stacks

You can monitor IBM Communications Server stacks through different views:

• Business view of connections by applications
• Hardware view of network interfaces
• Network view of IP, TCP, and UDP activity

These resources are defined under the STACK resource class.
Open Systems Adapters (OSAs)

For adaptors up to OSA-4, data is obtained from Resource Measurement Facility (RMF), OSA/SF, and
Simple Network Management Protocol (SNMP).  For adaptors above OSA-4, data is only obtained from
RMF and SNMP. These resources are defined under the OSA resource class.

Address Spaces
You can monitor the IP activity for address spaces (for example, connections and throughput by ports).
These resources are defined under the ASMON resource class.

Enterprise Extender (EE)
You can monitor the IP activity on EE (for example, throughput by UDP ports and traffic statistics by
remote control points (CPs)).
These resources are defined under the EE resource class.

Advanced Peer to Peer Networking/High Performance Routing (APPN/HPR)
The resource represents the Rapid Transport Protocol (RTP) pipes on a system. You can monitor the
activity on and the status of the pipes.
These resources are defined under the APPNHPR resource class.

Virtual IP Addresses (VIPAs)
You can monitor the IP activity for dynamic VIPAs (for example, distributed bytes and connections).
These resources are defined under the VIPA resource class.

Communications Storage Manager (CSM)
You can display CSM usage, and monitor attributes such as data space buffer and ECSA storage.
These resources are defined under the CSM resource class.

IP nodes
You can monitor and diagnose IP nodes. An IP node is any host that is reachable using IP from the z/OS system.
The nodes can include routers, servers, workstations, other systems, and interfaces. Nodes are defined under the
IPNODE resource class.

How the Product Works

NetMaster NM for TCP/IP is a VTAM application program that runs as a started task on a z/OS system. A running
instance (an MVS address space) is known as a region (TCP/IP management region). The region performs IP network
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management functions and 3270 and web user interface processing. It has internal interfaces to MVS, VTAM, and stack
facilities and data. The following illustration shows the main product components and the flow of data:

Figure 1:

The following process shows how the product works:

1. The product region gets data from various sources, including:
– Device management applications such as z/OS-operating-systems-based OSA/SF (for adaptors at OSA-4 or

lower).
– Physical devices through Simple Network Management Protocol (SNMP)
– The operating system through the following facilities:

• Stack, network, and system internal application program interfaces (APIs)
• MVS, VTAM, and UNIX System Services commands
• System management facilities (SMF) and Resource Measurement Facility (RMF)

– The Packet Analyzer, which maintains a dynamic database of the activity on z/OS TCP/IP stacks
The Packet Analyzer is a feature of the SOLVE Subsystem Interface (SSI), which is an address space that runs on
the same system as the region. The SSI communicates with the region using cross-memory services.

2. When the region receives the data, it acts on them according to the definitions in the loaded system image and the
defined event detectors.
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– A system image contains definitions for resources such as address spaces, stacks, and nodes. The definitions
provide monitoring for various attributes to gauge the health of the resources and optionally act when a problem is
detected. The Express Setup facility helps you build the initial system image.

– An event detector contains criteria to detect specific network or system events. Initially, no event detectors are
active.

3. Based on the data, the region presents the health of your network on various displays. You can define filters to select
what you want to display.

The IP Summary Display provides a single place from where you view a snapshot of the most useful information about
your network environment. Data on this display is sourced from the Packet Analyzer.

The connection lists show information about connections such as fragmentation, re-transmissions, and round-trip time
(RTT). You can diagnose a connection by performing tasks such as pinging the remote host, tracing the route, and tracing
packets.

• The IP Resource Monitor and the IP Node Monitor show the status of managed resources and nodes. In addition to
various diagnostic tasks, you can review the performance of a resource or node through monitored attributes.

• The Alert Monitor warns you of any problems or critical activities (for example, an alert indicating that the RTT to a
node is excessive).

The region stores data in the following databases:

• Start, completion, and failure event records in a history database
• Performance data in the MSDB database and, if ReportCenter is configured, in the ReportCenter database.

These databases let you report on network activities, which can help you plan your network.

Multisystem Support

Multisystem support provides you with a single point of visibility for IP network activity and managed resources on multiple
systems. You can link regions together to provide an enterprise view of the managed network.

In a multisystem environment, each region manages the resources that are defined to its own loaded system image.
Failure of one region does not affect the visibility of resources on the other systems. You can still have an enterprise view
of the managed resources on those systems.

A multisystem environment can consist of the following types of regions:

• Focal point regions -- you have visibility of all the managed resources.
• Subordinate regions -- you have visibility of the locally managed resources only. By using subordinates, you reduce the

amount of traffic in the multisystem environment.

NOTE
For more information about multi-system support, refer to the Administrating topics in this documentation.

IP Network Security Center
The IP Network Security Center provides a single point of access for you to investigate and manage the IP network
security:

• You can diagnose problems for secured connections.
• You can find out about IPSec configuration and can manage tunnels.

To access the IP Network Security Center, use the /SECURE panel shortcut or the SEC option on the Stack Management
menu.

DB2 for z/OS Network Information Center
The DB2 for z/OS Network Information Center provides a single point of access to understand DB2 network activity:
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• Research and diagnose Distributed Data Facility (DDF) connections.
• Display statistics on DB2 address space activities.
• Trace packets for the defined ASMON resources of Type DB2.

To access the menu for the DB2 for z/OS Network Information Center, you can:

• Use the /DB2 panel shortcut
• Use the D option on the Address Space and Port Management menu

To learn more about the the NetMaster DB2 network management functions, see the tutorial on the menu.

Understand the Overall Health of Your IP Network
Use the IP Summary Display to see an overview of the health of your IP network.

The IP Summary Display provides you with a snapshot of frequently referenced IP network information. Typically, the
display appears at the bottom of the primary menu when you log on to the region. After the region has been active for
some time, the display populates with data. You can use the display as your starting point to monitor the health of your
network.

Data in the IP Summary Display comes from the Packet Analyzer, and is organized into four views:

Condition Summary
An exception-based perspective of your network environment. The summary compares a set of monitored IP
characteristics with alert threshold conditions. The display charts the values of those conditions and reflects their
values through the following statuses: OK, WARNING, and PROBLEM.

IP Traffic Summary
An activity-based perspective of your IP environment. The summary provides traffic throughput statistics and
identifies the most active application, port, and addresses.

EE Traffic Explorer
Information about the recent and cumulative Enterprise Extender (EE) traffic throughput.

Alert Summary
A graphical representation of how many alerts are outstanding for each alert severity. On focal point regions,
alerts from linked regions are included.

If the display is not there, enter the /IPSUM shortcut at the Command prompt to access the display.

Condition Summary

The Condition Summary shows the status of a product-defined set of conditions. A condition is a characteristic that is
being monitored based on the underlying performance attributes of monitored IP resources.

From the IP Summary Display, you can view the conditions of the following resources:

• Stack IP, TCP, and UDP layers
• Stack network interfaces
• Ports by port number or address space
• Enterprise Extender (EE)
• APPN/HPR

NWMIP--Stack IP, TCP, and UDP Layers (example)

Example: Condition of Stack IP, TCP, and UDP Layers Across Multiple Systems

This example shows a partially expanded display in multisystem mode. The display lists the systems that the linked
regions monitor. Each system then expands to the condition summaries.
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For the TCP Retransmissions % condition, it identifies the attribute and shows the brief explanation about the
condition (through the I (Information) action). You can enter the HLP action next to a problematic attribute to review the
recommended actions.

IP Traffic Summary

The IP Traffic Summary summarizes your IP network traffic.

From the IP Summary Display, you can access the following IP traffic summaries (when sorted by system). You can also
sort the summaries by stacks.

• IP Throughput
• Applications
• TCP Server Ports
• Home Addresses
• Remote Networks
• IP Protocols
• Subsystems

NWMIP--Applications (example)

Example: IP Traffic for Defined Business Applications

NOTE
This example shows a partially expanded display. The display lists the defined business applications that have
IP traffic on the system.
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During Express Setup, you can request that business applications be defined for the discovered address spaces. You
can also define applications manually through the Maintain Application Name Definitions menu option. The shortcut is /
IPAPPLS.

EE Traffic Explorer

The EE Traffic Explorer uses data that is collected from the Packet Analyzer to graph EE traffic throughput.

You can use the TIME command to graph traffic for the following time frames:

• The last full clock hour
• The last full calendar day
• Cumulative (from the time the Packet Analyzer started monitoring)

The relative size of each bar in the graphs indicates a proportion or percentage of all cumulative traffic.

You can perform various functions from the EE Traffic Explorer:

• Switch between the graphical mode and the detail mode using the F5 function key.
• Find out about other features that can give you more information using the HLP action.

NWMIP--Bytes by EE Connection (example)

Example: Bytes by EE Connection

This example shows an expanded display, listing the remote CP names that identify the connections.

Alert Summary

The Alert Summary summarizes the alerts in this region. A different color bar represents the alerts at a different severity
level. You can enter the S action next to the summary to jump to the Alert Monitor.
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Monitor Local Physical Network Interfaces
Identify the local physical network interface in a ping request.

NetMaster allows you to identify a local physical network interface in a ping request. This is a valuable function for network
administrators who want to check the health of a specific interface within their mainframe network. In NetMaster, this is
accomplished through the definition of IP nodes and IP node monitoring groups. 

When you configure your network monitoring environment, consider defining an IP node for each business critical
interface and then using the interface name to identify the definition. To minimize network traffic, use a nearby router or
host for the monitored IP address or host name. This node monitors of the operational status of each of these interfaces.

In the associated monitor group, add alerting on the PING attribute to notify a network operator if the ping is unsuccessful.

For information about how to configure IP node monitoring, refer to the "Configuring IP Node Monitoring" topics in the
Implementing section.

Monitor and Diagnose Connections

How You Diagnose Connections

NetMaster NM for TCP/IP enables you to list connections to IP stacks based on a set of criteria. For example, you can
produce lists for the following connections:

• Telnet connections - For example, you can list connections by IP address, LU name, or Telnet application name.
• FTP connections (IBM stacks on systems with at least z/OS V1R10.0) - For example, you can list connections by IP

address or user ID.
• General connections - For example, you can list connections with a particular task name or local port number.

You can also use relational operator expressions to search for pertinent criteria. For example, you can search for
connections that exceed a specified idle time, a specified byte count, or a specified idle time and byte count.
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Depending on the type of connections, a connection list contains details such as host, port, byte counts, and stack.

You can select a connection from a list, and then perform diagnostic functions on that connection:

• Initiate packet tracing using SmartTrace.
• Investigate the response times for a connection by performing transaction path analysis.
• Display a graphical representation of connections to the node, and issue ping, traceroute and name server lookup

commands.
• Drop a connection if you have sufficient authority.
• Display the SNA information for a Telnet connection.

The connection events are also stored in a database for a specified period to provide a historical record. The retention
period is specified in the IPFILES parameter group.

You can list connections from the Connections menu. To access the menu, enter the /IPCON shortcut. For more details,
refer to the Managing Connections topics in the Using section.

Connection List Example

This example shows a list of Telnet connections with the TPX31 primary LU of a VTAM application. The following process
shows you how to list the connections:

1. From the Connections menu, enter T (List Telnet Connections) and specify TPX31 as a criteria:

The criteria lists the Telnet connections with TPX31on all monitored stacks and channel cards.
2. Press F6 (Action) to list the connections.

You can press F11 (Right) to display more connection information. You can enter a question mark (?) next to a
connection to list the actions you can perform. For example, you can use TPA (Transaction Path Analyzer) to view
response times or PT (Activate Packet Trace) to trace packets.
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Connection Information Example

You can enter the I (Information) action next to a connection to display information in addition to what is available on the
connection list. This example displays information about a connection with the following address: 10.132.64.16 Port 1328.

This display includes extra connection details such as RTTs, and packet information such as fragmentation and
retransmissions.

How You Detect Connection Events

The connection lists tell you about the connections. The lists do not alert you automatically to specific conditions that you
want to know about (for example, termination of a critical connection). To be warned of these specific conditions, you can
define event detectors.

An event detector defines the network and systems events that you want to monitor, and what to do when the event
occurs.

You can define an alert to raise, and you can define the wording of the alert. You can also define an automatic action to
run.

Sample event detector definitions are supplied. Each type of event is represented in the samples. Use these definitions as
examples when you create your own event detectors.

You can define detectors from the Event Detector Controls List. You can enter the /EDETECT shortcut to access the list.

Example: Event Detector That Alerts on a Terminated Connection

This example shows an event detector that generates an alert when a critical connection is terminated.
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The definition monitors a connection between the CICS region that processes credit card transactions and the customer
(COMP001) device that requests the transactions. If a requested transaction cannot be processed, the customer is
entitled to financial penalties. The connection is critical to the business. If the connection is terminated, the event detector
raises a severity one alert.

The following process shows you how to define the detector:

1. From the Event Detector Controls List, take one of the following actions:
– Press F4 (Add) to add a detector of the TCPEND type.
– Copy an existing TCPEND type detector, and modify the definition.

2. Provide a short description, and specify the detection criteria and action:
– Press F4 (Criteria) to specify the criteria.
– Press F5 (Alert) to specify the alert.

NOTE
To see the variables that you can use, press F1 (Help).

Example: Event Detector That Alerts on Secure Sockets Layer Handshake Failures

This example shows an event detector that sends an email when Secure Sockets Layer (SSL) handshake failures occur
for a particular server. This condition can indicate the following conditions:

• An unauthorized client is attempting to access a secure server.
• An authorized client is having difficulties accessing the server.

When the event is detected, an email is sent to notify interested parties of the condition.

In the definition, 172.24.123.123 is the IP address and 12345 is the port number of the secure server. If a connection is
established with this server and the SSL handshake fails, then an alert is raised and an email notification is sent. The
automatically generated alert text is used, for example:
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SSL handshake failure: TCP server 172.24.123.123:12345 client 10.0.0.100 stack TCPIPA

NOTE
The email feature relies on the definition of the email trouble ticket interface. Depending on the definition, you
can specify that emails be sent to one or more addresses. You can enter the /ALTTI shortcut to define the
interface.

The following process shows you how to define the detector:

1. From the Event Detector Controls List, take one of the following actions:
– Press F4 (Add) to add a detector of the SSLHFAIL type.
– Copy an existing SSLHFAIL type detector, and modify the definition.

2. Provide a short description, and specify the detection criteria and actions:
– Press F4 (Criteria) to specify the criteria. Identify the server and optionally the client.
– Press F5 (Alert) to specify the alert.

NOTE
To see the variables that you can use, press F1 (Help).

– Press F6 (Action), and select AUTO_TROUBLE_TICKET. Specify the notification details and a short description.

Monitor Connections in Real Time
Network Administrators can define event detectors to monitor the status of connections to the mainframe network. By
defining specific types of events for critical business applications, Network Administrators are notified in real-time of
potential network issues, which in-turn allows for faster troubleshooting and resolution. The following topic provides a
few examples of how event detectors can be used. For more detail on how to configure event detectors, refer to the
Configuring Event Monitoring topic.

Detect Long Running Connections

Identify any applications that rely on one or more long running connections. Define an event detector that identifies issues
with these connections.

Critical business applications sometimes rely on specific IP connections being always in existence. The loss of one or
more of these connections can result in serious impact to the business application and the service it provides. The quick
identification of a long running IP connection ending can allow for automated or operator assisted recovery to minimize the
business impact.

The appropriate event detector to use depends on the monitoring requirements, for example:

• When a specific number of connections must always be present, use a CONNSTAT event detector. The detector
enables you to use the minimum number of active connections as a criterion. This detector takes the following actions:
– Verify that the minimum number of connections are present at startup.
– Highlight any subsequent failures that lead to the minimum number not being available.

• When no specific number of connections are required but any started connections must remain active, use a TCPEND
event detector. The detector supports the detection of any connection ending. If you are only interested in abnormal
terminations, you can specify a termination reason code.
For TCPEND event detectors, we recommend that you specify alerting by server to consolidate all failures for an
application under a single alert.

Detect Failing Connections

Define event detectors that monitor for connection failures for all critical applications.
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Critical business applications sometimes rely on specific IP connections being always in existence. The loss of one or
more of these connections can result in serious impact to the business application and the service it provides. The quick
identification of an IP connection failing can allow for automated or operator assisted recovery to minimize the business
impact.

The appropriate event detector to use depends on the monitoring requirements, for example:

• You can use an SVRRESET event detector to detect a connection failing because the server resets the connection. If
the server is resetting several connections, it can highlight a critical condition with the application.

• You can use a TCPEND event detector to detect any failing connection. Specify a range of termination reason codes
as appropriate.

For SVRRESET and TCPEND event detectors, we recommend that you specify alerting by server to consolidate all
failures for an application under a single alert.

Detect Security Protocols in Use

Review the connections list on the SSL/TLS Summary screen for the security cipher that each task used to establish a
connection.

Also, define event detectors that use zERT data to monitor the protocols for connections and that alert you when less
secure protocols are in use. Copy the sample Event Detector TCPSECLV and modify it to meet the needs of your
organization, especially your security policy. Such event detectors can also help you comply with regulatory requirements
for securing connections. See the following documentation for details, prerequisites, and instructions:

• The section Use zERT Data to Help Enhance Application Security in Updates in Increment 3 (INC03) in the Release
Notes.

• The information about TCPSECLV in Configuring Event Monitoring
• The detailed scenario Verify that Incoming Connections Adhere to Security Policy.

Monitor and Diagnose IP Resources and Nodes

How You Manage IP Resources

When you first start the region, Express Setup discovers and defines the IP resources available on your system in a
system image. You can monitor and act on these resources from the IP Resource Monitor. You can enter the /IPMON
shortcut to access the monitor. As you learn more about the IP network, you can refine the existing resources or can add
resources to provide more targeted monitoring.

Typically, an IP resource definition has the following features that you can use:

• You can monitor the performance attributes of individual resources. For example, the ConTotalActive attribute of
a STACK resource gives the total number of active connections for the stack. Some of these attributes are also
monitored on the Condition Summary.
Attributes enable you to test the performance of a resource against a value or a calculated baseline, in order to trigger
alerts and actions.

• You can monitor specific messages and can specify actions to respond to those messages.
• Monitoring uses system resources. Monitoring maps enable you to monitor specific resources at the required times.

From the IP Resource Monitor, you use the DB line command to refine resources and the F4 (Add) function key to add
resources. The following process shows you how to add a resource from the IP Resource Monitor:

1. Press F4 to add a resource.Select the system image to which you want to add the resource. In a multisystem
environment, the image is the one on the system where the resource operates.

2. Select the class of resource you want to add.
3. Complete the definition of the resource.
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Example: IP Resource Monitor

This example shows monitored IP resources. The color reflects the status of a resource.

You can enter a question mark (?) next to a resource to list the commands you can issue. For example, you can use the
IC (List IP Connections) command on a STACK resource to list connections.

How You Manage IP Nodes

When you first start the region, Express Setup discovers and defines the known IP nodes to your system in a system
image. You can monitor and act on these nodes from the IP Node Monitor. Enter the /IPNODE shortcut to access the
monitor. As you learn more about the IP network, you can refine the existing nodes or add nodes to provide more targeted
monitoring.

An IP node definition belongs to a monitor group that specifies the performance attributes to monitor. You can refine the
monitoring for a node by attaching it to a different monitor group. You can also modify the existing group definition (which
affects all nodes belongs to the group). As with the IP resources, you can restrict the monitoring of an IP node to specific
times.

From the IP Node Monitor, you use the DB line command to refine nodes and the F4 (Add) function key to add nodes.

You can add or modify monitor groups from the IP Node Monitor Group List. Use the /IPMONG shortcut to access the
menu. You can also modify an attached group directly from the node definition.

Example: IP Node Monitor

This example shows monitored IP nodes. The color reflects the status of a node.

You can press F11 (Right) to display more node information. You can enter a question mark (?) next to a node to list the
commands you can issue. For example, you can use PT (Activate Packet Trace) to trace packets.
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Monitor and Diagnose the Enterprise Extender

How You Manage the Exterprise Extender (EE) Resource

Use the EE Traffic Explorer to explore EE.

When you first start the region, Express Setup discovers and defines an EE resource on your system in a system image.
You can monitor and act on the resource from the IP Resource Monitor. As you learn more about the resource, you can
refine the resource to provide more targeted monitoring. For example, by default, an EE resource monitors all remote
CPs. You can restrict the monitoring to specific CPs by specifying a filter in the resource definition.

From the monitor, you can issue various commands to find out more about the resource. Some of these commands
are also available from the Enterprise Extender Management menu, which you can access using the /EE shortcut.
The following topic provides some examples of how to work in hte EE Traffic Explorer. For additional detail, refer to the
Managing Enterprise Extender and Using Enterprise Extender topics.

UDP Connections Example

Enter the Display UDP Connections (UC) command next to an EE resource to list the UDP connections.

Press F11 (Right) to display more information. Enter a question mark (?) next to a CP name to list the actions you can
perform. For example, you can enter S next to the NMD1.NMD1CP CP to display information in addition to what is
available on the list.
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RTP Pipes Example

You can enter the RH (RTP Health Check) command next to an EE resource to view the health of the EE RTP pipes. This
example shows that all pipes are healthy.

If the list shows an unhealthy RTP pipe, you can enter a question mark (?) next to the pipe to list the actions you can
perform. For example, you can use S (Formatted Display of the RTP) to view details about the pipe or PT (Activate Packet
Trace) to trace packets.

How You Diagnose EE Using SmartTrace

You can trace packets through the various lists from the IP Resource Monitor. The EE SmartTrace Menu, however, puts
these trace functions in one place for easy access. You can use the /EETRACE shortcut to access the menu. From the
menu, you can trace packets through the following EE components:

• Remote CPs
• RTP pipes
• UDP connections
• UDP ports
• VIPAs

Example: Trace an RTP Pipe
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This example shows the trace of an RTP pipe that is using a line within the EE. The following process shows you how to
perform the trace:

1. From EE SmartTrace Menu, select C (Trace EE Remote CP).
The lines within the EE are listed, for example:

Lines with RTP pipes are in green.
2. Enter R next to the E11BL00F line.

The RTP pipes using the line are listed. The following example shows the displayed information over several screens
using the F11 (Right) function key:

3. You want to trace the CNR00035 pipe. Enter PT next to the pipe.
You are prompted whether you want to include packets with SNA data only. By default, the trace includes all packets.

4. Press F6 (Action) to start the trace.
5. Enter PTV next to the traced line group.

The trace appears. The following example shows the summary information for the packets:
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6. Press F10 (Left) or F11 (Right) to display other packet information. To display the details and contents of a packet,
enter S next to the packet.

Monitor and Diagnose IP Applications

How You Use Business Application Names

The primary goal of a mainframe-based network is to provide reliable access to critical data and applications that reside
on z/OS systems. This data and these applications underpin many of your business applications and services. Being
able to view network activity and workload in terms of your key business applications and services enables Network
Administrators to:

• Better understand the well-being of the network and its applications
• Prioritize network events
• Assure service to the business

You can define application names to group connections to specific business applications. During Express Setup, you
can request that business applications be defined for the discovered address spaces. You can also define applications
manually from the Application Definition Name List. The shortcut is /IPAPPLS. You can set connection alerts for defined
applications through Connection Workload Monitoring in STACK resources.

You can define application names to group connections to specific business applications. During Express Setup, you can
specify whether you want to define applications names automatically for discovered address spaces. You can also set
connection alerts by application through Connection Workload Monitoring in STACK resources.

After monitoring has been active for some time, you can view the traffic for these applications by various means. For
example:

• From the IP Traffic Summary
• Using the TRS (Display IP Traffic Statistics) or WC (Display Connection Workload Performance) line command on a

STACK resource
– The TRS command enables you to display application traffic by bytes and packets.
– The WC command enables you to display the data that is collected for monitored attributes. For example, the

attribute, ConActive, gives the total number of connections by applications.

The following process shows you how to implement business application monitoring:

1. Enter /IPAPPLS, and refine or add application name definitions.
2. Wait for data to be collected for the applications.
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3. Set connection alerts. Enter /IPMON and then UM next to a STACK resource on the current system. Set the alerts for
the Connection Workload Monitoring attributes as required. You can qualify the attributes by the different applications
that have data and can set different alerts for the qualified attributes. The relevant attributes are ConActive, ConBytes,
and ConConnects.

Examples: Application Names

The following examples show some possible application names:

• FOREX as an application name for all connections between local port 12345 and remote addresses x through y
• HTTPS as an application name for all connections to local ports 443 and 8443
• WebSphereMQ as an application name for all connections to local port 1414

How You Monitor and Diagnose FTP and Telnet Traffic

You can set up suitable FTP and Telnet business application names. You can monitor the FTP workload and Telnet
workload attributes for a STACK resource. Include the attributes that you want to monitor in the STACK resource
definition. To view the monitored attributes, use the WF and WT line commands.

You can define event detectors to provide alerts for specific events.

You can list the FTP and Telnet connections from the Connections menu. Using the CF (List Connections (Advanced)) or
CH (List Connections (with History)) option, you can list connections using application names as criteria.

Trace Packets

How You Trace Packets

Packet tracing is a valuable tool for troubleshooting network connectivity problems. NetMaster NM for TCP/IP provides the
following packet tracing facilities:

SmartTrace
Is the integrated real-time packet tracing facility for NetMaster NM for TCP/IP. The facility lets you perform the
following tasks:

• Initiate a trace, and view the results in real time.
• Define trace criteria using a panel interface.
• Export trace data to libpcap or CTRACE format, enabling you to use the trace data with other packet tracing

viewers.

CTRACE
Is a menu-assisted facility for starting and stopping the IBM component trace (SYSTCPDA) to obtain and view IP
packet and data traces. Using this facility, you can initiate a trace without having to know the commands that are
required to start CTRACE.

Packet tracing has several access points:

• The Packet Tracing Menu enables you to maintain SmartTrace definitions and records. The menu also provides an
option to access CTRACE. You can enter the /SMART shortcut to access the menu.

• For SmartTrace, the following access points are available:
– You can initiate a trace by using a line command from the IP Node Monitor, IP Resource Monitor, or a connection

list.
– You can initiate a trace from resource management menus (for example, the Stack Management menu, which you

access using the /STACK shortcut).
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Packet Data Decoding

Decoding interprets the packet contents according to the specific protocol and application. When a packet is decoded,
its data is broken down into individual elements (for example, commands and flags). Whenever possible, the meaning
of each element is displayed in readable text. When a packet is not decoded, its data is displayed in hexadecimal dump
format with the corresponding EBCDIC and ASCII translations.

The TCP packets on the ports that are specified in the SMARTTRACE parameter group are decoded. The following
protocols are decoded:

• Distributed Relational Database Architecture (DRDA)
• FTP
• HTTP
• Simple Object Access Protocol (SOAP) (through HTTP ports)
• Telnet

You can also enter the DECODE command on a Packet List panel to decode TCP packet data for other DRDA, FTP,
HTTP, and Telnet ports. Decoding applies to the current session. If you exit and then reenter the panel, enter the
command again to perform specific decoding.

Packets that use the following protocols are also decoded by default:

• Enhanced Interior Gateway Routing Protocol (EIGRP)
• Generic Routing Encapsulation (GRE)
• Internet Control Message Protocol (ICMP)
• Internet Group Management Protocol (IGMP)
• IPSec
• Open Shortest Path First Interior Gateway Protocol (OSPFIGP)
• Transport Layer Security (TLS) and Secure Sockets Layer (SSL) handshake
• User Datagram Protocol (UDP) (for Enterprise Extender data only)

Packet Trace Example

This example shows the packet trace for a Telnet connection. The following process shows you how to trace the packets:

1. Enter /CONNT, and specify the criteria for the Telnet connections you want to list.
2. Enter PT next to a connection.

A trace starts.
3. Enter PTV next to the traced connection.

The trace appears when some packets are collected.

You can press F11 (Right) to display more packet information. As shown in the trace, some packets are decoded.
4. Enter S next to a packet.

The details and contents of the packet appears.
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SmartTrace Definitions

The SmartTrace definitions provide more targeted tracing than is available through the PT command. You can add and
activate these definitions from the All Traces panel. You can access the panel from the Packet Tracing Menu or using the /
TRALL shortcut.

NetMaster NM for TCP/IP provides a number of definition types that you can use. A definition type provides various
criteria that you can specify. For example, a TCP trace provides the following criteria:

• Stack and interface names, and addresses
• TCP flags and packet data
• Criteria that causes the trace to stop and actions to take when the trace stops

Example: Trace Packets in an Intermittent TCP Connection

Resets are occurring in a TCP connection intermittently. You want to find out the packet activity before a reset. You decide
to create a SmartTrace definition to capture this activity. You want the trace to stop when a TCP RST packet is received
and capture the packets up to that point. The following process shows you how to create the definition:

1. From the All Traces panel, press F4 (Add) to add a new TCP trace.
2. Name and provide a short description for the trace, and specify the local and foreign hosts that are having intermittent

TCP connections, for example:

3. Press F8 (Forward) twice to display Page 3 of the definition, and specify the RST flag as the criteria for the trace to
stop:
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4. Press F8 (Forward), and accept the values on Page 4.
The trace keeps up to 250 packets before a TCP RST packet is received.

Monitor and Diagnose DB2 Networks

DB2 Network Information Center

The DB2 Network Information Center provides a single point of access for DB2 staff to find out about DB2 network
activities. DB2 Staff can:

• Find out about and diagnose Distributed Data Facility (DDF) connections.
• Display statistics on DB2 address space activities.
• Trace packets for the defined ASMON resources of Type DB2.

You can access the menu for the DB2 Network Information Center:

• Using the /DB2 panel shortcut
• Using the D option on the Address Space and Port Management menu

NOTE
To learn more about the center, see the tutorial on the menu.

How You Display DDF Address Space Activities

To display statistics on DDF address spaces, select the TC (DB2 DDF TCP Application Activity) option from DB2 for z/OS
Network Information Center menu. Only address spaces that have TCP packet activities are listed. The following example
shows the displayed information over several screens using the F11 (Right) function key.
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How You Display DB2 Address Space Information

To display information about all DB2 address spaces on the system, select the AS option from DB2 for z/OS Network
Information Center menu. The following example shows the displayed information over several screens using the F11
(Right) function key.
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How You Diagnose DDF Using SmartTrace

To access SmartTrace functions, use the ST (DB2 DDF SmartTrace) option to open the Address Space SmartTrace
Menu. From the menu, you can select the DDF address space that you want to trace. Only address spaces that are
defined as ASMON resources of Type DB2 are available.

IBM DB2 distributed database functionality is based on DRDA. Decoding the packets helps application programmers and
network analysts who have limited knowledge of DB2 to diagnose problems.

The SMARTTRACE parameter group specifies the decoded ports. You can also use the DECODE command to specify
ports on demand.

On the 3270 interface, you can use the following primary commands to change the contents in the Summary Information
column:

SQLVIEW
(Default view) Displays the SQL commands and responses in a DRDA packet. If there is no SQL information, the
Distributed Data Management (DDM) commands and responses are shown.

This view is useful for troubleshooting SQL application issues. When a response shows an SQL status code, you
can display an explanation of the code using the SQL line command.

DDMVIEW
Displays only the DDM commands and responses in a DRDA packet. This view requires knowledge of the DRDA
command set. The following panel shows the previous example in DDM view:

Understand IP Network Security

IP Network Security Center

The IP Network Security Center provides a single point of access for Network Administrators and Network Security staff to
investigate and manage IP network security. You can:

• Research and diagnose problems for secured connections.
• Research IPSec configuration and manage tunnels.

You can access these functions from the IP Security menu, using the /SECURE panel shortcut or the SEC option on the
Stack Management menu.

How You Diagnose Secured Connections

To target your diagnosis on connections that are secured, use the Summary options on the IP Security menu. From the
summary, you can drill down to a connection list. This list is the same as what you can display from the Connections
menu, but with predefined criteria.
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Example: Connections Secured by SSL/TLS

This example shows you how to list connections secured by Secure Socket Layer/Transport Layer Security (SSL/TLS).

1. From the IP Security menu, enter S (SSL/TLS Summary) to list the tasks that have SSL/TLS-secured active
connections.

2. Enter S next to a task.
The connections appear. The following example includes information about the security status:

How You Manage IPSec

The IPSec menu that contains management functions. To access this menu, use the I (IPSec) option.

The following tools are available to help you manage IPSec in IBM Communications Server:

• Reactive management tools provide a set of diagnostic displays, including concise selection lists of filters and tunnels.
These displays make it easy to review the configuration, and status of filters and tunnels.

• Proactive management tools enable the monitoring of IPSec status at the stack level. This monitoring provides the
basis for alerting on problem scenarios such as tunnel activation failures and failed key exchanges.

Some of these tools require you to have authority to use the ipsec z/OS UNIX command.

IPSec Summary Example

To display information about IPSec, including IP filter status and tunnel statistics, select the S (IPSec Summary) option on
the IPSec menu.
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Tunnel Example

To view the details of the different types of tunnels, use the Tunnels options on the IPSec menu.

From the menu, select the K (List IKE Tunnels) option to list the tunnels for a specified stack.

From the list, you can perform various functions. These functions include displaying the details of a tunnel, deactivating a
tunnel, or refreshing the cryptographic keys for a tunnel. This example shows the details of an IKE tunnel.
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How You Use IP Security Monitoring Attributes

A STACK resource provides IP Security Monitoring attributes. You can use these attributes to collect statistical
information. You can set alerts to warn you of abnormal attribute values.

The following process shows you how to implement IP Security Monitoring:

1. Activate IP Security Monitoring:
a. Enter /IPMON, and then UM next to a STACK resource on the current system.
b. Enter A next to IP Security Monitoring.

2. Set attribute alerts. Set the IP Security Monitoring attribute alerts as required. The attributes have the following
prefixes:
– DynTunnel
– IKEKeyMsg
– IKETunnel
– IPFiltPkts
For example, IKEKeyMsgFailedAuth monitors the number of key exchange (phase 1) message authentication failures
for the stack during IKE Phase 1 negotiations. You can set an alert to warn you when the number exceeds a specified
threshold.

Understand Historical Network Performance
NetMaster NM for TCP/IP stores collected data that can help you plan your network for the future. The following facilities
are available:

How You Use Historical Performance for Planning

• IP Growth Tracker helps you plan for future growth.
• ReportCenter collects data to help you understand historical network performance.
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IMPORTANT
ReportCenter was deprecated in April of 2020. For current ReportCenter users, the removal of ReportCenter
functionality does not remove the ability to use ReportCenter data; it only removes ReportCenter views and
reports. Users can configure Datacom or DB2 so that NetMaster writes ReportCenter data to the database,
allowing for continued use of the data.

• IP History helps you analyze past events.

IP Growth Tracker

The IP Growth Tracker uses charts to show the growth in IP traffic on a system over a period. The tracker also shows
the distribution of TCP connections by the time over which the connections are active, as well as IP traffic and growth by
application.

Access the IP Growth Tracker from the 3270 interface via the /IPGT panel shortcut. For additional detail and examples of
IP Growth Tracker usage, refer to the "Using IP Growth Tracker for Network Planning" topic. 

NOTE
MOI can also be used, in conjunction with NetMaster NM for TCP/IP, to collect and report on network
performance data. Refer to the MOI documentation space for more information.MOI

Use IP Growth Tracker for Network Planning

IP Growth Tracker

IP Growth Tracker helps network management personnel to review growth in IP traffic demand and to view the distribution
of connection durations.

With the IP Growth Tracker, you can identify trends and characteristics of your network usage and activity. You can then
use the information to make informed and timely network planning decisions, including:

• Provisioning for extra workload
• Balancing workload across available resources to maximize the benefits from your existing infrastructure
• Identifying long-term inconsistencies that can indicate problem situations

The IP Growth Tracker uses charts to show the growth in IP traffic on a system over a period. The tracker also shows
the distribution of TCP connections by the time over which the connections are active. The following sections show some
examples of the IP Growth Tracker.

IP Traffic Growth Over a Defined Time Period

The following screen capture illustrates TCP traffic growth by server on the XXXX system over the last 14 days:
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Total IP Packets Over a Defined Time Period

The following screen capture illustrates TCP traffic growth in the form of total IP packets on the XXXX system, over the
last 14 days:

TCP Connections by Duration Over a Defined Time Period

The following screen capture illustrates all TCP connections, broken down by duration, on the XXXX system, over the last
14 days:
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IP Traffic Growth by Application

The following screen capture illustrates TCP traffic growth by application. In this example, the Growth Tracker displays IP
traffic for four applications over a 14 day period:

The IP Growth Tracker tool includes many additional features and views, and can be customized according to your
organization's needs. For more detail on using the IP Growth Tracker, refer to the online help in the 3270 interface.
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Monitor Business Application Workloads
You can group IP connections into meaningful business application names to better understand the network activity and
workload that are associated with key business applications.

The primary goal of a mainframe-based network is to provide reliable access to critical data and applications that reside
on z/OS systems. This data and these applications underpin many of your business applications and services. Being able
to view network activity and workload in terms of your key business applications and services enables you to:

• Prioritize network events.
• Assure service to the business.

You define business application names using connection criteria.

• If the Create Application Name Definitions? field is set to YES when Express Setup is run, a business application name
is created for every active address space discovered. The name is the address space name, and the ports are the
active ports when the address space was discovered.

• Define meaningful names that are useful to report on. Do not confuse flexibility with granularity -- too much granularity
can be expensive. Unnecessary application names or historical connections can use up space in the NetMaster SSI
database and can increase CPU usage.

For more information about defining and monitoring business applications, see Implementing and Using.

Effective Business Application Names
Business application names can be anything that you like -- often unrelated to the address space or task name. You can
set separate performance and alerting criteria for each name. Names can have optional dynamic suffixes (for example,
local port, job name, remote address, or remote port).

Examples: Business Application Names

• The following application names group connections by ports:
– WebSphereMQ as an application name for all connections to local port 1414
– Tomcat as an application name for all connections to local ports 8080 and 8443
– FredUpd as an application name for all connections to task FRED port 12300
– FredAdm as an application name for all connections to task FRED port 12301

• The following application name groups all connections between task ABC and local port 12345, and remote address x:
BANK1TRANS.

• The following application names group connections by functions:
– Web as an application name for all connections to local ports 80, 8080, 443, and 8443
– HTTPS as an application name for all connections to local ports 443 and 8443
– HTTP as an application name for all connections to local ports 80 and 8080

• The following application name groups all connections to the remote address, x, and port, y: PerthOffice.
• The following application names group connections to tasks:

– CICSSYD as an application name for all connections to CICS* from remote addresses w through x
– CICSMELB as an application name for all connections to CICS* from remote addresses y through z
– CICSaddr as an application name for all connections to CICS* from remote address addr

• You can use the same name for a business application on different systems, even if the address space names are
different.
CICSACCT can refer to address space CICSSYS1 on SYS1 and CICSSYS2 on SYS2.
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Business Applications and Address Spaces
You can name the application independently of address spaces. Business application setup is flexible. A business
application does not need to know what address spaces a connection uses.

Examples: Business Application for Address Spaces

• A business application can be a subset of connections to one address space (such as those connections from specific
foreign hosts or ports). One address space can have many associated business applications for different subsets of its
connections.

• A business application can be all connections to a single address space. You can even call the application the same as
the address space, though this implementation is a waste of business application flexibility.
However, you can map an address space and its backup to the same business application. For example, you can map
address spaces AS1 and AS1BKUP to business application APPL123. This mapping enables you to keep continuous
performance statistics even when the underlying address space changes.

• A business application can be a subset of the connections to multiple address spaces (for example, traffic from any
address spaces to a specific printer).

• A business application can be all connections to multiple address spaces. For example, you have several CICS
subsystems and want to group all CICS traffic.

FTP-related Business Applications
Express Setup groups all FTP connections under the business application name FTP. You can define other names to
make the monitoring of your FTP transfers more granular. For example, you can:

• Name groups of FTP transfers based on server or location.
• Name groups of FTP transfers based on who is at the other end.

You can specify separate performance alerting criteria for each name. One group of FTP transfers can have much stricter
controls than others.

Telnet-related Business Applications
Express Setup groups all Telnet connections under the business application name Telnet. You can define other names to
make the monitoring of your Telnet connections more granular, for example:

• Names to group the Telnet applications
• Names to group logical function or geographical location of the users
• Names to group the type or location of the Telnet servers
• Names to group security requirements of connections

Quick Tours
The quick tours take you through some of the research, monitoring, and packet tracing features of NetMaster NM for TCP/
IP. You can access these features using either the 3270 interface or the MTC-NM interface.

NOTE
This section only provides an overview of the 3270 interface. For an overview of the MTC-NM web interface,
refer to Using the Web Interface. For detailed documentation, refer to the Mainframe Team Center - Network
Management topics in this space.

You can use the quick tours to gain experience with the following activities:
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• Viewing the available monitors
• Listing the IP resources that are defined to your region
• Listing the stacks on your system
• Obtaining a list of IP connections
• Producing a graph of the number of IP packets that a stack delivers

3270 Tours

These tours familiarize you with the 3270 interface.

Access Monitors

The following monitors are available to you with NetMaster NM for TCP/IP:

IP Summary Display
Displays a status-at-a-glance of your IP network traffic. Data on this display is sourced from the Packet Analyzer
and is in real time. The Summary Display is optionally displayed on the bottom part of your Primary Menu.

IP Resource Monitor
Displays your IP resources (as discovered by Express Setup). You can view performance history and diagnostic
information about your resources.

IP Node Monitor
Displays your IP nodes (as discovered by Express Setup). You can display ping RTT average, and view
performance history and diagnostic information about your IP nodes.

Alert Monitor
Displays the alerts when a defined event is triggered or a defined threshold is exceeded.

Follow these steps:

1. Access Primary Menu.
Your user profile determines whether the IP Summary Display is displayed below the following menu items:
PROD --------------------- NetMaster : Primary Menu -------------------------

Command ===>                                            Scroll ===> PAGE

BA0051 Default Profile in use. Enter the PROFile command to set the menu style

                                    \=Expand or Collapse Z=Zoom ?=more actionsM - Monitors             

                       Userid USER01>H - Historical Data                             LU     NMMAT999D -

 IP Network Diagnosis                        Time   00:27:46U - User Services                         

      TUE 21-OCT-2014O - Operator Console Services                   OPSYS  z/OSA - Administration and

 Definition               Window 1X - Terminate Window/Exit                   http://USILCO11:8601

                  

------------------------------------------------------------------------------

2. Enter M (Monitors).
The Primary Menu for monitors appears.

NOTE
To access an option from anywhere in your product, use the listed shortcuts to the right of the menu. For
example, to display the IP Resource Monitor, enter /IPMON at the prompt on any panel.

3. Enter I (IP Resource Monitor).
The IP Resource Monitor panel appears.
PROD------------------------ IP Resource Monitor ---------------------CO11-0001

Command ===>                                                   Scroll ===> CSR 

     S=Info H=Performance History OV=Performance Overview AL=Alerts ?=List Cmds
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                                          Monitor Alert Max Last  Next Resource        Class   System  

 Actual   Status  Count Sev Samp  Samp  Ovr

       

TCPIP01         STACK   CO11     ACTIVE   Ok      0     -   10:16 10:31   

SNSWILMA        STACK   CO11     DEGRADED Error   0     -   10:21 10:31    

OSA-01          OSA     CO11     ACTIVE   Ok      3     2   10:16 10:31    

OSA-02          OSA     CO11     ACTIVE   Ok      0     -   10:16 10:31    

EE              EE      CO11     ACTIVE   Ok      0     -   10:16 10:31    

172.24.171.24   VIPA    CO11     ACTIVE   Ok      0     -   10:18 10:33    

CSM             CSM     CO11     ACTIVE   Ok      0     -   10:16 10:31    

BPXOINIT        ASMON   CO11     ACTIVE   Ok      0     -   10:16 11:16    

CCITCP          ASMON   CO11     ACTIVE   Ok      0     -   10:16 11:16    

CCITCPGW        ASMON   CO11     ACTIVE   Ok      0     -   10:16 11:16    

DFSKERN         ASMON   CO11     ACTIVE   Ok      0     -   10:16 11:16    

DYLMCICS        ASMON   CO11     INACTIVE -       0     -   10:16 11:16    

EDBC11          ASMON   CO11     ACTIVE   Ok      0     -   10:16 11:16    

FTPD111         ASMON   CO11     ACTIVE   Ok      0     -   10:16 11:16

INETD7          ASMON   CO11     ACTIVE   Ok      0     -   10:16 11:16

F1=Help      F2=Split     F3=Exit      F4=Add       F5=Find

F7=Backward  F8=Forward   F9=Swap

NOTE
To enter a command against a resource, tab to the left side of the resource and type the command next to
the resource name.

4. Enter a question mark (?) next to a STACK resource.

NOTE
A panel appears that lists all the commands available for this resource.

 PROD------------------ Valid Line Commands for TCPIP01 ------------------------ 

Command ===>                                                   Scroll ===> PAGE

                                       S=Select Required Command  ?=Command Help

                                      

     Command       Description     

        CMD           Issue Modify to Stack     

        D             Display Address Space     

        DL            Display Stack Network Interfaces     

        DP            Display Profile Configuration Libraries     

        DT            Graph TCP Connection Duration Times     

        H             Display Performance History     

        IC            List IP Connections     

        ICF           List IP Connections (Advanced)     

        IF            List FTP Connections     

        IL            List TCP Listeners       

        IP            Display IP, TCP, and UDP Performance     

        IPM           Display IP, TCP, and UDP Summary     

        IS            Display IPSec Performance History     

        ISD           List Dynamic Tunnels (IPSec)     

        ISF           List IP Filters (IPSec)          

        ISK           List IKE Tunnels (IPSec)         

        ISM           List Manual Tunnels (IPSec)
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F1=Help      F2=Split     F3=Exit      F4=FullList  F5=Find      F6=Refresh 

F7=Backward  F8=Forward   F9=Swap

The commands that are specific to a resource appear in turquoise at the top of the list.
5. Type S next to the IPM command.

The Stack IP Performance Metrics panel appears. This panel displays a current analysis of the stack.
PROD --------------- TCP/IP : Stack IP Performance Metrics --Line 1 to 16 of 51

Command ===>                                                   Scroll ===> CSR

Stack Address ............. 192.168.12.12

********************************* TOP OF DATA *********************************

Stack Name ................... CO11 - eNetwork Communications Server for OS/390

Stack Procedure Name ......... TCPIP11                                         

Date Started ................. FRI 17-OCT-2014 20:44:23.0                      

Address Space ID ............. 203 (decimal) 

  

  TCP Statistics

  

    Buffer Size - Receive .................. 16384                     

                  Send ..................... 16384       

    Connections - Maximum Supported ........ DYNAMIC 

                  Currently Established .... 146

                  Resets ................... 11489

                  Active Opens ............. 236380

                  Passive Opens ............ 152078

                  Open Failures ............ 155511

                  Dropped .................. 45620 

                  

F1=Help      F2=Split     F3=Exit  F5=Find      

F6=Refresh    F7=Backward  F8=Forward   F9=Swap

6. Press F3 (Exit) to return to the monitor.

View Performance Results

NetMaster NM for TCP/IP collects and records the following information:

• Performance information about the monitored resources such as stacks
• Workload statistics about your stack

Various commands display different types of performance.

The following procedure shows you how to view the results of stack IP performance monitoring.

Follow these steps:

1. From the IP Resource Monitor, enter IP next to a STACK resource.
The Stack IP, TCP and UDP History panel appears that displays the results of the stack IP performance monitoring.

2. From an expanded list, enter D next to an attribute.
A detailed display of the values appears. The display shows the values for up to the last 12 samples.
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NOTE
To display a summary of performance history over the last day, enter S next to the attribute on the Stack IP,
TCP and UDP History panel. You can also press F4 (Summary) on the Sample Hourly Rates Graph panel.
Summary data is available only after an hourly summary occurs, which requires a sample for that particular
attribute at the beginning of the hour.

3. Press F3 (Exit).
You return to the performance display.

4. Enter == at the command prompt.
You return to the Primary Menu.

Diagnose Network Problems

Although the IP resource and node monitors help you diagnose problems, more diagnostic functions are available from
the primary menu for network diagnosis.

To access diagnostic functions

1. From the Primary Menu of the region, enter D (IP Network Diagnosis).
The Primary Menu for network diagnosis appears.

2. Select C (Connections (IP, Telnet)).
The Connections panel appears.

3. Select CF (List Connections (Advanced)).
The Connection List Criteria panel appears.

4. Press F6 (Action).
The Connections (Advanced) panel appears. This panel lists active connections. You can press F11 to display
columns to the right.
 PROD-------------- TCP/IP : Connections (Advanced) -----------Stack: *MULTIPLE* 

  Command ===>                                                   Scroll ===> PAGE
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  Line 35 of 315                               Refresh Every ...      Seconds             

          

          S=View I=Information CS=Statistics PT=Packet Trace Z=Drop ?=Actions

   Foreign                  Local                     LU  Host           Port     Host            LPort   

  Name        User ID     TaskName

172.24.122.116  2865     172.24.172.8    1023     T01V0069     USER01       TCPIP01     

172.24.3.10     50004     172.24.172.8   1041     -            -            -     

172.24.206.195  2049     172.24.172.8    1079     -            -            MVSNFSC

172.24.206.195  2049     172.24.172.8    1096     -            -            MVSNFSC

172.24.206.195  2049     172.24.172.8    1179     -            -            MVSNFSC

172.24.151.147  1382     172.24.172.8    1202     -            -            CCITCP

172.24.151.147  1393     172.24.172.8    1202     -            -            CCITCP

172.24.151.147  1385     172.24.172.8    1202     -            -            CCITCP

172.24.151.162  1369     172.24.172.8    1202     -            -            CCITCP

172.24.66.4     7005     172.24.172.8    3202     -            -            CCITCPG2

172.24.66.61    7005     172.24.172.8    3203     -            -            CCITCPG2     

172.24.80.194   65535     172.24.172.8   3396     -            -            PROD     

172.24.80.194   65535     172.24.172.8   3397     -            -            PROD     

172.24.66.11    7031     172.24.172.8    3398     -            -            PROD     

172.24.200.72   6664     172.24.172.8    3399     -            -            PROD

F1=Help      F2=Split     F3=Exit                                F6=Refresh  

F7=Backward  F8=Forward   F9=Swap                  F11=Right    F12=Traces

From this panel, you can perform actions such as ping, traceroute, and packet trace. You can also simply review the
details of a connection.

To display packet and byte statistics

1. Enter CS (Statistics) next to a connection.
The Connection Statistics panel appears.
PROD------------------- TCP/IP : Connection Statistics ------------------------

 Command ===>                                                   Scroll ===> CSR

 

 Connection Details                                                               

        Local IP address:port ................. 172.24.17.12:1023

        Remote IP address:port ................ 172.24.172.123:2865

        Connection state ...................... ESTABLISHED

        Connection started .................... 21-OCT-2014 17:45:14

        Turn count ............................ 27        

        

                                         Bytes    Bytes    Packets          Packets Statistics for last 5

 minutes In       Out      In           Out

                           20.44        0          0        0             0  

                           20.43        156       304       2             2                         

                           20.42        116       304       1             2                         

                           20.41        156       304       2             2                         

                           20.40        156       304       2             2

                            

                            

                                    Bytes     Bytes    Packets        Packets Statistics for last hour In 

        Out     In             Out                         
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                          20.45     428        912        5              6                         

                          20.40     700        1520       8             10                         

                          20.35     660        1520       7             10

                          20.30     660        1520       7             10

                          20.25     620        1520       6             10                         

                          20.20     700        1520       8             10

                          20.15     660        1520       7             10

                          20.10     700        1520       8             10

                          20.05     660        1520       7             10

                          20.00     700        2036       8             11

                          19.55     900        4616       13            16

                          19.50     700        1520       8             10   

                            

                                      Bytes     Bytes     Packets    Packets Connection duration In       

  Out        In        Out   

Total .....................         28150        111K       345        445   

Payload only ..............         14342       93531        -         -

This panel enables you to display packet and byte statistics for a specific IP connection. You can refresh this display
(F6), or can display basic information together with packet-specific data from both the local and remote perspective
(F12).

Statistics for last 5 minutes
Shows byte and packet counts in 1-minute intervals for the last 5 minutes.

Statistics for last hour
Shows byte and packet counts in 5-minute intervals for the last hour.

Connection duration
Shows the byte and packet counts since the connection was started.

2. Press F3 (Exit).
You return to the Connections (Advanced) panel.

To perform a packet trace

1. Identify a connection with packets flowing, that is, there is activity in the Bytes Out and Bytes In columns.
2. Enter PT (Activate Packet Trace) next to the connection, and wait for a few seconds for some packets to be collected.

The packets are traced for this connection.
3. Enter PTV (View Packet Trace) next to the connection.

The most recent packets on the connection are listed.
 PROD--------------------- SmartTrace : Packet List ---------------------------- 

Command ===>                                                       Scroll ===> CSR

                                                                    

                                                                    S/V=View P=Print     

    

    

    Stack ......... TCPIP01                      Total Traced 44                            

    Local Host .... 172.24.151.162  <-->     Foreign Host 172.24.172.8                  

    Local Port .... 1369                        Foreign Port 1202

    Protocol ...... TCP

    

    

          Dir     Time    Bytes      Summary Information                                     

    

    0001  ->     <0.001   1492      Ack     Win=65535 Seq=1412574111 Ack=2241384874
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    0002  ->     <0.001   1232      Ack Psh Win=65535 Seq=1412575563 Ack=2241384874

    0003  ->     <0.001   1492      Ack     Win=65535 Seq=1412576755 Ack=2241384874

    0004  ->     <0.001   1492      Ack     Win=65535 Seq=1412578207 Ack=2241384874

    0005  ->     <0.001   1232      Ack Psh Win=65535 Seq=1412579659 Ack=2241384874         

    0006  ->     <0.001   1492      Ack     Win=65535 Seq=1412580851 Ack=2241384874

    0007  ->     <0.001   1155      Ack Psh Win=65535 Seq=1412582303 Ack=2241384874

    0008 <-       0.044     40      Ack     Win=65535 Seq=2241384874 Ack=1412571467

    0009 <-      <0.001     40      Ack     Win=65535 Seq=2241384874 Ack=1412575563

    0010 <-      <0.001     40      Ack     Win=65535 Seq=2241384874 Ack=1412580851

    0011 <-       0.001     40      Ack     Win=65535 Seq=2241384874 Ack=1412583418

    0012 <-       0.037    516      Ack Psh Win=65535 Seq=2241384874 Ack=1412583418

    0013  ->      0.222     40      Ack Psh Win=65535 Seq=1412583418 Ack=2241385350

    0014 <-       1.930    516      Ack Psh Win=65535 Seq=2241385350 Ack=1412583418

    

    F1=Help      F2=Split     F3=Exit              F5=Find      F6=Refresh     

 

F7=Backward  F8=Forward   F9=Swap     F10=Left     F11=Right

4. Enter S next to a packet.
The data for that packet appears.

5. Press F3 (Exit) twice.
You return to the Connections (Advanced) panel.

6. Enter PTD (Inactivate and Delete Packet Trace) next to the connection being traced, and press Enter to confirm your
action.
The trace is stopped and deleted.

7. Press F3 (Exit) three times.
You return to the Primary Menu for network diagnosis.

Get Online Help

You can get online help from any panel in this product.

Follow these steps:

1. Press F1 (Help).
The online help displays information about the fields and actions available on the panel.

2. Press F4 (Return).
You exit from the online help.

Printable Command Reference
The following article is a single page, printable guide to commonly used "/" commands in NetMaster NM for TCP/IP. You
can either view the information in this topic, or print this page. More information about commands can be obtained as
follows:

• Review the Shortcuts section in this document for a list of NetMaster NM for TCP/IP commands by subject area.
• Review the Commands section in this document for a list of specific, frequently used commands.
• View a comprehensive listing of all "/" commands: enter / at the command line in NetMaster NM for TCP/IP.
• Refer to the online help in the application.

Command Panel Menu Sequence
/ALERTS Alert Monitor M > A
/ALLOC List Allocated Files A > SS > S > DS > A
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/BIZ TCP/IP: Business Applications D > B
/DATASET Dataset Services: Primary Menu A > SS > S > DS
/EDETECT Define Event Detector Controls A > IP > E
/EEPERF EE Traffic and Performance Data Menu D > EE > P
/EEUC EE UDP Connection List D > EE > UC
/EEXP EE Traffic Explorer D > EE > E
/IPAPPLS Maintain Application Name Definition A > IP > AD
/IPCON TCP/IP: Connections D > C
/IPGT TCP/IP: IP Growth Tracker H > I > GT
/IPGTA Growth Tracker: Application Names H > I > GTA
/IPHIST TCP/IP: History Data H > I
/IPPKT TCP/IP: Packet Tracing Menu D > TR (see also /SMART)
/IPSUM IP Network Summary M > IS
/LEVELS Product Component Software Levels A > SS > S > L
/LOG Activity Log H > L
/MSGS Product Message List D > E > M
/PSM Primary Menu: PSM (Print Services Manager) A > SS > PSM
/SECURE TCP/IP: IP Security D > ST > SEC > L
/SMART Advanced Packet Tracing (SmartTrace, CTRACE) D > TR (see also /IPPKT)
/SYSPARM SYSPARMS Display and Update Utility A > SS > S > S
/UAMS UAMS: Primary Menu A > SS > U
/USERS Active User List A > SS > LU

In addition, keep in mind the following helpful navigation shortcuts:

• Use == to return to the NetMaster: Primary Menu panel.
• Use cmd on any panel to invoke the Command Entry .
• Use $LOG on any panel to display the Activity Log.
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Installing and Upgrading
This section of the NetMaster Network Management for TCP/IP documentation contains instructions for deploying and
configuring the NetMaster API Service and the NetMaster Web Portal.

For instructions on how to install, upgrade, migrate, and start NetMaster NM for TCP/IP, see Install or
Upgrade Netmaster Products in the NetMaster Shared Content Library.

To complete the installation tasks described in the NetMaster Shared Content Library and in this section, you require
knowledge in the following areas:

• Job control language (JCL)
• TSO/ISPF
• z/OS environment and installing software in this environment
• Your IT environment, enterprise structure, and region structure

You work with the following personnel:

• Systems programmer for z/OS, VTAM, and TCP/IP definitions
• Security administrator, for library and started task access authority
• Storage Management Subsystem (SMS) or storage administrator, for direct access storage device (DASD) allocations

The topics in this section of the NetMaster NM for TCP/IP documentation include instructions on how to deploy and
configure the NetMaster API Service and the NetMaster Web Portal.

Refer to:

• Deploy and Configure the NetMaster API Service
• Deploy and Configure the NetMaster Web Portal

IMPORTANT
In addition to the knowledge and personnel required for installing NetMaster NM for TCP/IP, the NetMaster API
Service  and the NetMaster Web Portal require you to create TLS certificates as part of the HTTPs security
configuration. If you are not familiar with the process of creating and managing TLS certificates, you should work
with a Network Security Administrator who understands how certificates are managed for your organization.
While individual organizations have different methods of certificate management, one of the most common
methods is the use of Application Transparent Transport Layer Security, or AT-TLS. In conjunction with SAF
keyrings that are set up in your external security manager (ACF2, RACF2, or Top Secret), AT-TLS provides an
efficient way to secure your web applications.

NetMaster API and Web Portal Architecture
The following diagrams provide an overview of the NetMaster API Service/NetMaster WebPortal architecture.
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Information Request Process and Multi-LPAR Operation

An information request submitted through the NetMaster Web Portal proceeds as follows:

1. The user accesses the NetMaster Web Portal client by entering the defined URL in a browser.
2. After logging in to the application, the user submits a request for connectivity information from the user interface, the

NetMaster Web Portal web client. For example, a user accesses the Connection Summary page and opts to display
the number of non-secure connections on a specific NetMaster application.

3. The NetMaster Web Portal server application issues a token-based request to the NetMaster API Service.
4. The NetMaster API Service authenticates the token and requests the data from NetMaster NM for TCP/IP through the

Unix socket server. The Unix socket server is defined and enabled in the $NM NMAPI parameter group.
5. NetMaster NM for TCP/IP sends the requested data back to the NetMaster API Service through the Unix socket

server.
6. The NetMaster API Service sends the requested data back to the NetMasterWeb Portal Server.
7. The NetMaster Web Portal server application receives the requested data and sends it back to the NetMaster Web

Portal web client, where it can be viewed on the browser.

In the multiple LPAR configuration shown in the second diagram, the YAML configuration file provides the NetMaster Web
Portal server with all a list of all of the available NetMaster API Service instances. Each LPAR/region has its own API
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instance. When the browser loads the NetMaster Web Portal client, the client requests a list of the configured NetMaster
API Service instances from which data can be requested. When the list of instances is known, the UI then allows you
to select the LPAR/region from which you want to view data. As noted in the diagram, multiple LPARs share a security
environment, in which the same certificate is used for each instance, and the user-id configuration resides on the same
systems.

NetMaster Network Management for TCP/IP

NetMaster NM for TCP/IP is the source of the connectivity data supplied to the NetMaster Web Portal through the
NetMaster API Service. Currently, the connectivity data is available in the Security view of the NetMaster Web Portal.
When configuring the NetMaster Web Portal, keep in mind the following:

• The NetMaster API Service must be installed on the same mainframe where NetMaster NM for TCP/IP is installed.
• The NetMaster API Interface parameter ($NM NMAPI parameter group) must be enabled in order to use the NetMaster

Web Portal. 

NetMaster API Service

TheNetMaster API Service is a NetMaster product suite microservice that leverages the Open Mainframe Project Zowe™

Spring Boot REST API SDK. It provides NetMaster customers with an open and standard interface to network
management data collected by NetMaster. The NetMaster API Service must be installed on the same mainframe where
NetMaster NM for TCP/IP is installed. For details on installing and configuring the API, refer to the instructions detailed
in the Deploy and Configure the NetMaster API Service section of this documentation. The basic functionality of the
NetMaster API Service in the NetMaster environment is as follows:

• The NetMaster API Service runs as a new started task (NMAPISRV) under MVS and alongside the NetMaster region.
• Security requirements for the NMAPISRV userid are defined in your external security management tool, as described

in the Configure Security for the Userid of the API Started Task topic.

NetMaster Web Portal

The NetMaster Web Portal is a web-based, client-server application using data provided by the NetMaster API Service.
All files necessary to install, deploy, and configure the NetMaster Web Portal application are either copied or created for
you. Refer to the Deploy and Configure the NetMaster Web Portal Application topic for detailed steps.

The Settings Database

The settings database is an embedded database on the NetMaster Web Portal server that is used to define local settings.

Supported Web Browsers

The NetMaster Web Portal can be accessed by currently supported versions of the following web browsers:

• Google Chrome
• Mozilla Firefox
• Microsoft Edge
• Safari

Security

Secure communication is enabled for the NetMaster Web Portal via HTTPS communication that is configured between the
NetMaster API Service and the NetMaster Web Portal server. You can configure HTTPS communication in one of three
ways:

• Basic - With basic HTTPS configuration, you generate TLS certificates that are used by key stores and trust stores
to ensure the secure exchange of web communication. When you set up HTTPS in this way, you configure each web
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application individually, in contrast to AT-TLS, where multiple web applications are managed by policy statements. For
an overview of the basic process, and an example of how to create a self-signed certificate, refer to the Get Started
with HTTPS Configuration topics in this documentation.

• Application Transparent Transport Layer Security (AT-TLS) - As described in the IBM Documentation, AT-TLS
"...consolidates TLS implementation in one location, reducing or eliminating application development overhead,
maintenance, and parameter specification. AT-TLS is based on z/OS System SSL, and transparently implements
these protocols in the TCP layer of the stack.... AT-TLS provides encryption and decryption of data based on policy
statements that are coded in the Policy Agent...." In short, AT-TLS can be a highly efficient way to implement secure
web communications. Refer to the IBM Documentation for additional details about configuring AT-TLS in your
environment.

• Zowe API Mediation Layer (API ML) - "Zowe API Mediation Layer (API ML) consolidates mainframe RESTful API
services at a single, secure point of access and offers a cloud-like experience through high-availability, scalability,
dynamic discovery, and provides API documentation of services registered with the API ML." The API ML also provides
encrypted communication services for all discovered API services, so if you use the API ML, you do not need to
configure basic HTTPS for each API. The TLS configuration facilities within the API ML allow you to set up security for
one or many APIs. Refer to the Integrate the NetMaster API Service with the Zowe API ML topic for more information
about the API ML, including links to the installation process and required configuration details for the NetMaster API
Service.

Installation Processes
View a flow diagram of how to install, deploy, and configure the NetMaster API Service and the NetMaster Web Portal.

The following flow chart illustrates the entire process of installing, deploying, and configuring the NetMaster API Service
and the NetMaster Web Portal. Keep in mind:

• You can use the NetMaster API Service by itself, without deploying the NetMaster Web Portal.
• If you want to install the NetMaster Web Portal, you must install the NetMaster API Service first.
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The NetMaster API Service
This article describes the software and information you need before deploying and configuring the NetMaster API Service.

The NetMaster API Service is a NetMaster microservice that provides NetMaster customers with an open and standard
interface to network management data collected by NetMaster. For more information on its capabilities, see Using APIs.

Deployment and Configuration Process

The process of deploying and configuring the NetMaster API Service consists of the following steps:

• Ensure that all prerequisite software is installed. See the "Required Software" section of this article.
• Configure your mainframe security application for the NetMaster API Service started task (NMAPISRV). See Configure

Security for the API Started Task.
• Deploy and configure the NetMaster API Service. See Deploy and Configure the API Service.

Roles and Responsibilities

The deployment and configuration of the NetMaster API Service should be performed by the following roles:
Systems Administrator/Programmer:

Download the required PTF, apply maintenance, deploy, and configure the NetMaster API Service for the
NetMaster region.

Security Administrator:

• Configure ACF2, TSS, or IBM RACF security for the NetMaster region (specific to the API)
• Configure ACF2, TSS, or IBM RACF for use with SAF key rings, if key rings are used for certificate

management in your environment.
• Set up secure web communications (HTTPS/TLS) to the NetMaster API Service. This includes the creation

and configuration of certificates. Refer to the Get Started with HTTPS Configuration topics for an overview of
basic certificate creation.

• If your organization uses Application Transparent Transport Layer Security (AT-TLS), configure it for use with
the NM API Service.

Required Software

Before you can deploy and configure the NetMaster API Service:

• Ensure that NetMaster Network Management for TCP/IP version 12.2 is installed and running and that all the
latest maintenance has been applied to your runtime environment. In particular, ensure all PTFs relating to
the Netmaster API Service have been applied.

• Ensure that a 64 bit version of Java 8 is installed.

Configure Security for the API Started Task
After installing the prerequisite software, you configure your mainframe security application for the NetMaster API
Service started task (NMAPISRV). A Security Administrator should configure the application in order to ensure that all
authorized users can initiate the NetMaster API started task. The sample security configurations below are only meant to
be examples and might not conform to the security standards in place at your site.

NOTE
For more information about setting up started-task security, refer to the product-specific documentation for your
security application.
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Sample Security Configurations

IMPORTANT
In cases where you plan to use multiple instances of the NetMaster API Service, ensure that they are all
configured with the same external security management tool. For example, if you plan to use three instances
of the NM API Service to access data from three LPARs, each API instance must be configured as part of the
same external security definition.

If run as user ID zero (UID 0), NetMaster API Service does not require additional privileges. If you do not want to allow the
NM API to run UID=0, define the server to use thread-level security using BPX.SERVER and BPX.DAEMON. If your site
activated the BPX.SERVER or BPX.DAEMON facilities, define them using the sample commands that are described in
the following sections.

Configure IBM RACF Security

1. Define a valid security OMVS segment to the ID associated with the NetMaster API Service started task
2. Open a TSO window and issue the following commands sequentially. Replace userID with the ID of the user under

which the address space will run.
PERMIT SUPERUSER.FILESYS.MOUNT CLASS(UNIXPRIV) ID(userId) ACCESS(UPDATE)

SETROPTS RACLIST(UNIXPRIV) REFRESH

PERMIT BPX.FILEATTR.PROGCTL CLASS(FACILITY) ID(userId) ACCESS(READ)

PERMIT BPX.SERVER CLASS(FACILITY) ID(userId) ACCESS(READ)

PERMIT BPX.DAEMON CLASS(FACILITY) ID(userId) ACCESS(UPDATE)

SETROPTS RACLIST(FACILITY) REFRESH

Configure Top Secret Security

1. Define a valid security OMVS segment to the user ID and ACID associated with the NetMaster API Service started
task.

2. In a TSO window, issue the following commands sequentially. Replace userid with the ID of the user under which the
address space will run.
TSS ADD(owningacid) IBMFAC(BPX)

TSS ADD(owningacid) UNIXPRIV(SUPER)

TSS PERMIT(userid) UNIXPRIV(SUPERUSER.FILESYS.MOUNT) ACCESS(UPDATE)

TSS PERMIT(userid) IBMFAC(BPX.FILEATTR.PROGCTL) ACCESS(READ)

TSS PERMIT(userid) IBMFAC(BPX.SERVER) ACCESS(READ)

TSS PERMIT(userid) IBMFAC(BPX.DAEMON) ACCESS(UPDATE)

IMPORTANT

• The TSS ADD(owningAcid) resource commands are not required and will fail if a resource is
already owned. To determine if the resource is owned, use the TSS WHOOWNS resource command to
determine if the resource is already owned.

• Re-enter the highlighted command for all users who should have permission to run the NetMaster API
Service.

Configure ACF2 Security

1. Define a valid security OMVS segment to the ID associated with the NetMaster API Service started task.
2. Open a TSO window and issue the following commands sequentially. Replace userid with the ID of the user under

which the address space will run.
ACF

SET RESOURCE(UNI)

RECKEY SUPERUSER add(FILESYS.MOUNT UID(uid string for userId) SERVICE(UPDATE) ALLOW)

SET RESOURCE(FAC)
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RECKEY BPX ADD(FILEATTR.PROGCTL UID(uid string for userId) SERVICE(READ) ALLOW)

RECKEY BPX ADD(SERVER UID(uid string for userId) SERVICE(READ) ALLOW)

RECKEY BPX ADD(DAEMON UID(uid string for userId) SERVICE(UPDATE) ALLOW)

F ACF2,REBUILD(FAC)

Deploy and Configure the API Service
After all the prerequisite software has been installed, and you have configured your mainframe security application, you
can deploy and configure the NetMaster API Service.

The NetMaster API Service can be deployed and configured by itself, or it can be integrated with the Zowe™ API
Mediation Layer (API ML).

Deployment and Configuration Methods

IMPORTANT
Use of the Zowe API ML provides many management benefits to users of API-enabled services, as described
in the Integrate the NetMaster API Service with the Zowe API ML article. These benefits apply mainly in cases
where there are multiple API-enabled services in an environment. Because the process of setting up the Zowe
API ML is more complex than simply configuring the NetMaster API Service by itself, you should weigh the effort
of setting up the API ML against your organization's use of or planned use of additional API-enabled services.

• To configure and deploy the NetMaster API Service without integrating with the API ML, follow the steps in the current
topic. You can integrate with the API ML at a later point, if you wish.

• To configure and deploy the NetMaster API Service and integrate with the API ML, do the following:
a. Install the API ML as described in the Integrate the NetMaster API Service with the Zowe API ML topic.
b. Follow the steps in this article to deploy the NetMaster API Service. Do not manually configure the HTTPS

connection.
c. Integrate the NetMaster API Service with the API ML, as described in the Integrate the NetMaster API Service with

the Zowe API ML topic.

IMPORTANT
If you want to use multiple instances of the NetMaster API Service to view multiple corresponding LPARs in the
NetMaster Web Portal, each instance must connect to the same API ML server.

Deployment and Configuration Process

1. From the location where you applied the maintenance PTF, copy the following members from the CC2DSAMP target
library to libraries where you can customize them for your implementation, such as a JCL library, region TESTEXEC,
or PROCLIB.
The following list describes the required members along with any required customizations:

NMAPIDEP
JCL member. Deploys the NetMaster API Service to the desired location.

NMAPIENV
TESTEXEC member. This SYSIN member defines the environmental variables used by the NetMaster API
Service. Update this file after creating the netmaster.yaml configuration file.

NMAPICEE
TESTEXEC member; CEE parameter member for the NetMaster API Service. No update required.

NMAPISRV
Procedure member that runs the NetMaster API Service. It is usually run from SYSx.PROCLIB. The USERID of
this procedure requires read, write, and execute access to the /cai/NetMaster/NMC2/NMAPI directory created
by the NMAPIDEP job. NMAPISRV creates the /logs and /tmp directories at runtime.
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2. Edit all of the variables that are contained in NMAPIDEP as required for your environment.
3. Run the NMAPIDEP job.

NOTE
The jobcard for NMAPIDEP specifies JOBRC=LASTRC. Broadcom recommends that, due to the way
condition codes are set, you should run the entire JCL job, rather than attempting to run specific parts of the
job for specific steps.

When you run the job, it initiates the following actions:
a. Allocates and formats the zFS (HLQ.NMAPIZFS ) when the zFS does not already exist.

NOTE
The HLQ (high-level qualifier) is determined by the value of the NMHLQ parm of the NMAPIDEP PROC.

b. Creates a directory named /cai/NetMaster/NMC2/NMAPI .
NOTE
The name of the directory is determined by the value of the ZFSDIR variable in the NMAPIDEP PROC.

c. Mounts the zFS to that directory, if it is not already mounted.
d. Creates the config and lib directories in the /cai/NetMaster/NMC2/NMAPI directory created by the PROC.
e. Unpacks the NetMaster JAR file and shared objects (SOs) into the /cai/NetMaster/NMC2/NMAPI/lib

directory.
f. Creates a sample configuration file, netmaster-samp.yaml , in the /cai/NetMaster/NMC2/NMAPI/config/

directory.
g. Runs the command extattr +p on the SOs to grant Program Control to the objects.

4. Copy the file named /cai/NetMaster/NMC2/NMAPI/config/netmaster-samp.yaml and rename it to
netmaster.yaml . You will edit this file in step 6, after you have configured a secure HTTPS/TLS connection for the
NM API Service.

5. Enable a secure HTTPS/TLS connection for the NM API Service. You can do so in one of three ways:
– Manually configure HTTPS - Refer to the Get Started with HTTPS Configuration topics for an introduction to the

process of creating certificates, and an example of how to create a self-signed certificate.
– Use Application Transparent Transport Layer Security (AT-TLS) - AT-TLS encrypts and decrypts data based

on a Policy Agent that can manage settings for multiple applications. Refer to the IBM Documentation for more
information about configuring AT-TLS. Refer to The NetMaster API Service Configuration File for details on how to
configure environmental properties for AT-TLS.

IMPORTANT

If you are using the provided sample configuration file (netmaster.yaml) to set up an AT-TLS
environment, you must modify the following three settings:

• Change the spring.profiles.active setting from https,zos to zos
• Set the server.attls.required property to true
• Set the server.ssl.enabled property to false.

– Integrate the service with the optional Zowe™ API Mediation Layer - To configure HTTPS through the API
ML, ensure that the API ML has been installed, and refer to the integration steps in Integrate the NetMaster
API Service with the API Mediation Layer.

WARNING
The service will not start if you do not configure HTTPS using one of these methods.

6. Access the netmaster.yaml file for editing. Go to 3.17 in TSO, and navigate to the /cai/NetMaster/NMC2/NMAPI/
config directory and select the file with EU or EA.

NOTE
The file is in ASCII format that is stored in USS.

7. Enter or modify the properties for your environment in the netmaster.yaml file. Refer to "The NetMaster API Service
Configuration File" for details on:
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– How to enter properties in YAML format
– How to verify the availability of a port
– The required properties for your environment

Requirements vary depending on how you configure security, and whether you use the API ML.
– Netmaster.yaml file sample configurations

8. Edit all of the variables that are contained in NMAPIENV, as required for your environment.
9. To enable communication with the NetMaster API Service, edit the NetMaster $NM NMAPI parameter. Follow these

steps:
a. From the Primary Menu, enter A.C.P.  in the command line. The Parameter Groups window displays.
b. From the Parameter Groups window, enter NMAPI in the command line, and press F5 (Find).
c. Enter S on the line next to the $NM NMAPI parameter. The NMAPI - NetMaster API Interface panel displays.
d. Ensure that the Enable NetMaster API? field is set to YES.
e. If you do not intend to use the default API socket path (/var/sock), enter a new path in the API socket path name

field. The API socket path name must match the path specified for the data-provider.config.socket-path
setting, as defined in the netmaster.yaml file. The NetMaster API Service looks for mounted sockets based on the
corresponding $NMAPI setting. For a complete description of the configuration settings for the netmaster.yaml file,
refer to "The NetMaster API Service Configuration File."

10. From the NMAPISRV PROC, perform the following steps:
a. Edit the variables that are defined in the PROC (NMAPISRV) as required for your environment.
b. Start the NMAPISRV PROC. The job must run continuously in order to to maintain the REST service. If the job is

terminated, the service stops running. When it starts, the job launches the NetMaster API Service on the host and
port that you specified in the netmaster.yaml file. The service might take a few minutes to start.

At this point, the installation and configuration process is complete. You can use the API by itself, or install the
NetMaster Web Portal as a graphical interface to view API data.

11. (Optional) Verify that the NetMaster API service is running. You can:
– Access the API documentation using the same host and port, as follows: <host>:<port>/swagger-ui/. You can also

view interactive API documentation in the Open API Specification for REST APIs article.
– Test the NetMaster API to see that it returns region data. Enter host:port/api/v1/server/regions.

The NetMaster API Service Configuration File
Use this article as a reference for modifying the properties that control the network access, TLS, and Zowe API ML (if
used) settings for the NetMaster API Service.

The configuration settings for the NetMaster API Service, known as properties, are defined in the netmaster.yaml file,
which was saved as part of the initial deployment process.

Entering YAML File Properties

YAML file properties can be entered in two formats:

• Full identifier:
server.port: 10080

or
• YAML structure with indentation:

server:

  port: 10080

Using YAML structure with indentation, you can group properties with the same prefix without having to repeat the prefix
for each property.
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Best Practices for Indented YAML

When using indented YAML structure, use the following best practices to avoid installation issues.

• All items that are on the same level in the information hierarchy must be indented the same number of spaces, so that
they are left-aligned with each other. The exact number of spaces that a level is indented does not matter, as long as
all items within the same level have the same indentation. See the Example.

• Use spaces to indent. Do not use tabs. Using tabs may cause installation errors.
The following example demonstrates appropriate indentation of information levels. In the example, you see three
information levels:

• Level 1: data-provider and logging
• Level 2: config, level, and file
• Level 3: socket-path,  netmaster, and enabled

Example:
data-provider: 

  config: 

    socket-path: /var/sock/          

logging: 

  level:  

    netmaster: INFO

  file:

    enabled: true

• Since YAML files do not support sequence numbers, use a UNIX editor rather than the ISPF editor.
• Key-value pair mappings are denoted with a colon (:) and a space. For example: Key: value
• Block sequences are denoted with a dash (-) and a space.

Refer to the "The Netmaster.yaml File"  section in this article for an example of a completed YAML file.

For more information on YAML, refer to https://yaml.org/.

The Netmaster.yaml File

The netmaster.yaml file contains the essential properties for configuring your API. The sample netmaster.yaml file is
shown here with the default properties and values. It also includes comments about how to enter the HTTPS or AT-TLS
security properties, as needed for your organization. You must enter and/or modify the properties and their values as
needed for your organization. What is entered or modified depends on how your organization configures HTTPS/TLS
security (either by creating the certificates or through AT-TLS), and whether the Zowe API ML is used.

IMPORTANT
If you are not familiar with how your organization defines and uses certificates, consult with the appropriate
security personnel in your organization before configuring the NetMaster API Service.

# Configuration for running the NetMaster API Service on z/OS.

# Refer to the product documentation for information about customizing

# the configuration. 

          

# Uncommented HTTPS/ATTLS security properties are set to HTTPS;    

# change to ATTLS if required.                                          

# Update strings prefixed with Your- as required.

# When using ATTLS remove the HTTPS profile.                                 

spring.profiles.active: https,zos

        

server: 
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  hostname: 0.0.0.0 

  port: 10080

# When using ATTLS, set 'enabled' to FALSE.   

  ssl:

    enabled: true

#                                                                       

# When using HTTPS, uncomment and update  

#    keyAlias: Your-value

#    keyPassword: Your-value

#    keyStore: Your-value

#    keyStorePassword: Your-value

#    keyStoreType: PKCS12

#    trustStore: Your-value

#    trustStorePassword: Your-value          

#    trustStoreType PKCS12: Your-value

#          

# When using ATTLS, uncomment and update

#    keyAlias: Your-value (optional)                                  

#    keyStore: safkeyring:////Your-id/Your-keyring    

#                                                                      

# When using ATTLS, set 'required' to TRUE   

  attls:

    required: false

# Refer to the documentation for information about optional

# use of apiml         

  apiml: 

  enabled: false 

  service: 

    serviceId: bcmnetmaster 

    hostname: localhost 

#       discoveryServiceUrls: 

#         - https://zoweHostname:discoveryPort/eureka 

#       authentication: 

#         scheme: httpBasicPassTicket 

#         applid: APPLID 

         

data-provider: 

  config: 

    socket-path: /var/sock/ 

         

logging: 

  level:  

    netmaster: INFO

  file:

    enabled: true   

      

NOTE
The commented-out properties in the netmaster.yaml file are specific to the HTTPS/TLS and AT-TLS settings
and the Zowe API ML. Uncomment them and enter the appropriate values as needed for your organization. In
cases where a property is not used, it can be deleted.
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Profiles Property

Property Required or
Optional

Description

spring.profiles.active Required The active Spring Boot application profiles.
Values: https and zos
In most cases, you will want to specify https and zos (https,zos) as
the active profiles. If your organization uses AT-TLS to enable secure
connectivity, remove the https value from this property. Similarly, if you are
running the NetMaster API Service in a non-secure (non-https) environment,
remove https.  Do not remove the zos profile.

Network Access and HTTPS/TLS  Properties

The following table lists the required (and some optional) properties for the NetMaster API Service. Some of the properties
must be added to the netmaster.yaml file if you configure HTTPS manually.

• If your organization uses Application Transparent Transport Layer Security (AT-TLS), you do not need to enter values
for the HTTPS/TLS properties. The AT-TLS policy contains the settings.

• If your organization uses the API ML, you do not need to enter values for the HTTPS/TLS properties. The API ML
manages the settings.

• If your organization uses SAF keyrings to manage certificates, the server.ssl settings are different. Refer to the
SAF Keyring Settings section in this topic for details.

Property Required or Optional Description

server.hostname Optional The IP address or host name that the NetMaster API
Service listens on. By default, the service listens on all
network adapters.
Values: A valid IP address or host name
Default: 0.0.0.0 (the service listens on all network
adapters)

server.attls.required Optional
If your site uses AT-TLS, this value
must equal true.

This property specifies whether the NetMaster API
Service requires an AT-TLS connection.
Values: true or false
Default: false (The NetMaster API Service does not
require an AT-TLS connection.)

server.port Required The HTTP(S) port used to access the NetMaster API
Service via a web browser or another HTTP client.
Values: A valid port number.
Default: 20017

server.ssl.verifySslCertificatesOfServices
(not included in the default YAML file)

Required if SSL is enabled
Omit for API ML and AT-TLS
environments

This property determines whether the server certificates
are validated.
Values: true or false
Default: true (server certificates are validated)
For optimal security, make sure that this property is set
to true in production environments. If set to FALSE, it
will significantly degrade overall system security.
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server.ssl.enabled Required This property determines whether SSL is enabled. This
value must be set to true in order to enable HTTPS
communication for the API. For AT-TLS and API ML
based environments, this value should be set to FALSE.
Values: true or false
Default: false

server.ssl.protocol
(not included in the default YAML file)

Required if SSL is enabled
Omit for API ML and AT-TLS
environments

The security protocol in use for the API connection.
Values: A valid security protocol.
Default: TLSv1.2

server.ssl.enabledProtocols
(not included in the default YAML file)

Required if SSL is enabled
Omit for API ML and AT-TLS
environments 

Available protocols for the API connection.
Values: A valid security protocol or protocols.
Default: TLSv1.2

server.ssl.ciphers
(not included in the default YAML file)

Required if SSL is enabled
Omit for API ML and AT-TLS
environments 

The encryption/decryption algorithms used in your
environment.
Default:
TLS_ECDHE_RSA_WITH_AES_128_GCM_SHA256,TLS_ECDHE_ECDSA_WITH_AES_128_GCM_SHA256,TLS_ECDHE_RSA_WITH_AES_256_GCM_SHA384,TLS_ECDHE_ECDSA_WITH_AES_256_GCM_SHA384,TLS_ECDHE_RSA_WITH_AES_256_CBC_SHA,TLS_ECDHE_RSA_WITH_AES_128_CBC_SHA,TLS_ECDHE_RSA_WITH_AES_128_CBC_SHA256,TLS_ECDHE_ECDSA_WITH_AES_128_CBC_SHA256,TLS_ECDHE_ECDSA_WITH_AES_256_CBC_SHA384

server.ssl.keyAlias Required if SSL is enabled
Omit for API ML and AT-TLS
environments

The alias name of the entry to process, e.g, NM_API.

server.ssl.keyPassword Required if SSL is enabled
Omit for API ML and AT-TLS
environments

The password used to protect the private key.
Value: An alphanumeric value, at least 6 characters
long.

server.ssl.keyStore Required if SSL is enabled
Omit for API ML and AT-TLS
environments

Location of the keystore. For example: config/
keystore.p12.

server.ssl.keyStorePassword Required if SSL is enabled
Omit for API ML and AT-TLS
environments

The password used to protect the integrity of the key
store.

server.ssl.keyStoreType Required if SSL is enabled
Omit for API ML and AT-TLS
environments 

The type of key store.
Values: Any valid key store type. We recommend
PKCS12.

server.ssl.trustStore Required if SSL is enabled
Omit for API ML and AT-TLS
environments

Location of the truststore. For example: config/
truststore.p12.

server.ssl.trustStorePassword Required if SSL is enabled
Omit for API ML and AT-TLS
environments 

The password used to protect the truststore.
Value: An alphanumeric value, at least 6 characters
long.

server.ssl.trustStoreType Required if SSL is enabled
Omit for API ML and AT-TLS
environments

The type of trust store.
Values: Any valid key store type. We recommend
PKCS12.
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SAF Keyring Settings

If your organization uses SAF keyrings to manage certificates, the server.ssl settings are different. The following table
describes the requirements:

Property Required or Optional Description

server.ssl.keyAlias Optional
If omitted, the default
certificate is used

The alias name of the entry to process.
Values:

• A single value that specifies the certificate's label.
• A comma separated list of values, where each value is the certificate's label,

and the first unexpired certificate in the list is used.

server.ssl.keyPassword Optional
Broadcom recommends
omitting this parameter.

The password used to protect the private key.
Value: Must be password

server.ssl.keyStore Required Location of the keystore.
Value: Must be in the form:
safkeyring:////user_id/key_ring_name
where:

• user_id = the keyring owner
• key_ring_name = the name of the keyring

server.ssl.keyStorePass
word

Optional
Broadcom recommends
omitting this parameter.

The password used to protect the integrity of the key store.
Value: Must be password

server.ssl.keyStoreType Optional
Broadcom recommends
omitting this parameter.

The type of key store.
Value: Must be JCERACFKS

server.ssl.trustStore Optional
If a trustStore is not
specified, the trustStore
location defaults to the
keyring specified for the
server.ssl.keystore
property.

Location of the truststore.
Value: Must be in the form:
safkeyring:////user_id/key_ring_name
where:

• user_id = the keyring owner
• key_ring_name = the name of the keyring

server.ssl.trustStorePass
word

Optional
Broadcom recommends
omitting this parameter.

The password used to protect the truststore.
Value:  Must be password.

server.ssl.trustStoreType Optional
Broadcom recommends
omitting this parameter.

The type of trust store.
Value: Must be JCERACFKS
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API Connection Properties

Property Required or Optional Description
data-provider.config.socket-path Required The path name to which the NetMaster API Service

binds.
Default: /var/sock
This value is the default API Socket Path Name,
which can be changed in the NetMaster API Interface
parameter group ($NM NMAPI).

Logging Properties
The NetMaster API Service writes important messages to the spool, and all messages are saved to log files in the log
directory within the service instance directory.

Property Required or Optional Description

logging.file.enabled Optional Determines whether API file logging is enabled.
Values: true or false
Default: false

logging.file.name
(not included in the default YAML file)

Optional A user-defined log file name.
Values:  A valid file name.
Default: http-serv.log

logging.file.path
(not included in the default YAML file)

Optional A user defined file path that contains the log file.
Values:  A valid file path.
Default: logs

logging.level.netmaster Optional The logging level defined for the NetMaster API Service
(the NetMaster logger group)
Values: TRACE, DEBUG, INFO, WARN, ERROR,
FATAL
Default: INFO

logging.file.totalSizeCap
(not included in the default YAML file)

Optional The maximum allowed size for a log file.
Values: {n}MB or {n}GB where n is a positive integer.
Default: 10MB

logging.file.maxHistory
(not included in the default YAML file)

Optional The maximum number of log files to retain in the system.
Additional files beyond the maximum are deleted.
Values: A positive integer value.
Default: 30

Zowe API Mediation Layer (API ML) Properties
If you are using the Zowe API ML, you do not need to manually configure HTTPS. The API ML manages this for all APIs
in your environment. However, you do need to configure the NetMaster API Service for use with the API ML. If you use the
API ML with the NetMaster API Service, you must add the following properties to the netmaster.yaml file, as noted in the
Integrate the NetMaster API Service with the Zowe API ML topic:

Property Required or Optional Description

apiml.enabled Required The "switch" that enables the NetMaster API Service to
use the API ML.
Values: true or false
Default: false
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apiml.service.serviceId Required The unique service ID that identifies your individual
NetMaster API Service instance in the API Mediation
Layer. If you are running more than one instance of
the NetMaster API Service, each instance must have a
unique service ID.
Default: bcmnetmaster

apiml.service.hostname Required The hostname of your server.

apiml.service.ipAddress Required The IP address of your server.

apiml.service.discoveryServiceUrls Required The URL of the API Mediation Layer Discovery Service.

apiml.service.authentication.scheme Required if single sign-on support is
enabled between the API Mediation
Layer and the NetMaster API Service

The authentication scheme. This value must be set to
httpBasicPassTicket.

apiml.service.authentication.applid Required if single sign-on support is
enabled between the API Mediation
Layer and the NetMaster API Service

This value must match the applid being used by the API
Mediation Layer and the NetMaster API Service.

For descriptions of other Zowe API ML properties that you can define for the NetMaster API Service, refer to the Zowe
documentation.

YAML Configuration Examples

The following are examples of YAML files configured for specific scenarios.

Example 1: Manual HTTPS/TLS configuration

spring.profiles.active: https,zos

        

server: 

  hostname: 0.0.0.0 

  port: 10080

  ssl:

    enabled: true

     keyAlias: exampleca

     keyPassword: k-pwd

     keyStore: config/exampleca.p12

     keyStorePassword: ks_pwd

     keyStoreType: PKCS12

     trustStore: config/exampleca_trust.p12

     trustStorePassword: ts_pwd

     trustStoreType: PKCS12

  attls:

    required: false

        

apiml: 

  enabled: false 

data-provider: 

  config: 

    socket-path: /var/sock/ 

         

logging: 
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  level:  

    netmaster: INFO

  file:

    enabled: true   

      

Example 2: AT-TLS configuration

spring.profiles.active: zos

        

server: 

  hostname: 0.0.0.0 

  port: 10080

  attls:

    required: true    

  ssl:

    enabled: false 

        

apiml: 

  enabled: false 

data-provider: 

  config: 

    socket-path: /var/sock/ 

         

logging: 

  level:  

    netmaster: INFO

  file:

    enabled: true   

      

Example 3: AT-TLS configuration Using a Keyring

In this example, keyStore property is the only required server.ssl property. The keyAlias property, though optional, was
included in this case to specify the certificate. All of the other server.ssl properties have been omitted.

spring.profiles.active: zos

        

server: 

  hostname: 0.0.0.0 

  port: 10080

  attls:

    required: true

  ssl:

    enabled: false

    keyAlias: NetMaster.APICERT

    keyStore: safkeyring:////NMAPI/APIRING 

        

apiml: 

  enabled: false 

data-provider: 

  config: 
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    socket-path: /var/sock/ 

         

logging: 

  level:  

    netmaster: INFO

  file:

    enabled: true   

      

Example 4: AT-TLS Configuration with a Keyring, Using the API ML

spring.profiles.active: zos

        

server: 

  hostname: 0.0.0.0 

  port: 10080

  attls:

    required: true

  ssl:

    enabled: false

    keyAlias: NetMaster.APICERT

    keyStore: safkeyring:////NMAPI/APIRING 

        

apiml: 

  enabled: true

  service:      

    serviceId: bcmnetmaster 

    hostname: localhost 

      discoveryServiceUrls: 

        - https://zoweHostname: discoveryPort/eureka 

      authentication: 

        scheme: httpBasicPassTicket 

        applid: APPLID 

data-provider: 

  config: 

    socket-path: /var/sock/ 

         

logging: 

  level:  

    netmaster: INFO

  file:

    enabled: true   

      

Find an Available Port

When selecting a port, use the following guidelines.

You can use a port if:

• The port is not used by another application.
• The port is not reserved in PROFILE.TCPIP (see PROFILE.TCPIP port assignments).
• The external security manager allows access to the port.
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To verify that the port is not used by another task, use the following TSO command:
NETSTAT ALLC FORMAT LONG (PORT <port-number>

If you get an empty list, the port is not used.
To verify that the port is not reserved, use the following command:
NETSTAT PORTLIST (PORT your port number

If you get an empty list, the port is not reserved.
If you enter an invalid port, the server will not start, and the application will be stopped.

Get Started with HTTPS Configuration
Companies frequently choose to conduct all web service requests over a secure HTTP connection (HTTPS). This is
accomplished through a connection often referred to as Secure Socket Layer (SSL). The newer terminology (and protocol)
for such a secure connection is Transport Layer Security (TLS). The NetMaster API Service is also compatible with the
use of Application Transparent Transport Layer Security (AT-TLS), which is briefly described in this topic.

About TLS Certificates

To configure TLS communications, you create TLS certificates and create data stores to hold those certificates. A server
certificate represents the NetMaster API Service server. Depending on your security needs you can also create a client
certificate.

A server in a TLS conversation, in this case the NetMaster API Service server, has a keystore in which it stores the
certificates, which verify that the server is who it claims to be. The server sends its certificate to a client during TLS
negotiation. A client has a truststore, in which it stores certificates that it is willing to trust. The client confirms the
certificate that is sent by the server during TLS negotiations against the client’s truststore.

You can also optionally configure the additional TLS security of client-side certificates. This is not as frequently done, but
it is a capability of certificates. In this scenario, you configure a server to demand a client certificate. You create a client
certificate and store it into the client’s keystore and into the server’s truststore. This technique is essentially the reverse
of the procedure that is used to deploy a server certificate. You must follow this procedure for every remote client in your
environment. During TLS negotiation, the server asks the client for its certificate. The client retrieves its certificate from
its keystore and sends it to the server. The server verifies the certificate against the server’s truststore. Through this
procedure, the server verifies that the client application can be trusted.

Using Certificate Authorities

Certificate Authorities, like VeriSign, Entrust, and DigiCert, can be used to sign a given server’s certificate. With a signed
certificate, a client does not need to store a certificate from every server in the world in its truststore. If the client trusts
a Certificate Authority, it knows that it can trust a certificate that it receives from an otherwise unknown server, as long
as the certificate is signed by a Certificate Authority. Public web server applications and web browsers often use this
approach to manage the sheer volume of clients and servers.

Obtaining a certificate that is signed by a Certificate Authority is beyond the scope of this document. The recommended
practice for deploying certificates for your corporate REST API server is to obtain a certificate from your company’s
security department. Individuals can create a self-signed certificate for a server. You may choose to do this to test an
application while you wait for a certificate from your security department. Regardless of where it comes from, if your
certificate is self-signed, you must place it into both the server’s keystore and into the client’s truststore.

Using the Keytool Program

One commonly available application for creating keystores and truststores is a program named keytool, available in
your Java Runtime Environment. Keytool can also create a self-signed certificate, place a certificate into a keystore,
import a certificate signed by a Certificate Authority, export a certificate from a keystore, and import a certificate into
a truststore. Refer to the About Java Keytool Commands and Create a Sample Certificate topics for an example of how
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to use Keytool to configure secure HTTPS communication for your API through the use of a self-signed X.509 type
certificate. For a compete reference to Java Keytool commands, syntax, and usage, refer to the Oracle documentation.

Using AT-TLS

Many organizations facilitate secure web communications through Application Transparent Transport Layer Security, or
AT-TLS. As described in the IBM documentation, AT-TLS is beneficial to organizations because it "...consolidates TLS
implementation in one location, reducing or eliminating application development overhead, maintenance, and parameter
specification. AT-TLS is based on z/OS® System SSL, and transparently implements these protocols in the TCP layer of
the stack." And, "... AT-TLS provides encryption and decryption of data based on policy statements that are coded in the
Policy Agent...." In short, AT-TLS can be a highly efficient way to implement secure web communications. Refer to the
IBM Documentation for additional details about configuring AT-TLS in your environment.

HTTPS Prerequisites
When configuring a web application you enable HTTPS communication between the application and the NetMaster API
Service.

Ensure that you meet the following prerequisites prior to starting your configuration:

• The NetMaster API Service is installed.
• A 64 bit version of Java 8 is installed.

Background

Enabling HTTPS communication is a multi-step process that uses an x.509 certificate to establish the authenticity of
a remote server, in this case the NetMaster API Service. The x.509 certificate stores certain information in files that
authenticate public/private key pairs and thus ensure that remote access requests are coming from trusted sources. The
following sections provide detailed examples of how to configure your system using Java Keytool, an Oracle key and
certificate management tool. For a complete reference to Java Keytool commands, syntax, and usage, refer to the Oracle
documentation.

As an alternative to configuring certificates, you can enable HTTPS through Application Transparent Transport Layer
Security (AT-TLS), or through use of the Zowe API Mediation Layer (API ML). In both alternative cases, HTTPS security
does not have to be configured for individual applications. In the case of AT-TLS, the Policy Agent manages TLS
communication for all defined applications. Similarly, the API ML manages TLS for multiple API services.

• For more information on configuring AT-TLS, refer to the IBM Documentation. If you choose to use AT-TLS, you
will need to adjust the Profiles property in the NetMaster API Service configuration file. Refer to The NetMaster API
Service Configuration File topic for details

• For an overview of the Zowe API Mediation Layer, refer to the Integrate the NetMaster API Service with the Zowe API
ML topic.

About Java Keytool Commands
Java Keytool commands

The process of enabling HTTPS communication requires you to set up and confirm trusted communication between a web
application and the NetMaster API Service. All of the set-up and configuration examples in this documentation use Java
Keytool. The following section defines the Keytool commands used in the process.

Keytool Commands

The following is a list of the commands used in the configuration process.
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IMPORTANT
The X.509 extensions (-ext SAN, -ext KeyUsage, etc....) are all used to associate additional information about
the user or the key. All extensions have three attributes: the extension ID, a criticality indicator, and the value.
So, for -ext KeyUsage:critical="keyCertSign"  the id is KeyUsage, the criticality indicator is critical, and
the informational value is keyCertSign. The criticality indicator tells all software consuming certificates the
importance of the extension. If an extension is not marked as critical, it can be ignored by an application. All
extensions in our examples are defined as critical, in order to ensure that certificates are accepted. For more
detail on named extensions, refer to the Oracle documentation.

• -genkeypair - Generate a keypair, which is a public key and its associated private key.
• -alias - Specify the alias name of the entry to process, or exampleca in our instructions.
• -keyalg - Specify the name of the security algorithm, or RSA in our instructions.
• -keysize - Specify the size of each key. In our instructions, the value is 4096, which matches the RSA algorithm.
• -keystore - Specify the location of the keystore, or exampleca.p12 in our instructions.
• -dname - Specify the x.500 distinguished name associated with the alias. The dname is made up of the following

variables:
– -CN - The common name or server host name, or exampleCA in our instructions.
– -OU - The organizational unit name, or Example Org in our instructions.
– -O - The organization's name, or Example Company in our instructions.
– -L - The location name or city, or San Francisco in our instructions.
– -ST - The full name of the state or province, or California in our instructions.
– -C - The two letter code for the country name, or US in our instructions.

• -keypass - Specify the password used to protect the private key; must be a minimum of 6 characters.
• -storepass - Specify the password used to protect the integrity of the keystore.
• -storetype - The type of keystore, or PKCS12 in our example.
• -ext SAN - Specify the subject alternative name. This command lists all values for which the certificate is valid. Options

include:
– EMAIL
– URI
– DNS
– IP
– OID

• -ext KeyUsage (or KU) - Specify key usage. Options include:
– digitalSignature
– nonRepudiation (contentCommitment )
– keyEncipherment
– dataEncipherment
– keyAgreement
– keyCertSign
– cRLSign
– encipherOnly
– decipherOnly

• -ext BasicConstraints (or BC) - Specify basic constraints; this is a true or false value.
• -ext Extended Key Usage (or EKU) -  Specify extended key usage. Options include:
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– anyExtendedKeyUsage
– serverAuth
– clientAuth
– codeSigning
– emailProtection
– timeStamping
– OCSPSigning
– Any OID string

• -validity - Number of days for which the certificate is valid.

Enable HTTPS Communication
Use HTTPS communication to ensure secure communication between the NetMaster API Service and the NetMaster Web
Portal.

As explained in the Get Started with HTTPS Configuration topic, the transport layer security (TLS) protocol enables
secure (HTTPS) communication between a server and a web application. HTTPS communication can be enabled in the
following ways:

• Use the Java Keytool or the supplied JCL to create a self-signed certificate - refer to the content in this topic.
• Use Application Transparent Transport Layer Security (AT-TLS) - refer to the The NetMaster API Service Configuration

File topic for details on how to set up the YAML configuration file to enable AT-TLS.
• Use the Zowe API Mediation Layer (API ML) - refer to the  Integrate the NetMaster API Service with the Zowe API ML

topic for more information on using the API ML to enable HTTPS.

To enable HTTPS communication, you must do the following:

1. Create a certificate for the NetMaster API Service.
2. Configure the NetMaster Web Portal to use HTTPS communication.

Because organizational security policies and processes vary, this topic provides detailed example steps that you can
apply to your environment.

IMPORTANT
If you plan to use multiple instances of the NetMaster API Service, ensure that they are all configured to use the
same certificate and keystore. For example, if you plan to use three instances of the NetMaster API Service to
access data from three LPARs, each API instance must be configured to use the same certificate and keystore.
Such a configuration ensures that the server correctly decrypts web sessions in each of the three instances of
the NM API Service.

Create a Certificate

You can create a certificate using the supplied NMAPICRT JCL member or by following the steps in this topic. The sample
steps illustrate how a certificate enables secure communication to and from the NetMaster API Service. The NetMaster
Web Portal is the web application that requests data from the NM API Service. After creating the certificate, you must also
configure the NM Web Portal for secure communication. For details, refer to the next section, Configure a Web Application
for HTTPS.

IMPORTANT
The sample code in the following instructions and within the JCL member creates a self-signed certificate. Your
organization, however, will likely have its own centralized process for creating certificates. In this case, some
of the steps below will be replaced by your organization's internal processes. For example, in the "Generate a
Certificate..." section below, your organizational process might be to send the .csr file to the Technical Support
department, who would then send you back the signed certificate (.cer) file and (possibly) a chain certificate
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(.p7b) file. It will work differently depending on your company's processes. And, in such a case, where your
company acts as the certificate authority (CA), you would skip steps three and four and go directly to step five,
importing the certificate into the keystore.

JCL-based Certificate Creation

The NMAPICRT JCL member, which is included in the CC2DSAMP target library, can be used to create a certificate. The
certificate enables the NetMaster API Service to handle HTTPS connections using the Transport Layer Security (TLS)
protocol. To use the NMAPICRT JCL member to create a certificate, follow these steps:

1. From the location where you applied the maintenance PTF, copy the NMAPICRT JCL member from
the CC2DSAMP target library to a library where it can be customized for your implementation.

2. Modify the JCL to correctly reflect the certificate process for your organization. Use the steps in the next section,
Certificate Creation, as a guideline.

Certificate Creation

In the following example, you create the certificate authority (CA) that signs the example.com dns hostname's certificate.
The result is a self-signed certificate authority that is used for the NetMaster API Service. The process is illustrative
only, and is meant to show how you set up a certificate. It is NOT intended to replace the internal process used by your
organization, whether your company acts as the certificate authority, or whether it uses a third-party certificate authority
such as Verisign.

Set Up Your Environment

1. Navigate to the directory where you want to save the generated certificate. For example: /YourDirPath/NMAPI/
config/.

2. Use the following commands to set up your environment:
export KEYTOOL="/C/java/java64bt/v8r0m0/usr/lpp/java/J8.0_64/bin/keytool"

export PWDS=trustedpassword

Generate a Server Certificate Authority (CA)

Use the following sample commands to generate your CA. Make sure to change all of the sample references to your site-
specific information.

1. Create a self-signed key pair root CA certificate:
$KEYTOOL -genkeypair -v -alias exampleca -dname "CN=exampleCA, OU=Example Org, O=Example Company, L=San

 Francisco, ST=California, C=US" -keystore exampleca.p12 -storepass:env PWDS -storetype PKCS12 -keyalg

 RSA -keysize 4096 -ext KeyUsage:critical="keyCertSign" -ext BasicConstraints:critical="ca:true" -validity

 9999 -keypass:env PWDS

2. Export the exampleca public certificate as a .crt file so that it can be used in truststores:
$KEYTOOL -export -v -alias exampleca -file exampleca.crt -keystore exampleca.p12 -storepass:env PWDS -

storetype PKCS12 -rfc -keypass:env PWDS

Generate a Certificate for Example.com

The example.com server presents the certificate generated here in the SSL handshake. To generate it follow these steps:

1. Create a certificate tied to example.com:
$KEYTOOL -genkeypair -v -alias example.com -dname "CN=example.com, OU=Example Org, O=Example Company,

 L=San Francisco, ST=California, C=US" -keystore example.com.p12 -storepass:env PWDS -storetype PKCS12 -

keyalg RSA -keysize 2048 -validity 385 -keypass:env PWDS

2. Create a certificate signing request (.csr file) for example.com:
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$KEYTOOL -certreq -v -alias example.com -file example.com.csr -keystore example.com.p12 -storepass:env

 PWDS -storetype PKCS12

3. Have exampleca sign the example.com certificate:

$KEYTOOL -gencert -v -alias exampleca -keystore exampleca.p12 -storepass:env PWDS -storetype PKCS12 -

infile example.com.csr -outfile example.com.crt -ext KeyUsage:critical="digitalSignature,keyEncipherment"

 -ext EKU="serverAuth" -ext SAN="DNS:example.com" -rfc

IMPORTANT
The ext SAN value that you enter above must be equivalent to the DNS name or IP address
of the NetMaster API Service. If, in the future, there are multiple API endpoints for which the
certificate will be valid, they must all be included here, in either IP: or DNS: format, e.g., 
DNS:example1.com,DNS:example2.com, etc...

4. Tell example.com.p12 that it can trust exampleca as a signer:
$KEYTOOL -import -v -alias exampleca -file exampleca.crt -keystore example.com.p12 -storepass:env PWDS -

storetype PKCS12

The program asks if you want to Trust this certificate?[no].
5. Type Yes.
6. Import the signed certificate back into example.com.p12:

$KEYTOOL -import -v -alias example.com -file example.com.crt -keystore example.com.p12 -storepass:env PWDS

 -storetype PKCS12

7. List the contents of example.com.p12 to confirm that it is correct:
$KEYTOOL -list -v -keystore example.com.p12 -storepass:env PWDS -storetype PKCS12

You should see the following:
Alias name: example.com

Creation date: ...

Entry type: PrivateKeyEntry

Certificate chain length: 2

Certificate[1]:

Owner: CN=example.com, OU=Example Org, O=Example Company, L=San Francisco, ST=California, C=US

Issuer: CN=exampleCA, OU=Example Org, O=Example Company, L=San Francisco, ST=California, C=US

Configure a Web Application for HTTPS Communication

Follow the steps below to configure a web application (the NetMaster Web Portal for example) for HTTPS communication
with the NetMaster API Service.

Configure a Truststore

Continuing with the example.com case, the web application's server needs to see that the NetMaster API Service
certificate for example.com is trusted. To enable this verification, generate a truststore that contains only the
example.com certificate. In this example, the truststore is in .p12 file format.

1. Create a PKCS12 keystore that trusts the example CA, with the default password.
$KEYTOOL -import -v -alias exampleca -file exampleca.crt -keystore exampletrust.p12 -storepass:env PWDS -

storetype PKCS12 

NOTE
In Java versions 8 and lower, Keytool by default creates a JKS keystore. PKCS12 keystores are preferable
to JKS stores because JKS is a Java-oriented proprietary format, while PKCS12 is an open standard,
language-neutral way to store encrypted private keys and certificates. In version 8 of Java, change the JKS
default format to PKCS12.

The program asks if you want to Trust this certificate?[no].
2. Type Yes.
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3. List the details of the store password:
$KEYTOOL -list -v -keystore exampletrust.p12 -storepass:env PWDS -storetype PKCS12

You should see a trustedCertEntry for exampleca:
Alias name: exampleca

Creation date: ...

Entry type: trustedCertEntry

Owner: CN=exampleCA, OU=Example Org, O=Example Company, L=San Francisco, ST=California, C=US

Issuer: CN=exampleCA, OU=Example Org, O=Example Company, L=San Francisco, ST=California, C=US

The exampletrust.p12 store will be used in the TrustManager, as shown here (using NetMaster):
netmaster:    

   ssl:        

     trust-store: /example/path/exampletrust.p12        

     trust-store-type: PKCS12        

     trust-store-password: truststorepassword

IMPORTANT
The path to the truststore, shown above is the value to use for the netmaster.ssl.trust-store property in the
netmaster-web.yaml file. This property is described in the The NetMaster Web Portal Configuration File
  topic. When you install the NetMaster Web Portal, the installer prompts you to enter the location of your
truststore when entering the values for the NetMaster API Service.

After the certificate has been created for the NetMaster API Service, and you have entered the HTTPS configuration
settings for the NetMaster Web Portal, you can install the NetMaster Web Portal application. For an overview of the
installation process, refer to Install, Deploy, and Configure the NetMaster Web Portal.

Integrate the NetMaster API Service with the Zowe API ML
The Zowe™ API Mediation Layer (Zowe API ML) provides a single point of access for mainframe service REST APIs. The
layer offers enterprise, cloud-like features such as high-availability, scalability, dynamic API discovery, consistent security,
a single sign-on experience, and documentation. The API Mediation Layer facilitates secure communication across
loosely coupled microservices through the API Gateway. The API Mediation Layer includes an API Catalog that provides
an interface to view all discovered microservices, their associated APIs, and Swagger documentation in a user-friendly
manner. The Discovery Service makes it possible to determine the location and status of microservice instances running
inside the ecosystem. Integration with the API Mediation Layer is optional. You can use the NetMaster API Service without
the API Mediation Layer. However, the integration with the API ML manifests additional benefits.

API Mediation Layer Key Features
Consistent Access:

API call routing and normalization of API service URLs through the built-in Gateway component provide API
Mediation Layer users with a consistent way of accessing mainframe APIs at a static IP location.

Dynamic Discovery:
The Discovery Service component frees clients from having to face the challenge of determining the location and
status of API service instances running inside the ecosystem.

High Availability:
API Mediation Layer is designed with high availability and scalability in mind through DVIPA running on z/OS.

Redundancy and Scalability:
The Gateway increases API service throughput without the need for API consumers to make changes to
configuration settings by simply starting multiple API service instances.
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Presentation of Services:
The API Catalog component provides easy access to discovered API services and their associated API
documentation in a user-friendly manner. Access to the contents of the API catalog is controlled through z/OS
security.

Encrypted Communication:
API Mediation Layer facilitates secure communication across internal components, and discovered API services
through the Gateway.

Platform Independence:
As the API Mediation Layer is implemented in Java, the Layer targets z/OS as a platform, but can run on other
platforms as needed.

Install the API Mediation Layer
Download the API Mediation Layer package with one of the following methods:

• Acquire the Brightside API Mediation Layer PAX file from Broadcom Support under Download Management. For
more information, see the  Brightside documentation.

• Install the API Mediation Layer as part of the Zowe project.
TIP
Zowe offers modern interfaces to interact with z/OS and allows you to work with z/OS in a cloud-like
interface.
For more information about Zowe, see the Zowe documentation.

Integrate with the API Mediation Layer
Integrate the NetMaster API Service with the Zowe API Mediation Layer to make the API discoverable through the API
catalog. This procedure also enables a secure HTTPS connection between the API and the API Mediation Layer.

NOTE
A System Administrator must configure and deploy the NetMaster API Service before it can integrated with the
API Mediation Layer. For more information, refer to the Configure and Deploy the NetMaster API Service topic
for details.

IMPORTANT
If you want to use multiple instances of the NetMaster API Service to view multiple corresponding LPARs in the
NetMaster Web Portal, each instance must connect to the same API ML server.

Follow these steps:

1. Add the following definitions to the netmaster.yaml configuration file. The configurations take effect when you start the
NMAPISRV PROC:
apiml:

    enabled: true

    service:

       serviceId: bcmnetmaster

       hostname: localhost

       serviceIpAddress: 127.0.0.1

       discoveryServiceUrls:

           - https://localhost:10011/eureka

       authentication:

           scheme: httpBasicPassTicket

           applid: <applid>
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apiml.service.discoveryServiceUrls
The URL of the API Mediation Layer Discovery Service. You can use the default URL https://
localhost:10011/eureka if the Discovery Service is running on the default port 10011.

apiml.service.hostname
and apiml.service.ipAddress
The hostname and the IP address of your server. You can use localhost for development purposes when your
API Mediation Layer is running on on the same server.

apiml.service.serviceid
The unique service ID that identifies your individual NetMaster API Service instance in the API Mediation Layer. If
you are running more than one instance of the NetMaster API Service, each instance must have a unique service
ID.

TIP
To make it easy to see which API instance you are accessing, include the system name of the host on
which the NetMaster API Service is running.

apiml.authentication.scheme
and apiml.authentication.applid
Required only if you are enabling single sign-on support between the API Mediation Layer. The scheme
parameter must be httpBasicPassTicket. The applid can be assigned to any 8 character name, but it must
match the applid being used by the API Mediation Layer and the NetMaster API Service.

2. Configure certificates to enable HTTPS connection between the NetMaster API Service and the API Mediation Layer.
For more information, see Certificate Management in Zowe API Mediation Layer.

3. Configure single sign-on to the API Mediation Layer.
For more information, see Enabling PassTicket creation for API Services that Accept PassTickets.

TIP
The NM API Service should now be integrated with the API Mediation Layer. To verify that the service integrated
successfully, navigate to the API Catalog home page and verify that the NetMaster API Service displays.

The NetMaster Web Portal
This article describes the software and information you need before deploying and configuring the NetMaster Web Portal.

The NetMaster Web Portal is a web-based application that provides a single point from which to access critical NetMaster
tools and services. For more information, see Using the NetMaster Web Portal.

Deployment and Configuration Process

The process of deploying and configuring the NetMaster Web Portal consists of the following steps:

• Install and configure all prerequisite software as described in this article.
• Configure the NetMaster API Service to accept HTTPS requests. See Enable HTTPS Communication.
• Deploy and configure the NetMaster Web Portal. See Deploy and Configure the NetMaster Web Portal.

Required Roles

The process of deploying and configuring the NetMaster Web Portal requires a System Administrator with access to
network, storage, and security personnel to help as needed.
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Required Software

Software Description

Java A 64 bit version of Java 8 must be installed on all z/OS systems.

NetMaster NM for TCP/IP Ensure that release 12.2 of NetMaster Network Management for TCP/IP is installed and that the
latest maintenance is applied to your runtime environment. In particular, ensure all PTFs related to
the NetMaster API Service and NetMaster Web Portal are applied.

NetMaster API Service The NetMaster API Service is a prerequisite for using the NetMaster Web Portal. The API service
runs as a new started task on the mainframe where your NetMaster NM for TCP/IP application runs.
See the Deploy and Configure the NetMaster API Service articles for information on how to set up
the API service.

Zowe API Mediation Layer
(Zowe API ML) (optional)

The Zowe API ML is not required for use of the NetMaster API Service, and it can be integrated
with the NetMaster API Service at a later time. However, if you want to use the NetMaster API
Service with the API ML, Broadcom recommends you complete the integration before setting up the
NetMaster Web Portal. For more detail on the Zowe API ML, including installation instructions, refer
to Integrate the NetMaster API Service with the Zowe API Mediation Layer.

NOTE
The NetMaster Web Portal typically uses the same security setup as the NetMaster API Service. If the API
Service has been set up to use the Zowe API Mediation Layer, the Web Portal will also make use of a Zowe API
ML service-id.

Required Information

Before running the deployment JCL and the configuration utility (nmweb-cli.jar), ensure that you (the person running
the JCL and nmweb-cli.jar) have the following information and permissions:

• Read/write access to any data sets related to NetMaster NM for TCP/IP and the NetMaster Web Portal.
• Read access to your SMP/E installation directory.
• Read/write access to the directory where the WAR and YAML files will be saved.
• Host name and port number for the NetMaster API Service.
• Region IDs of the NetMaster regions you want to connect to the NetMaster Web Portal.
• Service-id for connection to the Zowe API Mediation Layer (if Zowe API ML is used).
• Port number for the NetMaster Web Portal.
• File paths and passwords for your truststore and keystore.

NOTE
The role of truststores and keystores in setting up the NetMaster API Service and NetMaster Web Portal is
discussed in "Enable HTTPS Communication."

Deploy and Configure the NetMaster Web Portal
Follow the process described here to create a NetMaster Web Portal runtime environment.

Copy Required Members

From the location where you applied the maintenance PTF, copy required members from the CC2DSAMP target library to
libraries where you can customize them for your implementation, such as a JCL library, region TESTEXEC, or PROCLIB.

The following list describes the required members along with any required customizations:
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NMWPDEP:
JCL member. Creates the runtime directory. Creates the runtime NetMaster Web Portal ZFS, extracts the WAR
file, and copies it to the runtime directory.

NMWPENV:
TESTEXEC member; environmental variables member used by the NetMaster Web Portal. Update this file after
generating the configuration file. See "Complete the Web Portal Configuration."

NMWPMARG:
TESTEXEC member; JAR arguments member. Update this file after generating the configuration file. See
"Complete the Web Portal Configuration."

NMWPCEE:
TESTEXEC member; CEE parameter member for the NetMaster Web Portal. No update required.

NMWPJVOP:
TESTEXEC member; Java options member for the NetMaster Web Portal. No update required.

NMWPSRV:
Procedure member that runs the NetMaster Web Portal. The USERID of NMWPSRV requires read, write, and
execute access to the runtime directory (/cai/NetMaster/NMC2/NMWP) created by the NMWPDEP job.
NMWPSRV is usually run from SYSx.PROCLIB. MVS S and P commands are used to start and stop NMWPSRV.

Update and Run NMWPDEP

1. Edit all of the variables that are contained in NMWPDEP as required for your environment.
2. Run the NMWPDEP job.

NOTE
The jobcard for NMWPDEP specifies JOBRC=LASTRC. Broadcom recommends that because of the way
condition codes are set, you should run the entire JCL job, instead of attempting to run specific parts of the
job for specific steps.

Running NMWPDEP initiates the following actions:
a. Allocates and formats the zFS (HLQ.NMWPZFS ), if the zFS does not already exist.

The HLQ (high-level qualifier) is determined by the value of the NMHLQ parm of the NMWPDEP PROC.
b. Creates the runtime directory, /your_path/NetMaster/NMC2/NMWP.

The name of the runtime directory is determined by the value of the ZFSDIR variable in the NMWPDEP PROC.
c. Mounts the zFS to the runtime directory, if it is not already mounted.
d. Extracts the WAR file, netmaster-web.war.

NOTE
Ensure that the zFS file system is mounted post-system IPL.

Generate the Configuration File

You are now ready to run the command-line interface (CLI) utility, nmweb-cli.jar, to generate the NetMaster Web
Portal configuration file, netmaster-web.yaml, with parameter values specific to your site.

NOTE
A sample configuration file is provided for you here: your_NM_SMP/E_directory/NetMaster-Web/
sample/netmaster-web-sample.yaml. If you want to use this configuration file, you must manually update
it with the appropriate values for your environment.

To generate the configuration file:

1. Connect to your mainframe environment using Secure Shell (SSH), or any other terminal interface, such as OMVS,
that can issue a Unix System Services (USS) command with a TTY terminal available.

2. Change the directory to the NetMaster runtime directory set by the NMWPDEP JCL, using the following command:
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cd /yourpath/NetMaster/NMC2/NMWP

3. Begin to create the configuration file by issuing the following command:
your_Java_directory/java -jar your_NM_SMP/e_directory/NetMaster-Web/nmweb-cli.jar generate config

Steps 4-9 describe using the command-line interface in nmweb-cli.jar to create the configuration file. Each step
will display a prompt that appears in the CLI, followed by the appropriate response.

TIP

• For many prompts, a default value is displayed in brackets. To accept the default value for a prompt,
press Enter.

• To display Help, issue the following command:
your_Java_directory/java -jar your_NM_SMP/E_directory/NetMaster-Web/nmweb-
cli.jar -h

4. Enter the location where the configuration file will be saved

 [/yourpath/NetMaster/NMC2/NMWP/netmaster-web.yaml]:

Press Enter to accept the default value, which matches the default value set in NMWPDEP.
5. The prompts in this step enable you to configure shared security settings for the NetMaster API Service.

The instructions provided here assume that you are configuring shared security settings for all NetMaster API
connections, using a shared truststore.
a. Configure shared security settings for use by all connected NetMaster API Service instances [y] (y/n)?

Press Enter to accept the default value.
b. Enable TLS Communication [y] (y/n)?

Press Enter to accept the default value.
NOTE
If you enter n, the remaining security-related prompts will not appear as shown here.

c. TLS Protocol Version [1.2]:

Press Enter to accept the default value.
d. Enter your truststore type [PKCS12]:

Press Enter to accept the default value.
e. Enter the file path of your truststore 

[default_path]: 

Enter the file path of your truststore. The truststore created during NetMaster API Service configuration can be
used.

f. Enter your truststore password: 

Enter your truststore password.
The CLI then displays the certificates contained in your truststore.

6. The prompts described in this step enable you to configure the NetMaster API Service connection.
a. Enter the host name of the NetMaster API Service:

Enter the host name of the NetMaster API Service.
b. Enter the port to connect with [443]:

Enter the port for the connection to the NetMaster API Service.
c. Enter the region ID to connect with:

Enter the ID of the NetMaster region you are connecting to through the NM API service. The region ID is equivalent
to the System ID value found in the $NM SYSTEMID parameter group.

d. Enter the name that is displayed for the region in the web interface [default_value]: 

This name will be used to represent the region in the NetMaster Web Portal.
e. (Optional) Enter the service-id of the NetMaster API Service. The service-id is required if you

  connect to the NetMaster API Service through the Zowe API Mediation Layer:
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If you are connecting to the NetMaster API Service through the Zowe API Mediation Layer, enter the service-id
from the NetMaster Web Portal Configuration Worksheet. If you are not using Zowe API ML, press Enter.

f. Do you want to overwrite the previously generated shared security settings for this particular

  region [n] (y/n)? 

Press Enter to accept the default value.
NOTE
This step gives you the opportunity to stop using the shared truststore and to generate security settings
for the individual region connection instead. Broadcom recommends you use the shared truststore
settings.

g. Add another region (y/n)?

This prompt enables you to configure multiple regions, if you want.
Press Enter to accept the default value of n, which allows you to proceed to step 7.
If you enter y, the prompts described in step 6 will display again to allow you to configure another region.

7. The prompts described in this step enable you to configure the NetMaster Web Portal connection.
a. Enter the port that hosts the NetMaster Web Portal [3200]:

Enter a value that meets your site's port allocation standards.
b. Enter the context path [/netmaster-web]:

Press Enter to accept the default value.
NOTE
The context path is part of the logon URL for the NM Web Portal:

https://NMWPhostname:yourNMWPport/context-path

c. Will you be using AT-TLS [n] (y/n)?

Press Enter to accept the default value.
NOTE
If you enter y, the remaining security-related prompts will not appear as shown here.

d. TLS Protocol Version [1.2]:

Press Enter to accept the default value.
e. Enter your keystore type [PKCS12]:

Press Enter to accept the default value.
f. Enter the file path of your key store [default_path]:

Enter the file path of your keystore. The keystore created during NetMaster API Service configuration can be used.
g. Enter your keystore password:

Enter your keystore password.
h. Enter the alias for your key:

Enter the alias for your key.
i. Enter the password for your key:

If you are using a PKCS12 keystore (the default value for keystore - see step 6e), do not enter a password. Press
Enter to continue to the next step.

IMPORTANT
If a key password is not specified, the keystore password will be used. Some keystore types, including
PKCS12, require that the key password be the same as the keystore password.

The CLI will then display the key that will be used for TLS communications. After the key has displayed, you will
receive prompts relating to the NetMaster Web Portal database configuration.

8. The prompts described in this step enable you to configure the NetMaster Web Portal database.
a. Enter the database file location [/yourpath/NetMaster/NMC2/NMWP/database/h2db]:

Press Enter to accept the default value.
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b. Enter the database username:

Enter a username for the NetMaster Web Portal database. This creates a user ID for h2db administration
functions.

c. Enter the database password:

Enter a password for the NetMaster Web Portal database. This creates a password for the administrative user ID
you created in the previous step.

9. The following steps enable you to set up logging for the NetMaster Web Portal.
a. Enter the location where the NetMaster Web Portal will create logs

 [/yourpath/NetMaster/NMC2/NMWP/logs]:

Press Enter to accept the default value.
b. Enter the number of log files to retain [5]:

Press Enter to accept the default (5), or specify a different value. Maximum: 5
c. Enter the maximum size for each log file [1GB]:

Press Enter to accept the default (1GB), or specify a different value. The value that you specify must be a whole
number, followed by KB, MB, or GB. Maximum: 1GB

The CLI now displays the parameters you entered as the NetMaster Web Portal configuration file (netmaster-
web.yaml) is created. When the file has been generated, the message Successfully generated the NetMaster
Web Portal configuration file will display.

Complete the Web Portal Configuration

The following steps are required when you have finished running the nmweb-cli.jar CLI utility:

1. Edit all of the variables contained in NMWPENV as required for your environment.
2. Edit all of the arguments contained in NMWPMARG as required for your environment.
3. From the NMWPSRV PROC, perform the following steps:

a. Edit the variables that are defined in NMWPSRV as required for your environment.
b. Start NMWPSRV. The service might take a few minutes to start.

The deployment and configuration of the NetMaster Web Portal is now complete. You can now log into the application, as
described in the Log In to the Web Portal topic.

The NetMaster Web Portal Configuration File
Settings for the NetMaster Web Portal are defined in the netmaster-web.yaml configuration file. Use this article for
guidance if you add or modify NetMaster Web Portal properties after initial installation.

NOTE
The term "properties" is used here to refer to NMWP settings as they appear in the YAML file.

Entering YAML File Properties

YAML file properties can be entered in two formats:

• Full identifier:
server.port: 10080

or
• YAML structure with indentation:

server:

  port: 10080
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Using YAML structure with indentation, you can group properties with the same prefix without having to repeat the prefix
for each property.

Best Practices for Indented YAML

When using indented YAML structure, use the following best practices to avoid installation issues.

• All items that are on the same level in the information hierarchy must be indented the same number of spaces, so that
they are left-aligned with each other. The exact number of spaces that a level is indented does not matter, as long as
all items within the same level have the same indentation. See the Example.

• Use spaces to indent. Do not use tabs. Using tabs may cause installation errors.
The following example demonstrates appropriate indentation of information levels. In the example, you see three
information levels:

• Level 1: data-provider and logging
• Level 2: config, level, and file
• Level 3: socket-path,  netmaster, and enabled

Example:
data-provider: 

  config: 

    socket-path: /var/sock/          

logging: 

  level:  

    netmaster: INFO

  file:

    enabled: true

• Since YAML files do not support sequence numbers, use a UNIX editor rather than the ISPF editor.
• Key-value pair mappings are denoted with a colon (:) and a space. For example: Key: value
• Block sequences are denoted with a dash (-) and a space.

Refer to the "NetMaster"  section in this article for an example of a completed YAML file.

For more information on YAML, refer to https://yaml.org/.

NetMaster

When configuring the NetMaster properties, the SSL property can be set at either a global (netmaster.ssl.enable)
or a regional (netmaster.regions.ssl.enable) level. The configuration settings are the same, whether global
or regional. Both cases are shown in the properties table, though only one must be configured. Broadcom highly
recommends global configuration for two reasons:

• First, in multi-LPAR installations, if all API endpoints use the same TLS/SSL properties, the SSL properties must be
configured only once for all regions. Global configuration saves you from having to re-enter the same settings dozens
or even hundreds of times.

• Second, using the global configuration allows you to set up your environment in a highly secure and efficient manner,
where each API endpoint certificate is signed with the same root certificate. The root certificate resides in a single trust
store, which makes the global configuration settings applicable to all API endpoints in your environment. 

IMPORTANT
If you do not enable and configure SSL globally, you must configure SSL for every region. You must also ensure
that the trust store properties are specified for every region in your environment. Otherwise, the server will fail
when it attempts to connect to a region.

When you define properties, note that the netmaster.regions property is an array property.
Because netmaster.regions is an array property, you can define multiple regions in the configuration file. For example,
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when you define multiple regions, the hostname and any other associated properties follow "regions," and each region
has a distinct hostname and values. The array structure for netmaster.regions is shown in the following code block:

regions:

  - hostname: Your-hostnameA                                     

    port: Your-portA                                             

    region-id: Your-regionA-id                                   

    name: Your-regionA

  - hostname: Your-hostnameB                         

    port: Your-portB                                 

    region-id: Your-regionB-id                       

    name: Your-regionB

        

The sample netmaster-web.yaml file includes default properties and values and comments about how to enter the HTTPS
or AT-TLS security properties, as needed for your organization. In most cases, you will not need to modify the netmaster-
web.yaml file, as the command line interface script automatically populates the properties. For reference when manually
configuring the NetMaster Web Portal, the netmaster-web.yaml file is shown here:

# Configuration for running the NetMaster Web Portal on z/OS.    

# Refer to the product documentation for information about customizing

# the configuration.  

          

# Shown in this sample are definitions for two regions. RegionA can      

# optionally use local security via extra ssl statements and RegionB    

# uses global security.     

version: 2.1

spring.profiles.active: zos

netmaster:

# Global security settings - to be used by all regions          

  ssl:

    enabled: true

    protocol: TLSv1.2

#

# When using HTTPS, uncomment and update                             

#   trust-store: Your-global-TS-path-file                     

#   trust-store-type: PKCS12                                        

#   trust-store-password: Your-TS-password 

#

# When using ATTLS, uncomment and update              

#   trust-store: safkeyring:////Your-id/Your-keyring              

#   trust-store-type: JCERACFKS                                     

#   trust-store-password: password                                  

#   

 regions:                                                          

# RegionA can optionally use security settings local to itself       

    - hostname: Your-hostnameA                                     

      port: Your-portA                                             

      region-id: Your-regionA-id                                   

      name: Your-regionA                                          

      # apiml serviceid - optional                                  

      #   service-id:               

# To use local security setting uncomment next 3 lines and the lines    
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# related to HTTPS or ATTLS                                         

#     ssl:                                                          

#       enabled: true                                               

#       protocol: TLSv1.2                                           

# 

# When using HTTPS, uncomment and update                             

#     trust-store: Your-global-TS-path-file                   

#     trust-store-type: PKCS12                                      

#     trust-store-password: Your-TS-password                       

#  

# When using ATTLS, uncomment and update                             

#     trust-store: safkeyring:////Your-id/Your-keyring   

#     trust-store-type: JCERACFKS                       

#     trust-store-password: password                    

#

# RegionB uses global security settings                 

    - hostname: Your-hostnameB                         

      port: Your-portB                                 

      region-id: Your-regionB-id                       

      name: Your-regionB                               

      # apiml serviceid - optional                      

      #   service-id:   

logging:

  file:

    max-history: 5

    max-size: 1GB

    path: Your-nmwp-path/logs

server:

  port: 11180

  servlet:

    context-path: /netmaster-web

  database:

    file-path: Your-nmwp-path/h2db

    username: Your-DBusername

    password: Your-DBpassword

#

# When using ATTLS, uncomment next 4 lines                            

# security                                                           

#   attls: true                                                      

# ssl:                                                               

#   enabled: false                                                   

#  

# When using HTTPS, uncomment next 8 lines and update Your- strings  

# ssl:                                                               

#   enabled: true                                                    

#   protocol: TLSv1.2                                                

#   key-store-type: PKCS12                                           

#   key-store: Your-KS-path-file                               

#   key-store-password: Your-KS-password                            

#   key-alias: Your-KA                                              

#   key-password: Your-K-password      
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Property Required/Optional Description

spring.profiles.active Required The active Spring Boot application profiles.
Values: zos
The only valid value for this required entry is zos. If
you do not enter zos for the application profile, you will
encounter errors.

netmaster.ssl.enabled
Refer to the NetMaster SSL Configuration section
that follows for SSL properties.

Required This property determines whether Transport Layer
Security (TLS), which replaces Secure Sockets Layer
(SSL) security, is enabled globally.
Values: true or false
Default: true
If this parameter is set to false (TLS is not enabled),
the server uses the http protocol.

netmaster.regions.hostname Required The IP address or DNS name of the NetMaster API
Service.

netmaster.regions.port Required The port for the connection to the NetMaster API
Service.

netmaster.regions.ssl.enabled
Refer to the NetMaster SSL Configuration section
that follows for SSL properties.

Required This property enables secure communication for a
region through Transport Layer Security (TLS), which
replaces Secure Sockets Layer (SSL) security.
Values: true or false
Default: true
If this parameter is set to false (TLS is not enabled),
the server uses the http protocol.

netmaster.regions.region-id Required The system ID for the NetMaster region associated with
the application. Note that you can find the system ID
in the NetMaster PARMS list on the $NM SYSTEM ID
panel. To access the parameter, log on to NetMaster
and follow these steps:
1. From the Primary Menu, enter A.C.P.  in the

command line. The Parameter Groups window
displays.

2. From the Parameter Groups window, enter
systemid in the command line, and press F5
(Find).

3. Enter S on the line next to the $NM SYSTEMID
parameter. TheSystem Identifications panel
displays with your System ID.

netmaster.regions.service-id Required if your
NetMaster Web Portal
server connects to the
NetMaster API Service
by way of the Zowe API
Mediation Layer (API
ML).

The unique service ID that identifies your individual
NetMaster API Service instance in the API Mediation
Layer. If you are running more than one instance of
the NetMaster API Service, each instance must have a
unique service ID.
Default: bcmnetmaster
If your organization does not use the API ML, do not
enter anything for this property.
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netmaster.regions.name Required The unique name of the region to display in the
NetMaster Web Portal user interface. When you install
a new WAR file into an existing environment, this
property defaults to the same value as the region-id.
This ensures that you have a complete configuration,
and that your server will start. You should make sure to
change it to an appropriate value.

netmaster.regions.base-path Optional The Uniform Resource Indicator (URI) under which the
API endpoints are running. 

netmaster.regions.connect-timeout Optional The time limit in ms for the server to attempt a
connection to the data provider. After this time, if the
server still cannot connect, it stops trying.

netmaster.regions.max-concurrent-requests Optional The maximum number of concurrent requests that can
be sent to NetMaster in a synchronization task.
Value: A positive integer
Default: 5
In order to ensure optimal performance, Broadcom
recommends setting this value to no more than half the
number of logical threads on your system.

netmaster.regions.read-timeout Optional The time in ms for the server to wait for a
communication from the data provider. After this time, if
it does not receive a response, it stops waiting.

NetMaster SSL Configuration

If you enabled SSL, either globally (netmaster.ssl) or per region (netmaster.regions.ssl), you define the
following properties. The table that follows illustrates a global configuration:

Property Required/
Optional

Description

netmaster.ssl.protocol Required if SSL is
set to enabled.

A valid SSL/TLS protocol.
Default: TLSv1.2

netmaster.ssl.trust-store Required if SSL is
set to enabled.

The location of the secured file that contains either the NetMaster data provider's
certificate, or a certificate that was used to sign the data provider's certificate. All
certificates, or a single root certificate must be in this path.
If your organization uses SAF key rings to secure certificates, your trust-store
location must be entered in the format:
safkeyring:////user_id/key_ring_name
• user_id = the keyring owner
• key_ring_name = the name of the keyring

netmaster.ssl.trust-store-type Required if SSL is
set to enabled.

The format of the truststore files. The value should correspond to the data
provider format.
Values: PKCS12, JKS, PKCS11, BKS, or JCERACFKS
Default: PCKS12
If your organization uses SAF keyrings to secure certificates, the truststore type
must be JCERACFKS.

netmaster.ssl.trust-store-pas
sword

Required if SSL is
set to enabled.

The password to the truststore.
If your organization uses SAF key rings to secure certificates, enter password.
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Logging

Logging property settings determine what type of information is logged for specific application levels. The following list
shows the logging options:

Off
- Disable logging.

Fatal
- Log only fatal errors.

Error
- Log all error messages.

Warn
- Log all error and warning messages.

Info
- Log all informational, warning, and error messages.

Debug
- Log all message types and debug notifications.

Trace
- Log all message and notifications.

When you define property settings, keep in mind the impact that the settings have on the size of the log output. For
example, entering trace for the ROOT property creates a log of all messages and all notifications for everything running
in the application, and the output will be sizable. You can more finely control the output by entering a more specific setting
at a higher level, and a more general setting at a lower level. As an example, if you wanted to troubleshoot an issue with
the NetMaster controllers, you could set the high-level logging.level.netmaster property to Fatal, which shows only fatal
errors. Then you could set the logging.level.netmaster.controllers property to trace, which shows all information that is
related to the controllers component.

Property Required/Optional Description

logging.file.max-history Required The number of log files to retain.
Values: 1 to 5
Default: 5
Maximum: 5

logging.file.max-size Required The maximum size for each log file.
Values:Specify a whole number, followed by KB, MB, or GB.
Default: 1GB
Maximum: 1GB

logging.file.path Required The location where the NetMaster Web Portal will create logs.
Default: /yourpath/NetMaster/NMC2/NMWP/logs
Maximum: 1GB

logging.level.ROOT Optional Log anything that is running within the application.
Default: Error

logging.level.netmaster Optional Log everything within the NetMaster component of the application.
Default: Info

logging.level.netmaster.config Optional Log information from the config component of NetMaster.
Default: blank
Note that, if you do not enter a setting here, the log setting
defaults to that of either ROOT or netmaster.
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logging.level.netmaster.security Optional Log information from the security component of NetMaster.
Default: blank
Note that, if you do not enter a setting here, the log setting
defaults to that of either ROOT or netmaster.

logging.level.netmaster.controllers Optional Log information from the controllers component of NetMaster.
Default: blank
Note that, if you do not enter a setting here, the log setting
defaults to that of either ROOT or netmaster.

logging.level.netmaster.services Optional Log information from the services component of NetMaster.
Default: blank
Note that, if you do not enter a setting here, the log setting
defaults to that of either ROOT or netmaster.

logging.level.tomcat Optional Log information from the tomcat component of NetMaster.
Default: blank
Note that, if you do not enter a setting here, the log setting
defaults to that of either ROOT or netmaster.

Server

This group of properties contains settings for the NetMaster API Web Portal server.

Property Required or Optional Description

server.port Required The port for the connection to the NetMaster Web Portal.

server.servlet.context-path Required The context path is part of the logon URL for the NM Web Portal:
https://NMWPhostname:yourNMWPport/context-
path

server.database.file-path Required The location where the database file is stored.
Values: A valid file path.
Default: /yourpath/NetMaster/NMC2/NMWP/database/h2db

server.database.username Required Username for access to the database. The username and
password that you define here provides access only to the settings
database for the NetMaster Web Portal.
Value: A non-case-sensitive alphanumeric value.
Broadcom strongly recommends that you create a username and
password for access to the h2db database.

server.database.password Required Password for access to the database.
Value: A case-sensitive alphanumeric value
Default: By default, no password is defined for database access.
Broadcom strongly recommends that you create a username and
password for access to the h2db database.The password that you
define is saved to the file in plain text format.

server.database.console.enabled Required The H2 Console Application enables database administration from
a web interface.
Values: true or false
Default: false
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server.ssl.enabled Required This property determines whether Transport Layer Security (TLS),
which replaces Secure Sockets Layer (SSL) security, is enabled
globally.
Values: true or false
Default: true
If this parameter is set to false (TLS is not enabled), the server
uses the http protocol.

server.ssl.protocol Required A valid SSL/TLS protocol.
Default: TLSv1.2

server.ssl.key-store-type Required if server SSL is
enabled.

The format of the NMWP server's keystore files. The value should
correspond to the data provider format.
Values: PKCS12, JKS, PKCS11, BKS, or JCERACFKS
Default: PCKS12

server.ssl.key-store Required if server SSL is
enabled.

The file path of the keystore for the NMWP server. The keystore
created during NetMaster API Service configuration can be used.

server.ssl.key-store-password Required if server SSL is
enabled.

The password for your the NMWP keystore.

server.ssl.key-alias Required if server SSL is
enabled.

The alias for the NMWP key.

server.ssl.key-password Required if server SSL is
enabled.

The password for your key. Defaults to the keystore password.
Some keystore types, including the default keystore type PKCS12,
require that the key password be the same as the keystore
password. If you are using such a keystore type, do not change
the default password.

server.security.attls Required if you are using
AT-TLS

This property defines whether or not you are using AT-TLS.
Values: true (enable AT-TLS) or false (do not enable AT-
TLS)
Default: false
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Administrating
Articles in the Administrating section describe tasks you perform to understand and manage a mainframe network.

After you have installed NetMaster NM for TCP/IP, configure your region by performing the tasks in the Configuring
topics. 

Intended Audience

This topic is intended for technical personnel responsible for the planning and maintenance of theNetMaster NM for TCP/
IP components on your system.

To find out what you can do with NetMaster NM for TCP/IP or learn how to use its features, see Using.

Typographic Conventions

The following conventions are used when referring to various types of commands and when indicating field attributes:

Commands
Commands such as SYSPARM and SHUTDOWN are shown in uppercase.

User Entries
Information to enter onto panels, including shortcuts to menus or options (such as /PARMS), are displayed in
monospace text.

Cross-References
Cross-reference links to other sections of the book are displayed as underlined blue text.

Configuring a Region
Use JCL parameters, the Region Customizer, and System Parameters to configure your NetMaster region.

How You Use JCL Parameters to Configure a Region

The JCL parameters enable you to configure a region. You use JCL parameters to set region information. This information
includes such things as the names of your INIT and READY procedures, and the types of security exit to use in your
region.

This information is supplied by the PPREF statements in the RUNSYSIN member.

You can also pass this information in the START command using the JCL PARM field. If you specify multiple parameters,
separate each with a comma.

How You Display and Change JCL Parameter Settings

You can display the current settings of all the JCL parameters with the SHOW PARMS command from OCS or Command
Entry. To change any of these parameters, specify their new values in the RUNSYSIN member and then restart the
region.

How You Identify the Region to Users

If you have multiple regions or you communicate with other regions, you can set the domain ID and can put titles on the
panels.

The NMDID JCL parameter identifies the domain ID for each region. If you have multiple regions, specify a different
domain ID for each one.
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You can use the SYSTEMID (System Identifications) parameter group in Customizer to help identify your regions. This
parameter group specifies a system identifier that is used when you link to other regions. Specify a different system
identifier for each of your regions.

This parameter group also specifies the titles to display on the logon panel and the OCS console panel. These titles help
users to identify the region that they have logged on to.

NOTE
The system ID parameter takes effect when the region is initialized.

Region Customizer

Customizer lets you review and update parameter groups.

You use Customizer to initialize and customize your region. Customizer is an initialization facility that lets you implement a
region rapidly and easily. Also, Customizer enables you to customize parameters easily at a later stage.

When you first install a product, you set various parameters to get the product up and running. Customizer helps you set
up these parameters. An initial dialog is supplied for the first time user, to walk you through the customization process.
You are prompted to supply required and optional parameter values.

To access the parameter groups, enter /PARMS.

What Are Parameter Groups?

A parameter group is a logical collection of parameters that determine the characteristics of a region. Each group belongs
to a category (such as Security). The groups simplify the process of initializing and customizing a region.

Groups of individual parameters translate into one or more of the following entities:

• System parameters that determine how your region functions
• Global variables that various NCL applications use to control their functions
• Local parameters that define how to implement actions associated with parameter groups

System Parameters

Most of the customization for your region is performed by using Customizer.

You can also use the SYSPARMS command to customize your region. Each operand of the SYSPARMS command lets
you specify options to change and customize the way your region works. For ease of maintenance, you can use the
Display/Update SYSPARMS panel, which is accessible by using the /SYSPARM panel shortcut.

NOTE
SYSPARMS set by Customizer parameter groups can only be updated using Customizer.

For SYSPARMS without a corresponding parameter group, set the SYSPARMS in the INIT and READY
procedures so that they are applied when the region starts. You can update them dynamically using the
SYSPARMS command.

Use the SYSPARMS Command

To change a SYSPARMS operand with the SYSPARMS command, enter the following command at the OCS command
line:

SYSPARMS operand=value operand=value ... 

Example: Display Time on OCS Title Line

This example sets the time display at the beginning of the OCS title line using the following command:
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SYSPARMS OCSTIME=YES

Initialization Operands

Some SYSPARMS command operands cannot be changed while the region is operational. Include these operands in your
INIT procedure so that they are executed during the region initialization.

If you specify new values for these initialization operands, the new values only take effect during the region initialization.
All other SYSPARMS can be changed during region operation by authorized users.

Transient Log Tuning

A transient log is a log of activities that are associated with a resource that is monitored. One transient log exists for each
resource definition that is loaded in a region. The log exists as long as the definition remains loaded in the region. You can
specify the age over which logged activities are deleted to keep their number down. When the default size parameters
do not suit your requirements, you can customize them. You can also change the size of the transient logs for selected
resources.

Customize Tuning Parameters

The AUTOTABLES parameter group contains the tuning parameters for transient logs. The parameters control the default
and maximum sizes, and the deletion of logged activities that are over a specified age. For example, during log overflow,
you can lower the maximum size while you investigate the cause of the problem.

To customize tuning parameters:

1. Enter the /PARMS panel shortcut.
The Parameter Groups panel appears.

2. Enter F AUTOTABLES.
The cursor locates the AUTOTABLES parameter group.

3. Enter U next to the group.
The group opens for updating.

4. Customize the parameters for transient logs to your requirements. Press F6 (Action).
The changes are applied in the region.

5. (Optional) Press F3 (File) if you want the changes to be permanent.
The group is updated with the changes.

Resize Selected Transient Logs

After your region operates for a while, review how the transient logs are working. If necessary, tune the size of some
transient logs. If appropriate, you can change the resource definition templates to suit your requirements.

WARNING
Resizing a transient log updates the resource definition. If a resource needs a large transient log size, consider
updating the definition individually. If you have a large system image and you set all transient logs to the
maximum size, there could be performance degradation and storage issues.

To resize a transient log:

1. Access the list of system images that contain the resources for which you want to resize logs. For example, enter /
RADMIN.I.L to access the list of local system images.
The System Image List panel appears.

2. Enter STL next to the required image.
The Set TLog Size Specification panel appears.

3. Select the required resources using the Resource Class and Resource Name fields, specify the required size for their
logs, and then press F6 (Action).
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A message appears, indicating the number of resource definitions affected.
4. Press F6 (Action).

The resource definitions are updated with the specified size. If the image is active, the affected logs are also resized.

NOTE
For active system images, you can also resize the transient logs from the monitors using the SETTLOG
command.

Resize Multiple Transient Logs in an Image

If the transient logs for certain resources become full, you can resize them from a resource monitor.

WARNING
Resizing a transient log updates the resource definition. If a resource needs a large transient log size, consider
updating the definition individually. If you have a large system image and you set all transient logs to the
maximum size, there could be performance degradation and storage issues.

To resize a transient log:

1. Enter SETTLOG at the Command prompt.
You are prompted to select the image that contains the resources whose logs you want to resize.

2. Enter S next to the required image.
The Set TLog Size Specification panel appears.

3. Select the required resources using the Resource Class and Resource Name fields, specify the required size for their
logs, and then press F6 (Action).
A message appears, indicating the number of resource definitions affected.

4. Press F6 (Action).
The resource definitions are updated with the specified size, and the affected logs are resized.

NOTE
For more information about parameters and commands mentioned in this article, see Quick Reference.

Setting Up the Packet Analyzer

Packet Analyzer

The Packet Analyzer is a feature of the SOLVE Subsystem Interface (SSI), which is set up during installation.

The Packet Analyzer provides the following functions:

Packet Tracing
The packet analyzer intercepts and stores IP packets that satisfy the trace criteria that are provided in a
SmartTrace definition. The packets are stored in the SSI database for viewing by the region.
For more information about SmartTrace definitions, see Using.

Connection Information
The Packet Analyzer uses intercepted packets to track connections. State and statistical information about each
connection is stored in the SSI database. The Packet Analyzer also intercepts System Management Facility
(SMF) records generated by stacks, and File Transfer Protocol (FTP) and Telnet servers. The analyzer uses these
records to augment the connection information.
The region performs real-time query and periodic sampling of the data that the Packet Analyzer collects to
produce IP connection lists.
You can enhance the connection information as follows:

• Provide the rules that associate connections with a business application. The application name becomes
visible in connection lists, connection workload performance reports, and event recording.

• Associate user ID and LU names with the connection records through the security exits.
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General Statistics
The Packet Analyzer intercepts packets and stores the general IP traffic and throughput statistics in the SSI
database. The packet counts are maintained for interfaces, local addresses, ports, protocols, and networks.
Your region performs real-time query and periodic sampling of the data that the Packet Analyzer collects to
produce the following information:

• IP summary displays
• Performance monitoring for port throughput, address spaces, and stacks
• IP history displays for FTP and Telnet connections

The following diagram shows the flow of information through the Packet Analyzer:

Figure 2: packetAnalyzer

Set Up the Packet Analyzer

To enable the Packet Analyzer, one active SSI on the system must have PKTANALYZER=YES. The SSI is set up during
the installation.

For more information, see the Install or Upgrade NetMaster Products topics in the Shared Content Library documentation.

You can use the JCL parameters in the SOLVE SSI region to configure various settings, such as:
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• Modify the size of the Packet Analyzer database.
• Set the limits on trace sizes.

For more information, see SOLVE SSI in NetMaster Shared Content Library.

To view the status of the Packet Analyzer, enter the SELFTEST command.

Purge Packet Analysis Requests

When a STACK-class resource is loaded for the first time, the region requests the Packet Analyzer to collect packet
information for the resource. The request remains active until you delete the resource.

Sometimes, you want to purge a request without deleting the corresponding STACK resource specifically. For example,
you have deleted a region or moved a region to a different LPAR, but you did not delete the individual STACK resources
beforehand. This scenario causes the corresponding requests to remain when they are not required.

Follow these steps:

1. Enter /IPPAREQ at the prompt.
The Packet Analysis Request List appears.

2. Enter P next to the requests you want to purge.

Note: You cannot purge the blue color requests, which are associated with the STACK resources in the current local
system image. For more information, press F1 (Help).

Replicate Application Name Definitions on Multiple LPARs

Each LPAR has only one Packet Analyzer, and multiple regions on the same LPAR use the same application name
definitions. This arrangement enables an organization to easily standardize application name definitions on a single LPAR.
  But, in larger mainframe networks, business application name definitions are often shared across multiple LPARs, and
have a common shared workload. To promote consistency and standardization, it is advantageous for all of the systems in
a SYSPLEX, for example, to share a common set of application name definitions. To enable sharing, use the export and
import commands to export definitions to a data set and then re-import them to a different LPAR. You can access these
commands in two places:

• From the Packet Analyzer : Utilities Menu (/IPAUTIL)
• From the TCP/IP : Application Name Definition List panel (/IPAPPLS)

The following sections describe how to use the export and import commands from both locations.

Export Definitions

You can export application name definitions to a data set with 80-byte fixed-length records. The data set can be a physical
sequential data set (DSORG=PS) or a member of a partitioned data set (DSORG=PO).

From the Packet Analyzer : Utilities Menu, follow these steps:

1. Ensure that a required data set exists to hold the exported definitions.
2. Enter /IPAUTIL at the prompt.

The Packet Analyzer Utilities Menu appears.
3. Complete the following field:
Data Set Name

Identifies the data set or data set member to which you want to export.
Select the EA option.
The definitions are exported.
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From the TCP/IP : Application Name Definition List, follow these steps:

1. Enter /IPAPPLS to access the Application Name Definition List.
2. Determine the data set to which you want to export the definitions.

NOTE
If you do not specify a data set, the export writes to the APPLdomn of the TEXTEXEC library, where domn is
the region's domain ID. This assumes a standard configuration, where the first data set in the COMMANDS
concatenation has the last qualifier TEXTEXEC.

3. At the command line, enter EXPORT [ dataset-name ], or simply EXPORT, if you do not wish to specify a data set. 

Import Definitions

You can then import the application name definitions in a data set to other LPARs.

From the Packet Analyzer : Utilities Menu, follow these steps:

1. Enter /IPAUTIL at the prompt.
The Packet Analyzer Utilities Menu appears.

2. Complete the following field:
Data Set Name

Identifies the data set that you want to import.
Select the IA option.
The definitions are imported. When the import is complete, NetMaster displays a detailed report of the import results.

From the TCP/IP : Application Name Definition List, follow these steps:

1. Enter /IPAPPLS to access the Application Name Definition List.
2. Enter IMPORT [ dataset-name ] to import the application definitions from the sequential file or partitioned data set

used for the export.
When the import is complete, NetMaster displays a detailed report of the results.

User ID Associations

A security exit associates user IDs with IP connections. This association makes it easier to diagnose problems because a
user is more likely to know their mainframe user ID than their IP address.

User ID associations are collected from the following connections:

• Telnet connections -- if SOLVE:Access is used
• Telnet connections -- if installation exits are used
• FTP connections after a file transfer (GET/PUT) on an IBM TCP/IP stack

Note: To obtain the user ID information, the exit must know the LU name that is associated with a Telnet connection. Not
all applications pass the LU name to the exit. In which case, no user ID correlation can be accomplished.

Modify the Supplied Exit

The product comes with a security exit for each of ACF2, Top Secret for z/OS, and RACF.

Each exit has a modifiable stub. If you have an existing exit, merge it into the corresponding supplied exit.

Follow these steps:

1. Select the appropriate stub in the CC2DPLD data set:
– NMIPSEVX for ACF2
– C2DINSTX for Top Secret for z/OS. Rename this exit to TSSINSTX after you copy it from CC2DPLD.
– C2DRIX02 for RACF. Rename this exit to ICHRIX02 after you copy it from CC2DPLD.
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2. Create a user modification (USERMOD) with your additions for the selected stub.
The USERMOD contains the functions from your existing exit.

3. Install the USERMOD.
The supplied exit is modified.

Setting Up IP Event Processing

Event Processing and Recording

You can specify whether you want to save or log FTP, Telnet, and connection events. The receipt of an SMF record from
your stack, Telnet server, or FTP server triggers these events.

The list of available events that can be logged or saved from an IBM TCP/IP stack are:

• FTP Server Logon fail
• FTP Server End of transfer
• FTP Client End of transfer
• Telnet Server Start of session
• Telnet Server End of session
• Telnet Client Start of session
• Telnet Client End of session
• TCP Connection start
• TCP Connection end

Set Up IP Event Processing and Recording

Setting up event processing enables you to specify whether you want to log or save FTP, Telnet, and connection events.

Follow these steps:

1. Check the setup.
2. Implement event processing.
3. Customize the event recording for business applications.
4. Control the data retention period.

Check the Setup

Before you implement event processing, verify that you have a correctly configured environment.

Follow these steps:

1. Ensure that SOLVE SSI was implemented.
2. Ensure that your TCP/IP stack is enabled to generate the SMF events.

For details, see Install or Upgrade NetMaster Products in the NetMaster Shared Content Library.

Implement Event Processing

For FTP events, Telnet events, and connection events, you can specify the following options:

Log Events
Writes individual event details to the activity log. They can be accessed using the standard log browse facility.
Logging is useful if you want to relate events to other concurrent activity in the region.
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Save Events
Saves individual event details in the Event History data set (IPLOG). You can display event details online, or print
them using the /IPHIST shortcut. You can also export them to sequential files for reporting with external reporting
tools, for audit purposes.

Follow these steps:

1. Enter /PARMS at the prompt.
The Parameter Groups panel appears. This panel lists all the parameter groups that set up the characteristics of the
region.

2. Press F8 (Forward) until the parameter group IPEVENT appears.
3. Enter U in front of the parameter group.

The Parameter Group panel appears.
4. Specify YES or NO in each of the event processing fields. For a description of the fields, press F1 (Help).
5. Press F6 (Action).

The settings are applied.
6. Press F3 (File).

The settings are saved.

Control the Amount of Data Recorded

A large volume of IP events can be collected. To limit the amount of recorded data, you can take the following actions:

• Enable delivery of connection event records to specific business applications.

NOTE
Business applications are groups of IP connections that correspond to usage and business requirements of
your organization.

• Specify an appropriate data retention period.

Customize Event Recording for Business Applications

You indicated in the IPEVENT parameter group that you want to log or save connection events. By using the application
name definitions, you can specify to log or save only events for certain business applications.

The Application Name Definition panel lets you specify processing options. These options include the Deliver Records
field that identifies which event records are delivered to your region. The field is applicable to connection events only. The
Telnet and FTP events are always delivered.

To limit the amount of recorded data

1. Enter /IPAPPL at the prompt.
The Application Name Definition List appears.

2. Press F4 (Add).
The Application Name Definition panel appears.

3. Determine the business applications for which you want to save connection events. Enable delivery for those
applications.

4. Specify the type of connection events you want: initiation, termination, or both.
To prevent the delivery of connection events for the application, specify NONE (the default) in this field. For information
about the values in this field, press F1 (Help).
Ensure that the value of the Deliver Records field matches your requirements by reviewing your application name
definitions. For those connections that do not match any definition, the default definition applies. The default definition
is the last definition in the list.
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Control the Data Retention Period

On a busy system, event recording can produce a large amount of data. When you enable the saving of events, the data
is stored in the IPLOG file. You can specify how long you want to keep the data.

Follow these steps:

1. Enter /PARMS at the prompt.
The Parameter Groups panel appears.

2. Enter U next to the IPFILES parameter group.
The IPFILES - TCP/IP File Specifications panel appears. This panel specifies the following information:
– The storage details for your TCP/IP data
– SMF configuration
The data sets on this panel were created during the setup process.

3. Review the fields, and specify your values.

NOTE
For information about the fields, press F1 (Help).

4. Press F6 (Action).
The changes are applied.

5. Press F3 (File).
The changes are saved.

Setting Up CTRACE

About CTRACE

IBM Component Trace (CTRACE) is a packet tracing facility, which is useful for debugging network problems. NetMaster
simplifies the process of initiating, formatting, and viewing packet traces captured using CTRACE.

NOTE
You can also capture packet traces using SmartTrace. For information about setting up SmartTrace, see
Implementing.

Create an External Writer

CTRACE collects trace data from your server. For the packet tracing to work, create source JCL that invokes a CTRACE
external writer. The external writer is used to write trace data to a data set each time packet tracing is used.

The external writer must use only single data sets for recording trace data. NetMaster NM for TCP/IP reads only one trace
data set.

Follow these steps:

1. Edit the following example JCL for your specific requirements. Add the JCL procedure to your SYS1.PROCLIB system
library.
 //PTTCP PROC

 //*

 //* CTRACE External writer for TCP/IP Packet Tracing

 //*

 //IEPROC EXEC PGM=ITTTRCWR,TIME=1440

 //*

 //*TRCOUT01 DD DSN=TCPIP.PTRACE.PTRACE,DISP=OLD

 //

 //TRCOUT01 DD DSN=TCPIP.PTTRACE.PTRACE,DISP=(NEW,CATLG),

 //            VOL=SER=????,UNIT=SYSDA,DSORG=PS,
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 //            SPACE=(4096,(100,10))

 

PTTCP is the name of the external writer. You can change this name to suit your installation; it must be between one
and seven characters long.
Take one of the following actions:
– Create a trace data set with the attributes DSORG=PS, RECFM=27994, and LRECL=VB.
– Leave DSORG, RECFM, and LRECL unspecified and allow the program to determine their values.
After the trace data set is allocated, take one of the following actions:
– Modify the JCL so that TRCOUT01 is specified with DISP=OLD.
– Delete or rename the TRCOUT01 data set before rerunning the procedure.

2. Determine the command that you are going to use to start the CTRACE external writer. Specify this command on the
CTRACE panel when you start CTRACE for the first time from your region. For example:
TRACE CT,WTRSTART=PTTCP,NOWRAP

TRACE
Is the MVS TRACE command.

CT
Indicates that it is a component trace.

PTTCP
Is the name of the external writer that you specified in Step 1.

NOTE
For more information, see IBM MVS Diagnosis: Tools and Service Aids.

Verify the Setup

To verify the setup, you must start a CTRACE trace.

To start a trace

1. Enter /CTRACE at the prompt.
The CTRACE Tracing Menu appears.

2. Enter PT at the prompt.
The Start CTRACE panel appears.

3. Complete the following field:
Command to Start CTRACE

Specifies the command to use to start CTRACE.
4. Press F6 (Action).

The trace starts.

To stop a trace

1. Enter /CTRACE at the prompt.
The CTRACE Tracing Menu appears.

2. Enter ST at the prompt.
The Confirm Trace Stop panel appears.

3. Press F6 (Confirm).
The trace stops.

Defining a System Image
Define a system image for your  installation.
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Define a System Image

You can use express setup to define a system image to your region automatically, or you can build one manually.

To define a system image manually

1. Enter /RADMIN.I at the prompt.
The System Image List panel appears. This panel lists the system images that are defined to your system.

2. Press F4 (Add).
The System Image Definition panel appears.

3. Specify the name of the system image, the version number, and a short description of the system image.
One system image is required for each region. If you are defining a system image for a subordinate, use the name that
is assigned during the multisystem linking process.

4. Press F3 (File).
The System Image List appears and a message appears indicating that the system image has been successfully
added to the knowledge base.

Define a System Image Using Express Setup

The express setup defines a system image to your region at installation. You can also use express setup at any time to
build a new system image. The express setup discovers resources and nodes automatically.

Note: Your site configuration determines the time that is taken to complete this process.

Follow these steps:

1. Enter /RADMIN.AD.I at the prompt.
The Confirm Express Setup panel appears.

2. Specify the values in the System Image and Version fields.
These values default to the local z/OS system name and the next available version number.

3. Configure the $RMEXPR6 control member. Perform the following steps:
a. Copy dsnpref.NMC2.CC2DEXEC($RMEXPR6) into dsnpref.rname.TESTEXEC.
b. Update the dsnpref.rname.TESTEXEC($RMEXPR6) specifications. For example, comment out the resources you

do not need to discover.
c. Rename $RMEXPR6, and use this name in the Control Member field.

The $RMEXPR6 control member defaults to discover all of your resources.
4. Set Load Image? to YES.

This system image is loaded after the discovery has completed.
5. Set the Create Application Name Definitions? field to YES.

Application name definitions are automatically created for each address space discovered.
6. Press F6 (Action).

The Express Setup Status panel appears. This panel reports the progress of the resource discovery and the number of
resources successfully discovered.

Set the Default System Image

The region loads a system image during the initialization process. The AUTOIDS parameter group controls the system
image that is loaded when the region is initialized.

To set up the system image to load on restart

1. Enter /PARMS at the prompt.
The Parameter Groups panel appears.

2. Enter U next to the $RM AUTOIDS parameter group.
The AUTOIDS - Automation Identifiers panel appears.

3. Enter a question mark (?) in the System Image Name field.
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The System Image List panel appears.
4. Select the System Image that you want to load at restart and press F6 (Action).

WARNING
F6 (Action) replaces the currently loaded system image. If you do not want to load the system image now,
skip this step.

5. Press F3 (File).
The system image loads each time that the region starts.

Load a System Image

The region loads a system image during the region initialization. The AUTOIDS parameter group specifies which system
image is loaded. When you create a system image and its associated resources, you can replace the default system
image by a temporary system image. During operation, you can change the system image by loading another temporary
image.

The subordinate regions can load only system images whose name is associated to the subordinate region during the link
and synchronization process.

NOTE
When you request to load a system image, the $RMEXSTR exit NCL procedure is executed before the starting
process. You can customize this procedure to perform any required tasks before any automated resources are
started. If the exit sets a non-zero return code, the starting process cannot proceed.

Follow these steps:

1. Enter /RADMIN.I at the prompt.
The System Image Definition Menu appears.

2. Select the type of system image that you want to load.
The System Image List appears.

3. Enter L next to the system image that you want to load.
The LOAD Command Parameter Specification panel appears.

4. Complete the following fields:
SysName to be Loaded

Enter a question mark (?), and select a system image from the displayed prompt list.
Global Automation Mode

Specify the global operation mode for your system image.

NOTE
Operation Mode applies only to products that perform Desired State Management.

Perform COLD Start?
Specifies whether to perform a cold start. The valid values are:
YES

deletes any preserved manual overrides used by the Checkpoint Restart facility.
NO

retains preserved manual overrides. If Checkpoint Restart is ACTIVE, this setting also reapplies them to
resources.

5. Press F6 (Action) to load the system image.
The Command Confirmation panel appears.

6. Enter CONFIRM in the Response field.
The system image is loaded.
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WARNING
The monitored resources tare defined to the system image. Loading a system image affects all users of this
region.

Checkpoint Restart Function

The checkpoint restart function lets you preserve manual overrides across system restarts.

When the checkpoint restart function is active, any override that is placed on a resource is stored in the resource definition
as checkpoint data. This checkpoint data is applied automatically to the resource when you load the system image with a
Warm Start, restoring previously placed overrides.

When the checkpoint restart function is inactive, any override that is placed on a resource is not stored as checkpoint
data. However, previously stored data is retained. With this function inactive, a Warm Start does not apply any stored
checkpoint data.

NOTE
Setting the checkpoint restart function inactive does not clear the stored checkpoint data. If you later set
checkpoint restart to active, then a Warm Start applies the previously stored checkpoint data.

If you no longer want to restore previously placed overrides, load the system image with a Cold Start. All checkpoint data
is cleared from the resource definitions, and the resources are loaded without overrides.

Cold Start also clears checkpoint data from the following resources:

Resources in shared system images (both active and inactive) that satisfy the following conditions:

• The resource has the local system as the home system.
• The resource is not active on another system.

NOTE
The local system is where the system image is being loaded.

Monitoring Attributes
Understand how to use NetMaster monitoring attributes to test IP resource performance.

About Monitoring Attributes

Monitoring attributes are defined to every IP resource. Monitoring attributes let you test the performance of a resource
against a value or a calculated baseline to trigger alerts and actions.

NOTE
If you specify a type of baseline alerting, it is based on the hourly rate for total and counters.

Attribute Types

An attribute can be one of the following types:

GAUGE
Displays a numeric value that increases or decreases in an allowable range. For example, processor memory
usage varies between zero and the physical limit of the hardware.

COUNTER
Displays the rate of increase in units per hour in a sample period. The rate is derived from sample data, which is
an accumulated count that increases in value over time (for example, bytes received). This type is also referred to
as COUNT.
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ENUMERATED
Displays the value from a defined set of discrete values. For example, the state of a device can be ACTIVE or
INACTIVE. Multiple values are aggregated so that a percentage of a particular value over time is available. This
type is also referred to as ENUM.

TOTAL
Displays the rate of increase in units per hour in a sample period. The rate is derived from sample data, which is
the total increase in value in a sample period.

Baseline Types

Baselines are sliding averages of hourly values. You can use them to monitor network activity more easily.

If you use sampled data, the region calculates baselines for numeric type attributes -- gauges, counters, and totals. You
can use these baselines for alerting. When you specify resource monitoring, you can update the alert details and can
specify the type of baseline to alert on.

When individual samples are taken, they are compared to the baseline value as follows:

Counter and Total Attribute Sample Values
The equivalent hourly rate is calculated and compared to the baseline value. If the equivalent hourly rate differs
from the baseline value by more than the specified percentage, an alert is raised.

Gauge Attribute Sample Values
The original sample value is compared to the baseline value. If the sample value differs from the baseline value
by more than the specified percentage, an alert is raised.

When the samples are summarized for each hour, the region recalculates the baseline as a moving average and it stores
the updated baseline value.

All baselines are averages of hourly summary values. The hourly summary values that are averaged depend on the
baseline type.

The following baseline types are available:

Hour Of Day
Averages the hourly value for one specific hour of one specific day name, for up to the last ten weeks (for
example, Friday at 17:00). A day name is Monday, Tuesday, and so on.
This type is the most granular baseline because you are comparing only the same specific time of the week.
One hundred and sixty-eight hour-of-day baselines exist, one for each hour of each day name (24 hours a day, 7
days a week).

Day Of Week
Averages the hourly value for all hours in a specific day name for up to the last ten weeks.
Day of week is not as precise as the hour of day baseline. Every hour on Tuesday is averaged together. No
account is taken for the fact that some hours have different workloads than others. For example, working hours
have different workloads than late shift or off peak hours.
Seven day-of-week baselines exist, one for each day.

Daily
Averages the hourly summary value for all hours in the day, for each day up to the last 30 days.
Daily is the least precise baseline. This baseline does not account for the workload characteristics of different
hours. Also, it disregards the different daily workload patterns.
One daily baseline exists.

NOTE
Baseline values become available after the first hourly summary of an attribute. However, when you start
performance monitoring for the first time, baselines are calculated on few hourly summaries. To avoid spurious
alerting, we recommend that you collect baseline date for a few days or weeks before you use it for alerting.
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Delete Baseline Data

You can delete baseline data for an individual attribute and qualifier, thus resetting the baseline values to null. For
example, you can delete the data after atypical network activity or when changing a region from testing to production.

WARNING
Deleting the baseline data affects the current monitoring for the attribute and can stop alerts from being
automatically reset. We recommend that you manually close any open alerts for the selected attribute and
qualifier.

Follow these steps:

1. Enter /SS at the prompt.
The Primary Menu of Security and System Services appears.

2. Enter BL at the prompt.
The Baselined Resources panel appears.

3. Enter D next to the resource name that you want to delete.
A confirmation message appears.

4. Press Enter.
The baseline data for the selected resource is deleted.

Monitor MIB Attributes

You can select an SNMP MIB attribute to monitor. When you define a monitor group, you have a list of predefined
attributes that you can monitor. For the following resources, you can additionally select one or more MIB attributes to
monitor:

• TCP/IP Stacks
• Routers
• IP nodes

Add MIB Attributes

To monitor a MIB attribute, add it to the list of monitoring attributes.

Follow these steps:

1. Enter /MONATTR at the prompt.
The Monitoring Attributes panel appears.

2. Press F4 (Add).
The Attribute Application Controls panel appears.

3. Press F10 (MibAttr).
The list of available MIBs appears.

4. Enter S next to the MIB that contains the attributes you want.
The MIBinsight Structure Viewer appears. The attributes are in green.

5. Enter S next to the required attribute.
The Attribute Definition panel appears with the fields populated with values associated with the selected attribute. For
the fields that are not populated, specify your own values.
Note: The TOTAL type is not applicable to user-defined attributes.
If the attribute you have added is not a table entry, go to Step 8.

6. (Optional) Press F11 (MibQual) to select a qualifier.
The MIBinsight Structure Viewer appears.
This procedure identifies the index of the entry whose attribute you want to monitor. You can qualify attributes in a
table. Attributes not in a table have an index of 0. These attributes do not require a qualifier.

7. Enter S next to the required qualifier.
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The Attribute Definition panel appears with the Qualifier Name and Qualifier ID fields populated.
8. Review the values. You can change some of the values.

Note: For more information about the fields, press F1 (Help).
9. Press F4 (Save).

The definition is saved.

Assign Monitored MIB Attributes to Resource Classes

You can specify the classes of resources that can monitor a particular MIB attribute. When you specify the monitoring
requirements for a resource definition, only the assigned MIB attributes are listed. After a MIB attribute is added to a
resource class, you can monitor that attribute.

Follow these steps:

1. Enter /MONATTR at the prompt.
The Monitoring Attributes panel appears.

2. Enter U next to the required attribute.
The Attribute Definition panel appears.

3. Press F5 (Classes).
The list of resource classes appears.

4. Enter I next to the required classes that you want to include. To remove an included class, enter E next to it.
5. Press F3 (Exit).

The Attribute Definition panel appears.
6. Press F3 (Save).

The details are saved.

Setting Up MIB Definitions
 

About MIBinsight

MIBinsight is a component that allows you to manage SNMP Management Information Bases (MIBs). The component
comprises a MIB maintenance facility and a browser, and supports the monitoring of MIB attributes.

MIBs identify data using Object Identifiers (OIDs). OIDs are a string of numbers; they are not user-friendly. MIBinsight
translates these numbers into a more intelligible, human-readable format and allows you to view the knowledge of the
resource in a user-friendly way.

To use the browser, your product accesses MIB definitions. A database of MIB definitions is supplied with your product.
The supplied MIB definitions include standard MIBs defined by RFCs, and vendor-specific MIBs defined by IBM and
Cisco. The MIB definitions are stored in source form, and compiled form, in the MODSDIS VSAM file. You can use the
browser to view MIBs associated with your Communications Server stack, and MIBs in many routers and other network
devices.

You can have a device with a MIB whose definition is not included in the supplied set. If you have access to the MIB
definition, you can compile it into your product. After the compilation, it is available for use with the browser, and attribute
monitoring.

For the browser to use the MIB definitions, they must be loaded into storage. You can flag definitions for automatic
loading, or you can load them manually.

You can compile, administer, and load MIB definitions using the maintenance facility. You can also monitor MIB attributes.
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Prepare to Compile a MIB

The MIB import/export file is used to store exported items and resolve imports during a MIB compile. Before you can
compile a MIB that contains import statements, populate the import/export file with the required components.

Some precompiled MIB definitions and an empty import/export file are provided. If you want to add and compile any
other MIB definitions, recompile all distributed MIB definitions to populate this file. The easiest way to recompile all MIB
definitions is to use the MIBinsight batch compiler. The batch compiler is submitted to the background system region and
compilation messages are written to the activity log.

To run the batch compiler

1. Enter /IPADMIN at the prompt.
The Administration Menu for TCP/IP appears.

2. Enter MC (Run MIBinsight Batch Compiler) at the prompt.
The compiler starts.

Display MIB Definitions
  

The Defined MIBs panel displays all MIBs defined to the system. From this panel, you can perform the following tasks:

• Add a MIB definition (and compile it)
• Browse a MIB definition
• Delete a MIB definition
• Browse the source for a MIB definition
• Compile a MIB definition (from an external source)
• Recompile a MIB definition (from the internal source)
• View the structure of a MIB definition
• Flag a MIB definition for automatic loading
• Flag a MIB definition for manual loading
• Load a MIB definition
• Unload a MIB definition

To access MIB definitions, enter /MIBD at the prompt.

The Defined MIBs panel appears.

NOTE
 Loaded MIBs are displayed in white.

Compile a MIB Definition

You can compile a MIB definition from an external source.

NOTE
Before you perform this task, populate the import/export file.

 Follow these steps: 

1. From the Defined MIBs panel, enter CM next to the MIB definition that you want to compile.
The MIB Definition Panel appears.

2. Complete the fields on the panel. For a description of the fields, press F1 (Help).

NOTE
 The compiler provides the MIB name, for example, SNMPv2TC-v1.

3. Press F5 (Options).
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The Compiler Options panel appears.
4. Enter YES next to the options that you want to ignore. For a description of the fields, press F1 (Help).
5. If you want to import definitions from another MIB, enter the name in the Import Rename field.

For example, the MIB you are compiling imports definitions from MIB1, but MIB1 has been compiled and exported
under the name MIB2. You can specify MIB1=MIB2 in the Import Rename field to enable the compiler to find the
requested definitions.

6. Press F3 (File).
The MIB Definition panel appears.
Proceed as follows:
– If you want to compile the MIB definition as defined, go to Step 8.
– If you want to compile the MIB definition from a different external source file, go to Step 7.

7. (Optional) Enter the name of the file in the external source file, and a short description.
8. Press F6 (Compile)

The MIB definition is compiled.

Browse a MIB Definition

You can display the details of a MIB definition that has been defined and compiled.

 Follow these steps: 

1. Enter /MIBD at the prompt.
The Defined MIBs panel appears.

2. Enter BD next to the MIB definition that you want to browse.
The MIB Definition panel appears with the details of the MIB definition.

Display the Source of a MIB Definition

You can display the source records of a compiled MIB definition.

 Follow these steps: 

1. Enter /MIBD at the prompt.
2. The Defined MIBs panel appears.
3. Enter B next to the MIB definition that you want to browse.

The MIB Source panel appears.

Recompile a MIB Definition

You can recompile a MIB definition from the internal source, to repopulate the import/export file.

 Follow these steps: 

1. Enter /MIBD at the prompt.
The Defined MIBs panel appears.

2. Enter R next to the MIB definition that you want to recompile.
The MIB Definition Panel appears.

NOTE
 The compiler provides the MIB name, for example, SNMPv2TC-v1.

3. Press F5 (Options).
The Compiler Options panel appears.

4. Enter YES next to the options that you want to enable. For a description of the fields, press F1 (Help).
5. (Optional) To import definitions from another MIB definition, which was compiled with a different name, enter the name

in the Import Rename field.
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6. Press F3 (File).
The MIB Definition panel appears.

7. Press F6 (Compile).
The MIB definition is recompiled.

Delete a MIB Definition

You can delete a MIB definition from the database.

NOTE
 This procedure deletes only the MIB definitions from MODSUSR. The distributed MIB definitions in MODSDIS
cannot be deleted.

 Follow these steps: 

1. Enter /MIBD at the prompt.
The Defined MIBs panel appears.

2. Enter D next to the MIB definition that you want to delete.
A confirmation message appears.

3. Press Enter.
The MIB definition is deleted.

View the Structure of a MIB Definition

You can display the structure of a MIB definition as a tree:

• Display the entire MIB structure by expanding and collapsing the tree.
• Display the full details of an object.
• Display the enumerated values of an object.
• Display the objects that make up an index entry of an object.

Display MIB Definition Structure

An MIB definition contains attributes that you can monitor. The attributes are hierarchical, and you can view their hierarchy
in the definition.

Follow these steps:

1. Enter /MIBD at the prompt.
The Defined MIBs panel appears.

2. Enter V next to the MIB definition that you want to view.
The Structure Viewer appears.

3. To display the full object names, OIDs, and descriptions, press F11 (Right).

Expand and Collapse the Tree

Objects that have subordinate objects in the MIB definition and therefore expandable, are preceded with a rectangle.

To expand an object, enter E (Expand) next to the object.

To collapse an object, enter C (Collapse) next to the object.

You can switch between global expand and global collapse by pressing F4 (Expand/Collapse).

Display Enumerated Values

If a MIB object is an enumerated value, press F6 (ViewEnum) to display the list of all possible values.
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PROD------------------ MIBinsight : Enumerated Values ------------------------- 

Command ===>                                                   Scroll ===> CSR 

    MIB Name ........    SNA-NAU-MIB                                                   

    Object Name .....     snaLuSessnOperState                                           

    Minimum Value ...     1                                                             

    Maximum Value ...     4

  Enum    Value

    1      unbound

    2      pendingBind

    3      bound

    4      pendingUnbind

  **END**

F1=Help      F2=Split     F3=Exit      F4=Return    F5=Find      F6=Refresh     

F7=Backward  F8=Forward   F9=Swap

If the MIB object has an index structure, press F6 (ViewIndx) to display the details.

PROD----------------------- MIBinsight : Indexes ------------------------------ 

      Command ===>                                                   Scroll ===> CSR

            MIB Name ........ SNA-NAU-MIB

            Object Name ..... snaLuSessnEntry 

        Name                              Object ID                            Impl     

        snaNodeAdminIndex                 1.3.6.1.2.1.34.1.1.1.1.1             No       

        snaLuAdminLuIndex                 1.3.6.1.2.1.34.1.2.1.1.1             No       

        snaLuSessnRluIndex                1.3.6.1.2.1.34.1.2.3.1.1             No       

        snaLuSessnIndex                   1.3.6.1.2.1.34.1.2.3.1.2             No       

        **END** 

        

        F1=Help      F2=Split     F3=Exit      F4=Return    F5=Find      F6=Refresh     

        F7=Backward  F8=Forward   F9=Swap

Display Object Details
To display the full details of an object, position your cursor next to the object, and then press Enter.

The Object Details panel appears.

Note: To display the MIB definition source details from here, press F5 (BrowSrc).

Load a MIB Definition

You can manually load a MIB definition into the lookup table so that the MIBinsight browser and MIBinsight attribute
monitoring can use it.

Follow these steps:

1. Enter /MIBD at the prompt.
The Defined MIBs panel appears.

2. Enter L next to the MIB definition that you want to load.

Unload a MIB Definition

This option removes a MIB definition from the lookup table.
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Follow these steps:

1. Enter /MIBD at the prompt.
The Defined MIBs panel appears.

2. Enter U next to the MIB definition that you want to unload.

Maintain MIBs

You can copy, move, or delete a MIB in a file in the Managed Object Development Services (MODS) concatenation.

Follow these steps:

1. Enter the /MODSAD.MIB panel shortcut.
The MIB Utility Menu appears.

2. Select the required option with appropriate field values.

NOTE
For information about the fields, press F1 (Help).

The MIBs in the specified MODS file are listed.
3. Enter S next to the required MIB.

The selected option executes.

Example Using the MIBinsight Browser
In this example, the enterprise has a PC named Uluru running a mission-critical Windows application. You want to monitor
the overall CPU consumption of this PC and the CPU usage of the application. If the response is poor, you want to be
able to diagnose this PC remotely. Providing the Windows SNMP service is started on this PC, you can interrogate it
using the MIBinsight browser. The Windows SNMP service provides management objects that are defined in the HOST-
RESOURCES-MIB definition. These objects include overall processor load (CPU percentage) and CPU and memory use
for each software item running on the PC.

To monitor the CPU consumption and usage of the application

1. Enter /MIB at the command prompt.
The Network Diagnostics Functions menu appears.

2. Enter the IP address of the PC that you want to diagnose in the Host Name/Addr field.
The User Security Details panel appears.

3. Specify the SNMP version and security information you require to access the SNMP agent on the PC, and press F3
(File).

NOTE
The Loaded MIBs list appears. This list lets you select the MIB definitions with which to prime your
browser.The defaults are SNMP Version 2C, with GET and SET Community Names set to public.

4. Select the HOST-RESOURCES-MIB.
The MIBinsight browser appears.
To view the values for a particular object, enter G (Get) next to the object. To delete objects from the MIB browser that
are not relevant to your current inquiry, enter D (Delete) next to the object. To populate a table of objects, use the T
(GetTable) command.

5. Get the values for the system objects sysDescr, sysObjectID, sysUpTime, sysName and sysServices, and populate
the host resource tables hrProcessorTable, hrSWRunTable and hrSWRunPerfTable. Delete all other object definitions
that are loaded into the MIB browser.
The following shows the result of the browsing:
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Figure 3: MIBinsight1

The following illustration provides a more detailed view of the host section:
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Figure 4: MIBinsight2

Example: Results

The hrSWRunTable and the hrSWRunPerfTable use the same index, hrSWRunIndex. This index corresponds with
the Process ID displayed in the Processes List of the Windows Task Manager display. More than six tasks are running
on Uluru at the time, but only the six tasks listed were selected. Likewise, all attributes have been deleted from the
hrSWRunTable except for hrSWRunName.

The previous display shows that the overall CPU usage on the PC now is 51percent - nothing to worry about. The
display also indicates that the task with the highest CPU usage is the System Idle Process, which has used 117,679,137
centiseconds (13.62 days) of CPU since the PC was booted over 23 days ago (sysUpTime). The second highest user of
CPU is task ID 1296 - sstext3d.scr - the screen-saver. The third highest CPU user is task ID 592 - CDNT.exe. This task
has used a total of 368,461 centiseconds (61 minutes). The task is also the highest user of memory, currently consuming
28,356 KB. You are interested in monitoring this application. To display the latest CPU and memory figures for this task,
enter G (Get) next to the 592 index for hrSWRunPerfCPU and hrSWRunPerfMem.

If this application is critical to the enterprise, it would be advisable to define Uluru as an IP node and monitor it. Also,
define hrSWRunPerfCPU and hrSWRunPerfMem as Data Sampling Framework attributes to monitor, optionally filtering
both attributes for task 592. After they are defined, you can monitor these attributes for the Uluru IP node. You can issue
alerts when the CPU or memory usage for this task exceeds or falls under a defined threshold.
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The screen width is 120 characters. The MIBinsight browser is designed to use the maximum screen width available to
your 3270 session. If a session is defined as 160 characters wide, the MIBinsight browser uses this full width. This feature
is useful when displaying long OIDs and their associated values. The feature is also useful when displaying the full SNMP
tree.

The MIBinsight browser default view is a flat view with only tables, table entries, and tabulated objects nested. To view the
full SNMP structure (as in the previous example), enter the TREE ON command at the command line.

The default sort order for tabulated objects is indexes in attributes (by Attribute). For example, the display shows all
indexed values for hrSWRunPerfCPU before displaying all indexed values for hrSWRunPerfMem. This order is also how
objects are accessed from a MIB. However, the MIBinsight browser lets you resort tabulated objects to display them by
Index. This option is useful when you want to see all attributes and their values for each table entry. You can switch the
sort order between by Attribute and by Index using F12.

Press F6 (Walk) to continue walking through a MIB. As new objects are browsed, they are dynamically added to the
MIBinsight browser display.

Setting Up the Initialization File
The tasks that are outlined in these topics show how to configure a region from an initialization file.

Generate an Initialization File

If you are deploying multiple regions, each region must be configured for its local environment. When you have configured
your first region, you can build an initialization file from that region. You can then configure it for use with your other
regions. This process removes the need to customize each region with Customizer.

The initialization file is produced from a running region for your product.

Follow these steps:

1. From the Primary Menu, enter /CUSTOM.
The Customizer panel appears.

2. Select the option G - Generate INI Procedure.
The Generate INI Procedure panel appears.

3. Enter the data set name and the member name of the file in the Generate INI File Details section.

NOTE
The data set must be in the commands concatenation of the RUNSYSIN member for the region in which it is
used.

4. Ensure that the member name and data set name are correct. Enter YES in the Replace Member? field if you are
replacing an existing member.

5. Press F6 (Action).
The initialization file is generated.

6. Make a note of the data set and member names and press F6 (Confirm).
The details are saved.

How You Configure the Initialization File

The initialization file must be configured before it can be used for other regions. You can perform this configuration as
follows:

• Configure an individual initialization file for each region.
• Configure a common initialization file for multiple regions.

You can use system variables and static system variables with both of these methods. The variables substitute for the
initialization parameters in the INI file.
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Configure Individual Initialization Files

You can customize an initialization file from one region so that it can be used for another region.

Follow these steps:

1. Open the initialization file in edit mode using your TSO editing tool.
2. Substitute the parameters in the initialization file with one of the following values:

– Hard-coded data set names for the region in which the file is used
– System variables
These substitutions enable the initialization file to work in regions with different data sets than the region in which it
was generated.

3. Save the changes to the initialization file.
4. Copy the initialization file to the region TESTEXEC or one of the other libraries in the COMMANDS concatenation.
5. Repeat steps 1 through 4 for each initialization file needed.

NOTE
To facilitate this procedure, ensure that the source region and the destination regions have the same product
sets.

Configure a Common Initialization File

You can customize an initialization file using variables so that it can be used for multiple regions.

Follow these steps:

1. Create a data set that is available to every region to be initialized from the common initialization file, for example,
PROD.INIFILES.

2. Add the newly created data set to the COMMANDS concatenation of the RUNSYSIN member to every region to be
initialized from the common initialization file.

NOTE
RUNSYSIN is located in TESTEXEC.

3. Copy the generated initialization file into the new INIFILES data set.
4. Open the initialization file in edit mode using your TSO editing tool.
5. Replace the relevant generated variables in the initialization file with the following system variables:
&ZDSNQLCL

The local VSAM data set qualifier.
&ZDSNQSHR

The shared VSAM data set qualifier.
&ZACBNAME

The primary VTAM ACB name that the region uses.
&ZDSNQLNV

The local non-VSAM data set qualifier.
&ZDSNQSNV

The shared non-VSAM data set qualifier.
&ZNMDID

The domain identifier.
&ZNMSUP

The system user prefix.
6. Replace the relevant generated variables in the initialization file with the z/OS static system symbols as follows:
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&SYSCLONE
The short name for the system.

&SYSNAME
The name of the system.

&SYSPLEX
The name of the sysplex.

&SYSR1
The IPL VOLSER.

7. Save the changes to the initialization file.

Configure Your Region to Start From an Initialization File
The INIFILE parameter in the RUNSYSIN member specifies the name of the initialization file.

Updating your RUNSYSIN member causes your region to set its initialization parameters from the initialization file. All
Customizer parameter settings are overwritten. If you update a parameter group online and you want to keep the changes
for subsequent region startups, regenerate the initialization file.

Follow these steps:

1. Open your RUNSYSIN member using a text editor.
2. Insert the line PARM='INIFILE=membername' into your RUNSYSIN member.
3. Save the member.

Administering a Multisystem Environment
Understand how to administer a multisystem NetMaster environment.

If you have regions on different systems, you can link them together to form a multisystem configuration.

A multisystem configuration enables you to log on to your local region, and view and control the resources of linked
regions. You can do things such as:

• View a single monitor display of the resources or nodes in all the linked regions
• Display the alerts that are raised from all the linked regions
• Display a consolidated list of IP connections across multiple stacks and regions

Multisystem configurations are set up and administered from the Multi-System Support Menu. To access this menu, enter
the shortcut /MADMIN.

NOTE
For more information, press F1 (Help).

Multisystem Operation
Understand how multisystem environments operate in NetMaster.

Your product provides focal point management to support multisystem operation. Management is at a focal point with
subordinates and other focal points feeding information to it, as follows:

Focal
Supports full connectivity between multiple regions. Regions that are linked in this way are known as focal point
regions.
When the regions are communicating with each other, authorized users can monitor and control all managed
resources from any region.
All focal point regions have the knowledge base synchronized.
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Subordinate
Enables you to reduce the amount of traffic in your multisystem environment. You link subordinates to focal point
regions that provide central monitoring and control. A subordinate has visibility and control of the resources that
belong to the local system image only.

In a multisystem environment, each region runs independently of the other regions. If no communication links are
available, each region still provides full monitoring, control, and automation of its own managed resources.

To link a focal point or subordinate region to a focal point region, you link and synchronize the regions.

NOTE

• You can link as focal points only those regions that are configured for the same products. For a subordinate-
focal point link, the products in the subordinate region can be a subset of the products in the focal point
region.

• The subordinate regions assume a system image name that cannot be used for any other region in the
multisystem environment. We recommend that you use a unique system image name for subordinate regions
running on the same LPAR. If you use express setup, the system image name defaults to the SMF ID.

The following diagram shows an example of a multisystem environment. Logging on to Console A allows visibility to all
resources. Logging on to Console B allows visibility to the subordinate system image only.

Figure 5: multisystemOperation

NOTE

• A focal point region links to all other focal point regions and subordinates.
• A subordinate links to focal point regions but does not link to other subordinates.

Links in a Multisystem Environment

The link that is established between two regions in a multisystem environment is an INMC link. The link is used to pass
knowledge base updates, status change notification, and other information between the two regions. The link can use any
combination of the following communications protocols: VTAM, TCP/IP, and EPS. VTAM is the default.

For each region, the MULTISYS parameter group specifies the available communication access methods. If TCP/IP is
used, ensure that the SOCKETS parameter group is activated.
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The INMC link between any two regions uses the enabled access methods in both regions (that is, the intersection of the
two MULTISYS parameter groups). When multiple access methods are enabled, the link can use all these methods. This
feature improves reliability because the link functions when any one of the enabled methods is available.

When you plan your multisystem environment, ensure the following requirements:

• All focal point regions must support at least one common type of access method.
• A subordinate region must support an access method that is also supported in all the focal point regions.

Example: Focal Point Regions Support All Access Methods

This example shows a multisystem link configuration when the focal point regions support ESP, TCP/IP, and VTAM. The
subordinate regions can support any one of these access methods.

Figure 6: multisystemOperation1

Example: One Focal Point Region Supports VTAM Only

This example shows a multisystem link configuration when a focal point region supports VTAM only. The subordinate
regions must support VTAM.
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Figure 7: multisystemOperation2

Multisystem Support in a Sysplex

With the EPS access method, you can use the sysplex cross-system coupling facility (XCF) to implement your
multisystem environment.

Notes:

• To support the EPS access method, a NetMaster SSI region must be active in each of the co-operating systems and
must be registered to XCF.

• To register the SSI region to XCF, ensure that XCF=YES is set in the SSI parameters member of the SSIPARM data
set. This setting is the default at installation.

Multisystem Implementation Considerations

When you implement your multisystem environment, consider the following points:

• Ensure that the link requirements are satisfied for the planned multisystem environment.
• When you link two regions, the knowledge base in one region overwrites the knowledge base in the other region.

Transmit all system images that the local region uses to the target focal point region before synchronization.
• You can only link a region to a focal point region. The focal point region can be a stand-alone region or part of a

multisystem environment.
• You can only link a stand-alone region into a multisystem environment.

How a Multisystem Environment Is Established

When you install your product, two databases are downloaded. These databases, which can be customized to suit your
requirements, are:

• An icon panel database, where icon panel definitions are stored for the graphical monitor
• The RAMDB, where system image, resource, availability map, process, macro, command, and other definitions are

stored

Together, these databases form the knowledge base.
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Populate these databases with definitions specific to your environment. These definitions can include the system image
definitions for any other regions that you want to install in your environment in the future.

As you establish regions, link the new regions to the first region by using the Link Region and Synchronize
Database option. When the databases are linked, future synchronization is automatic. Changes to the database in one
region are sent to the databases in the linked regions that have visibility to those resources and system images.

NOTE
Synchronization does not apply to the NCL procedures represented by the registered commands and macros.
Changes to these NCL procedures are not automatically reflected in the linked regions.

In a multisystem environment, you can monitor and control the resources in all linked regions from a single focal point.

Linked Regions and Database Synchronization
Create a multisystem NetMaster environment by linking and synchronizing regions.

When the first region is created in your environment, two databases are downloaded and can be customized for your
environment. Together, these two databases (the Automation Services database and the icon panel library) form the
knowledge base.

To build a multisystem environment, you start by linking two regions, and then continue to link in any other regions. The
linking process also synchronizes the knowledge bases of these regions.

Notes

• For linked focal point regions, synchronization is complete and the focal point knowledge bases are identical.
• For linked subordinates, synchronization is complete only for the relevant definitions in the knowledge base. For

example, a subordinate knowledge base does not contain all system images. A subordinate knowledge base contains
only those images that represent the environment that the subordinate is managing.

When you link two regions, the local region in which you perform the link operation receives the knowledge base from
the remote region. This remote region must be a focal point region. When you link a region into an existing multisystem
environment, that region must be a stand-alone region.

WARNING
During the linking and synchronization process, the knowledge base in the local region is overwritten by the
knowledge base from the remote focal region. If you want to retain local customized definitions, transmit these
definitions to the remote knowledge base before you link the regions. Otherwise, the local knowledge base
definitions are overwritten and lost.

NOTE
If the local region terminates during the linking and synchronization process, the local knowledge base can
become corrupted and you cannot restart the region. Replace the corrupted knowledge base with your backup,
restart the region, and resynchronize the knowledge base.

The following illustration shows the link and synchronization operation.
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Figure 8: linkedRegions

After you link the regions, the knowledge bases are synchronized and remain synchronized. If you change the knowledge
base in one region, the changes are propagated to the other regions.

Background User Considerations

When you establish a region, a UAMS background system (BSYS) user ID for that region is automatically defined. The
background user ID comprises the four-byte region domain ID, followed by the characters BSYS. To establish fully
functioning communication links between regions, the BSYS user ID of each region must be duplicated in each linked
region.

During a link and synchronize procedure, any required BSYS user IDs are defined automatically to UAMS if the following
conditions apply:

• You have the UAMS maintenance authority on all the linked regions.
• The existing multisystem linked regions are active when the request is made.

If one of these conditions does not apply, then any required BSYS user IDs must be defined manually to UAMS. You can
copy the BSYS user ID for the current region from the UAMS User Definition List and can update the user ID. To access
the UAMS maintenance functions, enter the /UAMS shortcut.

If both of the following conditions apply, the request to link and synchronize is rejected:
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• You do not have the UAMS maintenance authority in the local or the remote region. (The user ID of the person who
requests the link and synchronize procedure must be defined in the local and remote regions.)

• The required BSYS user IDs are not defined in the local or the remote region.

WARNING
If you use an external security system, define the BSYS user IDs of the remote systems to your external security
system.

Transmit Records

You can transmit (that is, copy) knowledge base records from the local region to a remote region that is not linked to it.

You cannot transmit a system image to a region in which the image is loaded.

By specifying the appropriate transmission mode on the Remote System Identification panel, you can specify how to
update the records in the remote region.

The following transmission modes are available:

• Replace (R) deletes any existing remote records, then transmits the local records.
• Overlay (O) replaces existing remote records with the same name and adds records that do not already exist. This

mode does not delete any records in the remote knowledge base.
• Merge (M) adds records that do not already exist but does not affect existing records in the remote knowledge base.

This diagram shows the transmit operation:
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Figure 9: linkedRegions2

Follow these steps:

1. Log on to the region from which you want to transmit the records.
2. Enter /MADMIN at the prompt.

The Multi-System Support Menu appears.
3. Specify the type of system data that you want to transmit at the prompt and press Enter.

A Remote System Identification panel appears.
4. Specify the ACB name (primary name) of the region to which you want to transmit records.

If you specified the TI option, go to step 5. If you specified any other transmission options, go to Step 6.
5. Complete the System Name and Version fields.

NOTE
For information about the fields, press F1 (Help)

6. Take one of the following actions:
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– If you want to replace a set of records or all elements of a component, enter REPLACE in the Transmission Mode
field.

– If you want to update a region by adding new records without updating existing records, enter MERGE in the
Transmission Mode field.

– If you want to update a region by adding new records and updating existing records, enter OVERLAY in the
Transmission Mode field.

7. Specify the communication access methods that you want to use for transmitting the selected records. You can enable
any combination of the access methods.

8. Press F6 (Action) to select the specified option.
If a selection list appears, go to Step 9. If the Confirm Transmit panel appears, go to Step 11.

9. Take one of the following actions:
– If you selected option TC with a transmission mode of REPLACE, enter S next to the categories that you want to

transmit.
– If you selected option TC with a transmission mode of MERGE or OVERLAY, enter S next to the categories that you

want to transmit.
To select specific definitions in a category for transmission, perform the following steps:
a. Enter L (List) next to the category.

A list of definitions appears.
b. Enter S next to the definitions you want to transmit.

– If you selected other transmission options with a transmission mode of MERGE or OVERLAY, take one of the
following actions:
• To transmit all definitions, press F4 (All).
• To transmit specific definitions, enter S next to the definitions that you want to transmit.

10. Press F6 (Transmit).
A Confirm Transmit panel appears.

11. Press Enter to confirm transmission.
A status panel appears, showing the progress of the transmission.

NOTE
If you exit the status panel, you can check the status of the task by viewing the administration task log
(MADMIN.L). Before you exit, note the task number for future reference.

Specify Multisystem Communications Access Methods

This procedure specifies the access methods that the region uses for communications. You can only enable a method if it
is supported on your system.

Follow these steps:

1. Enter /PARMS at the prompt.
The Parameter Groups panel appears.

2. Enter U next to the MULTISYS parameter group.
The MULTISYS - Multi-System Options panel appears.

3. Complete the following fields:
VTAM?

Specifies whether the region uses the VTAM access method.
EPS?

Specifies whether the region uses the EndPoint Services access method.
TCP/IP?

Specifies whether the region uses the TCP/IP access method.
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Link Establishment Timeout Period
Specifies the time to wait for a link to be established.
Default: 60 seconds

Press F6 (Action).
The communications access methods are activated.

Link and Synchronize Regions

WARNING
Do not add, update, or delete knowledge base records in any linked regions while synchronization is in progress.
Before you synchronize the regions, ensure that you back up the knowledge base.

Follow these steps:

1. Log on to the region to synchronize with the source (remote) region.
The source region contains the knowledge base that you want.

2. Enter /MADMIN at the prompt.
The Multi-System Support Menu appears.

3. Select the option SD.
This option establishes a link between the local region and another region, and updates the knowledge base of the
current region.
The Remote System Identification panel appears.

4. Complete the following fields:
Primary Name

Specifies the ACB name of the remote focal point region to which you want to link this region.
Role in Multi-System Operation

Specifies whether this region is a focal point region or a subordinate region. A focal point region must satisfy the
following conditions:

• The product sets in all focal point regions match.
• At least one access method must be available.

Subordinate System Image Name
(Optional) If you specified SUBORDINATE, specify a name for its system image.

WARNING

Each subordinate is assigned a unique system image name, and it can use an image by that system
image name only. When you build your environment for a subordinate, build the environment under this
system image name.

The subordinate regions are restricted to loading only system images with the name specified here.
Different system image versions can be maintained under the system image name.

Work Dataset
(Optional) Specify a VSAM data set to reduce the time of the synchronization process. This option is intended to
speed the synchronization process in installations with large system images and many records . If you choose to
specify a Work Dataset, keep in mind the following guidelines:

• While you can use any local VSAM data set, the installation process creates a VSAM data set that can be
used as the Work Dataset. It is defined as RAMDBWK, and prefixed by a high level qualifier; on z/OS systems
this is typically dsnpref.rname, where dsnpref is the data set name prefix and rname is the name of the region.

• Ensure that the data set that you specify is not in use by another region's link and synchronization process.
• If you do not specify a data set, the link and synchronization process does not use NBD LOADMODE.
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The following fields specify the communication access methods to be used during the synchronization process. You
can select any combination of the access methods. However, you can only select an access method if it is enabled in
the MULTISYS parameter group.

Use VTAM?
(Optional) Specifies whether to use VTAM for communication.

Use EPS?
(Optional) Specifies whether to use EPS for communication.

TCP/IP Host Name/Addr
(Optional) Specifies the TCP/IP host name and address of the remote region.

Port Number
(Optional) Specifies the TCP/IP port number of the remote region.

5. Press F6 (Action) to initiate the linking process.
A confirmation panel appears.

6. Press F6 (Confirm) to initiate the region linking and knowledge base synchronization process.
A status panel appears.
Note: Press F3 (Exit) to exit the status panel at any time without affecting the link and synchronize procedure. If you
exit early, note the task number for later reference.

Monitor the Synchronization Procedure

While the synchronization procedure is in progress, the Synchronize Database Status panel is refreshed automatically
every 10 seconds. This panel can be refreshed manually at any time by pressing the Enter key.

Follow these steps:

1. From the Multi-System Support Menu, select option L to view the administration task log.
2. Enter S next to the appropriate entry from the log.

The status of the task appears.

The administration task log contains up to 50 entries at any given time. Each task is allocated a sequential task number
(from 1 through 50) as it commences. When the maximum task number is reached, allocation restarts from one and the
oldest status records are overwritten. To delete a completed or failed task from the log, apply the D (Delete) action.

Knowledge Base Synchronization Maintenance

The regions maintain the synchronization between linked knowledge bases by using a staging file.

When a knowledge base update occurs, information about the update is stored in the staging file as follows:

• For an update in a focal point region, a separate update record is written for each affected linked region.
• For an update in a subordinate region, a single update record is written for a linked focal point region.

A record stays in the staging file until the update is performed successfully in the destined region. For an inactive region,
the record stays in the staging file until the region is started.

WARNING
If the staging file becomes full, knowledge base synchronization cannot be maintained and the local region is
unlinked automatically. If a remote linked region remains inactive for an extended period, the staging file can
become full. If an extended downtime is planned for a linked region, unlink the remote region before inactivating.

Display Linked Regions

To list the linked regions in your multisystem environment, enter /LISTREG at the prompt.
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The Linked Regions panel displays the ACB names, the mode these regions are linked in, and a brief description of the
linked regions. The panel also displays the status of the data flow traffic managers.

Press F11 (Right) to scroll right to display more information.

Unlink Regions

You want to unlink a region from the other regions in a multisystem environment (for example, for maintenance purposes).
If a region is no longer of use and you want to remove it, ensure that you unlink it first. An unlinked region is a stand-alone
region.

Follow these steps:

1. Log on to the region you want to unlink and enter /MADMIN.U at the prompt.
The Confirm Unlink Panel appears.
Note: To cancel the unlinking procedure, press F12 (Cancel) now.

2. Press Enter to proceed with the unlinking procedure.

To relink a region, link that region with one of the regions in the multisystem environment.

Implementing Status Monitor Filters
Define filters to customize Status Monitor panels.

Status Monitor Filters

You use filters to customize a Status Monitor panel. For example, you can define a filter that displays only those resources
with a problem state, enabling you to monitor by exception. (A NOTOK filter is supplied for this purpose.)

A Status Monitor filter uses a Boolean expression to determine what to display on the monitor. You restrict the display by
using the resource attributes such as name and status.

When you save a filter definition in the knowledge base, the definition propagates automatically to all the connected
regions. That is, the definition is global.

Access Status Monitor Filter Definitions

The status Monitor filters let you configure your view of monitored resources to suit your requirements. You can selectively
view different groups of resources by swapping filters.

• The Status Monitor Filter List panel displays the list of filter definitions in the knowledge base. You can take the
following actions:Add a definition.Browse, update, copy, or delete an existing definition.

To access Status Monitor filter definitions, enter /FILTERS at the prompt.

The Status Monitor Filter List appears.

A number of filters are predefined as working examples.

Add a Status Monitor Filter

You add a filter from the Status Monitor Filter List panel.

Follow these steps:

1. Access the Status Monitor Filter List.
2. Press F4 (Add).

The Status Monitor Filter panel appears.
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NOTE
If you decide not to add the filter, press F12 (Cancel) to cancel the operation any time before Step 5.

3. Complete the Name and Description fields in the Filter Definition window.

NOTE
Press F1 (Help) for a description of the fields.

You identified the new filter.
4. Specify a Boolean expression in the Filter Expression window.

You specified the filter criteria.
5. Press F3 (File).

The new definition is saved.

Status Monitor Filter Panel

The Status Monitor Filter panel specifies the details of a Status Monitor filter. The operation that you are performing is
displayed at the top right of the panel, for example, Function=UPDATE.

The panel contains two windows. The Filter Definition window identifies the filter by name and description, and the Filter
Expression window specifies the Boolean expression that defines the filter.

Example: Define a Status Monitor Filter

This example defines a filter, NOTOK. The filter enables an operator to monitor resources that have a logical state other
than OK. The following panel shows the completed filter:

 PROD--------- Automation Services : Status Monitor Filter ------Function=UPDATE

 Command ===>                                                   Scroll ===> CSR 

 . Filter Definition ----------------------------------------------------------. 

 | Name ......... NOTOK                                                        | 

 | Views ........                                                              | 

 | Description .. Resources that are not OK                                    | 

 | Last Updated at 15.09.30 on WED 29-MAY-2013 by USER01                       | 

 ’-----------------------------------------------------------------------------’ 

 . Filter Expression ----------------------------------------------------------. 

 |                                                                             | 

 |                                                  D=Delete I=Insert R=Repeat | 

 |      ”(” Field              Opr Value                         Gen ”)” Bool  | 

 |          LOGSTAT            ¬=  OK                                          | 

 |     **END**                                                                 |

The filter expression causes a Status Monitor to display only resources that have a logical state that is not OK.

Status Monitor Views

A view customizes your Status Monitor for the specific purpose of monitoring certain classes of objects. Each view has
associated with it a selected set of filters and display formats.

To see the supported views, enter a question mark (?) in a View field.

How You Define the Status Monitor Filter Expression

Use the Filter Expression window on the Status Monitor Filter panel to specify the Boolean expression that defines the
filter. The expression uses resource attributes as criteria to determine what to display on the Status Monitor.

To display the list of valid values for a field, enter a question mark (?) in the field.
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The following action codes helps you enter the expression:

D
Deletes the selected line.

I
Inserts a blank line after the selected line.

R
Repeats a selected line.

Example: Define a Status Monitor Filter

This example defines a filter that is named RSCALERT. The filter enables an operator to monitor resources that have a
DEGRADED, FAILED, or UNKNOWN logical state. The following panel shows the completed filter.

 PROD--------- Automation Services : Status Monitor Filter ------Function=BROWSE 

 Command ===>                                                   Scroll ===> CSR 

 . Filter Definition ----------------------------------------------------------. 

 | Name ......... RCSALERT                                                     | 

 | Views ........                                                              | 

 | Description .. Resources in DEGRADED, FAILED, or UNKNOWN state              | 

 | Last Updated at 15.09.30 on WED 24-MAY-2006 by USER01                       | 

 ’-----------------------------------------------------------------------------’ 

 . Filter Expression ----------------------------------------------------------. 

 |                                                                             | 

 |                                                                             | 

 |      ”(” Field   Opr Value                                    Gen ”)” Bool  | 

 |      (   LOGSTAT =   ”DEGRADED”                                       OR    | 

 |          LOGSTAT =   ”FAILED”                                         OR    | 

 |          LOGSTAT =   ”UNKNOWN”                                    )         | 

 |     **END**                                                                 | 

 |                                                                             | 

 |                                                                             | 

 |                                                                             | 

 |  F1=Help      F2=Split     F3=Exit      F4=Edit      F5=Find      F6=Refres | 

 |  F7=Backward  F8=Forward   F9=Swap                               F12=Max    | 

 ’-----------------------------------------------------------------------------

The filter expression causes a Status Monitor to display only resources that have the DEGRADED, FAILED, or
UNKNOWN logical state.

Maintenance of Status Monitor Filter Definitions

You can browse, update, copy, and delete filter definitions from the Status Monitor Filter List panel.

If you are browsing a definition and cannot see the Boolean expression fully, press F12 (Max) to expand the window.

NOTE
After you update a filter definition, an operator who is already using that filter does not see the update. To use
the updated filter, the operator must enter the REFILTER command.

Implementing Resource Templates
Define resource templates for your NetMaster system image so that you can more efficiently add resources to your
environment.
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Resource Templates

WARNING
The supplied INTNL class resource templates are required for the region to function properly. Do not modify
these templates.

After you have defined a system image, you can define its resources. Your product includes sample resource templates,
which you can use to define commonly used resources. The templates supply values for certain resource definition fields,
and simplify the task of creating your own specific resource definitions. You can modify the sample templates or can
create your own templates. You can create templates for the different resource types in each class of resource.

You can maintain several versions of templates as different $TEMPLAT system images. Each version can contain, in
addition to the resource templates, the availability maps and processes that are in use.

Set Up Your Template System

Templates are defined in a $TEMPLAT system image. Your template system can contain different versions of templates.
Group each version in a different $TEMPLAT system image.

Before you work on templates, copy the supplied templates to a different $TEMPLAT version. Start with version 0010;
versions 0001 through 0009 are reserved for software updates.

Follow these steps:

1. Enter /RADMIN.T.I at the prompt.
The Template System Image List panel appears.

2. Enter C next to the system image that you want to copy.
The System Image Definition panel opens.

3. Identify uniquely the new copy by changing the value in the Database Version field (for example, 0010), and update
the description fields as required.

4. Press F3 (File).
The System Image Copy panel appears advising you of the status of the copying process. When the copying process
is complete, the System Image List panel appears.

5. Set up one $TEMPLAT system image version for general use. Review the templates. Ensure that they are suitable
for the resources on your system. The version to use is set in the OPSYSIDS parameter group under the NAMES
category. To access the parameter groups, enter the /PARMS shortcut.

$TEMPLAT System Image for Multiple Products

Each product supplies its own templates for the supported resource classes. If you want to run different products in the
same region, merge the $TEMPLAT system images that contain those templates.

NOTE
For information about how to merge system images, refer to the System Image Maintenance topic in the
NetMaster Shared Content Library.

Set Up a Template

NOTE
The name of a template must contain alphanumeric, @, #, $, ., :, -, (, and ) characters only. The name must not
be a number.

The panels used to for define a resource template of a particular resource class are the same as the panels used to define
a resource for that class. You can define any generic information for use by a specific resource.

Follow these steps:

1. Enter /RADMIN.T.R at the prompt.
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The Resource Template Definition panel appears. This panel lists the resource classes that you can use templates
with.

2. Enter S next to the required class (for example, STACK).
The TCP/IP Stack List appears.

3. Press F4 (Add).
The General Description panel appears.

4. Complete the fields on each of the definition panels.

NOTE
For more information about completing the panels, press F1 (Help).

After you complete the definition panels, the TCP/IP Stack List appears with the new template.

Maintenance of Resource Template Definitions

You can browse, update, copy, and delete resource template definitions. You can copy a resource template definition
between or in $TEMPLAT system images.

Apply Updated Templates

You have defined some resources by using a template, and that template has since been updated. You can use the AP
action code to reapply the template to update those resource definitions.

Follow these steps:

1. From the templates list, enter AP next to a template.
The Apply Template panel appears.

2. Specify how the updates are performed.
3. Press F6 (Action).

A list of system images appears.
4. Enter S next to the system images that contain the resource definitions that you want to update and then press Enter.

You applied the template to the included definitions.

Define and Maintain Monitoring Maps in a Template System Image

You can define monitoring maps in a $TEMPLAT system image. You can then use these maps with resources that are
built from the templates.

The procedures used to create and maintain resource template maps and resource definition maps are similar .

Access Map Definitions in a Template System Image

You maintain the monitoring maps from the Monitoring Map List panel.

Follow these steps:

1. Enter /RADMIN.T at the prompt.
The Template Definition Menu appears.

2. Enter M at the prompt.
3. (Optional) If you want to use a different version of the $TEMPLAT system image, change the value in the Template

Version field. Press Enter.
The relevant map list panel appears. The panel lists all the maps in the selected $TEMPLAT system image.

Define and Maintain Processes in a Template System Image

You can use the processes in a $TEMPLAT system image in a resource template belonging to the same image. You
can create processes or you can change existing processes.
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The procedures used to create and maintain resource template maps and resource definition maps are similar.

Access the Process Definitions in a Template System Image

You maintain processes from the Template Process List panel.

Follow these steps:

1. Enter /RADMIN.T at the prompt.
The Template Definition Menu appears.

2. Enter P at the prompt. If you want to use a different version of the $TEMPLAT system image, change the value in the
Version field.
The Process List panel appears. The panel lists the processes in the selected $TEMPLAT system image.

Convert a Resource Definition into a Resource Template

You can convert a resource definition into a resource template to facilitate future definition of similar resources. After you
are satisfied that a resource definition is working correctly, you can convert the definition into a template.

Follow these steps:

1. Create another copy of the definition using the Copy action.
2. Change the system name on the General Description panel to $TEMPLAT. Specify the version of the $TEMPLAT

image into which you want to copy the definition in the Database Version field.
3. Name the template on the General Description panel.
4. Replace the resource names on the other definition panels by one of the following values:

– &ZRMDBNAME if the name field is not of a fixed length
– Less-than signs (<) if the name field is of a fixed length with a left justification -- this format typically occurs in the

message text
Each < represents one character. For example, <<<<< represents a left-justified five-character field.

– Greater-than signs (>) if the name field is of a fixed length with a right justification -- this format typically occurs in
the message text
Each > represents one character. For example, >>>>> represents a right-justified five-character field.

Note: Keeping the name length to less than the maximum number of characters enables you to recognize easily the
fixed-length name fields in a message. For example, a seven-character name is displayed with an extra space in an
eight-character fixed-length field.

5. Replace the ampersand (&) in front of a variable by the underline character (_).
6. File the definition.

If any associated availability map and processes do not exist already in the specified $TEMPLAT system image, they
are also copied.

Implementing the Graphical Monitor
Define and customize the NetMaster Graphical Monitor to view the status of resources in an icon panel.

Graphical Monitor

The graphical monitor presents the status of resources in icons on an icon panel.

You customize the graphical monitor by using icon panels. You can change the icon panel to obtain a different view of the
monitored systems and networks. You can selectively view the group of resources that it contains by zooming (Z) in on an
icon.

The graphical monitor monitors groups of resources as a single entity.
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How You Customize the Graphical Monitor

To customize the graphical monitor, you define resource groups, icons, and icon panels. You arrange icons on icon
panels and attach resource groups to the icons so that each icon on the panel represents a group of resources. After you
generate an icon panel, an operator can use that panel to customize the graphical monitor.

You generate an icon panel as follows:

1. Define the required resource groups.
2. Define the icons for use on an icon panel.
3. Define the icon panel.
4. Place the defined icons on the panel and attach resource groups to them.

The definition of a generated icon panel is global. In other words, all panel components propagate to all connected
regions. The panel components include:

• Resource groups
• Icons
• Icon panel definitions
• Generated icon panel description files

Resource Groups for Icons
Define and maintain resource groups for icons that you use in the NetMaster Graphical Monitor.

A resource group represents a group of resources that you have defined in the knowledge base. To define a resource
group, use one of the following methods:

Specify an Icon Panel
The panel displays icons representing other resource groups. To specify the icon panel, use the Zoom Icon Panel
Definition panel.

Specify a Group of Resources
You can identify up to 16 resources by class and name. Thus, the identified resources are independent of system
images. In a multisystem environment, the specified class and name points to resources in all the system images
that are loaded in the linked regions. You can, however, specifically exclude remote resources. To specify the
resources, use the Resource Filter Definition panel.

Specify a Resource Group Filter
A resource group filter uses a Boolean expression to define a group of resources. Group the resources by their
static attributes such as names and parent system images. To define the Boolean expression, use the Resource
Group Filter Definition panel.

Access Resource Group Definitions

The Resource Groups List panel displays the list of resource group definitions in the knowledge base. You can take the
following actions:Add a definition.Browse, update, copy, or delete an existing definition.

To access resource group definitions, enter /GADMIN.G at the command prompt.

The Resource Group List panel appears.

Add a Resource Group Definition

You add a group from the Resource Group List panel, which is accessible from Option G on the graphical monitor
Administration Menu.

Follow these steps:

1. Enter /GADMIN.G at the prompt.
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The Resource Group List appears.
2. Press F4 (Add) to add a group definition.

The Resource Group Definition panel appears.
Note: If you decide not to add the group, press F12 (Cancel) to cancel the operation any time before Step 6.

3. Complete the Name and Description fields.
You identified the new group.

4. Select one of the following options that select the resources in this group:
– Select option A that enables you to specify an icon panel.

The Zoom Icon Panel Definition panel appears. Proceed to Step 5a.
– Select option B that enables you to specify a group of resources by class and name.

The Resource Filter Definition panel appears. Proceed to Step 5b.
– Select option C that enables you to specify a resource group filter.

The Resource Group Filter Definition panel appears. Proceed to Step 5c.

NOTE
Options B and C are related. You can use option B to specify the services and resources in the group
directly. If you then select option C, the specification that is defined by using option B is expanded into a
Boolean expression.

5. Depending on the option you select, proceed as follows:
a. Specify the name of a generated icon panel in the Zoom Icon Panel Name field. You can enter a question mark (?)

in the field to access the icon panel prompt list from which you can select the required panel.
After you specify the name, proceed to Step 6.

b. Identify the resources by class and name in the ClassDsc and Resource Name fields. You can enter a question
mark (?) in the fields to access a list of values for selection.
If you want to exclude the resources from remote systems, specify Y (yes) in the Exclude Remote System
Resource field. The default is NO.
After you identify the resources, proceed to Step 6.

c. Press F10 (EditFltr) to edit the filter. See the online help for a description of the fields.
Specify the Boolean expression that defines the filter in the Filter Expression window.
Press F3 (OK) to exit the edit mode, then proceed to Step 6.

6. Press F3 (File) to file the new definition when you finish defining the group.

Resource Group Filter Definition Panel

The Resource Group Filter Definition panel specifies the details of a resource group.

The panel displays two windows. The Filter Definition window identifies the filter, and the Filter Expression window
specifies the Boolean expression of the filter.

Example: Resource Group Filter Definition Panel

This example defines a group that contains all started tasks except those resources with a name of PCICS1.

 PROD1------ Automation Services : Resource Group Filter Definition ------------ 

Command ===>                                                    Function=UPDATE

                                                                                 

. Filter Definition ----------------------------------------------------------. 

| Name ......... $ICRSRC                                                      | 

| Description .. RESOURCE GROUP ”RSRC” DIRECT FILTERING                       | 

| Last Updated at 17.11.27 on SUN 06-FEB-2011 by USER01                       | 

'-----------------------------------------------------------------------------' 

. Filter Expression ----------------------------------------------------------. 

|                                                                             | 

|      "(" Field    Opr Value                                  Gen ")" Bool   | 
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|      (   CLSNAME  EQ  "STC"                                          AND    | 

|          NAME     NE  "PCICS1"                                   )          | 

|     **END**                                                                 |

Resource Group Filter Expression

The Filter Expression window on the Resource Group Filter Definition panel specifies the Boolean expression that defines
the filter. The expression uses resource attributes to determine what belongs to the group.

The following action codes help you enter the expression:

D (Delete)
Deletes the selected line.

I (Insert)
Inserts a blank line after the selected line.

R (Repeat)
Repeats a selected line.

Maintenance of Resource Group Definitions

You can browse, update, copy, and delete group definitions from the Resource Group List panel.

NOTE
During an update, if the resources in the resource group are specified by using option C, you have no access to
option B.

Except as noted above, you can change the method of definition during an update. Saving a definition by a new method
automatically overrides the definition by the current method.

Icons
Define and maintain icons to represent the resource groups used by the Graphical Monitor.

An icon is a graphic that you can use to represent resource groups on the graphical monitor. You use icons to build icon
panels. You position one or more icons on a panel and attach resource groups to the icons, one group for each icon.
When used, an icon displays a status that reflects the status of the underlying group members. An operator can zoom in
on an icon using the Z (Zoom) command. This action displays another icon panel or a group of resources in the Status
Monitor, as determined by the attached resource groups. To define an icon, use the Icon Editor.

Access Icon Definitions

The Icon List panel displays the list of icon definitions in the knowledge base. You can take the following actions:Add a
definition.Browse, update, copy, or delete an existing definition.

To access icon definitions, enter /GADMIN.I at the prompt.

The Icon List panel appears.

You can also edit a definition from the Icon Panel Generator panel.

Define an Icon

You use icons to build the panel for your graphical monitor.

Follow these steps:

1. Enter /GADMIN.I at the prompt.
The Icon List panel appears.
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2. Press F4 (Add).
The Icon Editor panel appears.

3. Complete the following fields:
Name

Specifies the name of the icon.
Description

Describes the icon.
Icon Height

Specifies the height of the icon in lines.
Icon Width

Specifies the width of the icon in characters.

NOTE
If you change the default size, press Enter to update the shape of the icon in the Edit Area window.

Specify the values that you want to display on the icon.
4. Press F3 (File).

The new definition is saved.

Icon Editor Panel

The Icon Editor panel specifies the details of an icon. The operation that you are performing is displayed at the top right of
the panel, for example, Function=UPDATE.

The panel specifies the following information:

• Name and description of the icon
• Size of the icon (height and width)
• Actual icon representation

The Edit Area window specifies the values that you want to display on the icon.

Example: Icon Editor Panel

This example defines a resource icon.
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Figure 10: iconEditor

How You Edit the Icon

To specify what you want to display on the icon, use the Edit Area window on the Icon Editor panel.

The icon contains the number of lines that are specified in the Icon Height field. To specify the values you want displayed
on the icon, use the three-character codes that are listed to the right of the Edit Area window. To use a code, enter the
code in a line field. You can use the code on any line, irrespective of whether the line is blank or not. Except for the TXT
code, executing a code on a line overrides what is already there.

You can type codes in more than one line field, then press Enter to execute the codes.

Pressing F5 (Clear) clears the icon. To clear a line, use the PAD code.

NOTE
For information about the codes, see the online help.

Maintenance of Icon Definitions

You can browse, update, copy, and delete icon definitions from the Icon List panel.

Icon Panels
Define and maintain icon panels to determine what displays on the NetMaster Graphical Monitor.
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An icon panel defines what is displayed on the graphical monitor. You arrange icons on the panel and attach resource
groups to the icons.

You can define your own icon panel or can select one of the predefined panels that are provided with your product.

When you create an icon panel, you create an icon panel definition and the icon panel description file. An operator uses
the panel to customize the graphical monitor. You can generate an icon panel (that is, the description file) only if all the
icons on the icon panel definition have attached resource groups. To define and generate the icon panel, use the Icon
Panel Generator.

WARNING
The icon panels that are defined on a 3270 Model 4 or equivalent terminal cannot be used on Model 3 and
Model 2 terminals. The icon panels that are defined on a Model 3 terminal cannot be used on Model 2 terminals.

Access Icon Panel Definitions

The Icon Panel Definition List panel displays the list of icon panel definitions in the knowledge base. You can take the
following actions: Add a definition.Browse, update, copy, or delete an existing definition.

To access icon panel definitions, enter /GADMIN.P at the prompt.

The Icon Panel Definition List panel appears.

Define an Icon Panel

When you define an icon panel, you can create a new panel or can select a predefined panel. A default panel is
distributed for your product. However, if you have installed more than one product in your environment, $RMDYNAMIC is
your default icon panel.

NOTE
$RMDYNAMIC is the default icon panel when more than one product is present in a region. The panel
dynamically displays one icon per product that is found in the region. As such, it is different to other icon panels.
Do not edit or regenerate this panel. If it is regenerated in error, panel $RMDYNAMICBU is available in the
ICOPANL data set to use to recover $RMDYNAMIC.

Follow these steps:

1. Enter /GADMIN.P at the prompt.
The Icon Panel Definition List panel appears.

2. Take one of the following actions:
– Press F4 (Add) to add a new icon panel definition.

The Icon Panel Generator Initial Help panel appears.
– Select one of the predefined defaults for your product.

The Icon Panel Generator Initial Help panel appears.
Note: Pressing F4 (Remove Help Screen) exits and removes permanently the help panel. The help panel does not
appear the next time when you work on an icon panel definition.

3. When you finish reading the help text, press Enter.
The Icon Panel Generator panel appears.
If you selected one of the predefined defaults, go to Step 5.
If you are defining a new icon panel, go to Step 4.

4. Complete the following fields:
Name

Specifies the name of the icon panel.
Description

Describes the icon panel.
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5. Create or edit your panel using the function keys. The left limit of the icon placement area is Column 2, and the top
limit of the icon placement area is Row 5. The size of your screen, and the width and height of the icon, determine the
right and bottom limits.

6. Press F3 (File).
The new icon panel is generated.
If an icon in the panel definition does not have an attached resource group, you cannot generate the new panel. A
message is displayed on your screen to this effect. Take one of the following actions:
– Attach any missing resource groups so that you can generate the panel.
– Press F3 (File) again to file the definition without generating the panel.

Icon Panel Generator Panel

The Icon Panel Generator panel specifies the details of an icon panel. The operation that you are performing is displayed
at the top right of the panel.

The panel specifies the following information:

• Name and description of the icon panel
• Actual icon panel representation

The area from Column 2 to the right and from Row 5 down contains the icons that you want to display on the graphical
monitor.

To specify what you want to display on the graphical monitor, use the function keys on the Icon Panel Generator panel.

Example: Icon Panel Generator Panel

This example defines a panel with one icon.
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Figure 11: IconPanels

Add an Icon to the Icon Panel

To build an icon panel for your graphical monitor, you add icons to the panel.

Follow these steps:

1. Move the cursor to the position of the top left corner of your icon. Place the cursor in an empty area.
2. Press F7 (PickIcon) to display the list of defined icons.

The Icon List panel appears.
3. Enter S next to the icon you want to add to the icon panel.

The Icon Panel Generator panel appears. The selected icon is positioned with its top left corner at the cursor.
Note: After you pick an icon, you can move the cursor to another position and press F6 (PutIcon) to duplicate the icon
on the icon panel. You can thus quickly position multiple icons with the same attributes on the panel.

4. Press F11 (PickGrp) to attach a resource group to the icon.
The Resource Groups List panel appears.

5. Enter S next to the group you want to attach to the icon.
The Icon Panel Generator panel appears. You have added an icon with an attached resource group to the icon panel.

Attach a Resource Group to an Icon on the Icon Panel

You can attach resource groups to icons on the Icon Panel Generator panel. You can change a resource group
attachment by attaching another group to the icon.
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Follow these steps:

1. Move the cursor in the icon to which you want to attach a resource group.
2. Press F11 (PickGrp).

The Resource Groups List panel appears.
3. Enter S next to the group you want to attach to the icon.

The Icon Panel Generator panel appears.

Duplicate an Icon on the Icon Panel

NOTE
Duplicating an icon on the icon panel copies only the icon, not the attached resource group.

Follow these steps:

1. Move the cursor inside the icon you want to duplicate.
2. Press F7 (PickIcon).

The icon is highlighted.
3. Position the cursor to where you want to place a copy of the icon and press F6 (PutIcon).

The icon is placed at the cursor.

NOTE
The cursor position fixes the top left corner of the duplicate icon.

Move an Icon on the Icon Panel

You can move an icon to another position on the icon panel.

Follow these steps:

1. Place the cursor on the icon you want to move.
2. Press F5 (CutIcon).

The selected icon is no longer displayed.
3. Place the cursor at the new position where you want put the top left corner of the icon being moved, and press F6

(PutIcon).
The icon appears at the position of the cursor.

Edit an Icon on the Icon Panel

You can edit an icon from the Icon Panel Generator panel. Editing enables you to update the original icon or create a new
copy of the icon.

Updating an icon from the Icon Panel Generator panel updates the icon definition in the knowledge base and the selected
icon only. Other icons in the panel definition that use the same icon definition are not updated as long as you remain in the
panel definition. You can, therefore, have several versions of the same icon in the panel definition. When you generate the
panel, the panel reflects these different versions of the icon (even though there is only one version of the icon definition).

NOTE
Although a generated icon panel can retain different versions of the same icon, the icon panel definition cannot.
The next time that you access the panel definition, the definition reflects the latest version of the icon.

Follow these steps:

1. Position the cursor in the icon you want to edit.
2. Press F8 (EditIcon).

The Icon Editor panel appears.
3. Edit the icon, as required.
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NOTE
If you want to create a new copy of the icon, change the value in the Name field.

4. Press F3 (File).
The updated definition is saved, and the Icon Panel Generator panel appears.

Display Information About an Icon on the Icon Panel

You can display the name of and the resource group that is attached to an icon on the icon panel.

To display the information, press F10 (Query).

A message displays the required information.

The following example identifies the icon as CVNEW with an attached resource group named ACREC:

RM810017 ICON=CVNEW RESOURCE GROUP=ACREC

Delete an Icon from the Icon Panel

During the definition of an icon panel, you probably have occasions when you want to remove an icon.

Follow these steps:

1. Position the cursor in the icon you want to delete.
2. Press F5 (CutIcon).

The selected icon is deleted.

NOTE
The CutIcon action temporarily stores the icon that is removed from the icon panel. However, if you use the
F7 (PickIcon) or F5 (CutIcon) function key on another icon, the icon is lost.

Maintenance of Icon Panel Definitions

You can browse, update, copy, and delete icon panel definitions from the Icon Panel Definition List panel.

NOTE
You cannot update the definition of an icon panel that a graphical monitor is using.

If an icon in the panel definition does not have an attached resource group, you cannot generate the panel. A message is
displayed on your screen to advise you of the fact. You can either attach any missing groups so that you can generate the
panel or press F3 (File) again without generating the panel.

How You Edit a Generated Icon Panel
Edit a Generated Icon Panel in the NetMasterGraphical Monitor.

To update an icon panel, you can regenerate the panel by using an updated definition or you can edit the panel
description file directly.

To access the list of icon panels, enter the /GADMIN.E path.

The Panel List panel appears. The panel displays the list of icon panels in the knowledge base. Some icon panels are
generated using icon panel definitions; some panels are user-created (for example, by using the Copy or Rename action).
If an icon panel definition generates the panel, the Name and Description columns reflect the name and description of the
definition.

Consider the following points when you edit an icon panel description file:
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• If you regenerate an icon panel by using the P - Define Icon Panels option, you lose any editing you did in the
description file. Rename the panel before editing using the R action.

• The first line in a description file is the panel description, as displayed on the panel list.
• The #NOTE #ICON statement in a description file associates the specified resource groups with the icon panel.

NOTE
For information about panels and panel statements, refer to the Designing Interactive Panels (Panel Services)
section in the NetMaster Shared Content Library documentation.

Set Up Default Icon Panel for Your Users

You can add an icon panel to a user profile so that it is displayed automatically each time that user accesses the graphical
monitor.

Follow these steps:

1. Enter /ASADMIN.UP at the prompt.
The User Profile List appears.

2. Select the user profile.
The Panel Display List appears.

3. Select Graphical Monitor Profile.
The Graphical Monitor Profile panel appears.

4. Complete the following field:
Panel Name

Specifies the name of the icon panel that you want to appear.

NOTE
You can enter a question mark (?) to display a selection list of icon panels.

5. Press F3 (File).
The details are saved.

Example Graphical Monitor Configuration

The Rich Finance Company provides financial services in Australia. In Sydney, it has branches at George Street and
Town Hall, and in Melbourne it has branches at Lygon Street and Flinders Street. The company also has a department in
Sydney that performs back-office processing in a small data center.

You want to monitor the key IP nodes in the Sydney and Melbourne offices, and the following address spaces on the
Sydney LPAR:

• Individual CICS applications
• Subsystem
• Mainframe printing application

The following diagram illustrates this structure:
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Figure 12: generatedIconPanel

To create this structure, you need the following objects:

• Two icon templates (which can be used for the seven icons)
• Seven resource groups - one each for Sydney, Melbourne, and all of the branches
• Seven icons - one each for Sydney, Melbourne, and all of the branches
• Three icon panels

Implementing Processes
Create sequential processes in NetMaster to automate complex tasks associated with resource definitions, event
detectors, and tasks. 

How to Implement Processes

A process is a series of steps that can be executed in sequence to perform complex processing.

You define processes to automate complex operations tasks.

Processes can be executed as follows:
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• From a resource definition: you can specify a process in a resource definition. The process is invoked when required
for that resource.

• From an event detector: you can specify a process in an event rule. The process is invoked when an event triggers the
rule.

• As a single task: you can run a process as a single, independent task. Use this feature for debugging processes or as
a quick way of executing a process manually.

• Interactively: you can run a process in the INTERACTIVE mode. Use this feature to verify the results of single-step
processes or sequential processes, one-step-at-a-time. You can display logs for individual steps and, if necessary,
change the step parameters.

A process can be global (available to all components) or local (available to a specific system image only). A global
process is available to all components; however, a local process is available only if it belongs to the local active image.

Access Process Definitions

Each system image has its own set of processes and access to global processes belonging to the $PROCESS 0001
system image.

To access the local process definitions in a system image

1. Enter /RADMIN.
The Resource Administration menu appears.

2. Type the option code P, and the name and version of the system image, and press Enter.
The Process List panel appears. This panel lists the processes in the system image and the global processes
(displayed in blue on a color terminal).

To access the global process definitions

1. Enter /RADMIN.GP.
The Process List panel appears. This panel lists the global processes.

How to Define a Process
Define a sequential process in NetMaster using NCL macros to process each step.

From the Process List panel, press F4 (Add) to add a process definition. A Process Definition panel is displayed.

To define a process, first decide what you want the process to do, then break it down into steps, each step representing
an action. Specify a macro for each step. A macro is an NCL procedure that processes that step. An authorized user can
use the Register Macros option to register new macros.

Step processing can be conditional on the processing result of an earlier step. In the following example, STEP2 runs if
STEP1 processing returns a code of 0. STEP3 runs if STEP1 processing returns a code greater than 0.

 Condition     StepName    Step/RC        Opr     RC

    STEP1          STEP1           

    STEP2          STEP1        =       0  

    STEP3          STEP1        >       0

When you define a process on the Process Definition panel, complete the following fields:

• Name and Description fields to identify the process
• StepName and Macro fields to define each step

To find out what macros are available, enter a question mark (?) in a Macro field to display the list of available macros.

WARNING
$NCL is the name of a special process definition. Do not use this name when you add process definitions.
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Conditions are optional. To set the conditions, use relational operators in the Opr fields. To identify the valid relational
operators, enter a question mark (?) in the field.

You can repeat and delete steps, and insert blank lines.

Press F11 (Right) to display the parameters for each step.

The return code from a process is the return code from the last executed process step.

Example: Issue Multiple System Commands

The following panel shows an example of a process that issues multiple system commands.

 PROD----------- Automation Services : Process Definition ----------Function=Add

 Command ===>                                                   Scroll ===> PAGE 

 + Process Definition ---------------------------------------------------------+ 

 | System Name .. PROD      Version .. 0001   Last Updated By                  | 

 | Name ......... TEST PROC                   at           on                  | 

 | Description .. ISSUE SYSTEM COMMANDS                                        |  

 +-----------------------------------------------------------------------------+ 

 + Process Steps --------------------------------------------------------------+ 

 |                                                                             | 

 |                                          D=Delete I=Insert P=Parms R=Repeat | 

 |                     Condition                                               | 

 |      StepName   Step/RC  Opr RC    Macro    Description                     | 

 |      STEP1                         SYSCMD   EXECUTE A COMMAND               | 

 |      STEP2      STEP1    =   0     SYSCMD   EXECUTE A COMMAND               | 

 |      STEP3      STEP2    =   0     SYSCMD   EXECUTE A COMMAND               | 

 |      STEP4      STEP1    =   99    SYSCMD   EXECUTE A COMMAND               | 

 |                                                                             | 

 |                                                                             | 

 |                                                                             | 

 |                                                                             | 

 |  F1=Help     F2=Split    F3=File     F4=Save                                | 

 |  F7=Bkwd     F8=Forward  F9=Swap                F11=Right   F12=Cancel      |

 +-----------------------------------------------------------------------------+

If STEP1 completes successfully, STEP2 executes the next shutdown command. If STEP2 completes successfully,
STEP3 issues the final shutdown command.

If STEP1 fails, STEP4 executes and issues a CANCEL command.

Set Macro Parameters

When you select a macro, it contains either no parameters or default parameters.

Follow these steps:

1. Enter P next to the process step.
A Macro Parameter Definition panel appears.

2. Change the parameters as required and press F3 (OK). The required parameters depend on the purpose of the
macro.

Example: Set Macro Parameters

This example shows the parameters set for Step 1 in the previous example:

 PROD----- Automation Services : SYSCMD Macro Parameter Definition ------------- 

Command ===>                                                    Function=UPDATE 
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+- System Command ------------------------------------------------------------+ 

|                                                                             | 

| Command ..... F CA7T,/LOGON MASTER_________________________________________ | 

|                                                                             | 

| Jobname ..... ________                                                      | 

|                                                                             | 

| Wait Time ... 30__  Wait Time Expiry Return Code ... 99_                    | 

+-----------------------------------------------------------------------------+ 

+- Response Message Analysis -------------------------------------------------+ 

|                                 D=Delete Extended Filter  S=Extended Filter | 

|           Message Text                                      Return Extended | 

|                                                             Code   Filter?  | 

|   ___     CA-7.023 - V3.0 (9106) OPERATOR IS LOGGED ON_     0__    NO       | 

|   ___     _____________________________________________     ___             | 

|   ___     _____________________________________________     ___             | 

|   ___     _____________________________________________     ___             | 

|   ___     _____________________________________________     ___             | 

|                                                                             | 

+-----------------------------------------------------------------------------+ 

 F1=Help      F2=Split      F3=OK                            

                            F9=Swap                             F12=Cancel

The parameters include:

• The system command issued
• The text of the expected response
• A processing return code of 0
• A wait time of 30 seconds
• A time-out return code of 99

You can also specify an extended filter for the analysis of the response message text. For example, a response can
contain variable information and you want to accept the message only if it contains specific values.

Variable as a Macro Parameter

You can use a variable to hold the value of a macro parameter. You pass the value of any variables that a process
requires as parameters when you specify the process, for example, in a resource definition.

WARNING
Do not specify variable names that start with #, $, or Z.

Example: Use a Variable as a Macro Parameter

You have defined a process that contains the SYSCMD macro which issues the $DU,&PRT command. When you use the
process, you supply the value of the &PRT variable by specifying the following parameter: PRT=printer-nameSpecify the
name of the variable only (without the &).

How You Test a Process
Test NetMaster processes in interactive mode and as single tasks.

After you have defined a process, you can test it by executing it as a single task or by executing it in the interactive mode.
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Test a Process Interactively

From the Process List panel, enter I next to a process to execute it in the interactive mode. The Process Definition panel
for that process appears. You can perform the following tasks:

• To execute only that step irrespective of the condition, enter E next to a step.
• To execute multiple steps sequentially, use F12 (Step). Pressing F12 (Step) executes the next step in the sequence.

The execution of each step depends on the condition that is specified for the step.
• To see the processing log, enter L next to an executed step. The log display is positioned at the latest entries relating

to the selected step.
• To view the macro parameters, enter P next to a step.

Follow these steps:

1. Press F4 (Edit) to access the Interactive Edit function to edit the process steps.
2. Modify the steps, as required.
3. When you complete the modifications, press F4 (OK) to return to the INTERACTIVE mode. You can also press F3

(File) to return to that mode. Pressing F3 (File) saves the modifications.
4. Test the modified process.
5. Press F3 (Exit) and F3 (File) again to save the modified steps.

If the test is not satisfactory, restart from Step 1.

Test a Process by Execution as a Single Task

You can verify that a process works correctly by executing it manually.

Follow these steps:

1. From the Process List panel, enter E next to a process.
The task is executed as a single, independent task. The Optional Process Parameter Specification panel appears.

NOTE
When you use the E action code to execute a process, the process is executed under the BSYS background
user ID.

2. Supply any parameters that the process requires in the Parameters field, then press F6 (Action).
When the process has executed, a processing log appears. This log contains the processing results.

How You Log Process Activities

Process activities are written to the activity log while you are testing a process. However, you can control the logging when
a process is executed, for example, from a resource definition. To control the logging, use the $LOG process parameter:

$LOG=BOTH
Logs the activities in full and summary form.

$LOG=FULL
Logs the activities in full.

$LOG=NO
(Default) Does not log activities.

$LOG=SUMM
Logs the activities in summary form only.

Maintenance of Process Definitions

You can browse, update, copy, and delete process definitions from the Process List panel.
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Back Up Global Processes
Back up global NetMaster processes to enable process definition updates and restores, and to allow for merging two
versions of a global process image.

To assist you with the maintenance of your global processes, you can create backup versions of your global process
image. By creating a backup version of your global process image, you can perform the following tasks:

• Update global process definitions in any version of a global process image.
• Restore a global process definition from a backup global process image.
• Merge two versions of a global process image.

Follow these steps:

1. Enter /ASADMIN.GPI at the prompt.
The Global Process Image List appears.

NOTE
If you have not created a backup before, only one global process image is listed: $PROCESS 0001. The
active global process image can only be $PROCESS 0001. $PROCESS 0001 cannot be deleted.

2. Enter C next to the global process image that you want to copy.
The Global Process Image Definition panel appears.

3. Enter a new Database Version, Short Description, and Long Description.
4. Press F3 (File).

The backup version of the global process image is saved. A Copy in Progress panel appears while the copy occurs.
The Global Process Image List appears and displays the backup version.
If the global process image that you specified exists, the Confirm System Image Merge panel appears.

Update Global Process Definitions in a Backup Global Process Image

You can access a list of all the global process definitions in any version of a global process image. From this list, you can
update any global process definition in the global process image.

To update a global process definition in the $PROCESS 0002 backup image

1. Enter L (List Processes) next to the $PROCESS 0002 global process image in the Global Process Image List.
The Global Process List panel displays all global process definitions in that global process image.
Note: To access the global processes in another version of the global process image, change the version number on
the panel and press Enter.

2. Enter U next to the global process definition that you want to update.
The Process Definition panel appears for that global process definition.

3. Update the global process definition, as required.
4. Press F3 (File).

The changes are saved and the Global Process List appears.

Restore a Global Process Definition from a Backup Global Process Image

If you have changed a global process definition and you are having trouble with its implementation, you can restore it from
a previous version.

To restore global process definition $PROC01 from $PROCESS 0002 to $PROCESS 0001

1. Enter C next to $PROC01 in the global process list.
The Process Definition panel appears.

2. Change the Database Version from 0002 to 0001, and press F3 (File).
The changes are saved. Because there is already a copy of the global process in the target global process image, the
Confirm Copy Replace panel appears.
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3. Press Enter to confirm the replacement or F12 (Cancel) to cancel the request.
The Global Process List appears.

Change a Global Process to a Local Process

You can change a global process to a local process while performing a copy on any global process in the global process
selection list.

To change global process PROC01 to a local process in the SYS01 system image

1. Enter C next to PROC01 in the Global Process List.
The Process Definition panel appears.

2. Change the System Name to SYS01 and press F3 (File).
The Global Process List appears.
To view the new local process, access the list of processes for the system image that you copied it to.

Merge Two Global Process Images

You can merge two global process images and can replace the active global process image with a backup version.

To merge global process images $PROCESS 0002 and $PROCESS 0001

1. Enter C next to the $PROCESS 0002 on the Global Process Image List.
The Global Process Image Definition panel appears.

2. Change the Database Version number to 0001 and press F3 (File).
The Confirm System Image Merge panel appears.

3. Enter YES in the input field if you want to overlay like-named components.
4. Press F6 (Confirm).

The global process images are merged.

Implementing Activity Logs
The activity logging facility records all the activity in your NetMaster region, including entered commands, responses to
entered commands, unsolicited messages, and NCL procedure messages. You can use the activity logs to help determine
the cause of problems.

The activity logging facility records all the activity in your region. You can use the activity logs to help determine the cause
of problems.

Two separate activity log formats exist:

• Online
• Hardcopy

Log records are written to both formats.

By default, activity logs contain the following information:

• All entered commands
• All responses to commands entered
• Any unsolicited messages that are received from VTAM or the operating system, provided the related interfaces are

available
• All messages that are explicitly written to the log by NCL procedures

The following illustration shows the path that the log record takes in the system.
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Figure 13: activityLogs

The online activity log is supplied by the distributed procedure $LOPROC. The $LOPROC procedure writes log data to
VSAM files (three by default). A second procedure, $LOBROW, which allows online browsing of the log, accesses the
VSAM files.

NOTE
$LOPROC and $LOBROW are the default procedure names. You can change these names by using the
LOGFILES parameter group in Customizer (/PARMS).

Implement Online Activity Logging
Define and administer VSAM activity log files for NetMaster.

During the initialization process, the region allocates, by default, three VSAM log files for online logging. However, you can
allocate up to seven files.

NOTE
The log file IDs are of the form NMLOGnn and the data set names are of the form dsnpref.rname.NMLOGnn.
(dsnpref is the data set prefix that is used during product installation and name is the name of the region.)
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If the region requires more files, define the new VSAM files and then customize the LOGFILES parameter group by
defining extra logging data sets.

1. Enter /PARMS at the prompt.
The Parameter Groups list appears.

2. Enter U next to the LOGFILES parameter group.
The Parameter Group panel for the LOGFILES parameter group appears.

3. Press F8 (Forward) to display the next page.
4. Complete the fields for each file that you want to make available. To allocate more files, press F8 (Forward) again.
5. When you have specified the required number of log files, press F6 (Action) to allocate and open the files.
6. Press F6 (Action).

The changes are applied.
7. Press F3 (File).

The changes are saved.

NOTE
For more information about using this panel, press F1 (Help).

Administer Online Activity Log Files

From the Administration menu for activity logs, you can perform the following tasks:

• Swap active activity logs.
• List all days that are contained in log files, and browse logs for a particular date.
• List all log files, and browse a particular file.

To administer online activity log files, enter /LOADMIN at the prompt.

The Administration menu appears.

NOTE
For information about the options available on this menu, press F1 (Help).

Swap the Online Log

The online activity log automatically swaps to a fresh VSAM file when each file fills up.

If you want to free a particular log file (for example, for backups), you can manually swap your currently active VSAM file.

WARNING
Swapping the current VSAM log causes the $LOPROC procedure to write all subsequent activity log records
to the next VSAM log. If this log was previously used, it is reset. Therefore, you can no longer browse the old
records that it contained.

Follow these steps:

1. Enter /LOGSWAP at the prompt.
The Confirm Swap Log panel appears.

2. Press F6 to request the log swap, or F12 to cancel your request.

NOTE
If the $LOPROC procedure encounters a VSAM error, it automatically swaps to the next log file.

Online Log Exit
Use an NCL procedure - also known as an online log exit -  to intercept and react to messages that are sent to the
NetMaster activity log.
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You can create an NCL procedure to intercept, analyze, and react to the messages that are sent to the activity log.

The exit is executed every time that a message is sent to the log. Using the exit to perform complex functions can degrade
the performance of the region.

NOTE
Ensure that your log exit procedure is well tested before you put it into production.

Variables Available to the Activity Log Exit

The following variables are available to the activity log exit:

&#LO$RECORD
Contains records of the following formats:
time_generated user_id terminal_id message_text

The text of the message starts at the fourth word of the record.
arrival_time origin region $$AOMTIME$$ aom_time message_text

The text of the message starts at the sixth word of the record. This format lets you identify AOM-sourced
messages.

You can change the contents of this variable. To suppress the message from the log, set the variable to NOLOG.

NOTE
For more information, see the &LOGREAD verb in the Network Control Language Reference.

$LOG
Specifies a Mapped Data Object (MDO) that contains the message attributes. The $MSG map maps the MDO.
You can use the &ASSIGN verb to query the MDO.

NOTE
For information about querying MDO components, refer to the &ASSIGN Verb topic; for more general
information about using NCL, refer to the NCL Programming topics in of the NetMaster Shared Content
Library.

Example: Remove Messages from the NCL Log

The following code sample shows a procedure that removes messages from the NCL Log:

&CONTROL

-*------------------------------------------------* 

-* TO REMOVE IKJ56247I MESSAGES FROM THE NCL LOG. * 

-*------------------------------------------------* 

&PARSE DELIM=' ' VARS=#LO$WORD* DATA=&#LO$RECORD

 &IF .&#LO$WORD4 EQ .IKJ56247I &THEN +     

 &#LO$RECORD = NOLOG 

Enable the Log Exit

To enable your log exit, specify the exit name in the LOGFILES parameter group in Customizer.

Follow these steps:

1. Enter /PARMS at the prompt.
The Parameter Groups list appears.

2. Enter U next to the LOGFILES parameter group.
The Parameter Group panel for the LOGFILES parameter group appears.

3. Enter the name of your activity log exit in the Log Exit Name field.
4. Press F6 (Action).
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The changes are applied.
5. Press F3 (File).

The changes are saved.

Online Logging Procedure
The default online logging procedure is $LOPROC. This procedure is designed to work with the online browsing
procedure $LOBROW.

You can replace the procedures, $LOPROC and $LOBROW, with your own customized NCL procedures. Alternatively,
you can write a customized log browsing procedure to present the supplied data files (from $LOPROC) in your own
format.

Structure of Supplied Log Files

The supplied log files (NMLOG01, NMLOG02, and NMLOG03) have the following physical file structure:

• The record key has the following format:
YYYYMMDDHHMMSSHSnnnn 

nnnn=1000 + (reset every 100th of a second) and key length=20 bytes
• A record has the following contents
ORIGIN

Contains the terminal name.
REGION

Contains the user ID.
TEXT

Contains the displayed message text.
MSGATTR

Contains the 2-byte color/highlight indicator. Colors are R=red, Y=yellow, W=white, B=blue, G=green,
T=turquoise, or P=pink. The highlight values are R=reverse, B=blink, U=underscore, or N=none.

ORIGTIM
Contains the time at the remote domain.

ORIGDMN
Contains the name of the originating domain.

ORIGSRC
Contains the ID of the remote terminal.

For more information, see the following references:

• The &FILE OPEN verb in the NCL Reference section of the NetMaster Shared Content Library.
• The Network Control Language Programming section of the NetMaster Shared Content Library.

How You Write Logging and Browsing Procedures

To write your own customized NCL procedure to replace $LOBROW, use the &FILE OPEN statement with
FORMAT=DELIMITED.

You can store your log records in whatever file format you want. Your log browsing procedure must match this file format.

NOTE
For more information, refer to the NCL Reference section of the NetMaster Shared Content Library for
descriptions of the following verbs: &LOGREAD, &LOGCONT, and &LOGDEL.
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Implement Logging and Browsing Procedures

After you write your own browsing procedure or your own logging and browsing procedures, you implement them for use.

To implement your procedures

1. Enter U next to the LOGFILES parameter group in Customizer.
2. Update the relevant fields.
3. Press F6 (Action).

Your procedures are used for logging and browsing.
4. Press F3 (File).

Your changes to the parameter group are saved.

Hardcopy Activity Log
Your region can be configured to log to disk, tape, or hard copy. You can specify a maximum of nine logs. To specify logs,
include the corresponding number of DD statements in the execution JCL. Logging can be specified to wrap when the last
log is full, or when the last log is swapped.

NOTE
Though a region can have more than one hardcopy activity log, only one is available for logging.

To obtain the status of these logs, use the SHOW LOGS command.

NOTE
When logging to disk, use the following DCB attributes:
DSORG=PS,RECFM=VBA,LRECL=137,BLKSIZE=15476

Format of Logged Information

Each entry on the log has the following format:

12.04.23.12   SMITH     TERM54    +V NET,ACT,ID=NCP001

This entry consists of the following information:

• A timestamp in the format hh.mm.ss.hs (hh is the hour, mm is the minute, ss is the second, and hs is 100th of a
second)

• The user ID that entered the command or logged the message
• The terminal from which the command was entered or to which a message is sent
• The text of the message or command

Commands are highlighted with a plus sign (+) prefixed to the text to make it easier to distinguish commands from
messages when browsing the log. If the command entered is an unsolicited VTAM command, it is highlighted and prefixed
with an equal sign (=).

Format of Logged Timer-initiated Commands

A timer-initiated command has a plus sign as the prefix, followed by the identity number of the timer command
responsible. This identity number has the following format: #nnnn.

Example: Logged Timer-initiated Command

This example shows the log record of a timer-initiated command:

15.00.00.01   NETOPER   CNTL01    +#0005 D BFRUSE
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Format of Logged Commands Executed in Background Environments

The following keywords in the user ID field for the command text and any resulting messages indicate that execution took
place under the control of background environments:

BG-SYS
Background System Processor

BG-MON
Background Monitor

BG-LOG
Background Logger

Format of Logged Commands from NCL Procedure-dependent Environment

Some commands are executed from an NCL procedure-dependent environment (&INTCMD). For such a command, the
node field on the log contains the NCL ID of the process issuing the command.

Format of Log After Time Change

A time change can cause the time to go backward. The activity log differentiates the records that overlap in time by adding
a plus sign (+) after the time for the newer records. The feature is only available when you are viewing the log in the
default or NORMAL format.

Format of the Hardcopy Log

The hardcopy log data set has the following format:

• A heading on each page -- contains the day and date on which the log was created and the system identifier (NMID) of
the originating region.

• A log identifier on the right side of the page. The log identifier is the ddname under which the log was created. This log
identifier assists log collation after printing.

• 60 lines on each page -- this format can be altered to suit your requirements using the SYSPARMS LOGPAGE
operand.

NOTE
For information about LOGPAGE, refer the description in the SYSPARMS Operands topic in the NetMaster
Shared Content Library.

Swap the Hardcopy Log
Swapping the current log frees the log for immediate printing. Swapping the log is possible only when another unused log
remains to which logging can continue. You can specify up to nine logs. Logs do not need to be consecutive.

To swap the log, enter the LOGSWAP command.

When a log is swapped, the log status, the requesting user ID, and the reason for the swap are recorded. You can display
these details with the SHOW LOGS command.

Each of the logs is identified in the JCL member by the LOGn ddname. n is in the range one to nine.

Example: Log Name

This example defines the LOG4 ddname:

//LOG4 DD SYSOUT=A,FREE=CLOSE

Mixing of device types is valid. Inclusion of FREE=CLOSE prints the log when the LOGSWAP command releases it.
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Reuse of Hardcopy Log Data Sets
Wrapping lets you reuse a LOG data set when all of the available LOG data sets have been used.

The LOGWRAP SYSPARM determines whether log data set wrapping is allowed. You set the value of this SYSPARM in
the Are Activity Logs to Wrap? field when you customize the LOGFILES parameter group in Customizer (/PARMS).

If you specify NO (the default) in the Are Activity Logs to Wrap? field, then wrapping is not permitted. When all the LOG
data sets have been used due to successive LOGSWAP commands, the previous LOG data sets cannot be reused. After
the last LOG data set is used, any further LOGSWAP commands are rejected.

If you specify YES in the Are Activity Logs to Wrap? field, log wrapping is allowed according to the following rules:

• If you direct your LOG data sets to SYSOUT, the data set is unallocated as each LOGn DD statement is used because
FREE=CLOSE. In this case, you can reissue an ALLOC command to reallocate another SYSOUT file under the same
ddname. For example:

ALLOC DD=LOG3 SYSOUT=A FREE=CLOSE

This ddname is now available for use as another LOG data set. Any subsequent LOGSWAP operations can now reuse
this LOG data set rather than rejecting the command when the last LOG data set is used.

• If the LOG DD statements point to sequential data sets, log wrapping overwrites the earlier LOG data in these data
sets. Before allowing the wrap to occur, archive the existing data.

Cross-Reference of Hardcopy Logs
To help operations staff to piece the full log together, certain information is recorded on the last and first lines of swapped
LOG data sets.

The first line of a new log contains the reason for the swap, or the initiating user ID.

The last message that is printed on a swapped log is the ddname of the new log. Also printed at the start of the new log is
the ddname or logical ID for the previous log.

I/O Errors on the Hardcopy Log
If an I/O error occurs on a log, the log is closed and the next available log is automatically swapped to and logging
continues. This process also applies to data set full conditions when logging to disk.

If the I/O error occurs on the last available log, a warning message is sent to all monitor terminals informing them that
logging has ceased. If logging is stopped, the STATUS command also includes a warning message. All log messages are
passed to LOGPROC for analysis even if no log output is possible.

Write to the System Log
You can use the SYSPARMS SYSLOG operand to write all logged output or all VTAM PPO messages received to the
system log.

To write all logged output to the system log also, enter the SYSPARMS SYSLOG=YES command.

To write all VTAM PPO messages to the system log also, enter the SYSPARMS SYSLOG=PPO command.

NOTE
For more information about the SYSPARMS SYSLOG operand, refer to the SYSPARMS Operands topic in the
NetMaster Shared Content Library..
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Implementing Print Services
Print Services Manager (PSM) allows you to specify the format of a print request and on which printer it is printed. Print
requests can be viewed online before or after printing and can be redirected to files rather than printers.

PSM provides the following features, which can be customized to suit your requirements:

• Printer definition facilities
• Form definition maintenance
• Setup definition maintenance
• Default printer assignment maintenance
• Alias printer name definitions
• Banner page customization on output
• Spooled print request browsing, retention, and redirection to a different printer
• Integration with NCL-based components

The following illustration shows the different ways that PSM can be used to control printing requirements.

Figure 14: printServices
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Access PSM
Use Print Services Manager (PSM) to add and list printer and form definitions, control characters, and default printers.
You also use PSM to clear the print spool.

The customizable functions of PSM are accessed from the Primary Menu for PSM.

To access PSM, enter /PSM at the prompt.

NOTE
You can also access PSM directly by invoking the $PSCALL NCL procedure from OCS or an installation written
NCL procedure. The PSM NCL interface is described in the NCL Reference section of the NetMaster Shared
Document Library.

Add a Printer Definition

A printer definition defines where, how, and on what paper output is printed. A printer definition is required for each printer
at which output is printed.

Follow these steps:

1. Enter /PSMPRTR at the prompt.
The Printer Definition List appears.

2. Press F4 (Add).
The Printer Definition panel appears.

3. Complete the fields, as required.

NOTE
For information about the fields, press F1 (Help).

4. Press F3 (File).
The definition is saved.

List Printer Definitions

You can list all the printer definitions that are defined for your region. You can browse and maintain the listed definitions.

To list all printer definitions, enter /PSMPRTR at the prompt.

Add a Form Definition

A form definition is required for each type of paper on which output is printed. The Form Definition Menu is used to set up
and administer these form definitions.

Follow these steps:

1. Enter /PSMFORM at the prompt.
The Form Definition List appears.

2. Press F4 (Add).
The Form Definition panel appears.

3. Complete the fields, and press F3 (File).
The form definition is saved.
Note: For information about the fields, press F1 (Help).

List Form Definitions

You can list all form definitions that are defined for your region, and then browse and maintain them.

To list all form definitions, enter /PSMFORM at the prompt.
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Add Control Characters

Control characters are sent to a printer before or after (or both) the output is printed. They are defined in setup definitions.

Follow these steps:

1. Enter /PSMSET at the prompt.
The Setup Definition List appears.

2. Press F4 (Add).
The Setup Definition panel appears. To access the second panel of the setup definition, press F8 (Forward).
Complete the fields, as required.

NOTE
For information about the fields, press F1 (Help).

3. Press F3 (File).
The setup definition is saved.

List Control Characters

You can display a list of all the setup definitions that are defined for your region. This list lets you browse and maintain the
listed definitions.

To list control characters, enter /PSMSET at the prompt.

Add a Default Printer for a User ID

Each user ID in your region can be assigned a default printer. Default printer assignments let you define the printer to
which output is sent whenever a user ID does not specify a printer.

Follow these steps:

1. Enter /PSMDFTP at the prompt.
The Default Printer Assignment List appears.

2. Press F4 (Add).
The Default Printer Assignment panel appears.

3. Complete the following fields:
User ID

Specifies the User ID of the user to whom the printer is assigned a default.
Printer Name

Specifies the name of the printer to which the printing of this user is sent.
Press F3 (File).
The default printer assignment is saved.

List Default Printers

You can display a list of all the default printer assignments that are defined for each user ID. This list lets you browse and
maintain the listed definitions.

To list default printers, enter /PSMDFTP at the prompt.

Clear the Printer Spool

Print requests are retained on the print spool under any one of the following conditions:

• An error occurs during printing.
• HELD is specified on the Print Request panel.
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The PSM clear spool panel is used to clear print requests from the print queue.

NOTE

This function is available to authorized users only.

Follow these steps:

1. Enter /PSMADMN at the prompt.
The Administration Menu for PSM appears.

2. Enter CS at the prompt.
The Clear Spool panel appears.

3. Complete the following field:
Date

Specifies the date that determines which print requests are deleted. PSM deletes all print requests added to the
spool before or on this date.

Press F6 (Action).
The print requests are deleted.

Send Print Requests to a Data Set or to Email
Use NetMaster supplied print exits and printer definitions to send print requests to data sets and email.

Two printer exit procedures are distributed with your product. Each writes the output for a print request to a data set.
The procedure $PSDS81X can be customized to specific site requirements. The procedure $PSDS81Z offers the same
functionality with improved performance, but cannot be customized. The target data sets for both procedures can be
sequential or partitioned.

Parameters that control the operation of the exit are defined in the Exit Data portion of the printer definition. Procedures
that pass data to PSM for printing can override the exit data that is specified in the PSM printer definition.

The procedures use the parameters in the exit data to perform the following tasks:

• Determine the target data set.
• Determine how to process a data line with a skip amount of zero.
• Set the length of the lines print.

How the Procedures Process a Print Request

The procedures read each line of print data and write it directly to the nominated data set. Each print line is analyzed
according to skip control before processing. This process continues until all lines of data for the print request have been
received from PSM and written to the nominated data set.

$PSDS81X and $PSDS81Z Parameters

The $PSDS81X and $PSDS81Z exits have the following keyword parameters:

   DSN=datasetname

 [ DISP={ SHR | OLD | NEW | MOD } ]

 [ LRECL={ n | 80 } ]

 [ SKIP0={ NEWLINE | DISCARD | DESTRUCTIVE |          

                NONDESTRUCTIVE } ]

[ CYL= pri [,sec] [,dir] ]

[ TRK={ pri [,sec] [,dir] | 15,5 } ]

[ BLKSZ= n ]

[ STORC= storclas ]
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[ MGMTC= mgmtclas ]

[ DATAC= dataclas ]

[ VOL= volser ][ UNIT={ unit | SYSALLDA} ][ RECFM={ F | FB | V | VB } ]

DSN=datasetname
Specifies the target data set name. If the data set is partitioned, the member name must be included or the data
set is corrupted.
You can use the following symbolics in the datasetname parameter:

• &DAY is the day of the week (for example, MON).
• &YY is the two-digit representation of the year (for example, 11).
• &YYYY is the four-digit representation of the year (for example, 2011).
• &MM is the two-digit representation of the month (for example, 02).
• &MON is the three-character representation of the month (for example, JAN and FEB).
• &DD is the day of the month.
• &HHMMSS is the time.
• &HH is the hour.
• &MIN is the minute.
• &JOBID is the job ID.
• &JOBNAME is the job name.
• &NMID is the region ID.
• &NMDID is the region domain ID (DID).
• &GRPNAME is the sysplex name.
• &SYSID is the system ID.
• &SYSNAME is the system name.
• &USERID is the requesting user ID.

A period (.) or another symbolic acts as a delimiter. (that is, &YY&MM. is the same as &YY.&MM.). Symbolics are
also allowed in a member name.
Example:
DSN=NM.&SYSID..&USERID..D&YY&MM&DD..T&HHMMSS..DATA

For example, this specification can resolve to the following data set name:
DSN=NM.SYSA.MYUSER.D040915.T144505.DATA

DISP={ SHR | OLD | NEW | MOD }
Specifies the disposition of the output data set.

• SHR specifies shared use of the data set.
• OLD specifies exclusive use of the data set.
• NEW allocates a new data set.
• MOD appends the output in the file.

Default: SHR
LRECL={ n | 80 }

Specifies the output record length.
Limits: 1 through 250
Default: 80

SKIP0={ NEWLINE | DISCARD | DESTRUCTIVE | NONDESTRUCTIVE }
Specifies how to process a data line with a skip amount of zero.
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• NEWLINE creates a line of data.
• DISCARD discards the line of data.
• DESTRUCTIVE causes the data to replace the existing data line.
• NONDESTRUCTIVE overlays the data on the existing data line, but only where blanks were present on the

existing data line. No existing characters are modified.

NOTE
The procedures ignore the following PSM print options: NEWPAGE and USCORE.

Default: NEWLINE

The following parameters are applicable when DISP=NEW is specified:

CYL=pri,sec,dir
Specifies the primary and secondary space allocation values in cylinders. If a partitioned data set is used, the
parameter specifies the number of directory blocks.

TRK=pri,sec,dir
Specifies the primary and secondary space allocation values in tracks. If a partitioned data set is used, the
parameter specifies the number of directory blocks.
Default: TRK=15,5

BLKSZ=blocksize
Specifies the block size.

STORC=storclas
Specifies the storage class.

MGMTC=mgmtclas
Specifies the management class.

DATAC=dataclas
Specifies the data class.

VOL=volser
Specifies the volume serial number.

UNIT= { unit | SYSALLDA }
Specifies the unit.
Default: SYSALLDA if volser is specified

RECFM= { F | FB  | V | VB }
Specifies the record format.
Default: FB

Printer Exit Definition Example

This example directs the output for a PSM print request, which is assigned to the printer DSEXIT, to the data set member
PROD.PSM.DATA(TEST1). The record length of this data set is 80. Overlay lines in the data are removed.

PROD1--------------------- PSM : Printer Definition --------------------------- 

Command ===>                                                    Function=BROWSE

    Printer Name ... DSEXIT                                                         

    Type ........... EXIT               (JES, VTAM, ALIAS, EXIT)                    

    Description .... Print to a data set                                            

    Lower Case? .... YES                (Yes or No)                                 

    Line Limit ..... 0                  (0 to 999999)                               

    Form Name .....+ FORM0                                                       ALIAS Printer                
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    Real Name .....+                    (Real printer name)                      JES Printer                  

                                                     

    Destination ....                    (destid.userid)                             

    Output Class ...                    (A to Z, 0 to 9)                         VTAM Printer                 

                                                     

    LU Name ........                                                                

    Logmode ........                                                             EXIT                         

                                                     

    Exit Name ...... $PSDS81Z                                                       

    Exit Data ...... DSN=PROD.PSM.DATA(TEST1) LRECL=80

                     SKIP0=DISCARD

NOTE
Any previous references to parameters WKVOL, CYL, and LIST in the exit data are no longer required. Remove
them from the printer definition before using $PSDS81Z or $PSDS81X, or the print request fails.

Print-to-Email

The printer definition, $PSEMAIL, lets you email the output of a printing request. The request can be either an attachment
or in the body of the email. When the output is sent as an attachment, the email uses the PS8803 message as its body
and the PS8804 message as its salutation:

Data attached for email_subject

Yours,user_name 

user_name
Displays the sender name that is defined in UAMS.

You can maintain these messages from the Message Definition List panel. The shortcut to the panel is /CASMSG.

NOTE
For information about how to maintain messages, refer to the Managed Object Development Services section of
the NetMaster Shared Content Library.

Define and Manage the NetMaster-to-NetSpy Interface
Define and manage the NetMaster to NetSpy interface.

Define the NetMaster-to-NetSpy Interface

If you use NetSpy, you can define an interface to it to perform some NetSpy functions from your NetMaster region.

To define and customize the interface, update the NETSPYLINKS parameter group in Customizer.

Follow these steps:

1. Enter /PARMS at the prompt.
The Parameter Groups list appears.

2. Enter U next to the NETSPYLINKS parameter group.
The NETSPYLINKS - Links to NetSpy Applications panel appears.

3. In the Connections fields, specify the values of the NSYXNAME parameter of the NetSpy that you want to link to your
region. The parameter is in the INITPRM member.

4. Enter a value in each field that you require.
For more information about completing this panel, press F1 (Help).

5. Press F6 (Action).
The changes are actioned.
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6. Press F3 (File).
The changes are saved.

NOTE

The Enable NetSpy Alert Processing field in the NETSPYLINKS parameter group lets you switch off the
receipt of all alerts from NetSpy. Normally, leave the field to its default value of YES. Under abnormal
conditions, you can enter NO to switch the alerts off (for example, when these alerts flood the region).

Manage NetMaster-to-NetSpy Connections

Your region provides a control for the NetMaster-to-NetSpy interface. From this interface, you can perform the following
tasks:

• Activate and inactivate connections to NetSpy.
Note: These connections are defined in the NETSPYLINKS parameter group.

• Modify control parameters for NetSpy using the console command interface.
• Stop the interface to NetSpy.

To control connections to NetSpy, enter /NASCON at the prompt.

The NetSpy Connections panel appears. This panel displays the status of defined links to NetSpy.

PROD  ----------------------- NetSpy Connections ------------------------------- 

Command ===>                                                   Scroll ===> CSR

                                            A=Activate I=Inactivate P=Stop F=Modify

Link Name       ACB Name    Status      System   Ver    STC     ITVL     

$ESLA31IVS40     -            FAILED         -        -        N/A      0

$ESLCSNM21NX     -            FAILED         -        -        N/A      0

$ESLCSNM22NX     CSNM22NS     RUNNING        XE61     11.0     N/A      60     

$ESLQANM1NX      -            FAILED         -        -        N/A      0     

**END**

NOTE
For more information about the displayed information and actions available on this panel, press F1 (Help).

NetSpy Alerts and Monitors

Your region can receive alerts from NetSpy. The alerts are generated for each received NetSpy alert. The following types
of alerts are generated:

Alerts from EPS Services
For general Alert Monitors defined through NetSpy.

Alerts from the NetMaster-to-NetSpy interface
For user Alert Monitors defined through NetMaster.

Manage NetSpy User Alert Monitors in NetMaster

To manage NetSpy user Alert Monitors, enter /NASMON at the prompt.

The NetSpy Monitors List appears. This panel lists the NetSpy user Alert Monitors that are defined for a resource.

NOTE
For more information about the information that is displayed and actions available on this panel, press F1 (Help).
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Define NetSpy User Alert Monitors

An authorized user can define, delete, and update NetSpy user Alert Monitors for a particular resource.

Follow these steps:

1. Enter /NASMON at the prompt.
The NetSpy Monitors List appears.

NOTE
For more information about these monitors, press F1 (Help)

2. Press F4 (Add).
The Monitor Definition panel appears.

3. Complete the fields on this panel and press F3 (File).
The definition is saved.

Issue NetSpy Commands

Your region supports a NetSpy command interface. This interface allows a subset of display commands to return
information to your region.

Follow these steps:

1. Enter /NASCMD at the prompt.
The NetSpy Commands panel appears. This panel lists the NetSpy commands that you can issue.

2. Enter S next to the command.
The Command Arguments panel appears.

3. Enter your values in the fields for any operands that you want to use.
4. Press F6 (Action).

The command output appears.

NOTE

You can also issue a command, together with any operands, by entering it directly at the command prompt
on the NetSpy Commands panel. If you enter a command without any operands, it is issued with its default
operands.

Troubleshooting

Access Self-test

You can use Self-test to display the major configuration details of your NetMaster region. Self-test looks at the following
areas:

• IP socket interface
• SSI communication and Packet Analyzer status
• USS (UNIX System Services) interface
• Region authority and other details

Messages are displayed at the successful completion of each test. If any errors are found, appropriate messages are
displayed. For help about error messages, place the cursor on the error message and press F1 (Help).

To access Self-test, enter the SELFTEST command on the OCS panel.

To access online help about the SELFTEST command, enter SELFTEST ? on the OCS panel.
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Display the Initialization Log

The initialization log can be used to help diagnose problems that occur during the following activities:

• When your region starts
• When you update a parameter group

You can display the initialization log for all parameter groups, or by parameter group.

To display the initialization log

1. Enter /CUSTOM at the prompt.
The Customizer panel appears.

2. Enter L at the prompt.
The Initialization Log appears.

To display the initialization log for a particular parameter group

1. Enter /PARMS.
The Parameter Groups panel appears.

2. Enter L (ILog) next to the parameter group for which you want to display the initialization log.
The Initialization Log appears.

SNMP Data Problems

If you receive any of the following errors, access to SNMP data is probably not enabled:

• No entries in the routing table
• SNMP errors from the stack IP addresses
• Listener detectors always triggering

To enable access to SNMP data

1. Check that the SNMP subagent has been configured in the profile TCP data set.
2. The TCP/IP subagent must be able to connect to the SNMP agent. To make this connection, it uses a UNIX Stream

socket represented by the file name in the dpiPathNameForUnixStream MIB object.
To set the file name for the UNIX Stream socket, use one of the following methods:
– Use the dpiPathNameForUnixStream statement in the OSNMPD.DATA file.
– Use the -s OSNMPD initialization parameter.
The UNIX stream socket must be a UNIX System Services (USS) Special File. If the file exists, ensure that the
following conditions are met:
– The file has the correct file attributes.
– The file has permission bits set to allow both read and write.
If the file does not exist but the file name is specified, the SNMP agent automatically creates it.

3. To determine the file name, issue the USS command:

osnmp  get dpiPathNameForUnixStream.0

The file name is displayed -- the default file name is /tmp/dpi_socket.
4. To determine the attributes and permissions, issue the USS command:

ls -1 /tmp/dpi_socket

The file attributes and permissions are displayed. For example:

crw-r-----             1 OMVSKERN SYS1       6,  0 Jan 27 03:35 dpi_socket
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The first character (c) indicates a Special File. The following nine characters show permissions. The values 6 and 0
preceding the date indicate the major and minor node type. The UNIX Stream socket must be major node type 6.

5. To create the file, use the MKNOD command in the /usr/sbin directory. For example:

cd /usr/sbin

mknod /tmp/dpi_socket c 6 0

A character special file is created; major type 6, minor type 0.

For more information, see the following documents:

• IBM Communications Server IP Configuration for more information about configuring the SNMP Agent and configuring
community names

• IBM UNIX System Services Planning Manual for more information about creating special files
• IBM UNIX System Services Command Reference for more information about how to use and interpret USS commands

NETSTAT or Connections List Errors
Troubleshoot NETSTAT or Connections List error in NetMaster NM for TCP/IP.

Incorrect or incomplete configuration causes most of errors from NETSTAT or List Connection requests.

Verify that all steps in the tasks for your environment have been successfully completed. For details, see Install or
Upgrade NetMaster Products in the NetMaster Shared Content Library.

UNIX Shell Initialization Failed

Symptom:

I receive the following message:

IPNS0809 UNIX shell initialization failed, CALL=760 RC=129 RSN=053B-006C

Solution:

The user ID has in its OMVS segment the name of a shell program that could not be invoked.

Verify that this user ID has a valid shell program in the PROGRAM section of its OMVS segment. For details, see Install or
Upgrade NetMaster Products in the NetMaster Shared Content Library.

Unable to Change to the Home Directory

Symptom:

The home directory cannot be accessed:

Solution:

The user ID does not have at least read access to the home directory defined in its OMVS segment.

Verify that this user ID has at least read access to the specified home directory. For details, see Install or Upgrade
NetMaster Products in the NetMaster Shared Content Library.

Sockets Interface Starting Errors
Troubleshoot Sockets Interface starting errors in NetMaster NM for TCP/IP.

Most of the errors have the following probable causes:

• Incorrect or incomplete configuration
• Inactive resource
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Ensure that all steps in the tasks for your environment have been successfully completed. For details, see Install or
Upgrade NetMaster Products in the NetMaster Shared Content Library.

Unable to Obtain TCP/IP Host Name or Address

Symptom:

I receive the following messages:

N3B290 WARNING - UNABLE TO OBTAIN TCP/IP HOST NAME, USING 'LOCALHOST'

N3B291 WARNING - UNABLE TO OBTAIN TCP/IP HOST ADDRESS USING 127.0.0.1 (LOOPBACK)

Solution:

The DNRALCxx and DNRHSTxx members have not been configured as specified. For example, DNRALCxx does not
contain an entry for the TCPaccess CS subsystem name.

Follow the instructions for setting up DNR in Installing.

Name Lookup Not Working

Symptom:

I notice that name lookup is not working.

Solution:

The following information describes the probable causes and the procedure to fix the problem:

• The host that is defined as the domain name server (DNS) is down or incorrectly defined.
To verify that DNS is accessible from the system, ping the server host. Depending on your communications server,
proceed as follows:
– (IBM TCP/IP) Review the NSINTERADDR parameter specified (up to three occurrences allowable) in the

TCPIP.DATA data set. This parameter contains the IP address of a DNS system.
– (TCPaccess CS) Review the contents of the DNRNSCxx member in the TCPaccess CS PARM data set.

• The host files are incorrect or out of date.
(IBM TCP/IP) Review the contents of the prefix.HOSTS.LOCAL data set. If the prefix.HOSTS.LOCAL data set has
been updated since your product was started and you want to refresh it, go to the SOCKETS parameter group.

Slow Name Lookup, Ping, or Traceroute

Symptom:

I encounter slow name lookup, ping, or traceroute.

Solution:

The DNS is unreachable, inoperative, or slow.

(TCPaccess CS) Specify DNR mode ‘Local’ in the SOCKETS parameter group.

No Response to SNMP Request

Symptom:

I receive the following message:

IPSNPK09 No resp from &P1  -  SNMP may be unauth/unavailable

Solution:

The device does not support SNMP, or you are not authorized.
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Define SNMP security.

Mails Not Sent for the Email Trouble Ticket

Symptom:

I try to raise a trouble ticket, but the ticket is not emailed to the receiver.

Solution:

The job or destination on the trouble ticket interface definition is not running.

Review the trouble ticket job name.

Provide Information to CA Support
Some problems require more in-depth diagnosis. A running region can contain information that helps Broadcom Support
determine the cause of a problem. Therefore, Broadcom Support sometimes asks you to provide a dump of a running
region.

The latest Activity Log provides a history of events. Keep all logs since the system was started, and send to Broadcom
Support. Also, send the JES system log and the results of $$SYSPRO.

To reduce the sizes of the dumps, activity logs, and other information, use IBM Utility TERSE.

To dump a region

1. Ensure that the JCL parameter XOPT=(option|,option,...) includes the SDUMP option.
The SVCDUMP can be found on SYS1.DUMP, or equivalent. The JCL parameters can be found in the RUNJCLIN
member.

2. Ensure that the SDATA parameters for SDUMP contain the following options:

(CSA,LPA,LSQA,PSA,RGN,SQA,SUM,TRT)

3. Issue the following command:

DUMP COMM=(Dump of NetMaster)

R nn,JOBNAME=jobname,

SDATA=(CSA,PSA,RGN,TRT,LPA,SQA,LSQA,SUM),END

NOTE
Block the preferred dump DSN at LRECL 4160, BLKSIZE 24960.

SMF Record Structure
Understand the structure of the performance monitoring System Management Facilities (SMF) record in .

The following table describes the format of the performance monitoring SMF record:

Position Length in Bytes Description

1 to 18 18 SMF record header

19 and 20 2 NetMaster NM for TCP/IP category ID
Always X’5000’

21 to 32 12 blank padded NMID
Example: NETMASTRbbbb (where b is a
blank)
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33 to 34 2 Record type
DS or DH (where DS is a one-off sample
record and DH is the hourly roll up)

35 and 36 2 Length of data
Example: X’0007’ indicates that the data is
7 bytes long

37 and 38 2 Field identifier

39 to n Varying Data

Field Identifier

The following table lists the identifiers for the performance monitoring fields:

Field Identifier Description

X’0001’ Resource application ID

X’0002’ Resource class

X’0003’ Resource group name

X’0004’ Resource ID

X’0005’ Attribute ID

X’0006’ Attribute qualifier

X’0007’ Attribute type (counter, gauge, enumerated, or total)

X’0008’ Attribute value if numeric

X’0009’ Attribute character value if not numeric

X’000A’ Minimum value (for gauge only)

X’000B’ Maximum value (for gauge only)

X’000C’ Period covered by the sample (only for enumerated attribute types
in DH record types)

From the Resource Monitor, enter H next to a resource to display a list of attributes that that resource type can monitor.

IP EDS Events

IP Node Monitor State Changes

An Event Distribution Services (EDS) event advertises a change in the state of a monitored IP node. The event triggers
a display update for anyone watching the device status display. Other processes, which require this information, can also
pick up the EDS event.

The EDS event has the attributes in the following table:

EDS Event Attribute

Name $IPNMON.STATE.UPD

Resource The IP address of the node.

Ref oldstate - newstate

The following status values are possible:
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• OK indicates that a ping completed successfully.
• SNMP Error indicates that a ping completed successfully but an SNMP request has returned an error.
• Timeout indicates that a ping timed out.
• Unknown indicates that a ping has not completed.

How to Trap FTP, Telnet, Connection, and Message Events

You can trap the following events:

• FTP events from SMF exits
• Telnet events from SMF exits
• Connection events from SMF exits
• Message events from SMF exits

You can set up event detectors to trigger alerts and actions on receipt of events.

To trap FTP failures, use an FTPFAIL monitor. To trap other EDS events, use a CUSTOM monitor.

The EDS events that are issued when an FTP, Telnet, or connection event takes place are listed in this table.

Event Event Name Object Resource Reference Message ID Client/ Server

FTP Retrieve $IP.FTPLOG.RE
TR

Remote IP
address

Data set name FTP server name IPFM2103
IPFM2113

Server
Client

FTP Store $IP.FTPLOG.ST
OR

Remote IP
address

Data set name FTP server name IPFM2103
IPFM2113

Server
Client

FTP Store Unique $IP.FTPLOG.ST
OU

Remote IP
address

Data set name FTP server name IPFM2103
IPFM2113

Server
Client

FTP Append $IP.FTPLOG.AP
PE

Remote IP
address

Data set name FTP server name IPFM2103
IPFM2113

Server
Client

FTP Logon Failed $IP.FTPLOG.LO
GONF

Remote IP
address

N/A FTP server name IPFM2102 Server

FTP Delete $IP.FTPLOG.DE
LETE

Remote IP
address

Data set name FTP server name IPFM2104 Server

FTP Rename $IP.FTPLOG.RE
NAME

Remote IP
address

N/A FTP server name IPFM2105 Server

FTP Retrieve
Failure

$IP.FTPFAIL.RE
TR

Remote IP
address

Data set name FTP server name IPFM2113
IPFM2129

Server
Client

FTP Store Failure $IP.FTPFAIL.ST
OR

Remote IP
address

Data set name FTP server name IPFM2113
IPFM2129

Server
Client

FTP Store Failure
Unique

$IP.FTPFAIL.ST
OU

Remote IP
address

Data set name FTP server name IPFM2113
IPFM2129

Server
Client

FTP Append
Failure

$IP.FTPFAIL.AP
PE

Remote IP
address

Data set name FTP server name IPFM2113
IPFM2129

Server
Client

FTP Delete
Failure

$IP.FTPFAIL.DE
LETE

Remote IP
address

Data set name FTP server name IPFM2114 Server

FTP Rename
Failure

$IP.FTPFAIL.RE
NAME

Remote IP
address

Old data set
name, new data
set name

FTP server name IPFM2115 Server
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Telnet connection
started

$IP.TNLOG.STA
RT

Remote IP
address

Telnet LU name Application name IPCM2002 Server

Telnet connection
started

$IP.TNLOG.STA
RT

Remote IP
address

Telnet client job
name

Telnet client node
name

IPCM2013 Client

Telnet connection
stopped

$IP.TNLOG.STO
P

Remote IP
address

Telnet LU name Application name IPCM2003 Server

Telnet connection
stopped

$IP.TNLOG.STO
P

Remote IP
address

Telnet job name Telnet client node
name

IPCM2014 Server

Connection
started

$IP.CONNECT.S
TART

Remote IP
address

Client job name Client job name IPCM2311 N/A

Connection
stopped

$IP.CONNECT.S
TOP

Remote IP
address

Client job name Client job name IPCM2312 N/A

Note: For information about the format of FTP records and how SMF exits are invoked, see IBM z/OS Communications
Server: IP Configuration Guide. For information about FTP reply codes, see RFC 959 - File Transfer Protocol.

Telnet Translation Tables
Add Telnet Translation tables to translate between ASCII and EBCDIC in NetMaster Telnet connections.

Specify Telnet Translation Tables

You can create a Telnet connection to a remote host. The Telnet connections usually operate using the ASCII character
set. Messages are translated between ASCII and EBCDIC when using the Telnet connections from your product.

NOTE
If you have problems with the way data is displayed on Telnet connections, change the defaults. For example,
you are using a national language character set.

The following components determine the data translation between ASCII and EBCDIC:

• Translate Table Data Set -- a partitioned data set containing the translation tables that you want to use.
• Translate Table -- a default value for the table name being used for Telnet connections. The table name is the name of

the member in the partitioned data set. If you specify a data set without a table name, then your Telnet connections use
a default of TELNET.

To add your own translation tables, add a member to the data set. Each member in this data set contains two tables -- the
first translates from ASCII to EBCDIC, and the second from EBCDIC to ASCII. NetMaster supports Source and Binary
table formats, both of which are used by the IBM Communications Server.

NOTE
If you are using IBM Communications Server, see the IBM Communications Server Customizing and
Administration Guide for more information.

Follow these steps:

1. Enter /PARMS at the prompt.
The Parameter Groups panel appears.

2. Select the TELNETTRT parameter group.
The Telnet Translate Parameter appears.

3. Specify the translation table DSN and the translation table that you want to use.
4. Press F6 (Action).

The changes are applied.
5. Press F3 (File).
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The settings are saved.

Health Checks
The CA Health Checker enables Broadcom products to create health checks to run under the IBM Health Checker for
z/OS. The IBM Health Checker helps you identify potential problems in your z/OS environment by checking system or
product parameters, and system status against recommended settings. CA NetMaster NM for TCP/IP health checks are
automatically activated on the target system when the product is started on a system with IBM Health Checker installed
and configured.

The CHECK_OWNER for all CA NetMaster NM for TCP/IP health checks is CA_NM.

Use either SYSVIEW or SDSF Health Checker displays to list and view the checks. View health check messages in the
MVS System Log.

NetMaster command SHOW HC STATUS LIST also displays the status of HC interfaces and a list of the checks defined
for/in the region.

If a health check needs be deleted at region start up, code 'HC DELETE checkname' in the NMREADY member. If all
health checks need to be disabled at region startup, use the RUNSYSIN parameter PPREF='XOPT=NOHC'.

NM_ACB
Description

This NetMaster NM for TCP/IP health check checks that the primary ACB of the region is open. This check runs every 5
minutes.

Best Practice

None.

Parameters accepted

None.

Debug Support

No.

Verbose Support

No.

Reference

None.

Non-exception Messages

The following messages can appear in the health checker:

• This region's primary ACB, acbname, is open.
• The region is shutting down. Check is not relevant at this time.

Exception Messages

If an exception occurs, the following messages are issued as WTOs and the messages are written to the SYSLOG:

• CAH0001E The check timed out while waiting for a response to a command.
• NMH0106E This region's primary ACB, acbname, is not open.
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NM_INITIALIZATION
Description

This NetMaster NM for TCP/IP health check checks region initialization. The check runs once at region startup. If an
exception occurs, the check repeats every 5 minutes.

Best Practice

To configure your region, follow the configuration instructions in Install or Upgrade NetMaster Products in the NetMaster
Shared Content Library. Verify that the parameters are specified correctly.

Parameters Accepted

None.

Debug Support

No.

Verbose Support

No.

Reference

See the online help for region parameter groups.

Non-exception Messages

The following messages can appear in the health checker:

• The region has initialized successfully.
• The region is initializing. Check is not relevant at this time.
• The region is shutting down. Check is not relevant at this time

Exception Messages

If an exception occurs, the following messages are issued as WTOs and the messages are written to the SYSLOG:

• CAH0001E The check timed out while waiting for a response to a command.
• NMH0104E Initialization errors have occurred in region regionname.

NM_PA_STACKS
Description

Checks that active stacks are known to Packet Analyzer. The check runs every 15 minutes.

For NetMaster NM for TCP/IP to monitor the packets flowing through an active stack, Packet Analyzer must know of the
stack.

Best Practice

None.

Parameters Accepted

None.

Debug Support

No.

Verbose Support
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No.

Reference

None.

Non-exception Messages

The following messages can appear in health checker:

• All active stacks are known to Packet Analyzer.
• The region is initializing. Check is not relevant at this time.
• The region is shutting down. Check is not relevant at this time

Exception Messages

If an exception occurs, the following messages are issued as WTOs and the messages are written to the SYSLOG:

• CAH0001E The check timed out while waiting for a response to a command.
• NMH0115E Not all active stacks are known to Packet analyzer.

NM_SOCKETS
Description

This NetMaster NM for TCP/IP health check checks that the sockets are available to support the IP connections. The
check runs every 15 minutes.

Best Practice

To ensure the IP connections, the port number for the connection must be specified and not in use by another task.

Parameters Accepted

None.

Debug Support

No.

Verbose Support

No.

Reference

None.

Non-exception Messages

The following messages can appear in the health checker:

• Sockets are configured and active. HTTP port is nnnn URL is http://nnn.nnn.nnn.nnn:nnnn
• The region is initializing. Check is not relevant at this time.
• The region is shutting down. Check is not relevant at this time

Exception Messages

If an exception occurs, the following messages are issued as WTOs and the messages are written to the SYSLOG:

• CAH0001E The check timed out while waiting for a response to a command.
• NMH0110E TCP/IP interface is not active, status is cccccccc.
• NMH0111E No port number has been specified for this region.
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NM_SSI
Description

This NetMaster NM for TCP/IP health check checks that the SOLVE SSI SSID is defined and connected. The check runs
every 15 minutes.

Best Practice

Ensure that the following conditions are met:

• The SSI started task is active.
• The SSI SSID value for the region matches the SSID= parameter for the SSI started task.

Parameters Accepted

None.

Debug Support

No.

Verbose Support

No.

Reference

None.

Non-exception Messages

The following messages can appear in the health checker:

• SOLVE SSI SSID correctly defined and connected. SSID is ssidname.
• The region is initializing. Check is not relevant at this time.
• The region is shutting down. Check is not relevant at this time.

Exception Messages

If an exception occurs, the following messages are issued as WTOs and the messages are written to the SYSLOG:

• CAH0001E The check timed out while waiting for a response to a command.
• NMH0108E SSID error, no SSID specified.
• NMH0108E SSID error, ssidname is not connected.
• NMH0108E SSID error, SSID matches AOM SSID(ssidname).

NM_WEB_PORT
Description

This NetMaster NM for TCP/IP health check checks that the MTC-NM web interface is available. This check runs every 15
minutes.

Best Practice

Set up the region parameter groups by following the instructions in Install or Upgrade NetMaster Products in the
NetMaster Shared Content Library. During the process, specify the web interface port.

Parameters Accepted

None.

Debug Support
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No.

Verbose Support

No.

Reference

None.

Non-exception Messages

The following messages can appear in the health checker:

• The region is initializing. Check is not relevant at this time.
• The region is shutting down. Check is not relevant at this time.
• The MTC-NM interface is active. HTTP port is nnnn URL is http://nnn.nnn.nnn.nnn:nnnn

Exception Messages

If an exception occurs, the following messages are issued as WTOs and the messages are written to the SYSLOG:

• CAH0001E The check timed out while waiting for a response to a command.
• NMH0113E The MTC-NM interface is not [active | configured].

NM_ZIIP
 Description 

This NetMaster health check checks that the Product Region uses zIIP processors if they are available. It runs once at
region start up.

 Best Practice 

This check works with zIIP processors on the z9 series and above, for the z/OS operating system.  The feature enables
you to offload computing cycles to available zIIP processors, which increases overall CPU throughput and decreases
operational costs at the same time. Note that the Product Region must be configured to use zIIP processors.

 Parameters Accepted 

None.

 Debug Support 

No.

 Verbose Support 

No.

 Reference 

None.

 Non-exception Messages 

The following messages can appear in the health checker:

• There are n zIIP processors available.
• The region, [name], is correctly configured for zIIP exploitation.

 Exception Messages 

If an exception occurs, the following messages are issued as WTOs and the messages are written to the SYSLOG:
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• CAH0001E The check timed out while waiting for a response to a command.
• NMH0117E The region, [name], is not configured for zIIP exploitation..

NM_ZIIPSSI
 Description 

This NetMaster health check checks that the SOLVE SSI region uses zIIP processors if they are available. It runs once at
region start up.

 Best Practice 

This check works with zIIP processors on the z9 series and above, for the z/OS operating system.  The feature enables
you to offload computing cycles to available zIIP processors, which increases overall CPU throughput and decreases
operational costs at the same time. Note that the Product Region must be configured to use zIIP processors.

 Parameters Accepted 

None.

 Debug Support 

No.

 Verbose Support 

No.

 Reference 

None.

 Non-exception Messages 

The following messages can appear in the health checker:

• There are n zIIP processors available.
• The [ssid] SSI, jobname [name], is correctly configured for zIIP exploitation.

 Exception Messages 

If an exception occurs, the following messages are issued as WTOs and the messages are written to the SYSLOG:

• CAH0001E The check timed out while waiting for a response to a command.
• NMH0119E The [ssid] SSI, jobname [name], is not configured for zIIP exploitation..

Monitor NetMaster Function Usage

Monitor Usage Trends

In NetMaster NM for TCP/IP you can monitor and report on NetMaster function usage by user, over a specified data
retention period. This feature helps you to better understand how NetMaster is used within your environment. Report
data is stored solely on your system. If desired, the reports can be shared with the NetMaster development team, who
will use the information to troubleshoot issues and better understand customer use patterns, ultimately allowing for better
prioritization of future development. Refer to the sections below for additional detail

Set Reporting Parameters

The $NM FUNCTIONUSE parameter group controls your report settings. To view or change the settings, access the
FUNCTIONUSE parameter (/PARMS). The settings are as follows:
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Monitor Function Use
. By default, function usage reporting is activated (YES). All of the function usage information is stored only on
your system. To turn off function usage reporting, set this parameter to NO.

Keep Data for
. This is the data retention period for the usage reporting. Valid entries are 0 to 366 (default), and the numerical
value controls how much information is maintained in the MSDB file.

• If you enter "0," no data is written to the file, and the report shows only usage data from the current day.
• If you enter a numerical value between 1 and 366 (n), the report keeps a rolling "n" days worth of data,

clearing the data from the oldest day.

The $$SYSPRO USAGE Command

Use the $$SYSPRO Usage command to run the function usage reports. At the command entry line, enter any of the
following:

$$SYSPRO USAGE
- Display function usage by all users, and grouped by function.

$$SYSPRO USAGEBYUSER
- Display function usage by all users, grouped by user.

$$SYSPRO USAGEBYME
- Display function usage by the logged user, grouped by function.

$$SYSPRO USAGEBYHOUR
- Display function usage by all users, grouped by the time of day.

$$SYSPRO USAGEBYHOURANDUSER
- Display function usage by all users, grouped by the time of day, and then user.

In addition, you can append BYDAY to any $$SYSPRO USAGE command - for example $$SYSPRO USAGE BYDAY - to
further group the report by day.

Share Function Usage Data with Broadcom

As noted above, function usage data is stored only on your system. However, should you want to share this information
with Broadcom, for the purposes of troubleshooting and development prioritization, use the PF6 function to print reports to
a printer, email or a data set. For more information on using the PF6 function, refer to Implementing Print Services.

View IBM Function Registry for z/OS Data
View the IBM Function Registry for z/OS data for your Broadcom product to see what product features are available and
are enabled at your site.

This information helps you determine whether your site is getting the most value out of NetMaster. If you do not have the
permissions to perform these steps, ask your System Programmer to assist you.

Prerequisites

Before you view the registry data, verify that your site meets the following prerequisites:

• The Feature Registration Service (FRS) has been installed. For installation instructions, see the Common Components
and Services documentation.

• The PTF that enables FRS support for NetMaster has been applied.
• NetMaster has been started. Starting the product prompts the FRS to register it with the IBM Function Registry for z/

OS.
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Viewing Methods

When NetMaster is registered with the IBM Function Registry for z/OS, you can view the product data in the registry. Use
any of the following methods to view the data:

SYSVIEW Performance
Management Version

16.0 or higher

Displays detailed information about a single product. To use this method with SYSVIEW Version 16.0 or
higher, you must have a product license.
Alternatively, in SYSVIEW Version 17.0, you can use SYSVIEW Essentials, which is a lightweight
configuration of SYSVIEW. You do not need a license for SYSVIEW Essentials.

IBM FXEPRINT
batch utility

Displays detailed information about all registered Broadcom mainframe products.

Your system console Displays the feature enablement status for a single product.

View the Data Using SYSVIEW or SYSVIEW Essentials

SYSVIEW and SYSVIEW Essentials include commands to display the IBM Function Registry for z/OS data for your
product. This data can include the product release and maintenance level, product features, and the use counts for those
features. The specific data that is shown depends on the data that NetMaster reports to the function registry.

1. From any SYSVIEW menu, type FXE in the Command field and select Enter.
The IBM Function Registry for z/OS panel appears.

2. Find "Broadcom" in the Vendor column and type SB in the Cmd field next to it. Select Enter.
The registered Broadcom products appear.

3. Tab to your product and select Enter.
The function registry information for the selected product appears.

Example: SYSVIEW Output

The following example shows sample SYSVIEW output for NetMaster.

  Product - NetMaster ----------------------------------------------------------

  Path: /Broadcom/NetMaster

 

  Vendor           Broadcom

  Product Slot     6

  Product          NetMaster

  ID

  Instance         U31NCE81

  Release

  Description

  Attributes       2

  User Data        None

  Private Data     Yes

  Functions        25

 

  Product Attributes -----------------------------------------------------------

   Path: /Broadcom/NetMaster

 

   AS    Attribute                                        Type     Value

   1     Version                                          TEXT     08.01.01

   2     Registrations Active                             UNSIGNED 1

 

  Product Functions ------------------------------------------------------------

  Path: /Broadcom/NetMaster
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   FS    Function                                         Status       Used

   1     Option-TCPIP                                     Enabled      UseCount

   2     Option-SNA                                       Enabled      UseCount

   3     Option-SNAAUTO                                   Enabled      UseCount

   4     Option-FTM                                       Enabled      UseCount

   5     Option-FTS                                       Enabled      UseCount

   6     Base-Command Entry                               Enabled      UseCount

   7     Base-Linked Regions                              Enabled      UseCount

   8     Base-Alert Monitor                               Enabled      UseCount

   9     Base-Alert Central                               Enabled      UseCount

   10    SNA Automation-SNA Summary                       Enabled      NotUsed

   11    SNA Automation-EventView                         Enabled      UseCount

   12    SNA Automation-Resource Monitor                  Enabled      NotUsed

   13    FTM-CONNECT:Direct Monitor                       Enabled      NotUsed

   14    FTM-FTP Monitor                                  Enabled      UseCount

   15    FTM-XCOM Monitor                                 Enabled      NotUsed

   16    TCPIP-API Server                                 Enabled      UseCount

   17    TCPIP-SmartTrace                                 Enabled      UseCount

   18    TCPIP-Event Detectors                            Enabled      UseCount

   19    TCPIP-Security Information                       Enabled      UseCount

   20    TCPIP-Attribute Monitor                          Enabled      UseCount

   21    TCPIP-MTC-NM                                     Enabled      NotUsed

   22    TCPIP-Web Portal                                 Enabled      NotUsed

   23    TCPIP-IP Node Monitor                            Enabled      NotUsed

   24    TCPIP-MOI Integration                            Enabled      UseCount

   25    Report Center                                    Enabled      NotUsed

View the Data Using FXEPRINT

The IBM FXEPRINT batch utility generates a report that provides information about all Broadcom mainframe products
that are registered with the IBM Function Registry for z/OS. This data can include the product release and maintenance
level, the product features, and the use counts for those features. The specific data that is shown depends on the data
that NetMaster reports to the function registry.

Use the following JCL to run the IBM FXEPRINT batch utility:
//FXEPRINT EXEC PGM=FXEPRINT,TIME=1440,REGION=0K

//SYSOUT   DD SYSOUT=A,DCB=(LRECL=80)

//SYSIN    DD DUMMY

Example: FXEPRINT Report

The following example shows a sample report for NetMaster.

----------------------------------------------------------------------

Vendor Name:          Broadcom

Vendor Description:   Broadcom Inc.

Vendor Slot Path:     VS(12)

----------------------------------------------------------------------

Product Name:         NetMaster

Instance ID:          U11NHE81

Product Slot Path:    VS(12) PS(10,1)

Product Parent:       Broadcom

Product Attributes:

 Attribute Name:      Version
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 Attribute Value:     08.01.01

 Attribute Name:      Registrations Active

 Attribute Value:     1

----------------------------------------------------------------------

Function Name:        Option-TCPIP

Function Description: NetMaster for TCP/IP Option

Function Slot Path:   VS(12) PS(10,1) FS(1,AUTHONLY)

Function Parent:      NetMaster

Function Usage Count: 1

Function Enabled:     YES

Function Last Update:

  Job:                NMCM81

  ASID:               01E0

  User:               CSNM

  Timestamp:          (Local) 2023-02-27 06:10:03.770027

                      (UTC)   2023-02-27 11:10:03.770027

Function Attributes:

 Attribute Name:      LMP Key

 Attribute Value:     Y7

----------------------------------------------------------------------

View the Data Using the System Console

Use the following command to display the status of the registered features for NetMaster on the system console:
D FXE,VN=BROADCOM,PN='product_name',IID=ssid*,FN=*,STATE

product_name
Specifies the product name. For NetMaster, enter NETMASTER .

ssid
Specifies the subsystem ID.

The feature information for NetMaster appears on the system console.

Example: Console Command Output

The following example shows sample FXE output for NetMaster:

System + NMCS8111     Limit 1000  Wrap OFF Edit OFF Scroll OFF Asyn ON  Log ON

 1---+----10---+----20---+----30---+----40---+----50---+----60---+----70---+----

  ENABLED:    YES

  -----------------------------------------------------------------------

  VENDOR:     Broadcom

  PRODUCT:    NetMaster

  INSTANCEID: U11NHE81

  FUNCTION:   Option-FTS

  SLOTPATH:   VS(12) PS(10,1) FS(5,AUTHONLY)

  ENABLED:    YES

  -----------------------------------------------------------------------

  VENDOR:     Broadcom

  PRODUCT:    NetMaster

  INSTANCEID: U11NHE81

  FUNCTION:   Base-Command Entry

  SLOTPATH:   VS(12) PS(10,1) FS(6,AUTHONLY)

  ENABLED:    YES

  -----------------------------------------------------------------------
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Configuring
Complete these tasks to configure NetMaster NM for TCP/IP to meet your requirements.

After you have completed the tasks in Installing, you have a working NetMaster NM for TCP/IP region, with a minimum of
configuration tasks performed.

This section describes the tasks that you can perform to configure the system to suit your requirements. You do not have
to configure your entire system at one time; in fact, some tasks you probably never have to do for your site. If you do
perform the tasks, we recommend that you perform the tasks in the same order as they appear here.

We recommend that you configure one region at a time. Ensure that the region is configured and working correctly before
you link it or deploy it on more regions.

Configuring IP Node Monitoring

IP Nodes

An IP node is any host that can be reached from the z/OS host using IP. A host can be a router, server, workstation, other
LPAR, and interface. Other LPARs can also be Enterprise Extender (EE) remote hosts. Every node has a unique network
address.

An IP node definition is attached to the system image.

NOTE
A system image is a collection of resources. System images have unique names. The names generally
comprise the system ID and a version number, for example, SYS1-0001. A NetMaster NM for TCP/IP region
loads only one system image at one time.

You can monitor IP nodes. The information in the IP node definition determines the monitoring criteria. You can also
include the definition in a monitoring map.

Display IP Nodes

When you set up a region for the first time, Express Setup automatically discovers your IP nodes. To discover your IP
nodes, Express Setup uses the addresses in the routing tables of your primary IP stack. The discovery radiates one hop
with a time limit of 2 minutes (by default).

To display all IP nodes, enter /IPNODE from the command prompt.

Delete an IP Node

Express Setup usually finds many IP nodes very close to the host; however, you probably do not want to monitor all these
nodes. Review all the discovered nodes, and delete the ones that you do not want to monitor.

WARNING
Do not monitor large numbers of noncritical nodes unnecessarily. Unnecessary monitoring increases CPU usage
and increases the number of alerts raised.

Follow these steps:

1. Enter /IPNODE at the command prompt.
The IP Node Monitor appears.

2. Enter DEL next to the IP node that you want to delete, and then press Enter.
The IP node is deleted.
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Add an IP Node

Express Setup (by default) does not find IP nodes that are further than two or three hops. If you want to monitor one of
these nodes, add it manually.

NOTE
If you want to discover more IP nodes with Express Setup, you can edit
dsnpref.rname.TESTEXEC($RMEXPR6). For more information, see Installing and Upgrading.

Use descriptive and meaningful IP node names. The IP node name does not need to be the same as the IP address or IP
host name. Choose IP node names that everyone recognizes. Express Setup often uses the IP address as the IP node
name; however, you can rename these nodes.

Follow these steps:

1. Enter /IPNODE at the command prompt.
The IP Node Monitor appears.

2. Press F4 (Add).
The System Image List appears.

3. Type S next to the system image to which the node belongs.
The IP Node General Description panel appears.

4. Complete the following fields:
IP Node Name

Specifies the name of the IP node that you want to add.
IP Addr/Host Name

Specifies the IP address that you want to monitor.
Monitor by Host Name

Specifies whether to use the IP address or host name during monitoring. If you select YES, the host name is
resolved to an IP address each time the IP node is monitored. Use this option if the node IP address tends to
change (for example, if DHCP is used or for IPv6 hosts).

Group Name
Specifies the name of the monitor group.

NOTE
Enter a question mark (?) to obtain a list of existing monitor groups.

Short Description
Briefly describes the IP node.

Press F4 (Save).
The IP node definition is saved.

Organize IP Nodes
You use IP node monitor groups to organize IP nodes in NetMaster NM for TCP/IP. IP node monitor groups define the
checks to perform and the attributes to monitor for all of your IP nodes. You can use the pre-defined monitor groups that
are included with NetMaster NM for TCP/IP, or you can define a custom IP node monitor group.

When you define an IP node, you also attach it to an IP node monitor group. The monitor group defines the checks that
are performed and the attributes that are monitored. All IP nodes that belong to that monitor group use these monitoring
criteria. A monitor group can define the following monitoring criteria:

• How often the nodes are checked
• The SNMP performance attributes monitored, and PINGRTT and NETSTATUS
• The alerts and the actions performed
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You can set up IP node monitor groups for different device types, and the same device type can also have multiple
different groups. Some groups can do more performance monitoring, more frequent checking, or different actions when
problems occur.

The following IP node monitor groups are provided:

Standard
Checks the network status (NETSTATUS) and performs a PING every 10 minutes. If the status is TIMEOUT or
ERROR, an alert is raised.

LowLevel
Checks the network status (NETSTATUS) and performs a PING every hour. No alerts are raised.

CiscoPerfIntens
Monitors the general availability of Cisco routers. The group checks the network status and performs a PING
every 10 minutes. If the status is TIMEOUT or ERROR, an alert is raised. The group monitors the SNMP interface
in (IfInDiscards) and interface out (InOutDiscards) discards, and the CPU 5-minute average (CiscoavgBusy5).

CiscoMonIntens
In addition to the CiscoPerfIntens functions, the CiscoMonIntens group monitors the following items: monitors
interface in (IfInErrors) and interface out (IfOutErrors); packet rates in (CiscoifInPkts) and packet rates out
(CiscoifOutPkts); and router memory usage (CiscobuffNoMem).

Express Setup places all the IP nodes that it finds in the Standard group; however, you can assign them to another group.

Add an IP Node Monitor Group

If you do not want to use one of the provided IP node monitor groups, you can define your own. IP node monitor
groups can be based on any available attributes, including, but not limited to function, hardware type, importance, and
geographical location of hosts.

Follow these steps:

1. Enter /IPMONG at the command prompt.
The IP Node Monitor Group List appears.

2. Press F4 (Add).
The Monitor Group Details panel appears.

3. Complete the following fields:
Name

Specifies the name of the monitor group.
Description

Briefly describes the monitor group.
Press F4 (Add).
The Selectable Attributes List appears.

4. Enter S next to the attribute that you want to monitor.
The attribute is added to the Monitor Group Details panel.

5. Enter U next to the attribute.
The Alert Control Details panel appears.

6. Enter U next to the Alert Type that you want to apply to this attribute.
The Alert Details panel appears.

7. Enter the alert details.
For more information about the fields, press F1 (Help).
If you want to add an automated action, go to step 8.
If you do not want to add an automated action, go to step 10.

8. (Optional) Press F5 (Actions).
The Alert Automated Actions panel appears.
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9. (Optional) Press F4 (Add) and define the automatic action.
10. Press F3 (OK).

The IP node monitor group is added.

Alert Conditions
Use IP node groups to define alert conditions for IP nodes in NetMaster NM for TCP/IP.

An alert is a notification of a fault, which you can view on the alert monitor. You define alert conditions on IP nodes through
an IP node monitor group. You set alert conditions separately for each IP node monitor group. Having separate IP node
monitor groups allows you to use different alert conditions for an attribute that appears in multiple groups.

Numeric attributes, such as PINGRTT, have the following alert conditions:

• Above and below a threshold (absolute value)
• Above and below a baseline (moving average)

NOTE

Because IP nodes are sampled regularly and often at short intervals, HourOfDay is usually a suitable baseline
type for IP nodes.

Each single alert condition can raise one of five different alerts. These alerts are of varying severity and text, which is
based on the threshold value or baseline percentage. For example, when PINGRTT of a node in the FTPSERVERS group
is greater than 5000, you raise a severity 1 alert with the text:

 This node is extremely slow.

Also, when PINGRTT of a node in the FTPSERVERS group is greater than 100, you raise a severity 4 alert with the text:

 This node is slightly slow.

You can also suppress alerting when an alert condition is satisfied. This feature enables you to trigger actions without
sending an alert. To suppress alerting, specify 0 for the alert severity.

Automatic Actions

You can set up the following actions to run automatically when an alert condition is satisfied.

Notify
Sends a user notification. This notification can be delivered in the following ways:

• Broadcast message
• TSO message
• Electronic mail
• Your own exit (NCL) routine

Command
Issues a system command.

Execute NCL
Runs an NCL procedure.

NOTE
You can execute a REXX procedure from an NCL procedure.

Trouble Ticket
Creates a trouble ticket that is based on the characteristics of the alert. You would usually set this action up to
send a request using electronic mail.
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Automation Services Process
Runs an Automation Services process to perform one or more actions, for example, write to the activity log.

Example Define an IP Node Monitor Group
This example shows how to create an IP node monitor group named PING. The group raises a severity 3 alert when a
PING takes longer than 1 second. The group also sends an email trouble ticket to notify the operator.

Follow these steps:

1. Enter /IPMONG at the command prompt.
The IP Node Monitor Group List appears.

2. Press F4 (Add).
The Monitor Group Details panel appears.

3. Enter a Name and Description for the monitor group, and whether you want to send the performance data to
ReportCenter.

NOTE
For more information about ReportCenter, see NetMaster Shared Content Library.

Press F4 (Add).
The Selectable Attributes List appears.

4. Select PING.
The Monitor Group Details panel appears:
 PROD------------ Automation Services : Monitor Group Details ------------------

 Command ===>                                                   Scroll ===> CSR

 Name .......................... PING

 Description ................... PING EXCESSIVE

 Collection Status ............. ACTIVE              (Active or Inactive)

 Send to ReportCenter? .........NO                 (Yes or No)

                                                             S/U=Update R=Remove

      Attribute               Alert Summary                                Rate

      PING                                                                01:00

     **END**

  F1=Help      F2=Split     F3=Ok        F4=Add                    F6=Refresh

  F7=Backward  F8=Forward   F9=Swap                  F11=Right    F12=Cancel

5. Enter U next to the PING attribute.
The PING Alert Control Details panel appears.

6. Enter U next to the alert type RTT High Value.
The High Alert Details panel appears.

7. Complete the fields:
PROD---------------- Monitor Attribute : High Alert Details --------------------

 Command ===>                                                    Function=UPDATE

 Resource ......... -                                 Group ... PING

 Attribute ........ PINGRTT
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 Description ...... PING Round Trip Time (ms)

 Qualifier ........

 Å High Value Alert

 … Alert when value             Sev Alert Description

 … is greater than 1000          3  PING EXCESSIVE

 …            or >

 …            or >

 …            or >

 …            or >

 … Clear Alert when value is equal to or below

  F1=Help      F2=Split     F3=Ok                     F5=Actions

                            F9=Swap                  F11=EditText F12=Cancel

8. Press F5 (Actions).
The Available Actions panel appears.

9. Select AUTO_TROUBLE_TICKET.
The Auto Trouble Ticket Details panel appears.

10. Complete the fields:
 PROD------------ Alert Monitor : Auto Trouble Ticket Details ------------------

 Command ===>

 Short Description ... PING EXCESSIVE

 EMAIL ADDRESS#1 ..... operator@company.com

 EMAIL ADDRESS #2 ....

  F1=Help      F2=Split     F3=File

                            F9=Swap                               F12=Cancel

11. Press F3 (File) until the PING Alert Control Details panel appears:
 PROD---------- Monitor Attribute : PING Alert Control Details -----------------

 Command ===>                                                   Scroll ===> CSR

 Resource ......... -                                 Group ... PING

 Attribute ........ PING

 Description ...... Check Network Connectivity

 Qualifier ........ ____________________

 Baseline Type ...+ _________ (Daily, DayOfWeek or HourOfDay)

 Three Strike Alert NO_       (YES or NO)

 Rate ............. 60        (minutes)

 PING Packet Size . 256__     (64-65519 bytes)

      Count ....... 3_        (1-10)

      Wait ........ 5_        (Timeout in seconds)
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                              S/U=Update A=Actions C=Clear Actions R=Reset Alert

                                                   Max

     Alert Type          Summary                   Sev  Act#  Alert Text

     RTT High Value      Sev:3 >1000                3      1  PING EXCESSIVE

     RTT Low Value                                  -      -

     RTT Above Baseline                             -      -

     RTT Below Baseline                             -      -

     Unreachable Host                               -      -

     **END**

  F1=Help      F2=Split     F3=Ok                                  F6=Refresh

  F7=Backward  F8=Forward   F9=Swap                               F12=Cancel

12. Press F3 (OK).
The details are saved.

13. Press F3 (OK).
The monitor group is created.

Configuring Event Monitoring
Use event detectors to monitor network and system events and define automated responses.

Event Detectors

An event detector defines the network and systems events that you want to monitor, and what to do when the event
occurs.

You can define an alert to raise, and you can define the wording of the alert. You can also define an automatic action to
run.

Sample event detector definitions are supplied. Each type of event is represented in the samples. Use these definitions as
examples when you create your own event detectors.

The following types of event detectors are available.

NOTE
The CONNECT and LISTENER detectors operate by polling, as determined by the IPTIMING parameter group.

CONNECT
Monitors connections.

CONNSTAT
Monitors the status of TCP connections.

CONSOLE
Monitors system console messages.

CUSTOM
Monitors custom events.

FRAGMENT
Monitors IP packet fragmentation.

FTPFAIL
Monitors FTP failures.

ICMP
Monitors ICMP messages.

LISTENER
Monitors listening ports.
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NOLISTEN
Monitors connection attempt failures due to a listener port not being active.

RTPRED5M
Monitors RTP pipe congestion.

SSLHFAIL
Monitors Secure Sockets Layer/Transport Layer Security (SSL/TLS) handshake failures.

SVRRESET
Monitors TCP connections that a server resets.

SYSLOGD
Monitors UNIX System Services (USS) SYSLOGD (Daemon)

TCPCERT
Monitors TCP TLS certificates by expiration date.

TCPEND
Monitors the end of TCP connections by reason codes.

TCPSECE
Like TCPSECLV, TCPSECE (TCP Security Protocol Enhanced) uses zERT data to monitor connections. While
TCPSECLV enables you to specify monitoring of insecure protocols from all sources, TCPSECE provides
additional fields and specifications that allow you to narrow your monitoring focus.
Although TCPSECE does not replace TCPSECLV, TCPSECE is recommended for all event detector development
because of the greater monitoring precision it provides. For additional details about TCPSECE, see Use zERT
Data to Verify That Incoming Connections Adhere to Security Policy.

TCPSECLV
Uses zERT data to monitor the protocols and ciphers for application connections. Issues alerts for each local port
and remote address that uses an insecure protocol. For additional details about TCPSECLV, see Use zERT Data
to Verify That Incoming Connections Adhere to Security Policy.

TCPSTART
Monitors the start of TCP connections.

Define an Event Detector

To specify the type of event that you want to monitor, define an event detector as described in the following steps.

1. Enter /EDETECT at the command prompt.
The Event Detectors Controls List appears.

2. Press F4 (Add).
The Valid Value List appears.

3. Select a type from the list, and press Enter.
The corresponding detector definition panel appears.

4. Complete the following fields:
Short Description

Briefly describes the event detector. This description appears on the Event Detector Controls List. Use this
description in your own documentation.

Status
Specifies whether this rule detects events. Making a detector inactive means that you can keep a definition, but
not have it checked.

5. Press F4 (Criteria) and define the criteria for events that you want to monitor.
6. Press F5 (Alert) and define the alert.
7. (Optional) Press F6 (Actions) to define any action that you want the system to take in response to a triggering event.
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8. Press F3 (File).
The new detector is added.

Define Event Criteria

The event criteria define the conditions that trigger the alert, the actions, or both.

To define event criteria:

1. From the detector definition panel, press F4 (Criteria).
The corresponding criteria panel appears.

2. Complete the fields on the criteria panel.

NOTE

For more information about the fields, press F1 (Help).
3. Press F3 (OK).

The event criteria are saved.

Define an Alert

After you define the conditions that cause the alert, define the actual alert, for example, the type and severity. If you do not
want to raise an alert, specify 0 for severity.

To define an alert:

1. From the detector definition panel, press F5 (Alert).
The Alert Definition panel appears.

NOTE
For some detector types, this panel contains only the Description and Severity fields.

2. Complete the fields.

NOTE

For more information about the fields, press F1 (Help).
3. Press F3 (OK).

The alert details are saved.

Define an Automatic Action

After you define the alert criteria and the alert, you can define an action that happens automatically when the event criteria
is satisfied.

To define an automatic action:

1. From the detector definition panel, press F6 (Actions).
The Available Actions panel appears.

2. Select the action.
An action-specific details panel appears.

3. Complete the action-specific details on the panel.

NOTE

For more information about the fields, press F1 (Help).
4. Press F3 (File).

The selected action is added.
5. Press F3 (File).

The details are saved.
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Define Event Detectors for IP Connection Events
Follow the instructions on this page to define an event detector for an IP connection event.

You can set up event detectors to poll connection information at defined intervals and to create alerts according to the
criteria that you define. To detect long-running problems, such as connections that have been idle or in a wait state for a
long time, use IP connection event detectors.

NOTE
IP connection detectors do not detect every connection in real time. They run the IBM EZBNMIFR program at
regular intervals and scan the output for connections that match your criteria. Connections that start and end
within a polling interval are therefore not found.

You can use combinations of any of the following criteria for a connection detector to create an alert:

• A task name -- as for the Taskname column on connection lists
• TCP status -- as for the Status column on connection lists, except that connections with Listen status are not monitored
• Byte count -- bytes in and bytes out on connection lists
• Buffered -- bytes in and bytes out queued
• Duplicate Acks and Retransmits threshold
• Idle or elapsed time threshold
• A full or generic local IP address or local port number -- must match connection list values
• A full or generic remote IP address or remote port number -- must match connection list values

To define an IP connection detector, you perform the steps to define an event detector and select CONNECT as the Alert
Detector Type.

NOTE
Before you set up an event detector for connections, use the Connections Menu to find the connection that you
want to monitor. Note the values in the various columns.

Example: Define an IP Connection Detector

This example shows how to define an IP connection detector. The detector drops FTP data connections that have been
idle for more than 10 minutes.

1. Enter /EDETECTat the command prompt.
The Event Detectors Controls List appears.

2. Press F4 (Add).
The Valid Value List appears.

3. Enter S next to CONNECT.
The Connection Detector panel appears.

4. Complete the following fields:
Short Description

Briefly describes the event detector.

NOTE
This description appears on the Event Detector Controls List.

Status
Specifies whether this rule detects events.

5. Press F4 (Criteria).
The Connection Criteria panel appears.

6. Complete the panel as follows:
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 PROD--------------------- TCP/IP : Connection Criteria ------------------------ Command ===> Short

 Description  Drop FTP Data Connections                   Status ACTIVE Task Name ........ FTPSRV TCP

 Status ....... Bytes In+Out Over Buffered In Over Buffered Out Over Duplicate Acks Over Retransmits Over

  Idle Time Over ... 00:10             (hh:mm) Foreign Host ..... Foreign Port ..... Local Host .......

 Local Port ....... 21Note: Generic values may be used. Field values are as shown on connection list

  F1=Help      F2=Split     F3=OK                            F9=Swap                              

 F12=Cancel

7. Press F3 (OK).
The Connection Detector panel appears.

8. Press F6 (Actions).
The Available Actions panel appears.

9. Enter S next to RUN_COMMAND.
The Run Command Details panel appears.

10. Complete the panel as follows:
 PROD---------------- Alert Monitor : Run Command Details ---------------------- Command ===> Short

 Description ...... Drop FTP Data Connections Command & Parameters ... NETSTAT DROP &$IPCONNID Command

 Parameters .....  F1=Help      F2=Split     F3=File                            F9=Swap                   

            F12=Cancel

11. Press F3 (File).
The Alert Automated Actions panel appears, with RUN-COMMAND added to the list of actions.

12. Press F3 (OK).
The Connection Detector panel appears.

13. Press F3 (File).
The IP connection detector is saved.

Define Event Detectors for FTP Failures
Follow the instructions on this page to efine an event detector for an FTP failure event.

A detected FTP failure can be declared as an alert. If the response code in an FTP client or server event is not 0 or 250, a
failure is considered to have occurred. You can detect the FTP failures that match the following conditions:

• A specific FTP command (Retr, Stor, Appe, Delete, Rename), or any command
• Remote IP address
• Data set name
• FTP server job name

To define an FTP failure detector, you perform the steps to define an event detector and select FTPFAIL as the Alert
Detector Type.

Example: Define an FTP Failure Detector This example shows how to create an alert if the receipt of a production data
set fails.

Follow these steps:

1. Enter /EDETECT at the command prompt.
The Event Detectors Controls List appears.

2. Press F4 (Add).
The Valid Value List appears.

3. Enter S next to FTPFAIL
The FTP Failure Detector panel appears.

4. Complete the following fields:
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Short Description
Briefly describes the event detector.

NOTE
This description appears on the Event Detector Controls List.

Status
Specifies whether this rule detects events.

5. Press F4 (Criteria).
The FTP Failure Criteria panel appears.

6. Complete the panel as follows:
 PROD------------------- TCP/IP : FTP Failure Criteria ------------------------- Command ===> Short

 Description ..... FTP Failure                            Status ACTIVE FTP Command ........... STOR      

      (*, Retr, Stor, Appe, Delete, Rename) Remote IP Address ..... Dataset Name(Member) .. PROD.ERROR.LOG

 Server Job Name .......   F1=Help      F2=Split     F3=OK                            F9=Swap             

                  F12=Cancel

7. Press F3 (OK).
The FTP Failure Detector panel appears.

8. Press F5 (Alert).
The Alert Definition panel appears.

9. Enter the severity of the alert that you want to create and press F3 (OK).
The FTP Failure Detector panel appears.

10. Press F3 (File).
The details are saved.

Define Event Detectors for Console Messages
Use the instructions on this page to define an event detector for use with console messages.

NetMaster NM for TCP/IP can detect z/OS console messages that a specific job name, generic job name, or the TCP/IP
stack issues. You can specify extended message text matching, not only the message number. You can update or replace
alerts, and raise a new alert each time a message is received.

NOTE
For an example of how to clear an alert on the detection of a corresponding OK message, see the following
console detectors: SAMPLE: SYSVIEW...Clear.

To define a console message detector, you perform the steps to define an event detector and select CONSOLE as the
Alert Detector Type.

Example: Define a Console Message Detector

This example demonstrates how to create a severity 4 alert when message M123 PROCESSING COMMAND occurs for
commands VARY and STATUS, for jobname TCPIP1.

1. Enter /EDETECT at the command prompt.
The Event Detectors Controls List appears.

2. Press F4 (Add).
The Valid Value List appears.

3. Enter S next to CONSOLE.
The Console Message Detector panel appears.

4. Complete the following fields:
Short Description

Briefly describes the event detector.
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NOTE
This description appears on the Event Detector Controls List.

5. Press F4 (Criteria).
The Console Message Criteria panel appears.

6. Complete the panel as follows:
 PROD----------------- TCP/IP : Console Message Criteria -----------------------

 Command ===>

 Short Description ..... PROCESSING COMMAND______________       Status ACTIVE__

 Console Message Details

 Text... M123 PROCESSING COMMAND:______________________________________________

 Jobname TCPIP1__          (Enter * for TCPIP Started Task)

 Extended Message Filtering

   Strt Word      Scan

   Pos  Num  Opr  Text

 1 1__  4__  EQ_  VARY_________________________________________________________

 2 15_  5__  EQ_  STATUS_______________________________________________________

 3 ___  ___  ___  _____________________________________________________________

 4 ___  ___  ___  _____________________________________________________________

 5 ___  ___  ___  _____________________________________________________________

 Expression ..... _____________________________________  e.g. 1 and (2 or 3)

  F1=Help      F2=Split     F3=OK

                            F9=Swap                               F12=Cancel

7. Press F3 (OK).
The Console Message Detector panel appears.

8. Press F5 (Alert).
The Alert Definition panel appears.

9. Enter 4 in the Severity field and press F3 (OK).
The Console Message Detector panel appears.

10. Press F3 (File).
The console message detector is saved.

Define Event Detectors for TCP Certificates
Follow the instructions on this page to define event detectors for TCP client or server certificates.

When a TCP certificate event detector is active, NetMaster will monitor certificates used in authentication on live inbound
or outbound connections and alert you if a certificate is set to expire within a period that you define.

NOTE
Only TLS certificates provided by IBM GSK SSL, ZERTJSSE, or JAVA SSL are monitored.

Prerequisites

To use certificate event detectors, your installation must meet the following prerequisites:
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• z Encryption Readiness Technology (zERT) detail SMF record collection must be enabled in the TCP/IP stack.
• In the TCP/IP STACK PROFILE data set, the NETMONITOR parameter ZERTSERVICE must be enabled.

For more information, see Use zERT Data to Verify that Incoming Connections Adhere to Security Policy.

Define an Event Detector by Certificate Expiration Date

1. Enter /EDETECT at the command prompt.
The Event Detector Controls List appears.

2. Press F4 (Add).
The Valid Value List appears.

3. Type S next to TCPCERT and press Enter.
The TCP Certificate panel appears.

4. Complete the following fields:
Short Description

Briefly describes the event detector. When you have defined the event detector, this description will appear on the
Event Detector Controls List.

Status
Specifies whether the event detector is active or inactive. Defaults to ACTIVE.

5. Press F4 (Criteria).
6. Enter a value from 7 to 999 in the Days to Expiry field.

The value represents a number of days before the NOT-AFTER date on a certificate. The event detector will raise an
alert when NetMaster finds a certificate that has reached this point.
Example: If you enter 7 as the Days to Expiry value, the event detector will alert you seven days before a certificate's
NOT-AFTER date.

7. (Optional) You may enter values in the remaining fields on the TCP Certificate panel to limit the number of certificates
found by the event detector.
Example: If you enter CLIENT in the Type field, only client certificates within the date range you defined will set off the
event detector.

8. Press F3 (OK) to return to the initial TCP Certificate panel that appeared in step 3.
9. (Optional) Press F5 (Alert) to display the Alert Definition panel to change the default alert description or alert severity

associated with the event detector.
10. (Optional) Press F6 (Actions) to display the Alert Monitor: Available Actions panel and associate actions with the

event detector.
11. Press F3 (File) to save the new event detector.
12. Press F3 (Exit) to return to the Event Detector Controls List.

The new TCP certificate event detector appears in a new row with a Detector Type of TCPCERT.

How You Automate Responses to syslogd Messages in UNIX System Services
Use NetMaster NM for TCP/IP event detectors to create automated responses to SYSLOGD messages.

As a network administrator, you want to automate responses to certain syslogd messages. Through the SYSLOGD
parameter group, the region can become a destination for selected syslogd messages. You can then define event
detectors to automate responses to these messages.

The following illustration provides an overview of the process:
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Figure 15: automateResponses

The process has the following tasks:

1. Gather information.
2. Customize the syslogd configuration file.
3. Configure the syslogd interface.
4. Review captured syslogd messages.
5. Define event detectors.

At the end of the process, the event detectors process your messages and respond according to your specification.

Gather Information

Before you start, determine the logging rules that select the messages that you want syslogd to pass to the region.

A facility name and a priority code define a logging rule. For locally generated messages, the rule can include the user ID
and job name of the program that generated the message. For the messages that arrive over the network, the rule can
include the IP address or host name of the sender. The logging rule forms part of a syslogd rule configuration statement.

This rule configuration statement has the following format:

 [(host).|user_id.job_name.]facility.priority pipe_path_name 

pipe_path_name
Specifies the destination to which syslogd passes the messages. The region uses a UNIX System Services (USS)
named pipe (or first-in-first-out (FIFO) special file) for this purpose. You can use the region default or can use your
own pipe. The parameter specifies the absolute path name of the pipe.
Default: /etc/nmtcpip.region_acb_name.syslogd.pipe (region_acb_name is the name of the primary ACB for the
region.)

NOTE
For information about syslogd rule configuration statements, see IBM z/OS Communications Server IP
Configuration Reference.

Example: Pass Internet Key Exchange (IKE) Daemon Messages

This example tells syslogd to pass IKE daemon messages with a priority of notice or higher to the REGION01 region:

 local4.notice /etc/nmtcpip.REGION01.syslogd.pipe
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Customize the syslogd Configuration File

The syslogd configuration file specifies the messages to pass to a particular destination. To pass the required messages
to the region, customize the file using the rule configuration statements that you determine in the previous task.

Configure the syslogd Interface

The SYSLOGD parameter group configures the region as a destination for selected messages from the local syslogd.
Syslogd passes selected messages to the region using a USS named pipe (or FIFO special file).

Follow these steps:

1. Enter the /PARMS panel shortcut.
The list of parameter groups appears.

2. Find the SYSLOGD parameter group, and enter U next to it.
3. Specify the field values:

a. In the Enable SYSLOGD Interface field, specify YES.
b. In the Log Messages field, specify YES to write the messages to the activity log.

NOTE
The logged messages help you define your event detectors.

c. In the Named Pipe field, specify the absolute path name of the pipe that you specify in the syslogd configuration
file.

4. Press F6 (Action).
The region creates the named pipe, starts a pipe receiver, and reinitializes syslogd. The region starts to receive the
selected syslogd messages.

5. Press F3 (File).
You save the parameter group. At a region startup, the saved group tells the region to start the pipe receiver and
reinitialize syslogd.

Review Captured syslogd Messages

The SYSLOGD parameter group enables the logging of captured syslogd messages in the region. The message ID,
RMSL0105, identifies the captured messages. After you action the parameter group for the first time, wait for the region to
capture the messages. Review these messages, and determine which ones you want to detect.

Follow these steps:

1. Enter the /LOG panel shortcut.
The region activity log appears.

2. Look for RMSL0105.
– To find an instance of the message, use the F RMSL0105 command.
– To display only the RMSL0105 messages, enter FILTER RMSL0105.

NOTE
For information about the message syntax, place the cursor on a message and press F1 (Help).

3. Review the messages, and note the ones that you want to detect.
You create a list of messages for which you want to define event detectors.

Define Event Detectors

You want to automate responses to the syslogd messages that the region receives. The SYSLOGD event detectors
enable you to detect specific messages, raise alerts, and perform actions.

Follow these steps:

1. Enter the /EDETECT panel shortcut.
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The Event Detector Controls List panel appears.
2. Press F4 (Add), and enter S next to the SYSLOGD event detector type.

A panel appears for you to define the detector.

NOTE
For information about the panels and fields, press F1 (help).

3. Describe the detector, and set the status to ACTIVE.

NOTE
You can also activate or inactivate a detector from the Event Detector Controls List panel.

4. Specify the criteria for the message that you want to detect:
a. Press F4 (Criteria).
b. Specify the criteria, and press F3 (OK).

The Event Detector Controls List panel appears with the criteria information.
The detector triggers on messages that satisfy the specified criteria.

5. Define the alert that you want to raise:
a. Press F5 (Alert).
b. Define the alert, and press F3 (OK).

The Event Detector Controls List panel appears with the alert information.
When the detector is triggered, it raises the defined alert.

6. (Optional) Specify the actions that you want to perform:
a. Press F6 (Actions).
b. Select the type of action.
c. Specify the action, and press F3 (File).

The Alert Automated Actions panel appears.
d. If you want to specify more actions, press F4 (Add). Repeat steps b and c.

If you have finished specifying your actions, press F3 (OK). The Event Detector Controls List panel appears with
the action information.

When the detector is triggered, it performs the specified actions.
7. Press F3 (File).

You save the detector. The detector is active and starts processing received syslogd messages.

Example: Detect EZD1125I Messages

This example shows the criteria to detect an EZD1125I message. You review the region activity log and note the following
message that has IKE as the source:

22.12.25 RMSL0105 276.1 Aug  7 02:12:25 USILCO31 IKE: EZD1125I SERVAUTH check for user JOHNDOE  and profile

 EZB.NETMGMT.CO31.TCPIP.IPSEC.DISPLAY failed during an NMI request

The message indicates that a user attempted to issue a Mainframe Team Center - Network Management request but was
refused. The user does not have READ access to the security resource required to display IPSec information. You want to
define an event detector to alert you on such events. The following panel shows the criteria to detect such messages:

  Short Description ..... EZD1125I________________________       Status ACTIVE__ 

 

 USS Syslog Daemon Message Details 

 Text... EZD1125I______________________________________________________________ 

 

 Source  IKE_____                                                               

 

 Extended Message Filtering Strt Word Scan Pos Num Opr Text 

 1 ___  9__  EQ_  EZB.NETMGMT.*.TCPIP.IPSEC.DISPLAY____________________________ 

 2 ___  ___  ___  _____________________________________________________________ 
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Example: Detect a Message That Does Not Begin With a Message ID

This example shows the criteria to detect an EZD0917I message that follows a qualifying text string:

11.57.07 RMSL0105 4177.1 Dec  6 16:57:07 BADEVL IKE: Message instance 384: EZD0917I Could not find applicable

 KeyExchangeRule - LocalIp : 192.168.21.1 RemoteIp : 192.168.21.5 LocalID :  Any RemoteID : ID_DER_ASN1_DN

 CN=dept001.comp001.com,OU=Mainframe,O=COMP001 Data

The following panel shows the criteria to detect such a message:

  Short Description ..... EZD0917I________________________       Status ACTIVE__ 

 

 USS Syslog Daemon Message Details 

 Text... Message instance______________________________________________________ 

 

 Source  IKE_____                                                               

 

 Extended Message Filtering Strt Word Scan Pos Num Opr Text 

 1 ___  4__  EQ_  EZD0917I_____________________________________________________ 

 2 ___  ___  ___  _____________________________________________________________ 

 

Example: Use the ANNOTATE alert type to consolidate alert content for AT-TLS certificate errors

You can use the ANNOTATE alert type to obtain the data that is required to troubleshoot AT-TLS negotiation failures
caused by certificate validation errors. The sample SYSLOGD event detectors display, in a single alert, all attributes
associated with a failed AT-TLS connection The alert also shows any associated error messages Having all the
information in a single alert makes troubleshooting simpler and more efficient. To use the sample event detectors:

• You must be running on z/OS v2R5
• You must enable AT-TLS trace options to see the error messages. Refer to the AT-TLS Traces article in the IBM

Documentation.
• If you have not already done so, you must add the sample event detectors to your environment. To do so, execute the

ADDSAMP SYSLOGD command on the TCP/IP: Event Detector Controls List (/EDETECT) panel.

NetMaster NM for TCP/IP includes four sample AT-TLS-related event detectors that correspond to the messages:

• SAMPLE: AT-TLS certificate error diagnostic data - EZD2052I
• SAMPLE: AT-TLS certificate error diagnostic details - EZD2053I
• SAMPLE: AT-TLS certificate error diagnostic sources- EZD2054I
• SAMPLE: AT-TLS certificate error connection data - EZD1286I

In the following example, the Sample SYSLOGD event detector SAMPLE: AT-TLS cert error diagnostics has been
defined as a primary alert. The Alert Type is ALERT, and it is defined to alert on the EZD2052I message:
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A second event detector of the same type, severity, and resource ID, has been defined with an Alert Type of ANNOTATE,
and the details indicate that it will alert on message EZD2053I:
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Because the second event detector has an Alert Type of ANNOTATE, the EZD2053I message content appears with the
original EZD20521 alert. You can see the message content in the annotation section of the original message:

Any additional, related error messages also appear in the annotation section.

Use zERT Data to Verify That Incoming Connections Adhere to Security Policy
You can use z Encryption Readiness Technology (zERT) to implement security policy.

Use the following scenario as a model for your implementation and adjust it to meet your needs:

As part of a new security initiative, the networking team must verify that all traffic on the corporate network follows the
latest global security policies. The director of the team must prepare an enforcement plan. To help meet the related
requirements, the team uses NetMaster NM for TCP/IP to exploit the features of the new IBM System z Encryption
Readiness Technology (zERT). The team follows the process in this scenario to find, track, and remediate security
violations in the corporate network.

To use zERT for this or a similar scenario, do the following:

1. Meet IBM Prerequisites
2. Verify that zERT SMF Records can be Created
3. Copy and Modify an Event Detector
4. Activate and Test the Event Detector
5. Work with Alerts to Enforce Security Policy
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Meet IBM Prerequisites

• Run z/OS Release 2.3.
• Enable the following zERT-related parameters in the TCP/IP STACK PROFILE dataset:

– GLOBALCONFIG parm ZERT
– SMFCONFIG TYPE119 parm ZERTDETAIL
– NETMONITOR parm ZERTSERVICE

For details about meeting these prerequisites, see your IBM documentation.

Verify that zERT SMF Records can be Created

You should, before starting to use zERT data, verify that the zERT SMF records can be created in your environment. The
$$syspro nmipdiag command, among other things, validates that the IBM prerequisites are in place for the use of zERT
data in your environment. If zERT records cannot be created, you will receive one or two warning messages.

To run the command:

1. Enter CMD to display the command prompt.
2. Enter $$syspro nmipdiag and press ENTER.

The System Support : System Profile screen appears. It may take a moment for the system to collect configuration
details.

3. Scroll through the list to verify that you do not see either of the following two messages:
IPDI52H5W  Warning: TCPIP - Stack Configuration for SMF record 119 does not have ZERTDETAIL subrecord

 specified  

IPDI52HBW  Warning: TCPIP - ZERT is not specified in the GLOBALCONFIG statement 

If you see either of these two messages, verify that the IBM prerequisites are set.

Copy and Modify an Event Detector

There are two security level event detector types that can be used in setting up your security policy.

• TCPSECLV (TCP Security Protocol/Cipher usage) - A simple event detector that monitors only by protocol (specified
protocol and lower versions) and cipher.

• TCPSECE (TCP Security Protocol Enhanced) (recommended) - A more sophisticated event detector, with greater
flexibility, more detection criteria, and the ability to significantly narrow the detection range according to the needs
of your organization. Because the TCPSECE type includes everything in the TCPSECLV type, plus much more, the
instructions below apply only to defining a TCPSECE type event detector.

Copy the sample TCPSECE (TCP Security Protocol Enhanced) event detector and modify it to meet the needs of your
organization, especially your security policy.

To copy and modify TCPSECE:

1. Enter /EDETECT at the command prompt.
The Event Detectors Controls List appears.

2. Press F4 (Add).
The Valid Value List appears.

3. Select TCPSECE from the list, and press Enter.
The corresponding detector definition panel appears.

4. Complete the following fields:
Short Description

Briefly describes the event detector. This description appears on the Event Detector Controls List. Use this
description in your own documentation.
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Status
Enter either A (ACTIVE) or I (INACTIVE) to specify whether this rule detects events. Making a detector inactive
means that you can keep a definition, without having it check for and alert on the criteria.

5. Press F4 (Criteria) and define the criteria for events that you want to monitor.
Protocol Name

Identifies a security protocol level that is considered deprecated. As shown in the following table, you can specify
event detection to include a protocol plus all lower protocols, or to include only a specific protocol. You can also
specify the detection of unsecured connections.

Full Value Description

None Unsecured

SSLv2 Secure Sockets Layer Version 2 and lower, not including
unsecured connections

SSLv3 Secure Sockets Layer Version 3 and lower, not including
unsecured connections

TLSv1.0 Transport Layer Security Version 1.0 and lower, not including
unsecured connections

TLSv1.1 Transport Layer Security Version 1.1 and lower, not including
unsecured connections

TLSv1.2 Transport Layer Security Version 1.2 and lower, not including
unsecured connections

TLSv1.3 Transport Layer Security Version 1.3 and lower, not including
unsecured connections

SSLv2e Secure Sockets Layer Version 2 only

SSLv3e Secure Sockets Layer Version 3 only

TLSv1.0e Transport Layer Security Version 1.0 only

TLSv1.1e Transport Layer Security Version 1.1 only

TLSv1.2e Transport Layer Security Version 1.2 only

TLSv1.3e Transport Layer Security Version 1.3 only

Cipher Code
The hexadecimal representation of the cipher suite used by TLS on the connection. For
example, TLS_RSA_WITH_AES_256_CBC_SHA256 equates to 003D. Entering a Cipher Code, as
opposed to a Cipher Suite (only one can be entered) prevents the potential loss of event monitoring
data in cases where a manufacturer's name for the cipher suite differs from the standard name. As
an example, if instead of the previously noted cipher suite name, a manufacturer named the suite
TLS_RSA_WITH_AES1_256_CBC_SHA256, and you used that name, the event detector would not find the
connections. If you entered 003D, the cipher code equivalent, the event detector would still find these connections
because NetMaster translates from the cipher code to find the cipher suite.

NOTE
For a complete list of the standard cipher codes associated with each TLS cipher suite, refer to the
Transport Layer Security (TLS) Parameters section of the Internet Assigned Numbers Authority (IANA)
web site.

Cipher Suite
The TLS cipher suite associated with the connection. Enter a cipher suite only if you have not already entered a
cipher code.
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Task Name
The task name, job, or user ID to be monitored.

Local Host
The IP address of the local TCP/IP stack to monitor.

Local Port
The local port number to monitor.

Foreign Host
The IP addess of the foreign host from which connections are monitored.

Foreign Port
The port number on the remote end of the the monitored TCP/IP connections.

Character masking/generics can be used with the Task Name, Local Host,and Foreign Host fields. As an example,
for Task Name, enter an asterisk (*) to indicate that the Event Detector should search for any job or task name. 
Or, use the asterisk as a search qualifier, e.g., enter TCP* to search for any job or started task that starts with "TCP". 

6. Press F3 (OK) to save the criteria.  The TCP Security Level Panel Enhanced appears with summary of the event
detector definition.

7. Press F5 (Alert Definition) to define the severity associated with the alert.
Severity

Indicates the severity level: 1=Critical, 2=High, 3=Medium, 4=Low.
8. (Optional) Press F6 (Available Actions) to define any action that you want the system to take in response to a

triggering event.
AUTO_TROUBLE_TICKET

Define an AUTO_TROUBLE_TICKET automated action to initiate when a particular alert first occurs.
AUTOMATION_SERVICES_PROCESS

Specify a process to initiate when a particular alert occurs.
NOTIFY

Define a NOTIFY automated action to initiate when a particular alert first occurs.
RUN_COMMAND

Define a RUN_COMMAND automated action to initiate when a particular alert first occurs.
RUN_NCL

Define a RUN_NCL automated action to initiate when a particular alert first occurs.
9. Press F3 (File).

The new detector is added.

Activate and Test the Event Detector

On the Event Detector Controls list, find your new event detector, select A-Activate, then press Enter.

Verify that the event detector detects out-of-policy connections and alerts you.

Work with Alerts to Enforce Security Policy

The following example shows an alert for a specific protocol (TLSv1.2) level and cipher code (003D).

NETM001---------------- Alert Monitor : Alert Display -----Columns 00001 00079

Command ===                                               Scroll === CSR 

 Alert Description 

 Connection to port xxx from xx.xxx.xx.xx using protocol TLSv1.2 and cipher suite  

 TLS_RSA_WITH_AES_256_CBC_SHA256 and cipher code 003D 
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 Alert History 

 Created at .................. FRI 16-OCT-2020 12.01.29 

 Last Updated at ............. FRI 16-OCT-2020 12.01.29  

 Number of occurrences ....... 2 

 Elapsed time ................ 0 hours 00 minutes 

 Last occurred at ............ FRI 16-OCT-2020 12.02.18  

 Alert Identification 

 Severity ............ 4 (Low) 

 System Name.......... NMCS####

 System Identifier.... U####### 

 Application ......... TCP/IP Services 

 Alert Class ......... IPTCPSECE 

 Class Description ... TCP Connection Security Level Enhanced 

 Resource ............ xx.xxx.xx.xx 

Alert Text 

 This alert was created by the TCPSECE Event Detector: Cipher test 

 This alert was triggered by a zERT TCP connection event 

 Connection details: xx.xxx.xx.x..### <-> xx.xxx.xx.xx..##### 

 Connection is using using protocol TLSv1.2 and cipher suite  

 TLS_RSA_WITH_AES_256_CBC_SHA256 and cipher code 003D 

 Job name is JOB12345

• The Alert Description indicates the IP address and port where the alert originated, the specific protocol, and the
cipher suite/cipher code.

• The Alert Text indicates that the alert was created by the TCPSECE Event Detector called "Cipher test, and provides
the connection details, including the IP addresses of the receiving machine and the sending machine (separated
by ↔), as well as the specific protocol and cipher suite/cipher code.

The alert tells you that this connection is using a deprecated protocol (TLSv1.2), which violates your organization's
security policy. You can then correct the issue by determining the application or User ID and reporting the situation to your
security administrator, who can correct the protocol and the associated cipher usage.

Configure Connection Event History Recording
Configure connection event history recording in NetMaster NM for TCP/IP.

NetMaster NM for TCP/IP stores and records details of all IP, FTP, and Telnet connections in the IPLOG database for the
last seven days. This data is useful for problem determination and planning. The data can also be useful for audit and
security purposes.

WARNING
To record connection events, ensure that your server is set up to generate SMF records. For details, see Install
or Upgrade NetMaster Products in the NetMaster Shared Content Library.

Follow these steps:

1. Define the connection event history data set details.
2. Define the stack event processing options.
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Define the Connection Event History Data Set

This procedure defines the data set where the connection events are stored. The procedure also defines how long events
are retained and when, during the day, expired events are deleted.

NOTE
The connection events from a busy network can occur in large numbers and at high rates. This condition results
in high VSAM activity, and high file record and space requirements. IPLOG does reorganize itself using the
IPLOGSEQ data set. However, if you have a large or busy network, you should review the space and extent
allocations of IPLOG and IPLOGSEQ.

Follow these steps:

1. Enter /PARMS at the prompt.
The Parameter Groups panel appears.

2. Enter U next to the IPFILES parameter group in the FILES category.
The IPFILES - TCP/IP File Specifications panel appears.

3. Complete the following fields:
IPLOG Event History Dataset

Defines the database to which the events are logged.
Keep IPLOG data for

Specifies the number of days that you want to retain the events in the IPLOG database.
Range: 0-7 days

Delete expired IPLOG data at
Specifies the time of day when the IPLOG data that is older than the specified retention period is deleted.

IPLOGSEQ Reorg Dataset
Defines the sequential data set used by the IPLOG reorganization process.

4. Press F6 (Action).
The details are applied (but not saved).

5. Press F3 (File).
The details are saved.

Define Stack Event Processing

This procedure defines the type of events to log in the activity log and the type of events to save in the IPLOG database.

NOTE
As a best practice, you should exclude event types that you do not intent to track. Processing unwanted event
types consumes CPU resources unnecessarily.

Follow these steps:

1. Enter /PARMS at the prompt.
The Parameter Groups panel appears.

2. Enter U next to the IPEVENT parameter group in the MONITORS category.
3. Specify YES for each type of event that you want to log or save, or both.
4. Press F6 (Action).

The details are applied (but not saved).
5. Press F3 (File).

The details are saved.
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Configuring Application Workload Monitoring

Activate Stack Connection Workload Monitoring

NetMaster NM for TCP/IP connection workload monitoring and its ConBytes, ConConnects, and ConActive attributes are
used to monitor all IP, FTP, and Telnet application workload. The business application names that you add are used to
qualify the attributes.

Follow these steps:

1. Enter /IPMON at the command prompt.
The IP resource monitor appears.

2. Enter UM next to the stack for which you want to activate monitoring.
The Stack Monitoring Definition panel appears.

3. Enter U next to Connection Workload Monitoring.
The Monitoring Definition panel appears.

4. Press F4 (Add).
The Selectable Attributes List appears.

NOTE
Only attributes not selected already appear in the Selectable Attributes List.

5. Ensure that the following attributes are selected. To select the attribute, type S next to it.
ConActive

Specifies the total number of active connections when the connection workload was last sampled, by application
for this stack.

ConBytes
Specifies the bytes transferred during the last sample period (expressed as an hourly rate), by application for this
stack.

ConConnects
Specifies the number of connections during the last sample period (expressed as an hourly rate), by application
for this stack.

ConTotalActive
Specifies the total number of active connections for this stack when the connection workload was last sampled.

ConTotalBytes
Specifies the total number of bytes transferred during the last sample period for all connections for this stack.

ConTotalConnects
Specifies the total number of connections that are started during the last sample period for this stack.

Press Enter.
The attributes are added to the Monitoring Definition panel.

NOTE
If you want to break down the total connections by remote network or stack home address, add the
Con*ByNet and Con*ByIf attributes.

6. Press F3 (OK).
The Stack Monitoring Definition panel appears.

7. Complete the following fields:
Monitor Rate

Defines how often this monitoring is performed (in minutes).
Send to ReportCenter

Specifies whether to send an hourly summary of data to ReportCenter for this type of monitoring.
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8. Press F3 (File).
The details are saved.

Business Application Names
  

You can group the IP connections and define them with a business application name. The Packet Analyzer detects and
examines all IP connections for each monitored stack, and groups them into your business application name.

Multiple groupings can be defined with the same business application name. The definitions are sequenced as a set of
rules. The first rule that satisfies the connection criteria determines the name to which the connection belongs.

If you set up NetMaster NM for TCP/IP to monitor IP, FTP, and Telnet application workload, the business application
names qualify the monitoring attributes.

The business application name is then used to describe the IP connections on the following displays:

• Graphical reporting tools such as ReportCenter
• Connection lists
• Connection workload monitoring
• Performance history and workload monitoring

By grouping your connections and workload data in this way, you can produce more meaningful reports. You can also
raise an alert for a business application name.

NOTE
The connection events are recorded in the event history data set (IPLOG) or written to the activity log, as
specified in the IPEVENT parameter group. For more information, see Administrating.

WARNING
To record connection events and group them into business application names, ensure that your server is set up
to generate SMF records.

How You Set Up Business Application Names

If you instruct Express Setup to create business application names automatically, a business application name is created
for discovered address spaces. The name is the address space name, and the ports are those ports that are active when
it is discovered. However, if you set up your business application names manually, you can define more meaningful
names.

Before you define a business application name, analyze your environment and decide what you want to monitor. Business
application names let you measure more than merely the traffic to one port/protocol or address space. The following
examples give you some ideas of what you can define.

 Example 1: Break Workload Down by Location and Department 

You want to break down the Telnet workload at a location or departmental level. You define the following rules:

• Local port 23 and remote IP address 10.20.30.1 to 10.20.30.199 as application TN-Factory
• Local port 23 and remote IP address 10.20.30.200 to 10.20.30.229 as application TN-Admin
• Local port 23 and remote IP address 10.20.30.230 to 10.20.30.255 as application TN-IT
• Local port 1023 as application TN-IT

With these rules, you separate the Telnet workload for your factory, administration, and IT groups.

 Example 2: Show Port Use by Application 

You want to see what applications use what ports. You define the following rules:
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• Local port 1414 as application WebSphereMQ
• Local ports 8080-8443 as application Tomcat
• Task name ACCTS and port 12300 as application AcctsUpd
• Task name ACCTS and port 12301 as application AcctsAdm

 Example 3: Show Remote Addresses or Ports by Location 

You want to display remote addresses and ports by office location. You define the following rules:

• Remote address X and port 24 as PerthOffice
• Remote address V and port 26 as SydneyOffice

Business Application Names and Address Spaces

Business application names can specify an address space name, port, and stack in their criteria; however, you can name
them independently of any address space.

A business application name does not need any knowledge of the address spaces that a connection uses. The following
list provides some examples of the connection groupings that an application name can define:

• A subset of connections to one address space
• All connections to a single address space
• All connections to multiple address spaces
• A subset of the connections to multiple address spaces

Define a Business Application Name

To make the most of the monitoring capabilities and to produce valuable reports, define some business application names
for your environment.

 Follow these steps: 

1. Enter /BIZ at the command prompt.
The Business Applications menu appears.

2. Select option A - List and Define Business Applications.
The Application Name Definition List appears.

3. Press F4 (Add).
The Application Name Definition panel appears.

4. Complete the following fields:
Order

Specifies the order in which the definition is processed.

NOTE
A connection can pass the criteria of many different names. Define the most specific applications early
in the order.

Range: 0 through 32767
Default: 32767

Application Name Base
Specifies the base name of the application. The value in the Generate Name field is appended to this base.

NOTE
Use caution when specifying a Generate Name of JOBNAME, REMOTEADDR, or REMOTEPORT.
These values can result in many application entries, which cause high CPU.

5. Complete the Connection Match Criteria.
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NOTE
Press F1 (Help) for information about the fields.

6. Complete the Processing Options.

NOTE
Press F1 (Help) for information about the fields.

7. Press F3 (File)

NOTE
The business application name is saved and added to the definition list.

Define Alert Conditions for Application Workload
Define alert conditions for application workload monitoring in NetMaster NM for TCP/IP. For critical applications, alert
conditions provide you with notifications when throughput, connection rates, and concurrent active connections exceed
specified limits.

The monitoring of connection workload provides byte throughput, connection rates, and concurrent active connections.
For noncritical applications, connection monitoring is often performed to get trend data; however, you can set alert
conditions on these criteria.

NOTE
For all numeric counter and total attributes, alert conditions are checked after each individual sample, which is
based on its equivalent hourly rate. If the rate would exceed the alert condition, the alert is raised immediately
without waiting for the hour to pass.

Follow these steps:

1. Enter /IPMON at the command prompt.
The IP resource monitor appears.

2. Enter UM next to the stack for which you want to update monitoring.
The Stack Monitoring Definition panel appears.

3. Enter U next to Connection Workload Monitoring.
The Monitoring Definition panel appears.

4. Type S next to the ConBytes or ConConnects attribute, and press Enter.
The Alert Control Details panel appears.

5. Enter the name of the business application name for which you want to define alert conditions in the Qualifier field.
6. Define the alert conditions.
7. Press F3 (OK).

The alert conditions are saved.

Telnet and FTP Workload

The FTP workload monitoring and Telnet workload monitoring of a STACK resource are based on connection completed
SMF events. NetMaster NM for TCP/IP is notified when the FTP transfer or Telnet connection ends, then records the
entire byte count of the transmission in the ending interval.

Compared to real-time figures, the accuracy of the SMF end-based traffic figures depends on the length of the transfers
and connections. Generally, we recommend that you monitor FTP and Telnet traffic using connection workload monitoring
because it provides superior real-time FTP and Telnet workload data.

To see FTP and Telnet byte and transfer counts in real time, in the intervals in which they occur, use connection workload
monitoring. Set up suitable FTP and Telnet business application names.

To monitor FTP failure rates or to gain performance data for individual FTP users, use FTP workload monitoring. If you
use ReportCenter, you can also use FTP workload monitoring because of its long time frames and reporting intervals.
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FTP-related Business Application Names

Default business application name definitions or those definitions that Express Setup creates, tend to group all FTP
connections together under the name, FTP. When you define business application names for FTP transfers, use more
granular names, for example:

• Name groups of FTP transfers according to server or location
• Name groups of FTP transfers according to who is at the receiving end of the transfer

You can set separate performance alerting criteria for each different name. One group of FTP transfers would have much
stricter controls than others.

Telnet-related Business Application Names

Default business application name definitions or those definitions that Express Setup creates, tend to group Telnet
connections together under the name, Telnet.

When you define business application names for Telnet connections, use more meaningful names, for example:

• Telnet application
• Logical function or geographical location of the users
• Type or location of the Telnet servers
• Security requirements of connections

Activate FTP Stack Failure Rate Monitoring

To raise an alert when large numbers of FTP transfers fail in an interval, you can monitor FTP failure rates.

Follow these steps:

1. Enter /IPMON at the command prompt.
The IP resource monitor appears.

2. Enter UM next to the stack for which you want to activate monitoring.
The Stack Monitoring Definition panel appears.

3. Enter U next to FTP Workload Monitoring.
The Monitoring Definition panel appears.

4. Press F4 (Add).
The Selectable Attributes List appears.

5. Add and remove attributes until only the following appear:
FTPFailures

Specifies the number of FTP failures by user ID.
FTPFailuresByNet

Specifies the number of FTP failures by network.
FTPTotalFailures

Specifies the number of FTP failures for this host.
6. Press F3 (OK).

The details are saved.

Configuring IP Resource Monitoring

IP Resources

NetMaster NM for TCP/IP supports the following IP resources:
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• z/OS IP Stacks
• Open Systems Adapters (OSAs)
• Address Spaces
• Enterprise Extender (EE)
• APPN/HPR
• Virtual IP Addresses (VIPAs)
• Communications Storage Manager (CSM)

You can view your IP resources from the IP resource monitor. The IP resource monitor regularly checks the IP resources,
samples and stores performance data, and raises alerts when they violate performance triggers. You can perform
diagnostic functions from the IP resource monitor or through a network diagnosis menu.

Unlike IP nodes, IP resources are defined individually, not as members of groups.

Display IP Resources
At the initial region setup, Express Setup automatically discovers the important IP resources that are present and active at
the time.

To display all IP resources, enter /IPMON from the command prompt.

NOTE
After initial setup, resources are not updated automatically.

Delete an IP Resource

Express Setup usually finds many IP resources, including resources that you do not want to monitor. Review the
discovered IP resources and delete the ones that you do not want to monitor.

Important! Do not monitor large numbers of noncritical resources unnecessarily. Monitoring resources that you are not
interested in increases CPU usage and increases the number of alerts raised.

Follow these steps:

1. Enter /IPMON at the command prompt.
The IP resource monitor appears.

2. Enter DEL next to the IP resource that you want to delete, and then press Enter.
The IP resource is deleted.

IP Resource Definitions
The IP resource definition is attached to the system image and monitoring is activated when the system image is loaded.

NOTE
A system image is a collection of resources. System images have unique names. The names generally
comprise the system ID and a version number, for example, SYS1-0001. A NetMaster NM for TCP/IP region
loads only one system image at one time. For more information about system images, see the Administration
Guide.

The following information qualifies IP resource definitions:

• The system image name and version
• The resource name and class

The IP resource classes are as follows:

APPN/HPR
Defines APPN/HPR.
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ASMON
Defines an Address Space Monitor.
Note: You can define an external Telnet server using this option.

CSM
Defines a Communication Storage Manager.

EE
Defines an Enterprise Extender.

OSA
Defines an Open Systems Adapter.

STACK
Defines a TCP/IP Stack.

VIPA
Defines a Virtual IP Address.

NOTE
A STACK resource definition has a field, Create VIPA Resources. You can set the field to YES. A
VIPA resource is then created automatically for each active dynamic VIPA when the system image
is loaded. To define how the VIPA resource is created, you can apply a VIPA resource template. The
VIPA resource is built from a template. To change how the VIPA resource is created, you can modify
the default VIPA resource template or can create a new one. For more information about resource
templates, see the Administration Guide.

How to Add an IP Resource
Use the Resource Definition List to add an IP Resource to be monitored in NetMaster NM for TCP/IP.

If Express Setup does not define all of your resources, add them manually.

To define your IP resources, complete the following panels:

General Description
Defines the IP resource to your region and determines whether monitoring is active.

Monitoring Definition
Determines which attributes are monitored, and the frequency and level of monitoring. Monitoring attributes let
you test the performance of a resource against a value or a calculated baseline to trigger alerts and actions.

You can define automation rules using the following panels:

Status Monitor Message Details
Defines an action when a specific system console message occurs.

Automation Log Details
Controls the resource transient log.

Owner Details
Describes the owner of the resource.

NOTE

For this initial implementation, we recommend that you use the default settings. When you are more familiar with
NetMaster NM for TCP/IP, you can use these panels to define more advanced automation.

When you define a resource, a template is applied based on the type of resource that you select. You can
modify the settings to suit your requirements or accept the defaults. You can also edit the template.
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Add an IP Resource

The general procedures for defining different classes of IP resources are similar. This procedure shows you how to add a
resource from the Resource Definition list. You can also add a resource from the IP Resource Monitor using the F4 (Add)
function key.

Follow these steps:

1. Enter /RADMIN.R at the command prompt.
The Resource Definition panel appears.

2. Enter S next to the resource class that you want to add.
The resource list appears.

3. Press F4 (Add).
The General Description panel appears.

4. Complete the fields:
a. Identify the resource. For example, specify the job name of an address space in the Address Space Monitor Name

field of an ASMON resource.
b. Enter L in the action field in the Template Selection box.

The templates available for the resource class are listed.
c. Enter M next to the template you want to apply.

The definition is populated with values from the template, and the panel is refreshed with any incomplete
mandatory fields highlighted.

NOTE
For information about the fields, press F1 (Help).

d. Complete the highlighted fields.
5. Press F8 (Forward).

The Monitoring Definition panel appears with the default attributes listed.
6. Determine whether the list includes all the attributes that you want to monitor. To edit the list, press F10 (EditLst).
7. Review the following fields, and update the values if necessary:
Monitor Rate

Specifies how often to monitor.
Range: 5 through 60 minutes

Send to ReportCenter
Specifies whether to send an hourly summary of data to ReportCenter.

8. Press F3 (File).
The resource is added.

Performance Alerts
Define performance alerts in NetMaster NM for TCP/IP based on attributes such as availability, errors, response time,
capacity, and resource usage.

You can configure the NetMaster NM for TCP/IP region to raise alerts on any performance attribute samples when certain
criteria are met. The alert is then displayed on the alert monitor.

Alerts can be raised on a performance attribute when the following conditions occur:

• A sample value is over or under an absolute threshold value. For example, PINGRTT for IP host SERVER01 exceeds
2000 ms.

• A sample value differs from a moving average by more or less than a specified percentage. For example, ConBytes for
IP application APPL01 are more than 80 percent over what it usually is for this hour of this day.

• An enumerated value is or is not a specified character value (for example, NETSTATUS=SNMPERROR).
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Performance data attributes generally fall into the following categories:

Availability, Stability, and Reliability
Specifies whether the resource is active, reachable, and responsive.

Throughput
Specifies how many bytes, packets, datagrams, segments went through, in an interval.

Errors
Specifies how many errors occurred in an interval.

Response Time
Specifies the actual response time. Possibly the lowest, highest, average, in an interval.

Workload
Specifies how much work an application user did in an interval.

Capacity and Utilization
Specifies how much of its internal resources that a device is using.

Resource Usage
Specifies how much of the external system resources that a device is using.

Configuration
Specifies device and environmental configuration.

Define a Performance Alert

You can define a performance alert after you have defined performance monitoring. The process is the same for stack
resources and other IP resources; however, the procedure to access the Monitoring Definition list differs.

Follow these steps:

1. From the Monitoring Definition list, enter U next to the attribute for which you want to raise an alert.
The Alert Control Details panel appears.

2. Enter U next to the type of alert that you want to raise.
The Alert Details panel appears.

3. Enter the details of the alert and then press F3 (OK).

NOTE
For information about the fields, press F1 (Help).

4. Press F3 (OK).
The details are saved.

Example Define a Performance Alert

This example shows how to raise a severity 3 alert when the total number of FTP failures on STACK01 exceeds 100 per
hour. You want the text on the alert monitor to say, Excessive FTP Failures.

Follow these steps:

1. Enter /IPMON at the command prompt.
The IP resource monitor appears.

2. Enter UM next to the stack for which you want to define monitoring.
The Monitoring Definition panel appears.

3. Enter U next to FTP Workload Monitoring.
The Monitoring Definition List appears.

4. Press F4 (Add).
The Selectable Attributes List appears.
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5. Enter S next to FTPTotalFailures.
The Monitoring Definition List appears.

6. Enter U next to FTPTotalFailures.
The Alert Control Details panel appears.

7. Enter U next to High Rate Alert.
The High Rate Alert Details panel appears.

8. Enter the alert details as follows:

 PROD------------- Monitor Attribute : High Rate Alert Details -----------------

 Command ===>                                                    Function=UPDATE

 

 Resource ......... TCPIP11

 Attribute ........ FTPTotalFailures

 Description ...... Failed FTP transfers for stack

 Qualifier ........

 

 . High Rate Alert ------------------------------------------------------------.

 | Alert when rate              Sev Alert Description                          |

 | is greater than 100_________  3  Excessive FTP Failures__________________   |

 |                                  ________________________________________   |

 |            or > ____________  _  ________________________________________   |

 |                                  ________________________________________   |

 |            or > ____________  _  ________________________________________   |

 |                                  ________________________________________   |

 |            or > ____________  _  ________________________________________   |

 |                                  ________________________________________   |

 |            or > ____________  _  ________________________________________   |

 |                                  ________________________________________   |

 | Clear Alert when rate is equal to or below ____________                     |

 '-----------------------------------------------------------------------------'

  F1=Help      F2=Split     F3=Ok                     F5=Actions

                            F9=Swap                  F11=EditText F12=Cancel

9. Press F3 (OK).
The alert details are saved.

Monitoring Maps
Create monitoring maps in NetMaster NM for TCP/IP to automatically change the monitoring status of a resource, or to
define alerts for specific times only.

The information in a resource definition determines how the resource is monitored. The definition can include a monitoring
map, which schedules changes to the default monitoring. Timers activate these changes.

You can use monitoring maps to perform the following tasks:

• Automatically change the monitoring status of a resource.
• Raise the alerts at set times only, for example, during peak processing.

Each system image has its own set of monitoring maps. You define a monitoring map, for example, MAP1 and attach as
many resources to the map as required. Monitoring maps are not limited to a seven-day cycle. You can define changes to
the monitoring requirements at various times, for example:
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• Daily
• On the same day, every week
• On the same date, every month
• For a specific date and time

You can also suppress changes temporarily and update the timer information at any time.

A monitoring map has two parts -- a map definition and a timer definition. The map definition contains information about
the monitoring activity. The timer definition contains information about when to change the monitoring activity of the
resources that use the map. The timer definition can contain information about when to change the status of alerts and
when to start processes to perform special tasks.

The following rules apply to monitoring maps:

• If the timer definition is blank, default monitoring requirements apply to all resources attached to that map.
• A map applies only to the system image for which it is defined.
• Map names must be unique in the image to which the map applies.

Define a Monitoring Map

You can define as many maps for a system image as you want. When the map is defined, you can attach resources to the
map.

Follow these steps:

1. Enter /RADMIN at the prompt.
The Resource Administration panel appears.

2. Type M, and the name and version of the system image that owns the maps you want to create or access, and then
press Enter.
The Monitoring Map List appears. This panel lists the monitoring maps for the specified system image.

3. Press F4(Add).
The Monitoring Map panel appears.

4. Complete the following fields:
Name

Defines the name of the monitoring map.
Description

Describes the monitoring map.
5. Specify the timer information.

NOTE
For information about the fields, press F1 (Help).

6. Press F3 (File).
The details are saved.

Timer Definitions

NOTE
You can define the following types of timer information:

For all Resources
Defines the timer, leaving the Resource Name field blank. This timer information applies to any resources
attached to the map.

For a Specific Resource
Defines the timer with the name of the resource in the Resource Name field. This timer information applies to the
named resource if the resource is attached to the map.
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You can use the action codes to repeat or delete rows of information, or to insert blank lines.

You can use the following values in the Day field to simplify data entry:

*
Repeats the timer for all days (that is, Monday through Sunday).

W/D
Repeats the timer for weekdays (that is, Monday through Friday).

W/E
Repeats the timer for weekends (that is, Saturday and Sunday).

Example Define a Monitoring Map

In this example, you define a map, MAP02. You want to stop monitoring all resources and the raising of alerts on 20
October 2014 at 0830 hours. You want to reactivate all services at 1600 hours on the same day.

Follow these steps:

1. Enter /RADMIN at the prompt.
The Resource Administration panel appears.

2. Type M, and the name and version of the system image that owns the maps you want to create or access, and then
press Enter.
The Monitoring Map List appears. This panel lists the monitoring maps for the specified system image.

3. Press F4(Add).
The Monitoring Map panel appears.

4. Complete the details as follows:

 PROD--------------- Automation Services : Monitoring Map ----------Function=ADD

 Command ===>                                                   Scroll ===> CSR

 

 . Monitoring Map -------------------------------------------------------------.

 | System Name .. SYS1                        Last Updated By                  |

 | Version ...... 0001                        at           on                  |

 | Name ......... MAP02                                                        |

 | Description .. RESOURCE MAP 02                     Expire Delete ... NO     |

 | Attached Resources ...                                                      |

 '-----------------------------------------------------------------------------'

 . Timer Details --------------------------------------------------------------.

 |                                                  D=Delete I=Insert R=Repeat |

 |     Day Date        Time     Resource Name       Mon.Activity Alerts Status |

 |     MON 20-OCT-2014 08.30.00                     INACTIVE     N      ON     |

 |     MON 20-OCT-2014 16.00.00                     ACTIVE       Y      ON     |

Attach a Resource Definition

After you have defined your resources and a map, you can attach resource definitions to the map.

NOTE
You can perform this task when you are adding a resource (if the map is present).

Follow these steps:

1. Enter /RADMIN.M at the prompt.
The Monitoring Map List appears.

2. Enter AR next to the monitoring map to which you want to add a resource.
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The Attach Resources panel appears.
3. Enter S next to the resource that you want to add to the monitoring map.

The Attach Resources Results panel appears, which tells you whether the operation was successful.
4. Press F3 (File).

The details are saved.

Configuring the Alert Monitor

Alerts

An alert is a notification of a fault. Alerts can come from multiple LPARs, different NetMaster products, and external
products. The alert monitor provides a consolidated, dynamic display of alerts. From the alert monitor, you can close and
update alerts, and obtain details about affected resources.

During product implementation, decide how you want to be notified of an alert. You can take the following actions:

• Watch the alert monitor and manually administer the alert, for example, close the alert, change the severity, raise a
trouble ticket.

• Watch the IP node monitor and IP resource monitor. When you see that a node or a resource has an alert, display it
using the AL line command.

• Send an alert to an external product.
• Send alert details to the following destinations:

– Email address
– NCL procedure
– TSO or NetMaster broadcast message
– WTO.

Alert Sources

Alerts can come from the following sources:

IP Node Monitor and IP Resource Monitor
Raises alerts that are based on the performance of specified attributes of IP resources. The alerts can be:

• Enumerated attributes equal to a specific value
• Numeric attributes above or below a specified constant threshold
• Numeric attributes differing from a baseline by more than a specified percentage

IP Event Detectors
Raises alerts that are based on an event. For example, a particular port listener became active or an FTP transfer
matching specified criteria failed.

User-written NCL Procedures
Raises alerts that are defined by user-written NCL procedures, using supplied NCL API calls.

NetMaster Internals
Raises alerts concerning the conditions that affect the operation of the NetMaster NM for TCP/IP region, for
example, VSAM errors on critical files.

OPS/MVS
Raises alerts that are specific to OPS/MVS.
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Define Alert Filters

You can filter the alerts on the alert monitor by applying a set of criteria to each of the fields in the alert. The filters that you
create can be named and stored for later use. A filter can restrict the alerts that are sent to a particular destination and can
restrict the number of alerts on the alert monitor.

Consider where you want to send the resulting alerts. You can send every alert to the same destination. Alternatively, you
can send them to different destinations. For example, you can have the following destinations:

• Send an IP alert to email address A.
• Write a WTO about certain FTP failures.
• Pass details of IP connections to NCL procedure N.

Follow these steps:

1. Enter /ALFILT at the prompt.
The Filter Definition List panel appears.

2. Press F4 (Add).
The Alert Filter panel appears.

3. Complete the following fields:
Name

Specifies the name of the filter.
Description

Describes the filter.
Filter Expression

Specifies the Boolean expression that selects the alerts for display.

NOTE
For more information about creating Boolean expressions, press F1 (Help).

4. Press F3 (File).
The alert monitor filter is saved.

Alert Monitor Display Format

The alert monitor display format determines the information that is displayed for the alerts, such as the columns and the
order in which they appear.

For each type of information you want to display on the alert monitor, specify the following items:

• A static heading
• A variable that contains the required information

You can create a multiscreen alert monitor display with up to 10 screens, which lets you display more columns on the
monitor. To access the screens, press F11 (Right) or F10 (Left).

The variable contains the information that you want to display. The name of a variable can sometimes be longer than the
data to display. You can enter a shorter name and then make that shorter name an alias of the actual name.

To create the Alert Monitor display format:

1. Enter /ALADMIN.L at the prompt.
The List Definition List appears.

2. Enter C next to the DEFAULT display format definition.
A copy of the List Description panel appears.

3. Enter a new value in the List Name field that identifies the new definition, and update the Description and Title fields.
Press F8 (Forward) three times.
The List Format panel appears.
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4. Enter column headings and variables using the text editor.

NOTE
For more information about the text editor, press F1 (Help).

You specified the information to display on the alert monitor.
5. (Optional) Press F5 (Fields) to create aliases.
6. Press F3 (File).

The details are saved.

Alert Monitor Trouble Ticket Interface
Use the Alert Monitor Trouble Ticket Interface in NetMaster NM for TCP/IP to send a trouble ticket to an external interface,
either automatically or manually.

The alert monitor provides an interface that lets you send alert information in the form of a trouble ticket to another
interface automatically or manually.

The alert monitor supports the following interfaces for raising trouble tickets:

Electronic Mail
Sends an email describing the problem to a problem management application or a particular person. This method
can be used to send tickets to multiple problem management applications.

Custom
Lets you write your own NCL procedure that delivers the trouble ticket to an application. For example, you can
perform the following actions:

• Invoke a REXX procedure, and pass alert variables.
• Send the ticket to any external interface, for example, problem management product.
• Send the ticket to z/OS system facilities, for example, system console, data sets, SMF user records, batch

jobs.
• Invoke other applications, for example, FTP.

Service Desk
Creates a Unicenter Service Desk request from the alert details.

NOTE
If your Unicenter Service Desk installation is configured with the optional ITIL application, incidents are
created instead of requests.

NOTE
You can select one interface only.

If you want the operator to supply information when creating a ticket, set up the trouble ticket data entry definition.

Define an Email Trouble Ticket Interface

This option sends an email describing the problem to a problem management application or a particular person.

NOTE
To enable this option, ensure that your z/OS systems programmer enables SMTP support on the TCP/IP stack
for this region.

Follow these steps:

1. Enter /ALTTI at the prompt.
The Trouble Ticket Interface Definition panel appears.

2. Enter EMAIL in the Interface Type field and press F6 (Action).
The Email a Trouble Ticket panel appears.
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3. Complete the following fields:
Mail Address

Specifies the email address of the trouble ticket system to which you want to send the message.

NOTE
The &$USRNAME variable works with the default trouble ticket data entry definition. If you do not want
operators to change the address, specify an address in this field and delete the fields in the data entry
definition.

Host Name
(IBM Communications server only) Specifies the host name of this system. This value is usually the NJE node
name.

SMTP Node Name
(IBM Communications server only) Specifies the NJE node name on which the SMTP server runs. This name
usually has the same value as the Host Name.

SMTP Job Name
(IBM Communications server only) Specifies the name of the address space in which SMTP runs. This name is
usually SMTP.

Exit Procedure Name
Specifies the name of an NCL exit routine, in which you can customize the email message that this trouble ticket
sends. Enables you to send a trouble ticket to multiple email addresses.

Subject
Specifies the heading that is the subject of the email message.

Enter Mail Text Below
Specifies the mail message text. Press F1 (Help) for information about variables.

Press F3 (File).
The definition is saved.

Define a Custom Trouble Ticket Interface

This option lets you write your own NCL procedure to deliver the trouble ticket to an application by whatever means you
want.

Follow these steps:

1. Enter /ALTTI at the prompt.
The Trouble Ticket Interface Definition panel appears.

2. Enter CUSTOM in the Interface Type field and press F6 (Action).
The Custom Trouble Ticket panel appears.

3. Complete the following fields:
Procedure Name

Specifies the name of your NCL procedure for delivering tickets.

NOTE
NCL must be in the NetMaster NM for TCP/IP COMMANDS concatenation. To list the concatenation,
enter /DATASET.A.

Enter Parameters Below
Specifies the parameters for the NCL procedure.

NOTE
For more information about variables, press F1 (Help).

Example: Execute a REXX Procedure
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This example shows an NCL statement that executes a REXX procedure in your environment:

REXX rexx_procedure parm_1...parm_n 

Define a Unicenter Service Desk Trouble Ticket Interface

This interface creates Unicenter Service Desk request from the alert details.

Follow these steps:

1. Enter /ALTTI at the prompt.
The Trouble Ticket Interface Definition panel appears.

2. Enter SERVICEDESK in the Interface Type field and press F6 (Action).
The Custom Trouble Ticket panel appears.

3. Complete the following fields:
Service Desk Manager Server Web Services HTTP URL

Specifies the HTTP URL of the web services definitions on the target Unicenter Service Desk server.
Default: If left blank, the Common Components and Services CAISDI/soap component chooses the default
server.

NOTE
This URL points to the web services definitions that CAISDI/soap invokes to create the requests. This
URL is not the same as the URL that is used to log in to Unicenter Service Desk. Contact your Unicenter
Service Desk Administrator for the URL.

CCI Sysid
Specifies the Common Components and Services CAICCI system ID of the z/OS LPAR where the CAISDI/soap
task is active. This ID is the SYSID name that is specified in the CAICCI startup JCL.
Default: If left blank, the local CAICCI on this LPAR locates a suitable CAISDI/soap task.

Request Description Format
Specifies whether the SD Request Description field is produced with HTML formatting or in plain text (TEXT).
Default: HTML

NOTE
In most cases, you can leave the Unicenter Service Desk Server Web Services HTTP URL and CCI
Sysid fields blank. Leaving the fields blank allows the CAISDI/soap component to use its default values.

Press F3 (File)
The definition is saved.

Set Up the Trouble Ticket Data Definition

If you want the operator to supply information when creating a trouble ticket, set up the ticket data entry definition.

Follow these steps:

1. Enter /ALADMIN at the prompt.
The Administration Menu appears.

2. Select the option, D - Define Trouble Ticket Data Entry.
The Trouble Ticket Data Entry Definition panel appears.

3. In the free-format data entry section, enter the data entry definition for the panel that the operator uses when creating
a ticket.
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NOTE

• For more information about completing this section, press F1 (Help).
• You can create multiple field names by replicating the key variables.

Example 1: Trouble Ticket Data Definition

This example shows a definition that prompts the operator to identify the receiver of the ticket.

 PROD-------- Alert Monitor : Trouble Ticket Data Entry Definition -------------

 Command ===>                                   Function=Update Scroll ===> CSR

 

 ****** ***************************** TOP OF DATA ******************************

 000001 FIELD NAME=$USRNAME

 000002  VALUE="Problem@sydney.enterprise.com"

 000003  DESC="Send Email to:"

 000004  COMMENT="(name for email)"

 000005  REQUIRED=YES

 000006  LENGTH=40

 ****** **************************** BOTTOM OF DATA ****************************

  F1=Help      F2=Split     F3=File      F4=Save      F5=Find      F6=Change

  F7=Backward  F8=Forward   F9=Swap     F10=Left     F11=Right    F12=Cancel

Example 2: Data Entry Definition

To make the panel more user-friendly, you can change this panel by creating a trouble ticket data entry definition.

PROD-------- Alert Monitor : Trouble Ticket Data Entry Definition -------------

 Command ===>                                   Function=Update Scroll ===> CSR

 AMTTDED08 TROUBLE TICKET DATA ENTRY DEFINITION SAVED

 ****** ***************************** TOP OF DATA ******************************

 000001 FIELD NAME=$USRX

 000002  VALUE=

 000003  DESC="Press F6 to send the ticket"

 000004  COMMENT=

 000005  REQUIRED=NO

 000006  LENGTH=0

 ****** **************************** BOTTOM OF DATA ****************************

  F1=Help      F2=Split     F3=File      F4=Save      F5=Find      F6=Change

  F7=Backward  F8=Forward   F9=Swap     F10=Left     F11=Right    F12=Cancel

PROD---------------- Alert Monitor : Trouble Ticket Details ------------------- 

Command ===> 

Press F6 to send the ticket ..
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Implement Trouble Ticket Interface for Multiple Email Addresses

You can implement an interface that prompts operators for multiple email addresses. To implement the interface, use an
exit procedure, together with the trouble ticket interface and data entry definitions. With this interface, operators can send
a trouble ticket to multiple email addresses.

Follow these steps:

1. Create an NCL procedure with the following statements, and save it to your TESTEXEC:

&IF .&$USRNAME1 NE . &THEN +

&$AMTADDRESS1 = &$USRNAME1

&IF .&$USRNAME2 NE . &THEN +

&$AMTADDRESS2 = &$USRNAME2

...

NOTE
The number of &IF statements sets up the number of addresses you want to provide.

2. Update the trouble ticket data entry definition with the following fields:

FIELD NAME=$USRNAME1

VALUE="&$AMTADDRESS1"

DESC="EMAIL ADDRESS #1"

COMMENT=""

REQUIRED=NO

LENGTH=40

FIELD NAME=$USRNAME2

VALUE=""

DESC="EMAIL ADDRESS #2"

COMMENT=""

REQUIRED=NO

LENGTH=40

...

NOTE

• The number of fields corresponds to the number of email addresses in the procedure you created.
• The value &$AMTADDRES1 must be specified.

3. Define the email trouble ticket interface. Specify a default address in the Mail Address field and the name of the
procedure in the Exit Procedure Name field.
The trouble ticket interface prompts operators for email addresses when they enter TT next to an alert.

Example: Implement a Trouble Ticket Interface for Two Email Addresses

This example shows how to implement an interface that supports two email addresses.

Follow these steps:

1. Create an NCL procedure, EXAMPLE, with the following statements, and save it to the TESTEXEC:

&IF .&$USRNAME1 NE . &THEN +

&$AMTADDRESS1 = &$USRNAME1

&IF .&$USRNAME2 NE . &THEN +

&$AMTADDRESS2 = &$USRNAME2

...

2. Enter /ALADMIN at the prompt.
3. Select the option, D - Define Trouble Ticket Data Entry.
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4. Complete the panel as follows:

 PROD-------- Alert Monitor : Trouble Ticket Data Entry Definition -------------

 Command ===>                                   Function=Update Scroll ===> CSR

 

 ****** ***************************** TOP OF DATA ******************************

 000001 FIELD NAME=$USRNAME1

 000002  VALUE="&$AMTADDRESS1"

 000003  DESC="EMAIL ADDRESS#1"

 000004  COMMENT=""

 000005  REQUIRED=NO

 000006  LENGTH=40

 000007 FIELD NAME=$USRNAME2

 000008  VALUE=""

 000009  DESC="EMAIL ADDRESS #2"

 000010  COMMENT=""

 000011  REQUIRED=NO

 000012  LENGTH=40

 ****** **************************** BOTTOM OF DATA ****************************

5. Enter /ALTTI at the prompt.
6. Enter EMAIL in the Interface Type field and press F6 (Action).
7. Complete the panel as follows:

 PROD--------------- Alert Monitor : Email A Trouble Ticket -Columns 00001 00072

 Command ===>                                   Function=Update Scroll ===> CSR

 

 Mail Address              defaultaddress@tt.com_____________________________

 Host Name      (IBM)      HOSTNAME

 SMTP Node Name (IBM)      NODENAME

 SMTP Job Name  (IBM)      SMTP____

 Exit Procedure Name       EXAMPLE_

 Subject                   &$AMDESC__________________________________________

 

                              Enter Mail Text Below

 

 ****** ***************************** TOP OF DATA ******************************

Result:

When an operator enters TT next to an alert, they are prompted for an email address as follows:

 PROD--------------- Alert Monitor : Trouble Ticket Details --------------------

 Command ===>

 

 Email Address #1 ... defaultaddress@tt.com

 Email Address #2 ...

Enable Alerts from External Applications
You can generate alerts (to view on the alert monitor) from external applications such as OPS/MVS.

NOTE
To use this feature, the SOLVE SSI must be active.
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Follow these steps:

1. Enter /PARMS at the prompt.
The Parameter Groups list appears.

2. Enter U next to the $AM ALERTS parameter group in the Interfaces category.
The ALERTS - Alert Monitor Interface panel appears.

3. Enter YES in the Enable External Alerts? field.
4. Press F6 (Action).

The details are activated immediately.
5. Press F3 (File).

The details are saved.

Manage Link Failure Alerting
The Link Failure Alerts option in the Alert Monitor Interface parameter group ($AM ALERTS) provides you with three
options to control how your system responds to link failure alerts, and can potentially reduce the number of link failure
error states that require manual acknowledgement. The option that you select depends on how your system is configured,
and its size and complexity. Selecting the best option for your system has the potential to save time and effort in tracking
down and acknowledging failed resources. The three alerting options are:

• ON (default) - Severity 3 alerts raised in the course of a normal shut-down are automatically closed when the region
link is reactivated. Severity 1 alerts raised for non-intentional shut-downs are not automatically closed.

• OFF - Alerts are not raised when region links become inactive.
• AUTO - Severity 3 and severity 1 alerts are both automatically closed when the region link is reactivated.

Refer to the online help for more detail. 

Alert Forwarding
Alerts are typically displayed on the alert monitor; however, you can define them so that they are forwarded automatically
to the following platforms:

• Alert Central, a centralized, web-based view of alerts from multiple mainframe systems and applications
• UNIX platforms as SNMP traps
• NetMaster NM for SNA or Tivoli NetView (TME10) systems, as generic alert NMVTs
• Unicenter Service Desk servers, as Unicenter Service Desk requests or incidents

You can apply filter criteria to forward different types of alerts to different platforms.

Implement Alert Forwarding

You implement alert forwarding by using Customizer parameter groups.

NOTE
SERVICEDESK does not have clear alert events. Only active alerts are forwarded.

Follow these steps:

1. Enter /PARMS at the prompt.
The Parameter Groups list appears.

2. Enter U next to the $AM ALERTS parameter group in the Interfaces category.
The ALERTS - Alert Monitor Interface panel appears.

3. Complete the following field:
Dest Type

Specifies the type of alert forwarding.
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When you press Enter, the fields dynamically change to match the specified destination type.
4. (Optional) Press F8 (Forward) and repeat step 3 for each Definition ID, as required.

NOTE
For more information about the fields, press F1 (Help).

1. Press F6 (Action).
The details are applied.

2. Press F3 (File).
The details are saved.

Forward Alerts to Alert Central

You can define the Alert Monitor to forward NetMaster alerts to Alert Central, a web-based interface that consolidates
alerts from multiple mainframe products. Alert Central features:

• A single-pane, tabular view of all alerts
• Historical information about individual alerts
• Topology discovery
• Real-time communication
• Ticketing

To enable the NetMaster interface to Alert Central, follow these steps:

1. Access the $AM ALERTS parameter group, as described in the previous section, "Implement Alert Forwarding".
2. In the Definition ID field, select the AC option, or enter ALERTCENTRAL.
3. Select a filter to specify which NetMaster alerts appear in Alert Central.
4. Specify whether alerts should be forwarded when they are updated.
5. Press F4 to save the settings.

IMPORTANT
Before you can you view NetMaster alerts in Alert Central, you must integrate NetMaster with the Alert Central
API. For details, see the Alert Central and Alert Central Connector for z/OS documentation.

Forward as an SNMP Trap Definition

The MIB definition for alerts that are forwarded as SNMP traps is provided in the member, $AMTRAP, supplied in the
dsnpref.NMC2.CC2SAMP data set. Download this member to your UNIX system, and compile it.

NOTE
On some UNIX systems, the $ sign has special meaning. When copying this member to your UNIX system, you
can rename it to avoid problems.

The supplied MIB defines two traps with the following object identifiers:

• $AMTRAP = 1.3.6.1.4.1.1126.1.2.1.2 (for an alert)
• $AMTRAPC = 1.3.6.1.4.1.1126.1.2.1.3 (when an alert is cleared)

Forward to Unicenter Service Desk

Before you can forward alert details to Unicenter Service Desk to create requests, implement Unicenter Service Desk
Integration.

NOTE
For more information, refer to the Getting Started topic in Common Components and Services

Do not forward any alerts to Unicenter Service Desk until Unicenter Service Desk integration is completely and correctly
implemented; otherwise, all alert forwarding requests to Unicenter Service Desk fail.
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Suppress State Change Alerts
The region automatically generates an alert for a resource that changes state. You can suppress the alerts for selected
state changes.

NOTE
State change alerts are based on RMAM001xx messages. These messages are defined in CAS, and you
can customize them. For more information about how to maintain messages, refer to the Managed Object
Development Services topics in the NetMaster Shared Content Library.

Follow these steps:

1. Enter /PARMS at the prompt.
The Parameter Groups panel appears.

2. Enter U next to the STATECHANGE parameter group in the Monitors category.
The group opens for updating.

3. Blank out the fields for the states for which you want to suppress alerting. For example, if you want to suppress
alerting for state changes to UNKNOWN, blank out the Unknown field.

4. Press F6 (Action).
The region stops generating alerts for those state changes.

5. Press F3 (File).
The group is updated with the changes.

Example Monitor Listener Port
You are monitoring an address space that runs a critical IP application server. If the listener port 3333 on TCP/IP stack
STACK01 is not in a status of LISTEN, you want to raise a severity 1 alert. You want to clear the alert when the status
becomes LISTEN. Port 3333 is associated with ASMON resource INETD7.

To raise an alert on a listener port

1. Enter /IPMON from the command prompt.
The IP resource monitor appears.

2. Enter UM next to an application server ASMON resource.
The Monitoring Definition panel appears.

3. Press F10 (EditLst).
A list of attributes appears.

4. Enter S next to the PortStatus attribute.
5. Enter a question mark (?) in the Qualifier field and select the port number.
6. Enter U next to Value Alert.

The Value Alert Details panel appears.
7. Complete the details as follows:

 PROD--------------- Monitor Attribute : Value Alert Details -------------------

 Command ===>                                                    Function=UPDATE

 

 Resource ......... INETD7

 Attribute ........ PortStatus

 Description ...... Listening port state

 Qualifier ........ TCPIP11-TCP(3333)

 Å Value Alert

 … Alert when value            Sev  Alert Description

 …   is =
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 …   or =

 

 …   or =

 

 …   or =

 

 … or NOT LISTEN                1

 

 … Clear Alert when value is LISTEN

 …                    or NOT UNKNOWN

 

 

 

  F1=Help      F2=Split     F3=Ok                     F5=Actions

                            F9=Swap                  F11=EditText F12=Cancel

8. Press F3 (OK).
The details are saved.

Configuring Packet Tracing
Configure SmartTrace, the NetMaster NM for TCP/IP packet tracing utility.

SmartTrace

SmartTrace is a real-time packet tracing facility that lets you perform the following tasks:

• Initiate a trace, and view the results in real time.
• Define packet trace criteria, using a simple panel interface.
• Export trace data to LIBPCAP or CTRACE format, which allows you to use the trace data with other packet tracing

viewers.
• Analyze a trace using IBM Interactive Problem Control System (IPCS) trace reports.

Configure SmartTrace

SmartTrace is implemented in the Packet Analyzer; therefore, the Packet Analyzer must be enabled to use SmartTrace.
This configuration is done when you set up your product.

Default settings are defined; however, the settings are customizable when you run the following packet traces in your
region:

• Traces that are started using the PT line command against a resource or connection
• User-defined traces, unless overridden in the trace definition

The default settings are customizable through the SMARTTRACE Customizer parameter group. To facilitate packet
decoding, Express Setup populates the SMARTTRACE parameter group with the DB2 Distributed Relational Database
Architecture (DRDA), FTP, HTTP, and Telnet ports that it discovers.

Follow these steps:

1. Enter /PARMS at the prompt.
The Parameter Groups panel appears.

2. Select $IP SMARTTRACE from the Tuning category.
The SMARTTRACE Customizer panel appears.

3. Complete the following fields:
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• Trace Limit
• Trace Expiry
• Initial Packets Traced
• Maximum Connections Traced

Press F8 (Forward).
Page 2 of the group appears.
For information about the Packet Analyzer parameters, refer to the Packet Analyzer and SOLVE SSI topic in the
NetMaster Shared Content Library.

4. Review the ports to decode packets, and update the fields if necessary.
Press F6 (Action).
The details are applied.

5. Press F3 (Exit).
The details are saved.

SmartTrace Security

SmartTrace lets you view the IP packets as they flow into and out of a z/OS system. The facility provides instant access to
the IP packet data.

The IP packets can contain sensitive data. Restrict access to the data portion to only those users who require it.
Specifically, the restricted area is the data that follows the IP, TCP, and UDP headers.

To ensure secure access to sensitive data, NetMaster NM for TCP/IP uses the z/OS security package on your system,
which can be any one of the following external security managers (ESMs): ACF2 for z/OS, Top Secret for z/OS, or RACF

For more information, see Security topic in the NetMaster Shared Content Library.

Configuring the DB2 Network Information Center
Configure the DB2 Network Information center in NetMaster NM for TCP/IP so that you can monitor DB2 network activity.

The DB2 Network Information Center provides functions essential to the following roles:

• DB2 database administrators (DBAs)
• Other data center roles responsible for remote application connections to DB2 for z/OS

Before you can use some of these functions, a few one-time setup tasks are required. These tasks ensure that the region
correctly monitors the DB2 Distributed Data Facility (DDF) address spaces on this system.

The person with the responsibility and authority to configure your NetMaster NM for TCP/IP regions performs these tasks.

How You Configure the Center in a New Region

The first time a new region starts, Express Setup runs. Express Setup discovers all active DB2 for z/OS DDF address
spaces on the system. (The discovery considers a DDF address space to be one that has a program name of DSNYASCP
and an address space name ending in DIST.)

When Express Setup finds a DDF address space, it does these things:
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• Define the DDF address space as a resource to the IP Resource Monitor. This resource definition ensures that the
region collects throughput and performance data for the address space. The definition also ensures that you can run IP
packet traces on the address space.

• Add the DDF TCP port numbers to the SMARTTRACE parameter group as DRDA ports. When you view a DDF TCP/
IP packet trace, SmartTrace does DRDA-specific decoding and formatting. The trace becomes a lot easier for you to
understand.

• Add the traffic from the DDF address space to a DB2 business application name. The name enables the region to add
all DDF traffic together. Comparison of the total DB2 TCP/IP traffic with other TCP/IP traffic becomes easier.

Express Setup only discovers DDF address spaces that were active when it ran. You can define undiscovered address
spaces to the region manually.

After Express Setup has run, you review what is discovered and customize the configuration to suit your requirements:

• You can use the IP Resource Monitor to see the defined DDF address spaces (ASMON resources). Enter the FILTER
DB2 command to list the address spaces. (DB2 is a distributed monitor filter.) Add any missing DDF address spaces
that you want to monitor as ASMON resources of Type DB2.

• Review the DRDA ports that are specified in the SMARTTRACE parameter group. Add any missing ports.
• Review that the defined DB2 business application name meets your requirements. After you become familiar with

the DB2 diagnostics and traffic displays, you can replace the DB2 application name with more granular names. For
example, you can group your traffic by DB2 subsystem version, function, geography, or user.

How You Configure the Center in an Existing Region

In general, Express Setup is not rerun in upgraded regions because these regions have existing monitoring specifications
that must be kept unchanged. A normal region upgrade retains all DB2 DDF address spaces that the IP Resource Monitor
monitors previously.

You review and customize the existing configuration to suit your requirements:

• The DB2 Network Information Center requires that the DDF address spaces be defined as ASMON resources of Type
DB2. Review the definitions, and update the type if necessary. You can use the U line command on the IP Resource
Monitor to update a resource definition.

Add any missing DDF address spaces that you want to monitor as ASMON resources of Type DB2.

• Update the SMARTTRACE parameter group for any missing DRDA ports. You can identify the ports using the IL option
at the information center.

Add Traffic From a DDF Address Space to the DB2 Application Name

Sometimes, you can find that Express Setup has not added a DDF address space to the DB2 application name. You can
add the address space manually by copying the name definition for an existing DDF address space.

Follow these steps:

1. Enter the /IPAPPLS panel shortcut.
The TCP/IP Application Name Definition List appears.

2. Find the definitions with a base application name of DB2. Press F11 (Right) until the Application Jobname column
appears.
The column shows the job name of the DDF address spaces.

3. Enter C next to the last DB2 entry.
The Application Name Definition panel appears.

4. Update the Application Jobname field with the job name of the DDF address space that you want to add, and press F3
(File).
Traffic from the DDF address space is added to the DB2 application name.
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Configure NetMaster NM for TCP/IP for Machine Learning
NetMaster NM for TCP/IP can be configured to provide data to machine learning applications such as MOI (Mainframe
Operational Intelligence).

Machine learning applications such as  MOIenable you to collect, view, and analyze mainframe network data. Such
applications give network engineers and mainframe management teams a historical view of network activity and
performance. Based on this historical data, machine learning can predict future performance, which can help you avoid
potential performance issues.

Address Prerequisites

To use NetMaster NM for TCP/IP with MOI, or another machine learning application:

• Ensure that you are running Release 12. 2 of  NetMaster NM for TCP/IP and that it has been updated with all of the
latest maintenance.

NOTE
For the product installation, configuration, and maintenance procedures, refer to the Install or Upgrade 
NetMaster Products area of the NetMaster Shared Content Library.

• Configure  NetMaster NM for TCP/IP to send metrics to  MOIor another machine learning application, as described in
the next section.

Configure  NetMaster NM for TCP/IP and Machine Learning

By default,  NetMaster NM for TCP/IP does not send metric data to machine learning applications such as MOI. To
configure  NetMaster NM for TCP/IP to send data, follow these steps:

1. Confirm that you have met all prerequisites.
2. Enter /PARMS to access the Customizer.
3. Enter U next to the DATAMOVER - Common Services Data Mover panel to update it.
4. Press F6 (Action) to action the entries on that panel.
5. Specify YES in the Enable Data Mover field.
6. Press F3 (File) to save your settings.
7. Wait for a confirmation message similar to this example:

Data Mover Status .......... CONNECTED: n

8. Log in to machine learning.
9. Confirm that network data appears in the UI. If you are viewing network data in the Green Highway,  NetMaster NM for

TCP/IP is successfully sending data to machine learning.

Metrics Available in Machine Learning

After you configure NetMaster NM for TCP/IP and machine learning, machine learning displays data for the following
metric groups:

Metrics for address spaces in network ports
By default, NetMaster NM for TCP/IP monitors all metrics for address spaces in network ports, except for Packets
In per second and Packets Out per second.

Metrics for stack interfaces and activities
By default, NetMaster NM for TCP/IP monitors all metrics for stack interfaces and activities.

Metrics for business applications
NetMaster NM for TCP/IP always monitors all metrics for business applications.
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Verify that NetMaster NM for TCP/IP is configured to monitor the metrics from those three groups that you want machine
learning to analyze. If NetMaster NM for TCP/IP is not configured to monitor a metric, no data appears for that metric
in machine learning.

If necessary, configure NetMaster NM for TCP/IP to monitor the metrics you want from these groups, as follows: Manually
update each resource or update and apply a resource template using /RADMIN.T.R.ASMON.

Metrics for Address Spaces in Network Ports

NetMaster NM for TCP/IP sends the following metrics concerning the address spaces of network ports to machine
learning for analysis. The analyzed data highlights anomalies in the activities in these address spaces. Knowing
the anomalies helps you find abnormal activities.

• Current number of active connections
• Current number of connections in the backlog
• Connections rejected due to backlog exceeded
• Bytes In per second
• Bytes Out per second
• Packets In per second
• Packets Out per second

If a metric shows an anomaly, you can investigate further, as follows: In NetMaster NM for TCP/IP, enter /ASPMON to view
the address space metrics. This command displays the IP Resource Monitor and applies a filter that shows only resources
with class ASMON.

To see which metrics for the resource are being monitored, enter an H next to the resource to see its performance history.
If a metric shows no performance history and you want to monitor it, verify that NetMaster NM for TCP/IP is configured to
monitor it, as explained earlier on this article.

Metrics for Business Applications

NetMaster NM for TCP/IP sends the following metrics for business applications summarized by port to machine
learning for analysis. The analyzed data highlights anomalies in the activities of the business applications and helps you
find abnormalities that are related to specific business functions.

• Current number of active connections
• Bytes In per second
• Bytes Out per second
• Packets In per second
• Packets Out per second

If a metric shows an anomaly, you can investigate further, as follows: In NetMaster NM for TCP/IP, enter /IPSUM. The
TCP/IP Summary panel appears. Under the IP Traffic Summary section, expand the Application group to view the
business application metrics. The metrics data are based on the last complete five-minute interval. You can obtain more
detailed information by entering HLP next to the application.

As an administrator, you define which business applications to monitor. Machine learning always collects these metrics for
all business applications that you define. You cannot turn off the monitoring of business applications, but you can define
new business applications and can delete existing ones.

Metrics for Stack Interfaces and Activities

NetMaster NM for TCP/IP sends the following metrics summarized by stack in a configurable time series format
to machine learning for analysis. These metrics focus on the stack interfaces and the TCP, IP, and UDP activities of
stacks. The analyzed data highlights anomalies in stack metrics and helps you detect when stack attributes are in
an abnormal state.
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• IP Input Bytes per second
• IP Output Bytes per second
• IP Fragmentation %        
• IP Fragmentation Fail %  
• IP Reassembly %          
• IP Reassembly Failure %  
• IP Input Error %          
• IP Input Discard %        
• IP Output Discard %      
• TCP Current Connections  
• TCP Retransmissions %    
• TCP Cons Dropped per second    
• TCP Rcv Out-of-Order %    
• TCP Receive Error %      
• UDP Discard %
• IF Bandwidth Util % Input
• IF Bandwidth Util % Output
• IF Packets Discarded %
• IF Packets in Error %
• IF Bytes In per second
• iF Bytes Out per second
• IF Packets In per second
• IF Packets Out per second

If a metric shows an anomaly, you can investigate further, as follows: In NetMaster NM for TCP/IP, enter /IPSUM to
display the TCP/IP Summary panel. On the Condition Summary, expand the Stack IP, TCP, and UDP Layers entry to
view the stack metrics. Alternatively, expand Stack Network Interfaces.

You can enter an I next to an attribute to display details. For example, enter an I next to TCP Retransmissions % to see
details about it. You can obtain more detailed information by entering HLP next to the condition.

Also, you can enter /STKMON and can enter one of the following commands for a stack resource to see its performance
history:

• IP – for TCP, IP, or UDP history
• WI – for Interface history

If a metric shows no performance history and you want to monitor it, verify that NetMaster NM for TCP/IP is configured to
monitor it, as explained earlier on this page.

In Mainframe Team Center - Network Management, the stack metrics also appear on the Condition Summary. You can
enter I next to a condition to display or hide a brief explanation.

What's Next?
 

Now that you have completed the tasks in this section, you can use your NetMaster NM for TCP/IP region to perform
useful tasks in your z/OS TCP/IP environment.

Use the region for a while. Ensure that you have configured the correct IP nodes and resources, are monitoring the most
useful attributes, and so on. When you are happy with the setup, you can continue with more advanced customization.
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Using
The articles in the Using section of your NetMaster documentation introduce all of the components that make up
NetMaster.

The following articles provide an overview of the product:

• Product Components and Functionality
• System Services

In addition, articles in Using provide instructions for all product functionality, including:

• Monitoring and managing the resources defined for your region
• Diagnosing network  issues
• Analyzing performance both in real-time and historically
• Managing multiple aspects of your network, including:

– Alerts
– IP nodes and resources
– Stacks
– Open Systems Adapters (OSAs)
– APPN/HPN resources
– VIPA resources
– Address spaces
– CSM resources

• Packet tracing using SmartTrace and/or CTRACE
• Using tools such as Telnet and MIBinsight with your product
• Viewing network performance data and IP event history
• Using Operator Console Services (OCS) to provide command-line control
• Using logs and monitors
• Using the NetMaster API Service
• Using NetMaster in a web interface
• Using Print Services Manager (PSM)

System Services
System Services is a name for the core functionality of NetMaster, representing a central core of basic functions and
services. These services include Operator Console Services (OCS) for command entry, alert monitoring, security,
broadcasting, print services, reporting, application development, and automation services.

Operator Console

Operator Console Services (OCS) provides an operator environment for command entry to monitor and control your
region.

OCS is used with the following system services:

Activity Log
Enables you to access all the commands, messages, or errors that have been issued and logged in the region for
any given day.
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Network Information Utility File
Provides the descriptions of errors and codes that are displayed in OCS.

Remote Operator Facility (ROF)
Enables you to monitor and control remote regions through OCS.

Network Partitioning Facility (NPF)
Enables you to subdivide your network so that different operators control the different parts.

Event Distribution Services (EDS)
Enables you to filter out unwanted messages in OCS before they are passed to an application procedure.

Multiple Access Interface-Operator Console (MAI-OC)
Enables you to log on to VTAM applications for monitoring and control.

Alert Monitor

Alert Monitor is an event notification system that tells you that a problem has been detected and that some action is
required.

Alerts provide proactive notification of performance-related network events. An alert is raised if a monitored attribute
exceeds a user-specified threshold value or the calculated baseline. The alert is automatically deleted when the threshold
is no longer exceeded.

The event detectors also generate alerts when a particular event occurs (for example, the availability of a listener port or
the occurrence of a File Transfer Protocol (FTP) failure).

You can update, can track, and can delete alerts from the Alert Monitor. You can raise a problem ticket from an alert.
Alerts can also be forwarded to other applications and platforms.

NOTE
For information about defining monitoring thresholds and event detectors, see Implementing.

Alert Monitor provides a single point to view problems in your IP network.

Alert Monitor is also available through WebCenter.

Security

User ID Access Maintenance Subsystem (UAMS) provides the security for your region. UAMS provides logon and
password checking facilities, and the ability to control the authority and privileges of users. UAMS can work together with
your external security system.

Broadcast Services

Broadcast Services let you send broadcast messages to all users. Messages can be sent to terminals or can be sent to
specific users based on selection criteria.

Print Management

The Print Services Manager (PSM) is a spooling facility. The facility lets you control the physical printing of the reports
your organization generates on JES or network printers.

Communications

Several facilities enable communication between regions and programs, and collect the following types of message flows:

Inter-Network Management Connection (INMC)
Lets you establish and monitor links between multiple regions.
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Advanced Program-to-Program Communication (APPC)
Lets you connect multiple regions using the APPC protocol.

Inter-System Routing (ISR)
Lets you use INMC to provide centralized control at the system level.

Program-to-Program Interface (PPI)
Enables the programs to communicate with each other.

Report Writer

Report Writer provides a facility for defining report layouts and generating reports to suit your particular site requirements.

Application Development

Using application development facilities, you can write your own menus, panels, and applications using the following
facilities:

• Network Control Language
• REXX
• Managed Object Development Services

Network Control Language

Network Control Language (NCL) is the interpretive language that is used to develop procedures, which your product can
execute.

NOTE
For more information about NCL and its features, see NetMaster Shared Content Library.

REXX

Your product supports the REXX language. You can write the REXX programs to perform various tasks in your product.
However, there are differences in the use of the supported REXX when compared with IBM REXX.

Managed Object Development Services

Together with NCL, Managed Object Development Services (MODS) lets you create your own applications and develop
panels to provide access to them. The following features are available:

Application Register
The definitions of all applications that are built in MODS must be defined in the application register.

Common Application Services (CAS)
A collection of high-quality, special-purpose NCL routines that are designed to facilitate program development.

Panel Services
A facility to create and maintain full-screen panel definitions.

Mapping Services
A facility that enables programmers to define complex data structures for use by NCL applications.

Administrative Functions
Maintains MODS control libraries, panel libraries, and object services support functions.

Automation Services

Automation Services is a collection of facilities that let you manage resources in your system. Automation Services
provides operational control and desired state automation, or a framework for performance monitoring.
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Knowledge Base

Automation Services uses a knowledge base to maintain resource information. You define resources that a region
manages in system images in the knowledge base.

Status Monitor

The status monitor technology is used to provide monitors specific to the resource classes supported by your product. For
example, NetMaster NM for TCP/IP has an IP Resource Monitor and an IP Node Monitor.

The status monitor provides a consolidated view of the status of all resources. The status monitor is updated
asynchronously, so the display is always up to date.

You can apply flexible filtering criteria to determine the resources that appear on the status monitor. You can issue
commands from the status monitor against a resource. Each class of resource has its own commands, which display
information about the resource or perform actions against it.

IP Node Monitor

The IP Node Monitor gives visibility to critical IP nodes such as routers.

You can issue simple commands from the IP Node Monitor to ping a node, perform a traceroute, or view information in
the node MIB. You can also perform intensive monitoring on the node to help you determine the cause of a performance
problem.

The IP Node Monitor is also available through WebCenter.

IP Resource Monitor

The IP Resource Monitor gives visibility to the following types of critical IP resources:

IP stacks
IP stacks enable you to monitor TCPaccess CS and IBM Communications Server (IBM TCP/IP) stacks for:

• Connection, Telnet, and FTP workload
• IP network, and Transmission Control Protocol (TCP) or User Datagram Protocol (UDP) performance
• Network interfaces
• Address spaces
• Port throughput
• Simple Network Management Protocol (SNMP) management information base (MIB) attributes

Virtual IP addresses (VIPAs)
VIPAs are the IP addresses that are not associated with a physical adapter. You can monitor dynamic VIPA status
and connection workload.

Open Systems Adapters (OSAs)
OSAs are IBM hardware devices that combine the functions of a communications controller and a channel,
for connecting a system to a network. You can monitor OSA2, OSA-Express, and OSA DirectExpress usage,
throughput, and error counts.

Enterprise Extender
Enterprise Extender provides high-performance SNA access over an IP network. You can monitor:

• Line availability
• Traffic by VIPA
• Traffic by CP
• Retransmission rates
• RTP health
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APPN/HPR
APPN/HPR enables SNA LU-to-LU sessions between peer devices using high-performance routing. You can
monitor the number of RTP pipes:

• Available
• With LU-to-LU sessions
• With severe traffic congestion for more than 5 minutes
• With an inbound or outbound queue over your specified limit
• In a STALLED state
• With more than one recent serious path switch

Communications Storage Manager (CSM)
CSM monitors IBM Communications Server buffer pools. The monitoring of CSM buffer usage lets you compare
data space, extended common services area (ECSA), and fixed storage usage between tasks.

Address spaces
Address spaces let you monitor any IP server or application. You can ensure the availability of listener ports and,
if the IP port traffic is outside acceptable levels, raise alerts.

CICS resources
(NetMaster SM for CICS configured in the region) Lets you monitor CICS resources.

The IP Resource Monitor monitors the performance and availability of these resources.

The IP Resource Monitor is also available through WebCenter.

Automation Services Processes

An Automation Services process provides a means of performing a task. You can define a process and have it executed
on demand, or automatically on behalf of a resource.

Processes are defined by selecting one or more macros. A set of macros is distributed with your product. For example,
there are macros to issue operating system commands, generate alerts, issue an SNMP TRAP, and issue a WTO.
The macro parameters are supplied through full-screen panels, enabling you to easily build a process without specific
programming knowledge.

Multisystem Support

Automation Services provides focal point management to support multisystem operation (that is, management at a focal
point with subordinates feeding information to it) as follows:

Peer-to-peer architecture
Supports full connectivity between multiple regions. Regions that are linked in this way are known as focal point
regions. (A stand-alone region is also regarded as a focal point region.)
When the regions are communicating with each other, authorized users can monitor and control all managed
resources from any focal point terminal.
All focal point regions have the knowledge base synchronized.

Subordinate
Enables you to reduce the amount of traffic in your multisystem environment. You link subordinates to focal point
regions that provide central monitoring and control. A subordinate has visibility and control of the locally managed
resources only.

Independent Operation
Each region can run independently of other regions. If no communication links are available, each region still
provides full monitoring, control, and automation of its own managed resources. Failure of one region does not
stop the automation of resources that other regions manage.
You can also transmit various types of data from a stand-alone region to another region.
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Communication Access Methods
Multisystem links support the following communication access methods: EndPoint Services (EPS), TCP/IP, and
VTAM.

Multisystem Knowledge Base
Automation Services automatically maintains the synchronization between linked knowledge bases, with
automatic recovery if a link fails.

Automation Services Administration

Automation Services provides the following implementation and administration functions:

• The ability to update prompt lists. A list of valid values is displayed when you enter a question mark (?) in a prompted
field. You can then select one value from the list. The presence of a plus sign (+) at the start of the input field indicates
a prompted field.

• The ability to write your own NCL procedures or macros for use in Automation Services processes.
• The ability to define commonly used monitor commands -- these commands are also NCL procedures.

Product Components and Functionality
Read this article for an overview of the major components and functionality in NetMaster. You can find more information
on individual components and capabilities in their own articles.

IP Summary Display

The IP Summary Display provides a snapshot of the most useful information about the IP conditions and activities on your
systems. You can drill down further to perform more diagnostics.

If enabled in your menu profile, the display appears on the primary menu when you log on.

Connections Management

NetMaster NM for TCP/IP enables you to list connections to IP stacks based on a set of criteria. For example, you can
produce lists for the following connections:

• Telnet connections -- For example, you can list connections by IP address, LU name, or Telnet application name. You
can list connections using a Cisco channel card TN3270 server in the same way as connections to the Telnet server for
the stack.

• (IBM stacks on systems with at least z/OS V1R10.0) FTP connections -- For example, you can list connections by IP
address or user ID.

• General connections -- For example, you can list connections with a particular task name or local port number.

You can use relational operator expressions to search for pertinent criteria. For example, you can search for connections
that exceed a specified idle time, a specified byte count, or a specified idle time and byte count.

Depending on the type of connections, a connection list contains details such as host, port, byte counts, and stack.

You can select a connection from a list of connections and can perform various diagnostic functions:

• Initiate the packet tracing using SmartTrace.
• Investigate the response times for a connection by performing transaction path analysis.
• Display a graphical representation of connections to the node, and issue ping, traceroute and name server lookup

commands.
• Drop a connection if you have sufficient authority.
• Display the SNA information for a Telnet connection.
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Packet Tracing

Packet tracing is a valuable tool for troubleshooting network connectivity problems. NetMaster NM for TCP/IP provides the
following packet tracing facilities:

SmartTrace
Is the integrated real-time packet tracing facility for NetMaster NM for TCP/IP. The facility lets you perform the
following tasks:

• Initiate a trace, and view the results in real time.
• Define trace criteria using a panel interface.
• Export trace data to libpcap or CTRACE format, enabling you to use the trace data with other packet tracing

viewers.

CTRACE
Is a menu-assisted facility for starting and stopping the IBM component trace (SYSTCPDA) to obtain and view
traces of IP packets. Using this facility, you can initiate a trace without having to know the commands that are
required to start CTRACE.

MIBinsight

MIBinsight is a component that lets you manage SNMP Management Information Bases (MIBs). The component
comprises a compiler, a browser, and the ability to monitor MIB attributes.

To browse or monitor a MIB attribute of an IP resource without MIBinsight, you specify a unique Object Identifier (OID).
OIDs are a string of numbers; they are not user-friendly. MIBinsight puts a face on these numbers and lets you view the
knowledge of the resource in a user-friendly way.

Performance Monitoring

Performance attribute samples and hourly summaries are maintained for all monitored IP resources and nodes.
Performance history displays are available from the IP Resource Monitor and the IP Node Monitor, and from some
diagnostic displays. These displays can help you identify trends and potential problems in your network.

For example, you can look at the performance history for the packet activity on a stack as samples and hourly aggregates.

The graphs are presented in various styles, depending on the type of attribute being sampled:

• A gauge value (GAUGE), such as average CPU utilization for a router
• A rate value (COUNT or TOTAL), which represents change in a counter (for example, errors per hour)
• A non-numeric value (ENUM) such as status values (for example, OK and TIMEOUT)

Event History

Each region has an events database. The database stores information about connection, FTP, Telnet, and Cisco channel
card events on the system. You can search this database for specific events, and can produce online and printed
historical reports.

The data provides input to network trend analysis and an audit trail of network activity that can be used in future network
planning.

The NetMaster API Service

The NetMaster API Service is a NetMaster product suite microservice that leverages the Open Mainframe Project
Zowe™ Spring Boot REST API SDK. It provides NetMaster customers with an open and standard interface to network
management data collected by NetMaster. The initial release provides access to connectivity data from NetMaster NM for
TCP/IP. Information security and network management staff can utilize the API for the following use cases:
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• As a standalone tool to quickly glean security information, such as the number of non-secure connections to a specific
application

• As a means to access the NetMaster Web Portal, a web-enabled view of NM connectivity data (see the Web Interfaces
section that follows)

• As a mechanism to display NM connectivity data in an existing third party data portal

For more information, refer to:

• Install, Deploy, and Configure the NetMaster API Service
• Using APIs

Web Interfaces

The NetMaster Web Portal
The NetMaster Web Portal is a web-based application that provides a single point from which to access critical NetMaster
tools and services. Its initial release features the Security view. The Security view gives information security and network
management staff a single-pane reference that is devoted specifically to network security management. Through PTFs
provided in version 12.2, the NetMaster Web Portal will ultimately offer all of the tools and services that are currently
provided through Mainframe Team Center - Network Management (MTC-NM). In contrast to the internal, z/OS hosted
server used by MTC-NM, the NetMaster Web Portal uses the NetMaster API Service to provide a highly secure and more
flexible web-based environment.

NOTE
The NetMaster Web Portal and MTC-NM will both be available until the Web Portal fully replaces all of MTC-
NM's features.

For more information, refer to:

• Install, Deploy and Configure the NetMaster Web Portal
• The NetMaster Web Portal

Mainframe Team Center - Network Management (MTC-NM)

Mainframe Team Center - Network Management  is the modern web interace for NetMaster NM for TCP/IP. 
Mainframe Team Center - Network Managementincludes several features, including IP Summary, Command Entry, Ping
& Traceroute, SmartTrace, Alert Monitor, and Resource Monitor. For details about these features, refer to the Using
Mainframe Team Center - Network Management topics within this documentation.

NOTE
The WebCenter component was deprecated in April of 2020. MainFrame Team Center - Network Management
(MTC-NM), which is documented in this space, is the official replacement for WebCenter. For details, refer to the
associated Product Update.

The same user ID and password for your region are used to access MTC-NM.

The MTC-NM web server runs in the region address space. The server is entirely z/OS hosted, and requires no third-party
web servers or external components.

IMPORTANT
Although WebCenter has been deprecated, and all of the corresponding functionality and documentation has
been removed, the $NM WEBCENTER parameter group is still used to specify the settings for MTC-NM and
Performance Charts.

The problem resolution time is decreased and ease-of-use increased. Help desk users who are not familiar with z/OS
mainframe 3270 interfaces can perform management functions with their standard web browser.

Every page of MTC-NM has context-sensitive online help.
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ReportCenter

Following the stabilization and deprecation of the ReportCenter component in April of 2020, pre-deprecation ReportCenter
functionality is no longer available to NetMaster customers. This means:

• ReportCenter views and reporting have been disabled.
• Any Customizer parameters related to report setup or configuration have been removed from the REPORTCENTER

parameters group. The REPORTDATA parameter group was not changed.
• For current ReportCenter users, the removal of ReportCenter functionality does not remove the ability to use

ReportCenter data; it only removes ReportCenter views and reports. Users can configure Datacom or DB2 so that
NetMaster writes ReportCenter data to the database, allowing for continued use of the data.

• The ReportCenter component now functions solely as a data collection tool. Accordingly, the ReportCenter
documentation has been modified to reflect this status.

NOTE
For additional information on how you can use NetMaster to access your report data outside of ReportCenter,
refer to the Database Structure topic in this space.

Starting to Use Your Product
Learn how to access, log off, and manage passwords for NetMaster.

Logging On

To access NetMaster, log on to it through a region. Before you can log on to a region, you need a user ID and password.
Ensure that your system administrator has defined your user ID to the region and has allocated the relevant level of
authority.

The logon procedure is the same whether you are logging on in a single system or a multisystem environment:

1. Use your installation defined method for establishing SNA sessions.
For example, enter LOGON APPLID( acb-name ), using the ACB name of the region.
You are connected to the ACB name of the region.

2. Enter your user ID and password on the displayed logon panel.
The Primary Menu appears.

NOTE
When you first log on to a region, the region uses a default profile for your primary menu. You can update the
profile to change the format of the menu. To update the profile, enter PROFILE at the command prompt.

If Region Initialization Is Still in Progress

If the Initialization in Progress panel appears on your screen instead of the primary menu, the initialization of the region is
still in progress. Press F3 (Exit) to exit to the primary menu.

NOTE
For information about the initialization process, see  Installing and Upgrading

If the System Image Is Still Being Loaded

If the local system image is still being loaded, the primary menu contains the LS option. You can select this option to
monitor the loading process. You can also perform functions that do not depend on an active local image.

NOTE
For information about system image loading, see Administrating.
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Logging Off

To log off from the region, enter =X at the prompt. This action terminates your current window.

If you are at the primary menu, enter X at the prompt to terminate your current window.

NOTE
You can have two windows for each logon to a region. If you have two windows, repeat the procedure to
terminate the remaining window to log off from the region.

Change Your Password

The User Access Maintenance Subsystem (UAMS) verifies your password.

The subsystem lets you change your password or prompts you to change your password when it has expired after a
period. You can change your password at any time after you log on to a region. The change becomes effective the next
time you log on to the region.

NOTE
Your site can link UAMS with an external security system, such as ACF2, Top Secret, and Resource Access
Control Facility (RACF). In this case, your system administrator will tell you of any special things to consider
when changing your password.

In a multisystem environment, the administrator can set up the environment for the synchronization of UAMS user
definitions and passwords. The changed passwords are then synchronized across connected regions.

To change your password:

1. Enter /CHGPWD at the prompt.
The User Password Maintenance panel appears.

2. Complete the following fields:
Current Password

Specifies your current password.
New Password

Specifies your new password.
3. Retype your new password, and press F3 (File).

The system changes your password.

NOTE
If the synchronization of UAMS is enabled, a Linked Regions UAMS Update Report panel appears. The panel
reports the success or failure of the password change in the connected regions.

Authority Levels

Your user ID in UAMS determines your level of access to your product, the functions you can perform, and the commands
you can issue.

If you attempt to perform an unauthorized function or to issue an unauthorized command, an error message appears. The
message tells you that you are not authorized to perform that function or issue that command.

Access Functions
Learn how to access functions through the user interface in NetMaster.

To access functions through the user interface menus, do one of the following:

• Select an option from each menu that leads to the function.
• Specify a path.
• Specify a shortcut.
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Select an Option

You select an option by entering the option code at the prompt. For example, entering M at the prompt on the primary
menu takes you to the Monitors primary menu.

If you specify a collapsed or expanded menu format in your profile, you can expand or collapse the displayed menu
hierarchy. In these formats, you can also place your cursor next to a required option and press Enter to select it.

Note: For more information, press F1 (help) from the primary menu.

Specify a Shortcut

NOTE
The PMENUCONTROL parameter group controls the shortcuts. Your administrator can disable shortcuts or can
change the shortcut character.

You can jump to the panel of a function directly by using shortcuts. You can specify the shortcut at a prompt in one of the
following ways:

• Specify /shortcut-name to retain the current panel on return.
• Specify =/shortcut-name to close the current panel and return to the primary menu on exit.

An entry on a menu can have an associated shortcut, which is displayed in turquoise.

NOTE
If you do not remember a shortcut, enter / or =/ to list the shortcuts and then select one.

/shortcut-name

WARNING
If the current panel provides automatic updates and you no longer need this information, use =/shortcut-name
rather than a nested shortcut. Using =/shortcut-name saves storage and resources. The region can stop
maintaining a display that you no longer need.

To select the desired function, enter the slash (/) character, followed by the shortcut, at a prompt.

When you access a function by using its shortcut, your current panel is retained. When you press F3 to exit out of the
function, this panel, with any updates, is restored. By using shortcuts, panels can be nested to a maximum of 64 levels.

For example, to access the Alert Monitor History Menu without retaining the current panel, enter =/ALHIST at the prompt
on your current panel. When you are finished with the menu, press F3 to display the primary menu.

=/shortcut-name

When you have finished with your current panel, you can access the next function by prefixing the shortcut call with the
equals (=) sign. This resulting call goes directly to the function without retaining the current panel and closes all other
nested panels in this window.

For example, to access the Alert Monitor History Menu without retaining the current panel, enter =/ALHIST at the prompt
on your current panel. When you are finished with the menu, press F3 to display the primary menu.

Access a Function That Does Not Have a Shortcut

You can combine a shortcut with option codes to form a path to access a function that does not have a shortcut itself.

Access a Function That Does Not Have a Shortcut Example

For example, to access the alert history, you can enter the /ALHIST.B path.
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Specify a Path

You can jump to the panel of a function directly by specifying the exact path to that panel. Construct the path by linking the
required options with periods.

• You can display a panel that is lower in the panel hierarchy.
• You can display a panel that is higher in the panel hierarchy.
• You can display a panel that requires input data.

Access Panels Lower in the Panel Hierarchy

If you start from a menu and you want to access a panel lower in the panel hierarchy, specify the path as it is.

For example, if you are at the primary menu and you want to change your password, type U.P at the prompt and press
Enter.

Access Panels Higher in the Panel Hierarchy

To access a panel that requires you to pass through a panel higher up in the hierarchy, precede the path specification with
the equal sign (=).

The = character brings you back to the primary menu and then to the required panel.

You can specify such a path at any prompt. For example, if you are at the Alert Monitor and you want to change your
password, enter =U.P at the prompt and press Enter.

To return to the primary menu, enter ==.

Access Panels With Input Data

To access a panel that requires you to enter data, you can enter the data by separating them from the path by a semicolon
(;). For example, you are at the primary menu and you want to access the alert history for the linked region PROD2. Enter
H.A;PROD2 at the prompt.

Some panels have more than one input field for entering data. To identify the field, use the correct number of semicolons.
For example, use two semicolons if you want to enter data_2 in the second field:

option_1.option_2;;data_2 

Lists
Learn how lists work in the NetMaster user interface.

Lists comprise a series of items that you can select or against which you can perform actions. The panel shows the
actions that you can perform on the listed items.

The lists are of four types:

Action Lists
Let you apply actions to one or more listed items. Enter the required action code next to the appropriate records.

Single Selection Lists
Let you select one item from a list by taking one of the following actions:

• Entering the S (Select) action code next to the item
• Moving the cursor to a position anywhere in the line containing the required item and pressing Enter

Multiple Selections Lists
Let you select one or more items in a list (for example, the list of panels for customizing your user profile).
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Numbered Lists
Let you select a single item from the list by entering the appropriate number at the prompt.

Scrolling

If the listed information cannot fit onto the screen, use scrolling to access the off-screen information. You can scroll
vertically and horizontally.

Scroll Vertically

Use the F8 (Forward) or F7 (Backward) function key to scroll the displayed information by the amount that is displayed at
the Scroll prompt.

The following table shows valid scroll amounts.

Scroll Amount Action
C (or CSR) If you are scrolling forward, the line on which the cursor is

positioned is moved to the top of the screen.
If you are scrolling backward, the line on which the cursor is
positioned is moved to the bottom of the screen.

D (or DATA) The display is scrolled one full page, less one row, in the specified
direction.
If you are scrolling forward, the last line of the current page
appears as the first line on the next page.
If you are scrolling backward, the first line on the current page
appears as the last line on the next page.

H (or HALF) The display is moved half a page in the specified direction.
M (or MAX) The display is moved to the beginning or the end of the displayed

information, depending on the function key (Forward or Backward)
used.

P (or PAGE) The display moves one full page in the specified direction.
n The display moves n lines in the specified direction.

If you enter a temporary scroll amount at the command prompt
(for example, Command ===> 5), then when you press the
F7 (Backward) or F8 (Forward) function key, the displayed
information is scrolled by the specified value only once.

Scroll Horizontally

Use the F11 (Right) or F10 (Left) function key to scroll the displayed information to the right or to the left.

Searching for an Item

You can search for specific items in the retrieved information by using the F5 (Find) function key or the LOCATE
command.

F5 (Find) Function Key

The F5 (Find) function key lets you find text in the retrieved information. Enter the text that you want to find, and press F5.
If the text contains more than one word, enclose the text in quotation marks.

You can press F5 again to find the next instance of the text.

For some lists, you can enhance the Find function in the following ways:
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• Expand the search beyond the currently displayed columns by using the FMODE command
• Change the number of records searched between prompts by using the FPROMPT command

NOTE
For information about the FMODE and FPROMPT commands, see the online help.

LOCATE Command

The LOCATE command enables you to locate a particular record in a list. Enter LOCATE or L followed by a text string
mask. The command locates the first record name that matches the mask.

Data Entry Panels
Understand how resource definitions are displayed and maintained through data entry panels in NetMaster.

Resource definitions are displayed and maintained through a sequence of panels on which you enter the data for that
resource.

UPDATE Mode

Many definition panels enable authorized users to switch from the BROWSE mode to the UPDATE mode by pressing F4
(Edit). You can then edit the displayed information.

Data Entry Fields

On a color screen, mandatory fields that you must complete are colored white. The optional fields, which you can
complete as and when required, are colored turquoise. Both types of fields can be prompted fields that provide you
with a list of valid values, from which you can select one item. Most, but not all, prompted fields have a plus sign (+) as
identification.

To display the value list, enter a question mark (?) in a prompted field. The list can be a numbered list or a single select
list.

You can prefix the question mark (?) with one or more characters. The displayed list is then restricted to values that start
with those characters. For example, enter S? to display a list of values that start with S.

Validate and File Data

During data entry, you can press Enter to validate your data. Validation also occurs with the following actions:

• Accessing another panel (for example, when you press F8 (Forward) to access the next panel)
• Saving your entered data (for example, when you press F3 (File) to save a definition)

When you finish entering data, you can take one of following actions:

• Press F3 (File) to save the data and exit the panel.
• Press F4 (Save) to save the data and remain on the panel. When adding definitions, this feature enables you to create

other similar definitions quickly, minimizing the required typing.
• If you do not want to save the data, press F12 (Cancel) to exit the panel.

How to Move Between Panels

Some functions lead to a series of data entry panels (for example, when you update a resource definition).

You can use one of the following methods to move through these panels, depending on what you want to do:
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• Select all panels.
• Select specific panels from the Panel Display List.
• Select a panel from another panel.
• Select a panel from the Index Menu.
• Save a sequence of definition panels for repeated access.

Select All Panels

You want to access every panel. All panels are listed on a Panel Display List (for example, the panel that lists the resource
definition panels).

Follow these steps:

1. Take one of the following actions:
– Enter S next to the name of the panel that you want to access first.
– Enter the number that identifies that panel in the panel sequence at the command prompt (for example, 1 for the

first panel).
The selected panel appears.

2. Press F8 (Forward) to scroll forward to the next panel; press F7 (Backward) to scroll backward to the previous panel.
3. When you finish entering data, press F3 (File) to save the data. Press F12 (Cancel) if you decide not to save the data.

Select Specific Panels from the Panel Display List

You want to access certain panels only (for example, when you want to update only certain parts of a resource definition).
All the required panels for a definition are listed on a Panel Display List.

1. Type S next to the names of the panels you want to access. After you complete your selections, press Enter to display
the first panel you selected.

2. Then press F8 (Forward) to scroll forward through the panels you selected. Press F7 (Backward) to scroll backward
through the panels that you selected.

3. When you finish entering the data, press F3 (File) to save the data. Press F12 (Cancel) if you decide not to save the
data.

Select a Panel from Another Panel

To skip to a panel that is not next in the sequence, enter the sequence number of the panel at the command prompt.

The required panel appears.

Select a Panel from the Index Menu

From some data entry panels, you can press F11 (Panels) to display the Index Menu panel. This menu lists all the panels
available for that function. Use the Index Menu if you want to jump to a panel but you do not know its place in the panel
sequence.

NOTE
If you have selected two or more panels previously, pressing F11 (Panels) displays a list of the selected panels
only. You can press F6 (AllPanel or SelPanel) to switch between the full list and the partial list.

Save a Sequence of Definition Panels for Repeated Access

On a definition list panel, you can select more than one definition. You can then work on the selected definitions in
sequence. Each definition can contain multiple definition panels. Normally, the list of panels appears on your screen for
you to select each time you access a new definition. To browse or update the same panels for each definition, save the list
of panels you want to update.
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As you move through the sequence of selected definitions, the panels appear on your screen according to the saved list.
You do not have to select the panels again when you move on to the next definition.

To save a sequence of panels:

1. Enter the /RADMIN.R.ASMON path.
The Address Space Monitor List panel appears.

2. Type B (Browse) or U (Update) next to the definitions you want to access and press Enter.
Note: You can use the F7 (Backward) or F8 (Forward) function keys to scroll through the list.
The Panel Display List window appears.

3. Type S next to the panels you want, and press F4 (SaveSeq).
The system saves the list of selected panels.

4. Press Enter.
The first selected panel appears.

NOTE
When you finish with one group definition, the panels for the next definition are displayed in the same sequence.

Online Help
Understand how to use online and context-sensitive help for NetMaster panels and messages.

Online help is provided for panels and messages.

Context-sensitive help is available at different levels. When you are viewing a help panel, pressing F1 (Help) takes you to
the next level of help available. Pressing F3 (Exit) takes you back to the previous level, or exits from help and returns you
to the application. Pressing F4 (Return) exits help and returns you to the application immediately.

Tip of the Day

The region displays a tip about using the product at the bottom of the primary menu.

To display the detailed tip, place the cursor on the tip and press F1 (Help).

To find out how to add your own tips, press F1 (Help) again.

Help About a Panel

Panel-based online help includes the following information:

• What is each panel for
• How to complete the fields
• Actions that you can perform
• Use of available function keys

This online help supplements the information in this guide while you are working in the region.

Press F1 (Help) to retrieve the online help for a given panel. From a help panel, you can press F6 (HelpHelp) to find out
how to use the help facility.

If a block of help text is split across two panels, move the cursor to the top or the bottom of the block and press F8
(Forward) or F7 (Backward). The block is brought into view.

Help About Fields on a Panel

Many panels provide field-level online help.

To retrieve the online help for an input field, move your cursor to the field and press F1 (Help).
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Help for a Message

You receive messages that advise you of various events. Some messages provide information only (for example,
informing you that an update was successful). Some messages also alert you to errors (for example, if you try to enter an
action that is not valid for a resource).

Each message has detailed online help text. Access the help text for a particular message in one of the following ways:

• If you are viewing a panel and a message appears in red on the third line of that panel, move the cursor to that line and
press F1 (Help).

• If you receive a message referring you to the activity log for more detail, enter /LOG at the prompt to display the
activity log.

• If you are using the activity log, a Command Entry panel, or Operator Console Services (OCS), you can use one of the
following ways:
– Move the cursor to the line displaying the message, and press F1 (Help).
– Type the message ID at the prompt, and press F1 (Help).

• If you are viewing a transient log, enter H next to the message.
• You can also enter /CODES to display the Messages and Codes Menu that enables you to obtain help on messages

and on miscellaneous error codes.

Work in Two Windows
Divide a single NetMaster screen into two logical windows so that you can perform multiple functions at the same time.

You can divide your physical screen into two logical windows. Each window operates independently of the other, enabling
you to perform multiple functions concurrently.

To open a second window in the region, press the F2 (Split) or F9 (Swap) function key.

When one window takes up the entire screen, the other window is considered closed.

Split Screens

Using the SPLIT command, you can perform the following actions:

• Split your screen horizontally and have one window above the other. Move the cursor to a row where you want to split
screens, and press F2 (Split).

• Split your screen vertically and have two windows side by side. Move the cursor to any column on the bottom row, and
press F2 (Split).

• Return a split screen to single-window display in one of the following ways:
– Move the cursor to the first line on your screen, and press F2 (Split) to minimize the window. The window containing

the cursor disappears, and the other window expands to full size.
– Enter =X to exit one of the windows. Your session with that window ends.

Swap Screens

Using the SWAP command, you can perform the following actions:

• Reverse the dimensions of the active window if you have two windows open and both are visible on the screen, and
switch between them.

• Open a second full-screen window if you are currently operating with a single window open, and then you can switch
between them.

To swap two full-screen windows

1. Display one of the panels.
2. Press F9 (Swap).
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The Primary Menu panel appears in a second window.
3. Press F9 (Swap) to switch between the two swap-panels.

Using the IP Summary Display
Use the NetMaster IP Summary Display to view summary information about your network environment, including
conditions, IP traffic, EE (Enterprise Extender) traffic, and alerts.

IP Summary Display

The IP Summary Display provides a single place from where you view a snapshot of the most useful information about
your network environment. Data on this display is sourced from the Packet Analyzer. The display provides the following
complementary perspectives:

Condition Summary
Provides an exception-based perspective of your network environment. The summary compares a set of
monitored IP characteristics with alert threshold conditions. The display charts the values of those conditions and
reflects their values through the following statuses: OK, WARNING, and PROBLEM.

IP Traffic Summary
Provides an activity-based perspective of your IP environment. The summary provides traffic throughput statistics
and identifies the most active application, port, and addresses.

EE Traffic Explorer
Provides information about the recent and cumulative (Enterprise Extender) EE traffic throughput.

Alert Summary
Provides a graphical representation of how many alerts are outstanding for each alert severity. On focal point
regions, alerts from linked regions are included.

Configure IP Summary Display

To have IP Summary Display appear at the bottom of the primary menu, use the PROFILE command.

Follow these steps:

1. Enter PROFILE at the ===> prompt on the primary menu.
The Primary Menu Format Control panel appears.

2. Complete the values in the IP Summary Display field.
You can specify the following settings:
– That this display refreshes every 5 minutes
– The summary components that are refreshed
For performance reasons, be careful in specifying these settings if you often leave the primary menu unattended or in
a background window.

NOTE
For information about the fields and commands available, press F1 (Help).

Press F3 (File).
The IP Summary Display appears at the bottom of the primary menu:
– To list the available actions on a summary line, enter a question mark (?).
– To display Condition Summary, EE Traffic Explorer, or IP Traffic Summary on its own panel, use the Z action.

Display IP Summary Alone

To display the IP Summary Display on its own panel, enter /IPSUM at the command prompt.
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NOTE
When the display is viewed on its own panel, it is initially static. Press F6 (AutoRef) to cause the display to
refresh automatically at regular five-minute intervals.

Expand or Collapse a Summary

To expand or collapse a summary on the IP Summary Display, put the cursor next to the summary and press Enter.

To collapse all summaries, use one of the following methods as appropriate:

• At the primary menu, enter == at the Command prompt.
• At its own panel, press F12 (Collapse).

Condition Summary
Use the Condition Summary view to see the status of conditions. Conditions are characteristics based on the performance
attributes of monitored IP resources such as stack IP layers or ports.

The Condition Summary shows the status of a product-defined set of conditions. A condition is a characteristic that is
being monitored based on the underlying performance attributes of monitored IP resources.

From the IP Summary Display, you can view the conditions of the following resources:

• Stack IP, TCP, and UDP layers
• Stack network interfaces
• Ports by port number or address space
• EE
• APPN/HPR

You can perform the following actions from the Condition Summary:

• If your monitoring environment consists of linked regions, you can enter A or L next to Condition Summary to switch
between multisystem or local view.

• You can enter A or P next to Ports to switch between listing ports by address space or port number.
• You can enter I next to a condition to display or hide a brief explanation. You can obtain more detailed information by

entering HLP next to the condition.
• The status of a condition is based on the alerting criteria of its underlying attribute. To change the criteria, enter UA

next to the attribute. Changes appear in the display at the next 5-minute period following the sample that is taken for
the monitored attribute.

Stack IP, TCP, and UDP Layers

The Stack IP, TCP, and UDP Layers summary displays the status of key conditions for each stack that is monitored on a
system. The summary consists of several levels. Each level summarizes the status of the underlying conditions.

Example: Condition of Stack IP, TCP, and UDP Layers Across Multiple Systems

This example shows a partially expanded display in multisystem mode. The display lists the systems that the linked
regions monitor. Each system then expands to the condition summaries.

For the TCP Retransmissions % condition, it identifies the attribute and shows the brief explanation about the
condition (through the I (Information) action). You can enter the HLP action next to a problematic attribute to review the
recommended actions.
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Stack Network Interfaces

The Stack Network Interfaces summary displays the status of key conditions for each monitored stack network interface
on a system. The display consists of several summary levels. Each level summarizes the status of the underlying
conditions.

Ports

The Ports summary displays the status of key conditions for each monitored port on a system. You can view the ports
by protocol and port number (by default or through the P action) or by address space (through the A action). The display
consists of several summary levels. Each level summarizes the status of the underlying conditions.

Example: Condition of Ports by Port Number

This example shows a partially expanded display. The sorting order is protocol (TCP followed by UDP), port number,
stack, and address space.
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Enterprise Extender

The Enterprise Extender (EE) summary displays EE resource use, throughput rates, error percentages, and exceptional
conditions. Conditions are shown at the EE network level. Conditions are also shown for up to 10 of the busiest remote
control points (CPs) on which an EE connection is active. The summary consists of several levels. Each level summarizes
the status of the underlying conditions.

APPN/HPR

The APPN/HPR summary displays APPN/HPR RTP pipe utilization and exceptions, at the APPN network level. The
display consists of several summary levels. Each level summarizes the status of the underlying conditions.

Diagnose a Problematic Condition

In a production IP environment, Condition Summary usually shows no PROBLEMs, a few WARNINGs, and mostly OKs.
The WARNINGs enable you to correct the situation before problems occur. The following procedure shows you how to
diagnose a condition:

Follow these steps:

1. Put the cursor next to the condition summary that shows PROBLEM or WARNING, and press Enter.
The summary expands to its contributors.

2. Repeat Step 1 until you get to the underlying conditions.
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A list of conditions is displayed with a bar chart showing their health: red for PROBLEM, yellow for WARNING, and
green for OK.

3. Enter HLP next to the problematic condition.
Information about the condition appears. The information identifies the monitored attribute for that condition, and
provides an explanation and some recommended actions.

4. Follow the recommended actions, and continue diagnosis using, for example, the following features:
– Diagnosis menus let you diagnose problems from the resource perspective. For example, the /STACK shortcut

takes you to the Stack Management menu.
– SmartTrace lets you diagnose problems from the packet flow perspective. The facility lets you trace packets.
– Automation Services line commands can be issued on the condition line. Enter a question mark (?) to list the

Condition Summary options for the monitored resource.

IP Traffic Summary
Use the IP Traffic Summary view to view a summary of IP network traffic in NetMaster. You can sort information by system
or by stack, and you can see traffic information that includes throughput, applications, TCP servers, home addresses,
remote networks, IP protocols, and subsystems.

The IP Traffic Summary summarizes your IP network traffic.

From the IP Summary Display, you can access the following IP traffic summaries (when sorted by system). You can also
sort the summaries by stacks.

• IP Throughput
• Applications
• TCP Server Ports
• Home Addresses
• Remote Networks
• IP Protocols
• Subsystems

Change Display

You can sort IP Traffic Summary by system or stack.

To sort the display by system, enter SYS next to IP Traffic Summary.

To sort the display by stack, enter STK next to IP Traffic Summary.

NOTE
To apply a sort order as the default, you can enter it in your profile by entering PROFILE at the Primary Menu.

IP Throughput

The IP Throughput summary shows the TCP/IP throughput for the specified system. The summary shows the following
information:

• Total number of stacks and interfaces for that system
• Packet and byte rates
• Number of connections for the system

Example: IP Traffic for Monitored Stacks and Interfaces

The following example shows an expanded display.
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The displayed percentages have the following meanings:

• For a stack, for example, TCPIP11, it indicates a percentage of the total for the system.
• For an item under a stack, for example, OSA1, it indicates a percentage of the total for the stack.

Interface Traffic Statistics

Entering S next to an interface displays the IP traffic statistics for the interface. The panel also includes the relative traffic
for the applications that used the interface. This information enables you to see which applications are making the most
use of the interface.

Example: Interface Traffic by Applications

The following example shows the distribution of traffic on an interface by applications:

Applications

The Applications summary shows the IP usage by business applications for the specified system. The summary shows
the following information:

• Busiest application for that system
• Packet and byte rates
• Connections for the busiest application as a percentage of the total for the system

Example: IP Traffic for Defined Business Applications
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This example shows a partially expanded display. The display lists the defined business applications that have IP traffic on
the system.

During Express Setup, you can request that business applications be defined for the discovered address spaces. You
can also define applications manually through the Maintain Application Name Definitions menu option. The shortcut is /
IPAPPLS.

For more information about business applications, see Implementing.

Application Traffic Statistics

Entering S next to an application displays the Application Traffic Statistics panel. The panel displays the IP traffic statistics
for the business application. The panel also includes the relative traffic over the interfaces that the application uses. You
can see which interfaces the application is making the most use.

Example: Application Traffic by Interfaces

The following example shows the traffic distribution of an application over two OSAs:

TCP Server Port

The TCP Server Port summary shows the statistics of TCP server ports for the specified system. The summary shows the
following information:

• Busiest port for that system
• Packet and byte rates
• Connections for the busiest port as a percentage of the total for the system
• Port statistics that are listed by port and owner

Example: IP Traffic for TCP Server Ports

The following example shows a partially expanded display in stack mode.
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Home Address

The Home Address summary shows the statistics of monitored home addresses for the specified system. The summary
shows the following information:

• Busiest home address for that system
• Packet and byte rates
• Connections for the busiest home address as a percentage of the total for the system

Example: IP Traffic for Home Addresses of Monitored Stacks

The following example shows a partially expanded display.
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Remote Network

The Remote Network summary shows the statistics of the remote networks that are communicating with the specified
system. The summary shows the following information:

• Busiest remote network for that system
• Packet and byte rates
• Connections for the busiest remote network as a percentage of the total for the system

Example: IP Traffic for Remote Networks Seen by Monitored Stacks

The following example shows a partially expanded display.

Remote IP Address Lists

The list enables you to identify remote IP addresses that have sent or received packets through a mainframe stack since
Packet Analyzer was last started.

You can sort a list of remote addresses. For a remote address, you can view any available traffic statistics. You can also
look up the host name of an address.

The following action is available in Remote Network:

RI
Lists the busiest addresses in a remote network for the past 5 minutes.

Example: Busiest Remote Addresses

You enter RI next to the 192.168.* remote network and list the busiest remote IP addresses.
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IP Protocol

The IP Protocol summary shows the throughput by protocol for the specified system. The summary shows the following
information:

• Which of the protocols use most of the bandwidth
• Bytes in and out for each protocol as a percentage of the total for the system

Example: IP Traffic for Monitored Stacks by Protocol

The following example shows a partially expanded display.

Subsystem

The Subsystem summary provides visibility of the following IBM subsystems in the context of IP traffic:
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• Customer Information Control System (CICS)
• DB2
• Information Management System (IMS)
• WebSphere MQ

The explorer shows the relative IP traffic in bytes for the subsystems and the constituent address spaces.

From the 3270 interface, you can expand a subsystem to its address spaces. You can further expand an address space to
the stacks it uses. You can also list associated connections and view the data samples.

Example: Explorer with DB2 Expanded

The following explorer display shows a DB2 subsystem with two address spaces:

Summaries by Stacks

You get a different view of the summaries when you sort them by stacks.

Alert Summary
The Alert Summary panel summarizes the alerts in the NetMaster region.

A different color bar represents the alerts at a different severity level. You can enter the S action next to the summary to
jump to the Alert Monitor.
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EE Traffic Explorer
Use the EE (Enterprise Extender) Traffic Explorer to display graphs of EE traffic throughput in NetMaster. The EE Traffic
Explorer creates the graphs from data that is collected by the Packet Analyzer.

The EE Traffic Explorer uses data that is collected from the Packet Analyzer to graph EE traffic throughput.

You can use the TIME command to graph traffic for the following time frames:

• The last full clock hour
• The last full calendar day
• Cumulative (from the time the Packet Analyzer started monitoring)

The relative size of each bar in the graphs indicates a proportion or percentage of all cumulative traffic.

You can perform various functions from the EE Traffic Explorer, for example:

• Switch between the graphical mode and the detail mode using the F5 function key.
• Find out about other features that can give you more information using the HLP action.

Bytes by VIPA

The Bytes by VIPA section totals the bytes sent and received over all EE connections that use a specific VIPA.

NOTE
One VIPA can support one or many connections.

Example: Bytes by VIPA

The following example shows an expanded display.
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Bytes by EE Connection

The Bytes by EE Connection section totals the bytes sent and received by all RTP Pipes, for all traffic priorities, on a
specified EE Connection.

The remote CP name identifies a EE connection.

Example: Bytes by EE Connection

This example shows an expanded display, listing the remote CP names that identify the connections.

Bytes by EE Port

The Bytes by EE Port section totals the bytes sent and received over each EE port.

Example: Bytes by EE Port

This example shows an expanded display.

Bytes by Protocol Layer

The Bytes by Protocol Layer section totals the bytes sent and received over all EE connections by the following protocols:

• IP Header
Contains addressing and control information.

• UDP Header
Contains the source and destination port information.

• LLC Header
Contains information for establishing the connection, sending data as NLPs, terminating the connection, sending a
negative response, and sending a heartbeat.

• NHDR (NLP) Network Layer Header
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Contains information for routing NLPs (network layer packets) from one RTP end point to the other.
• THDR Transport Header

Identifies the RTP pipe.
• SNA TH Transmission Header

Identifies the SNA LU-LU session.
• SNA RH Request Header

Identifies the type of data in the RU.
• SNA RU Request Unit

Specifies the data that the SNA application sent. An RU is an SNA command and response, or user data.

Example: Bytes by Protocol Layer

This example shows an expanded display. The protocol layer with the largest number of bytes transferred is SNA RU.

Bytes by Payload

The Bytes by Payload section shows the ratio of payload to total transmission over all EE connections. This display shows
the following payload types:

• EE Overhead
Displays the overhead EE requires to send the APPN/HPR data.

• APPN/HPR Overhead
Displays the overhead that APPN/HPR requires to send the SNA application data.

• SNA Payload
Displays the SNA application traffic.

NOTE
The EE operation for the proportion of payload to overhead varies with the traffic load.

Example: Bytes by Payload

This example shows an expanded display. SNA data is 60 percent of the total traffic.
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Bytes by Direction

The Bytes by Direction section total the bytes sent and received over all EE connections.

Example: Bytes by Direction

This example shows an expanded display. More bytes have been sent than received.

Packets by Type

The Packets by Type section totals the sent and received packets into the following types:

• Heartbeat
Specifies an LLC TEST frame, sent by the EE connection endpoints to determine whether the connection is active.

• XID
Specifies the LLC XID frames, which the endpoints exchange to negotiate and confirm the configuration of a new EE
connection.

• HPR Control
Specifies an HPR control packet, which is an NLP with no NLP data.

• SNA
Specifies an SNA packet, which includes at least one SNA TH, RH, or RU.

• Other
Specifies the LLC frames, other than XID or TEST, and function routing NLPs.

Example: Packets by Type

This example shows an expanded display. SNA is the most popular packet type.
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Packet Indicators

The Packet Indicators section shows the total packets for various transmission header control settings. The values are
independent of each other and do not add up to 100 percent.

Example: Packet Indicators

This example shows an expanded display.

Managing Connections
Use NetMaster to list connections to IP stacks. You define criteria to specify the type of connection, and you can search
for connections that meet defined characteristics, such as idle time or byte count. From the lists of connections, you can
then use NetMaster to analyze and diagnose network and connectivity issues.

NetMaster NM for TCP/IP enables you to list connections to IP stacks based on a set of criteria. For example, you can
produce lists for the following connections:
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• Telnet connections -- For example, you can list connections by IP address, LU name, or Telnet application name. You
can list connections using a Cisco channel card TN3270 server just as you would list connections to the Telnet server
for the stack.

• (IBM stacks on systems with at least z/OS V1R10.0) FTP connections -- For example, you can list connections by IP
address or user ID.

• General connections -- For example, you can list connections with a particular task name or local port number.

You can use relational operator expressions to search for pertinent criteria. For example, you can search for connections
that exceed a specified idle time, a specified byte count, or a specified idle time and byte count.

Depending on the type of connections, a connection list contains details such as host, port, byte counts, and stack.

You can select a connection from a list of connections and can perform various diagnostic functions:

• Initiate the packet tracing using SmartTrace.
• Investigate the response times for a connection by performing transaction path analysis.
• Display a graphical representation of connections to the node, and issue ping, traceroute, and name server lookup

commands.
• Drop a connection if you have sufficient authority.
• Display the SNA information for a Telnet connection.

Connection Lists
Use NetMaster Connection Lists to troubleshoot performance and connectivity issues. You can view FTP, Telnet, and
general connection lists.

From a connection list, you can diagnose performance or connectivity problems. For example, an FTP file transfer is
taking an unusually long time or the transfer is stalling. You can view the connection information to see if there are any
data transfer problems.

To match a set of criteria, you can produce a list of connections to the IBM TCP/IP host. For example, you can produce a
list specifically for all Telnet connections or, more generally, for all connections with a particular task name. You can also
produce a list of all connections with a particular local port number.

For each connection list option, there is a Connection List Criteria panel. This panel appears when you select an option,
and it lets you specify criteria to filter the connections to display. You can limit the maximum number of connections that
are displayed for each stack and can set the initial sorting order.

Telnet Connection List

The Telnet Connection List panel displays information about the current state of active Telnet connections to a TCP/IP
host.

The panel provides the following types of information:

• Mapping of IP addresses to LU names and VTAM application names
• Combined information from IBM TCP/IP

You can use the actions on the panel (for example, P=Ping or T=TraceRoute), to investigate problems occurring on any of
the listed connections.

You can list the following connections:

Telnet Connections
Displays standard Telnet connection details, including host, port, LU name, application, server, and byte counts.

Telnet Connections (Advanced)
Displays all standard details, plus User ID, Round Trip Time (RTT), retransmit, and fragment data from the Packet
Analyzer.
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Telnet Connections (NetSpy RTM)
(NetSpy required) Displays all standard details, plus session type, average network response time, and average
host response time.

Telnet Connections (Advanced + RTM)
(NetSpy required) Displays all advanced details, plus session type, average network response time, average host
response time, and packet counts.

FTP Connection List

The FTP Connections list displays information about FTP connections that use IBM stacks on systems with at least z/OS
V1R10.0.

You can list connections that satisfy specified criteria. From the list, you can perform actions to investigate problems
occurring on a connection.

General Connection List

The Connection List displays information about the current state of any active connections to the selected stack.

Use the actions on the Connection List panel to investigate problems occurring on the listed connections.

You can list the following connections:

General Connections
Displays general IP connection details for any connections, including local host, remote host, port, task name,
start time, idle time, stack, SMC type, and byte counts.

General Connections (Advanced)
Displays general connection details, plus Telnet User ID, packet counts, elapsed time, RTT, retransmit, and
fragment data from the Packet Analyzer.

General Connections (with History)
Displays advanced general connection details for active and closed connections.

Listener List

The TCP Listeners list displays information about listeners for IBM stacks.

You can list listeners that satisfy specified criteria. From the list, you can perform actions to investigate problems occurring
on a listener (for example, connections dropped because the backlog is exceeded).

Which List Connections Option to Use?

The following table can help you to decide which option to use for which task.

Task Option

View long-running connections CF or CH

Investigate whether connections are affected by network errors TF or CF and specify local or remote retransmit values, or both.

Investigate whether connections have fragmented packets TF or CF and specify local or remote fragment values, or both.

View FTP connections using IBM stacks F

View listener ports C or L

View Telnet connections from TN3270 interfaces. T or TR
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List Connections
You can use NetMaster to list connections that satisfy specified criteria.

From the list, you can perform actions to find out more about a connection. For example, you can find out the connection
details such as IP addresses and packet information, such as fragmentation.

To view a list of connections:

1. Enter /IPCON at a prompt.
The Connections menu appears.

2. Enter one of the Connections options at the prompt.
The Connection List Criteria panel appears.

3. Complete the fields as required, and press F6 (Action).
NOTE
For information about the fields, press F1 (Help).

A list of your requested connections appears.

Store Criteria
After you define criteria, you can save it for future use.

Follow these steps:

1. Complete the criteria fields on the Connection List Criteria panel.

NOTE
Press F1 (Help) for information about the fields.

2. Press F11 (Store).
The Save Connection List Search Criteria panel appears.

3. Enter the following values:
– Enter a value in the Criteria Name field that identifies this set of criteria.
– Enter a brief description in the Description field.
Press F3 (File).
The specified criteria are stored in the virtual file system (VFS) data set.

Recall Criteria
You can list connections by recalling a stored connection list criteria definition from the Connection List Criteria panel.

To list connections satisfying a stored set of criteria

1. Press F5 (Recall).
The list of stored criteria definitions appears.

2. Enter S next to an entry from the list.
The stored criteria definition is used to complete the Connection List Criteria fields.

3. Press F6 (Action).
A connection list appears, satisfying the stored criteria that you specified.

Sort Connection Lists
The SORT command lets you display connections in a specific order. When sorting is by address, IPv4 addresses come
before IPv6 addresses.
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The only operand is the column heading of the column you want to sort by. For example, enter SORT STATUS to sort the
list by status. The minimum number of characters that uniquely identify the column is sufficient. For example, SORT F is
equivalent to SORT FOREIGN HOST.

NOTE
 You can sort by most column headings.

Follow these steps:

1. Enter SORT ? at the prompt.
The Sort Values List appears.

2. Select the sort value that you want and press Enter.
The list is sorted in the specified order.

Locate Information on Sorted Connection Lists
You can use the LOCATE command to position a connection list to a particular row on the list.

NOTE
 Use the SORT command before you use the LOCATE command. The SORT NONE command disables the
LOCATE command.

The value that you specify after the LOCATE command applies to the sort value that has been issued on the list. The
LOCATE value applies to the first column of the list only if you have sorted by the first column.

Example: Locate Information on a List Sorted by Foreign Host

You sort the list by foreign host, and you issue the LOCATE 200 command. The first IP address that starts with 200 comes
into view. The command locates an IPv4 address in preference to an IPv6 address. If you want to locate an IPv6 address,
include the colon (:) (for example, 200:).

Example: Locate Information on a List Sorted by Status

You sort the list by status, and you issue the LOCATE Listen command. The first status that starts with Listen comes into
view.

Connection List Criteria
Understand how to find LU names and IP addresses using Connection List Criteria in NetMaster.

You can find a user connection by using the user Telnet LU name or IP address. Complete the LU Name or Foreign
Host field (respectively) on a connection list criteria panel. By specifying an LU name or IP address, you can restrict a
connection list to one particular host.

You can also limit the list by specifying an IP address mask (for example, 172.16.122.* or fe80:*), a Telnet LU name, or an
application name mask.

For IPv4, you can specify a mask by using the asterisk (*) wildcard for an octet of the address (matching any number from
0 through 255). For example, a mask of 172.16.122.* matches 172.16.122.1 and 172.16.122.56.

Similarly, for IPv6, you can specify a mask by using the asterisk wildcard for a segment (matching any number from 0
through ffff).

You can specify the mask of a name by using the asterisk (*) and question mark (?) wildcards (* matches 0 or more
characters, and ? matches exactly one character). For example, a mask of LU00* matches LU001 and LU0056, while a
mask of LU00? matches LU001 and LU005, but does not match LU0056 because the ? matches exactly one character.

How to Find an LU Name

The LU name for your logon to a region appears on the right of the Primary Menu.
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Some SNA applications also display the connected LU name on a panel in the application. You can check any individual
SNA application to find the LU name.

You can use the appropriate command for your application to display the LU name for the LU you are using. For example,
for a NetMaster application, the SHOW USERS command displays LU names next to user IDs.

Find an IP Address

Many users call their help desk with a TCP/IP problem and do not know their IP address. For example, they have
implemented the Dynamic Host Configuration Protocol (DHCP) that can cause IP addresses to change from day to day.

They can find their IP address (for their help desk to specify in the Remote Host field on the Connections menu) in the
following ways:

• Using the Windows IPCONFIG command
• Using the application online help

To find IP address on a Windows system

1. Click Start, Run.
The Run window appears.

2. Type CMD, and click OK.
A command prompt window appears.

3. Enter the command IPCONFIG.
The TCP/IP configuration appears. The information shows the current IP address and other information, such as
subnet mask and default gateway.

Some PC applications provide an IP address on the Help menu.

To find your IP address through a PC application, select Help, About application on your application menu.

If implemented, the displayed window provides the IP address of your computer.

Display Connections Graphically
The connections from a particular remote host can be graphically displayed from a connection list.

For a connection list, you can diagnose performance- or connectivity-related problems from a graphical display.

The Telnet connections display has four layers: the TCP/IP host, the Telnet server, the connections, and the SNA
applications.

When the connections split out at the third layer, they are not rejoined at the application layer. This style enables the
different application sessions to be distinguished.

To display connections graphically for a specific host, enter S next to an entry on the Connection List.

The Connections panel appears, showing the connections to the remote host.

Display Connection Statistics
Connection Statistics displays the following statistics about the number of transferred bytes and packets in a connection:

• Counts in 1-minute and 5-minute intervals
• Total counts since the connection is being monitored
• Total counts (excluding packet headers) since the connection is being monitored

To display connection statistics, enter CS next to a connection on a connection list.

The Connection Statistics panel displays byte and packet statistics on a selected connection.
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Display Connections for Multiple Systems
The connection lists display information about the current state of active connections to multiple host systems. The
connection lists for multiple systems are available systems that have multiple IBM TCP/IP hosts.

NOTE
Channel cards are available for selection from Telnet server connection lists (the Option T or TR) only.

Follow these steps:

1. Enter a question mark (?) in the TCP/IP Stack field on the Connection List Criteria panel.
A Stack List appears.

2. Select the stacks or servers for which you want to list and press Enter.
The Connection List Criteria panel appears with *MULTIPLE* in the field.

NOTE
To view the criteria, including the individual stacks or servers, press F10 (ViewCrit).

3. Press F6 (Action).
The connection list appears with the word *MULTIPLE* at the top right of the panel.

Display Connection Information
The Connection Information panel displays details of a selected connection.

To display the Connection Information panel, enter I next to a connection on a connection list.

The Connection Information panel appears.

Example: Diagnose Slow Connection Response Time

A connection is exhibiting slow response time. To try to find out the cause of the problem, you enter I next to the
connection. The displayed information can provide hints as to why the connection is slow, for example:

Fragmentation?
Indicates whether transferred packets are fragmented. If a packet is too large and it becomes fragmented, it is
reassembled at the destination. The process of fragmentation and reassembly can contribute to poor response
time.

Retransmissions
Displays the number of retransmissions. When the packets are lost, the lost segment or segments are
retransmitted. Retransmissions can contribute to poor response time.

Min/max window size
Displays the size of the buffer that is available to receive data. The size changes as data is moved into or out of
the buffer. If the receiver advertises a window size of 0 (a closed window), it stops the data transfer. The closed
windows can contribute to poor response time.

Some of the information warrants investigation at the packet level. For example, you want to find out which packets are
fragmented. You can use SmartTrace line commands to trace the packets flowing through the connection.

Display AT-TLS Information
A connection can use AT-TLS. You can display the AT-TLS information such as policy rules.

Follow these steps:

1. Enter TLS next to a connection on a connection list.
The information appears on a Command Entry panel.

2. Review the information. If you want to keep a copy of the information, press F4 (Print).
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3. Press F3 to exit.
You are returned to the connection list.

How to Check for SNA-Related Problems on Telnet Connections
Check for SNA-related issues on Telnet connections in NetMaster

Problems such as a lost connection or slow response times could be occurring in the SNA rather than the TCP/IP
environment.

To diagnose the SNA problems, you can obtain SNA information about Telnet connections by using Network Control
Services (NCS). NCS is a facility that provides full screen displays and navigation of the SNA network.

NOTE
For IBM TCP/IP stacks, you can list the Telnet LUs that have problems. Apply the CL action to an ASMON
resource of Type TNSERVER (IBM Telnet server) on the IP Resource Monitor.

NOTE
You can also obtain SNA session information by using Network Tracking System (NTS).

Check the VTAM Status of an LU

Using NCS, you can access detailed status information, configuration, and active session data.

To view the VTAM status of an LU, enter D (VTAM Display) next to the appropriate connection on a Telnet connection list.

Analyze SNA Sessions

The Session List panel displays a list of SNA sessions for the LU associated with the selected Telnet connection. You can
view a session summary, which includes the following information:

• Activation parameters
• Virtual route status
• Trace and configuration data
• SOLVE:Access MAI session visibility

Because the SNA session list includes historical information, you can view session start and end times, and error data.

To display the session summary, enter SL (Session List) next to the appropriate connection on the Telnet Connection list.

The Session List for the selected connection appears.

NOTE
If your site is not configured with NetMaster NM for SNA and you try to use the Session List action, an
appropriate error message is returned. If your site is configured with NetMaster NM for SNA, ensure that you
have set up the Network Tracking System (NTS).

Look Up a Device Name
Being able to associate a name with a host, rather than a series of numbers (the IP address) can make the host easier to
identify. For example, the real name of the host can give you information about where that host is located, depending on
your naming standards.

To look up a device name, enter NL next to the appropriate connection on the connection list.

The response appears on the third line of the connection list panel.
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Drop a Connection
An error condition exists (for example, the connection seems to have stalled). You can drop that connection and can have
the user reconnect. You must have the appropriate security level to drop a connection.

Follow these steps:

1. Enter Z next to the connection on the connection list.
A confirmation dialog appears.

2. Press Enter to confirm.
A message informing you that the connection has been dropped appears, and the connection is highlighted as having
been dropped.

Diagnosis of Data- and Protocol-Related Problems in a Connection
Data moves around the TCP/IP network in the form of IP packets. You use the packet trace facility to diagnose data- and
protocol-related problems over the TCP/IP network.

If you are experiencing a problem such as an unexpected disconnection, you can activate the IP packet tracing.

You can trace connections by issuing SmartTrace line commands:

• To start a trace, use the PT command.
• To stop a trace, use the PTI command.

You can also list the started traces from the Packet Tracing Menu.

When you use packet tracing on the Telnet Connection List, the packet trace is always performed on the IP address in the
Foreign Host column. If the connection shows no Foreign Host IP address, the packet trace is performed on the local port
number. For example, UDP or Listen entries show no Foreign Host IP addresses.

Diagnose Throughput of Data Transfers
By providing an evaluation of the characteristics that make up IP connections, the Transaction Path Analyzer lets you
diagnose any throughput problems of data transfers. The characteristics that it evaluates are:

• The average data transfer rate between the IP server and IP client for the elapsed time from timed samples
• Response time
• Hop length
• Alert indicator

By providing a view of end-to-end throughput times, the Transaction Path Analyzer supports the diagnosis of network and
system performance.

To use the Transaction Path Analyzer, enter TPA next to a connection on a general connection list.

The Transaction Path Analysis panel appears for the selected connection.

NOTE
 The TPA action is supported only on connections with a foreign host. Connections without a foreign show an
asterisk (*) in the Foreign Host column.

Diagnose Telnet Response Time Problems
Use the Telnet Transaction Path Analyzer in NetMaster to diagnose Telnet response time issues and assist in network and
system performance troubleshooting.
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The Telnet Transaction Path Analyzer evaluates the components that make up user response time, enabling you to
diagnose response time problems. The response time components that it evaluates are:

• IP network
• Telnet server
• SNA network
• Application

To provide this evaluation, the Transaction Path Analyzer performs the following actions:

• Monitor the IP network for the client.
• Check the responsiveness of the Telnet server.
• (NetMaster NM for SNA required) Monitor the SNA session for application and network response time.

By providing a view of end-to-end response times, the Telnet Transaction Path Analyzer supports the diagnosis of network
and system performance.

To use the Telnet Transaction Path Analyzer, enter TPA next to a connection on a Telnet connection list.

The Telnet Transaction Path Analysis panel appears for the selected connection.

Telnet Transaction Path Analysis Messages

Messages are displayed on the Telnet Transaction Path Analysis panel to show the status of actions performed. An
example is:

IPGP1212 PING hubble.dept.company.com(10.16.80.25): TIME=3/3/4 MS

The old messages scroll as new messages are received. To view all messages, press F7 (Log).

Session Awareness Messages

These examples of session awareness messages are available after pressing F5 to start monitoring sessions:

IPSM0107 COMP1 <-- SDTCP042 TERMINAL RESPONSE, NETWORK PATH TIME 0.002s.

IPSM0105 COMP1 --> SDTCP042 APPLICATION SEND, RESPONSE TIME N/A, OPERATION WRIT

IPSM0106 COMP1 <-- SDTCP042 TERMINAL INPUT, KEY PF03, LENGTH 3.

IPSM0105 COMP1 --> SDTCP042 APPLICATION SEND, RESPONSE TIME 0.535s, OPERATION W

Managing Alerts

Alerts

Alerts provide proactive notification of performance-related network events. If a monitored attribute exceeds a user-
specified threshold value or the calculated baseline, an alert can optionally be raised. The alert is automatically closed
when the threshold is no longer exceeded.

The event detectors also raise alerts when a particular event occurs (for example, the availability of a listener port or an
FTP failure).

NOTE
For information about defining monitoring thresholds and event detectors, see Implementing.
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Alert Monitor

The Alert Monitor provides an integrated, correlated event notification system. The monitor indicates to operators that
a problem has occurred and that some actions have to be taken. These alerts, which are known as active alerts, are
displayed on the Alert Monitor.

The Alert Monitor refreshes your screen each time an alert arrives. The clock in the title line indicates when the screen
was refreshed last.

The title line of the Alert Monitor includes a total indicator. The indicator shows the total number of alerts and the total
number of alerts of each severity level. For example,(43: 5 23 8 7) means that there are a total of 43 alerts. Of the forty
three, 5 are severity 1, twenty three are severity 2, 8 are severity 3, and 7 are severity four. Each severity level appears in
a different color. The following illustration shows an example:

The Alert Monitor can initiate actions such as starting recovery procedures and creating trouble tickets, either
automatically or manually.

In a multisystem environment, you can monitor active alerts from all linked regions in a focal point region. You can monitor
only local active alerts in a subordinate region.

Alerts that are raised before a region is shut down are not displayed on the Alert Monitor when the region restarts. They
are displayed on the Alert History panel. The alert history contains information about all alerts.

Access the Alert Monitor

The Alert Monitor lets you know of problems that have occurred in your environment. Based on the alert information, you
can then take an appropriate action.

To access the Alert Monitor, enter /ALERTS at the prompt.

The monitor displays any alerts.

You can also access the Alert Monitor by issuing the AL command against a resource from a resource monitor. The
monitor displays the alerts for that resource.

Sort Alerts

Alerts use colors to indicate severity. They are sorted in order of severity, then time. The most severe alerts are listed first.
Then, within each category of severity, the most recent alerts are listed first.

To change the sort order, use the SORT command.

To list the column fields by which you can sort, enter SORT ?.

Filter Alerts

You can restrict the displayed alerts by using filters. When you apply a filter, the filter name appears on the right of Alert
Monitor. The totals in the title line reflect the number of alerts that are displayed under the filter.

To filter alerts, enter the following command at the command prompt:

 FILTER filter_name 
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To remove the applied filter, enter FILTER NONE.

NOTE
To display a selection list of filters, enter FILTER.

Change the Display Format

Display format determines what and in what order information columns are displayed.

To change the alert monitor format, enter the following command at the command prompt:

 FORMAT format_name 

To return to the default format, enter FORMAT DEFAULT.

Note: To display a selection list of formats, enter FORMAT.

Change the Alert Monitor Profile Using the User Profile Menu

You can customize your view of Alert Monitor.

Follow these steps:

1. Enter =U.UP from any panel.
The Panel Display List appears.

2. Enter S next to Alert Monitor Profile.
The Alert Monitor Profile panel appears.

3. Complete the following fields:
Monitor List Filter

Specifies the name of the default filter.
Monitor List Format

Specifies how and what is displayed.
Alert Sort Criteria

Specifies the order in which the alerts are displayed.
Press F3 (File).
The changes to your user profile are saved.

How to Work with Alerts

The Alert Monitor displays the alert when it arrives. The region can close an alert automatically (when it recognizes that
the problem that caused the alert no longer exists) or manually by the operator. When an alert is closed, it is removed
from the active alert monitor. However, it is still accessible from the Alert History panel.

Typically, when an alert arrives, you work with the alert as follows:

1. To find out whether any suggested recommended actions are provided, enter B (Browse) next to the alert.
2. To diagnose the alert, enter A (Analyze) next to the alert. Diagnosis displays extra information for some alerts.
3. To indicate to other users that you are working on the alert, enter T (Track) next to the alert. Your user ID is displayed

in the Track column.
4. To remove the alert condition, perform any necessary actions. For information about actions, press F1 (Help).
5. To view or record notes, enter N (Notes) next to the alert. The notes can provide future reference information about

this alert in the alert definition.
6. Enter C (Close) next to the alert after the alert condition is resolved.
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Obtain Alert Details

The Alert Display describes an active alert and provides information about its generation time and its identity. An alert
comes with the following information:

• General information, such as severity level, the source of the alert, update history, and number of occurrences
• Possible causes of the alert and any recommended actions

To display the Alert Display, enter B or S next to an alert on the Alert Monitor panel.

The Alert Display appears.

NOTE
For information about the fields, press F1 (Help).

To print details about the displayed alert

1. Enter PRINT at the command prompt.
The Confirm Printer panel appears.

2. Specify your printing requirements, and then press F6 (Confirm).
The details are sent to the printer.

Access the Transient Log from the Alert Monitor

If a monitored resource generates an alert, you can access the corresponding transient log for the affected resource from
the Alert Monitor.

To access the transient log, enter TL next to the alert.

The transient log appears.

Raise a Trouble Ticket for an Alert

If your system administrator has implemented the interface for raising a trouble ticket, you can request a trouble ticket as
defined to your region.

NOTE
For information about how to implement the trouble ticket interface, see the Administration Guide.

Follow these steps:

1. Enter TT next to the alert.
The Trouble Ticket Details panel appears.

2. Enter the details of the trouble ticket and press F6 (Confirm).
The trouble ticket is raised.

Add Operator Notes to an Alert

You can add notes to an alert for future reference. For example, you want to leave some notes about an alert that has not
been closed to the next operator. Notes are also added automatically to provide a history of the actions that are performed
on the alerts.

When an alert is closed, the severity and description of the alert are added to the notes. You can then easily identify which
alert has been closed. When an alert severity changes, the description is added to the alert notes.

Follow these steps:

1. Enter N next to the alert.
The Alert Notes panel appears.

2. Press F4 (Add).
The panel becomes updatable.
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3. Enter your notes about the alert, and press F3 (File) when you have finished.
The notes are saved with the alert.

NOTE
For information about how to use the editor, see the online help.

Close Alerts

A region can close alerts automatically, or you can close alerts manually.

IMPORTANT
If you have to restart a region, all open alerts are lost, and no longer appear in the Alert Monitor. To ensure
that open alerts reappear in the monitor following a region restart, and that you do not lose any alert tracking
information, set the Restore Alerts at Restart? control in the $AM ALERTHIST parameter group to YES. Doing
so restores all open alerts from the Alert History file.

For example, an alert is generated because a monitoring threshold is exceeded. When the condition is corrected, the alert
is closed automatically. Another alert is a reminder alert. You close that alert manually.

To close an alert

1. Enter C next to the alert.
The alert is closed.

To close multiple alerts

1. Enter CLOSE at the Command prompt.
The Valid Value List panel appears.

2. Nominate the alerts that you want to close:
– Select ALL.

You want to close all displayed alerts.
– Select a severity level.

You want to close alerts with that level.
The Command Confirm panel appears.

3. Press F6 (Confirm).
The targeted alerts are closed and removed from the monitor.

Display Alert History

The alert history lists all alerts, both active and closed, that occurred during a predefined period.

Follow these steps:

1. Press F4 (History) from the alert monitor.
The alerts for the current date appear. If you want to display the alerts for the other dates, use the DATE command (for
example, DATE yymmdd).

NOTE
For more information about the command, see the online help.

2. (Optional) Enter N next to an alert to view the history of actions that are performed on it.
The Alert Notes panel appears.

NOTE
Your administrator sets the length of time an alert is kept in the alert history log.
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Managing IP Nodes
Use the IP Node Monitor in to manage IP nodes in your system. From the IP Node Monitor, you can see node status,
issue commands for a specific node, initiate packet traces, and view performance history for a node.

IP Node Monitor

The IP Node Monitor lets you monitor specific IP nodes regularly.

The IP node is associated with a host name or IP address, and is specified for monitoring. The resolved IP address is then
polled at regular intervals for the values that you are interested in.

Usually this polling includes a ping with the following results:

• If the ping is successful, the displayed device status indicates that the device is reachable.
• If the ping is unsuccessful, the displayed device status indicates that it cannot be reached.

You can use filters to select which IP nodes are displayed. The filter name is shown on the title line of the monitor panel.
The IP Node Monitor uses the IPNODE filter by default.

Access the IP Node Monitor

NOTE
You manage your IP nodes from the IP Node Monitor.

Follow these steps:

1. Enter /IPNODE at the prompt.
The IP Node Monitor appears.

 PROD-------------------------- IP Node Monitor ----------------------LPAR1-0002

 Command ===>                                                   Scroll ===> PAGE

 

        P=Ping TR=TraceRte TN=Telnet RT=Routing Table SI=System Info ?=List Cmds

                                                     Max .-Last Ping-. Next  Ovr

     IP Node Name    Host Name              Status   Sev Avg Max Time  Samp

     SS1.CO.COM      ss1.co.com             Ok        -  0   1   21:39 21:49

     USIL1.CO.COM    usil100.co.com         Ok        -  3   9   21:39 21:49

     USIL2.CO.COM    usil100.co.com         Ok        -  3   9   21:39 21:49

     USIL3           usils164.co.com        Ok        -  3   9   21:39 21:49

     USI14           xe61osa.co.com         Ok        -  1   1   21:39 21:49

     XE09            huh-1.co.com           Ok        -  18  21  21:39 21:49

     172.16.255.255  usil10.co.com          Ok        -  0   1   21:39 21:49

  F1=Help      F2=Split     F3=Exit      F4=Add       F5=Find

  F7=Backward  F8=Forward   F9=Swap                  F11=Right      

NOTE
The format of the IP Node Monitor can be tailored to your requirements.
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Status of IP Nodes

The following table describes the status of monitored nodes:

Monitoring
Status

Actual State No Outstanding
Alerts

Maximum Alert
Severity (1)

Maximum Alert
Severity (2)

Maximum Alert
Severity (3)

Maximum Alert
Severity (4)

Ok/Active ACTIVE OK - Green AlertSev1 - Red AlertSev2 -
Yellow

AlertSev3 - Pink AlertSev4 - Blue

SNMPError/Time
out

DEGRADED MonError -
Turquoise

MonError -
Turquoise

MonError -
Turquoise

MonError -
Turquoise

MonError -
Turquoise

NoAttr/Unknown UNKNOWN Unknown - White Unknown - White Unknown - White Unknown - White Unknown - White
Error/Failed DEGRADED MonFailed - Red MonFailed - Red MonFailed - Red MonFailed - Red MonFailed - Red
- INACTIVE Attention - Pink Attention - Pink Attention - Pink Attention - Pink Attention - Pink

Use IP Node Commands

To view the commands available on the IP Node Monitor, enter a question mark (?) next to an IP node name.

A panel appears, listing the available commands in alphanumeric order by name in two groups. Commands that are
specific to the IP nodes appear first (displayed in turquoise), followed by other relevant commands.

To execute a command, enter S next to it.

NOTE
To list all the commands, enter ?? next to an IP node resource.

If you know the command, you can enter it next to the node directly.

Packet Tracing IP Nodes

You can trace packets between your system and an IP node. To do so, issue a SmartTrace line command next to the
IP node. To start a trace, use the PT command; to view a trace, use the PTV command; to stop a trace, use the PTI
command. When a trace is active, a T appears in the Ovr column.

The PT command lets you specify optional criteria to limit the trace. The command also lets you specify whether you want
to create a separate trace for each new connection during the current tracing session.

You can list the started traces from Packet Tracing Menu.

Apply Intensive Monitoring Mode to an IP Node

When you are diagnosing a problem, you can change the sampling interval to less than 5 minutes (the normal minimum
interval). You apply intensive monitoring mode for a specified period.

Follow these steps:

1. Enter IMM next to a node name on the IP Node Monitor.
The Intensive Monitoring Mode panel appears.

2. Complete the following fields:
Name

Specifies the name of the attribute that you want to be intensively monitored.
Sampling Interval

Specifies the intensive sample time required. The actual interval is either this value or one second less than the
current rate for the selected attribute, whichever is smaller.
Limits: 15 seconds through 5 minutes
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Intensive Mode Duration
Specifies the period for which intensive monitoring mode is applied.
Limits: 1 through 30 minutes

Press F6 (Confirm).
A confirmation message appears and X appears in the Ovr column of the selected IP node.

NOTE
To reset intensive monitoring mode for an IP node, use the IMR command. This command sets the sampling
rate (for all attributes) of the selected node back to the group attribute rate.

IP Node Performance History

Your region stores performance history data for IP nodes that are being monitored for up to the last 70 days. You can view
this data in various formats by issuing line commands against a resource on the IP Node Monitor.

Display the MIBs of an IP Node

The MIBinsight browser lets you display the SNMP MIBs for an IP node.

To access the browser from IP Node Monitor, enter MIB next to the node.

Managing IP Resources
Use the NetMaster IP Resource Monitor to see an overview of the status of monitored IP resources in your installation.

Features That Help You Manage Your IP Resources

Two main features are available to help you manage the IP resources that are defined in your regions: monitor commands
and menus.

For general monitoring, you can use the IP Resource Monitor (/IPMON shortcut), which gives you at-a-glance view of the
status of the monitored resources. When the status of a resource indicates problems, you can use commands to get more
information and diagnose issues.

If you know the specific resources, you can work with them using menus. Primary Menu for network diagnosis (/DIAG
shortcut) has options that let you access the various types of resources.

Example: Get Traffic Information About a TCP/IP Stack Using the IP Resource Monitor

The IP Monitor indicates that the TCPIP01 STACK-class resource is not in its normal state. You want to find out whether
excessive traffic is causing the problem.

The TRS command lets you display the most recent traffic statistics on a stack. You enter the command against TCPIP01
and select the type of statistics you want.

 COMP44---------------------- IP Resource Monitor ---------------------CO11-0001

 Command ===>                                                   Scroll ===> CSR 

                                                                                

      S=Info H=Performance History OV=Performance Overview AL=Alerts ?=List Cmds

                                               Monitor Alert Max Last Next  Resource Class System Actual

 Status Count Sev Samp Samp Ovr

 TRS TCPIP01         STACK   CA11     ACTIVE   Ok      12    2   00:10 00:15    

     TCPIP111        STACK   CA11     INACTIVE -       0     -   00:10 00:15    

     TCPIP11A        STACK   CA11     DEGRADED SNMPErr 1     1   00:10 00:15    

The following result shows traffic by application:
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---------------------- Last Minute ----------------------  Application Packets Pkts In Pkts Out Bytes Bytes In

 Bytes Out

    ARCVTS20           1.134M    202845    931632    1.523G    162.2M    1.360G

    CCI-Appls           11296      5545      5751    16.66M    545060    16.12M

    CCI-Appls II         7462      3731      3731    13.19M    12.94M    244290

Example: Get Information About a TCP/IP Stack Using Menus

A user raises an issue that the CCI-Appls application is slow. You want to find out whether excessive traffic is causing the
problem.

The option, B - IP Business Applications (/BIZ), on the Primary Menu for network diagnosis displays the Business
Applications menu. From that menu, you can select the TRS option to display the most recent traffic statistics by
application:

 COMP44---------------- Network Diagnosis : Primary Menu ------------------/DIAG

 Select Option ===> B                                                           

                                                                                

    C   - Connections (IP, Telnet, UDP, EE)             IPCON    Userid USER01  

    N   - IP Diagnosis (Ping, Traceroute, Netstat, MIB) IPDIAG   LU     NMF11025

    TR  - Advanced Packet Tracing (SmartTrace, CTRACE)  SMART    Time   00.22.23

    ST  - Stacks                                        STACK    MON 27-AUG-2007

    I   - Stack Interfaces and Device Links             DEVLINK                 

    A   - Address Spaces and Ports                      ASMON                   

    O   - OSA                                           OSA                     

    V   - VIPA                                          VIPA                    

    EE  - Enterprise Extender                           EE                      

    H   - APPN/HPR and RTP                              APPNHPR                 

    B   - IP Business Applications                      BIZ                     

    E   - Help Messages and Error Codes                 CODES                   

    X   - Exit                                                                  

 COMP44----------------- TCP/IP : Business Applications --------------------/BIZ

 Select Option ===> TRS                                                         

                                                                                

    TRS - Traffic for All Applications                                          

    H   - Connection Workload Performance History                               

    OV  - Performance Overview and Baselines                                    

    A   - List and Define Business Applications                                 

    X   - Exit                                                                  

                                                                                

 System ...+ CO11     ( Required TRS H OV )                          

  ---------------------- Last Minute ----------------------

 Application Packets Pkts In Pkts Out Bytes Bytes In Bytes Out     ARCVTS20           1.134M    202845   

 931632    1.523G    162.2M    1.360G

    CCI-Appls           11296      5545      5751    16.66M    545060    16.12M

    CCI-Appls II         7462      3731      3731    13.19M    12.94M    244290

IP Resource Monitor

The IP resources in or near your local LPAR can be managed from the IP Resource Monitor.
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The IP resources to be monitored are defined in a system image. When you start the region, the system image is loaded
automatically and the resources in the image are visible on the IP Resource Monitor.

You can use filters to select which resources are displayed. The name of the user-selected filter is shown on the title line
of the monitor panel.

NOTE
The IP Resource Monitor uses the IPRSC filter when you first access the monitor. If the title line does not identify
a filter, the monitor is using the IPRSC filter.

In a multisystem environment, resources and nodes from all linked regions are, by default, visible on the monitors in any
focal region. You can manage all resources or nodes from a central Resource Monitor.

Access the IP Resource Monitor

You manage your IP resources from the IP Resource Monitor.

To access the IP Resource Monitor, enter /IPMON at the prompt.

The IP Resource Monitor appears.

 PROD------------------------ IP Resource Monitor --------------------LPAR1-0002

 Command ===>                                                   Scroll ===> PAGE

      S=Info H=Performance History OV=Performance Overview AL=Alerts ?=List Cmds

                                              Monitor Alert Max Last  Next

     Resource        Class   System   Actual   Status  Count Sev Samp  Samp  Ovr

     QA22Q6          STACK   CA31     ACTIVE   Ok      1     2   21:39 21:49

     QA24Q6          STACK   CA31     ACTIVE   Ok      1     2   21:39 21:49

     QA25P6          STACK   CA31     ACTIVE   Ok      1     2   21:39 21:49

     OSA-01          OSA     CA31     ACTIVE   Ok      0     -   21:34 21:49

     OSA-02          OSA     CA31     ACTIVE   Ok      0     -   21:34 21:49

     OSA-27          OSA     CA31     INACTIVE -       0     -   21:34 21:49

  F1=Help      F2=Split     F3=Exit      F4=Add       F5=Find

  F7=Backward  F8=Forward   F9=Swap

NOTE
The format of the IP Resource Monitor can be tailored to your site requirements. For more information, press F1
(Help).

Status of IP Resources

The following table describes the status presentation of monitored resources:

Monitoring
Status

Actual State No Outstanding
Alerts

Maximum Alert
Severity (1)

Maximum Alert
Severity (2)

Maximum Alert
Severity (3)

Maximum Alert
Severity (4)

Ok/Active ACTIVE OK - Green AlertSev1 - Red AlertSev2 -
Yellow

AlertSev3 - Pink AlertSev4 - Blue

SNMPError/Time
out

DEGRADED MonError -
Turquoise

MonError -
Turquoise

MonError -
Turquoise

MonError -
Turquoise

MonError -
Turquoise

NoAttr/Unknown UNKNOWN Unknown - White Unknown - White Unknown - White Unknown - White Unknown - White

Error/Failed DEGRADED MonFailed - Red MonFailed - Red MonFailed - Red MonFailed - Red MonFailed - Red

- INACTIVE Attention - Pink Attention - Pink Attention - Pink Attention - Pink Attention - Pink
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Use IP Resource Commands

To view the commands available on the IP Resource Monitor, enter a question mark (?) next to an IP resource name.

A panel appears, listing the available commands in alphanumeric order by name in two groups. Commands that are
specific to the IP resources appear first (displayed in turquoise), followed by other relevant commands.

To execute a command, enter S next to it.

NOTE
To list all the commands, enter ?? next to an IP resource.

If you know the command, you can enter it next to the resource directly.

Add a Resource

To add a resource directly from the monitor, press F4 (Add).

Packet Tracing IP Resources

You can trace connections for certain resources by issuing SmartTrace line commands next to the resource that you want
to diagnose. To start a trace, use the PT command; to view a trace, use the PTV command; to stop a trace, use the PTI
command. When a trace is active, a T appears in the Ovr column.

You can list the started traces from Packet Tracing Menu.

IP Resource Performance History

Your region stores performance history data for resources that are being monitored for up to the last 70 days. To view
historical data in various formats, you issue line commands against resources on the IP Resource Monitor.

Managing Stacks
Use the IP Resource Monitor in NetMaster to see the status of TCP/IP stacks in your installation. From the IP Resource
Monitor, you can also perform packet traces on stacks.

About TCP/IP Stacks

Your product monitors the following TCP/IP stacks:

• IBM Communications Server

You can use the IP Resource Monitor to display information about TCP/IP stacks.

TCP/IP stacks are shown as class STACK.

From the monitor, you can enter a command next to a STACK resource to perform various functions.

If you know which stacks that you want to manage, you can also use the Stack Management menu. The menu shortcut is
/STACK.

Packet Tracing on Stacks

From IP Resource Monitor, you can trace packets on a stack by issuing SmartTrace line commands next to the stack. To
start a trace, use the PT command; to view a trace, use the PTV command; to stop a trace, use the PTI command. When
a trace is active, a T appears in the Ovr column.
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Display Stack Performance
Display stack performance data in NetMaster. Performance data includes: performance history; IP, TCP, and UDP activity
summaries; and IP traffic statistics.

The IP Resource Monitor lets you display the following types of performance data for a TCP/IP stack:

• Performance history (from the most recent samples to samples up to the last ten weeks)
– Connection, Telnet, and FTP workload
– Stack network interface
– IP, TCP, and UDP activity
– Stack address space and ports

• IP, TCP, and UDP activity (current snapshot)
• IP traffic statistics, including byte and packet throughput (from the last 5 minutes to the last hour)

Display Performance History

History panels let you monitor the performance and health status of a stack.

Follow these steps:

1. Enter one of the following commands next to a stack entry on the IP Resource Monitor:
– WC for the stack connection workload performance
– WT for the stack Telnet workload performance
– WF for the stack FTP workload performance
– WI for the stack network interface performance
– IP for the stack IP, TCP, and UDP performance
– H for the stack address space and port performance
The list of monitored attributes appears. You can use the F6 function key to control whether the values are refreshed
when a sample is gathered.
Note: To expand or collapse the display of a listed qualifier, move the cursor to the qualifier and press Enter. To
expand or collapse all qualifiers, press F4.

2. Enter one of the following actions next to an attribute for more details:
– D lists the samples
– S displays the Hourly Summary Graph
– H displays the Hourly Summary List
– DL displays the Daily Summary List
– W displays the Weekly Interval List
Press F5 (Overview) to compare this resource with others on the system.

NOTE
For more information, press F1 (Help).

NOTE
You can monitor other attributes. To monitor them, they must be added to the monitored list. For more
information, see Implementing. If authorized, you can update the monitored list through the UM line command.

Display IP, TCP, and UDP Activity Summary

You can display a summary of IP, TCP, and UDP activities on a stack.

To display the summary, enter IPM next to a stack entry on the IP Resource Monitor.

The summary appears containing statistics on IP, TCP, and UDP activities. This summary is a snapshot at the time of the
request.
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Display IP Traffic Statistics

You can display the most recent IP traffic statistics for a stack.

Follow these steps:

1. Enter TRS (Display IP Traffic Statistics) next to a STACK class resource on the IP Resource Monitor.
The Traffic Statistics Selection List appears.

2. Enter S next to the type of statistics you want to view.
The Traffic Statistics panel appears.

Example: IP Traffic Statistics for Local TCP Ports

For Local TCP Ports, the Traffic Statistics panel shows the following information:

• TCP connections statistics collected by port and owner
• Number of packets and bytes sent and received in the last minute, last 5 minutes, and last hour
• Total number of packets and bytes sent and received after Packet Analyzer starts to collect data
• Number of connections by duration

To see the packet and byte throughput as a percentage of the total traffic for the stack, enter S next to a port.

To list the active connections, enter C next to a port.

Issue Console Commands
You can issue a MODIFY command against the TCP/IP job and can see the responses to the command. Both solicited
and unsolicited messages from the TCP/IP job are displayed.

Follow these steps:

1. Enter CMD (Issue Modify to Stack) next to a stack entry on the IP Resource Monitor.
The Stack Commands panel appears.

2. Enter a command at the command prompt.
For example, enter D TCPIP,,HELP in this field to issue a help command.
This command is issued as a SYSCMD. The Stack Commands panel displays messages as this command is
processed.
For information about the input fields and the actions available, press F1 (Help).

Display Device Links
Use the Display Device Links option in the NetMaster IP Resource Monitor to troubleshoot connection issues on TCP/IP
stacks.

If you cannot get connections through the TCP/IP network or through an interface, attempt to isolate the cause by
checking the device links.

To display device links, enter DL (Display Device Links) next to a stack on the IP Resource Monitor.

The TCP/IP Device Links List appears.

Device Links Graphic Display

The Device Links graphic display is organized in the following layers:

• TCP/IP stack
• Devices
• Links and interfaces
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TCP/IP Stack Layer

The first layer represents the TCP/IP software running on this system.

Device Layer

The second layer represents the devices that TCP/IP uses to interface to the TCP/IP network. The following list shows
some possible information that each box in this layer contains for a device:

• Device name
• Channel protocol type (for example, LCS, CLAW, or CTC)
• Device status
• Channel address
• Channel path status (ONLINE or OFFLINE)
• Error message if applicable
• Size of the send queue
• MAC address of the device
• Number of packets received
• Number of packets sent

NOTE
The information varies, depending on the type of device.

If the error message PATH ERROR or CHP ERROR appears for a device, there is an error in the path or the channel
path. To investigate this error, use the operating system command: D M=DEV(devAddress).

If the error message ERROR STATUS appears for a device, there is a configuration error.

If the device is running in 3172 offload mode, the word offload appears.

SNA link devices display an LU name.

Link and Interface Layer

The third layer represents the links and interfaces that a stack uses to interface to the TCP/IP network. Each box in this
layer includes the following details (if applicable) for each link:

• Link name
• Status
• IP address
• Network address
• Network mask
• Subnet address
• Subnet mask
• Maximum Transmission Unit (MTU) size
• Number of packets that are received per hour and number of packets that are sent per hour

NOTE
This information is available only if monitoring of the network interface for the stack is set as active in its
definition. For details, see Install or Upgrade NetMaster Products in the NetMaster Shared Content Library.

Display Device Links Graphically

To view a graphic display of the TCP/IP interfaces, press F4 (GrphDisp) at the TCP/IP Device Links List.

The Device Links panel appears.
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NOTE
Alternatively, you can enter DG next to a stack name on the IP Resource Monitor.

Display Device Links Information

From the Device Links List panel, you can find out the following information about an interface of link:

• Which applications are using the interface or link
• Traffic statistics

For an interface or link of the VIPADefine type, you can find out about the VIPA status in the sysplex. If the VIPA is a
sysplex distributor, the information includes connection statistics and weighting.

You can also find out the routes involving an interface or link.

To display device links information from Device Links List, enter an action code next to the interface or link, for example:

• Enter S (Show Information) next to the interface or link for which you want to display information.
The device links information appears.

• Enter R next to an interface or link.
The Routing Table List displays the paths on that interface or link.

IBM Configuration Data Sets
Maintain IBM TCP/IP configuration information in  NetMaster with the PROFILE.TCPIP, TCPIP.DATA, and FTP.DATA data
sets.

IBM TCP/IP configuration information is contained in the following data sets:

PROFILE.TCPIP
Contains the configuration information that the IBM TCP/IP application requires during the initialization process.
This data set includes the following type of information:

• Telnet server configuration
• Device and link definitions
• Routing information

TCPIP.DATA
Contains the configuration information that the client applications require. This data set includes the following type
of information:

• The host name
• Name server information
• Socket information

FTP.DATA
Contains the FTP server configuration. For information about the FTP.DATA data set and how it is used to
configure your system, see the IBM Communications Server IP books.

Update a Data Set

You can update the IBM TCP/IP configuration information.

Follow these steps:

1. Enter DP (Display Profile Configuration Libraries) next to an IBM STACK entry on the IP Resource Monitor.
The Profile Configuration Datasets panel appears.

2. Enter S next to the required configuration data set entry.
The content of the data set appears.
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3. Press F4 (Edit).
4. Edit the data set, as required.

NOTE
For information about the types of commands that are available to edit a data set, press F1 (Help).

5. Press F4 (Save).
The data set is saved.

Configuration Using OBEYFILE Data Sets
Use OBEYFILE datasets in NetMaster to dynamically change the configuration of IBM TCP/IP servers. Obey files allow
you to control traces, add or remove devices, and add or remove temporarily authorized users. And, they allow you to
make changes without having to restart your system.

You can change the configuration using an OBEYFILE data set. The changes are dynamic and only affect the running
system. They are lost when the IBM TCP/IP system is stopped and restarted.

An OBEYFILE data set allows you to control tracing, start or stop devices, and add or remove temporarily authorized
users. Obey files allow you to initiate certain actions without having to stop and restart the system.

NOTE
This section applies to IBM TCP/IP servers only.

Execute an Obey File

To change a configuration dynamically, you execute an obey file.

Follow these steps:

1. Enter O (Execute Obeyfile) next to an IBM STACK entry on the IP Resource Monitor.
The STACK Execute Obeyfile panel appears.

2. Complete the following field:
Obeyfile Dataset

Specifies one of the following names:

• The name of a partitioned data set (PDS), with no member name
• The name of a PDS, with a member name included
• The name of a sequential data set

Press F6 (Action).
The Obeyfile PDS List appears.

3. Enter O next to the OBEYFILE member that you want to execute.
The Obeyfile Confirm panel appears.

4. Press F6 (Action).
The obey file is executed.

Check Your Obey File Results

The contents and results of the obey file are recorded in the activity log, which you can access by entering /LOG at the
prompt.

For information about creating obey file data sets or modifying configuration data sets to change your system
configuration, see IBM Communications Server IP books.

NOTE
You do not need to create obey files for starting and stopping packet traces or devices. NetMaster automatically
generates TCP/IP commands to start and stop traces and devices as part of its routine usage.
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Create a Member of an OBEYFILE Data Set

You can create a member of an OBEYFILE data set, or you can edit an existing one.

Follow these steps:

1. Enter E  membername or EDIT  membername at the prompt on the Obeyfile PDS List panel.
The Edit Obeyfile panel appears.

2. Press F4 (Edit) from the Obeyfile Confirm panel.
The Edit Obeyfile panel appears.
Note: If you are at the Obeyfile PDS List panel, you can edit an OBEYFILE member by entering E (Edit) next to a data
set name. The Edit Obeyfile panel appears.

3. Edit the data set, as required.
4. Press F4 (Save).

The data set is saved.

NOTE
Obey file processing can be used to start and stop traces, and to alter the state of the interface devices and
some configuration parameters. The OBEYFILE command is used to execute the IBM TCP/IP configuration
commands.

Workload Manager Status
(IBM Communications Server only) When Communications Server is running in a sysplex, it can register TCP/IP stacks
and can Telnet servers with the Workload Manager (WLM). Each Telnet server can register under more than one cluster
name.

WLM provides domain name servers (DNS) without information about the relative availability of Communications Server
and the servers on each system. The staus information enables DNS to route work, or to direct client connections, around
the sysplex.

Display the WLM Status of IBM TCP/IP Stacks

The TCP/IP Stack Workload Status panel provides information about registered TCP/IP stacks in a sysplex and their
relative availability. With the availablity information provided by the WLM, you can more easily diagnose problems with the
Domain Name Server.

To display the TCP/IP stack WLM status, enter SWL next to an IBM stack entry on the IP Resource Monitor.

The stack WLM status appears.

Display the WLM Status of Telnet Servers

The Telnet Server Status display and the Telnet Cluster List provide the following information:

• Cluster names under which the server is registered
• Port number
• Registration status of Telnet servers running on the local system

This information lets you determine which Telnet server in a sysplex supports which type of client connection. You can
also determine the relative availability of Telnet server and TCP/IP stack for a particular cluster.

This procedure retrieves information for the server that runs as part of a stack. For a server that runs in its own address
space (external Telnet server), use this procedure for an ASMON resource instead of a STACK resource.

To display the Telnet Server WLM Status, enter TWL next to an IBM stack entry on the IP Resource Monitor.

The Telnet Server Status panel appears.
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Display Telnet Cluster List

The Telnet cluster list displays the hosts that support the cluster.

To display the Telnet Cluster List, enter S next to the selected Telnet cluster name on the Telnet Server Status display.

The Telnet Cluster List appears.

List Remote Addresses
The list enables you to identify remote IP addresses that have sent or received packets through a mainframe stack since
Packet Analyzer was last started.

You can sort a list of remote addresses. For a remote address, you can view any available traffic statistics. You can also
look up the host name of an address.

To list the remote addresses for a stack, enter RI (List Remote IP Addresses) next to the stack on the IP Resource
Monitor.

The Remote IP Address List appears.

Display Address Space Activities
The TCP Application Activity List panel lists the address spaces that Packet Analyzer knows. The list includes the
following address space activity details for each job, started task, or user:

• Connections count
• Security information
• Time of last activity
• Distribution of connections by duration
• Byte and packet statistics

You can use the FILTER command to restrict the list and the SORT command to sort the list.

To display address space activities on a stack, enter TC next to the stack on the IP Resource Monitor.

The TCP Application Activity List panel appears.

Managing Open Systems Adapters
Use the NetMaster IP Resource Monitor to manage IBM Open Systems Adapter (OSA) devices.

About OSAs

The IBM Open Systems Adapter (OSA) is a hardware device that combines the functions of a communications controller
and a channel. The device connects a system to a network. Visibility of OSA resources is provided in the following ways:

• OSA utilization
• OSA performance

You can also view the following information:

• Device list for OSA
• OSA configuration
• OSA OAT table

The IP Resource Monitor provides visibility of the OSAs defined to your region. OSAs are shown as class OSA.

From the monitor, you can enter a command next to an OSA resource to perform various functions.
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If you know the specific OSAs you want to manage, you can also work with them using the OSA Management menu. The
menu shortcut is /OSA.

Display OSA Utilization

To display OSA utilization and general information, enter D (Display) next to an OSA on the IP Resource Monitor.

The Open Systems Adapter Summary panel appears.

NOTE
The displayed data depends on the OSA level. Recent Performance History appears only if OSA/SF or SNMP
support is enabled in the definition of the OSA resource.

Display OSA Performance History

The Open Systems Adapter History panel lets you monitor the performance and health status of an OSA.

Follow these steps:

1. Enter H (History) next to an OSA on the IP Resource Monitor.
The list of monitored attributes appears. You can use the F6 function key to control whether the values are refreshed
when a sample is gathered.
Note: To expand or collapse the display of a listed qualifier, move the cursor to the qualifier and press Enter. To
expand or collapse all qualifiers, press F4.

2. Enter one of the following actions next to an attribute for more details:
– D lists the samples
– S displays the Hourly Summary Graph
– H displays the Hourly Summary List
– DL displays the Daily Summary List
– W displays the Weekly Interval List
Press F5 (Overview) to compare this resource with others on the system.

NOTE
For more information, press F1 (Help).

NOTE
You can monitor other attributes. To monitor them, they must be added to the monitored list. If authorized, you
can update the monitored list through the UM line command.

List OSA Devices

The OSA Device List shows the devices on the OSA that are connected through it to an z/OS system. The panel provides
status and configuration information about these devices.

To display the OSA device list, enter DL (Display Device List) next to an OSA on the IP Resource Monitor (/IPMON).

The OSA Device List panel appears.

You can use action codes to access more information from this device list:

• The H action code accesses the performance history for the OSA or for an OSA device.
• The I action code accesses the following information:

– Applications using the device
– Traffic statistics

• The double question mark (??) action code lists the line commands that you can select and issue for the OSA.
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Display OSA Configuration

The OSA Configuration panel provides current configuration values for the hardware and software that are connected to
the OSA. The information comes from the OSA Support Facility (OSA/SF) or the IOBSNMP Simple Network Management
Protocol (SNMP) subagent, and falls into the following sections:

• The OSA section displays information about the system on which the data was collected.
• The Hardware Details section displays information about the OSA hardware.
• The Details for Port sections list the hardware state and selected performance data for each port.
• The Devices in Use section lists the device numbers of the OSA devices, their configuration, and their status. This

information is a subset of the information that you get when you list OSA devices.
• The Device Allocation by LPAR section displays the OAT.

NOTE
For information about OSA/SF, see IBM Open Systems Adapter-Express Customer's Guide and Reference.

To display OSA Configuration, enter CF (Display OSA Configuration Settings) next to an OSA on the IP Resource Monitor
(/IPMON).

The OSA Configuration panel appears.

Display the OSA Address Table

To display the OSA address table, enter OAT (Display OSA Address Table) next to an OSA on the IP Resource Monitor (/
IPMON).

The OSA Address Table List panel appears.

NOTE
The OAT command is valid only for adaptors at OSA level four or lower.

Managing Enterprise Extender
Use Enterprise Extender to view information about UDP connections, RTP Pipes, and more.

About Enterprise Extender

Enterprise Extender (EE) connects SNA clients to the mainframe over an IP backbone by using the UDP protocol.

From an SNA view, Enterprise Extender is a logical link. The link is defined as an XCA (eXternal Communications
Adapter) major node and a switched major node. Each LPAR can have only one active Enterprise Extender XCA major
node. The Sessions action provides a view of Enterprise Extender sessions at the SNA node level.

From an IP view, Enterprise Extender is UDP traffic over the IP backbone. The UDP port activity action provides visibility
of Enterprise Extender at the UDP port level.

The IP Resource Monitor lets you manage the Enterprise Extender connections by providing both SNA and IP views of
Enterprise Extender communications. You can use the IP Resource Monitor to monitor Enterprise Extender traffic by port
and diagnose the underlying line groups and Rapid Transport Protocol (RTP) pipes.

Enterprise Extender resources are shown as class EE. From the monitor, you can enter a command next to an EE
resource to perform various functions.

You can also work with Enterprise Extender resources using:

• The Enterprise Extender Management menu (Menu shortcut: /EE).
• The Condition Summary on the Primary Menu
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Check EE Connectivity

The EE connectivity test has the following functions:

• Verify remote host connections through the UDP ports.
• Determine the response time of a host.
• Provide a record of the route that the EE packets take through the network.
• Highlight abnormal conditions.

To run an EE connectivity test:

1. Enter /EETEST at the command prompt.
If you have more than on remote host, the Remote Host Name/Addr List appears.

2. Enter S next to the required host.
If you have more than one VIPA, the EE Static VIPA List appears.

3. Enter S next to the required VIPA.
The EE Connectivity Test panel appears.

NOTE
For information about the actions and fields on this panel, press F1 (Help).

Display EE UDP Connections

Data that are derived from the Packet Analyzer is used to display information about:

• The UDP connections that EE uses
• Address and port for the connections to remote CPs

To display a list of EE UDP connections, enter /EEUDP at the command prompt.

The EE UDP Connections list appears.

NOTE
For information about the actions and fields on this panel, press F1 (Help).

Display UDP Port Activity

Use the UDP Connection Information panel to display connection, byte, and packet information for a specific UDP
connection. The panel uses data derived from the Packet Analyzer.

To display connection, byte, and packet information:

1. Enter /EEUDP at the command prompt.
The EE UDP Connections panel appears.

2. Enter S next to a connection.
The EE UDP Connection Information panel appears.

NOTE
For information about the fields on this panel, press F1 (Help).

Display RTP Pipes

You can use EE to display a list of RTP pipes.

NOTE
You cannot perform this function using the base port.

To display a list of RTP pipes using an EE UDP connection, enter /EERTP at the command prompt.

The EE RTP Pipe List appears.
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NOTE
For information about the actions and fields available on this panel, press F1 (Help).

Display EE Traffic Statistics by CP

You can display EE traffic statistics for the control points. Only the control points with traffic in the last hour are listed.

To display EE traffic statistics by CP, enter /EEPERF.TRS at the command prompt.

The Enterprise Extender Traffic Statistics panel appears.

NOTE
For information about the fields on this panel, press F1 (Help).

Display EE Traffic Statistics by CP and Priority

You can display EE traffic statistics by priority for the control points. The traffic is sorted by Signal, Network, High, Medium,
and Low priority. Only control points with traffic in the last hour are listed.

To display EE traffic statistics by CP and priority, enter /EEPERF.TRP at the command prompt.

The EE Traffic Statistics by Priority panel appears.

NOTE
For information about the fields on this panel, press F1 (Help).

Run EE VTAM Commnds

To display a list of VTAM commands relevant to EE and APPN, use the EE VTAM Commands option on the Enterprise
Extender Management menu. The command environment provides scroll, find, command recall, and print functions.

To list the VTAM commands relevant to EE and APPN, enter /EEV at the command prompt.

Detect RTP Pipe in Red Status

An RTP pipe with severe traffic congestion has ARB mode is red. To avoid spurious traffic congestion alerts, the
RTPRED5M IP event detector raises an alert when ARB mode is red in two consecutive five-minute samples.

To set the RTPRED5M detector

1. Enter /EDETECT at the command prompt.
The Event Detector Control List appears.

2. Enter U next to the RTPRED5M detector.
The RTPRED5M detector panel appears.

NOTE
For information about the actions and fields on this panel, press F1 (Help).

3. Complete the required criteria, and press F3 (File).
The alert is activated.

Check EE RTP Health

The EE RTP health check lists any RTP pipes with the following network performance issues:
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• ARB mode is RED, and the condition has existed for more than 5 minutes.
• An error pathswitch has occurred in the most recent interval, and more than one pathswitch occurred in the last three

intervals.
• RTPs are experiencing impaired throughput.
• RTPs are currently in a stalled condition.
• RTPs in a congested state.
• Retransmission percentage exceeds the specified threshold.
• RTPs have significant queueing.

RTPs are monitored at five-minute intervals. Each list is for a specific health check, and an RTP can appear in more than
one list.

The RTP Health Check can be performed on the local system or globally on all RTPs in a multisystem environment.

To access the EE RTP health check, enter /EERH from the command prompt.

NOTE
For information about the fields on this panel, press F1 (Help).

Check Transmission Group PU RTP Health

The EE RTP health check reports on the RTP pipes for a specific transmission group PU. RTPs are monitored using the
SNA Network Management API.

Follow these steps:

1. Enter /EEXCA from the command prompt.
The EE XCA Major Node Summary appears.

2. Enter RH next to a specific Transmission Group PU.
The RTP Health Check list appears.

NOTE
For information about the fields on this panel, press F1 (Help).

Define RTP Health Thresholds

You can use the EE resource class to define thresholds for the following EE-related RTP pipes:

• Inbound queue limit
• Outbound queue limit
• Retransmission rate

To define RTP health thresholds:

1. Enter /RMON at the command prompt.
The Resource Monitor appears.

2. Enter U next to the EE resource you want to define thresholds for.
The Panel Display List appears.

3. Enter S next to EE Monitoring Definition.
The EE Monitoring Definition panel appears.

4. Complete the EE RTP Health Limits fields.
NOTE
For information about the fields, press F1 (Help).

5. Press F3 (File).
The details are saved.
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NOTE
If no EE resource is defined in the active system image, the APPNHPR limits are used. If no APPNHPR or EE
resource is in the active system image, the following limits apply: 100 for inbound and outbound queues, and 5
percent for retransmission rate.

Packet Tracing Enterprise Extender
Use SmartTrace commands in the IP Resource Monitor to initiate packet tracing on the Enterprise Extender.

You can use SmartTrace line commands to trace packets on the Enterprise Extender, directly from the IP Resource
Monitor. To start a trace, enter the PT command; to view a trace, enter the PTV command; to stop a trace, enter
the PTI command. When a trace is active, a T appears in the Ovr column.

NOTE
SmartTrace cannot trace packets that are secured by IPSec.

The PT command lets you specify a foreign host to limit the trace, which is useful when the Enterprise Extender has
connections to multiple hosts. By specifying the foreign host, you limit the trace to the connection that is causing the
problem.

You can list the started traces from Packet Tracing Menu.

You can also start tracing from EE SmartTrace Menu. EE SmartTrace (/EETRACE) enables you to perform the following
traces:

• Packets that are bound for a selected EE remote control point
• All the RTP pipes for a specific priority, flowing over one EE connection
• Individual RTP pipes
• RTP pipes using one local VIPA
• Packets using a specified UDP port

Trace EE Remote CP

You want to start and manage traces of packets for a selected EE remote control point. Use the Trace EE Remote CP
option on EE SmartTrace Menu.

Follow these steps:

1. Enter /EETRACE.C at the command prompt.
Information about the EE major node appears.

2. Enter PT against a line.
The Activate Packet Trace panel appears.

3. Press F6 (Action).
The packet trace of the EE remote CP starts.

Note: For information about the actions and fields on the panels, press F1 (Help).

Trace EE UDP Connection

You want to trace all EE RTP pipes flowing over one EE connection. Use the Trace EE UDP Connection option on EE
SmartTrace Menu.

The local and remote addresses, and UDP ports, define the connection.

Follow these steps:

1. Enter /EETRACE.U at the command prompt.
A list of EE UDP Connections appears.

2. Enter PT against a connection.
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The Activate Packet Trace panel appears.
3. Press F6 (Action).

The packet trace of the selected RTP pipe starts.

Note: For information about the actions and fields on the panels, press F1 (Help).

Trace EE RTP Pipe

You want to manage packet traces of the individual RTP pipes. Use the Trace EE RTP Pipe option on EE SmartTrace
Menu.

Follow these steps:

1. Enter /EETRACE.R at the command prompt.
The EE RTP Pipe List appears.

2. Enter PT against a pipe.
The Activate Packet Trace panel appears.

3. Press F6 (Action).
The packet trace of the selected RTP pipe starts.

Note: For information about the actions and fields on the panels, press F1 (Help).

Trace EE Local VIPA

You want to trace the EE packets through one local VIPA. Use the Trace EE Local IP Address (VIPA) option on EE
SmartTrace Menu.

Follow these steps:

1. Enter /EETRACE.V at the command prompt.
Information about the EE major node appears.

2. Enter PT against a Line Group.
The Activate Packet Trace panel appears.

3. Press F6 (Action).
The packet trace of the local IP Address (VIPA) starts.

NOTE
For information about the actions and fields on the panels, press F1 (Help).

Trace EE UDP Port

You want to trace all EE packets for a specified EE UDP port. Use the Trace EE UDP Port option on EE SmartTrace
Menu.

• For a traffic port (12001 through 12004), the trace includes all RTP pipes that use the associated priority, flowing over
any EE connection.

• For the signal port (12000), the trace includes signal data for every EE connection.

Follow these steps:

1. Enter /EETRACE.P at the command prompt.
The Port Number prompt appears.

2. Enter the required port number.
The Activate Packet Trace panel appears.

3. Press F6 (Action).
The Packet Trace List appears.
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NOTE
For information about the actions and fields on the panels, press F1 (Help).

Display Active and Completed EE SmartTraces

You want to list the running, ended, and saved EE traces. Use the List Active and Ended EE SmartTraces option on EE
SmartTrace Menu.

NOTE
The saved EE traces need the EE command to apply the SNA formatting to the packets.

To list all EE SmartTrace definitions, enter /EETRALL at the command prompt.

The EE Active and Ended Traces panel appears.

NOTE
For information about the actions and fields on this list, press F1 (Help).

Display Enterprise Extender Performance History
Use the Enterprise Extender History panel to display collected performance data and visualizations of selected
communication attributes.

The Enterprise Extender History panel displays collected performance data and provides graphs of selected
communication attributes. You can monitor the following areas of Enterprise Extender communications to ensure that their
services are available:

• Traffic through Enterprise Extender ports
• Availability of SNA lines to satisfy new connection requests

Follow these steps:

1. Enter H (History) next to an EE resource on the IP Resource Monitor (/IPMON).
The list of monitored attributes appears. You can use the F6 function key to control whether the values are refreshed
each time that a new sample is gathered.

NOTE
To expand or collapse the display of a listed qualifier, move the cursor to the qualifier and press Enter. To
expand or collapse all qualifiers, press F4.

2. Enter one of the following actions next to an attribute for more details:
– D lists the samples
– S displays the Hourly Summary Graph
– H displays the Hourly Summary List
– DL displays the Daily Summary List
– W displays the Weekly Interval List

NOTE
For more information, press F1 (Help).

NOTE
You can monitor other attributes. To monitor them, they must be added to the monitored list. For more
information, see Implementing. If authorized, you can update the monitored list through the UM line command.

Display XCA Major Node

The Enterprise Extender panel displays the following general information about the XCA major node:

• SNA session information (such as line and PU status) obtained by VTAM for each line group
• IP address of the connected remote host in the session.
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The panel provides a hierarchical view of the lines that are associated with the XCA major node by line groups.

To display the XCA major node, enter S (Display XCA Major Node Summary) next to an EE entry on the IP Resource
Monitor (/IPMON).

The Enterprise Extender panel appears, for example:

 PROD1----------- TCP/IP : COMP0001.A11X99 Enterprise Extender -----------------

 Command ===>                                                   Scroll ===> CSR 

                                                                                

     Major Node ............ EE11XCA       Stack Name ............ TCPIP11B     

     State ................. ACTIV         Desired State ......... ACTIV        

                                                                                

                       .=Expand or Collapse S/=Display R=RTP List ?=more actions

     Line Group: EE11XCBG   IP Address: 192.168.66.12                           

     |      Tgn: 0        Virtual Node: COMP0001.CAEENET1                       

     | Line     Status   PU       Status   Remote CP         Remote IP Address  

     + E11BL000 PALNK                                                           

     + E11BL001 PALNK                                                           

     + E11BL002 PALNK                                                           

     + E11BL003 PALNK                                                           

     ' E11BL004 PALNK                                                           

     Line Group: EE11XCAG   IP Address: 192.168.66.40                           

     | Line     Status   PU       Status   Remote CP         Remote IP Address  

     + E11L000  PALNK                                                           

     + E11L001  PALNK                                                           

     + E11L002  PALNK                                                           

From the panel, you can apply various actions to a line to obtain more information. For example, applying the S action to
an active line displays information about the node or the transmission group. Applying the Q action to a line displays its
status.

Display EE Traffic Statistics

EE Traffic Analysis provides the following information:

• EE traffic composition
• The busiest VIPAs and CPs
• The overhead added by EE and APPN/HPR

The EE traffic data are collected from Packet Analyzer. The information is available in the following time frames:

Hourly
Displays EE traffic data over the last full clock hour.

Daily
Displays EE traffic data over the last full calendar day.

Cumulative
Displays EE traffic data since Packet Analyzer started monitoring.

Follow these steps:

1. Enter /EEPERF.TA at the command prompt.
The EE Traffic Analysis panel appears.

NOTE
For information about the actions and fields on this panel, press F1 (Help).
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2. Proceed as follows:
– To switch between time frames, press F4 (Time).
– To display the traffic throughput graphically, press F5 (Graph).

The EE Traffic Explorer panel appears.

NOTE
You can also access the graph directly using the /EEXP panel shortcut.

Using Enterprise Extender
Manage your Enterprise Extender installation using the procedures described in this area of the NetMaster Tech Docs
Portal.

Enterprise Extender (EE) is complex to debug and manage. These procedures show you how to use NetMaster to
improve the reliability and efficiency of your EE installation.

Restrict Monitoring
Restrict monitoring in one of the following ways:

• Define a filter that restricts the monitoring to specific remote control points (CPs).
• Limit the number of monitored EE connections.

Monitoring everything wastes system resources and is distracting -- inconsequential alerts can distract you while causing
you to miss the important ones. Removing unnecessary monitoring also reduces the processing that the region has to do.

You define your filter or limit the number of monitored connections on the EE Monitoring Definition panel of the definition.

Investigate PALNK EE Line Activation Failures
An Enterprise Extender line status of PALNK indicates that the VTAM connection to the stack using the IUTSAMEH device
is not active. Investigate these line failures using the methods described here.

To investigate EE line activation failures:

1. From the command prompt, enter /EEXCA
The EE XCA Major Node Summary is displayed. The stack name appears in the top right of the page header. Line
status is the second column.

2. Note the stack name of any line with a status of PALNK.
3. From the command prompt, enter /STACK.M The IP Resource Monitor filtered for STACK is displayed.
4. Verify that the stack is active for the system being checked.
5. Enter DL against the required stack.

The Device Links List is displayed.
6. Verify that the IUTSAMEH device has status of READY (on IPv6 systems, scroll right).
7. Verify that the source VIPA address is specified:

– In the IPADDR VTAM start option
– In the XCA GROUP definition statement

Investigate PGAIN and NEVAC EE Line Activation Failures
An Enterprise Extender (EE) line status of PGAIN indicates that name resolution is in progress. This process can time out,
and the status changes to NEVAC. To investigate these line activation failures, use the NetMaster procedure described
here.

1. From the command prompt, enter the following panel shortcut:
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/EEXCA

The EE XCA Major Node Summary panel is displayed. Line status appears in the second column.
2. Note the host name of any line with a status of PGAIN or NEVAC.
3. From the command prompt, enter the following command:

CMD NSLOOKUP hostname 

The command entry panel is displayed.
4. Press Enter.

The name lookup executes and returns IPGP12xx messages.
IPGP1218 indicates that name lookup failed. IPGP1214 indicates a successful lookup.

5. Verify that the specified source VIPA address host name can be resolved from the host name in one of the following
specifications:
– HOSTNAME VTAM start option
– XCA GROUP definition statement

If the environment has either of the following configurations, the NSLOOKUP result is an indicative test:

• The NetMaster SOCKETS interface uses the same stack as VTAM, and DNR is configured to use the vendor interface.
• SHOW DNR indicates DNR=SOLVE, and the configuration file setup is the same as the stack's.

Otherwise, the NSLOOKUP command does not necessarily return the same result as VTAM.

Investigate Link Activation Failures
Link activation failures in Enterprise Extender (EE) occur when VTAM does not receive responses to XID requests.
NetMaster retains the inactive PU in the EE XCA major node summary. To investigate these failures:

1. From the command prompt, enter the panel shortcut:

/EEXCA

The EE XCA Major Node Summary is displayed.
2. Take one of the following actions:

– For a known static connection with a status of INACT, enter A against the connection. If the activation fails, enter CT
against the connection.

– For a known static connection with a status of RESET, enter CT against the connection.
– For a new connection:

a. From the command prompt, enter the panel shortcut:

/EE

The Enterprise Extender Management menu is displayed.
b. Enter CT and the IP address.

If you are prompted for a local VIPA, select one.
The connectivity test is invoked.

If the destination cannot be reached, the following causes are possible:
• The IP connectivity is lost within the network.
• The firewall does not allow UDP traffic for EE ports 12000 through 12004.
If the destination can be reached but is not responding, verify that Enterprise Extender is enabled on the remote
end point.
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Improve Throughput
In Enterprise Extender (EE), the frequent path switches caused by setting PSWEIGHT to EQUAL or SAMEROUT can
lead to reduced throughput. To improve throughput, use the following procedure in NetMaster.

1. From the command prompt, enter the following panel shortcut:

/RTP

The RTP Pipes List is displayed.
2. From the command prompt, enter the following command:

SORT SW# D

The RTPs are sorted by the number of path switches in descending order.
3. Scroll right to review the number of path switches and the reason for the last path switch.

A high number of switches with the reason AUTO PATH SWITCH FOR PSRETRY indicates a possible problem.
4. From the command entry panel, enter the following command:

D VTAMOPTS,OPTION=PSRETRY

The VTAM options are displayed. Values of 0 indicate that there is no timer-based switching of RTPs.
5. From the command entry panel, enter the following command:

D VTAMOPTS,OPTION=PSWEIGHT

The VTAM options are displayed. Review the START option for the weight comparison between an old route and a
newly calculated route before a path switch is attempted.

Optimize VTAM CPU Usage for Enterprise Extender
If you have many Enterprise Extender (EE) connections kept indefinitely active, certain functions can reduce VTAM CPU
use. Follow these instructions in NetMaster to optimize VTAM CPU usage.

The following functions can reduce VTAM CPU use:

HPR alive timer optimization
This function is enabled by default. The HPREELIV operand on the XCA major node controls this function.

LDLC Keep-Alive reduction
This function requires you to specify a maximum time value on the LIVTIME operand for the EE PORT statement.

To determine VTAM CPU use:

1. From the command prompt, enter the following panel shortcut:

/EEXCA

The EE XCA Major Node Summary is displayed.
2. Press F4 (Display).

The results of the command D EE,LIST=DETAIL are displayed in Command Entry.
3. Scroll down and review the IST2004I message for each line group.

LIVTIME=(default,max) is displayed.
– A max value of 0 indicates that the time between TEST sends does not increase when the connection is idle and

the LDLC Keep-Alive reduction is not active.
– A nonzero value for max indicates that the default time is doubled during idle periods until the maximum value is

reached.
4. From the command prompt, enter the following panel shortcut:
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/EERTP

The RTP pipes currently using an EE connection are listed.
5. Enter S next to a pipe.

The RTP panel is displayed.
6. Check that the Liveness Timer field has a value of 0s.

Avoid EE Connection Retries
During an IP network outage, if the EE connection network path has the lowest weight of any available path to the partner
node, continuous attempts to redial the partner node are made over this virtual routing node (VRN) path. This condition
results in failures.

Follow these steps:

1. From the command prompt, enter the following panel shortcut:

/EEXCA

The EE XCA Major Node Summary is displayed.
2. Enter UN against a line group that is associated with a VRN.
3. Determine how many partners have been marked as unreachable.
4. If the IP problems are fixed, access the /EEXCA display and enter UNC against the VRN.

The unreachable partner information is cleared.
5. If the IP problems are not fixed, enter the command:

/F TOPO ID=?virtualnode,FUNCTION=QUIESCE,SCOPE=LOCAL/NETWORK

The VRN is disabled for any new APPN connections.
6. When the IP problem is resolved, enter the command:

/F TOPO ID=?virtualnode,FUNCTION=NORMAL,SCOPE=LOCAL/NETWORK

The VRN is enabled for the APPN connections.

Review Throughput When Multipath Routing Is Enabled
Diagnose throughput issues when multipath routing is enabled and multiple equal-cost routes exist to the partner
Enterprise Extender (EE) node. In such a configuration, TCP/IP sends EE packets across each of these routes.
Sometimes, one route cannot reach the partner EE node. This can cause the EE not to activate or can affect
performance.

If the multipath routing is enabled and multiple equal-cost routes exist to the partner EE node, TCP/IP sends EE packets
across each of these routes. Sometimes, one route cannot reach the partner EE node. This condition can cause the EE
not to activate or can affect performance.

To determine the effect of multipath routing

1. From the command prompt, enter the following panel shortcut:

/EEUDP

A list of EE UDP Connections is displayed.
2. Enter S against the required connection.

The EE UDP Connection Information is displayed.
3. Scroll down to the Interface Usage, and review the following information:
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– Number of interfaces that are used for a connection
– Packets Out volume for each interface

To determine whether multipath routing is enabled

1. From the command prompt, enter the following panel shortcut:

/CONFIG

The Stack Configuration Information menu is displayed.
2. Enter DP for the stack that VTAM for EE uses.

The Profile Configuration Datasets panel is displayed.
3. Enter S against a profile TCP/IP.

The Browse PROFILE Dataset panel is displayed.
4. Determine whether MULTIPATH is set by reviewing the profile options.

Test Connectivity Through Firewalls
Test Enterprise Extender connectivity through firewalls.

The firewalls must allow both inbound and outbound UDP traffic on all five EE ports. If this condition is not satisfied, the
EE connection is established but sessions cannot be established.

To test a firewall for an existing connection

1. From the command prompt, enter the following panel shortcut:

/EEXCA

The EE XCA Major Node Summary is displayed.
2. Enter CT against the required connection.

The connectivity test is invoked:
– If the destination cannot be reached, the following causes are possible:

• The IP connectivity is lost within the network.
• The firewall does not allow UDP traffic for EE ports 12000 through 12004.

– If the destination can be reached but is not responding, verify that EE is enabled on the remote end point.

To test a new host

1. From the command prompt, enter the following panel shortcut:

/EE

The Enterprise Extender Management menu is displayed.
2. Enter CT and a value for the Remote Host Name/Addr. If you are prompted for a local VIPA, select one.

The connectivity test is invoked:
– If the destination cannot be reached, the following causes are possible:

• The IP connectivity is lost within the network.
• The firewall does not allow UDP traffic for EE ports 12000 through 12004.

– If the destination can be reached but is not responding, verify that EE is enabled on the remote end point.

Avoid EE Connection Time-outs
Ensure that your Enterprise Extender connections do not time out. You do so by specifying appropriate values for
LIVTIME, SRQTIME, and SRQRETRY parameters.

Exchange identification (XID) or Logical Data Link Control (LDLC) time-outs cause EE connection terminations.
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The LDLC layer monitors the EE connection with the LIVTIME, SRQRETRY, and SRQTIME parameters on the PORT
statement. The connection is terminated if no activity or response occurs for a duration (in seconds) approximated by the
following expression:

LIVTIME + (SRQRETRY+1) * SRQTIME

LIVTIME
Specifies the amount of inactivity time that can lapse before LDLC tests the connection.

SRQTIME
Specifies the amount of time LDLC waits for a response to its test.

SRQRETRY
Specifies the number of times the test is retried.

The actual duration of the outage detection is plus or minus one SRQTIME interval of the calculated amount.

The following list provides some methods to avoid time-outs:

• Lengthen the HPR path switch timers (HPRPST) to ensure that all four timers are longer than the LDLC time-out
interval.

• Ensure that the values of the LDLC parameters are consistent between the end points of the connection.
• For predefined EE PUs, specify DISCNT=NO.

To avoid the connection time-outs

1. From the command entry panel, enter the following command:

D VTAMOPTS,OPTION=HPRPST

The HPR path switch timers are displayed. The shortest time is typically for the network priority and is 60 seconds.
2. From the command prompt, enter the following panel shortcut:

/EEXCA

The EE Major Node Summary is displayed.
3. Enter S against a specific PU from the connection, and press F4 (Display).

The LIVTIME settings are displayed.
Review message IST2114I for the current LIVTIME setting.

4. Press (F3) Exit.
The EE Major Node Summary is displayed.

5. Press F4 (Display).
The ENTERPRISE EXTENDER GENERAL INFORMATION messages are displayed.

6. Review the message IST2004I, and calculate the time-out duration:
 livtime + (srqretry+1) * srqtime 

Managing APPN/HPR Resources
Use the IP Resource Monitor in NetMaster to manage the monitoring and management of Advanced Peer to Peer
Networking and High Performance Routing (APPN/HPR).

About APPN/HPR

Advanced Peer to Peer Networking/High Performance Routing (APPN/HPR) is an advanced IBM SNA technique. The
technique enables SNA LU-LU sessions between peer devices using dynamic routing. This technique is in contrast to the
more traditional, strictly hierarchical, subarea-oriented SNA.
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APPN/HPR comprises two components: Rapid Transport Protocol (RTP) and Automatic Network Routing (ANR) ANR
provides the routing, while RTP handles the route control and recovery and is responsible for the nondestructive routing
around failures.

APPN/HPR links can be established over different transport mechanisms. Enterprise Extender (EE) is one type of
transport mechanism; therefore, EE always involves APPN/HPR.

EE carries APPN/HPR over an IP backbone, in NLPs (Network Layer Packets), allowing APPN to see the IP network as a
single hop connection. UDP is the chosen protocol because it provides the best performance. One logical APPN/HPR link
can traverse many hops, including EE. The whole EE environment on a system is merely a small part of a much bigger
picture.

Many of the most useful EE diagnostic tasks are performed at the non-EE level, that is, APPN/HPR level.

You can use the IP Resource Monitor to manage and monitor APPN/HPR resources. APPN/HPR resources are shown as
class APPNHPR.

From the monitor, you can enter a command next to an APPNHPR resource to perform various functions.

You can view APPN/HPR RTP pipe utilization and exceptions at the APPN network level using the IP Condition Summary.

To access the IP Condition Summary, enter /RTPCS.

If you want, you can also display the IP Condition Summary on your Primary Menu. For information, see Access IP
Summary Display.

You can also work with APPN/HPR resources using the RTP Management Menu. The menu shortcut is /APPNHPR.

Display APPN/HPR Performance History

The APPN/HPR History panel lets you monitor the performance and health status of an APPN/HPR resource.

The attributes that are sampled can include the following information:

• The number of active SNA LU-LU sessions over all RTP pipes.
• The number of RTP pipes flowing over all APPN/HPR connections.
• The number of RTP pipes that have had a red ARB mode for longer than 5 minutes.
• The number of RTP pipes where inbound NLP queuing is non-zero.
• The number of RTP pipes where outbound NLP queuing is non-zero.
• The number of RTP pipes where data flow has stalled due to buffers not being acknowledged.
• The number of RTP pipes where an error pathswitch occurred.

Follow these steps:

1. Enter H (History) next to an APPN/HPR resource on the IP Resource Monitor (/IPMON).
The list of monitored attributes appears.
Use F6 (AutoRfsh) to control whether the values are refreshed each time that a new sample is gathered.

NOTE
To expand or collapse the display of a listed qualifier, move the cursor to the qualifier and press Enter. To
expand or collapse all qualifiers, press F4 (Expand).

2. Enter one of the following actions next to an attribute for more details:
D

lists the samples.
S

displays the Hourly Summary Graph.
H

displays the Hourly Summary List.
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DL
displays the Daily Summary List.

W
displays the Weekly Interval List.

Press F5 (Overview) to compare this resource with others on the system.

NOTE

• For more information, press F1 (Help).
• If authorized, you can update the monitored list through the UM line command.

Display Transport Resources List Entries
The Transport Resource List panel display includes the following details:

• General information
• XCF details
• VTAM major node that defines the TRLE
• HiperSockets and OSA line details
• Details for the first read, write, and data devices

To list the TRLEs, enter /APPNTRL at the command prompt.

To access the details, press F11 (Right).

NOTE
For more information about the fields and actions available, press F1 (Help).

Display RTP Pipes
The RTP Pipe List displays a list of Rapid Transport Protocol (RTP) pipes and their status. The display has multiple
pages, which you can access by scrolling right. The lines on this panel are color-coded, depending on the values of
connection state, congestion, and queue for each pipe.

To display a list of RTP pipes, enter /RTP at the prompt.

NOTE
For more information about the fields and actions available, press F1 (Help).

Display CP-CP Sessions
You can display a summary of CP connections from the CP-CP Session List panel.

The panel provides the following functions:

• View the RTP Pipes for an adjacent CP.
• Display connections for an adjacent CP.
• Display the native VTAM display using Command Entry.

To display a summary of CP connections, enter /APPNCP at the command prompt.

NOTE
For more information about the fields and options, press F1 (Help).
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Display Dependent LU Requestors
You can display a list of dependent LU requestors for which the host acts as a dependent LU server (DLUS). The DLUS
sends data on a contention-winner session and receives data on a contention-loser session.

To display a list of Dependent LU Requestor Resources (DLUR) resources, enter /APPNDLU at the command prompt.

NOTE
For more information about the fields and actions available, press F1 (Help).

Test APPN Connectivity
The APPN APING function tests the route to another APPN node and displays performance information for the route. The
results are displayed in the following sections:

Parameters (top)
Specifies the parameters for the APING function.

Results (middle)
Contains a series of lines, each showing the result of one APING operation. The latest result is shown at the top
of the list.

Messages (bottom)
Displays the messages relating to the latest APING operation.

NOTE
The APPN node must support the APING transaction.

Follow these steps:

1. Enter /APING at the command prompt.
The APPN Menu appears.

2. Complete the following field:
Node/CP Name

Specifies the name of the target resource.
Press Enter.
The APING Results List panel appears.

NOTE
For more information about the APING Results List panel, press F1 (Help).

Display APPN Directory Information
You can display information about a particular resource and the resources that it serves and owns from the APPN
Directory Entry panel. For example, you can display a network node and the end nodes that it serves, and the LUs that it
owns.

Follow these steps:

1. Enter /SNAAPPN at the command prompt.
The APPN Menu appears.

2. Type AD at the command prompt, and complete the following field:
Node/CP Name

Specifies the name of the target resource.
Press Enter.
The APPN Directory Display appears.
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NOTE
For more information about the fields, press F1 (Help).

Display APPN Subnetwork Topology Information
You can display the currently selected node (the origin control point) and any operative or quiescent adjacent destination
control points from the Subnetwork Topology. The first line of the selection list on this panel shows the selected node,
and the following lines list its adjacent nodes. The displayed information can vary, depending on the VTAM level of your
system, and on the types of resources available in your network.

You can select any node to display node attributes. You can select an adjacent node to display transmission group
attributes or to display its adjacent nodes.

To display the APPN subnetwork topology information, enter /APPNTOP at the command prompt.

NOTE
For more information about the fields and actions available, press F1 (Help).

RTP Health Check
Use the Rapid Transport Protocol (RTP) health check to display the status of RTP pipes.You use the IP Resource Monitor
to define the threshholds of the health checks. 

The RTP health check lists the RTP pipes that indicate the following network performance issues:

• ARB mode is RED, and the condition has existed for more than 5 minutes.
• An error pathswitch has occurred in the most recent interval, and more than one pathswitch occurred in the last three

intervals.
• RTPs are experiencing impaired throughput.
• RTPs are currently in a stalled condition.
• RTPs have congestion.
• Retransmission percentage exceeds the specified threshold (default 5 percent).
• RTPs have significant queueing.

RTPs are monitored using the SNA Network Management API using a five-minute interval. Each list is for a specific health
check, and an RTP can appear in more than one list.

The RTP health check can be performed on the local system or globally on all RTPs in a multisystem environment.

Example: RTP Health Check Error Pathswitches

Check RTP Health on a Local System

You want to perform an RTP Health Check on a local system.

To review RTP health on a local system, enter /RTPH at the command prompt.
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Check RTP Health on Connected Systems

You want to perform an RTP Health Check on all connected systems.

To review RTP health on all connected systems, enter /RTPHG at the command prompt.

Define RTP Health Thresholds

To allow control over RTP health conditions, you can customize the following thresholds in the monitoring definition of the
APPNHPR resource:

• Inbound Queue Depth
• Outbound Queue Depth
• Retransmission Rate

NOTE
The limits defined for the APPNHPR resource apply:

• To all health checks except for the EE resource health checks
• To the APPNHPR: RTP health check diagnostic displays

NOTE
If there is no APPNHPR resource in the active system image, the default of 100 is applied to inbound and
outbound queues, and the default of 5% is applied for retransmission rate.

To define RTP health thresholds

1. Enter /IPMON at the command prompt.
The Resource Monitor appears.

2. Enter U beside the APPNHPR resource for which you want to update the thresholds.
The Panel Display List appears.

3. Enter S beside APPNHPR Monitor Definition.
The APPNHPR Monitoring Definition panel appears.

4. Complete the RTP Health Limits field.

NOTE
For more information about the fields, press F1 (Help).

5. Press F3 (File).
The details are saved.

Run RTP VTAM Commands
The RTP VTAM Command List lets you enter commonly used VTAM commands to diagnose problems with your APPN/
HPR infrastructure.

Follow these steps:

1. Enter /RTPV at the command prompt.
The RTP VTAM Command List appears.

2. Enter S next to the command that you want to run.
The command is executed.

NOTE
Some commands run immediately; whereas, some commands require you to enter parameters.

Managing VIPA Resources
A virtual IP address (VIPA) is an IP address that is not associated with a physical adapter.
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Dynamic VIPAs are playing an increasing role in mainframe-based TCP/IP networks because they provide fault tolerance
and flexible workload distribution in a sysplex.

IBM supports the following types of dynamic VIPA:

• Dynamic VIPA for single application instance (application VIPA)
This type of dynamic VIPA is associated with a specific application, wherever the application is active in the sysplex.

• Dynamic VIPA for takeover/takeback
This type of dynamic VIPA is used to provide fault tolerance for failing stacks or failing MVS images in a sysplex.

• Distributed dynamic VIPA (sysplex distributor)
This type of dynamic VIPA supports workload distribution in a sysplex.

NOTE
NetMaster NM for TCP/IP manages the IBM dynamic VIPAs by using VIPA resources. Display commands are
available to show the status of the VIPA and connections through the VIPA. If you are running a multisystem
environment, these displays merge information from all participating LPARs. This feature is useful for sysplex
distributor VIPAs or VIPAs that have moved.

The IP Resource Monitor provides visibility of the VIPAs defined to your region.

VIPAs are shown as class VIPA.

From the monitor, you can enter a command next to a VIPA resource to perform various functions.

If you know the specific VIPAs you want to manage, you can also work with them using the VIPA Management menu. The
menu shortcut is /VIPA.

VIPA Resource Names
Generally, the following name is assigned to a dynamic VIPA resource:

• (IPv4) Address of the resource
• (IPv6) Name of the interface that is associated with the resource

For an IPv6 dynamic VIPA activated through VIPARANGE, its name is that of the matching template. The template
provides a user-specified name so that VIPAs in the range (which is configured with the same interface name) can be
differentiated.

Display VIPA Details
Use NetMaster to Display Virtual IP Address (VIPA) details on your system.

You want to learn about a VIPA, including the following information:

• How long has the VIPA been active?
• What is the status of the VIPA on a stack or on the stacks in a sysplex?
• For a distributed dynamic VIPA, how is the sysplex distributor distributing connections?
• What are the WLM weightings?

To display VIPA details, enter D (Display General Information) next to a VIPA on the IP Resource Monitor (/IPMON).

The VIPA Detail Display appears.

Example: Details About a Distributed Dynamic VIPA

This example shows how a sysplex distributor is distributing connections from the VIPA, 192.168.171.24. The TCPIP31V
stack on the CO31 system currently owns the VIPA.
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Display VIPA Performance History
Use the NetMaster Monitor VIPA Perfomance History panel to view VIPA status and history

The Monitor VIPA Performance History panel provides information and displays graphs of the performance data for the
selected VIPA.

Follow these steps:

1. Enter H (History) next to a VIPA on the IP Resource Monitor (/IPMON).
The list of monitored attributes appears. You can use the F6 function key to control whether the values are refreshed
when a sample is gathered.
Note: To expand or collapse the display of a listed qualifier, move the cursor to the qualifier and press Enter. To
expand or collapse all qualifiers, press F4.

2. Enter one of the following actions next to an attribute for more details:
– D lists the samples
– S displays the Hourly Summary Graph
– H displays the Hourly Summary List
– DL displays the Daily Summary List
– W displays the Weekly Interval List
Press F5 (Overview) to compare this resource with others on the system.

NOTE
For more information, press F1 (Help).

NOTE
You can monitor other attributes. To monitor them, they must be added to the monitored list. For more
information, see Implementing. If authorized, you can update the monitored list through the UM line command.

List IP Connections to a VIPA

To list all IP connections to a VIPA, enter IC (List IP Connections to a VIPA) next to a VIPA on the IP Resource Monitor (/
IPMON).

The Connections panel appears.
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List Telnet Connections to a VIPA

To list all Telnet connections to a VIPA, enter IT (List Telnet Connections to a VIPA) next to a VIPA on the IP Resource
Monitor (/IPMON).

The Telnet Connections panel appears.

Check the Connection Routing Table
The VIPA Connection Routing Table panel provides information about each current connection of a sysplex distributor
VIPA.

To display information about each current connection of a sysplex distributor VIPA, enter CR (Display Connection Routing
Table) next to a sysplex distributor VIPA on the IP Resource Monitor (/IPMON).

The VIPA Connection Routing Table appears.

Modify VIPA Definitions
You can modify a VIPA definition using an obey file (for example, to move a VIPA).

Follow these steps:

1. Enter M (Modify VIPA Definition) next to a VIPA on the IP Resource Monitor (/IPMON).
The VIPA Modify Command panel appears.

2. Complete the following fields:
Destination Stack Name

Specifies the name of the stack that you want to modify.
Obeyfile Dataset at Destination

Specifies the data set name of the obey file for the destination stack.
Press F6 (Action).
An edit panel appears, showing the obey file with a set of VIPADYNAMIC statements.

3. Update the VIPADYNAMIC statements, as required.
4. Press F6 (Action).

The definition is modified.

Use Templates to Manage VIPA Monitoring
Templates can be created using the VIPA name if specific monitoring is required. The use of the templates enables the
resource monitoring to be applied consistently as the VIPA resources move within the sysplex. 

The two default VIPA templates are:

• DEFAULTDIST
Used for sysplex distributor VIPA

• DEFAULT
Used for a dynamic VIPA

Managing Address Spaces
You can use the IP Resource Monitor to display information about your monitored address spaces.

Address spaces are shown as class ASMON.

From the monitor, you can enter a command next to an ASMON resource to perform various functions.
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If you know the specific address spaces you want to manage, you can also work with them using the Address Space and
Port Management menu. The menu shortcut is /ASMON.

NOTE
 To enable support for an address space, you define the address space IP resource, and the ports that you want
to monitor, to your region. For information about defining IP resources, see Implementing.

External Telnet Servers
Use NetMaster to monitor the status of external Telnet servers.

(IBM Communications Server only) A Telnet server that runs in its own address space is an external Telnet server. You
can monitor it as an ASMON class resource (type TNSERVER). In addition to standard ASMON commands, the following
commands are available:

L
Displays the status of the LUs for the server.

IT and ITF
Lists the connections to the server.

TWL
Displays the status of the server.

CheckTelnetLUs > Check Telnet LUs

If IBM TCP/IP encounters an error while acquiring an LU for a Telnet connection request, it flags the LU as inactive. The
LU is not used for future connections.

Over a period, a number of LUs can be flagged as inactive, which reduces the number of possible Telnet sessions
available.

You can view the status of the LUs for a Telnet server using the IP Resource Monitor.

NOTE
Checking Telnet LUs can cause many messages to be written to the console and can take some time to
complete.

To check Telnet LUs, enter CL (Check Telnet LUs) next to a Telnet server ASMON resource.

The Problem Telnet LUs panel appears. The panel lets you activate the LUs from the following perspectives:

• IBM TCP/IP (so they are no longer flagged as inactive)
• VTAM

If there are no problem Telnet LUs, the following message appears on the Problem Telnet LUs panel:

IPCK7704 NO TELNET LU PROBLEMS FOUND.

Packet Tracing Address Spaces
You can trace packets in an address space from IP Resource Monitor by issuing SmartTrace line commands next to the
address space. To start a trace, use the PT command; to view a trace, use the PTV command; to stop a trace, use the PTI
command. When a trace is active, a T appears in the Ovr column.

The PT command lets you specify a foreign host to limit the trace. The command also lets you specify whether you want
to create a separate trace for each new connection during the current tracing session.

You can list the started traces from Packet Tracing Menu.
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Display Address Space Performance History
The Address Space History panel displays collected performance data and graphs of address space attributes. These
attributes measure the system resource usage and IP port traffic.

Follow these steps:

1. Enter H (Show Performance History) next to an ASMON entry on the IP Resource Monitor (/IPMON).
The list of monitored attributes appears. You can use the F6 function key to control whether the values are refreshed
when a sample is gathered.
Note: To expand or collapse the display of a listed qualifier, move the cursor to the qualifier and press Enter. To
expand or collapse all qualifiers, press F4.

2. Enter one of the following actions next to an attribute for more details:
– D lists the samples
– S displays the Hourly Summary Graph
– H displays the Hourly Summary List
– DL displays the Daily Summary List
– W displays the Weekly Interval List
Press F5 (Overview) to compare this resource with others on the system.

NOTE
For more information, press F1 (Help).

NOTE
You can monitor other attributes. To monitor them, they must be added to the monitored list. For more
information, see Implementing. If authorized, you can update the monitored list through the UM line command.

Display Address Space IP Traffic
The Port Traffic Statistics panel shows the number of bytes and packets that the ports sent and received. The sampling
is in 1-minute intervals over the last 5 minutes. The panel also shows the percentage that this data represents of the total
traffic for the stack. You can display the statistics in five-minute intervals over the last hour by pressing F12 (LastHour).

NOTE
 If a generic server request to a participating stack fails, the resource monitor shows the ASMON class resource
for the server as DEGRADED. See the transient log for error messages.

To display recent byte and packet counts for the IP ports that are associated with an address space, enter TRS (Display
IP Traffic Statistics) next to the ASMON class resource on the IP Resource Monitor (/IPMON).

The Port Traffic Statistics panel opens.

NOTE
 If the address space is a generic server, traffic on all participating stacks appears.

NOTE
You can also view the IP traffic for all known address spaces on a system, not only the ones that are defined as
ASMON. The TCP Application Activity List shows the traffic. You can access the list using the /ASMON.TC panel
path. You can also view the address space traffic by stack, using the TC command for a STACK class resource.

DB2 Network Information Center

The DB2 Network Information Center provides a single point of access for DB2 staff to find out about DB2 network
activities:
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• You can find out about and diagnose Distributed Data Facility (DDF) connections.
• You can display statistics on DB2 address space activities.
• You can trace packets for the defined ASMON resources of Type DB2.

You can access the menu for the DB2 Network Information Center:

• Using the /DB2 panel shortcut
• Using the D option on the Address Space and Port Management menu

NOTE
To learn more about the center, see the tutorial on the menu.

Managing CSM Resources
The Communications Storage Manager (CSM) is a component of IBM Communications Server. Authorized host
applications use CSM to manage subsystem storage pools, and CSM users can share data without having to move the
data physically.

You can use the IP Resource Monitor to display information about your CSM storage usage. The CSM resources are
shown as class CSM.

From the monitor, you can enter a command next to a CSM resource to perform various functions.

NOTE
To enable support for CSM, you define CSM to your TCP/IP management region. For information about defining
CSM, see Implementing.

Display CSM Usage

The following panels provide information about the buffer usage of the CSM from the perspective of the selected region:

• CSM Usage by Buffer
• CSM Usage by Job

To display the CSM usage, enter D (Display CSM Usage) next to a CSM entry on the IP Resource Monitor (/IPMON).

The CSM Usage by Buffer panel appears.

NOTE
To switch between displays of usage by job and by buffer, press F4.

Display CSM Performance History

The CSM History panel displays collected performance data and graphs of selected CSM attributes. You can view the
total usage of CSM storage and the amount that individual tasks use.

Follow these steps:

1. Enter H (Show Performance History) next to a CSM entry on the IP Resource Monitor (/IPMON).
The list of monitored attributes appears. You can use the F6 function key to control whether the values are refreshed
each time that a new sample is gathered.
Note: To expand or collapse the display of a listed qualifier, move the cursor to the qualifier and press Enter. To
expand or collapse all qualifiers, press F4.

2. Enter one of the following actions next to an attribute for more details:
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– D lists the samples
– S displays the Hourly Summary Graph
– H displays the Hourly Summary List
– DL displays the Daily Summary List
– W displays the Weekly Interval List

NOTE
For more information, press F1 (Help).

NOTE
You can monitor other attributes. To monitor them, they must be added to the monitored list. For more
information, see Implementing. If authorized, you can update the monitored list through the UM line command.

Managing IP Security
Use the IP Network Security Center in NetMaster to monitor and manage IP network security.

IP Network Security Center

The IP Network Security Center provides a single point of access for you to find out about and manage the security of
your IP network:

• You can find out about and can diagnose problems for secured connections.
• You can find out about IPSec configuration and can manage tunnels.

You can access these functions from the IP Security menu, using the /SECURE panel shortcut or the SEC option on the
Stack Management menu.

IPSec Management

The following tools are available to help you manage IPSec in IBM Communications Server:

• Reactive management tools provide a set of diagnostic displays, including concise selection lists of filters and tunnels.
These displays make it easy to review the configuration, and status of filters and tunnels.

• Proactive management tools enable the monitoring of IPSec status at the stack level. This monitoring provides the
basis for alerting on problem scenarios such as tunnel activation failures and failed key exchanges.

Some of these tools require you to have authority to use the ipsec z/OS UNIX command.

How You Access Management Functions

You can access management functions for IPsec:

• From the IPSec menu using the /IPSEC panel shortcut
• From a STACK resource on the IP Resource Monitor using line commands

You can perform the following tasks:

• View a summary of the IPSec status, including the status of IP filters and statistics on tunnels.
• View the performance trend of IPSec attributes monitored by a STACK resource.
• List and view the details of the following objects:

– IP filters
– Internet Key Exchange (IKE) tunnels
– Dynamic tunnels
– Manual tunnels

• Identify the IP filters that affect the traffic between specified IP addresses.
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NOTE
For more information about these functions, see the online help.

Limitations

The following approximate limits apply to the retrieval of lists:

• 375 IP filters
• 400 IKE tunnels
• 400 dynamic tunnels
• 800 manual tunnels

If a list cannot be retrieved because of the limits, use the IPSec menu and use the available fields to restrict the list.

Diagnosing IP Networks
Use network diagnosis functions in NetMaster.

Access Network Diagnosis Functions

To display the network diagnosis functions menu, enter /IPDIAG at a prompt.

The Network Diagnosis Functions menu appears.

How to Trace a TCP/IP Route

You can obtain a hop-by-hop record of the route of a packet through a network, starting from the source and finishing at
the destination.

You can perform a traceroute as follows:

• Select the TR (Traceroute) option directly from the Network Diagnosis Functions menu.
• Use the traceroute action against a host on a list or display (for example, on a connection list or the IP Node Monitor).
• Issue the TRACEROUTE command from the command line.

Perform a Traceroute From the Network Diagnosis Functions Menu

A traceroute attempts to trace the route from the issuing point through all hosts and routers to the destination host.
Otherwise it traces the route to the point at which a break in the communication has occurred.

Follow these steps:

1. Enter /IPDIAG at the prompt.
The Network Diagnosis Functions menu appears.

2. Select TR - Trace Route and complete the following field:
Host Name/Addr

Specifies the name or IP address of the remote host you want to access.
If you want to use a specific address of the local stack interface as the issuing point, select it in the Source Address
field. If you want to trace the route through a specific physical interface, select it in the Interface field.
Press Enter.
The Trace Route Result List panel appears.

Use Traceroute Action

The Trace Route Result List panel displays the results of the traceroute action. This display is progressively updated as
information arrives.
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The most likely reason for performing a traceroute action is that a ping is unable to reach a remote host or it is indicating
slow response times in the TCP/IP network.

If the host is unreachable, you can take the following actions:

• Perform a traceroute to find out where the failure is occurring.
• Review the Routing Table.

If the host is unreachable, a possible result is Hop Count Exceeded, Network Unreachable, or Host Unreachable.

If the hop count is exceeded and the IP address column on the last entry or entries is an *, a device is not responding
(possibly the destination host). If so, or if the network or host was unreachable, examine the Routing Table or Interfaces
for the last listed hop. Apply I (Interfaces) or R (Routing Table) against the host or router that is recorded as the last hop
on the list.

When using the Routing Table action, your TCP/IP management region uses masking. Masking ensures that the
presented Routing Table contains only those addresses that are relevant to the path you are tracing. This mask is a
network address mask that is based on the class of address being traced. For example, if you are tracing a route to the
foreign host 192.168.2.66, your region inserts the mask 192.168.2.*.

If the hop count is exceeded and the same number of hops is shown in the Hop Limit field, increase the hop limit and
reissue the traceroute by pressing F6 (Action).

If the ping indicates a slow response, you can review the following information in your traceroute results:

• Review the Notes column to see if there are any outstanding alerts for the node. If the IP Node Monitor is monitoring
the node, look for any alerts are outstanding.

• Review the trip times -- these times usually increase at a steady rate the further along the route the packets are sent.
A sudden and marked increase in the trip time for a particular hop along the route indicates a possible problem at that
hop. To investigate further:
– Apply the I (Interfaces) action to the host or router at the hop where the problem is occurring, and investigate the

Interfaces for clues to the performance degradation.
– Apply the TN (Telnet) action to start a Telnet connection to the host or router where the problem is occurring, and

investigate the configuration or other possible causes.
• Review the hop list -- if there is no evidence of slow trip times, look at the hop list for an unexpected route.

NOTE
To analyze response time problems, use the Transaction Path Analyzer facility.

If the traceroute does not return any abnormal results, use the reporting facility to look for large file transfers.

Browse MIBs

To access further management information about IP hosts by browsing MIBs, you can access the MIBinsight browser
direct from the Network Diagnosis Functions menu.

Follow these steps:

1. Enter /IPDIAG at a prompt.
The Network Diagnosis Functions menu appears.

2. Type MB at the prompt, complete the Host Name/Addr field and any required optional fields, and press Enter.
The Loaded MIBs panel appears.

NOTE
The first time when you select the MIBinsight browser function, you are redirected to the User Security
Details panel to enter your SNMP security details.

3. Enter S next to a MIB.
The MIBinsight browser appears displaying the objects in the selected MIB for you to browse.
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Browse System Information

You want to browse system information for a selected IP host.

Follow these steps:

1. Enter /IPDIAG.
The Network Diagnosis Functions menu appears.

2. Type SI at the prompt, complete the Name/Addr field and any required optional fields, and press Enter.
The System Information panel appears.

NOTE
The system information facility uses SNMP MIB-II technology. Not all hosts support this technology. SNMP must
be supported on a router for you to be able to view system information about it.

Browse Host Interfaces

You want to list the interfaces for a selected IP host.

Follow these steps:

1. Enter /IPDIAG.
The Network Diagnosis Functions menu appears.

2. Type HI at the prompt, complete the Name/Addr field and any required optional fields, and press Enter.
The Interface List panel appears.
Note: The interface list facility uses SNMP MIB-II technology. Not all hosts support this technology.

Display a Routing Table

A routing table holds a list of paths through which hosts can communicate with each other.

Sometimes, the number of entries in your Routing Table becomes unmanageable. You can reduce the list by entering a
network address or network address mask and using the Refresh command (F6) to rebuild the list.

Follow these steps:

1. Enter /IPDIAG.
The Network Diagnosis Functions menu appears.

2. Type RT at the prompt, complete the Name/Addr field and any required optional fields, and press Enter.
The Routing Table List panel appears.

NOTE
The routing table facility uses SNMP MIB-II technology. Not all hosts support this technology.

Actions on the Routing Table

The following actions can be applied to routers appearing in the First Hop column of the routing table:

I (Interfaces)
Presents the Interface List panel for a router in the First Hop column. To apply the Interfaces action, enter I to the
left of the appropriate routing table entry on the list.

M (MIBinsight Browser)
Presents the MIBinsight browser for a router in the First Hop column. To apply the MIBinsight action, enter M to
the left of the appropriate routing table entry on the list.

NL (Name Lookup)
Returns the full name of a router in the First Hop column.
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P (Ping)
Executes the PING command that tests whether a first hop address is reachable. To apply the Ping action, enter
P to the left of the appropriate routing table entry on the list.

R (Routing Table)
Presents the routing table for a router in the First Hop column. You can use the Net Address Mask field to limit the
presented list.

S (System Information)
Presents the System Information panel for a selected first hop address. To apply the System Information action,
enter S to the left of the appropriate routing table entry on the list.

TN (Telnet)
Initiates a Telnet connection to a router in the First Hop column. You can use this connection to enter commands
on that router to determine and alter its state.

Test Connectivity

During the problem diagnosis, you can use the PING command to perform the following tasks:

• Test whether a host is reachable through the network
• Determine the host name or IP address of a device
• Determine the network transit time for packets of varying sizes
• Determine whether all packets sent reached their destination

You can use a ping action in the following ways:

• Select the P (Ping) option directly from the Network Diagnosis Functions menu (/IPDIAG).
• Use the ping action against a host on a list or display (for example, on a connection list).
• Issue the PING command from the command line.

Perform a Ping

Pinging sends an Internet Control Message Protocol (ICMP) echo request. The request tests whether the remote host is
reachable through the network and how long a return trip takes.

Follow these steps:

1. Enter /IPDIAG at the prompt.
The Network Diagnosis Functions menu appears.

2. Type P at the prompt and complete the following field:
Host Name/Addr

Specifies the name or IP address of the remote host you want to access.
If you want to use a specific address of the local stack interface as the issuing point, select it in the Source Address
field. If you want to trace the route through a specific physical interface, select it in the Interface field.
Press Enter.
The Ping Result List appears.

Responses to a Ping

A ping is an end-to-end transmission between your system and a nominated remote host. When a ping is issued, it returns
one of the following results:

• Successful
• Packets Lost
• No Response
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To determine where on the network, problems such as packet loss, slow response times, or breaks in communication are
occurring, you can perform a traceroute.

For example, you are investigating poor end-user response times. Some possible causes for packet loss or high trip times
are as follows:

• An unexpected route to the host is being used.
• Congestion exists on a link or router along the route to the destination host. For example, if a particular link or router

has insufficient capacity, an unusually large file transfer can cause congestion.

The response to a ping appears on the Ping Result List. The list can be scrolled.

Example: Response to a Successful ping

The following shows an example of the response to a successful ping.

PROD--------------------- TCP/IP : Ping Result list ---------------------------

Command ===>                                                   Scroll ===> PAGE

 Target Host Name .... mercury.dept.company.com

        IP Address ... 192.168.2.66

 Count ............... 3__

 Timeout (seconds) ... 5__

 Packet Size ......... 256_

 Source Address ......+  

 Interface ...........+  

 ------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 Result .............. Successful

 Min/Average/Max Time  10/12/14

 Packets sent ........ 3

         received .... 3

         % lost ...... 0

  Seq No.   Trip Time (ms)

     1      18

     2      14

     3      *

    **END**

Using SmartTrace
Packet tracing is a valuable tool for troubleshooting network connectivity problems. SmartTrace is a real-time packet
tracing facility, available in three modes.

SmartTrace enables you to perform the following tasks:

Initiate a trace on demand, and view the results while the trace is running.
Often, you perform this task while a problem is occurring and while you can still catch it. You can have separate
traces for different resources running simultaneously.

Define trace criteria using a panel interface.
You can define a number of traces to wait on infrequent and difficult to capture network activity, and to pinpoint
complex failure scenarios. You can also set criteria that cause a trace to stop when matched. Samples are
provided to make it easier to define a trace that is relevant to your problem.
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Export trace data to libpcap or CTRACE format.
Exporting trace data enables you to use the trace data with other packet trace viewers.

Import trace data in libpcap format.
Importing trace data enables you to use NetMaster NM for TCP/IP to decode packets captured by other means.

NetMaster NM for TCP/IP also supports the IBM Component Trace (CTRACE) facility.

SmartTrace Modes

You can initiate a packet trace using one of the following modes. Typically, you use line commands from monitors to trace
specific resources. You use menus and OCS for more advanced tracing.

Line command:
You can initiate a trace by using a line command from the IP Node Monitor, the IP Resource Monitor, or a
connection list. Line command mode is the easiest mode of initiating a trace because all the information required
to define the trace is already present.

OCS:
You can schedule the activation of a SmartTrace definition by using timer commands.

Menu:
Menu mode provides flexibility for an advanced user to specify customized tracing criteria that is not available with
line commands. You can use this mode when diagnosing complex problems.

For more information, see:

• SmartTrace Line Command Mode
• SmartTrace OCS Mode
• SmartTrace Menu Mode

SmartTrace Line Command Mode
You can use line commands from the IP Node Monitor, IP Resource Monitor, and connection lists to manage simple
traces.

The following commands are available in SmartTrace line command mode:

PT (Activate Packet Trace)
Starts a packet trace for the selected entry. In most cases, a panel appears for you to specify more filter criteria.

NOTE
The SMARTTRACE parameter group determines the number of packets that are retained for a trace.

PTI (Inactivate Packet Trace)
Stops the current packet trace for the selected entry. A stopped trace remains viewable for a time as specified in
the SMARTTRACE parameter group.

PTD (Inactivate and Delete Packet Trace)
Deletes the packet trace and all associated packet trace data for the selected entry.

PTV (View Packet Trace)
Views the packets that the current packet trace collects.

Example: Trace a Connection

The following example demonstrates how to enter PT against an IP connection on a Connections panel to start a packet
trace:

 COMP44--------------------- TCP/IP : Connections -------------Stack: *MULTIPLE*

 Command ===>                                                   Scroll ===> CSR 
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     Line 518 of 550                              Refresh Every ...      Seconds

             S=View I=Information CS=Statistics PT=Packet Trace Z=Drop ?=Actions

 Foreign Local   Host Port Host LPort TaskName Status Idle

     172.31.122.204   1770 192.168.65.11     3001 COMP1    ESTABLISHED   0:09:41

 PT  172.31.122.209   2676 192.168.65.11     3001 COMP1    ESTABLISHED   0:03:45

     172.31.122.209   2680 192.168.65.11     3001 COMP1    ESTABLISHED   3:39:49

After the trace has started (indicated on the screen by *PT* ), you can enter PTV against the connection to view the trace.

 PTV 172.31.122.209   2676 192.168.65.11     3001 COMP1    ESTABLISHED      *PT*

The following panel shows some of the traced packets:

 COMP44-------------- SmartTrace : Connection Packet List ----------------------

 Command ===>                                                   Scroll ===> CSR 

 

                                                                S/V=View P=Print

     Stack .... TCPIP11                     Total Traced 334                    

     Local Host 192.168.65.11          <--> Foreign Host 172.31.122.209         

     Local Port 3001                        Foreign Port 2676                   

     Protocol   TCP                                                             

 

 Dir +Time Bytes Summary Information 

     0001  -> <0.001     70  Ack Psh Win=32738 Seq=2044186642 Ack=1239670188    

     0002 <-   0.643     40  Ack Psh Win=32738 Seq=1239670188 Ack=2044186672    

     0003 <-   0.713     70  Ack Psh Win=32738 Seq=1239670188 Ack=2044186672    

You can refresh the panel to see the latest packets, drill down to the individual packet detail, or go back to the connection
list to stop the trace.

SmartTrace OCS Mode
You can activate and deactivate a SmartTrace definition by using OCS commands.

You can schedule a trace from OCS or Command Entry by activating and stopping a trace definition at defined times.

To start a trace at a defined time, issue the following command with the AT command:

TRCACT name 

To stop a trace at a defined time, issue the following command with the AT command:

TRCINACT name 

name
Specifies the name of an existing SmartTrace definition.

Example: Schedule a Trace

This example schedules a trace definition, Trace1, to activate at 22:00 and stop at 23:00:

AT 22.00.00 ROUTE=SYS CMD=TRCACT Trace1

        AT 23.00.00 ROUTE=SYS CMD=TRCINACT Trace1

SmartTrace Menu Mode
In SmartTrace menu mode, you create your own custom trace definitions.
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Using SmartTrace in menu mode is slightly less simple than Line Command mode, but offers more comprehensive and
powerful trace management. Although the PT line command provides the quickest way to start a packet trace, it has
limited ability to select the packets to include. You can end up with too many packets. This behavior is important because
the SMARTTRACE parameter group limits the number of packets in a PT trace. When the limit is exceeded, a new packet
replaces the oldest packet.

Custom trace definitions created in menu mode provide the following features:

• Filter the packets to include in the trace.
For example, you want to know if an unauthorized FTP server is being used in the network. You can define a TCP
trace to include all packets containing FTP commands directed to a port number other than port 21.

• Stop a trace automatically when a known condition is satisfied.
For example, the remote server is disconnecting a Telnet session. To disconnect a session, the remote server issues a
TCP RST flag. You can define a TCP trace with a stop condition that scans for the TCP RST flag. Using this definition,
packets are traced up to the moment the remote server issues a TCP RST flag.

• Specify the number of packets to include in the trace after a stop condition is satisfied.
• Stop a trace when a specified number of packets are captured.

All menu mode functions are accessed from the Packet Tracing Menu.

Access Packet Tracing Menu

The Packet Tracing menu enables you to manage and perform advanced packet tracing functions.

To access the Packet Tracing menu, enter /SMART (or /IPPKT) from the prompt.

The Packet Tracing menu appears.

NOTE
For information about the menu, press F1 (Help).

Add a SmartTrace Definition
A SmartTrace definition sets up the criteria for a trace.

You can have multiple SmartTrace definitions to capture different packets. To add a new SmartTrace definition:

1. Enter /SMART (or /IPPKT) from the prompt.
The Packet Tracing appears.

2. (Optional) Complete the following field:
Link Name

Specifies the INMC link to the remote system where you want to perform the packet tracing functions.
3. Enter A (Add SmartTrace Definition) at the prompt.

The Definitions panel appears.
4. Enter S next to the definition type that you want to create.

The relevant Trace Details panel appears.
5. Complete the fields, as required. Press F8 (Forward) to scroll through the panels. If you specify a stop condition on

Page 3, you can also press F11 (StopAct) to specify an action for that condition.

NOTE
For more information about the fields, press F1 (Help). The SMARTTRACE parameter group determines
the default number of packets that are retained for a trace. However, you can override this number in your
definition through the Trace Limit field.

Press F3 (File).
If the fields are completed correctly, the following message appears:
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IPPT8604 Press F3 to FILE; F6 to FILE and ACTIVATE; Enter to RESUME

6. Take one of the following actions:
– Press F3 (File) to save the definition without activating.
– Press F6 (Action) to save and activate the definition.
– Press Enter to resume editing the definition.

Copy a SmartTrace Definition
When you want to create a SmartTrace definition that is similar to an existing definition, copy the existing definition and
edit it as needed.

To copy an existing SmartTrace definition:

1. Enter /SMART (or /IPPKT) from the prompt.
The Packet Tracing Menu appears.

2. Enter L (List all SmartTrace Definitions) at the prompt.
The Packet Trace Definitions panel appears.

3. Enter C next to the definition that you want to copy.
The Trace Details panel appears displaying the details of the trace you copied.

4. Enter a new name for the trace in the Name field and edit the other fields as needed.
NOTE
Press F1 (Help) for more information about the fields.

5. Press F3 (File).
If the fields are completed correctly, the following message appears:
IPPT8604 Press F3 to FILE; F6 to FILE and ACTIVATE; Enter to RESUME

6. Take one of the following actions:
– Press F3 (File) to save the definition without activating.
– Press F6 (Action) to save and activate the definition.
– Press Enter to resume editing the definition.

Copy a SmartTrace Definition to a Remote Region
You can copy a SmartTrace definition in NetMaster from the local region to a linked remote region (remote copy).

To copy an existing SmartTrace definition from the local region to a linked region:

1. At the prompt, enter /SMART (or /IPPKT).
The Packet Tracing Menu appears.

2. Enter L (List all SmartTraces) at the prompt.
The Packet Trace Definitions panel appears.

3. Enter RC next to the definition that you want to copy.
The TCP/IP: Link Names List panel appears.

4. Select the row containing the name of the linked region you want to copy to.
The Trace Details panel appears displaying the details of the trace you copied.

5. You may enter a new name for the copied trace in the Name field, if desired, and edit the other fields as needed.
For example, the value in the TCP/IP Stack field may need to be changed to a stack name that is valid in the target
region.

NOTE
Press F1 (Help) for more information about the fields.

6. Press F3 (File).
If the fields are completed correctly, the following message appears:
IPPT8604 Press F3 to FILE; F6 to FILE and ACTIVATE; Enter to RESUME
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7. Take one of the following actions:
– Press F3 (File) to save the definition without activating it.
– Press F6 (Action) to save and activate the definition.
– Press Enter to resume editing the definition.

Activate a SmartTrace Definition
Using a SmartTrace definition, you can start a trace that is based on the specified criteria.

To activate a trace from a SmartTrace definition:

1. Enter /SMART (or /IPPKT) from the prompt.
The Packet Tracing menu appears.

2. Enter L (List all SmartTrace Definitions) at the prompt.
The Packet Trace Definitions panel appears.

3. Enter A (Activate) next to the definition that you want to activate.
A confirmation message appears.

4. Press Enter.
The trace is activated, and the definition status changes to ACTIVE.

Stop a SmartTrace Definition
A SmartTrace definition with an ACTIVE status indicates that a trace is in progress using that definition. You can stop the
trace by inactivating the definition.

To stop a SmartTrace definition:

1. Enter /SMART (or /IPPKT) from the prompt.
The Packet Tracing Menu appears.

2. Enter L (List all SmartTrace Definitions) at the prompt.
The Packet Trace Definitions panel appears.

3. Enter I (Inactivate) next to the definition that you want to stop.
A confirmation message appears.

4. Press Enter.
The trace is stopped, and the definition status changes to INACTIVE.

Delete a SmartTrace Definition
When a SmartTrace definition is no longer required, you can delete it.

To delete a SmartTrace definition:

1. Enter /SMART (or /IPPKT) from the prompt.
The Packet Tracing Menu appears.

2. Enter L (List all SmartTrace Definitions) at the prompt.
The Packet Trace Definitions panel appears.

3. Enter D (Delete) next to the definition that you want to delete.
The definition and all subentries are removed from the list.

List SmartTrace Definitions
You can list all SmartTrace definitions and then manage the traces using line commands.
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NOTE
This option does not list SmartTrace definitions that line commands from the IP Resource Monitor, IP Node
Monitor, and connection lists implicitly create.

To list all SmartTrace definitions:

1. Enter /SMART (or /IPPKT) from the prompt.
The Packet Tracing Menu appears.

2. Enter L (List All SmartTrace Definitions).
The Packet Trace Definitions panel appears listing all definitions.

NOTE
You can filter the list using the VIEW command. For more information, see the online help.

List Active SmartTrace Definitions

You can list all active SmartTrace definitions and then manage the trace using line commands.

NOTE
This option does not list SmartTrace definitions that line commands from the IP Resource Monitor, IP Node
Monitor, and connection lists implicitly create.

To list all active SmartTrace definitions:

1. Enter /SMART (or /IPPKT) from the prompt.
The Packet Tracing Menu appears.

2. Enter LA (List Active SmartTrace Definitions).
The Packet Trace Definitions panel appears listing the following items:
– Active SmartTrace definitions
– Inactive definitions that currently have traces
– Saved traces that do not have associated definitions

List All Saved SmartTraces
You can list all saved SmartTrace trace output, which can then be updated, exported, or deleted.

To list all saved SmartTrace traces:

1. Enter /SMART (or /IPPKT) from the prompt.
The Packet Tracing menu appears.

2. Enter LS (List All Saved SmartTraces).
The Saved Traces List panel appears. From this panel, you can:
– Delete trace output
– Export trace output
– Generate trace reports
– Print the contents of all the packets in a trace
– Print a list of all packets in a trace
– Update the trace description
– View trace output
– View the definition used to generate the trace

For more information, see the online help.
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View Traces from Multiple Regions
When using the List All SmartTraces (L), List Active and Ended SmartTraces (LA), and List All Saved SmartTraces (LS)
commands, you can see traces from multiple regions.

To see traces from multiple regions:

1. Enter the list command (L, LA, or LS).
2. Enter a question mark (?) in the Link Name field. The Link Names List panel displays the names of all the linked

regions.
3. Select the desired link names. When you display the list, the word *MULTIPLE* appears in the list panel heading.

Working With SmartTrace Information
Using SmartTrace, you can view the contents of a packet trace.

You can view a trace from the following locations:

• From the IP Resource Monitor, IP Node Monitor, or connection list (after activating a trace with the PT command)
• From the Packet Tracing Menu through a list of packet tracing definitions

The trace provides information about the flow of packets and helps you diagnose network problems.

NOTE
The displayed data depends on your security access. For more information, see your Security Administrator.

The following examples show how traces can help you identify conditions that can contribute to poor response time.

Example: Packet Fragmentation

If a packet is too large and it becomes fragmented, reassembly occurs at the destination. The process of fragmentation
and reassembly can contribute to poor response time.

If a packet has been fragmented, it is indicated under the Summary Information column on the Packet List panel.

 PROD---------------------- SmartTrace : Packet List ---------------------------

 Command ===>                                                   Scroll ===> CSR 

                                                                                

                                                                S/V=View P=Print

     Definition UDP2                                                          

     Stack .... TCPIP11                     Total Traced 32                     

     Local Port 8011                                                            

     Protocol   UDP                                                             

                                                                                

          Local Host Dir Foreign Host Port +Time Bytes Summary Infor

     0008 192.168.65.11    -> 192.168.65.31   32317 <0.001   1492   (Frag)      

     0009 192.168.65.11   <-  192.168.65.31   32317  4.005   1492   (Frag)      

     0010 192.168.65.11    -> 192.168.65.31   32317 <0.001   1492   (Frag)

Example: Retransmissions

When the packets are lost, the lost segment or segments are retransmitted. Retransmissions can contribute to poor
response time.

When an out-of-order segment is received, the receiver generates a duplicate acknowledgment for the highest in-
order data byte received. A single duplicate acknowledgment is not a reliable indicator of packet loss. The packets can
possibly be delivered, but not in the original order. TCP distinguishes between these cases by using three duplicate
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acknowledgments as an indicator of packet loss. On receipt of the third duplicate acknowledgment, the sending TCP
retransmits the segment that the duplicate ACK number references. This method is referred to as fast retransmission.

In the following example, the segment with relative sequence number (RelSeq) 1419406 was lost. Packet numbers 1522
through 1524 are duplicate acknowledgments of all data up to the segment with relative sequence number 1419406.
Packet number 1524, being the third duplicate acknowledgment, triggers fast retransmission, and packet number 1525 is
the retransmission of the segment.

 PROD---------------------- SmartTrace : Packet List ---------------------------

 Command ===>                                                   Scroll ===> CSR 

                                                                                

                                                                S/V=View P=Print

     Definition FTP                                                           

     Stack .... TCPIP11                     Total Traced 1697                   

     Local Host 192.168.65.11          <--> Foreign Host 192.168.135.39         

     Local Port 20                          Foreign Port 4177                   

     Protocol   TCP                                                             

                                                                                

          Dir +Time Bytes Summary Information                                

     1520  -> <0.001   1492  Ack Psh Win=32768 RelSeq=1482061 RelAck=1 TimeStamp

     1521 <-   0.043     52  Ack     Win=64095 RelSeq=1 RelAck=1419406 TimeStamp

     1522 <-   0.007     52  Ack     Win=64095 RelSeq=1 RelAck=1419406 TimeStamp

     1523 <-   0.007     52  Ack     Win=64095 RelSeq=1 RelAck=1419406 TimeStamp

     1524 <-   0.008     52  Ack     Win=64095 RelSeq=1 RelAck=1419406 TimeStamp

     1525  -> <0.001   1492  Ack Psh Win=32768 RelSeq=1419406 RelAck=1 TimeStamp

Example: Window Size to Receive Data

Each end of a TCP connection advertises a window size that specifies the size of the buffer that is available to receive
data. The size changes as data is moved into or out of the buffer. If the receiver advertises a window size of 0 (a closed
window), it stops the data transfer. The closed windows can contribute to poor response time.

When a window is closed, a subsequent TCP segment must be sent to open the window by advertising a nonzero window
size.

In the following example, the local end of the connection advertises a window size of 4096 in packet number 0309. After
receiving data packets 0312 through 0314 with a total of 4096 data bytes (excluding the headers), it closes the window
with packet number 0315. After a short delay, the local application apparently received 2048 bytes of data, freeing up
some local buffer space. The window is reopened with packet number 0317 that advertises a window size of 2048.

 PROD---------------------- SmartTrace : Packet List ---------------------------

 Command ===>                                                   Scroll ===> CSR 

                                                                                

                                                                S/V=View P=Print

     Definition TCP1                                                          

     Stack .... TCPIP11                     Total Traced 334                    

     Local Host 192.168.65.11                                                   

     Local Port 8011                                                            

     Protocol   TCP                                                             

                                                                                

          Dir Foreign Host Port +Time Bytes Summary Information          

     0309  -> 192.168.65.31   3375  <0.001     52  Ack Psh Win=4096 Seq=25131163

     0310 <-  192.168.65.31   3375   0.001     52  Ack Psh Win=6144 Seq=56108795

     0311 <-  192.168.65.31   3375  <0.001     52  Ack Psh Win=8192 Seq=56108795
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     0312 <-  192.168.65.31   3375  <0.001   1492  Ack     Win=8192 Seq=56108795

     0313 <-  192.168.65.31   3375  <0.001   1492  Ack     Win=8192 Seq=56108939

     0314 <-  192.168.65.31   3375  <0.001   1268  Ack Psh Win=8192 Seq=56109083

     0315  -> 192.168.65.31   3375  <0.001     52  Ack Psh Win=0 Seq=2513116335 

     0316  -> 192.168.65.31   3375  <0.001   1076  Ack Psh Win=0 Seq=2513116335 

     0317  -> 192.168.65.31   3375  <0.001   1076  Ack Psh Win=2048 Seq=25131173

  

View a Trace
After you have started a trace using SmartTrace, you can view the traced packets.

View a Trace from a Resource or a Connection

To view a trace from a resource or a connection, enter PTV next to the resource or connection.

The SmartTrace Packet List appears.

View a Trace from the Packet Tracing Menu

The Packet Tracing Menu lets you list running or saved traces, which you can view.

To view a trace from the Packet Tracing menu:

1. Enter /IPPKT at the prompt.
The Packet Tracing Menu appears.

2. Select the option for the type of definitions that you want to display.
The SmartTrace Packet Trace Definitions panel appears.

3. Position your cursor next to the definition for the packet trace you want to view, and press Enter.
The definition expands to list the packet traces.

4. Enter V (View) or S next to the packet trace.
The SmartTrace Packet List appears, listing the packets in the trace.

NOTE
If authorized, you can enter the EE command at the Command prompt to view UDP packets as EE packets.

5. (Optional) Enter PRINTLIST at the Command prompt to print the packets list.

Locate Packet Data
Using SmartTrace, you can tag packets that contain the data you want to find.

Use the TAG command on a Packet List panel to specify the data you want to locate. The command searches the content
of the packets (excluding the IP header) for the specified data. A TAG flag identifies the packets in which the data is
located. You can then use the FIND command to find these flags to locate those packets.

To locate packet data:

1. Enter TAG.
The TAG Command Prompt panel appears.

2. Specify the data that you want to locate, and then press F6 (Action).
Packets that contain the specified data are tagged, for example:

     0003 192.168.65.11   2859  <-  192.168.65.61   1817   0.001     82  Ack Psh

     0004 192.168.65.11   3001  <-  172.24.122.222  4607   0.009     50  Ack Psh

     TAG* 192.168.65.11   3001   -> 172.24.122.222  4607   0.009   1492  Ack    

     TAG2 192.168.65.11   3001   -> 172.24.122.222  4607  <0.001   1456  Ack Psh
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     0007 192.168.65.11   7005  <-  172.31.9.182    2347   0.147     48  Syn    

3. Find the tags using the FIND command:
TAGn

Indicates that the packet contains the data string that the nth tag specifies.
TAG+

Indicates that the packet contains some of the data strings to be located.
TAG*

Indicates that the packet contains all the data strings to be located.

To clear selected tags, enter TAGCLR and select the tags to clear.

To clear all tags, enter TAGCLR ALL or press F3 (Exit) to exit the Packet List panel.

Decode Packet Data for Specific Protocols and Ports
Decoding interprets the packet contents according to the specific protocol and application. When a packet is decoded,
its data is broken down into individual elements (for example, commands and flags). Whenever possible, the meaning
of each element is displayed in readable text. When a packet is not decoded, its data is displayed in hexadecimal dump
format with the corresponding EBCDIC and ASCII translations.

The TCP packets on the ports that are specified in the SMARTTRACE parameter group are decoded. The following
protocols are decoded:

• Distributed Relational Database Architecture (DRDA)
• FTP
• HTTP
• Simple Object Access Protocol (SOAP) (through HTTP ports)
• Telnet

You can also enter the DECODE command on a Packet List panel to decode TCP packet data for other DRDA, FTP,
HTTP, and Telnet ports. Decoding applies to the current session. If you exit and then reenter the panel, enter the
command again to perform specific decoding.

Packets that use the following protocols are also decoded by default:

• Enhanced Interior Gateway Routing Protocol (EIGRP)
• Generic Routing Encapsulation (GRE)
• Internet Control Message Protocol (ICMP)
• Internet Group Management Protocol (IGMP)
• IPSec
• Open Shortest Path First Interior Gateway Protocol (OSPFIGP)
• Transport Layer Security (TLS) and Secure Sockets Layer (SSL) handshake
• User Datagram Protocol (UDP) (for Enterprise Extender data only)

NOTE
Only data packets with header information are decoded. If the data spans multiple packets, only the first packet
is decoded.

To decode packet data for other ports

1. Enter DECODE.
The DECODE Command Prompt panel appears.

2. Specify the port number for the ports you want to decode, and press F6 (Action).
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A message appears, indicating that ports are defined for decoding. Part of the decoded information appears under
Summary Information.

3. Enter S next to a decoded packet.
The Formatted Packet Display panel appears, showing the decoded information.

After you specify the decoding of certain ports, you can disable their decoding for the currently listed packets by server
port type.

To disable the decoding of user-specified ports for a server type, enter DECODE  server_port_type  OFF.

NOTE
For more information about the syntax of the command, see the online help.

Example: Decoding of Packets on Port 21

The following example shows the decoding of Port 21:

     Definition FTP31                                                           

     Stack .... TCPIP11                     Description  USER001 FTP            

     Protocol   TCP                                                             

                                                                                

          Local Host LPort Dir Foreign Host Port +Time Bytes Summary

     0001 192.168.65.11   1433   -> 192.168.65.31   21         -     78  Req: PO

     0002 192.168.65.11   1433  <-  192.168.65.31   21    <0.001     74  Rsp: 20

     0003 192.168.65.11   1433   -> 192.168.65.31   21    <0.001     58  Req: NL

     0004 192.168.65.11   1471  <-  192.168.65.31   20     0.092     60  Syn    

     0005 192.168.65.11   1471   -> 192.168.65.31   20    <0.001     60  Ack Syn

     0006 192.168.65.11   1471  <-  192.168.65.31   20    <0.001     52  Ack    

     0007 192.168.65.11   1433  <-  192.168.65.31   21    <0.001     73  Rsp: 12

     0008 192.168.65.11   1471  <-  192.168.65.31   20    <0.001     84  Ack Psh

     0009 192.168.65.11   1471  <-  192.168.65.31   20    <0.001     52  Ack Psh

     0010 192.168.65.11   1471   -> 192.168.65.31   20    <0.001     52  Ack    

     0011 192.168.65.11   1471   -> 192.168.65.31   20    <0.001     52  Ack Psh

     0012 192.168.65.11   1471  <-  192.168.65.31   20    <0.001     52  Ack Psh

     0013 192.168.65.11   1433   -> 192.168.65.31   21     0.214     52  Ack Psh

Summary Information                                                 

     0001 Req: PORT 141,202,65,11,5,191                                       

     0002 Rsp: 200 Port request OK.                                           

     0003 Req: NLST                                                           

     0004 Syn     Win=65535 Seq=3986067402 MaxSeg=1452 WScale=3 TimeStamp     

     0005 Ack Syn Win=65535 Seq=1354158791 Ack=3986067403 MaxSeg=1452 WScale=3

     0006 Ack     Win=32768 Seq=3986067403 Ack=1354158792 TimeStamp           

     0007 Rsp: 125 List started OK                                            

     0008 Ack Psh Win=32768 Seq=3986067403 Ack=1354158792 TimeStamp           

     0009 Ack Psh Fin Win=32768 Seq=3986067435 Ack=1354158792 TimeStamp       

     0010 Ack     Win=32768 Seq=1354158792 Ack=3986067436 TimeStamp           

     0011 Ack Psh Fin Win=32768 Seq=1354158792 Ack=3986067436 TimeStamp       

     0012 Ack Psh Win=32768 Seq=3986067436 Ack=1354158793 TimeStamp           

     0013 Ack Psh Win=32747 Seq=1351125108 Ack=3978318867 TimeStamp

Packets 1 through 3 and 7, which use Port 21, are decoded.

Packets 4 through 6 and 8 through 12, are not decoded. They do not use Port 21.
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Packet 13, which uses Port 21, is not decoded. The packet contains no data.

DRDA Packets

IBM DB2 distributed database functionality is based on DRDA. Decoding the packets helps application programmers and
network analysts who have limited knowledge of DB2 to diagnose problems.

The SMARTTRACE parameter group specifies the decoded ports. You can also use the DECODE command to specify
ports on demand.

On the 3270 interface, you can use the following primary commands to change the contents in the Summary Information
column:

SQLVIEW
(Default view) Displays the SQL commands and responses in a DRDA packet. If there is no SQL information, the
Distributed Data Management (DDM) commands and responses are shown.

This view is useful for troubleshooting SQL application issues. When a response shows an SQL status code, you
can display an explanation of the code using the SQL line command.

DDMVIEW
Displays only the DDM commands and responses in a DRDA packet. This view requires knowledge of the DRDA
command set. The following panel shows the previous example in DDM view:

IPSec Packets

Decoded IPSec packets help network analysts diagnose problems, for example, error during IKE negotiations.

The following example shows IKE negotiations during the establishment of an Enterprise Extender (EE) connection:
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TLS and SSL Handshake Packets

Decoded TLS and SSL handshake packets help network analysts diagnose problems during the negotiations between
two applications to establish connection.

The following example shows a typical negotiation:

SOAP Packets

The decoded SOAP packets help network analysts diagnose problems. The decoded data helps you identify requests that
have failed and gain understanding of the data flow that transpires during a web service exchange.

Decoding is limited to HTTP as the underlying protocol for transporting the SOAP messages.

The following example shows an error condition:

Typically, the SOAP packets are segmented. You can view the reassembled packets using data flow reports.

Hide Decoded Information from the Packet List
You can hide decoded information from packets on the Packet List panel.

During diagnosis, you want to see the summary information about TCP instead of the decoded FTP, HTTP, and Telnet
ports. For example, you want to find out about the window sizes and sequence numbers across a number of packets. The
TCPSUMM command lets you hide any decoded information temporarily on the Packet List panel.

To hide decoded information from the packet list, enter TCPSUMM at the Command prompt.

To redisplay the decoded information, enter REFRESH at the Command prompt.
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NOTE
The F6 Refresh option can be used only with active traces.

View Packet Data
From the Packet List in SmartTrace, you can view the details of a packet. You can view the details in different formats.

To view the details of a packet using SmartTrace:

1. Enter V (View) or S next to the packet that you want to view.
The details appear.

NOTE
To view the actual data in a packet, you must have authority.

2. (Optional) Press F6 (Format) to cycle through the formats.
The format of the displayed details changes.

Formatted Packet Display

The contents of the Formatted Packet Display vary according to the type of packet and its contents. Three display formats
for the Formatted Packet Display exist. You can move between the three display formats by pressing F6 (Format).

NOTE
For more information about the displayed information, see the Request for Comments (RFC) for the protocol
being used:

• RFC 791 for IP
• RFC 793, RFC 1323, and RFC 2018 for TCP
• RFC 768 for UDP
• RFC 792 for ICMP

The Formatted Packet Display shows several groups of data. Some of these groups of data are displayed in only one
format of the panel; others are displayed in two or three of the formats.

Each group of data relates to one of the following items:

• The packet as a whole
• IP
• The related protocol (TCP, UDP, or ICMP)

Format A

This format displays the following data:

• Packet details
• IP header fields
• IP options
• Protocol header fields
• Protocol data

PROD------------------ TCP/IP : Formatted Packet Display -------Columns 001 079

Command ===>                                                   Scroll ===> PAGE

********************************* TOP OF DATA *********************************

PKT  Packet # ..... 00000002     Direction .........  Recv 

     Date ......... 19-SEP-2006  Time ..............  10:16:58.408203

     Link Name .... OSATR0
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IP   Source Addr ..... 10.16.91.126    Destination Addr ... 10.16.77.25   

     IP Version ...... 4               Header Length ...... 5           

     Type of Service . B'00000000'     Total Length ....... 40       

     Identification .. 47203           Flags .............. B'010'   

     Frag Offset ..... 0               Time To Live ....... 125        

     Protocol ........ TCP             Header Chksum ...... X'0BD4'

    

TCP  Src Port ........ 2336            Dest Port ... TELNET     

     Seq Number ...... X'F9F3F6F5'     Ack Number .. X'F6F8F3F4'       

     Data Offset ..... 20              Flags ....... ACK      

     Window .......... 8638            Checksum .... X'C06C'                   

     Urgent Pointer .. 0 

Format B

This format displays the following data:

• Packet details
• IP header fields
• IP options
• IP header
• Protocol header fields
• Protocol header data
• Protocol data

PROD----------------- TCP/IP : Formatted Packet Display -------Columns 001 079

Command ===>                                                  Scroll ===> PAGE

********************************* TOP OF DATA ********************************

PKT  Packet # ..... 00000002     Direction .........  Recv  

     Date ......... 19-SEP-2006  Time ..............  10:16:58.408203

     Link Name .... OSATR0

IP   Source Addr ..... 10.16.91.126    Destination Addr ... 10.16.77.25 

     IP Version ...... 4               Header Length ...... 5  

     Type of Service . B'00000000'     Total Length ....... 40       

     Identification .. 47203           Flags .............. B'010'           

     Frag Offset ..... 0               Time To Live ....... 125              

     Protocol ........ TCP             Header Chksum ...... X'0BD4'

   

          +----------- IP Header -----------+ +--- EBCDIC ---+ +---  ASCII ---+

    +0000 45000028 B8634000 7D060BD4 C7005B7E         '  MG $= E  ( c@ }      ~

    +0010 C7005019                            G &                P            

TCP  Src Port ........ 2336            Dest Port ... TELNET 

     Seq Number ...... X'F9F3F6F5'     Ack Number .. X'F6F8F3F4'   

     Data Offset ..... 20              Flags ....... ACK

Format C

This format displays the following data:
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• Packet details
• IP header
• IP data

********************************* TOP OF DATA *********************************

PKT  Packet # ..... 00000002     Direction .........  Recv       

     Date ......... 19-SEP-2006  Time ..............  10:16:58.408203        

     Link Name .... OSATR0

          +-------- IP Header Data ---------+ +--- EBCDIC ---+ +---  ASCII ---+

    +0000 45000028 B8634000 7D060BD4 C7005B7E         '  MG $= E  ( c@ }      ~

    +0010 C7005019                            G &                P             

                                                                               

          +------------ IP Data ------------+ +--- EBCDIC ---+ +---  ASCII ---+

    +0000 09200017 28BCF407 37D33643 501021BE       4  L  &        (   7 6CP !

    +0010 C06C0000                            {%                l              

****************************** BOTTOM OF DATA *********************************

Packet Details on the Formatted Packet Display

The packet details are displayed in all three formats of the Formatted Packet Display.

PKT  Packet # ........ 00000002        Direction .........  Send             

     Date ............ 12-Mar-2006     Time ..............  15:32:09.456064  

     Link Name ....... IUCVLNK

IP Header Fields on the Formatted Packet Display

The IP header fields for the packet are displayed in Format A and Format B of the Formatted Packet Display.

     IP Version ...... 4               Header Length ...... 5            

     Type of Service . B'00000000'     Total Length ....... 472          

     Identification .. 22900           Flags .............. B'000'       

     Frag Offset ..... 0               Time To Live ....... 60           

     Protocol ........ UDP             Header Chksum ...... X'D555'

IP Options on the Formatted Packet Display

For some packets, a group of items is displayed as the IP options in Format A of the Formatted Packet Display.

     OPTION=COPY   CONTROL  LOOSE_SRC LEN=11 PTR=4                             

            1.2.3.4                                                            

            5.6.7.8                                                            

     OPTION=NOCOPY CONTROL  END_LIST

NOTE
For more information about IP options, see RFC 791.
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Protocol Header Fields on the Formatted Packet Display

Protocol header fields are displayed in Format A and Format B of the Formatted Packet Display. The displayed header
depends on the protocol: TCP, UDP, or ICMP.

TCP Header Fields on the Formatted Packet Display

TCP  Src Port ........ TELNET          Dest Port ... 3355                      

     Seq Number ...... X'F9F3F6F5'     Ack Number .. X'F6F8F3F4'               

     Data Offset ..... 20              Flags ....... ACK PSH                   

     Window .......... 1853            Checksum .... X'6981'                   

     Urgent Pointer .. 0

UDP Header Fields on the Formatted Packet Display

UDP  Src Port ........ 53              Dest Port ... 1173                      

     Length .......... 94              Checksum .... X'BE47'

ICMP Header Fields on the Formatted Packet Display

ICMP Msg Type ............... Echo Request                                     

     Code ................... 0                                                

     Checksum ............... X'7A94'                                          

     Identifier ............. 12                                               

     Sequence Number ........ 0

  

TCP Options on the Formatted Packet Display

For some packets, TCP options are displayed in Format A of the Formatted Packet Display.

 TCP Option               Value

 ----------               -----

 Maximum Segment Size     255  

 No Operation                  

 End Of Options List

Protocol Data on the Formatted Packet Display

Protocol data appears in Format A and Format B of the Formatted Packet Display. Protocol header data appears in
Format B only.

The displayed details depend on the protocol: TCP, UDP, or ICMP. The packet data is displayed in three columns in
different representations: hexadecimal, EBCDIC, and ASCII.

TCP Data on the Formatted Packet Display

          +----------- TCP Data ------------+ +--- EBCDIC ---+ +---  ASCII ---+

    +0000 3C404000 13114040 2902C0E8 42F5E2E3           {Y 5ST <@@   @@)   B   

    +0010 D5D4F13C 40616029 02C0E842 F5E2A385 AB1  /-  {Y 5Abc    <@a)   B    

    +0020 8740E296 12A3A456 12345678 C0E842F5 g Software  {Y 5  @        )   B 

    +0030 3CC15060 11C15029 02C0E842 F23CC260  A&- A&  {Y 2 B- < P P)   B < 

    +0040 4011C260 2902C0F0 42F43CC2 E6402902   B-  {0 4 BW    @  )   B <  @) 
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    +0050 C0E842F7 4E3CC27D 604E3CC3 12345678 {Y 7+ B'-+ C-      B N< }< @) 

    +0060 C0F042F4 D3E44040 12345678 C0E842F7 {0 4LU      {Y 7   B   @@@@)   B 

    +0070 D5D5D5D5 D5F0F0F2 11C3F029 02C0F042 aaaaa002 C0  {0             )   B

    +0080 F43CC3F6 402902C0 E842F74F 3CC4C67E 4 C6   {Y 7| DF=  <  @)   B O<  ~

    +0090 3CC44D40 4F3CC4D6 402902C0 F042F1D6  D( | DO   {0 1O < M@O<  @)   B  

    +00A0 2902C0E8 42F7D629 02C0E842 F2D62902   {Y 7O  {Y 2O   )   B  )   B  )

TCP Header Data on the Formatted Packet Display

          +-------- TCP Header Data --------+ +--- EBCDIC ---+ +---  ASCII ---+

    +0000 00170D1B 0DBC6D44 0DA807C4 5018073D       _  y D&          mD    P  =

    +0010 69810000                       a                 i

UDP Data on the Formatted Packet Display

          +----------- UDP Data ------------+ +--- EBCDIC ---+ +---  ASCII ---+

    +0000 00018580 00010001 00000000 02353302   e                           53 

    +0010 12345678 12345678 07696E2D 61646472           > /    90 0 192 in-addr

    +0020 04617270 6100000C 0001C00C 000C0001  /  /     {       arpa           

    +0030 0000D141 12345678 616E796D 65646502   J     />_        A   ganymede 

    +0040 12345678 03313939 07696E2D 61646472           > /    90 0 192 in-addr

    +0050 04617270 6100                        /  /             arpa

UDP Header Data on the Formatted Packet Display

          +---------- UDP Header -----------+ +--- EBCDIC ---+ +---  ASCII ---+

    +0000 00350495 005EBE47                      n ;            5    G

ICMP Data on the Formatted Packet Display

          +----------- ICMP Data -----------+ +--- EBCDIC ---+ +---  ASCII ---+

    +0000 48B63B8B 1A1F56FF 10111213 14151617                  H ;   V         

    +0010 18191A1B 1C1D1E1F 20212223 24252627                           !"#$%&'

    +0020 28292A2B 2C2D2E2F 30313233 34353637                  ()*+,-./01234567

    +0030 38393A3B 3C3D3E3F 40414243 44454647                  89:;<=>?@ABCDEFG

    +0040 48494A4B 4C4D4E4F 50515253 54555657   ¢.<(+|&        HIJKLMNOPQRSTUVW

    +0050 58595A5B 5C5D5E5F 60616263 64656667   !$*);-/       XYZ  _

    +0060 68696A6B 6C6D6E6F 70717273 74757677   <x:ad>,%_>?   hijklmnopqrstuvw

    +0070 78797A7B 7C7D7E7F 80818283 84858687  :#@'=" abcdefg xyz{<x:ad>}~     

    +0080 88898A8B 8C8D8E8F 90919293 94959697 hi       jklmnop                 

    +0090 98999A9B 9C9D9E9F A0A1A2A3 A4A5A6A7 qr       ~stuvwx                 

    +00A0 A8A9AAAB ACADAEAF B0B1B2B3 B4B5B6B7 yz

ICMP Header Data on the Formatted Packet Display

          +---------- ICMP Header ----------+ +--- EBCDIC ---+ +---  ASCII ---+

    +0000 08007A94 000C0000                     :m               z

IP Data on the Formatted Packet Display

          +------------ IP Data ------------+ +--- EBCDIC ---+ +---  ASCII ---+

    +0000 00170D1B 0DBC6D44 0DA807C4 5018073D       _  y D&          mD    P  =
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    +0010 12345678 01C21140 40290142 F4114040  a   B      4    i      @@) B  @@

    +0020 3C404000 12345678 2902C0E8 42F5E2E3           {Y 5ST <@@   @@)   B   

    +0030 D5D4F13C 12345678 02C0E842 F5E2A385 XX1  /-  {Y 5Abc    <@a)   B    

    +0040 12345678 8740E296 86A3A681 12345678 defgh Software        @        ) 

    +0050 C0E842F5 3CC15060 11C15029 02C0E842 {Y 5 A&- A&  {Y    B < P P)   B

    +0060 F23CC260 4011C260 2902C0F0 42F43CC2 2 B-  B-  {0 4 B  < @  )   B < 

    +0070 E6402902 C0E842F7 4E3CC27D 604E3CC3 W   {Y 7+ B'-+ C  @)   B N< }< 

    +0080 60402902 C0F042F4 D3E44040 40402902 -   {0 4LU       @)   B   @@@@) 

    +0090 C1E234F5 D5D5D5D5 D5F0F0F2 11C3F029 {Y 7aaaaa002 C0    B            )

    +00A0 02C0F042 F43CC3F6 402902C0 E842F74F  {0 4 C6   {Y 7|    B <  @)   B O

IP Header Data on the Formatted Packet Display

          +----------- IP Header -----------+ +--- EBCDIC ---+ +---  ASCII ---+ 

    +0000 450004D8 721C0000 3C06A9AB C7005019    Q      z G &  E   r   <     P 

    +0010 C700803E                            G                   >

Print Packet Data
When you use SmartTrace, both the Packet List panel and the Formatted Packet Display panel let you print the data in
a packet.

To print packet data from Packet List:

1. Enter P (Print) next to the packet that you want to print.
The Confirm Printer panel appears.

2. Specify your printing requirements and press F6 (Confirm).
The packet details are printed.

To print packet data from Formatted Packet Display:

1. Enter PRINT at the command prompt.
The Confirm Printer panel appears.

2. Specify your printing requirements, and press F6 (Confirm).
The packet details are printed.

Working With SmartTraces
Actions that can be initiated on completed SmartTraces

You can initiate the following actions on completed SmartTraces:

• Save
• Export
• Import (import a trace in libcap format and use SmartTrace to analyze the trace)
• Print
• Generate reports
• Merge traces

Refer to the topics that follow for details.

Save a SmartTrace
Understand the different states of SmartTraces.

A trace can be in one of the following states:
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Running
The trace is active.

Ended
The trace has stopped.

Saved
The trace is saved to IPFILE.

Saving
A save has been initiated, but the save process is not complete.

WARNING
A trace expires after a period. Also, if NetMaster SSI terminates, a Running or Ended trace is deleted. If you
want to retain a trace, save it.

Follow these steps:

1. Enter /IPPKT from the prompt.
The Packet Tracing Menu appears.

2. Select the option that displays the trace that you want to save.
The SmartTrace Packet Trace Definitions panel appears.

3. Position your cursor next to the definition that you want to save, and press Enter.
The packet traces appear.

4. Enter SAV next to the packet trace that you want to save.
The Save Packet Trace dialog appears.

5. Enter a description in the Description field.
The Packet Trace Definitions panel appears. The trace is saved and the state of the trace is SAVED.

Export a SmartTrace
You can export a trace to a physical sequential (PS) data set or a z/OS UNIX file. You can then use another external
application to view the file.

If you plan to export to a data set, allocate it first with the following requirements:

Organization
-- PS

Record length
-- 2056 bytes minimum (for libpcap output format) or 27994 bytes minimum (for CTRACE output format)

Block size
-- (record_length + 4 bytes) to 32760 bytes

Record format
-- VB

Follow these steps:

1. Enter /IPPKT (or /SMART) from the prompt.
The Packet Tracing Menu appears.

2. Select the option for the type of definitions or traces you want to display.
The Packet Trace Definitions panel appears.

3. Position your cursor next to the packet trace that you want to export and press Enter.
The packet trace details appear.

4. Enter EX next to the packet trace that you want to export.
The Export Packet Trace panel appears.

5. Complete the following fields:
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Dataset or HFS File
Specifies the name of the output file into which the trace is saved. This output can be a PS data set or a z/OS
UNIX file.

WARNING
If you are exporting to CTRACE, use a PS data set.

Adjust Time By
Specifies the adjustment value that you want to apply to the timestamp associated with each packet during the
export operation. For example, SmartTrace captured the trace on a mainframe with the TOD clock set to GMT.
The trace is then viewed on a workstation in the +11:00 time zone. An adjustment of +11:00 is required to make
the packet timestamps appear unchanged.

Output Format
Specifies the format in which the output file is written. The valid values are CTRACE and libpcap.

Press F6 (Action).
The trace is exported.

NOTE
If you transfer this file by FTP to a PC for viewing with a trace application, use an FTP transfer mode of binary.

Import a Trace
You can import a trace from libpcap format into SmartTrace.

The Packet Tracing Menu contains an option that lets you import a trace file that is in libpcap format. After the file is
imported, you can use the SmartTrace features to analyze the trace. The file can be a data set or a z/OS UNIX file (up to
64 KB).

Follow these steps:

1. Enter the /LIBPCAP panel shortcut.
A panel prompts you for the file.

2. Specify a description for the imported file and the name of the file being imported, and then press F6 (Action).
The file is imported. You can view the imported file on the Saved Traces List panel.

Print a SmartTrace
You can print your trace in one of the following formats:

• The entire packet trace
• The list of packets in summary format

Follow these steps:

1. Enter /IPPKT from the prompt.
The Packet Tracing Menu appears.

2. Select the option for the type of definitions that you want to display.
The Packet Trace Definitions panel appears.

3. Position your cursor next to the packet trace that you want to print, and press Enter.
The packet trace details appear.

4. Position your cursor next to the packet trace that you want to print, and enter one of the following commands:
– To print the entire packet trace, enter P.
– To print the list of packets in summary format, enter PL.
A confirmation dialog appears.

5. Press Enter.
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The Confirm Printer dialog appears.
6. Complete the details of your printer and press F6 (Confirm).

The trace is printed.

Generate SmartTrace Reports
You can generate IPCS reports for a SmartTrace packet trace. The generated reports depend on the contents of the trace
and fall into the following categories:

The generated IPCS reports from SmartTrace depend on the contents of the trace and fall into the following categories:

• DRDA Distributed Data Management (DDM) summary reports for connection establishment information between
servers

• Data flow reports for TCP sessions (if you are authorized to view data) -- The reports shows the data that is exchanged
between TCP peer applications. If the data is segmented, the data is reassembled.

• Session reports for general information about sessions (for example, between two hosts)
• Statistics reports for statistical information about the trace (for example, the number of transferred packets for each

protocol used)

You can generate the reports either through the GR action against a trace or through the REPORTS command on a
Packet List panel.

Follow these steps:

1. Enter GR next to a trace, or enter REPORTS on a Packet List panel.
A panel is displayed to show you the progress of the report generation. When the report is ready, it lists the reports. A
report name with a number (in parentheses) contains multiple reports.

2. Enter S next to a report.
The report is displayed. If the report name indicates multiple reports, it is expanded to list those reports.
You can also print or save a report.

Merge SmartTraces
Trace merging allows you to diagnose network issues from the perspective of both the originating and receiving systems,
so that you can more easily locate and troubleshoot cross-system issues, without having to switch back and forth between
multiple systems and packet lists. The Merge Trace action combines two traces and presents the results in chronological
order, either by time difference between one packet and the previous packet (+Time), or the actual time (Time). Because
the merged display is time-ordered, the Trace Merge option is most useful in a sysplex, where all systems are time-
synchronized.

To use the Trace Merge (M) option, follow these steps:

1. Enter either /IPPKT  or /SMART to access the Packet Tracing Menu.
2. Select the List All Saved SmartTraces option (LS).
3. Enter ? at the Link Name field to specify the two systems from which you will be performing the merge. The two

systems will be identified as Local Host and Foreign Host on the Merged Packet List panel.
4. Enter M (Merge Trace) next to each of the two traces to be merged.

NOTE
This feature is intended to compare only two traces at a time. Using it to compare multiple pairs of traces
could cause unintended results.
NOTE
If you mistakenly select a trace to be merged, re-enter M next to the incorrect selection, and press [Enter].
The message IPPT5051 Trace [trace name] reset for merge displays, and the trace returns to its
unmarked state. In addition, if you select one trace to be merged, but do not immediately select the second
trace, the first trace remains selected for merging until you either re-enter M or perform the merge.
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5. Press [Enter]. The Merged Packet List displays, as shown below:

The Merged Packet List is arranged with color-coded (green and blue) summary headers of each trace, followed by a
time-ordered list of the panels. The packets in the list display according to the color associated with the trace. Note that
you can:

• Use F4 to change the time display in the list view: the default is +Time, which displays the time difference between one
packet and the previous packet in same trace; pressing F4 changes the list display to show the local time when the
packet was traced.

• Select any packet to view packet details.

Refer to the online help for more information on viewing packet trace details.

Using CTRACE
CTRACE is an MVS diagnostic service aid. Your region uses it to obtain traces of IP packets flowing to and from a TCP/IP
stack on a z/OS Communications Server host.

The CTRACE packet tracing facility includes the following features:

• Ability to start and stop CTRACE (Component Trace)
• Ability to trace the IP packets with specified criteria
• Ability, when AT-TLS is in use and the CtraceClearText parameter is set to On, to perform a data trace and view

application data flows in clear text. Data traces are stored as packet traces with an emulated IP and protocol header;
the new Trace Type field for the emulated packets displays a value of Data in the Formatted Packet Display.

• A trace format and display facility
• Ability to display active traces
• An archive of trace information
• Ability to export traces to a PS data set or an HFS file in either CTRACE or libpcap format
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Display CTRACE Tracing Menu

The CTRACE Tracing Menu lets you control tracing and list the traces.

To display the CTRACE Tracing Menu, enter /CTRACE at a prompt.

The CTRACE Tracing Menu appears. The options on the menu are listed in the order in which you would typically use
them.

How to Perform a Trace and Save Data
Perform an IBM Component Trace (CTRACE) and save and view the trace data in NetMaster.

To perform a trace and save the trace data

1. Start the trace. If CTRACE is inactive, you are prompted to start it.
2. Reproduce the problem that you are tracing.
3. Stop the trace, which stops CTRACE.
4. Save the packet trace data.

You can also see which traces are currently running, and view saved trace data.

Start a Trace

Before you can trace packets, start CTRACE (Component Trace). If CTRACE is inactive, you are prompted to start
CTRACE. The Start CTRACE panel appears. You can also start CTRACE from the CTRACE Tracing Menu.

NOTE
To trace TCP/IP packets, CTRACE must be started with an external writer.

Follow these steps:

1. Enter /CTRACE at the prompt.
The CTRACE Tracing Menu appears.

2. Select either PT (Start Packet Tracing) or DT (Start Data Tracing). In NetMaster NM for TCP/IP, packet traces and
data traces are performed and accessed in the same way. Data traces are stored as packet traces with an emulated IP
and protocol header. Data traces can be distinguished in that the Trace Type field for the emulated packets displays a
value of Data in the PKT section of the Formatted Packet Display.
(Optional) Complete the fields to limit your trace.
The Start CTRACE panel appears.

IMPORTANT
In order to use data tracing, the AT-TLS parameter <b>CtraceClearText</b> must be set to <b>On</b> for
the relevant section, i.e., Environment, Group, or Connection.

3. (Optional) Change the stack for which you want to start the trace or the contents of the Command to Start CTRACE
field.
The trace is ready to be started with your requirements.

4. Press F6 (Action).
CTRACE starts, and the trace job values are saved. These saved options are then used as defaults next time you use
this panel.
NetMaster NM for TCP/IP issues the specified command for the stack. The region then automatically responds to the
WTOR messages written to the console during CTRACE start processing.

NOTE
If any errors are encountered when starting CTRACE, error information is written to the activity log. To view this
log, enter /LOG at the prompt.
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List Active Traces

To identify the traces you have started, you can list active traces whenever any are running.

Follow these steps:

1. Enter /CTRACE at the prompt.
The CTRACE Tracing Menu appears.

2. Enter LA (List Active Traces).
(Optional) To list the active packet traces in a remote region, identify the INMC link to that region in the Link Name
field.
Press Enter.
The Active Packet Trace List appears.

Stop a Trace

Before you can save your trace data, stop packet tracing, which also stops CTRACE.

Follow these steps:

1. Enter /CTRACE at the prompt.
The CTRACE Tracing Menu appears.

2. Enter ST (Stop Traces).
(Optional) To stop traces on a remote region, specify the name of the INMC link to that region in the Link Name field.
Press Enter.
The Confirm Trace Stop panel appears.

3. Press F6 (Confirm).
The Packet Tracing Menu appears with a message confirming that the trace has been stopped.

Save CTRACE Data

When you have stopped tracing, save the CTRACE records. You can then view the traced packets.

Follow these steps:

1. Enter /CTRACE at the prompt.
The CTRACE Tracing Menu appears.

2. Select the option, SV (Save Trace Data).
The Save Trace Data panel appears.

3. Press F6 (Action).
The CTRACE Tracing Menu appears, with a message indicating:
– How many IP packets were saved
– How many IP packets were in error

You can list the saved traces using Option L.

Saved Packet Traces
After you have saved the packet trace data, you can view it. You can view the following levels of detail:

• The list of saved traces
• The IP addresses in a selected trace
• All connections in a trace
• The list of packets in a selected trace
• Data for a selected packet
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List Saved Traces

The Saved Trace List provides information about the trace, including:

• Save start date
• Save start time
• Save end time
• Save user ID
• A short description of the trace
• Packet count
• Number of IP addresses in the trace

If the number exceeds the capacity of the IPFILE packet trace header record, a > symbol appears next to that IP
address count.

• The most common IP addresses
• A complete list of IP addresses, if you select a particular trace

Follow these steps:

1. Enter /CTRACE at the prompt.
The CTRACE Tracing menu appears.

2. Enter L (List Saved Traces).
(Optional) To list saved traces in a remote region, specify the name of the INMC link to that region in the Link Name
field.
Press Enter.
The Saved Trace List appears.
The Saved Trace List displays a list of traces that were captured and loaded from CTRACE. The list is sorted (in
reverse save-date and time chronological order) to show the most recent trace first.

Update Packet Trace Description

The Packet Trace Description Update panel lets you update the short description of the saved traces on the Saved Trace
List. The panel also displays the following key information from the Saved Trace List about the trace:

• Saved date and time
• User ID
• IP address count
• Packet count

To access the Packet Trace Description Update panel, enter U (Update) next to an entry on the Saved Trace List.

The Packet Trace Description Update panel appears.

List IP Addresses in a Trace

The Packet Trace IP Address List displays a number of IP addresses (sorted in chronological order) in a selected trace.
The number of IP addresses listed is the number of IP addresses that can be stored in the packet trace header record. If
more IP addresses exist, a > symbol appears next to that IP address count on the Saved Trace List.

To list the IP addresses in a trace, enter I (IP Address List) next to an entry on the Saved Trace List.

The IP addresses are displayed.

NOTE
You can access a connection list or a packet list from this panel.
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Sort IP Addresses

The SORT command lets you display the Packet Trace IP Address List in a sort order other than the default chronological
order.

The operand values for the command are associated with the column heading of the column you want to sort by. For
example, enter SORT BYTES to sort the list by the number of bytes.

The SORT operands are as follows:

?
Displays the available sort values for the list.

TIME
Sorts by time of first occurrence of a packet for the address.

BYTES
Sorts by the number of bytes in all packets for the address.

PKTCOUNT
Sorts by the number or frequency of packets for the address.

IPADDR
Sorts by the IP addresses.

Follow these steps:

1. Enter SORT ? at the prompt.
The Sort Values List appears.

2. Select the sort value, and press Enter.
The Packet Trace IP Address List appears sorted in the specified order.

NOTE
Alternatively, to change the sort order, issue the SORT xxx command. xxx is a valid name, for a sort field, that
consists of the minimum number of characters (for uniqueness) from the sort column heading. For example, to
sort by number of bytes, issue the SORT B command.

Locate IP Addresses

You can use the LOCATE command to position a particular row at the top of the list.

This command works only when the IP address list is sorted using the SORT command to change the default sort order.

The value that you specify after the LOCATE command applies to the sort value that has been issued on the list. The
LOCATE value applies to the first column of the list only if you have sorted by the first column.

Example: Locate Information on a List Sorted by IP Address

You sort the list by IP Address, and you issue the LOCATE 200 command. The first IP address that starts with 200 comes
into view. The command locates an IPv4 address in preference to an IPv6 address. If you want to locate an IPv6 address,
include the colon (:) (for example, 200:).

List Connections in a Trace

The Packet Trace Connection List displays connections (sorted into chronological order) in a selected trace.

This list has a header that displays some trace record information.

To access the connections in a trace, enter C (Connection List) next to an entry on the following lists:

• Saved Trace List (accessible using the option, L, on CTRACE Tracing menu)
• Packet Trace IP Address List (accessible using the action, S, on Saved Trace List)
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The connections are displayed.

Sort Connections

The SORT command lets you display the Packet Trace Connection List in a sort order other than the default order of date
and time.

The operand values are associated with the column heading of the column (except the Connect Count column) that you
want to sort by. For example, enter SORT BYTES to sort the list by the number of bytes.

The SORT operands are as follows:

?
Displays the available sort values for the list.

TIME
Sort by time of first occurrence of the packet trace.

BYTES
Sorts by the number of bytes in a packet.

PKTCOUNT
Sorts by the number or frequency of packets.

FHOST
Sorts by the IP addresses of the foreign hosts.

FPORT
Sorts by port numbers of foreign ports.

LHOST
Sorts by the IP addresses of the local hosts.

LPORT
Sorts by port numbers of local ports.

Locate Connections

You can use the LOCATE command to position a particular row at the top of the list.

This command works only when the connection list is sorted using the SORT command to change the default sort order.

The value that you specify after the LOCATE command applies to the sort value that has been issued on the list. The
LOCATE value applies to the first column of the list only if you have sorted by the first column.

List Packets in a Selected Trace

The Packet List displays all packets (sorted into chronological order) in a selected trace, optionally filtered for a specific IP
address or connection. This list has a header that displays some trace record information.

Follow these steps:

1. Enter P (Packet List) next to the trace that you want to view on the Saved Trace List.

NOTE
If you have just saved the trace, then it is at the top of the list.

The details of the packets that were traced are displayed. If the save processing found major errors when reading from
the CTRACE file, the warning message for each packet in error appears on Packet List. Examples of major errors are
missing records or invalid packet headers. The following reasons are possible for packets being in error:
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– The IP version is not supported.
– The IP header length has a value less than 5.
– The IP header length exceeds the IP packet length.
– The IP header total length does not match the actual length of the datagram.

2. If you want to view the contents of a packet, enter S or F next to the packet.
The Formatted Packet Display panel appears. You can press F6 (Format) to cycle through the various formats.

3. If you want to print the displayed content, press F4 (Print).
The Confirm Printer panel appears.
a. Complete the fields.

4. Press F6 (Confirm).

The report is printed.

NOTE
For more information, press F1 (Help).

Review Errors in Packets
Sometimes during the formatting of a packet trace, errors are found, such as invalid field values in packet headers. The
Packet Trace facility cannot analyze these headers. The facility displays warning messages, in red, on the Packet List
panel to inform you of these errors.

The warning messages relate to such things as:

• Incorrect lengths
• Invalid use of flags
• Invalid field values
• Reserved fields being used
• Invalid IP and TCP options
• Invalid checksums

Follow these steps:

1. Enter /CTRACE.L at a prompt.
The Saved Trace List appears.

2. Enter PE (IP Packets in Error) next to the trace entry you want to view. Any trace containing errors is in pink.
The IP packets in error are listed.

3. Enter S or D next to an error entry.
A Formatted Packet Display of the packet in error appears.

4. Review the errors:
– See the appropriate RFC, and determine the correct usage of fields in the protocol.
– Identify the device/program that is sending the invalid packets.
– Identify other IP devices that the packet traversed. These devices are possible culprits corrupting the packet.
– Rectify the problem.

Export a CTRACE Trace
After you have saved a CTRACE, you can export it to a physical sequential (PS) data set or an HFS file.

If you plan to export to a data set, allocate it first with the following requirements:

Organization
-- PS
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Record length
-- 2056 bytes minimum (for libpcap output format) or 27994 bytes minimum (for CTRACE output format)

Block size
-- (record_length + 4 bytes) to 32760 bytes

Record format
-- VB

Follow these steps:

1. Enter /CTRACE at the prompt.
The CTRACE Tracing Menu appears.

2. Enter L (List Saved Traces).
(Optional) To list saved traces in a remote region, specify the name of the INMC link to that region in the Link Name
field.
Press Enter.
The Saved Trace List appears.

3. Enter EX (Export) next to the trace that you want to export.
The Export CTRACE Trace panel appears.

4. Complete the fields, and then press F6 (Action).
The trace is exported.

Using Telnet
Use Telnet from the prompt or with line commands to connect to remote hosts or network management platforms.

You can use the Telnet protocol to connect to:

• A remote host, such as a channel card, a router, or a UNIX system.
• A network management platform where you can issue commands.

For example, you might use Telnet to view the status of router interfaces or to update router configurations.

You can establish a Telnet connection to a remote host from the prompt, which defaults to full-screen mode, or by using
line commands.

Start a Telnet Connection in Full-Screen Mode
Using Telnet in full-screen mode allows rapid problem diagnosis when used from other TCP/IP management displays such
as the traceroute display.

The full-screen mode uses a full screen of the 3270 to display the Telnet connection line by line. The mode emulates a
line-by-line terminal, which the Telnet protocol calls a network virtual terminal (NVT).

NOTE
The Telnet function does not provide access to remote facilities that use more advanced terminal facilities, such
as full-screen editors.

To start a full-screen Telnet connection to a remote host:

1. Type /IPDIAG at the prompt and press Enter.
The Network Diagnosis Functions menu appears.

2. Enter TN (Start a Telnet Connection) and complete the following fields:
Host Name/Address

Specifies the name or IP address of the remote host you want to connect to.
Port Number

Specifies the port number for the Telnet connection.
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3. Press Enter.
The TCP/IP: Telnet panel appears.

Other Methods of Starting Full-Screen Telnet Connections

You can also start a full-screen (FS) Telnet connection using any of the following methods:

• By entering TN (Telnet) against a node on the IP Node Monitor
• By applying the TN (Telnet) action against a host or router on the Trace Route Result List
• By applying the TN (Telnet) action against a router on the Routing Table
• From an OCS window by using the command: TELNET host_name|IP_address MODE=FS
• By pressing F4 (Telnet) from many panels, such as channel card panels

Work in the Telnet Display
From the Telnet display, you can issue commands and pass data to the remote host you are connected to, using function
key assignments exclusive to the Telnet display.

The IP address or host name of this connection appears in the title line of the display. Commands that you enter in the
command line of the Telnet display are sent directly for processing on the remote host.

All data resulting from any processing you do on the remote host is held in a buffer. The size of the buffer and the number
of the first line are shown on the right of the title line.

Function Key Assignments in the Telnet Display

The following function key assignments are exclusive to the Telnet display:

Function (F4)
Presents the Telnet Functions menu, where you can find commands for managing your Telnet connection.

Hide (F5)
Suppresses the display of the characters being typed as you enter your password when logging on to a Telnet
connection on a remote host. This function also suppresses data from going into the command stack that
Retrieve (F6) uses and that resulting from tracing.

Retrieve (F6)
Retrieves previously issued commands from the command stack, starting with the most recent. When the cursor
is positioned on a line in the display, then that line is retrieved.

Show or Hide Telnet Function Key Assignments

Function key assignments are displayed at the bottom of the Telnet panel.

• To hide the function key assignments, press F4 to display the Functions menu, then enter 6 on the menu.
• To display the hidden function key assignments again, repeat the process. Press F4 to display the Functions menu,

then enter 6 to select the Keys On option from the menu.

Show Telnet Connection Details

To display information about your current Telnet session, enter 7 on the Functions menu. The Connection Details
window appears.

Clear the Telnet Buffer

To remove all data from the Telnet buffer, press F4 to display the Functions menu, then enter 5 on the Functions menu.
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Edit Text in the Telnet Display
Sometimes you may want to edit the text on your Telnet display. For example, you may want to reformat the data on your
Telnet display before printing it, or use particular data or messages from the display as input to a problem record.

To edit the text on your Telnet display, put the display in Edit mode by setting the Edit field on the display to ON.Edit mode
provides an ISPF-like interface and supports most standard ISPF editing commands. Some simple editing commands are:

D or DD (Delete)
Deletes one line of text. Enter the D command in the first column to the left on the line you want to remove. To
delete more than one line, enter DD at the first and last lines of the block you want to remove.

N or NN (Notepad)
Copies one line of text to the Notepad. Enter the N command in the first column to the left on the line you want to
copy to the Notepad. To copy more than one line, enter NN at the first and last lines of the block you want to copy.

NOTE
For more information about editing commands, see Managed Object Development Services in the
NetMaster Shared Content Library.

Search Data in the Telnet Display
The search feature in the Telnet display enables you to find occurrences of text in the buffer that match a specified string.

To use the Telnet search feature:

1. Press F4 to display the Functions menu.
2. Type 1 on the Functions menu and press Enter.

The Find window appears.
3. Specify the text string that you want to find, and press Enter.

The cursor is placed at the first character of the found text.
4. To locate further instances of the text string, continue to press Enter.

A message informs you when you reach the bottom of the data.
5. Press Enter again to return to the top of the data and continue the search.

Print From the Telnet Display
You can print the contents of the Telnet buffer to any printer defined in the Print Services Manager (PSM).

To print the Telnet buffer contents:

1. Press F4 to display the Functions menu.
2. Type 2 on the Functions menu and press Enter.

The Print window appears.
3. Complete the following fields:
Printer

Specifies the name of the printer where you want to send the output.
Copies

Specifies the number of copies you want to produce.
Hold

Specifies whether to hold the output or print it immediately.
Keep

Specifies whether to remove the print job from the spool immediately after printing.
4. Press F6 (Confirm).
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The output is sent to the spool and held in the queue or printed immediately.

Set Your Telnet Options
You can select Telnet settings that suit your business requirements.

To set your Telnet options:

1. Press F4 to display the Functions menu.
2. Type 3 on the Functions menu and press Enter.

The Options window appears.
3. Complete the fields as required.

NOTE
Press F1 (Help) for a description of the fields.

4. Press Enter.
The changes are saved.

NOTE
If you change any options and your Telnet display has a status of Disconnected, an attempt is made to
reconnect you with the new options. If the attempted reconnection fails, an appropriate message appears and
the status of the Telnet display changes to Error. For example, if you have specified an unsupported port, the
reconnection fails.

Send Standard Telnet Commands to the Remote Host
To send standard Telnet commands from the Telnet display to a connected remote host:

1. Press F4 to display the Functions menu and press Enter.
2. Type 4 on the Functions menu.

The Valid Value List for the Telnet commands appears.
3. Type S next to the required Telnet command:
Abort Output

Allows a process that is generating output to run to completion, but without sending the output to your terminal.
Are You There

Sends a request to provide visible evidence that this connection is still active. For example, use this command for
a system that has been unexpectedly silent for an extended period.

Break
Simulates a Break key or Attention key.

Interrupt Process
Suspends, interrupts, aborts, or terminates the process to which you are connected.

Use Telnet with Line Commands
You can use the TELNET line command to establish a Telnet connection from an OCS window or from the Command
Entry panel. An advantage of using the TELNET command to establish the connection is that you can issue both Telnet
and product commands from the same command entry point simultaneously.

The TELNET command can be used in the following ways:

• Line mode
• OCS takeover mode
• As part of an NCL procedure
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Start a Telnet Connection Using Line Commands

To start a Telnet connection, type the following command:

TELNET ip_address|host_name

ip_address
Specifies the IP address of the host you want to connect to.

host_name
Specifies the name of the host you want to connect to.

You can start a connection with a configuration other than the default. For example, to connect to the remote host
MERCURY on a port other than the default port 23, you would type the following command:

TELNET mercury PORT=1976

PORT
Specifies the port number on the remote host.

Use Telnet in Line Mode
When you use Telnet in line mode, you retain normal OCS operation and must issue a new command each time you want
to communicate with the host.

For example, to start a Telnet connection to a host named MERCURY in line mode, use the following command form:

TELNET mercury MODE=LINE

To send data to the remote host, use the TNSEND command and the identifier of the connection (usually the host name).
For example, if MERCURY prompts you for your login ID on starting a connection, you would enter:

TNSEND mercury user01

To reduce the amount of typing required, you can set up your own equate. The following example shows how you would
assign the period (.) as an equate to send data to MERCURY. Enter the following OCS command:

EQ . -START $TNCALL COMMAND=TNSEND ID=mercury DATA=

The equate in this example means that to send data, such as the login ID user01, you would enter:

.user01

NOTE
The TNSEND command is itself an equate that is set up as shown in the following example:

EQUATE TNSEND+ -START $TNCALL COMMAND=TNSEND ID=

Use Telnet in OCS Takeover Mode
You can turn your OCS window into a virtual terminal for a nominated remote host by using Telnet in OCS takeover mode.

In takeover mode, you retain the ability to issue product commands and receive unsolicited notifications. You can also
issue commands directly to the remote host by typing the command and pressing Enter.

To start a Telnet connection in takeover mode to a remote host named MERCURY, use the TELNET command in the
following form:

TELNET mercury MODE=OCS

NOTE
MODE=OCS is the default when you are in OCS.
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For a connection in takeover mode, the name of the remote host appears at right above the command entry line. When
you press the Enter key in takeover mode, the data you have entered at the command line is passed to the remote host.

Function Key Assignments in OCS Takeover Mode

When you start a Telnet connection in OCS takeover mode, it overrides the following function key assignments in
your OCS window:

F3
Becomes Disconnect. This key is used to end your current Telnet connection and reinstate normal function key
assignments.

F12
Becomes the OCS Enter key -- this key is used to issue the Management Services commands in
the OCS environment.

Enter
Becomes the Telnet Enter key, which is used to issue commands to the remote host.

Automate a Telnet Connection Using an NCL Procedure
You can use an NCL procedure to automate the processes of establishing a Telnet connection and sending commands to
the connected remote host.

Example: Get Router Interfaces Using an NCL Procedure

This example shows a procedure that logs in to Router1 and checks its interfaces:

...-* Start the connection-*&INTCMD TELNET Router1 MODE=LINE...-*-* Receive messages from the router-*&INTREAD

 SET...-*-* Send the SHOW INTERFACES command to the router-*&INTCMD TNSEND Router1 SHOW INTERFACES

You could then process the results of the SHOW INTERFACES command and reformat the display for an operator. If an
error situation is detected, you could send a monitor message.

NOTE
Issuing &INTCLEAR TYPE=ALL causes the connection to be terminated. Use &INTCLEAR TYPE=ANY to clear
any queued messages and continue processing.

For information about using NCL procedures and product commands, refer to the Network Control Language
Programming topics in the NetMaster Shared Content Library and the online help.

Send Control Codes or Special Characters to the Remote Host
When using Telnet, you must sometimes send special characters like [ or control codes such as Ctrl+D (log out) to the
remote host. You use a control character to send these control codes and special characters.

You specify the control character when you start a Telnet connection. The default control character is the cent sign (¢), but
you can change this character by using the CTRL operand of the TELNET command.

The control character has two purposes:

• To simulate the Ctrl key; for example, ¢C becomes Ctrl+C.
• To send characters that are otherwise not supported on 3270 keyboards. Some examples are shown in the following

table.

To send... Enter...
[ ¢{
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] ¢}
Del (X'7F') ¢#
NUL (X'00') ¢0
Esc (X'1B') ¢2
X'1C'-X'1F' ¢3-¢6

You can send a string of text without the usual Enter characters (CRLF or CR) by ending the string with ¢ and the Enter
key. For example, if you want to send a single space in response to a --more-- prompt:

1. Press the space bar.
2. Type ¢.
3. Press Enter.

NOTE
Cisco routers support the command TERMINAL LENGTH 0 , which prevents them from using the --more--
prompt.

End a Telnet Connection
Depending on the type of host, your Telnet session may end automatically when you log off from the remote host. If the
session does not end automatically, use one of the following methods to disconnect:

• Enter TNDISC at the command line.
• Press F4 to display the Functions menu, then type 8 on the Functions menu and press Enter.
• In OCS takeover mode, press F3 (Disconnect).

NOTE
You can reconnect by pressing F3 again.

Using MIBinsight
Use the MIBinsight component to manage SNMP Management Information Bases (MIBs). MIBinsight includes a browser,
a MIB maintenance facility, and MIB attribute monitoring capabilities.

MIBinsight is a component that lets you manage SNMP Management Information Bases (MIBs). MIBinsight comprises a
MIB maintenance facility, a browser, and the ability to monitor MIB attributes.

To browse or monitor a MIB attribute of an IP resource, you typically specify a unique Object Identifier (OID). OIDs are a
string of numbers (typically long); they are not user-friendly. MIBinsight translates these numbers into a more intelligible,
human-readable format and lets you view the knowledge of the resource in a user-friendly way.

Access MIBinsight Browser

The MIBinsight browser displays MIB details for an IP device. You can browse and update these details, depending on
your level of authority.

The browser displays the structure of a device MIB as a tree. The browser supports the maximum screen width available,
which means that more of the OID values can be displayed.

Objects and their values are dynamically added to this display as you browse through a MIB.

Follow these steps:

1. Enter /IPDIAG at the prompt.
The Network Diagnosis Functions menu appears.
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2. Type MB at the prompt and complete the following fields:
Host Name/Addr

Specifies the IP address or host name of the host you want to investigate.
(Optional) Object ID

Specifies the OID that you want to display.
Press Enter.
The User Security Details panel appears.

3. Press F3 (File).
The system saves your changes.
If you did not provide an initial OID, the Loaded MIBs panel appears.

4. Enter S next to the MIB that you want to display.
The MIBinsight browser appears, with the selected (or default) object definitions listed.
Note: Select only MIBs that are relevant to the MIB that you are browsing. For example, it is futile to prime your
browser with a Cisco MIB if you are browsing an IBM stack.

NOTE
You can also access the MIBinsight browser from the IP Node Monitor and the IP Resource Monitor by using the
MIB command.

SNMP Tree

The SNMP tree has two viewing modes. The selected mode is retained in your user profile and used when you access the
MIBinsight browser the next time.

The modes for viewing the SNMP tree are as follows:

Flat
Displays a flat list of OIDs with only table entries, index, and attribute groupings, with contained entries indented.
This mode is the default.

Explore
Displays a fully indented SNMP tree structure leading to an OID.
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Display SNMP Tree in Flat Mode

To display the SNMP tree in flat mode, enter the primary command FLATTEN at the prompt.

Display SNMP Tree in Explore Mode

To display the SNMP tree in explore mode, enter the primary command EXPLORE at the prompt.

Expand and Collapse the Tree

A rectangle indicates that an object has subordinate objects in the MIB and hence is expandable.

To expand the tree, enter E next to it.

NOTE
You can enter EE to perform the same action recursively through all subordinate levels.

To collapse the tree, enter C next to it.

NOTE
You can enter CC to perform the same action recursively through all subordinate levels.

You can switch between global expand and global collapse by pressing F4, or by using the EXPAND and COLLAPSE
primary commands.

Add MIB Definition

To facilitate browsing specific objects that are embedded deep inside the MIB, you can add the MIB definition containing
these objects to your MIBinsight browser. By adding this definition, you can perform a Get action on the objects, gaining
efficiency. You do not have to issue multiple GetNext actions in the original MIB display.

Follow these steps:

1. Enter ADDMIB at the prompt on the MIBinsight browser.
The Loaded MIBs panel appears.

2. Type S next to MIBs that you want to add to your MIBinsight browser, and press F3 (OK).
The browser appears with the selected MIB definitions added.
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Delete MIB Definition

You want to delete some MIB definitions from your MIBinsight browser.

Follow these steps:

1. Enter DELMIB at the prompt on the MIBinsight browser.
The Browsed MIBs panel appears.

2. Type S next to MIBs that you want to delete from your browser, and press F3 (OK).
The browser appears with the selected MIB definitions removed.

Sort MIB Objects

Objects in a MIB table can be sorted by index or attribute. Sorting by Index enables you to see all attributes for a given
resource, for example, an interface table.

To switch between the modes, press F12.

Example: MIB Sorted by Index

Example: MIB Sorted by Attribute
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Display the Value of a Selected MIB Object

To display the current value of a selected MIB object, enter G (Get) next to the object.

The truncated value of the selected object appears in the Value column.

Display the Values of the Next n MIB Objects

To display the value of one or more objects in a MIB, enter one of the following commands next to the object:

N
Gets the values of the next group of objects (in attribute order) after the selected object and displays them in the
Value column. The value of the GetNext Amount field on the MIBinsight Browser panel determines the number of
objects in the group.
Limits: 1 through 100

Nn
Gets the values of the next n objects (in attribute order) after the selected object and displays them in the Value
column. For example, the command N5 returns values for the next five objects. The command overrides the value
in the GetNext Amount field.
Limits: 1 through 20

Skip a Table or Group

This facility performs an SNMP GetNext request for the next set of objects after the current table or group. You can
browse through a MIB without populating large tables.
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To skip a table or group, enter K (Skip) next to a table or group.

This command gets the values of objects after the selected table or group and displays them in the Value column.

Walk the MIB

The walk facility performs a GetNext request against the last OID browsed and returns the next set of objects. The
specified size in the GetNext Amount field on the MIBinsight browser determines the returned set.

Follow these steps:

1. Specify the amount by which you want to walk the MIB in the GetNext Amount field.
2. Press F6 (Walk).

Browse the Value of MIB Objects

To browse a MIB object, enter S next to an object on the MIBinsight browser.

The Object Details panel appears.

NOTE
Ensure that you have performed a G (Get) action on the MIB object first. Otherwise, the value of the MIB object
is not displayed on this panel.

View the Full Definition of a MIB Object

The Object Details panel shows the first four lines of the object description. The full description can be longer than four
lines (indicated by …).

To view the full definition of the object, press F5 (BrowSrc).

View an Enumerated MIB Object

The object that you are browsing on the Object Details panel has an enumerated value. You want to see all possible
values for the object.

To display the values, press F6 (ViewEnum).

View an Indexed MIB Object

The object that you are browsing on the Object Details panel is indexed (that is, it is a table entry).

To display the indexing for the object, press F6 (ViewIndx).

Display the Object Values of a Selected MIB Table

This option lets you populate a table without issuing consecutive N (GetNext) actions throughout the table.

To display the object values of a selected MIB table, enter T (GetTable) next to the selected table.

The values of the objects in the selected table are displayed in the Value column.

WARNING
Many MIB tables (for example, ipRouteTable) contain thousands of entries. Therefore this command can take
quite a long time to return data.

Update the Value of MIB Objects

NOTE
Only the MIB objects with read/write access can be updated.
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Follow these steps:

1. Enter U next to an object on the MIBinsight browser.
The Object Details panel appears in update mode.

2. Update the Value field and press F3 (File).
The values are saved and appear as white in the list.
Note: If the object being updated is an enumerated value, this value is the integer enumerator for the required value.
To view a list of all possible enumerated values, press F6 (View Enum).

NOTE
If message IPSNPK09 appears, your user security details are incorrect. To correct this problem, press F4
(ChgSec) from the Object Details panel, update your user security details, and then redo the object update.

Reformat Octet String Object Values

A MIB object with octet string syntax can contain a value that could represent anything, such as:

• A network address
• A string of bit flags
• Some text

The MIBinsight browser tries to determine whether the octet string value is text and, if so, to display it as text. However,
you can override the formatting of an octet string as follows:

• To display the value as an octet (the default), in the format xx:xx:xx:xx, enter O next to the object.
• To display the value as binary (for example, 100111000110), enter B next to the object.
• To display the value as readable text, enter X next to the object.

Delete Objects from the MIBinsight Browser

You can delete objects from the MIBinsight browser to simplify your display and remove objects that you are no longer
interested in viewing.

NOTE
Deleting the objects from your MIBinsight browser does not delete these objects from the MIB itself.

Follow these steps:

1. Enter D next to an object on your MIBinsight browser.
A confirmation message appears.

2. Press Enter to confirm your request.
The selected object is deleted.

Add an OID

You can add an OID to the MIBinsight browser without first selecting its corresponding MIB definition or walking through
the MIB to get to it.

To add an OID, enter the following command at the prompt:

OID oid 

oid
Specifies the OID that you want to add.

Example: Add OID

This example adds the OID sysUpTime to the browser:

OID 1.3.6.1.2.1.1.3.0
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Get First OID

The FIRST primary command gets the first OID in the device MIB. The value is also added, so you do not need to issue a
GetValue request.

To add the first OID, enter the primary command FIRST at the prompt.

Print MIB

You want to print the current MIBinsight browser layout.

Follow these steps:

1. Enter PRINT at the prompt.
The Confirm Printer panel appears.

2. Complete the print details, as required, and press F6 (Confirm).

NOTE
For more information, press F1 (Help).

The details are printed.

Maintain Your User Security Details for MIBinsight

You want to maintain your user security details for browsing MIBs.

Follow these steps:

1. Enter /IPDIAG at the prompt.
The Network Diagnosis Functions menu appears.

2. Type MS at the prompt and enter the following fields:
Host Name/Addr

Specifies the name or address of the host you want to access.
Press Enter.
The User Security Details panel appears.

3. Complete the following fields:
SNMP Version to Use

Specifies which version of SNMP you want to use for your MIBinsight browser.
Community Names

(SNMP V1 or V2C only) Specify the values that are required for read and update privileges in the MIBinsight
browser.

SNMP V3 Security Details
(SNMP V3) Specifies the security details.

Press F3 (File).
Your security details are saved.

NOTE
To access the User Security Details panel at any time, you can enter CHGSEC at the prompt on a MIBinsight
panel.

Performance History
View performance history data for monitored resources in NetMaster.
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Performance Data

Your region stores performance history data for resources that are being monitored. Hourly and daily summaries
are stored for up to the last 70 days. You can view this data from the IP Resource Monitor, IP Node Monitor, and the
Performance Overviews Menu.

Performance Displays

Performance data is presented in the following performance displays:

Overviews
Lists all resources of this type that the region is monitoring. Use this list to compare the most recent hourly
summary values of key attributes, between resources of one type. The list provides a quick comparison of the
activity in the last hour.

History
Lists every attribute being monitored for this resource and sampling application. Use this list to see the most
recent sample value for each attribute. These lists are linked to the IP Resource Monitor or IP Node Monitor,
and can be set up to update as these monitors sample the data. From these lists, you can update the alerting
conditions for an attribute.

Baseline Values List
Displays a single attribute. Use this list to see all daily, day-of-week, and hour-of-day baseline value. You can also
see the individual values that were averaged to calculate each baseline value.

Baseline Lists
Lists every attribute being monitored for this resource. Use this list to compare, for each attribute, information
including latest sample and summary times and values, baselines and percentage differences, sample rates, and
alert counts.

Sample Lists
Displays a single attribute. Use this list to see the values, minimum, maximum, equivalent rates per hour and
rates per second of the 12 most-recent sample values.

Hourly Summary Lists
Displays a single attribute. Use this list to see the hourly summaries, minimum, maximum, baselines, and baseline
percentage differences for all available hours.

Daily Summary Lists
Displays a single attribute. Use this list to see the daily total or average for all available days.

Weekly Interval Lists
Displays a single attribute. Use this list to see the following values for all available weeks:

• Hourly summary value for the same hour of the week
• Daily summary value for the same day of the week

Attribute List Format on History Panels

The format of an attribute list varies as follows:

Attribute/Qualifier
If the column heading is Attribute/Qualifier, the records are grouped by attribute. Each attribute can be expanded
to show its component qualifier records.

Qualifier/Attribute
If the column heading is Qualifier/Attribute, the records are grouped by qualifier. Each qualifier can be expanded
to show its component attribute records.
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Some displays are expanded when initially presented to show all items (attributes or qualifiers) in each group. Some
displays are collapsed, so that only ungrouped items and groups containing a single item are expanded. The expanded
group line displays totals for all items in the group.

When a sampled value is in a predefined threshold, the value appears in green. Any detail sample that causes an alert
appears in one of the following colors:

• Red if the value is beyond the threshold
• Yellow for the following conditions:

– The value is between the high-alert value and the reset value for the high alert.
– The value is between the low-alert value and the reset value for the low alert.

A value of N/A indicates that the sample could not be taken.

Performance Graphs

The following performance graphs are available:

Sample Values Graph
Displays a single attribute.
This graph shows the raw values of the 12 most recent samples. Where applicable, that is for gauge attributes,
this graph also displays the baseline values.

Sample Hourly Rates Graph
Displays a single attribute.
This graph shows the equivalent rates per hour of the 12 most recent sample values. Baselines are also
displayed.

Hourly Summary Graph
Displays a single attribute.
This graph shows the hourly summary values for the last 24 hours. The hourly summaries are aggregated from all
of the samples in that hour. Baselines are also displayed.

Attribute Types

The following types of attributes are available:

Gauge
Displays a nonnegative numeric value that increases or decreases in a range. For example, processor memory
usage varies between zero and the physical limit of the hardware.

Counter
Displays the rate of increase in units per hour in a sample period. The rate is derived from sample data, which is
an accumulated count that increases in value over time (for example, bytes received). This type is also referred to
as COUNT.

Enumerated
Displays the value from a defined set of discrete values. For example, the state of a device can be ACTIVE or
INACTIVE. Multiple values are aggregated so that a percentage of a particular value over time is available. This
type is also referred to as ENUM.

Total
Displays the rate of increase in units per hour in a sample period. The rate is derived from sample data, which is
the total increase in value in a sample period.

Baselines
Use baselines to understand the moving average value of a monitored attributes in NetMaster.
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A baseline is a moving average value of a monitored attribute. Baseline values are unique to your environment and reflect
the performance characteristics of your system.

Using the collected data, the baselines are calculated for numeric type attributes such as counters and gauges. You can
use these baselines as references for identifying problems.

Baselines are sliding averages of hourly values. A sliding average means that there is a fixed size window in which to
store values. When a new value is added to the window, the oldest value is deleted. Therefore, your average is always
calculated on the last n values, where n is the fixed window size.

All baselines are averages of hourly summary values. The hourly summary values that are averaged depend on the
baseline type.

The baseline types are as follows:

Hour-of-Day Baseline
Averages the hourly summary value for one specific hour of one specific day of the week. The maximum window
size is 10 (for example, Friday 17:00 for the last ten weeks).
This baseline type is the most granular because you are comparing only the same specific time of the week.
The hour-of-day type has 168 baselines, one for each hour of each day name (24 hours a day, 7 days a week).

Day-of-Week Baseline
Averages the hourly summary value for all hours in a specific day. The maximum window size is 10 (for example,
every Tuesday for the last ten weeks).
Day-of-week is not as precise as the hour-of-day baseline. Every hour on every Tuesday is averaged together.
Irrespective of whether some hours, for example, working hours, frequently have different workloads than others,
for example, late shift or off-peak hours.
The day-of-week type has seven baselines, one for each day of the week.

Daily Baseline
Averages the hourly summary value for all hours in the day for each of the past 30 days. The window size is 30.
Daily is the least precise baseline. Like day-of-week, it does not account for the workloads of different hours. Also,
it disregards the different daily workload patterns, for example, weekdays are often busier than weekend days,
and so on.
The daily type has one baseline.

How to Access Performance Displays
You can display performance history from the following locations:

• IP Resource Monitor
• IP Node Monitor
• Resource Management menus
• Performance Overviews Menu

Display Performance History from the IP Resource Monitor

The IP Resource Monitor displays the status of the IP resources that are monitored at your site. From the monitor, you can
display the performance history of a resource in which you are interested.

Follow these steps:

1. Enter /IPMON at the prompt.
The IP Resource Monitor appears.

2. Enter H next to the resource for which you want to display performance history.
The History panel appears.

3. Display various performance aspects, using the actions and function keys.
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NOTE
For information about the actions and function keys, press F1 (Help).

NOTE
For a STACK resource, you have available other commands for displaying performance history.

Display Performance History from the IP Node Monitor

The IP Node Monitor displays the status of the IP nodes that are monitored at your site. From the monitor, you can display
the performance history of a node in which you are interested.

Follow these steps:

1. Enter /IPNODE at the prompt.
The IP Node Monitor appears.

2. Enter H next to the IP node for which you want to display performance history.
The History panel appears.

3. Use the actions and function keys to display various performance aspects.

NOTE
For information about the actions and function keys, press F1 (Help).

Display Performance History from Resource Management Menus

A Management menu for a resource class (for example, stack) provides options that let you display the performance
history of a resource.

Follow these steps:

1. Enter /DIAG at the prompt.
The Network Diagnosis primary menu appears.

2. Select the option for the class of the resource in which you are interested (for example, ST for stacks).
The Management menu for that class of resources appears.

3. Identify the resource for which you want to display performance history, and select Option H.
Depending on the class of resource, either the History panel (which lists the attributes) appears or there are
intervening panels before the list appears.

4. Use the actions and function keys to display various performance aspects.

NOTE
For information about the actions and function keys, press F1 (Help).

Display Performance History from the Performance Overviews Menu

The Performance Overviews Menu lets you review the performance of various IP components.

Follow these steps:

1. Enter /PERF at the prompt.
The Performance Overviews Menu appears.

 PROD-------------------- Performance Overviews Menu -----------------------CO11

 Command ===>                                                   Scroll ===> CSR 

                                                                                

                                           S=Show Performance Overview from CO11

      Business Views             Business Applications                          

      Applications               Telnet Applications                            
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                                 Address Spaces                                 

                                 CSM                                            

      Sessions and Connections   Stack IP Connections                           

                                 Home Addresses                                 

                                 Network IP Connections                         

                                 Stack Telnet Connections                       

                                 Network Telnet Connections                     

                                 Stack FTP Connections                          

                                 FTP Users                                      

                                 Network FTP Connections                        

      Protocols and Ports        Stack IP, TCP, and UDP                         

                                 Ports                                          

      IP Networking              Stack IP, TCP, and UDP                         

                                 IP Nodes                                       

      Logical Devices            Enterprise Extender             (not monitored)

                                 Enterprise Extender Connections

                                 APPN/HPR      

                                 VIPA                            (not monitored)

      Devices and Links          Stack Network Interfaces                       

                                 OSA Cards                                      

     **END**                 

2. Enter S next to the performance overview you want to display.
The overview appears. You can sort the displayed list by a column. Press F4 (Sort) repeatedly to cycle through the
columns.
The following example shows an overview of connection workload by business applications:

 PROD------------------- TCP/IP Performance : Overview ---------------------CO11

 Command ===>                                                   Scroll ===> CSR 

                                                                                

      Performance Data ... Connection Workload, by Application                  

      Note ............... Latest hourly summaries, totalled for all CO11 stacks

                                                                                

                                                            S=Show Baseline List

      Business               Start                                              

      Application     System Hour        Bytes  Connects    Active              

      CCISSLGW        CO11   18:00       19.0K      0.0       1.0               

      CCITCPG2        CO11   16:00       17.9K      0.0       1.0               

      PROD17          CO11   18:00        1.2M      0.0       8.0               

      PRODX4JV        CO11   pending        -         -         -               

      PROD            CO11   18:00       21.6K      0.0       1.0               

      PROD44          CO11   pending        -         -         -               

      FTP             CO11   18:00        1.9M     15.0         -               

      MVSNFSC         CO11   18:00       19.6K      1.0       1.0               

      OTHER           CO11   pending        -         -         -               

      SMTP            CO11   17:00        3.2K      2.0         -               

      PROD1           CO11   18:00        1.2M     10.0      13.0               

      TCPIP01 TCPIP01 CO11   18:00      500.3K     24.0       4.0               

      VANQAV62        CO11   18:00        2.2M     44.0       4.0               

  F1=Help      F2=Split     F3=Exit      F4=Sort      F5=Find      F6=Refresh   

  F7=Backward  F8=Forward   F9=Swap                               F12=Related   

Display Related Overview
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From some performance overviews, you can display related overviews. For example, if you are viewing FTP workload by
stack, you can switch to FTP workload by user.

To display a related overview, press F12 (Related).

How to Access Performance Graphs
Access performance graphs in NetMaster

You can display performance graphs from the following locations through the attribute lists on performance history panels:

• IP Resource Monitor
• IP Node Monitor
• Resource Management menus

Display Sample Values Graph

To display the sample values graph, enter D (Samples) next to an attribute of the Gauge or Enumerated type on a History
panel.

Example: Values Graph for a ConActive Attribute

This example displays the values graph for the CCISSL/ConActive attribute of the TCPIP11 stack.

Display Sample Hourly Rates Graph

To display the sample hourly rates graph, enter D (Samples) next to an attribute of the Counter or Total type on a History
panel.

Example: Hourly Rates Graph for a ConBytes Attribute
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This example displays the hourly rates graph for the CCISSL/ConBytes attribute of the TCPIP11 stack.

Display Hourly Summary Graph

To display the hourly summary graph, enter S (Summary) next to an attribute on a History panel.

Example: Hourly Summary Graph for a ConActive Attribute

This example displays the hourly summary graph for the CCISSL/ConActive attribute of the TCPIP11 stack.
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How to Access Baselines
Access performance baselines in NetMaster.

You can display performance baselines from the following locations:

• IP Resource Monitor through attribute lists on performance history panels
• IP Node Monitor through attribute lists on performance history panels
• Resource Management menus through attribute lists on performance history panels
• Performance Overviews Menu through the overviews

Display Current Baselines and Differences for Monitored Attributes

To display the current baselines for monitored attributes, enter S (Show Baseline List) next to a resource on the
Performance Overview panel. You can see how much the latest hourly summary varies from the baselines.

Example

The following example shows the baselines for resource TCPIP3:

 PROD---------------- TCP/IP Performance : Baseline List -------------------0001

 Command ===>                                                   Scroll ===> PAGE

 

      Performance Data .... Connection Workload, by Stack

      Resource ............ TCPIP3

 

                                     S=Samples H=Hours D=Days W=Weeks B=BLvalues

                              Last Start  HourOfDay HourOfDay  DayOfWeek
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       Attribute           Summary  Hour   Baseline    % Diff   Baseline

       ConTotalBytes         52.9M 23:00      53.1M       -0%      90.1M

       ConTotalConnects       4.0K 23:00       3.8K       +6%       3.4K

     **END**

Display Stored Baseline Values for an Attribute

To display stored baseline values for an attribute, enter B (BLvalues) next to it on the Baseline List.

You can also display the baseline values from other panels (for example, the Sample Values Graph panel).

Display Samples List

To display the samples for a single attribute, enter S (Samples) next to an attribute on the Baseline List.

The format of the display varies depending on the attribute type.

Example

The following example shows the last 14 samples for the attribute ConTotalConnects:

 PROD----------------------- TCP/IP : Samples List -----------------------------

 Command ===>                                                   Scroll ===> PAGE

 

      Performance Data .... Connection Workload, by Stack

      Resource ............ Stack TCPIP3

      Attribute ID (Type)   ConTotalConnects (total)

      Description ......... Connections for stack

      Period .............. Last 14 samples, since Wed 18-Jul-2012 22:17

 

      Sample          Sample    Sample    Sample    Sample HourOfDay HourOfDay

      Date            Time       Value Rate/Hour  Rate/Sec  Baseline    % Diff

      Thu 19-Jul-2012 00:27     634.0       3.8K      1.1       2.9K      +32%

      Thu 19-Jul-2012 00:17     682.0       4.1K      1.1       2.9K      +42%

      Thu 19-Jul-2012 00:07     639.0       3.8K      1.1       2.9K      +33%

      Wed 18-Jul-2012 23:57     665.0       4.0K      1.1       3.8K       +6%

      Wed 18-Jul-2012 23:47     666.0       4.0K      1.1       3.8K       +6%

      Wed 18-Jul-2012 23:37     683.0       4.1K      1.1       3.8K       +9%

      Wed 18-Jul-2012 23:27     698.0       4.2K      1.2       3.8K      +11%

      Wed 18-Jul-2012 23:17     633.0       3.8K      1.1       3.8K       +1%

      Wed 18-Jul-2012 23:07     665.0       4.0K      1.1       3.8K       +6%

      Wed 18-Jul-2012 22:57     663.0       4.0K      1.1       3.4K      +18%

      Wed 18-Jul-2012 22:47     645.0       3.9K      1.1       3.4K      +14%

  F1=Help      F2=Split     F3=Exit      F4=Return    F5=BLvalues  F6=Refresh

  F7=Backward  F8=Forward   F9=Swap                  F11=Right    F12=Hours

Display Hourly Summary List

To display the hourly summary values for an attribute, enter H (Hours) next to an attribute on the Baseline List.

You can also display the Hourly Summary List from the Samples List by pressing F12 (Hours).

Example

The following example shows the hourly summary values for the attribute ConTotalConnects:
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 PROD------------------- TCP/IP : Hourly Summary List --------------------------

 Command ===>                                                   Scroll ===> PAGE

 

      Performance Data .... Connection Workload, by Stack

      Resource ............ Stack TCPIP3

      Attribute ID (Type)   ConTotalConnects (total)

      Description ......... Connections for stack

      Period .............. Last 382 hours, since Tue 03-Jul-2012

 

      Summary         Start    Hourly HourOfDay HourOfDay DayOfWeek DayOfWeek

      Date            Hour      Total  Baseline    % Diff  Baseline    % Diff

      Wed 18-Jul-2012 23:00      4.0K      3.8K       +6%      3.4K      +17%

      Wed 18-Jul-2012 22:00      4.0K      3.4K      +18%      3.4K      +16%

      Wed 18-Jul-2012 21:00      4.2K      3.6K      +16%      3.4K      +22%

      Wed 18-Jul-2012 20:00      4.9K      3.2K      +52%      3.4K      +42%

      Wed 18-Jul-2012 19:00        -       2.7K         -      3.4K         -

      Wed 18-Jul-2012 18:00        -       2.6K         -      3.4K         -

      Wed 18-Jul-2012 17:00        -       2.7K         -      3.4K         -

      Wed 18-Jul-2012 16:00        -       2.9K         -      3.4K         -

      Wed 18-Jul-2012 15:00        -       2.8K         -      3.4K         -

      Wed 18-Jul-2012 14:00        -       2.7K         -      3.4K         -

      Wed 18-Jul-2012 13:00        -       2.7K         -      3.4K         -

  F1=Help      F2=Split     F3=Exit      F4=Return    F5=BLvalues  F6=Samples

  F7=Backward  F8=Forward   F9=Swap                  F11=Right    F12=Days

Display Daily Summary List

To display the daily summary values for an attribute, enter D (Days) next to an attribute on the Baseline List.

You can also display the Daily Summary List from the Hourly Summary List by pressing F12 (Days).

Example

The following example shows the daily summary values for the attribute ConTotalConnects:

 PROD-------------------- TCP/IP : Daily Summary List --------------------------

 Command ===>                                                   Scroll ===> PAGE

 

      Performance Data .... Connection Workload, by Stack

      Resource ............ Stack TCPIP3

      Attribute ID (Type)   ConTotalConnects (total)

      Description ......... Connections for stack

      Period .............. Last 16 days, since Tue 03-Jul-2012

 

                                                      H=Show hours of this day

                                   # Hourly

      Date            Daily Total Summaries

      Wed 18-Jul-2012       17.1K         4

      Tue 17-Jul-2012        9.0K         3

      Mon 16-Jul-2012       24.7K         8

      Sun 15-Jul-2012        0.0          0

      Sat 14-Jul-2012        0.0          0

      Fri 13-Jul-2012       13.0K         5

      Thu 12-Jul-2012       31.5K        13
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      Wed 11-Jul-2012       20.9K         7

      Tue 10-Jul-2012       27.5K         7

      Mon 09-Jul-2012       32.2K        14

Display Weekly Interval List

To display the hourly and daily summary values for an attribute over a week, enter W (Weeks) next to an attribute on the
Baseline List.

You can also display the Weekly Interval List from the Daily Summary List by pressing F12 (Weeks).

Example: Weekly Summary

The following example shows the weekly interval list for the attribute ConTotalConnects:

 PROD------------------- TCP/IP : Weekly Interval List -------------------------

 Command ===>                                                   Scroll ===> PAGE

 

      Performance Data .... Connection Workload, by Stack

      Resource ............ Stack TCPIP3

      Attribute ID (Type)   ConTotalConnects (total)

      Description ......... Connections for stack

      Period .............. Last 3 weeks

 

                                        D=Show days of this week  H=Show hours

      Week        Date and Time         Hourly Total Daily Total

      This week   Wed 18-Jul-2012 23:00         4.0K       17.1K

      1 week ago  Wed 11-Jul-2012 23:00         2.1K       20.9K

      2 weeks ago Wed 04-Jul-2012 23:00         5.1K       49.3K

     **END**

IP Event History
Use the NetMaster IP Event History Log (IPLOG) to view FTP, Telnet, and connection events in the event history
database.

History Reports

NetMaster records FTP, Telnet, and connection events in the event history database (IPLOG).

The TCP/IP reporting function produces online and printed reports from the database. These reports contain a list of
events with details. This function also enables you to extract the data for analysis by exporting it to other data analysis and
reporting tools such as Microsoft Excel.

The reporting function produces online reports by performing a search with specified criteria. You do the following tasks:

• List and view predefined reports about the following events:
– FTP events
– Telnet events
– Connection events

• Produce event reports using predefined search criteria.
• Produce event reports by defining your own searches.

Performance monitoring aggregates data from individual events into event rates, such as connections per time interval
and FTP transfers per time interval.
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To enable your region to collect events, use the IPEVENT parameter group in Customizer (/PARMS). For more
information, see Implementing.

NOTE
Depending on your site-specific implementation, the same information about Telnet, FTP, and connection
activities is also available in the activity log.

View Reports
NetMasterincludes pre-defined event history reports that provide information related to FTP, Telnet, file transfer, and
secured events.

The following predefined reports are available:

• All connections
• All FTP events
• All Telnet connections
• Failed file transfers
• Secured events

Follow these steps:

1. Enter /IPHIST.B at the prompt.
The History Report List appears.

2. Enter S next to the report you want to view.
The selected report appears.
From the panel, you can perform the following functions:
– To view more details, enter B next to an event. You can also press F4 (Prints) to print a copy of the details.
– To extract the report in comma-separated value (CSV) format to a data set or z/OS UNIX file, press F4 (Extract).

Search the TCP/IP Events Database
You can use predefined search criteria or can define your own search criteria (custom search). In a custom search, you
use the fields from the TCP/IP events database to obtain specific information.

Follow these steps:

1. Enter /IPHIST.B at the prompt.
The History Report List appears.

2. Enter S next to the type of search you want to perform.
A panel for you to enter your search criteria appears.

3. Enter your search criteria, and press F6.

NOTE
 Fields with a plus (+) sign provide a list of values. You can access the list by entering a question mark (?) in
the field. For more information about the fields, press F1 (Help).

The search results appear.

Examples: Custom Search Criteria

If you select the Perform Custom Search option, these examples help you customize your own searches of the events
database:

• This example produces a list of all Telnet terminal sessions that lasted for less than 10 minutes from an IP address with
the 202 prefix:

PROD--------------------- Network Database : Search Criteria ------------------
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Command ===>                                                    Function=Search

                                                                               

                                                     D=Delete I=Insert R=Repeat

    "("   Field          Opr  Value                              Gen ")"   Bool

        + $IPRECTYPE   + =    TS                               +         + AND 

        + $IPDURATION  + <    600                              +         + AND 

        + $IPRMTADDR   + =    202                              + YES     +     

        +              +                                       +         +     

• This example produces a list of all FTP events that failed:

PROD--------------------- Network Database : Search Criteria ------------------

Command ===>                                                    Function=Search

                                                                               

                                                     D=Delete I=Insert R=Repeat

    "("   Field          Opr  Value                              Gen ")"   Bool

    (   + $IPRECTYPE   + =    FS                               +         + OR  

        + $IPRECTYPE   + =    FC                               +     )   + AND 

        + $IPLASTREPL  + ¬=   2                                + YES     +     

        +              +                                       +         +     

• This example produces a list of all file transfers for data sets with the SYS2 prefix:

PROD--------------------- Network Database : Search Criteria ------------------

Command ===>                                                    Function=Search

                                                     D=Delete I=Insert R=Repeat

    "("   Field          Opr  Value                              Gen ")"   Bool

    (   + $IPRECTYPE   + =    FS                               +         + OR  

        + $IPRECTYPE   + =    FC                               +     )   + AND 

        + $IPCOMMAND   + =    RETR                             +         + AND 

        + $IPDSNAME1   + =    SYS2                             + YES     +     

        +              +                                       +         +     

• This example, when performed at the time of 4:00 p.m., produces a list of file transfers for the last hour:

PROD--------------------- Network Database : Search Criteria ------------------

Command ===>                                                    Function=Search

                                                     D=Delete I=Insert R=Repeat

    "("   Field          Opr  Value                              Gen ")"   Bool

    (   + $IPRECTYPE   + =    FS                               +         + OR  

        + $IPRECTYPE   + =    FC                               +     )   + AND 

        + $IPDATE      + =    24-NOV-2006                      +         + AND 

        + $IPTIME      + >=   150000                           +         +     

        +              +                                       +         +     
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Extract Data to a File
To perform further analysis, you can extract event data to a comma-delimited file for processing by external analysis or
reporting tools. You can extract the data to a data set or z/OS UNIX file.

Follow these steps:

1. (Optional) Define a sequential data set with the following attributes to extract the network data into this data set:
RECFM: VB
Record length: 502

2. Enter /IPHIST at the prompt.
The History Data panel appears.

3. Enter EX - Extract All TCP/IP Events to Dataset at the prompt.
The Extract Events panel appears.

4. Enter the name of the data set for file to which to extract the data in the Dataset or HFS File field.
The TCP/IP management region extracts all records from IPLOG in the events database (NDB) to the specified data
set or file. When completed, a notification is sent using Broadcast Services.

5. Transfer the data set or file to your PC or LAN, and save it with a .csv extension.
6. Use this CSV file as input to your preferred PC application, and import this file as a comma-delimited format file.
7. Analyze your data by applying facilities such as graphs and charts, tables, and macros.

NOTE
From WebCenter, you can download the data in CSV or PCAP format directly to your PC.

Print Reports
You can print currently defined reports to your TCP/IP management region using Report Writer.

Follow these steps:

1. Enter /IPHIST.P at a prompt.
The Report List appears.

2. Enter S next to the listed report you want to print.
The Confirm Printer panel appears.

3. Press F6.
The report is printed.

After you print a report, you can access the print queue to view any reports that have not been released to the printer.

To view the print queue, at the prompt on the Report List panel, enter PQ.

The Output Queue appears.

Define Reports
You can also use Report Writer to define your own reports. To set up your own reports to print, define them to your region.

To define printed reports by copying an existing report

1. At the prompt, enter /RWDEFN.
The Report Definition Menu appears.

2. Enter L at the prompt and enter $IP in the Report Appl field.
The Report Definition List for the specified application appears.

3. Enter C next to the listed report you want to copy.
The Report Description panel appears.

4. Complete the following fields:
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Report Name
Specifies the new report name.

Description
Describes the report.

Report Exit
Specifies whether a report exit procedure is executed while the report is generated.

NOTE
To ensure that the report is listed in the same report group as other printed reports for your region, enter
$IPLORWX.

Group
Specifies the group to which the report belongs.

NOTE
To ensure that the report is listed in the same report group as other printed reports for your region, enter
$IPREPORTING.

Criteria Name
Specifies your own search criteria definition. To list the existing criteria definitions, enter /CAS.CR at the prompt.

Press F3 (File).
Your report is saved.

5. At the Report Definition List, type LC next to your report.
The Report Definition Component List appears.

6. Select RH - Report Header, enter your own report title, and press F3.
The Report Definition Component List reappears.

7. Press F3 until the Report Definition Menu appears.
8. Select R - Reset Report Cache.

The new report definition is activated.

Reporting Over Extended Periods Using the System Management Facility (SMF)
The records that are written to the IPLOG Events database can be written to SMF.

The IBM and third-party products such as SLR and SAS can analyze these SMF records.

The SMF can store detail data on individual events in active SMF records and offline SMF archives. Depending on your
requirements, this data can be kept for extended periods, and used for audit and capacity planning.

NOTE
For information about how to enable SMF logging, see Install or Upgrade NetMaster Products in the NetMaster
Shared Content Library.

To access these records, you can customize and use your preferred SMF reporting facilities such as:

• Batch jobs in TSO
• REXX procedures
• CLISTs
• SLR
• SAS

History of IP Activities
The region sources the following activity lists from the Packet Analyzer:
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• Address spaces
• Applications
• Applications by interface
• Local TCP ports
• Protocol
• Protocol by stack home address
• Protocol by stack interface
• Remote addresses
• Remote networks
• Stack home addresses
• Stack interfaces
• TCP server ports

You can access these lists from the IP History menu. Use the /IPHIST panel shortcut to access the menu, then select the
TRS option. You can also use the /IPTRS panel shortcut to get there directly.

By default, the displayed list is sorted by the byte throughput for the last minute, busiest first. You can use the SORT
command to resort the list.

In addition to these lists, you can download the raw Packet Analyzer records of these and other activities in CSV format
from WebCenter. The CSV format enables you to analyze the data using a spreadsheet application. To access the
download page, click History, IP Activity Lists.

Using Operator Console Services

Operator Console Services

Operator Console Services (OCS) lets you enter commands to control and monitor your resources.

OCS uses a formatted display panel, which is known as an OCS window, to provide an environment for executing
commands or NCL procedures. Your command results are returned to the window, with other system information, to
provide a console function.

The level of authority in your user ID definition limits the actions that you can perform in OCS. You control the way your
OCS window looks and the way you use it. This set of attributes, privileges, and options are known as your operator
profile.

UAMS controls certain attributes of your operator profile. Other attributes can be changed using the PROFILE command.

Access OCS

To access OCS, enter O at the prompt at the main Primary Menu.

The OCS window appears.

OCS Panel
The OCS panel has two distinct activity areas:

• A one-line command input area at the bottom of the window
• An output message display area (the roll delete area), which occupies the remaining space above the command line
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Command Line

The command line is the bottom line of the OCS window. The command line is the only display field where input is
permitted. The cursor is automatically positioned to the right of the command-line prompt when the panel is first displayed.
To enter a command, position the cursor in the command line and press Enter.

Operating Mode Indicators

The mode indicator to the left of your command entry area indicates how the OCS window is operating. Values of the
operating mode indicators and their meanings are as follows:

M (Monitor)
Terminal has monitor status and receives monitor messages.

P (Paused)
An NCL procedure has paused awaiting the entry of a GO, END, or FLUSH command. The SHOW NCL
command gives you further details.

W (Waiting)
An NCL procedure is waiting for specific text to arrive. The SHOW NCL command gives you further details.

Roll Delete Area

The results of commands are reported in the roll delete area with any unsolicited information you are profiled to receive.

Output to the roll delete area is written line-by-line from top to bottom of the screen. When the display area is full, new
output messages wrap back to the top of the screen, overwriting the oldest displayed messages first.

Non-roll Delete Area

Any messages requiring a reply are delivered as non-roll delete messages. These messages stay on your screen until you
respond. These messages are displayed at the top of an OCS window above the roll delete area. The non-roll delete area
is created only when a non-roll delete message is delivered to your OCS window.

Roll-delimiter Line

Messages are written from top to bottom of the screen and wrap. A line of underscore (_) characters, the roll-delimiter line,
separates the oldest and newest displayed output. Output below this line is the oldest display information; output above
the line is the most recent.

NOTE
The underscore characters that are used for this line can be changed using the PROFILE DELCHAR command.

Title Line

The top of the roll delete display area is reserved for a title that can be set or reset by using the TITLE command.

Time Display

The top left of the title line includes the current system time in hh.mm format. The time automatically updates when
information is written to the OCS window.

Run Multiple OCS Panels
Use the screen-splitting function in NetMaster to run two OCS windows in parallel on the same screen.

You can have one screen window operating in OCS with the other part-screen or window in full-screen mode, as a
menu, for example.
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Set Window IDs

With two OCS windows running simultaneously, it helps to distinguish each window while executing NCL procedures.

You can name an OCS window. Enter the OCSID command followed by a one- to eight-character name at the command
prompt on an OCS window. The name for each window appears to the right of the line, immediately above the command
line.

Example: Set Window ID

To set a window ID of NET01, enter the following command:

OCSID NET01

After pressing Enter, NET01 appears to the right of the line immediately above the command line.

NOTE
You can set profile attributes for each OCS window, so that two OCS windows on the same terminal can have
different profiles and appearances.

Function Keys
The OCS windows have full support for 24 function keys. You can set function keys for each OCS window to suit your
requirements. If you are running two OCS windows, each window can have a separate set of function key definitions.

Various function keys are available:

• Default (system-wide) function keys
• Immediate function keys
• Conversational function keys
• Prefix function keys
• Suffix function keys
• NCL-controlled function keys

The OCS function keys are set to system default values when you enter OCS.

When you redefine a function key, its defined value applies only to the function key settings for your current window. The
settings remain in effect only while your current window is active.

When you press an immediate function key, its assigned value is immediately entered into the system, without the need
for further action by you.

NOTE
To discover the assignment of each function key, use the PF LIST command.

Conversational Function Keys

A conversational function key lets you modify its action before you release it for processing. When you press a
conversational function key, its assigned value is displayed in the command line. You can add to or can modify the text.
Press Enter to run the command after you modify it.

Prefix and Suffix Function Keys

A prefix function key assigns a set value as a prefix to the line of text where the cursor is located. The text can be on the
command line or any other line in the OCS window display area.

Example: Prefix and Suffix Function Keys

The F6 function key is defined using the following command:
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PF6 PREF,MSG USER1+

When you enter a message in the command line saying: SYSTEM DOWN AT 17.00, and press F6, the following
command is generated and entered:

MSG USER1 SYSTEM DOWN AT 17.00

NOTE
The plus sign (+) leaves a blank after the text before concatenating it with the entered string.

A suffix function key acts like a prefix key, but adds its value to the end of the line of text.

Function Key Assignments
You can assign your own values to function keys so that they invoke an NCL procedure or act as the Enter key. If a
function key is being used as the Enter key, you can redefine the Enter key to perform an OCS function.

Specify Commands to Function Keys

To redefine function keys, use the PFnn command. You can specify the new function key value as one of the following
types:

• Conversational
The value of the function key appears in the command line so that it can be edited before being issued.

• Immediate
The function key performs an immediate function such as Enter.

• Suffix
The function key value is placed at the end of an entry in the command line.

• Prefix
The function key value is placed at the beginning of an entry in the command line.

Example: Assign a Conversational Function Key

To assign the SHOW NCL command as a conversational function key to the F4 key, enter the following command:

PF4 CONV,SHOW NCL=

When you press F4 from now on, SHOW NCL= is displayed at the command prompt. You can then add to it before
executing it.

Example: Define Multiple Commands

You can use a semicolon as a command separator in the function key value to define multiple commands. When entering
the PFnn command, specify two semicolons.

To define F20 to clear the screen and display users, enter the following command:

PF20 CLEAR;;SHOW USERS

Set Function Keys as Enter Keys

The PFnn command can set a function key to act as the Enter key. The Enter key is defined as an immediate function key
with no associated value.

Example: Define Enter Key
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To define PF12 as the Enter key, enter the following command:

PF12 IMM

PF12 acts as the Enter key because there is no entry after IMM. When you press F12, text is executed from the command
line.

Redefine the Enter Key

You can use the ENTER command to redefine the action of the Enter key.

WARNING
Define at least one function key to act as Enter before you redefine the Enter key.

Example: Redefine Enter Key to Act as CLEAR Command

To redefine the value of the Enter key to act as the CLEAR command, issue the following command:

ENTER CLEAR

The Enter key no longer acts in its standard manner.

Example: Reset Enter Key

To reset the Enter key, type the following text and then press the function key that is defined as Enter:

ENTER IMM

Specify Function Keys Using NCL Procedures

You can also assign values to a function key from an NCL procedure. By setting your initial command to execute the
procedure on entry to OCS, you can set the function keys for your OCS window.

Use Commands in OCS
Use OCS windows to enter NetMaster product commands and monitor command outcomes.

The OCS windows can be used to enter product commands and monitor the results. Commands are entered on the
command line and take effect when you press the Enter key.

You can access a list of all product commands from online help.

Follow these steps:

1. Press F1 (Help).
The OCS Overview panel appears.

2. Enter S next to the List of Commands topic.
The commands are listed. You can select any of the commands to get more information about its use and syntax.

Command Authority Levels

All commands are assigned an authority level within the range 0 through 255, zero being the lowest and 255 the highest
authority level. The operands on some commands require a higher authority than the base command itself.

You are allocated a command authority level in your user ID definition, corresponding to the scope of system control you
require. Whenever you enter a command, your user ID authority level must be equal to or higher than the authority level of
the entered command. Otherwise, the command is rejected.
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This authority level checking also applies to commands executed from NCL processes invoked under your user ID.

Command Abbreviation

All commands consist of a single command, optionally followed by one or more operands. Most commands can be
abbreviated to use fewer characters, so long as they remain distinguishable from other commands. For example, the
SHOW command can be abbreviated to SH.

Concatenate Commands

Several commands can be entered simultaneously by concatenating them into the same OCS command line and
separating each command with a semicolon (;). The concatenated commands are processed from left to right in the order
that they are entered.

Example: Concatenate Commands

The system treats the command string D LU10;D LU11 as two independent commands:

D LU10

D LU11

You can use the CLEAR command in this manner to clear the display area before the results of the next command are
displayed. For example:

CLEAR;D BFRUSE

To use a semicolon as part of the command text, enter two semicolons instead of one.

To enter the command a;b, enter a;;b. The second semicolon is stripped from the text and the a;b string is passed to the
system as a single command. The remaining semicolon is not regarded as a command separator character.

Command separators are specified by using the PROFILE CMDSEP command.

Prevent Command Concatenation

You can prevent command concatenation by using the CMDSEP operand of the PROFILE command. When CMDSEP is
set to NO, semicolons are not regarded as the command separators.

You can assign concatenated commands to function keys. The function key executes under the value of the CMDSEP
operand when the function key was defined.

Reuse Commands

If you enter a command regularly, you do not need to retype it every time you want to issue the command. The OCS
provides facilities that let you reuse previously entered commands.

Use the Command Stack

Each OCS window keeps a stack of the commands that are most recently entered from its command line. The stack does
not include immediate function key entries. The number of entries that are kept in this stack can be changed by using the
PROFILE CMDSTACK command.

You can use the command stack to retrieve previously entered commands for redisplay on the command line. You can
modify the redisplayed command for reentry.

Commands are retrieved from the stack using the CS+ or CS- commands. The default system function key series includes
settings for the CS+ and CS- commands. These keys are F10 and F11 respectively. You retain should these keys.
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Retain Commands on the Command Line

When you execute a command, the command can be retained on the command line. You can then execute it again or edit
the command before executing it again. This facility lets you increment and enter command sequences with minimal effort.

This feature can be turned on or off using the PROFILE CMDKEEP command. When turned off, the command line is
cleared when you press the Enter key. A command must be retrieved from the command stack if it is required again.
When turned on, the command you enter is retained on the command line so that you can enter it again.

Copy Display Lines into the Command Line

You can copy a command (or some other message) from an OCS window display area to the command line.

Follow these steps:

1. Put the cursor on the line you that want to copy.
2. Press F10 or F11.

The command or message appears in the command line.

Command Renaming

The EQUATE commands can be included in initialization procedures to rename commands:

• Override or rename standard commands.
• Define a series of one- to eight-character strings for use in place of lengthy command strings.

Monitor and Control in OCS
Control, reorder, and clear output in an Operator Console Services (OCS) window. You can suspend message delivery,
modify the message queue holding limit, unwrap messages, and clear the OCS window.

OCS allows you to monitor and control your regions by receiving messages and allowing you to issue commands. Events
from your network are sent to your OCS window. You can issue commands to take control of any problems that occur.

As you receive messages and output from commands, you can control, reorder, or clear output so that it can be read more
easily.

Control of Message Presentation Speed

When the bottom line of the display area is filled, the region pauses. The region then wraps back to the top of the area to
write the next message.

Sometimes, many messages are sent to the screen within a short period. This situation causes the display to roll
messages faster than you can read them. Two options are available to suspend the delivery of messages or change how
the messages display temporarily:

• The HOLD option
• The AUTOHOLD option

Stop Message Flow

By default, your region freezes an OCS window when a message fills the last line and messages are queued to wrap back
to the top. The AUTOHOLD command controls this behavior.

When AUTOHOLD freezes your screen, the caption AUTOHOLD is displayed above the command line. No further
messages appear until you input something.

The AUTOHOLD command option is part of your operator profile.
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NOTE
If more unsolicited messages arrive while you are in HOLD or AUTOHOLD mode, the caption changes to MSG
QUED and the terminal alarm sounds.

To stop the flow of output to the screen at any time, press the Enter key while nothing is in the command line.

The display freezes, and no further messages appear until you enter data. While the screen is frozen, the word HOLDING
appears immediately above the command line.

Message Queue Holding Limit

Your system queues a limited number of messages for an OCS window while in the HOLDING or AUTOHOLD mode. The
queue limit default before any OCS window messages are discarded is 200 messages.

The HOLDING or AUTOHOLD caption changes to 75% LIMIT, HOLD LIMIT, and then MSGS LOST, as this limit is
approached, reached, and then exceeded. Each caption change also sounds the terminal alarm. These conditions vary
and update while you actively monitor and release system messages in the OCS window.

You can define the queue limit for each OCS user window by using the PROFILE command.

Contention Delay Interval

One of the characteristics of an OCS window is that your system can send messages to your window as you are entering
a command. These messages are displayed differently depending on the type of terminal that you are using:

A Non-SNA Terminal
Any entered data is immediately frozen, and any new data is ignored while the message writes to the screen. You
can then continue to type in your command text when message delivery has finished.

An SNA 3270 Terminal
A contention condition arises. The terminal is seen as being in a send state when you have started typing on the
keyboard. The terminal refuses to accept any output from your system until your input has been sent. However,
rather than defer your system, the system interrupts you after a set period and forces the output of a message.
The default contention delay interval is 15 seconds. Usually, this default is long enough to let you complete a
standard command input operation.

Unwrap Messages

To resequence or unwrap messages your OCS window, enter the ORDER command.

The OCS messages are redisplayed in the window in chronological order. The oldest messages appear at the top of the
window.

The ORDER command is assigned to F12 by default.

NOTE
This command does not affect the HOLDING or AUTOHOLD condition.

Clear the OCS Window

After many messages have appeared in your OCS window, you can clear the window before any new messages arrive.

To clear your OCS window, enter the CLEAR or K command.

Non-roll Delete Messages
Manage non-roll delete (NRD) messages in the the Operator Console Services (OCS) window.
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Most of the messages on an OCS window are classified as roll delete messages. They are displayed once and eventually
roll off the top of the screen as subsequent messages arrive and overwrite them.

When a non-roll delete (NRD) message is delivered to an OCS window, it remains in your OCS window until deleted. The
NRD messages are in two categories:

• Those messages that the region remembers and retains until explicitly deleted by the issuing process
• Those messages that are only displayed at the individual OCS windows until deleted and are not remembered

The non-roll delete area is separated from the roll delete area by a delimiter line. This line is usually a series of dash (-)
characters. To change the character, use the PROFILE NRDELCH command.

The NRD messages are managed centrally and held in a queue. Your system administrator determines the size of
this queue. If there are more NRD messages, the oldest outstanding NRD message is deleted to remove copies of the
message from all affected OCS windows.

However, the NRD messages from &WRITE NCL statements are never deleted automatically. Exceeding the NRDLIM
queue depth occurs only if large numbers of &WRITE-generated NRD messages exist simultaneously.

A warning message is sent to all OCS users with monitor status to notify them when the NRD message queue reaches 75
percent full.

You can hide these messages to allow other message flows to continue in your OCS window. You can reveal them again
when you are able to deal with them.

Hide NRD Messages

To remove an NRD message from the OCS display, move your cursor to the NRD message you want to remove and then
press Enter.

The NRD message disappears and the screen is reformatted. Removing the NRD messages in this way provides more
room for pending NRD messages or a larger roll delete area.

NOTE
System NRD messages are not deleted from the NRD message queue, only from your OCS window. The NRD
messages specific to your OCS window are deleted, and cannot be recalled.

Restore Hidden NRD Messages

The hidden NRD messages can be restored by entering the NRDRET command. The oldest hidden NRD messages are
returned to the non-roll delete area first, until the area has expanded to its maximum size.

The NRDRET command displays all hidden NRD messages that you are entitled to view. These messages include those
messages that occurred before you entered OCS and any that are still outstanding.

NRDRET can be issued from any environment capable of receiving the NRD messages, including NCL &INTCMD
environments.

Delete NRD Messages

An NRD message is automatically deleted when one of the following conditions is satisfied:

• The condition to which an NRD message refers is satisfied
• An NCL process issues an &NRDDEL NCL statement to delete a specific NRD message
• The NCL process that generated the NRD is terminated

You can only delete the NRD messages that the system remembers by using the PURGE command.
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NRD Messages and ROF Sessions

Messages that originate from a remote system carry the NRD message attribute and appear as NRD messages, in the
same way as locally produced messages.

When an INMC link fails and breaks any ROF sessions traveling across it, all NRD messages from that remote system are
automatically deleted.

When you close a ROF session by using the SIGNOFF command, any NRD messages you have received across the
session are deleted from your window. Other users displaying the same NRD messages are not affected.

Use the Activity Log to Help Monitor Your Regions
The activity log records all commands, responses to commands, and messages that occur in your regions. By accessing
the activity log, you can browse through recent activity in the region to assist you in locating information and analyzing
problems.

To access the activity log browse function from OCS, enter /LOG at the prompt.

When you first access the activity log, you are positioned at the end of the log for the current day. You can use the F8
(Forward) and F7 (Backward) function keys to scroll through the log.

Exclude List Items in the Activity Log

You can issue the exclude and include commands to limit your view of the activity log based on specific criteria.

Enter the exclude or include commands by adding an X or I  to the end of a ORIGIN, REGION, TEXT, FILTER, or
COLOR filter command. The following example of an exclude command shows how to remove all instances of Telnet
connection started/ended messages from the activity log.

TEXT IPCM200 X 

For more information about using the activity log, press F1 (Help) from the activity log panel.  

Interpret Messages and Codes to Help Monitor Your Region
The information database provides categories of information about commonly used codes and errors. By accessing the
information database from OCS, you can get information about error messages that appear in your OCS window.

To access the information database from OCS, enter /CODES at the prompt.

Commands in OCS
Issue commands from an Operator Console Services (OCS) window. Three types of commands can be issued:
background environment commands, timer-initiated commands, and network commands.

Being able to issue commands from OCS is an important part of controlling your regions. From OCS, you can issue
commands to the background processes of your product. You can also set commands to issue automatically, based on a
specified time.

Commands to Background Environments

The background environments are internal to your system and services. They process commands that are submitted to
them by users and support system level procedures such as LOGPROC. Each background process has a user ID, but is
not associated with any physical terminal.

The following background environments are available:
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BSYS
Is the background system environment.

BMON
Is the background monitor environment.

BSVR
Is the background server environment.

BLOG
Is the background logger environment.

You can send commands to these environments for them to execute, as if they are the real OCS users by using the
SUBMIT command. You can submit commands or NCL procedures. For example, if you want the background system
environment to start the procedure MONPROC, enter the following command:

SUBMIT BSYS START MONPROC

After a command is submitted, that environment manages its processing. If you log off or you leave OCS, the processing
is not affected. Its command authority remains the same as the user ID of the submitter.

Processing in a background environment is ideal for monitoring an NCL procedure that regularly checks the status of
network components.

The background monitor routes a command and its results to the following places:

• All monitor status terminals that are logged on to the system
• The activity log

The background logger logs the command and its results only.

The timer commands can also be routed to background environments by the SUBMIT command or by the ROUTE
operand for the timer command being issued.

Timer-initiated Commands

You can issue commands at specified times and at specified intervals. These commands are known as timer-initiated
commands. The following timer-initiated commands are available:

AT
Executes the commands at a specified time of day. The timer commands use a 24-hour clock with the format
hh.mm.ss.
Limits: 24.00.00 (midnight)

EVERY
Repeats the commands at a given time frequency.
Default: 10 seconds

The timer commands can be entered in OCS, or included in NCL procedures.

A maximum of 9999 concurrent timer commands is supported, and this maximum is the default.

If you log off after issuing a timer command, that command is not executed. However, you can use the ROUTE or KEEP
operand when you enter an AT command. These operands allow you to specify another user to issue the command in
your place. By specifying another user, you can log off and then see the results of the command when you next log on.

The ROUTE and KEEP operands are ideal if you are including timer commands for specific operators in the automatically
executed system initialization procedures.

The timer commands can also be specified with a limit to the number of times they can execute before being automatically
purged.
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Example: Monitor Users at a Specified Interval

To monitor the users that are logged on to the system every half hour, enter the following command:

EVERY .30 CMD=SHOW USERS

Also, if you want to remind users of a 3 p.m. meeting one hour before it starts, enter the following command:

AT 14.00 MSG ALL DON’T FORGET MEETING AT 15.00

When a timer command executes, the command text is echoed on all applicable terminals. A unique timer ID prefixes the
command text echo and has the following format:

#nnnn command_text 

Display Active Timer Commands

You can display pending timer commands by using the SHOW TIMER command. By default, this command lets you
display your timer commands. However, by specifying the ALL operand, you can display all outstanding timer commands
in your region.

Example: Display Active Timer Commands

To find out which timer commands that you initiated, enter the following command:

SHOW TIMER

The command returns your timer commands, for example:

 ID BY INTERVAL -USERID-R LIM CNT K/P ENV P/M TID  NEXT

  4 EV 00:30:00 USER01      0   0  NO PRI YES -    12:29:48

     CMD=SHOW USERS

  5 AT 14:00:00 USER01      0   0  NO PRI YES -    14:00:00

     CMD=MSG ALL DON'T FORGET MEETING AT 15.00

NUMBER OF TIMER COMMANDS DISPLAYED WAS 2.

Delete Timer Commands Manually

When you initiate a timer command, the region allocates a unique four-digit number. This number is known as the timer ID
or purge ID. This number prefixes all displays resulting from that command, and must be used when manually deleting a
timer command.

NOTE
By default, your timer commands remain active only while you are logged on to the region. Before each attempt
to execute the command, the region checks that you are still logged on. If you are no longer logged on to your
region, the timer command is automatically deleted.

To delete a timer command manually, use the PURGE command.

To delete a timer command by another user, you require a command authority level of 2 or higher.

Example: Delete Command

To delete an AT timer command, enter the following command:
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PURGE TIMER=5

The value 5 is the purge ID assigned to the AT command.

Redirect Timer Commands

To ensure that timer-initiated commands continue to executeafter you log off, you must redirect the command results.
Results can be redirected to the background logger, the background monitor, or the system background environment.

To redirect the timer command, specify an AT or EVERY command with the KEEP operand.

By default, the KEEP operand requires a command authority level of 2 or higher.

Example: Redirect Timer Commands

To redirect the SHOW USERS command for execution by the background system environment, enter the following
command:

EVERY .30 KEEP=SYS CMD=SHOW USERS

The KEEP operand enables the execution of timer commands to continue irrespective of whether you are logged on to the
region.

Limit Timer Command Executions

When defining a timer command, you can use the LIMIT operand to specify a limit on the number of times the command is
executed. When this limit is reached, the command is automatically purged.

To display the assigned limit and the number of times a command has already executed, issue the SHOW TIMER
command.

Example: Limit Timer Command Execution

To limit the number of times the SHOW USERS command is executed to 5, enter the following command:

EVERY .30 LIMIT=5 CMD=SHOW USERS

When the SHOW USERS command has been executed five times, the timer command is deleted.

Execute a Timer Command Under Another User ID

The ROUTE operand lets you direct a command for execution under another user ID -- the target user ID. The operand
requires a command authority level of at least 2.

With this option, the timer command is retained even if the target user ID is not logged on. Command execution is
bypassed and the time interval reset. The command is attempted again only after the time interval has again elapsed.

Example: Execute Timer Command Under Another User ID

If you want USER02 to execute the SHOW USERS command, enter the following command:

EVERY .30 ROUTE=USER02 CMD=SHOW USERS

Concatenate Commands in Timer Commands

Commands can be concatenated in the command text for a timer command. Separate each command in the
concatenation with a colon (:). These colons are internally translated into normal concatenation characters, that is,
semicolons (;), before execution.
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Network Commands

The OCS provides various commands for retrieving information about your network.

Example: Display Information About a VTAM Resource Using the D Command

You can use the D command to display information about a VTAM resource, for example:

D major_node_name 

Example: Display Connections in TCP/IP Resources Using the NETSTAT Command

You can use the NETSTAT command to display the connections in IBM TCP/IP resources.

NOTE

• For information about the NETSTAT (IBM) command, type NETSTAT on the OCS panel (option O on the
primary menu) and press F1 (Help).

• You can also display the NETSTAT commands in a list and issue a command from the list. The panel
shortcut to the list is /STACK.NS.

Example: Look Up a Name or Address Using the NSLOOKUP Command

You can use the NSLOOKUP command to look up the name or address of a host, for example:

NSLOOKUP ip_address 

NCL Processing Environments
Understand how to execute NCL processes in an Operator Console Services (OCS) window.

An NCL processing environment exists for each window of your terminal that allows commands and NCL processes to
execute on behalf of that window.

When you use an EXEC or START command to invoke an NCL process, the process executes in the NCL processing
environment for the OCS window.

NOTE
The region attempts to execute an incorrectly entered EXEC or START command as if it were an NCL process.

Any NCL process can have a dependent processing environment that lets it issue commands or can execute other NCL
processes independently using the &INTCMD statement. The NCL procedures can also use ROF sessions to collect
information from other systems.

Execute NCL Processes Serially

An OCS window can execute a serial stream of NCL processes so that they are invoked one after the other. This type of
execution is suitable for processes with a short duration.

To execute the NCL processes serially, use the EXEC command.

The EXEC command-invoked processes can issue the statement, &PAUSE, to wait for further input from the OCS
window. You use the GO, END, FLUSH, and INTQ commands, together with the unique identifier of the process, to
communicate with the process.

Example: Execute Processes in Sequence

To execute PROC1 and PROC2 in sequence, enter the following commands:
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EXEC PROC1

EXEC PROC2

Your OCS window places the two processes in an EXEC queue, which are executed on a first-come, first-served basis.
Process PROC1 is scheduled for immediate execution and process PROC2 is queued to execute after PROC1 ends.

Execute NCL Processes Concurrently

An OCS window can execute NCL processes in parallel at the same time.

To execute NCL processes concurrently, use the START command. If you enter the name of an NCL procedure by itself,
the START command is implied.

Any started procedure can issue an &PAUSE statement to wait for further input from GO, END, and FLUSH commands
from the OCS window. These commands, together with the unique identifier for the process, let you communicate with the
process explicitly.

Example: Execute NCL Processes Concurrently

To execute PROC1 and PROC2 at the same time, enter the following commands:

START PROC1

START PROC2

NCL Identifiers

Each NCL process is allocated a unique identifier that links it to the issuing OCS window. Any &WRITE or &PANEL
statements from the NCL process (or any other processes it starts or executes) are returned to that window only. If the
window is terminated, any queued process is deleted.

Execution of an NCL Process from a Serial or Concurrent Process

An NCL process that is executed from an OCS window (or any process that it invokes) can itself issue EXEC or START
commands.

When a process issues an EXEC command is to execute an NCL process, that process is suspended as the new process
starts executing. The issuing process resumes processing only when the new process ends.

Invoking a process from another process in this way is known as nesting. Nesting is an easy way to structure a series of
processes.

NOTE
The NCL statement, &CALL PROC, is the recommended method for nesting procedure calls.

If a START command is used to execute an NCL process, the new process starts executing immediately. The new
process runs concurrently with the invoking process and independently of it. Each process is unaffected by the termination
of the other process.

Advantages of Started Procedures

Using the START command to invoke NCL processes has the following advantages:

• You can perform relatively complex, long-term tasks from your OCS window. This command does not prevent other
operations from performing concurrently.

• You can perform periodic checking of the network status without operator involvement.
• You can operate many independent procedures on behalf of one OCS window. You can monitor many different aspects

of the same operation. Different procedures communicate with you only when errors are detected.
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Start REXX Programs from OCS
Your NetMasterregion supports the REXX language. A processing environment for each OCS window allows REXX
processes to execute on behalf of that window.

To start a REXX program from OCS, enter the following command:

REXX program_name 

NOTE
For information about how your product supports REXX, refer to the NetMaster REXX Programming section of
the NetMaster Shared Content Library.

System Commands From Your Console
Use the SYSCMD facility to issue operating system commands without having to use a real operating system console.
SYSCMD enables you to enter master console commands, lock consoles, and specify the console that a command is
issued from.

The SYSCMD facility gives you the ability to issue operating system commands and receive responses without having to
use a real operating system console. For example, you can use the facility to display the channel path or unit status of a
local non-SNA terminal.
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Figure 16: systemCommands

Use the SYSCMD Facility

The SYSCMD command has several operands that you can use:

• To enter master console commands
• To lock a console
• To issue a command, as if it came from a specific console

In its most basic form, the SYSCMD command is:

SYSCMD command-text 

command-text
The command to be entered.
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NOTE
You are restricted in your use of the SYSCMD facility by both your command authority and your user security
profile. Your system administrator sets these permissions.

Enter Master Console Commands

If the command to be entered is restricted to the master console, the CON=MASTER operand must be used with the
SYSCMD command, for example:

SYSCMD CON=MASTER DATA=VARY CPU(0) OFFLINE

You must have MASTER authority for this operand.

NOTE
This operand is not required if you are using Extended Multiple Console Support (EXTMCS) consoles.

Lock a Console

To ensure that you can issue commands when required, you can lock a console to a specific environment using the
following operand:

OPT=LOCK

When you no longer require the console, release it using the following operand, making it available to other SYSCMD
users:

OPT=REL

Simulate Command Issue from a Specific Console

If you want to simulate issuing a command from a specific console that you are not using, enter the following form of the
SYSCMD command. (n is the console number.)

SYSCMD CON=n DATA=command-text 

This command can be issued from anywhere in the region.

Because the SYSCMD facility does not verify console authority, the existing authority for the specified console is used.

NOTE
If you are using the EXTMCS consoles, this form of the SYSCMD command is not supported.

Using Logs
Access transient and activity log types to troubleshoot network issues.

You can access various logs to help solving problems.

Log Types

Typically, a region keeps two types of logs: transient logs and activity logs.

Each resource has its own transient log. The transient log provides a real-time view of the activity of a particular resource.
The transient logs are not kept between region restarts. However, depending on the defined log details for a resource,
the transient log information can be written to the permanent activity log. The log parameters in the resource definition
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determine the information that is logged. The region logs the information to the transient log, and to any other destinations
specified in the definition.

The activity log provides a historical view of the activities in the region. A region can have more than one activity log, of
which only one is open for logging. The activity log is stored on DASD, so that you can access the activity log if necessary.
You can also access the activity log from the transient log.

Display a Transient Log

The transient log provides a real-time view of the activity of a particular resource. You can display the transient log from
your monitor. This log and the activity log contain messages and other information about a resource. The logs help you
diagnose problems (for example, resource failure).

Follow these steps:

1. Enter L next to a resource on the monitor.
The Transient Log Browse panel appears for the selected resource. The panel displays messages in chronological
order.

2. (Optional) Enter L next to a message to access the activity log to see what was happening in the system then.

Set Criteria to Display Logged Messages Selectively

When you access the transient log of a resource, you are profiled to view all messages for that resource. You can limit the
number of messages you see in the current session by profiling for certain criteria.

Follow these steps:

1. Enter the PROFILE command at the prompt of the Transient Log Browse panel.
A panel appears displaying the current profile setting.

2. Change the settings, as required.
Note: For information about the settings, see the online help.

You can also supply the profile values directly by using the command operands. The syntax of the PROFILE command is:

PROFILE [[SEV={1|2|3|4|5|6}]

         [NCLID=ncl-process-identifier]

         [PROC=ncl-procedure-name]]  | 

        [RESET=YES]

You can profile messages according to the following criteria:

SEV
Determines how critical the messages are. For example, specify SEV=1 to see only the most critical messages or
SEV=4 to see the messages of severity levels 1 through 4.

NCLID
Specifies the ID of the NCL process that issued the messages you want to see. The NCL processes are created
when NCL procedures are executed. The region creates NCL processes when performing automation tasks.
Each NCL process has a unique ID. You can use the NCLID operand to differentiate between executing copies of
the same NCL procedure. For example, the same NCL procedure was run more than once in a given period.
The region processes resources asynchronously, and a number of NCL processes for the resource can be active
simultaneously. Messages from these NCL processes intermingle in the transient log. You can use the NCLID
operand to view the messages from a particular NCL process (that is, to view the messages for a particular task).

PROC
Specifies the name of the executing NCL procedure that issued the messages you want to see.
You can use the asterisk (*) wildcard character to include more than one NCL procedure. The wild card
represents any single character except at the end of a string when the wild card represents one or more
characters.
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RESET
Specify RESET=YES if you want to view all available messages.

Display User-defined Log Messages

A user-defined log message can be specified for a resource on the Define Event Related Actions panel when the resource
is defined.

If you want to see only these messages in the transient logs, enter UL next to the resource.

Obtain Help on a Logged Message

You can obtain more information about product messages in a transient log through help.

To display the detailed help text for a message in the transient log, enter H next to the message.

The help text appears.

Print a Transient Log

You can print a copy of the transient log for record keeping or review.

Follow these steps:

1. Enter P next to a resource.
The Generate a Report panel appears, which lets you print a default report or an extended report of the resource
transient log.

2. Specify your printing requirements.
– To print the default report (TRANSIENTLOG), ensure that the displayed information is satisfactory.
– The extended report contains extra fields that display the S (severity), Nclid (NCL ID), and Proc (procedure) for

each item in the transient log. To print the extended report, enter a question mark (?) in the Report Name field, and
then select TRANSX.

Press F6 (Action).
The log report is printed.

Reset a Transient Log

When you do not need the messages in the transient log anymore, you can clear the messages by resetting the log.

To reset the transient log of a resource, enter LR next to the resource.

Its transient log is cleared of all messages.

Display the Activity Log

Your region logs all significant activity and events to the activity log. The connection activity and FTP activity can be
logged to the activity log and, or instead of, to the events database. The activity log also records operator commands and
the output of executed obey files.

To access the activity log, take one of the following actions:

• Enter /LOG or $LOG at the prompt on a panel. The command displays the activity log for the local region.
• Enter $LOG  linkname at the prompt on a panel. The command displays the activity log for the specified linked region.
• Press F7 in OCS.
• Use the L (Activity Log) option on the Historical Data primary menu.
• Enter L (Display Activity Log) next to an entry on any connection list.
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Activity Log Online Aids

The following aids are available to help you use the activity log:

• Forward and backward scroll
• Various display formats
• Highlighting log records
• Log filter to restrict the displayed records
• Positioning by date or time, either absolute or relative
• Positioning by labels set in the log
• Searching forward or backward for text
• Selective printing of log records

Note: For detailed information about these aids, see the online help.

Record Additional Information in the Activity Log

You can use the LOG command to record extra information in the log that is outside the scope of that recorded by default.
For example, enter the following command at the prompt:

LOG PRODUCTION LINK TO LOS ANGELES DOWN FOR MAINTENANCE

This command produces the following entry in the log for the time the command was issued:

LOG ENTRY : PRODUCTION LINK TO LOS ANGELES DOWN FOR MAINTENANCE

You can record a message up to 256 characters long.

Telnet Activity in the Log

The Telnet connections can be logged as they are started and ended.

NOTE
Logging of Telnet activity is specified in the IPEVENT parameter group.

Example: Telnet Messages

These examples show the Telnet connection start and end messages:

IPCM2002 TELNET CONNECTION STARTED FROM 192.168.2.66..4925 AS TSTCP007 TO TEST1 LOGICAL DEVICE 0006

IPCM2003 TELNET CONNECTION ENDED FROM 192.168.6.127 AS TSTCP006 TO TEST4, BYTES IN 550 OUT 32665 DURATION 0

 DAYS 00.06.35

A logged connection start message contains the following information:

• Time that the connection started
• Port number, LU, and device number used

A logged connection end message contains the following information:

• Time that the connection ended
• IP address and LU name of the device where the connection ended
• Application to which the session was connected
• Number of bytes in and out
• Duration of the connection
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FTP Activity in the Log

From the activity log, you can obtain information about the following FTP activities that are associated with FTP server
and client processing:

File Transfers
Provides information including user IP address, the data set name and size, and how long the file transfer took.

Deletion and Renaming of Files
Provides the name of the file being deleted or renamed, and the new name for a file being renamed.

Failures
Provides a record of failed logons and failed transfers.

NOTE
Logging of FTP activity is specified in the IPEVENT parameter group. For more information, see Implementing.

Example: FTP Messages

These examples show some FTP messages:

IPFM2103 FTP RETR BY USER01 AT 192.168.9.57 DSN AUDE0.TEST01.BIGFILE 1872317 BYTES IN 43.56 SECONDS 42982

 BYTES/SEC SERVER FTPTEST1

IPFM2102 FTP LOGON FAILED FOR USR02 AT 192.168.7.23 SERVER FTPTEST1

Using Monitors
The various monitors let you track defined resources. General usage of these monitors is described here.

Resource Monitors
The IP Resource Monitor, IP Node Monitor, and Graphical Monitor enable you to monitor at the resource level in your
environment.

The monitors enable you to monitor the resource activities from two different viewpoints. To view the status of individual
resources, use IP Resource Monitor and IP Node Monitor. To view the status of groups of resources, use Graphical
Monitor.

In a multisystem environment, you can monitor the resources on multiple systems from any of the connected focal point
regions. From subordinate regions, you can monitor locally managed resources only. You can use logs to display the
messages that are associated with a resource and therefore with system activity. The authorized users can define filters
and profiles that enable the viewing of information about specific resources.

Graphical Monitor
Understand how to access, view, and interpret resource information on the Graphical Monitor display in NetMaster.

The graphical monitor displays groups of resources as graphical images, which are known as icons. This monitor uses
display attributes to alert you to changes in the status of the represented groups. Thus, if an icon changes color, you can
look at its members to see what is causing the change.

The display attributes of an icon reflect the status of the represented member that is in the worst state. The display
attribute tables control the attributes, except that icons do not use the highlighting attribute, as all icons appear in reverse
video. A user with the appropriate authority can customize the display attributes.

An icon is associated with a group of resources, or a panel, as follows:

Group of Resources
A group, when represented by an icon, enables region-managed items to be presented with a service-driven
operations perspective.
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When you issue the Z (Zoom) command against such an icon, the members in the group are listed. You can then
monitor the individual resources.
When you issue an operations command against such an icon, the command acts on all the members.

WARNING
Issuing any commands that return responses against a group with many resources results in many
panels that you have to scroll through.

Panel
The icon is associated with a panel. When you issue the Z (Zoom) command against such an icon, a panel of
component icons is displayed.
For example, an icon represents all the resources in the system EASTTEST. When you select the icon, a panel
of icons is displayed. The component icons contain specific types of resources. Each of these icons is associated
with another panel or with a group of resources. You can follow a specific path leading directly to any resource
that is causing the problem.
You cannot issue operations commands against an icon that is associated with a panel.

Access the Graphical Monitor

To access the graphical monitor, enter /GMON at the prompt.

The Graphical Monitor appears.

Icons on the Graphical Monitor Display

Icons on the graphical monitor group resources together Icons can group different types of resources, and can group
resources from different systems.

Typically, a name identifies each icon. You can enter commands in the command entry window. The following illustration
shows an icon and the displayed information:

An icon can display other information (for example, the resource states).

Operations From the Graphical Monitor

From the graphical monitor, you can do the following things:

• Use the Z (Zoom) command to view the status of the resources that are attached to an icon.
• Issue commands to solicit information about, or to modify the behavior of, all the resources that are attached to an

icon.
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Use the Z (Zoom) Command

Use the graphical monitor for a high-level view of the monitored resources. If an icon indicates a failure, issue the Z
command from the icon command entry window to access the icon components and find the problem.

Zooming to the Status Monitor

If the icon is associated directly with a list of resources, the Monitor panel is displayed. This panel contains only those
resources that are defined to the selected icon.

Using the Monitor panel, review the status of resources to see which resources are causing the problem. You can then
perform status monitor actions, access the logs, or issue line commands to locate the source of the problem.

Zooming to an Icon Panel

If the icon is associated with a panel, the panel is displayed. This panel contains icons that are subsets of the main icon.
For example, the icon containing all resources in EASTTEST changes to red, indicating a problem. You can zoom to the
next panel of icons to see which icon has caused the main icon to change color. To see the problematic resources, select
any icons that have changed state. When you display the monitor, the status of the individual resources appears.

Use Resource Commands

You can enter line commands in the command entry field of an icon that directly represents a group of resources. (That is,
an icon that is not pointing to another icon panel.) To list commonly used commands, enter a question mark (?); to list all
available commands, enter two question marks (??).

A command acts on all the members of the group.

When you use a command on a group, a Confirm Command panel appears (depending on a setting in the DISPLAYS
region parameter group).

The panel advises you of the number of members in the group. You can:

• Press F6 (Action) to confirm the command.
• Press F5 (Zoom) to list the members. The list enables you to issue the command against individual members.
• Press F12 (Cancel) if you change your mind and you do not want to issue the command.

Change to a Different Default Icon Panel

When you access the graphical monitor, your default icon panel determines the type of information available.

Follow these steps:

1. Enter PROFILE at the prompt.
A Profile panel appears. This panel contains a field that enables you to change your default icon panel for the monitor.

2. To select a new default, enter a question mark (?) in the Panel Name field.
A list of available panels appears.

3. Select the required panel by entering S next to the panel name.
4. Take one of the following actions:

– Press F3 (File) to save the new default and return to the graphical monitor.
– Press F4 (Save) to save the new default and remain on the panel.
– If you no longer want to change the default, press F12 (Cancel). You return to the graphical monitor without saving

the changes.

NOTE
If you want to view a different icon panel temporarily, use the F5 (Panel) function key or the PANEL command.
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Monitor Display
Understand how to modify the default display settings in NetMaster resource monitors.

Depending on the monitor, the default display format includes some of the following information:

• The name of the system image that contains the resource
• The name of the resource and its class

NOTE
Resources of the INTNL class with names in the form xx(*) are dynamic resources that provide
communications between regions.

• The status of the resource
• The alert statistics
• The ping statistics
• The override flag that indicates whether normal operation is overridden

NOTE
For information about override flags, see the online help.

You are notified of changes in the status of monitored items that are not in view.

Organize the Information on the Monitor

You can enter the following commands at the prompt to organize the information.

FORMAT {?|format-name}
Changes the way information is displayed for a particular columns setting. If you do not know the name of a
format, enter FORMAT and select it from the displayed list of format definitions.

NOTE
Your product supplies a number of predefined formats. If authorized, you can define your own formats
from the List Definition List panel. To access the list, enter /ASADMIN.L at the prompt. For information
about how to define monitor formats, see Reference.

NOTE
If you updated the current format, you can enter the REFORMAT command to make the updates
effective in the current session.

SORT operand
Sorts the resources on your screen in a particular order.
To list the column fields that can be sorted, enter SORT.

NOTE
Resources that rank the same by operand are further sorted by the object IDs.

Change to a Different Monitor Filter

The authorized users can create filters to define which resources are displayed. Filters are sets of rules in the knowledge
base that enable you to display a subset of the monitored resources.

The resources that you see the first time you access the monitor depends on the filter specification in your user profile. If
no filter is specified, you see all of the resources for the selected monitor.

You can change your view of displayed resources by using a temporary filter. The filter that you select remains valid for
the current monitor session only.

To select a filter and change the view of displayed resources, enter one of the following commands at the command
prompt of the monitor:
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FILTER
Displays a list of the available filters. Enter the number that identifies the filter you want to use. Only the resources
that match the filter are displayed.

FILTER filter-name
Displays only the resources that match the filter.

FILTER NONE
Removes any filtering. You now see every resource for the systems to which you are connected.

The resources, as specified in the filter, appear.

NOTE
If authorized, you can enter F on the Automation Services Administration Menu to select the Status Monitor
Filters option to create and maintain monitor filters. You can also use the /ASADMIN.F path to select the Status
Monitor Filters option.

NOTE
If you updated the current filter, enter the REFILTER command to make the updates effective in the current
session.

Change Your Default Monitor Profile

When you access the monitor, your default monitor profile determines the type of information available. The profile
specifies the following information:

• Filter to use when you first enter the IP Resource Monitor and IP Node Monitor
• Number of monitored entities to display across the screen and the corresponding display format, if applicable
• Criteria that determine how the monitored entities are sorted for display

Follow these steps:

1. Enter PROFILE at the prompt.
A Profile panel appears.
This panel contains fields that enable you to change your default profile for this type of monitor.

2. To select a new default, enter a question mark (?) in the appropriate field.
A list of available values appears.

3. Select a value, and press Enter.
4. Take one of the following actions:

– Press F3 (File) to save the new defaults and return to the monitor.
– Press F4 (Save) to save the new defaults and remain on the panel.
– If you do not want to change the defaults, press F12 (Cancel) to return to the monitor.

Use Commands in the Status and Graphical Monitors
Understand how to issue commands directly from the NetMaster Status and Graphical resource monitors.

You can issue commands to perform various actions from the monitors, depending on your authority level.

Use the ? command to find a short list of commands (ShortLst) available for the selected resource.

Use the ?? command to find a full list of commands (FullList) available for the selected resource.

NOTE
For the command descriptions, press F1 (Help).

NOTE
From the list of commands, you can press F4 to switch between the full list and the short list.
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Find Out More About Monitored Resources

To display summary information about the selected resources, use the S command.

Reply to a WTOR Message

When the status indicates that there are outstanding write-to-operator with reply (WTOR) messages waiting to be replied
to, enter W next to the resource. A Command Entry panel displays the WTOR messages.

To reply to a WTOR message, issue the following command at the SYSCMD prompt:

REPLY wtor_id,reply_text 

Override Monitoring Mode

You can override the default setting for monitoring through the IP Resource Monitor and IP Node Monitor.

Follow these steps:

1. Do one of the following panel shortcuts at the prompt:
– /IPMON
– /IPNODE
The selected monitor appears.

2. Enter UMA next to the resource for which you want to override monitoring.
The Monitoring Activity panel appears.

3. Complete the following field:
Monitoring Activity

Specifies whether an override is in place for monitoring:
Active

enables monitoring.
Inactive

disables monitoring.
None

resets the monitoring activity override.
Press F4 (Save).
The override is set. The Ovr column on the monitor displays M.

NOTE
You can also use the AM, IM, and RM commands to control monitoring.

Override Alerting Mode

You can override the default setting for alerting through IP Resource Monitor or IP Node Monitor.

Follow these steps:

1. Enter one of the following panel shortcuts at the prompt:
– /IPMON
– /IPNODE
The selected monitor appears.

2. Enter UMA next to the resource for which you want to override alerting.
The Monitoring Activity panel appears.

3. Complete the following field under Operational Overrides:
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Alerting Status
Specifies whether an override is in place for alerting:
No

disables alerting.
Yes

enables alerting.
None

resets the alerting status override.
Press F4 (Save).
The override is set. The Ovr column on the monitor displays A.

NOTE
You can also use the AA, IA, and RA commands to control alerting.

Acknowledge a Link Failure
Understand how to acknowledge a link failure in NetMaster .

When a link between connected regions fails, the resources being monitored through the failed link appear in the
UNKNOWN state.

NOTE
The Alert Monitor Interface parameter group ($AM ALERTS) provides you with three options to control how your
system responds to link failure alerts. How the system responds to link failure alerts can potentially reduce the
number of link failure error states. Refer to the Manage Link Failure Alerting article for details. 

A failed link can affect many resources and can fill your monitor with link failure error states. To acknowledge that you note
the failure, use the ACKLNKFAIL command. The command also clears your monitor of the affected resources so that you
can better monitor the other resources. The affected resources reappear when the link recovers.

Follow these steps:

1. On your Monitor panel, type ACKLNKFAIL at the prompt and press Enter.
The Execute ACKLNKFAIL Command panel appears.
The panel displays the list of regions that are connected to your region. The panel identifies the access method control
block (ACB) name of each region and the system image that is active in that region.

2. Type S next to the affected regions, and press Enter.
A confirmation panel appears.

3. Enter CONFIRM in the Response field.
The Monitor panel appears. The resources under the control of the selected regions are removed from the list of
monitored resources.

Respond to the Initialization Status Panel
Respond to the Initialization Status Panel.

If the loading of a system image starts in your region, your monitor session ends and the Initialization Status panel is
displayed. Similarly, if you attempt to access the monitor during system image loading, the Initialization Status panel is
displayed. You can take one of the following actions:

• Press F6 (Action) to monitor the loading process.
• Press Enter to refresh the information in the status window.
• Press F3 (Exit) to exit the panel.

You can return to the monitor when the loading process completes.
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Respond to the Database Synchronization Panel
Learn how to respond to the Database Synchronization Panel in NetMaster

If knowledge base synchronization is started for your region, your monitor session ends and the Database
Synchronization panel is displayed. Similarly, if you attempt to access the monitor during the knowledge base
synchronization, the Database Synchronization panel is displayed. You can take one of the following actions:

• Press F6 (Action) to monitor the synchronization process.
• Press Enter to refresh the information in the status window.
• Press F3 (Exit) to exit the panel.

You can return to the monitor when the synchronization process completes.

Using the Web Interface
Understand how to use Mainframe Team Center - Network Management.

Mainframe Team Center - Network Management (MTC-NM) is the modern web interface for NetMaster NM for TCP/IP.
MTC-NM includes IP Summary, Command Entry, Ping and Traceroute, SmartTrace, Alert Monitor, and Resource Monitor
functionality. For details about these features, refer to the Mainframe Team Center - Network Management documentation
in this space.

Log On to MTC-NM

Use your NetMaster NM for TCP/IP user ID and password to access MTC-NM.

NOTE
NetMaster NM products support both passwords and passphrases. For details, see the information about MFA
Support in the Release Notes for each NetMaster NM product, for example, the Release Notes for NetMaster
NM for TCP/IP.

Follow these steps:

1. Enter /PARMS on the NetMaster NM for TCP/IP command line.
2. Select the $NM WebCenter parameter group in the Interfaces category.

The access URL for Mainframe Team Center - Network Management appears in the parameter group.
3. Start your web browser and enter the access URL.

The Login page appears.
4. Enter your username and password and click Submit.

The IP Summary page appears.

NOTE
To access the Login page in the future, create a bookmark for the Mainframe Team Center - Network
Management URL in your web browser.

SYSVIEW Integration

When the SYSVIEW interface is enabled (through the WEBCENTER parameter group), it appears in the MTC-NM
interface, providing a persistent command interface to SYSVIEW. When using the Mainframe Team Center - Network
Management interface, keep in mind the following guidelines:
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• Output is restricted to the Maximum Lines Returned value.
• Commands that rely on a TSO environment, such as USUPER, are not supported.
• SYSVIEW line commands are not implemented in MTC-NM. However, in many cases, there is a direct SYSVIEW

command that produces the desired output.
• The MENU command displays SYSVIEW menus.
• The HELP command displays help for SYSVIEW commands.

Using Print Services
Use the NetMaster Print Services Manager (PSM) to print reports on JES and network printers.

Print Services Manager

Print Services Manager (PSM) lets you control the physical printing of the reports your organization generates on JES or
network printers. Output can be viewed online before or after printing and can be redirected to another destination.

PSM provides the following facilities:

Print Spooling
Writes output to a print spool providing more control over output. This facility lets you redirect output to another
printer if one is not available.

Centralized Printer Definition Facilities
Supports VTAM (LU1) and JES (SYSOUT) devices and lets you assign printer aliases. This facility also allows the
output destination to be a printer exit.

Print Request Control
Lets you hold, release, browse and delete print requests, redirect print requests to another printer, change
priorities and numbers of copies, and display the status of requests.

NOTE
References to JES also apply to VOS3, JES3, and JES4 subsystems.

Access PSM

To access PSM, enter /PSM at the prompt.

The primary menu of PSM appears.

List Entries in the Print Queue

You can list all of the entries that are queued to print, and on which printer they are to print.

To display the entries in the print queue, enter Q at the prompt on Primary Menu of PSM.

The Output Queue panel appears.

NOTE
You can limit the display to the print queue for a specific printer. Specify a printer in the Printer field on Primary
Menu before entering the Q option.

Display the Output of a Print Request

You can preview the output to see exactly how the print request looks when printed.

NOTE
Only data lines, not heading lines, are displayed.

To browse the output of a print request, enter B, /, or S next to the required print request on the Output Queue panel.
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The details appear.

Example: Browse Output

 PROD------------------------- PSM : Browse Output --------------------REQ# 0265

 Command ===>                                                   Scroll ===> PAGE

 S A B U Data

        --+----10---+----20---+----30---+----40---+----50---+----60---+----70

 N  N ====================================================================

 1  N   COMMAND ENTRY CAPTURE PRINT

 1  N ====================================================================

 2  N   USERID : USER01                NAME : USER NUMBER 1             LO

 2  N   DATE   : MON 26-APR-2010

 2  N   TIME   : 11.16.39

 2  N  ===================================================================

 2  N   pr

 1  N   N10601 USERID: USER01 TERMINAL-ID: TERM02

 1  N   N10602 NCL PROCEDURE LIBRARY ID: COMMANDS

 1  N   N13450 PANEL SERVICES PATH NAME: PANELS

 1  N   N10603 AUTHORITY LEVEL IS 82

 1  N   N13451 NO EDS PROFILES ACTIVE IN ENVIRONMENT.

 1  N   N13433 USER SERVICES PROCEDURE: $USERSER

 1  N   N10624 NO NPF COMMAND RESTRICTIONS.

 1  N   N10627 PPO MESSAGE DELIVERY DETAILS:

 1  N   N10628 ..NO NPF MESSAGE RESTRICTIONS.

 F1=Help      F2=Split     F3=Exit     F4=Return    F5=Find     F6=Refresh

 F7=Backward  F8=Forward   F9=Swap                 F11=Right

Modify a Printer Entry

You can modify a print request to change where and how to do the printing.

To modify a print request, enter M next to the required print request in the PSM: Output Queue.

The Print Request panel appears. The panel provides all details about the print request. You can alter some of the fields
on the panel.

Confirmation of Printing

When you send a print request to a printer, the Confirm Printer panel appears. This panel is used to confirm the following
information:

• Printer name
• Number of copies
• Hold and keep settings that you require for your print request.

The fields on the panel are set to the values you used last.

To change any of these fields, overwrite them with the required information, and press F6 (Confirm).

The new information is used to print your request.

NOTE
For more information about the fields on this panel, press F1 (Help).
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Select the Printer

You can find out which printers are available to send your print request to by listing the active printers.

Follow these steps:

1. Enter a question mark (?) in the Printer Name field on the PSM: Print Request panel.
The list of active printers appears.

NOTE
If the list is longer than a full page, use F8 (Forward) and F7 (Backward) to scroll through the list.

2. Enter the selection code at the prompt.
The printer is selected.

Use the MRI NetMaster Software Solutions Report
Use the NetMaster Software Solutions Report to provide insight into feature usage, best practices, installation status, and
practice recommendations.

Mainframe Network Administrators rely on NetMaster NM for TCP/IP to provide continuous insight into the health and
status of their mainframe network. The NetMaster Software Solutions Report helps your organization to maximize the
benefits that NetMaster provides. The NetMaster Software Solutions report gives Network Administrators, System
Administrators, and Network Security Administrators an overview of their NetMaster environment through an easy to
use web interface. After running the required scan and uploading it into MRI, users can view the status of individual
installations as well as best practice and feature utilization statistics for multiple NetMaster systems. The NetMaster
Software Solutions Report provides the following information:
Summary

The Summary tab displays links to NetMaster news and information, a summary of feature usage across all
NetMaster installations, an installation status summary, and a list of the top five best practice recommendations.
The Summary view provides a single pane overview of your NetMaster environment and its utilization. From the
summary, you can drill down to the more detailed report views.

Feature Usage
The Feature Usage tab displays a list of recommended NetMaster features. The report describes the feature
and indicates whether or not it is used on your NetMaster systems. The descriptions, where possible, include
references to the relevant NetMaster NM for TCP/IP documentation space. Enabling unused features has the
potential to simplify your network management efforts and to provide you with a more complete picture of your
mainframe network.

Installations by System
The Installations by System tab displays the installation status of your NetMaster systems. For each Sysplex/
System/Region combination, the report shows the NetMaster version and the recommended update action.
The Installations by System view simplifies maintenance because System Administrators can quickly see which
systems are up to date, without having to check in multiple mainframe locations.

Best Practice Recommendations
The Best Practice Recommendations tab displays a list of NetMaster best practices that are not currently in use
on your NetMaster system(s). In addition to the system information, the report includes a detailed description of
the best practice, the importance of implementing the practice, the actual settings on your system(s), and the work
effort required for implementation.

All of the report views can be sorted and filtered to quickly access information. The NetMaster Software Solutions Report
also features an Ask the Expert link to directly engage, via email, with a NetMaster subject matter expert. You can:

• Ask specific questions about the report output, such as how to implement specific features or best practice
recommendations.

• Request an expert walk-through of your report results. The NetMaster team can help you to prioritize and plan for the
implementation of the report suggestions. 
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Example Use Cases - The utilization and status information provided by the NetMaster Software Solutions Report helps
your organization to maximize the value of its NetMaster installations. Consider the following report scenarios:

• The Summary tab indicates in the Installation Status chart, that five of your twenty NetMaster installations are
running a version of NetMaster that is end-of-life.
From the Summary view you click View Installations by System, where you see the full listing of NetMaster
installations. You then sort by Action to see the sysplex, system, and region information for those installations with
a NetMaster version that is end-of-life. The ability to quickly and easily see if you have installations that require an
upgrade, or have available updates, helps to ensure that your regular system maintenance, security, and compliance
programs are implemented. And, it ensures that your users always have access to the latest features and fixes.

• The Feature Usage view indicates that the Security Or Encryption Data features are not in use.
NetMaster NM for TCP/IP provides you with excellent visibility into the security of mainframe network connections.
Utilizing these NetMaster features can provide you with greater insight into your mainframe security environment.
And, through the Security and Encryption Data features, Network Security Administrators have powerful tools to track
security events and ensure compliance with current security standards.

• The Best Practice Recommendations view indicates that you have fewer than five saved SmartTraces.
If you are using NetMaster's SmartTrace for network packet tracing, this best practice reminds you that you can take
full advantage of SmartTrace by saving frequently used traces.

For more information about running the NetMaster NM for TCP/IP scan, MRI, and the NetMaster Software Solutions
Report, see the MRI documentation.
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Using APIs
The NetMaster API Service, which includes REST and WebSocket application programming interfaces (APIs), provides
customers with an open and standard interface to data collected by NetMaster.

The NetMaster API Service is a NetMaster product suite microservice. The current release of the NetMaster
API Service provides access to connectivity data from NetMaster Network Management for TCP/IP.

Use Cases

The NetMaster API Service can work in a variety of ways according to the needs of your organization.

Network Administrators
can quickly glean connectivity information, such as the number of unsecured connections to an application, by
directly accessing the API endpoints to extract the required information.

Information Security
personnel can export the information gathered by NetMaster APIs to a reporting tool or a security information and
event management (SIEM) tool for trending and analysis purposes.

Information Security and Network Administrative
staff can also use the NetMaster Web Portal to access connectivity data. The NetMaster Web Portal is a modern
web interface to NetMaster NM for TCP/IP that uses the NetMaster API Service to obtain NetMaster connectivity
data, providing an overview of mainframe connections and the ability to drill down into the details of individual
connections. It is ideal for seeing trends in connectivity information and troubleshooting specific connectivity and
encryption issues.

Other uses of NetMaster APIs for both Information Security and Network Administrative staff include:

• To integrate NetMaster data into other products; for example, to display NetMaster connectivity data in an existing
third-party data portal.

• To build web-based dashboards.
• To build scripts that support CI/CD pipelines.

Available APIs

The NetMaster API Service currently offers the following APIs:

REST APIs
These APIs are based on Representational State Transfer (REST) web architecture, using HTTP 1.1 and Uniform
Resource Identifiers (URIs).
NetMaster REST APIs include:

• Login API
• Parameter Data API
• Server API
• SmartTrace API
• TCP/IP Data API

WebSocket APIs
WebSocket APIs enable two-way communication with an API server. Subscribing to a WebSocket API service
gives you access to outbound information as long as your connection lasts, without having to repeatedly poll the
server. You can also send requests to the API service using the inbound channels.
NetMaster WebSocket APIs include:
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• The Command Entry API
• The Open an Active SmartTrace API

NOTE
For an introduction to the Login API, see the article API Authentication. For a detailed description of the URIs,
methods, and error codes associated with NetMaster REST APIs, refer to the OpenAPI Specification in the
article OpenAPI Specification for REST APIs.

NetMaster APIs have earned Zowe Conformant status. The Zowe Conformance Program aims to
give users the confidence that when they use a product, app, or distribution that leverages Zowe they
can expect a high level of common functionality, interoperability and user experience. For information
about which APIs are conformant with the Zowe API Mediation Layer, see the Open Mainframe Project
site.

API Authentication
To authenticate for all NetMaster APIs in a session, first use the login endpoint of the Login REST API for basic HTTPS
authorization with your mainframe username and password, which provides you with a session token.

Use the session token for bearer authorization to authenticate each subsequent API request in the session. The session
token is good for a limited time.

To end your session, use the logout endpoint. This invalidates the session token. To make another request to the API
server, you must use basic authorization to log in again and receive a new session token.

To view the expiration time of the current session token, use the query endpoint of the Login API.

For more information on the Login REST API, including sample requests and responses, see the article OpenAPI
Specification for Rest APIs.

NOTE
Either the HTTP or HTTPS protocol can be used for initial basic authorization. Since basic authorization does
not encrypt your credentials, HTTPS is recommended.

Using REST APIs
NetMaster REST APIs share a common URI structure and a common method of error handling.

For a detailed description of the endpoints, methods, and error codes associated with individual NetMaster REST APIs,
refer to the OpenAPI Specification in the article OpenAPI Specification for REST APIs.
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URI Structure

URI addresses for REST API operations have the following structure:

protocol://host:port/api/vnn/DesiredOperation

protocol
Specifies whether HTTP or HTTPS is enabled for your client program.
Values: http, https

host
Specifies the host or server name, or the domain name where the service is deployed and running.

port
Specifies the port number that is defined on the web server.

api/vnn
Substitute the desired API version for nn.

DesiredOperation
Refer to the OpenAPI Specification for REST APIs article for a complete description of available operations.

IMPORTANT
All URIs are case-sensitive.

Troubleshoot Errors

For errors that occur during request processing, a REST API returns an HTTP status code to the calling client. An error is
indicated by a 4nn code or a 5nn code such as Status: 400 Bad Request. In addition, some errors might include a
response in JSON format with a description of the error that can be used for troubleshooting or sent to Broadcom Support
as needed.

Refer to the OpenAPI Specification for REST APIs article for a complete description of error codes used by the individual
REST APIs.

Use the Login API
Use the Login REST API to log in to the NetMaster API Service and receive an authentication token.

You also use the Login API to perform the following operations:

• Validate an authentication token and view token details.
• Change your password.
• Log out.

For more information on the Login API, see API Authentication. For a detailed description of the endpoints, methods, and
error codes associated with the Login API, refer to the OpenAPI Specification in the article OpenAPI Specification for
REST APIs.

Use the Parameter Data API
Use the Parameter Data API to retrieve parameter data for the NetMaster web interface, including URL and port number

For a detailed description of the endpoints, methods, and error codes associated with the Parameter Data API, refer to the
OpenAPI Specification in the article OpenAPI Specification for REST APIs.

Use the Server API
If you are in an information security or network management role, you can use the Server API to retrieve information about
server connections.
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Use the Server REST API to perform the following operations:

• Get a list of ciphers used with secure connections to this server.
• Get a list of NetMaster regions connected to this server.
• Get information used to make a WebSocket connection to this server.

For a detailed description of the endpoints, methods, and error codes associated with the Server API, refer to the
OpenAPI Specification in the article OpenAPI Specification for REST APIs.

Use the SmartTrace API
The NetMaster SmartTrace API provides multiple endpoints that enable Network and System Administrators to manage
SmartTrace functions.

The SmartTrace API provides NetMaster Network and System Administrators with a set of tools to view and
manage SmartTrace information from NetMaster regions. All SmartTrace API endpoints can be found under:

/api/v1/tcpip/{region}/smart

Region is the NetMaster region that contains the requested data. The API allows you to work
with SmartTrace definitions, trace instances, and individual packets. Information security and network management roles
can use the API to integrate NetMaster data into other products, build web-based dashboards, and build scripts that
support CI/CD pipelines. The SmartTrace API uses both REST and WebSocket type APIs to provide NetMaster 3270
functionality in a powerful and flexible API format. For detailed reference information, refer to :

• SmartTrace Definition Endpoints
• SmartTrace Trace Instance Endpoints (including packet-level details)
• SmartTrace Saved Trace Endpoints (including packet-level details)
• SmartTrace WebSocket Commands

Refer to the individual topics for detailed reference information on each endpoint.

SmartTrace Definition Endpoints
Use the NetMaster SmartTrace API to list, define, and update SmartTrace definitions, and to start and stop SmartTraces.

SmartTrace Definitions

Base endpoint URI: /api/v1/tcpip/{region}/smart/definition

Description URI

Get a list of all SmartTrace definitions in a NetMaster
region.

GET /api/v1/tcpip/{region}/smart/definition

Get complete information about a specific SmartTrace
definition.

GET /api/v1/tcpip/{region}/smart/definition/
{name}

Create a SmartTrace definition. POST /api/v1/tcpip/{region}/smart/definition/
{name}

Update a SmartTrace definition. PUT /api/v1/tcpip/{region}/smart/definition/
{name}

Delete a SmartTrace definition. DELETE /api/v1/tcpip/{region}/smart/definition/
{name}

Start a SmartTrace. PUT /api/v1/tcpip/{region}/smart/definition/
{name}/start
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Stop a SmartTrace. DELETE /api/v1/tcpip/{region}/smart/definition/
{name}/stop

GET: All SmartTrace Definitions

Retrieve a list of all NetMaster SmartTrace definitions in a specified region.

The GET: All SmartTrace Definitions endpoint retrieves a list of all the SmartTrace definitions in the specified region. The
following reference article includes:

• URI (Uniform Resource Identifier) Parameters
• Query Parameters
• SmartTrace Definition Row
• Interface Properties
• Status Codes
• Sample Request and Response

URI Parameters

The URI for Get All SmartTrace Definitions is:

GET /api/v1/tcpip/{region}/smart/definition .

Parameters:
Use the Region parameter to identify the NetMaster region from which you are requesting data.

Query Parameters

Use the following query parameters to specify details that are related to the data that is returned:

Parameter Data Type Default Description

index Integer 0 Start position (zero-based row number) of
the data to return.

limit Integer 0 Limit (maximum number of rows) on the
data to return

region String n/a NetMaster region name (required)

sort String name:asc The sort order of the definition data in the
format:
(COL_NAME):(asc|desc)

SmartTrace Definition Row

Returned tabular data for SmartTrace definitions appears in the following row format:

interface SmartTraceDefinitionRow {

    count: Int32;

    description: string;

    lastUpdate: {

        region: string;

        time: Int64;

        user: string;

    }

    lpar: string;
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    name: string;

    state: "RUNNING" | "STOPPED";

    type: TraceDefinitionType;

}          

        

Interface Properties

The following table describes the properties in the returned SmartTrace definition data rows:

Property Name Data Type Sortable Description

count Int32 Yes The number of existing traces for this
SmartTrace definition

Description String Yes Description of the SmartTrace definition

lastUpdateRegion String Yes The last region that updated the definition

lastUpdateTime Int64 Yes A UNIX timestamp, in milliseconds,
indicating when this definition was last
updated

lastUpdateUser string Yes The last user that updated the definition

lpar string Yes The logical partition where the trace was
collected

name string Yes The unique name of the SmartTrace
definition

state STOPPED | RUNNING Yes The current state of the SmartTrace
definition

type TraceDefinitionType Yes The type of the SmartTrace definition

Status Codes

The following status codes can appear in the response to the GET: All SmartTrace Definitions:

• 200 OK - A list of defined SmartTrace definitions was returned back to the client.
• 400 Bad Request - A SmartTrace definition could not be found due to one of the following conditions:

- Invalid format for the query parameters.
• 401 Unauthorized - The user is not authenticated to the application. They must provide either a valid login token or

valid credentials before continuing.
• 403 Forbidden - A SmartTrace definition could not be found due to one of the following conditions:

- The user does not have the appropriate authority to view SmartTrace definitions.

Sample Request and Response

Request:

The following syntax is a basic request for all SmartTrace definitions on the U11NTA35 region:

GET /api/v1/tcpip/U11NTA35/smart/definition

Response:

From the response, you see, among other things, that:
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• The request was successful as it has a status of 200 OK.
• The response indicates that there are two SmartTrace definitions in this region - Test Trace and Test Trace 2.
• Both SmartTrace definitions were collected from LPAR DF44.
• Test Trace is inactive.
• Test Trace 2 is active.

        HTTP/1.1 200 OK

Content-Type: application/json

Content-Length: 1021

{

    "apiVersion": "v1",

    "data": {

        "index": 0,

        "keys": [

            "name"

        ],

        "rows": [

            {

                "count": 2,

                "description": "Test Trace",

                "lastUpdate": {

                    "region": "U82NTE81",

                    "time": 1564754568891,

                    "user": "WRICO04"

                },

                "lpar": "DF44",

                "name": "TSTTRACE",

                "state": "inactive",

                "type": "GEN6"

            },

            {

                "count": 3,

                "description": "Test Trace 2",

                "lastUpdate": {

                    "region": "U82NTE81",

                    "time": 1564754568891,

                    "user": "WRICO04"

                },

                "lpar": "DF44",

                "name": "TSTTRACE2",

                "state": "active",

                "type": "ICMP4"

            }

        ],

        "totalRows": 2

    },

    "swaggerVersion": "2",

    "time": 1564754568891
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GET: SmartTrace Definition Information

The NetMaster GET: SmartTrace Definition Information API endpoint retrieves details about a
specific SmartTrace definition in a specific region.

The following reference article includes:

• URI (Uniform Resource Identifier) Parameters
• Interface Properties
• Status Codes
• Sample Request and Response

URI Parameters

The URI for Get SmartTrace Definition Information is:

GET /api/v1/tcpip/{region}/smart/definition/{name}

Parameters:

• The Region parameter identifies the NetMaster region from which you are requesting data.
• The Name parameter identifies the name of the SmartTrace definition that you want to see.

Interface Properties

The following table describes the properties in the returned SmartTrace definition data rows for a TCP type trace:

NOTE
In addition to TCP type traces, SmartTrace allows for UDP, ICMP, general, and multi-TCP traces. Not all of
the properties shown here apply to the other trace types. For more information on the properties of other trace
types, refer to the F1 help in the 3270 interface.

Property Name Data Type Description

Name String Name of the NetMaster SmartTrace definition

Description String Description of the SmartTrace definition

Type String The type of the SmartTrace definition

criteria:base:

stack String The stack to which the SmartTrace definition applies

interface String The logical name for the physical link or adapter that the TCP/IP stack
uses to route an IP packet.

localHost String The IP host address of the local TCP/IP stack in any IPv4 or IPv6 format

remoteHost String An IP host address, not typically associated with the local TCP/IP stack,
in any IPv4 or IPv6 format

localPort String A single port, or range of local ports, specified for the packets in the
trace definition

remotePort String A single port, or range of remote ports, specified for the packets in the
trace definition

criteria:advanced:

flagExpression String One or more TCP flag bits used by the trace definition, including URG,
ACK, PSH, RST, SYN, and FIN.
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packetFilter:

expression A combination of the individual simple expressions into a more complex
logical expression using standard boolean operators. If none is
specified, all of the expressions are combined using an OR operator, for
example, 1 OR 2 OR 3.

filters:

operator String The relational operator used to compare packet information with test
data. Values can be LIKE, EQ, or NEQ. The LIKE operator is not valid
for Hex, IPv4, or IPv6 format data.

data String The test data to compare with the packet data

format String The format of the packet. Valid formats are EBCDIC, UEBCDIC, ASCII,
UASCII, HEX, IP4ADDR, and IP6ADDR.

start Integer The position in the packet data to begin the comparison.
Default: 1
Max: 128

length Integer The length of the packet data to compare to the test data.
Max: 32
This value should not exceeed the allowable range of comparison of 128
bytes. For example, if the start position is 120, a length of 30 would be
invalid.

criteria:stop:

flagExpression The TCP flag bits used by the trace definition to indicate when the trace
should stop
The flags can be one or more of the following:

• URG
• ACK
• PSH
• RST
• SYN
• FIN

packetFilter

expression A combination of the individual simple expressions into a more complex
logical expression using standard boolean operators. If none is
specified, all of the expressions are combined using an OR operator, for
example, 1 OR 2 OR 3.

filters:

operator String The relational operator used to compare packet information with test
data. Values can be LIKE, EQ, or NEQ. The LIKE operator is not valid
for Hex, IPv4, or IPv6 format data.

data String The test data to compare with the packet data

format String The format of the packet. Valid formats are EBCDIC, UEBCDIC, ASCII,
UASCII, HEX, IP4ADDR, and IP6ADDR. The trace stops if it matches
the specified format and start/length criteria.

start Integer The position in the packet data to begin the comparison, used to
determine when the trace should stop.
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length Integer The length of the packet data to compare to the test data, used to
determine when the trace should stop.

packetDir String Specifies the directional flow of an IP packet, relative to the TCP/IP
stack, that the SmartTrace will look for.

windowSize Integer The number of bytes that a receiving host can accept, starting with the
TCP segment specified in the acknowledgement number field. The
windowSize property appears with an operator, followed by the number.
For example, lte:1200 indicates that the window size must be less than
or equal to 1200 bytes.
Values: 0-65535

dataLength Integer The total length in bytes of the data that follows the TCP Header. The
first field specifies an operator, which is used to compare the actual
length of the data with the second field.
Values: 0-65495

options:

limit Integer The limit to the number of packets kept for a trace. When a trace
exceeds the limit, NetMaster discards the oldest packet.
Default: 250

stopAtLimit String Indicates that the trace should stop when the number of packets reaches
the value defined for the limit property.
Values: Yes or No

expireTime String The length of time in hh:mm format that a trace is retained in memory
before it is discarded.

packetsAfterStop Integer The number of extra packets to keep in a trace after a stop condition is
satisfied. The trace ends when the it reached the specified number of
packets.
Values: 0-999
The packetsAfterStop value must be less than the current limit value.

Status Codes

The following status codes can appear in the response to GET: SmartTrace Definition Information:

• 200 OK - A SmartTrace definition with the given name exists and was returned in the response
• 400 Bad Request - A SmartTrace definition could not be found due to an invalid format for the name field in the URI.
• 401 Unauthorized - The user is not authenticated to the application. They must provide either a valid login token or

valid credentials before continuing.
• 403 Forbidden - A SmartTrace definition could not be found because the user does not have the appropriate authority

to view SmartTrace definitions.
• 500 Server Error

Sample Request and Response

Request:

The following syntax is a request for the CWTCPTRACE SmartTrace definition on the U11NTA35 region:

GET /api/v1/tcpip/U11NTA35/smart/definition/CWTCPTRACE

Response:

 HTTP/1.1 200 OK
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Content-Type: application/json
Content-Length: 2128

{
    "apiVersion": "v1",
    "data": {
        "name": "CWTCPTRACE",
        "description": "CW TCP Trace Test",
        "type": "TCP",
        "criteria": {
            "base": {
                "stack": "TCPIP11",
                "interface": "LOOPBACK",
                "localHost": "xxx.xxx.1.1",
                "remoteHost": "xxx.xxx.1.1",
                "localPort": "234",
                "remotePort": "4362"
            },
            "advanced": {
                "flagExpression": "ACK OR RST OR SYN",
                "packetFilter": {
                    "expression": "1 AND 2",
                    "filters": [
                        {
                            "operator": "EQ",
                            "data": "123",
                            "format": "ASCII",
                            "start": 23,
                            "length": 3
                        },
                        {
                            "operator": "NEQ",
                            "data": "145",
                            "format": "ASCII",
                            "start": 26,
                            "length": 3
                        }
                    ]
                }
            },
            "stop": {
                "flagExpression": "FIN",
                "packetFilter": {
                    "expression": "1",
                    "filters": [
                        {
                            "operator": "EQ",
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                            "data": "523",
                            "format": "ASCII",
                            "start": 32,
                            "length": 3
                        }
                    ]
                },
                "packetDir": "in",
                "windowSize": "lte:1500",
                "dataLength": "gte:11111"
            }
        },
        "options": {
            "limit": 250,
            "stopAtLimit": true,
            "expireTime": 175,
            "packetsAfterStop": 25
        }
    },
    "swaggerVersion": "2",
    "time": 1564754568891
}

        

POST: Create SmartTrace Definition

Use the NetMaster POST: Create SmartTrace Definition API to create a new SmartTrace definition.

The POST: Create SmartTrace Definition API endpoint enables you to define a new SmartTrace for a specific region. The
following reference article includes:

• URI (Uniform Resource Identifier) Parameters
• Entry Format
• Status Codes
• Sample Request and Response

URI Parameters

The URI for POST: Create SmartTrace Definition is:

POST /api/v1/tcpip/{region}/smart/definition/{name} .

• The Region parameter identifies the NetMaster region where the SmartTrace will be used.
• The Name parameter identifies the name of the SmartTrace definition.

IMPORTANT
When you enter the properties for a new SmartTrace definition, do not enter a name. The name is derived solely
from the entry in the URI, and will overwrite the JSON property.
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Entry Format

The SmartTrace API enables you to define the following trace types:

• TCP
• UDP
• ICMPv4
• ICMPv6
• IPv4
• IPv6
• Multiple TCP

All requests for new trace definitions have the following basic format, with a description, type, base trace criteria,
advanced trace criteria/packet filters, stop trace criteria, and trace options:
{
    "description": "value" ,
    "type":"value",
    "criteria": {
        "base": {
            "stack": "value",
            "interface": "value",
            "localHost": "value",
            "remoteHost": "value",
            "localPort": "value",
            "remotePort": "value"
        },
        "advanced": {
            "flagExpression": "value",
            "packetFilter": {
                "expression": "value",
                "filters": [
                    {
                        "operator": "value",
                        "data": "value",
                        "format": "value",
                        "start": "value",
                        "length": "value" 
                    },
                    {
                        "operator": "value",
                        "data": "value",
                        "format": "value",
                        "start": "value",
                        "length": "value" 
                    }
                ]
            }
        },
        "stop": {
            "flagExpression": "value",
            "packetFilter": {
                "expression": "value",
                "filters": [
                    {
                        "operator": "value",
                        "data": "value",
                        "format": "value",
                        "start": "value",
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                        "length": "value" 
                    }
                ]
            },
            "packetDir": "value",
            "windowSize": "value",
            "dataLength": "value"
        }
    },
    "options": {
        "limit": "value",
        "stopAtLimit": "value",
        "expireTime": "value",
        "packetsAfterStop": "value" 
    }
}

Additional properties apply to the different trace types. Refer to the links above for detailed entry parameters.

Status Codes

The following status codes can appear in the response to POST: SmartTrace Definition Information:

• 201 Created - The SmartTrace definition was created. No content is included in the response to the client.
• 400 Bad Request - A SmartTrace definition could not be created due to one of the following conditions:

– The formatting of the name field in the URI is invalid.
– Bad input is present in the body of the JSON content.

• 401 Unauthorized - The user is not authenticated to the application. They must provide either a valid login token or
valid credentials before continuing.

• 403 Forbidden - A SmartTrace definition could not be created because the user does not have the appropriate
authority to create a SmartTrace definition.

• 404 - A SmartTrace definition matching the URI name parameter already exists.
• 500 Server Error

Sample Request and Response

Request:

The following syntax is a request to create the CWTCPTRACE SmartTrace definition on the U11NTA35 region:

 POST /api/v1/tcpip/U11NTA35/smart/definition/CWTCPTRACE HTTP/1.1
Host: XXXXXX.XXX.broadcom.net:XXXXX
Content-Type: application/json
Content-Length: 1762

{
    "description": "CW TCP Trace Test",
    "type": "TCP",
    "criteria": {
        "base": {
            "stack": "TCPIP11",
            "interface": "LOOPBACK",
            "localHost": "xxx.xxx.x.1",
            "remoteHost": "xxx.xxx.x.1",
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            "localPort": "234",
            "remotePort": "4362"
        },
        "advanced": {
            "flagExpression": "ACK OR RST OR SYN",
            "packetFilter": {
                "expression": "1 AND 2",
                "filters": [
                    {
                        "operator": "EQ",
                        "data": "123",
                        "format": "ASCII",
                        "start": 23,
                        "length": 3
                    },
                    {
                        "operator": "NEQ",
                        "data": "145",
                        "format": "ASCII",
                        "start": 26,
                        "length": 3
                    }
                ]
            }
        },
        "stop": {
            "flagExpression": "FIN",
            "packetFilter": {
                "expression": "1",
                "filters": [
                    {
                        "operator": "EQ",
                        "data": "523",
                        "format": "ASCII",
                        "start": 32,
                        "length": 3
                    }
                ]
            },
            "packetDir": "in",
            "windowSize": "lte:1500",
            "dataLength": "gte:11111"
        }
    },
    "options": {
        "limit": 250,
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        "stopAtLimit": true,
        "expireTime": 175,
        "packetsAfterStop": 25
    }
}

        

Response:

HTTP/1.1 201 CREATED

TCP Trace
Use the SmartTrace API to create a TCP-type trace definition.

Use the following entry guidelines to create a new TCP trace definition through the SmartTrace API. For general
information on the URI, status codes, and a sample request and response, refer to the POST: Create SmartTrace
Definition topic.

Property Name Data Type Required?Entry

Description String Y Enter a description of the SmartTrace definition

Type String Y The type of SmartTrace. Enter TCP to create a new TCP SmartTrace
definition. 

criteria:base

stack String N The TCP/IP stack to which the SmartTrace definition applies. If you do
not enter a stack, SmartTrace creates separate traces for each stack that
matches the criteria in the definition.

interfaceName String N If you specified a stack, you can enter the name of the interface. The
interface is the logical name for the physical link or adapter that the TCP/
IP stack uses to route an IP packet.

localHost String N Enter the IP host address of the local TCP/IP stack in any IPv4 or IPv6
format.

remoteHost String N Enter an IP host address that is not associated with the local TCP/IP
stack, in any IPv4 or IPv6 format.

localPort String N Specify single ports, or a range of local ports for the packets in the trace
definition. Enter:
• One or more whole numbers from 1 to 65535. Separate multiple

values with commas.
• A range of ports, such as 500-600.

remotePort String N Specify single ports, or a range of remote ports for the packets in the
trace definition. Enter:
• One or more whole numbers from 1 to 65535. Separate multiple

values with commas.
• A range of ports, such as 500-600.

criteria:advanced:
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flagExpression String N Enter, in comma-separated or standard boolean format, one or more of
the six TCP flag bits to use in the definition:
• URG (Urgent pointer is valid)
• ACK (Acknowledgement number is valid)
• PSH (Push data to application immediately)
• RST (Reset connection)
• SYN (Synchronize sequence numbers)
• FIN (Finish sending data)
You can use expressions with standard boolean operators. For example,
you could enter: SYN and not ACK.

packetFilter:

expression String N Enter the numbers of the individual packet filters (simple expressions)
into a logical expression using standard boolean operators. If you do
not specify an expression, all expressions are combined using an OR
operator. For example, if you define three packet filters for a SmartTrace,
the expression defaults to 1 OR 2 OR 3.

filters:

operator String N The relational operator used to compare packet information with test data.
Valid entries are:
• LIKE
• EQ (equal to)
• NEQ (not equal to)
The LIKE operator is not valid for Hex, IPv4, or IPv6 format data.

data String N Enter the test data to compare with the packet data.

format String N Enter the character format of the supplied test data. Valid formats are:
• EBCDIC (default)
• UEBCDIC
• ASCII
• UASCII
• HEX
• IP4ADDR
• IP6ADDR

start Integer N Enter the position in the packet data to begin the comparison.
Default: 1
Max: 128

length Integer N Enter the length of the packet data to compare to the test data.
Max: 32
This value should not exceed the allowable range of comparison of 128
bytes. For example, if the start position is 120, a length of 30 would be
invalid.

criteria:stop:

flagExpression String N Enter, in comma-separated or standard boolean format, one or more of
the six TCP flag bits to indicate when the trace should stop. Refer to the
description above for entry details.

packetFilter
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expression String N Enter the numbers of the individual packet filters (simple expressions)
into a logical expression using standard boolean operators. If you do
not specify an expression, all expressions are combined using an OR
operator. For example, if you define three packet filters for a SmartTrace,
the expression defaults to 1 OR 2 OR 3.

filters:

operator String N Refer to the description above for entry details.

data String N Refer to the description above for entry details.

format String N Refer to the description above for entry details.

start Integer N Enter the position in the packet data to end the comparison.
Default: 1
Max: 128

length Integer N Enter the length of the packet data to compare to the test data.
Max: 32
This value should not exceed the allowable range of comparison of 128
bytes. For example, if the start position is 120, a length of 30 would be
invalid.

packetDir String N Enter the directional flow of an IP packet, relative to the TCP/IP stack.
The SmartTrace definition will look for either inbound, outbound, or all
packets. Valid entries are:
• IN
• OUT
If you do not enter a value, the SmartTrace definition looks for both
inbound and outbound packets.

windowSize Integer N Enter the number of bytes that a receiving host can accept, starting with
the TCP segment specified in the acknowledgement number field. The
windowSize property is entered in the format of an operator, followed by
a number. For example, lte:1200 indicates that the window size must be
less than or equal to 1200 bytes.
Values: 0-65535
Valid Operators:

• EQ (equal to)
• NEQ (not equal to)
• GT (greater than)
• LT (less than)
• GTE (greater than or equal to)
• LTE (less than or equal to)

dataLength Integer N The total length in bytes of the data that follows the TCP Header. The first
field specifies an operator, which is used to compare the actual length of
the data with the second field.
Values: 0-65495
Valid Operators:

• EQ (equal to)
• NEQ (not equal to)
• GT (greater than)
• LT (less than)
• GTE (greater than or equal to)
• LTE (less than or equal to)
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options:

limit Integer N Enter a limit to the number of packets kept for a trace. When a trace
exceeds the limit, NetMaster discards the oldest packet.
Default: 250

stopAtLimit String N Indicate whether the trace should stop when the number of packets
reaches the value defined for the limit property.
Values: Yes or No

expireTime String N Enter the length of time in hh:mm format that a trace is retained in
memory before it is discarded.

packetsAfterSt
op

Integer N Enter the number of extra packets to keep in a trace after a stop condition
is satisfied. The trace ends when the it reaches the specified number of
packets.
Values: 0-999
The Packet After Stop value must be less than the current limit value.

duration Integer N Enter the maximum time, in seconds, for which the trace should be active.
Values: 1-86400

UDP Trace
Use the SmartTrace API to create a UDP-type (User Datagram Protocol) trace definition.

Use the following entry guidelines to create a new UDP trace definition through the SmartTrace API. For general
information on the URI, status codes, and a sample request and response, refer to the POST: Create SmartTrace
Definition topic.

Property Name Data Type Required?Entry

description String Y Enter a description of the SmartTrace definition.

type String Y The type of SmartTrace. Enter UDP to create a new UDP SmartTrace
definition.

criteria:base

stack String N The TCP/IP stack to which the SmartTrace definition applies. If you do
not enter a stack, SmartTrace creates separate traces for each stack that
matches the criteria in the definition.

interfaceName String N If you specified a stack, you can enter the name of the interface. The
interface is the logical name for the physical link or adapter that the TCP/
IP stack uses to route an IP packet.

localHost String N Enter the IP host address of the local TCP/IP stack in any IPv4 or IPv6
format.

remoteHost String N Enter an IP host address that is not associated with the local TCP/IP
stack, in any IPv4 or IPv6 format.

localPort String N Specify single ports, or a range of local ports for the packets in the trace
definition. Enter:
• One or more whole numbers from 1 to 65535. Separate multiple

values with commas.
• A range of ports, such as 500-600.
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remotePort String N Specify single ports, or a range of remote ports for the packets in the
trace definition. Enter:
• One or more whole numbers from 1 to 65535. Separate multiple

values with commas.
• A range of ports, such as 500-600.

specialAddress String N Enter a special address. A special address is an IP address type with
special usage in IP networks. Valid options are:
• LOOPBACK (127.0.0.1 TO 127.255.255.255)
• MULTICAST (224.0.0.0 to 239.255.255.255)
• BROADCAST (255.255.255.255 - either a limited broadcast address

or a directed broadcast)
If you have specified values for the localHost and remoteHost, do not
enter a special address; the properties are mutually exclusive.

criteria:advanced:

packetFilter:

expression String N Enter the numbers of the individual packet filters (simple expressions)
into a logical expression using standard boolean operators. If you do
not specify an expression, all expressions are combined using an OR
operator. For example, if you define three packet filters for a SmartTrace,
the expression defaults to 1 OR 2 OR 3.

filters:

operator String N The relational operator used to compare packet information with test data.
Valid entries are:
• LIKE
• EQ (equal to)
• NEQ (not equal to)
The LIKE operator is not valid for Hex, IPv4, or IPv6 format data.

data String N Enter the test data to compare with the packet data.

format String N Enter the character format of the supplied test data. Valid formats are:
• EBCDIC (default)
• UEBCDIC
• ASCII
• UASCII
• HEX
• IP4ADDR
• IP6ADDR

start Integer N Enter the position in the packet data to begin the comparison.
Default: 1
Max: 128

length Integer N Enter the length of the packet data to compare to the test data.
Max: 32
This value should not exceed the allowable range of comparison of 128
bytes. For example, if the start position is 120, a length of 30 would be
invalid.

criteria:
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packetDir String N Enter the directional flow of an IP packet, relative to the TCP/IP
stack. Valid entries are:
• IN
• OUT
If you do not enter a value, the SmartTrace definition looks for both
inbound and outbound packets.

checksum String N Specify whether the packet trace will test for a non-zero value in the
checksum field of the UDP header. Valid entries are:
• True (the trace tests for a non-zero value)
• False (the trace does not test for a non-zero value, and allows zero

values)
If you do not enter True or False, the trace does not test the checksum
field.

dataLength Integer N Enter the total length in bytes of the data that follows the UDP Header.
The dataLength field is entered in the format of an operator, followed by
a number. For example, lte:1200 indicates that the data length must be
less than or equal to 1200 bytes.
Values: 0-65507
Valid Operators:

• EQ (equal to)
• NEQ (not equal to)
• GT (greater than)
• LT (less than)
• GTE (greater than or equal to)
• LTE (less than or equal to)

criteria:stop:

packetFilter

expression String N Enter the numbers of the individual packet filters (simple expressions)
into a logical expression using standard boolean operators. If you do
not specify an expression, all expressions are combined using an OR
operator. For example, if you define three packet filters for a SmartTrace,
the expression defaults to 1 OR 2 OR 3.

filters:

operator String N The relational operator used to compare packet information with test data.
Valid entries are:
• LIKE
• EQ (equal to)
• NEQ (not equal to)
The LIKE operator is not valid for Hex, IPv4, or IPv6 format data.

data String N Enter the test data to compare with the packet data.

format String N Enter the character format of the supplied test data. Valid formats are:
• EBCDIC (default)
• UEBCDIC
• ASCII
• UASCII
• HEX
• IP4ADDR
• IP6ADDR
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start Integer N Enter the position in the packet data to end the comparison.
Default: 1
Max: 128

length Integer N Enter the length of the packet data to compare to the test data.
Max: 32
This value should not exceed the allowable range of comparison of 128
bytes. For example, if the start position is 120, a length of 30 would be
invalid.

packetDir String N Enter the directional flow of an IP packet, relative to the TCP/IP
stack. Valid entries are:
• IN
• OUT
If you do not enter a value, the SmartTrace definition looks for both
inbound and outbound packets.

dataLength Integer N The total length in bytes of the data that follows the UDP Header. The first
field specifies an operator, which is used to compare the actual length of
the data with the second field.
Values: 0-65495
Valid Operators:

• EQ (equal to)
• NEQ (not equal to)
• GT (greater than)
• LT (less than)
• GTE (greater than or equal to)
• LTE (less than or equal to)

criteria:options:

limit Integer N Enter a limit to the number of packets kept for a trace. When a trace
exceeds the limit, NetMaster discards the oldest packet.
Default: 250

stopAtLimit String N Indicate whether the trace should stop when the number of packets
reaches the value defined for the limit property.
Values: True or False

expireTime String N Enter the length of time in hh:mm format that a trace is retained in
memory before it is discarded.

packetsAfterSt
op

Integer N Enter the number of extra packets to keep in a trace after a stop condition
is satisfied. The trace ends when it reaches the specified number of
packets.
Values: 0-999
The Packet After Stop value must be less than the current limit value.

duration Integer N Enter the maximum time, in seconds, for which the trace should be active.
Values: 1-86400

ICMP4 Trace
Use the SmartTrace API to create an ICMPv4-type trace definition.
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Use the following entry guidelines to create a new ICMPv4 trace definition through the SmartTrace API. For general
information on the URI, status codes, and a sample request and response, refer to the POST: Create SmartTrace
Definition topic.

Property Name Data Type Required?Entry

description String Y Enter a description of the SmartTrace definition.

type String Y The type of SmartTrace. Enter ICMP4 to create a new ICMP4 SmartTrace
definition. 

criteria:base

stack String N The TCP/IP stack to which the SmartTrace definition applies. If you do
not enter a stack, SmartTrace creates separate traces for each stack that
matches the criteria in the definition.

interfaceName String N If you specified a stack, you can enter the name of interface. The interface
is the logical name for the physical link or adapter that the TCP/IP stack
uses to route an IP packet.

localHost String N Enter the IP host address of the local TCP/IP stack in any IPv4 or IPv6
format.

remoteHost String N Enter an IP host address that is not associated with the local TCP/IP
stack, in any IPv4 or IPv6 format.

specialAddress String N Enter a special address. A special address is an IP address type with
special usage in IP networks. Valid options are:
• LOOPBACK (127.0.0.1 TO 127.255.255.255)
• MULTICAST (224.0.0.0 to 239.255.255.255)
• BROADCAST (255.255.255.255 - either a limited broadcast address

or a directed broadcast)
If you have specified values for the localHost and remoteHost, do not
enter a special address; the properties are mutually exclusive.

criteria:advanced:

packetDir String N Enter the directional flow of an IP packet, relative to the TCP/IP
stack. Valid entries are:
• IN
• OUT
If you do not enter a value, the SmartTrace definition looks for both
inbound and outbound packets.

packetLen String N Enter the total length in bytes of the IP packet. The packetLen field is
entered in the format of an operator, followed by a number. For example,
lte:1200 indicates that the packet length must be less than or equal to
1200 bytes.
Values: 0-65535
Valid Operators:

• EQ (equal to)
• NEQ (not equal to)
• GT (greater than)
• LT (less than)
• GTE (greater than or equal to)
• LTE (less than or equal to)
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redirectGatewa
y

String N Enter the new gateway address recommended in an ICMP Redirect (Type
5) message. Valid formats are:
• IPv4 dotted decimal notation
• IPv4 network notation, such as an address mask or a prefix length,

like 192.168/255.128 or 192.168/9.
• A generic IP address notation such as 192.*
• A host name that resolves to an IPv4 dotted decimal notation
If you specify a Redirect Gateway, the Types value must be 5 (Redirect).

datagram:

protocol String N Enter the IP protocol of the packet that generated the ICMP error
message. Valid entries are:
• ICMP (Internet Control Message Protocol)
• IGMP (Internet Group Management Protocol)
• TCP (Transmission Control Protocol)
• UDP (User Datagram Protocol)
• GRE (General Routing Encapsulation)
• EIGRP (Enhanced interior Gateway Routing)
• OSPFIGP (Open Shortest Path First Interior GW)
• ESP (Encap Security Payload)
• AH (Authentical Header)
• IPv6 (IPv6 Encapsulated in IPv4)
• nnn (Any number between 1-255)
• cccccccccc (A well-known protocol name, as recognized by the

Internet Assigned Numbers Authority, or IANA) 

source String N Enter the original IP host address that generated the ICMP error
message. Valid formats are:

• IPv4 dotted decimal notation
• IPv4 network notation, such as an address mask or a prefix length like

192.168/255.128 or 192.168/9.
• A generic IP address notation such as 192.*
• A host name that resolves to an IPv4 dotted decimal notation

destination String N Enter the intended destination address of an IP packet before the
generation of an ICMP error message. Valid formats are:

• IPv4 dotted decimal notation
• IPv4 network notation, such as an address mask or a prefix length like

192.168/255.128 or 192.168/9.
• A generic IP address notation such as 192.*
• A host name that resolves to an IPv4 dotted decimal notation

messageFilter:
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types String N Enter one or more valid ICMP message types, using a string in the format
in:number, where number is the numerical equivalent of a specific
message type:
• 0 (Echo reply)
• 3 (Destination unreachable)
• 4 (Source quenches)
• 5 (Redirect)
• 6 (Alternate host address)
• 8 (Echo request)
• 9 (Router advertisement)
• 10 (Router solicitation)
• 11 (Time exceeded)
• 12 (Parameter problem)
• 13 (Timestamp request)
• 14 (Timestamp reply)
• 15 (Information request)
• 16 (Information reply)
• 17 (Address mask request)
• 18 (Address mask reply)
• nnn (any number between 0 and 255)
For example:
• in:8 filters for packets that contain echo request ICMP messages
• in:3,4,5 filters for packets that contain destination unreachable,

source quench, or redirect messages.
• in:3-14 filters for packets that contain any one of the message types 3

through 14.
If you plan to filter by ICMP message code, enter only one ICMP message
type.

codes String Enter one or more valid ICMP message codes, to qualify the message
type that you specified. Use a string in the format in:number, where
number is the numerical equivalent of a specific message code. For
example, if you specified 5 (Redirect) for the message type, you could
specify one or more Redirect message codes:

• in:0 filters for packets that contain Redirect (Type 5) ICMP messages
with a Redirect for network (Type 0) code.

• in:0,1 filters for packets that contain Redirect (Type 5) ICMP
messages with either Redirect for network (Type 0) or Redirect for
host (Type 1) codes.

• in:0-3 filters for packets that contain Redirect (Type 5) ICMP with any
one of the four potential message code types.

Refer to the 3270 help for descriptions of the ICMP codes associated with
the ICMP messages.

criteria:stop:

packetDir String N Enter the directional flow of an IP packet, relative to the TCP/IP
stack. Valid entries are:
• IN
• OUT
If you do not enter a value, the SmartTrace definition looks for both
inbound and outbound packets.
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packetLen Integer N Enter the total length in bytes of the IP packet. The SmartTrace stops
when it encounters the criteria specified. The packetLen field is
entered in the format of an operator, followed by a number. For example,
lte:1200 indicates that the packet length must be less than or equal to
1200 bytes.Values: 0-65535
Valid Operators:

• EQ (equal to)
• NEQ (not equal to)
• GT (greater than)
• LT (less than)
• GTE (greater than or equal to)
• LTE (less than or equal to)

redirectGatewa
y

String N Enter the new gateway address recommended in an ICMP Redirect
(Type 5) message. The SmartTrace stops when it encounters the criteria
specified. Valid formats are:
• IPv4 dotted decimal notation
• IPv4 network notation, such as an address mask or a prefix length like

192.168/255.128 or 192.168/9.
• A generic IP address notation such as 192.*
• A host name that resolves to an IPv4 dotted decimal notation
If you specify a Redirect Gateway, the Types value must be 5 (Redirect).

datagram String N Enter details for the datagram for the stop criteria. The datagram details
include the protocol, source, and destination. Refer to the descriptions
above for the entry details.

messageFilter:

types String N Enter the ICMP message type. The SmartTrace stops when it encounters
the criteria specified. Refer to the description above for the entry details.

codes String N Enter the ICMP message code. The SmartTrace stops when it encounters
the criteria specified. Refer to the description above for the entry details.

criteria:options:

limit Integer N Enter a limit to the number of packets kept for a trace. When a trace
exceeds the limit, NetMaster discards the oldest packet.
Default: 250

stopAtLimit String N Indicate whether the trace should stop when the number of packets
reaches the value defined for the limit property.
Values: True or False

expireTime String N Enter the length of time in hh:mm format that a trace is retained in
memory before it is discarded.

packetsAfterSt
op

Integer N Enter the number of extra packets to keep in a trace after a stop condition
is satisfied. The trace ends when it reaches the specified number of
packets.
Values: 0-999
The Packets After Stop value must be less than the current limit value.

duration Integer N Enter the maximum time, in seconds, for which the trace should be active.
Values: 1-86400

ICMP6 Trace
Use the SmartTrace API to create an ICMPv6-type trace definition.
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Use the following entry guidelines to create a new ICMPv6 trace definition through the SmartTrace API. For general
information on the URI, status codes, and a sample request and response, refer to the POST: Create SmartTrace
Definition topic.

Property Name Data Type Required?Entry

description String Y Enter a description of the SmartTrace definition.

type String Y The type of SmartTrace. Enter ICMP6 to define a new ICMPv6
SmartTrace.

criteria:base

stack String N The TCP/IP stack to which the SmartTrace definition applies. If you do
not enter a stack, SmartTrace creates separate traces for each stack that
matches the criteria in the definition.

interfaceName String N If you specified a stack, you can enter the name of the interface. The
interface is the logical name for the physical link or adapter that the TCP/
IP stack uses to route an IP packet.

localHost String N Enter the IP host address of the local TCP/IP stack in any IPv4 or IPv6
format.

remoteHost String N Enter an IP host address that is not associated with the local TCP/IP
stack, in any IPv4 or IPv6 format.

specialAddress String N Enter a special address. A special address is an IP address type with
special usage in IP networks. Valid options are:
• LOOPBACK (::1/128)
• MULTICAST (ff00::/8)
If you have specified values for the localHost and remoteHost, do not
enter a special address; the properties are mutually exclusive.

criteria:advanced:

packetDir String N Enter the directional flow of an IP packet, relative to the TCP/IP
stack. Valid entries are:
• IN
• OUT
If you do not enter a value, the SmartTrace definition looks for both
inbound and outbound packets.

packetLen String N Enter the total length in bytes of the IP packet. The packetLen field is
entered in the format of an operator, followed by a number. For example,
lte:1200 indicates that the packet length must be less than or equal to
1200 bytes.
Values: 0-65535
Valid Operators:

• EQ (equal to)
• NEQ (not equal to)
• GT (greater than)
• LT (less than)
• GTE (greater than or equal to)
• LTE (less than or equal to)
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mtu String N MTU is the Maximum Transmission Unit of the next hop link, as reported
by an ICMP Packet Too Big error message (Type 2). Enter the mtu field in
the format of an operator, followed by a number. For example, gte:2000
indicates that the maximum transmission unit of the next hop link must be
greater than or equal to 2000 bytes.
Values: 0-65535
Valid Operators:

• EQ (equal to)
• NEQ (not equal to)
• GT (greater than)
• LT (less than)
• GTE (greater than or equal to)
• LTE (less than or equal to)

If you specify MTU, the only valid entry for the ICMP Type (types) property
is the ICMP PKT-TOO-BIG message type.

datagram:

nextHeader String N Enter the value of the Next Header field of the IPv6 packet that generated
the ICMP error message. Valid entries are:
• A protocol specified as a number between 0-255.
• A well-known protocol name, as specified by the Internet Assigned

Numbers Authority (IANA)

source String N Enter the original IP host address that generated the ICMP error
message. Valid formats are:

• IPv6 address notation
• IPv6 network notation, such as 2001:DB8::/32.
• A generic IP address notation such as 2001:*
• A host name that resolves to an IPv6 address notation

destination String N Enter the intended destination address of an IP packet before the
generation of an ICMP error message. Valid formats are:

• IPv6 address notation
• IPv6 network notation, such as 2001:DB8::/32.
• A generic IP address notation such as 2001:*
• A host name that resolves to an IPv6 address notation

messageFilter:
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types String N Enter one or more valid ICMP message types, using a string in the format
in:number, where number is the numerical equivalent of a specific
message type:
• 1 (Destination Unreachable)
• 2 (Packet Too Big)
• 3 (Time Exceeded)
• 4 (Parameter Problem)
• 128 (Echo request)
• 129 (Echo reply)
• 130 (Multicast Listener Query)
• 131 (Multicast Listener Report)
• 132 (Multicast Listener Done)
• 133 (Router Solicitation)
• 134 (Router Advertisement)
• 135 (Neighbor Solicitation)
• 136 (Neighbor Advertisement)
• 137 (Redirect Message)
• 138 (Router Renumbering)
• 141 (Inverse Neighbor Discovery Solicitation Message)
• 142 (Inverse Neighbor Discovery Advertisement Message)
• 143 (Version 2 Multicast Listener Report)
• 144 (Home Agent Address Discovery Request Message)
• 145 (Home Agent Address Discovery Reply Message)
• 146 (Mobile Prefix Solicitation)
• 147 (Mobile Prefix Advertisement)
• 148 (Certification Path Solicitation Message)
• 149 (Certification Path Advertisement Message)
• 151 (Multicast Router Advertisement)
• 152 (Multicast Router Solicitation)
• 153 (Multicast Router Termination)
• nnn (any number between 0 and 255)
For example:
• in:4 filters for packets that contain Parameter Problem ICMP

messages
• in:2,3,4 filters for packets that contain Packet Too Big, Time

Exceeded, and Parameter Problem messages.
• in:1-4 filters for packets that contain any one of the message types 1

through 4.
If you plan to filter by ICMP message code, enter only one ICMP message
type.
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codes Enter one or more valid ICMP message codes, to qualify the message
type that you specified. Use a string in the format in:number, where
number is the numerical equivalent of a specific message code. For
example, if you specified a message type of 4 (Parameter Problem), you
could specify one or more Redirect message codes:

• in:0 filters for packets that contain Parameter Problem (Type 4)
ICMP messages with an Erroneous header field encountered (Type
0) code.

• in:0,1 filters for packets that contain Parameter Problem (Type 4)
ICMP messages with either an Erroneous header field encountered
(Type 0), an Unrecognized Next Header type encountered (Type 1)
code, or both codes.

• in:0-2 filters for packets that contain Parameter Problem (Type 4)
ICMP messages with any combination of the three potential message
code types.

Refer to the 3270 help for descriptions of the ICMP codes associated with
the ICMP messages.

criteria:stop:

packetDir String N Enter the directional flow of an IP packet, relative to the TCP/IP
stack. Valid entries are:
• IN
• OUT
If you do not enter a value, the SmartTrace definition looks for both
inbound and outbound packets.

packetLen Integer N Enter the total length in bytes of the IP packet. The SmartTrace stops
when it encounters the criteria specified. The packetLen field is
entered in the format of an operator, followed by a number. For example,
lte:1200 indicates that the packet length must be less than or equal to
1200 bytes.
Values: 0-65535
Valid Operators:

• EQ (equal to)
• NEQ (not equal to)
• GT (greater than)
• LT (less than)
• GTE (greater than or equal to)
• LTE (less than or equal to)

mtu

datagram String N Enter details for the datagram for the stop criteria. The datagram details
include nextHeader, source, and destination. Refer to the descriptions
above for the entry details.

messageFilter:

types String N Enter the ICMP message type. The SmartTrace stops when it encounters
the criteria specified. Refer to the description above for the entry details.

codes String N Enter the ICMP message code. The SmartTrace stops when it encounters
the criteria specified. Refer to the description above for the entry details.

criteria:options:
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limit Integer N Enter a limit to the number of packets kept for a trace. When a trace
exceeds the limit, NetMaster discards the oldest packet.
Default: 250

stopAtLimit String N Indicate whether the trace should stop when the number of packets
reaches the value defined for the limit property.
Values: True or False

expireTime String N Enter the length of time in hh:mm format that a trace is retained in
memory before it is discarded.

packetsAfterSt
op

Integer N Enter the number of extra packets to keep in a trace after a stop condition
is satisfied. The trace ends when it reaches the specified number of
packets.
Values: 0-999
The Packet After Stop value must be less than the current limit value.

duration Integer N Enter the maximum time, in seconds, for which the trace should be active.
Values: 1-86400

General IPv4 Trace
Use the SmartTrace API to create a General IPv4-type trace definition.

Use the following entry guidelines to create a new General IPv4 trace definition through the SmartTrace API. For general
information on the URI, status codes, and a sample request and response, refer to the POST: Create SmartTrace
Definition topic.

Property Name Data Type Required?Entry

description String Y Enter a description of the SmartTrace definition.

type String Y The type of SmartTrace. Enter GEN4 to create a new General IPv4 trace. 

criteria:base

stack String N The TCP/IP stack to which the SmartTrace definition applies. If you do
not enter a stack, SmartTrace creates separate traces for each stack that
matches the criteria in the definition.

interfaceName String N If you specified a stack, you can enter the name of the interface. The
interface is the logical name for the physical link or adapter that the TCP/
IP stack uses to route an IP packet.

localHost String N Enter the IP host address of the local TCP/IP stack in any IPv4 or IPv6
format.

remoteHost String N Enter an IP host address that is not associated with the local TCP/IP
stack, in any IPv4 or IPv6 format.

specialAddress String N Enter a special address. A special address is an IP address type with
special usage in IP networks. Valid options are:
• LOOPBACK (127.0.0.1 TO 127.255.255.255)
• MULTICAST (224.0.0.0 to 239.255.255.255)
• BROADCAST (255.255.255.255 - either a limited broadcast address

or a directed broadcast)
If you have specified values for the localHost and remoteHost, do not
enter a special address; the properties are mutually exclusive.
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protocol String N Enter the IP protocol of the packet that generated the ICMP error
message. Valid entries are:
• ICMP (Internet Control Message Protocol)
• IGMP (Internet Group Management Protocol)
• TCP (Transmission Control Protocol)
• UDP (User Datagram Protocol)
• GRE (General Routing Encapsulation)
• EIGRP (Enhanced interior Gateway Routing)
• OSPFIGP (Open Shortest Path First Interior GW)
• ESP (Encap Security Payload)
• AH (Authentical Header)
• IPv6 (IPv6 Encapsulated in IPv4)
• nnn (Any number between 1-255)
• cccccccccc (A well known protocol name, as recognized by the

Internet Assigned Numbers Authority, or IANA) 

criteria:advanced:

fragmented String N Specify whether the trace will test for fragmented IP packets. Valid entries
are:
• True - The trace includes fragmented IP packets.
• False - The trace does not include fragmented IP packets.
If you do not enter a value, the trace does not check for fragmentation.

packetDir String N Enter the directional flow of an IP packet, relative to the TCP/IP
stack. Valid entries are:
• IN
• OUT
If you do not enter a value, the SmartTrace definition looks for both
inbound and outbound packets.

packetLen String N Enter the total length in bytes of the IP packet. The packetLen field is
entered in the format of an operator, followed by a number. For example,
lte:1200 indicates that the packet length must be less than or equal to
1200 bytes.
Values: 0-65535
Valid Operators:

• EQ (equal to)
• NEQ (not equal to)
• GT (greater than)
• LT (less than)
• GTE (greater than or equal to)
• LTE (less than or equal to)

tos String N Specify whether to check the settings of the Type of Service (TOS) field in
the IP header.
• True - At least one bit of the TOS is set to one.
• False - All TOS bits are set to zero (normal service).
If this field is omitted, the trace does not check the TOS settings.

ipOpts String N Specify whether to check if optional fields follow the IP header.
• True - Optional fields follow the header.
• False - No optional fields follow the header.
If this field is omitted, the trace does not check for optional fields.
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ttl String N Enter the Time to Live (ttl) value. TTL is the number of routers through
which a packet passes before it is discarded. The ttl field is entered in the
format of an operator, followed by a number. For example, lte:20 indicates
that the number of routers must be less than or equal to 20 before a
packet is discarded.
Values: 0-255
Valid Operators:

• EQ (equal to)
• NEQ (not equal to)
• GT (greater than)
• LT (less than)
• GTE (greater than or equal to)
• LTE (less than or equal to)

qos String N Specify one or more of the eight possible service classes (QOS or quality
of service) represented by the three precedence bits in the TOS field of
the IP header. Use the format in:number, where number is the numerical
equivalent of a specific QOS value:
• 0 (Routine service)
• 1 (Priority service)
• 2 (Immediate service)
• 3 (Flash service)
• 4 (Flash override service)
• 5 (Critical service)
• 6 (Internet control service)
• 7 (Network control service)
For example:

• in:0 filters for packets with a routine service class.
• in:1,2,5 filters for packets with priority, immediate, or critical service

classes. 
• in:0-5 filters for packets with any of the service classes in the 0

through 5 range.

packetFilter:

expression String N Enter the numbers of the individual packet filters (simple expressions)
into a logical expression using standard boolean operators. If you do
not specify an expression, all expressions are combined using an OR
operator. For example, if you define three packet filters for a SmartTrace,
the expression defaults to 1 OR 2 OR 3.

filters:

operator String N The relational operator used to compare packet information with test data.
Valid entries are:
• LIKE
• EQ (equal to)
• NEQ (not equal to)
The LIKE operator is not valid for Hex, IPv4, or IPv6 format data.

data String N Enter the test data to compare with the packet data.
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format String N Enter the character format of the supplied test data. Valid formats are:
• EBCDIC (default)
• UEBCDIC
• ASCII
• UASCII
• HEX
• IP4ADDR
• IP6ADDR

start Integer N Enter the position in the packet data to begin the comparison.
Default: 1
Max: 128

length Integer N Enter the length of the packet data to compare to the test data.
Max: 32
This value should not exceed the allowable range of comparison of 128
bytes. For example, if the start position is 120, a length of 30 would be
invalid.

criteria:stop:

fragmented String N Specify whether the trace will test for fragmented IP packets. Valid entries
are:
• True - The trace includes fragmented IP packets.
• False - The trace does not include fragmented IP packets.
If you do not enter a value, the trace does not check for fragmentation.

packetDir String N Enter the directional flow of an IP packet, relative to the TCP/IP
stack. Valid entries are:
• IN
• OUT
If you do not enter a value, the SmartTrace definition looks for both
inbound and outbound packets.

packetLen Integer N Enter the total length in bytes of the IP packet. The SmartTrace stops
when it encounters the criteria specified. The packetLen field is
entered in the format of an operator, followed by a number. For example,
lte:1200 indicates that the packet length must be less than or equal to
1200 bytes. Refer to the description above for detailed entry instructions.

dfbit String N Specify whether the Don't Fragment Bit (dfbit) of an IP header is set to 1
or 0. Valid entries are:
• True - The Don't Fragment Bit is set to 1.
• False - The Don't Fragment Bit is set to 0.
If you do not enter a value, the trace does not check for the status of the
Don't Fragment Bit.

ttl Enter the Time to Live (ttl) value. TTL is the number of routers through
which a packet passes before it is discarded. The trace stops when it
meets this criteria. The ttl field is entered in the format of an operator,
followed by a number. For example, lte:20 indicates that the number of
routers must be less than or equal to 20 before a packet is discarded.
Refer to the description above for detailed entry instructions.

packetFilter:
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expression String or
null

N Enter the numbers of the individual packet filters (simple expressions)
into a logical expression using standard boolean operators. If you do
not specify an expression, all expressions are combined using an OR
operator. For example, if you define three packet filters for a SmartTrace,
the expression defaults to 1 OR 2 OR 3.

filters:

operator String N Refer to the description above for entry details.

data String N Refer to the description above for entry details.

format String N Refer to the description above for entry details.

start Integer N Refer to the description above for entry details.

length Integer N Refer to the description above for entry details.

criteria:options:

limit Integer N Enter a limit to the number of packets kept for a trace. When a trace
exceeds the limit, NetMaster discards the oldest packet.
Default: 250

stopAtLimit String N Indicate whether the trace should stop when the number of packets
reaches the value defined for the limit property.
Values: True or False

expireTime String N Enter the length of time in hh:mm format that a trace is retained in
memory before it is discarded.

packetsAfterSt
op

Integer N Enter the number of extra packets to keep in a trace after a stop condition
is satisfied. The trace ends when it reaches the specified number of
packets.
Values: 0-999
The Packets After Stop value must be less than the current limit value.

duration Integer N Enter the maximum time, in seconds, for which the trace should be active.
Values: 1-86400

General IPv6 Trace
Use the SmartTrace API to create a General IPv6-type trace definition.

Use the following entry guidelines to create a new General IPv6 trace definition through the SmartTrace API. For general
information on the URI, status codes, and a sample request and response, refer to the POST: Create SmartTrace
Definition topic.

Property Name Data Type Required?Entry

description String Y Enter a description of the SmartTrace definition.

type String Y The type of SmartTrace. Enter GEN6 to create a new General IPv6
SmartTrace definition.

critieria:base

stack String or
null

N The TCP/IP stack to which the SmartTrace definition applies. If you do
not enter a stack, SmartTrace creates separate traces for each stack that
matches the criteria in the definition.

interfaceName String or
null

N If you specified a stack, you can enter the name of the interface. The
interface is the logical name for the physical link or adapter that the TCP/
IP stack uses to route an IP packet.
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localHost String or
null

N Enter the IP host address of the local TCP/IP stack in any IPv4 or IPv6
format.

remoteHost String or
null

N Enter an IP host address that is not associated with the local TCP/IP
stack, in any IPv4 or IPv6 format.

specialAddress String N Enter a special address. A special address is an IP address type with
special usage in IP networks. Valid options are:
• LOOPBACK (127.0.0.1 TO 127.255.255.255)
• MULTICAST (224.0.0.0 to 239.255.255.255)
• BROADCAST (255.255.255.255 - either a limited broadcast address

or a directed broadcast)
If you have specified values for the localHost and remoteHost, do not
enter a special address; the properties are mutually exclusive.

protocol String N Enter the IP protocol of the packet that generated the ICMP error
message. Valid entries are:
• ICMP (Internet Control Message Protocol)
• IGMP (Internet Group Management Protocol)
• TCP (Transmission Control Protocol)
• UDP (User Datagram Protocol)
• GRE (General Routing Encapsulation)
• EIGRP (Enhanced interior Gateway Routing)
• OSPFIGP (Open Shortest Path First Interior GW)
• ESP (Encap Security Payload)
• AH (Authentical Header)
• IPv6 (IPv6 Encapsulated in IPv4)
• nnn (Any number between 1-255)
• cccccccccc (A well known protocol name, as recognized by the

Internet Assigned Numbers Authority, or IANA) 

criteria:advanced:

fragmented String N Specify whether the trace will test for fragmented IP packets. Valid entries
are:

• True - The trace includes fragmented IP packets.
• False - The trace does not include fragmented IP packets.

If you do not enter a value, the trace does not check for fragmentation.

packetDir String N Enter the directional flow of an IP packet, relative to the TCP/IP stack.
The SmartTrace definition will look for either inbound, outbound, or all
packets. Valid entries are:
• IN
• OUT
If you do not enter a value, the SmartTrace definition looks for both
inbound and outbound packets.
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packetLen String N Enter the total length in bytes of the IP packet. The packetLen field is
entered in the format of an operator, followed by a number. For example,
lte:1200 indicates that the packet length must be less than or equal to
1200 bytes.
Values: 0-65535
Valid Operators:

• EQ (equal to)
• NEQ (not equal to)
• GT (greater than)
• LT (less than)
• GTE (greater than or equal to)
• LTE (less than or equal to)

hopLimit String N Enter the Hop Limit  value. Hop limit is the number of routers through
which a packet passes before it is discarded. The ttl field is entered in the
format of an operator, followed by a number. For example, lte:20 indicates
that the number of routers must be less than or equal to 20 before a
packet is discarded.
Values: 0-255
Valid Operators:

• EQ (equal to)
• NEQ (not equal to)
• GT (greater than)
• LT (less than)
• GTE (greater than or equal to)
• LTE (less than or equal to)

ipExtHeader String N Specify whether the SmartTrace checks for the presence of intermediate
extension headers located between the IPv6 header and the upper
layer protocol header. Routing headers and fragment headers are two
examples of intermediate extension headers.
• True - Intermediate extension headers are present.
• False - No intermediate extension headers are present.
If you omit this field, the trace does not check for intermediate extension
headers.

flowLabel String N Specify whether the SmartTrace checks for a non-zero value in the flow
label of the IPv6 header.

• True - The flow label contains a non-zero value.
• False - The flow label contains only zeroes.

If you omit this field, the trace does not check for a non-zero value in the
flow label.

trafficClass String N Specify the traffic class bit setting in the Traffic Class field of the IPv6
header.
Value: An eight digit series of zeroes (0) or ones (1). For example: 
If you omit this field, the SmartTrace does not check for a traffic class bit
setting.

packetFilter:
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expression String or
null

N Enter the numbers of the individual packet filters (simple expressions)
into a logical expression using standard boolean operators. If you do
not specify an expression, all expressions are combined using an OR
operator. For example, if you define three packet filters for a SmartTrace,
the expression defaults to 1 OR 2 OR 3.

filters:

operator String N The relational operator used to compare packet information with test data.
Valid entries are:
• LIKE
• EQ (equal to)
• NEQ (not equal to)
The LIKE operator is not valid for Hex, IPv4, or IPv6 format data.

data String N Enter the test data to compare with the packet data.

format String N Enter the character format of the supplied test data. Valid formats are:
• EBCDIC (default)
• UEBCDIC
• ASCII
• UASCII
• HEX
• IP4ADDR
• IP6ADDR

start Integer N Enter the position in the packet data to begin the comparison.
Default: 1
Max: 128

length Integer N Enter the length of the packet data to compare to the test data.
Max: 32
This value should not exceed the allowable range of comparison of 128
bytes. For example, if the start position is 120, a length of 30 would be
invalid.

criteria:stop:

fragmented String N Specify whether the trace will test for fragmented IP packets. Valid entries
are:

• True - The trace includes fragmented IP packets.
• False - The trace does not include fragmented IP packets.

If you do not enter a value, the trace does not check for fragmentation.

packetDir String N Enter the directional flow of an IP packet, relative to the TCP/IP stack.
The SmartTrace definition will look for either inbound, outbound, or all
packets. Valid entries are:
• IN
• OUT
If you do not enter a value, the SmartTrace definition looks for both
inbound and outbound packets.

packetLen Integer N Enter the total length in bytes of the IP packet. The SmartTrace stops
when it encounters the criteria specified. The packetLen field is
entered in the format of an operator, followed by a number. For example,
lte:1200 indicates that the packet length must be less than or equal to
1200 bytes. Refer to the description above for detailed entry instructions.
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hopLimit String N Enter the Hop Limit  value. Hop limit is the number of routers through
which a packet passes before it is discarded. The ttl field is entered in
the format of an operator, followed by a number. For example, lte:20
indicates that the number of routers must be less than or equal to 20
before a packet is discarded. Refer to the description above for detailed
entry instructions.

ipExtHeader String N Specify whether the SmartTrace checks for the presence of intermediate
extension headers located between the IPv6 header and the upper
layer protocol header. Routing headers and fragment headers are two
examples of intermediate extension headers.
• True - Intermediate extension headers are present.
• False - No intermediate extension headers are present.
If you omit this field, the trace does not check for intermediate extension
headers.

flowLabel String N Specify whether the SmartTrace checks for a non-zero value in the flow
label of the IPv6 header.

• True - The flow label contains a non-zero value.
• False - The flow label contains only zeroes.

If you omit this field, the trace does not check for a non-zero value in the
flow label.

packetFilter:

expression String or
null

N Enter the numbers of the individual packet filters (simple expressions)
into a logical expression using standard boolean operators. If you do
not specify an expression, all expressions are combined using an OR
operator. For example, if you define three packet filters for a SmartTrace,
the expression defaults to 1 OR 2 OR 3.

filters:

operator String N Refer to the description above for entry details.

data String N Refer to the description above for entry details.

format String N Refer to the description above for entry details.

start Integer N Refer to the description above for entry details.

length Integer N Refer to the description above for entry details.

criteria:options:

limit Integer N Enter a limit to the number of packets kept for a trace. When a trace
exceeds the limit, NetMaster discards the oldest packet.
Default: 250

stopAtLimit String N Indicate whether the trace should stop when the number of packets
reaches the value defined for the limit property.
Values: True or False

expireTime String N Enter the length of time in hh:mm format that a trace is retained in
memory before it is discarded.

packetsAfterSt
op

Integer N Enter the number of extra packets to keep in a trace after a stop condition
is satisfied. The trace ends when the it reaches the specified number of
packets.
Values: 0-999
The Packets After Stop value must be less than the current limit value.
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duration Integer N Enter the maximum time, in seconds, for which the trace should be active.
Values: 1-86400

Multiple TCP Trace
Use the SmartTrace API to create a Multiple TCP-type trace definition.

Use the following entry guidelines to create a new multiple TCP trace definition through the SmartTrace API. The Multiple
TCP Trace option works like the TCP Trace, except that it creates multiple traces. It creates a new trace for each new
connection that starts after the activation of a Multiple TCP definition. For general information on the URI, status codes,
and a sample request and response, refer to the POST: Create SmartTrace Definition topic.

Property Name Data Type Required?Entry

Description String Y Enter a description of the SmartTrace definition.

Type String Y The type of SmartTrace. Enter MULT to create a Multiple TCP Trace
definition.

criteria:base

stack String or
null

N The TCP/IP stack to which the SmartTrace definition applies. If you do
not enter a stack, SmartTrace creates separate traces for each stack that
matches the criteria in the definition.

localHost String or
null

N Enter the IP host address of the local TCP/IP stack in any IPv4 or IPv6
format.

remoteHost String or
null

N Enter an IP host address that is not associated with the local TCP/IP
stack, in any IPv4 or IPv6 format.

localPort String or
null

N Specify single ports, or a range of local ports for the packets in the trace
definition. Enter:
• One or more whole numbers from 1 to 65535. Separate multiple

values with commas.
• A range of ports, such as 500-600.

remotePort String or
null

N Specify single ports, or a range of remote ports for the packets in the
trace definition. Enter:
• One or more whole numbers from 1 to 65535. Separate multiple

values with commas.
• A range of ports, such as 500-600.

criteria:advanced:

flagExpression String Using comma-separated or standard boolean format, enter one or more of
the six TCP flag bits to use in the definition:
• URG (Urgent pointer is valid)
• ACK (Acknowledgment number is valid)
• PSH (Push data to application immediately)
• RST (Reset connection)
• SYN (Synchronize sequence numbers)
• FIN (Finish sending data)
You can use expressions with standard boolean operators. For example,
you could enter: SYN and not ACK.

packetFilter:
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expression String or
null

Enter the numbers of the individual packet filters (simple expressions)
into a logical expression using standard boolean operators. If you do
not specify an expression, all expressions are combined using an OR
operator. For example, if you define three packet filters for a SmartTrace,
the expression defaults to 1 OR 2 OR 3.

filters:

operator String The relational operator used to compare packet information with test data.
Valid entries are:
• LIKE
• EQ (equal to)
• NEQ (not equal to)
The LIKE operator is not valid for Hex, IPv4, or IPv6 format data.

data String Enter the test data to compare with the packet data.

format String Enter the character format of the supplied test data. Valid formats are:
• EBCDIC (default)
• UEBCDIC
• ASCII
• UASCII
• HEX
• IP4ADDR
• IP6ADDR

start Integer Enter the position in the packet data to begin the comparison.
Default: 1
Max: 128

length Integer Enter the length of the packet data to compare to the test data.
Max: 32
This value should not exceed the allowable range of comparison of 128
bytes. For example, if the start position is 120, a length of 30 would be
invalid.

criteria:stop:

flagExpression Using comma-separated or standard boolean format, enter one or more of
the six TCP flag bits to use in the definition:
• URG (Urgent pointer is valid)
• ACK (Acknowledgment number is valid)
• PSH (Push data to application immediately)
• RST (Reset connection)
• SYN (Synchronize sequence numbers)
• FIN (Finish sending data)
You can use expressions with standard boolean operators. For example,
you could enter: SYN and not ACK.

packetFilter

expression Enter the numbers of the individual packet filters (simple expressions)
into a logical expression using standard boolean operators. If you do
not specify an expression, all expressions are combined using an OR
operator. For example, if you define three packet filters for a SmartTrace,
the expression defaults to 1 OR 2 OR 3.

filters:

operator String Refer to the description above for entry details.
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data String Refer to the description above for entry details.

format String Refer to the description above for entry details.

start Integer Enter the position in the packet data to end the comparison.
Default: 1
Max: 128

length Integer Enter the length of the packet data to compare to the test data.
Max: 32
This value should not exceed the allowable range of comparison of 128
bytes. For example, if the start position is 120, a length of 30 would be
invalid.

packetDir String Enter the directional flow of an IP packet, relative to the TCP/IP stack.
The SmartTrace definition will look for either inbound, outbound, or all
packets. Valid entries are:
• IN
• OUT
If you do not enter a value, the SmartTrace definition looks for both
inbound and outbound packets.

windowSize Integer Enter the number of bytes that a receiving host can accept, starting with
the TCP segment specified in the acknowledgement number field. The
windowSize property is entered in the format of an operator, followed by
a number. For example, lte:1200 indicates that the window size must be
less than or equal to 1200 bytes.
Values: 0-65535
Valid Operators:

• EQ (equal to)
• NEQ (not equal to)
• GT (greater than)
• LT (less than)
• GTE (greater than or equal to)
• LTE (less than or equal to)

dataLength Integer The total length in bytes of the data that follows the TCP Header. The first
field specifies an operator, which is used to compare the actual length of
the data with the second field.
Values: 0-65495
Valid Operators:

• EQ (equal to)
• NEQ (not equal to)
• GT (greater than)
• LT (less than)
• GTE (greater than or equal to)
• LTE (less than or equal to)

options:

limit Integer N Enter a limit to the number of packets kept for a trace. When a trace
exceeds the limit, NetMaster discards the oldest packet.
Default: 250

stopAtLimit String N Indicate whether the trace should stop when the number of packets
reaches the value defined for the limit property.
Values: Yes or No
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expireTime String N Enter the length of time in hh:mm format that a trace is retained in
memory before it is discarded.

packetSizeLimit Integer N Enter the maximum allowed size, in bytes, for each packet traced.
• The minumum allowed value is 192.
• The maximum allowed value is the value specified in the

PAMTPSZLIM Packet Analyzer parameter in the NetMaster SSI

initialPackets Integer N The Initial Packets Traced property limits the number of packets
retained at the start pf a TCP connection for a multiple TCP connection
trace. When a trace exceeds the limit, old packets are discarded. The
initial connection packets value displays on the Packet List in the 3270
interface.
Values: 3 through the value specified in the PAMITTSIZE Packet
Analyzer parameter in the SOLVE SSI.

maxConnectio
ns

Integer N The Maximum Connections Traced property limits the number of TCP
connection traces generated per stack, for a multiple TCP connection
trace. When a trace exceeds the limit, the trace ignores new TCP
connections.
Values: 1 through the value specified in the PAMITCCCRLIM Packet
Analyzer parameter in the SOLVE SSI.

duration Integer N Enter the maximum time, in seconds, for which the trace should be active.
Values: 1-86400

options:stop

packetsAfterSt
op

Integer N Enter the number of extra packets to keep in a trace after a stop condition
is satisfied. The trace ends when it reaches the specified number of
packets.
Values: 0-999
The Packet After Stop value must be less than the current limit value.

discardIfStopN
otMet

String N Discard a trace of a normally terminated TCP connection if a stop
condition was not met.
• True - Discard normally terminated TCP connections when stop

conditions are not met.
• False - Do not discard normally terminated TCP connections when

stop conditions are not met.

PUT: Update SmartTrace Definition

The NetMaster PUT: Update SmartTrace Definition API endpoint enables you to edit an existing SmartTrace definition.

PUT: Update SmartTrace Definition provides you with a mechanism to edit any SmartTrace definition within a specified
region. You can make small changes to a SmartTrace definition, as needed, rather than completely replacing an existing
definition with a POST request. The PUT request updates a definition with only the desired changes, and the response
displays the modified definition in its entirety. The following reference article includes:

• URI (Uniform Resource Identifier) Parameters
• Request Operators
• Interface Properties
• Status Codes
• Sample Request and Response
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URI Parameters

The URI for PUT: Update SmartTrace Definition is:

PUT /api/v1/tcpip/{region}/smart/definition/{name} .

Parameters:

• The Region parameter identifies the NetMaster region from which you are requesting data. This is the region in which
the SmartTrace definition runs.  

• The Name parameter identifies the name of the SmartTrace definition that you want to edit.

Request Operators

You use JSON Patch operators to specify how you want to update the SmartTrace definition. JSON Patch operators have
three properties: an operator (op), a path/from property, and a value:

"op":"string",

"path":"/string/,

"value":"string"

        

• The operator ("op") property can be one of the following values:
– add
– remove
– replace
– move
– copy
– test

• The "path" and/or "from" value is a JSON pointer that refers to a location within a target document, or in our case, a
SmartTrace definition.

• The "value" property specifies what is being added, replaced, or tested by the PUT. The value property is not required
for the remove, move, and copy operations.

IMPORTANT
You cannot change the name of a SmartTrace definition through a PUT request.

For additional information on JSON Patch operators and functionality, including examples, refer to the following web
articles:

• Using JSON Patch in Spring REST APIs.
• Internet Engineering Task Force (IETF) - JSON Patch

Interface Properties

A successful response to a SmartTrace PUT request is a modified version of a complete SmartTrace definition. For
details on the JSON properties and values for each type of SmartTrace, refer to the POST: Create SmartTrace Definition
topic and the associated sub-topics.

Status Codes

The following status codes can appear in the response to PUT: Update SmartTrace Definition:

• 200 OK - The SmartTrace definition was updated, and the server returns a complete SmartTrace definition in the
response.

• 400 Bad Request - The SmartTrace definition could not be updated due to one of the following conditions:
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– The name field in the URI has an invalid format.
– Input in the body of the request is not valid.

• 401 Unauthorized - The user is not authenticated to the application. They must provide either a valid login token or
valid credentials before continuing.

• 403 Forbidden - The SmartTrace definition could not be updated because the user does not have the authority to
create a SmartTrace definition.

• 404 - A SmartTrace definition matching the URI name parameter was not found.
• 409 - The SmartTrace definition could not be updated because a JSON Patch check failed.
• 500 Server Error

Sample Request and Response

Request:

The following is a request to update the CWTCPTRACE SmartTrace definition on the U11NTA35 region:

PUT /api/v1/tcpip/U11NTA35/smart/definition/CWTCPTRACE

[

    {

        "op": "test",

        "path": "/type",

        "value": "TCP"

    },

    {

        "op": "replace",

        "path": "/description",

        "value": "CW NEW DESCRIPTION"

    },

    {

        "op": "remove",

        "path": "/criteria/stop/packetDir"

    },

    {

        "op": "replace",

        "path": "/options/limit",

        "value": 100

    },

    {

        "op": "replace",

        "path": "/options/packetsAfterStop",

        "value": 17

    },

    {

        "op": "add",

        "path": "/criteria/stop/packetFilter/filters/1",

        "value": {

            "operator": "NEQ",

            "data": "AJT",

            "format": "ASCII",

            "start": 38,

            "length": 3

        }

    },
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    {

        "op": "replace",

        "path": "/criteria/stop/packetFilter/expression",

        "value": "1 AND 2"

    }

]        

        

        

        

This request uses seven operators :

• The test operator tests to see if the SmartTrace definition is a TCP type.
• The first replace operator replaces the existing description with a new value, CW New Description.
• The remove operator removes packet direction (packetDir) as a trace stop criteria.
• The second replace operator changes the limit trace option value to 100.
• The third replace operator changes the number of packets after trace option value to 17.
• The add operator adds a new filter to the trace stop criteria.
• The fourth replace operator changes the trace stop criteria expression  to use filters 1 and 2.

Response:

HTTP/1.1 200 OK
Content-Type: application/json
Content-Length: 2019

{
    "description": "CW NEW DESCRIPTION",
    "type": "TCP",
    "criteria": {
        "base": {
            "stack": "TCPIP11",
            "interface": "LOOPBACK",
            "localHost": "nnn.nnn.n.n",
            "remoteHost": "nnn.nnn.n.n",
            "localPort": "234",
            "remotePort": "4362"
        },
        "advanced": {
            "flagExpression": "ACK OR RST OR SYN",
            "packetFilter": {
                "expression": "1 AND 2",
                "filters": [
                    {
                        "operator": "EQ",
                        "data": "123",
                        "format": "ASCII",
                        "start": 23,
                        "length": 3
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                    },
                    {
                        "operator": "NEQ",
                        "data": "145",
                        "format": "ASCII",
                        "start": 26,
                        "length": 3
                    }
                ]
            }
        },
        "stop": {
            "flagExpression": "FIN",
            "packetFilter": {
                "expression": "1 AND 2",
                "filters": [
                    {
                        "operator": "EQ",
                        "data": "523",
                        "format": "ASCII",
                        "start": 32,
                        "length": 3
                    },
                    {
                        "operator": "NEQ",
                        "data": "AJT",
                        "format": "ASCII",
                        "start": 38,
                        "length": 3
                    }
                ]
            },
            "packetDir": null,
            "windowSize": "lte:1500",
            "dataLength": "gte:11111"
        }
    },
    "options": {
        "limit": 100,
        "stopAtLimit": true,
        "expireTime": 175,
        "packetsAfterStop": 17
    }
}
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PUT: Start SmartTrace

Use the NetMaster API to start a SmartTrace in a specified region.

NOTE
The NetMaster 3270 interface uses the terms Activate and Inactivate to describe starting and stopping a trace.
There is no difference in meaning or functionality between the Start and Stop terminology used in the NetMaster
API Service and the NetMaster Web Portal.

The PUT: Start SmartTrace endpoint starts a SmartTrace. The following reference article includes:

• URI (Uniform Resource Identifier) Parameters
• Status Codes
• Sample Request and Response

URI Parameters

The URI for PUT: Start SmartTrace is:

PUT /api/v1/tcpip/{region}/smart/definition/{name}/start

Parameters:

• The Region parameter is the NetMaster region associated with the SmartTrace definition.
• The Name parameter is the name of the SmartTrace definition.

Status Codes

The following status codes can appear in the response to a PUT: Start SmartTrace request:

• 204 No Content - The SmartTrace was started. If a SmartTrace with the specified definition has already been started,
the server ignores the request, but responds to the client as if it started the trace.

• 400 Bad Request - The SmartTrace definition could not be started due to an invalid format for the URI name
parameter.

• 401 Unauthorized - The user is not authenticated to the application. They must provide either a valid login token or
valid credentials before continuing.

• 403 Forbidden - The SmartTrace definition could not be started because the user does not have the appropriate
authority to start a SmartTrace.

• 404 - A SmartTrace definition matching the URI name parameter was not found.
• 409 - The SmartTrace definition was invalid and could not be started.

Sample error message:
IPPT0216: Activation failed. Invalid trace criteria: Interface/Local Host {% endcapture
%}

• 500 Server error

Sample Request and Response

Request:

The following syntax is a request to start a trace associated with the TCP-TRACE1 SmartTrace definition on
the U11NTA35 region:

PUT /api/v1/tcpip/U11NTA35/smart/definition/TCP-TRACE1/start

Response:

The following response indicates that the SmartTrace definition was started:
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HTTP/1.1 204 NO CONTENT

DELETE: SmartTrace Definition

Use the NetMaster API Service  to delete a SmartTrace definition.

The DELETE: Delete SmartTrace Definition endpoint deletes a SmartTrace definition. The following reference article
includes:

• URI (Uniform Resource Identifier) Parameters
• Status Codes
• Sample Request and Response

URI Parameters

The URI for DELETE: SmartTrace Definition is:

DELETE /api/v1/tcpip/{region}/smart/definition/{name}

Parameters:

• The Region parameter is the NetMaster region associated with the SmartTrace definition.
• The Name parameter is the name of the SmartTrace definition.

Status Codes

The following status codes can appear in the response to a DELETE: SmartTrace Definition request:

• 204 No Content - The SmartTrace definition was deleted. No content is returned.
• 400 Bad Request - The SmartTrace definition could not be deleted due to an invalid format for the URI name

parameter.
• 401 Unauthorized - The user is not authenticated to the application. They must provide either a valid login token or

valid credentials before continuing.
• 403 Forbidden - The SmartTrace definition could not be deleted because the user does not have the appropriate

authority to delete a SmartTrace definition.
• 404 - A SmartTrace definition matching the URI name parameter was not found.
• 500 Server error

Sample Request and Response

Request:

The following syntax is a request to delete the TCP-TRACE1 SmartTrace definition:

DELETE /api/v1/tcpip/U11NTA35/smart/definition/TCP-TRACE1

Response:

The following response indicates that the SmartTrace definition was deleted:

HTTP/1.1 204 NO CONTENT

DELETE: Stop SmartTrace

Use the NetMaster API to stop a SmartTrace in a specified region.
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NOTE
The NetMaster 3270 interface uses the terms Activate and Inactivate to describe starting and stopping a trace.
There is no difference in meaning or functionality between the Start and Stop terminology used in the NetMaster
API Service and the NetMaster Web Portal.

The DELETE: Stop SmartTrace Definition endpoint stops a running SmartTrace based on the SmartTrace definition. The
following reference article includes:

• URI (Uniform Resource Identifier) Parameters
• Status Codes
• Sample Request and Response

URI Parameters

The URI for DELETE: Stop SmartTrace is:

DELETE /api/v1/tcpip/{region}/smart/definition/{name}/stop

Parameters:

• The Region parameter is the NetMaster region associated with the SmartTrace definition.
• The Name parameter is the name of the SmartTrace definition.

Status Codes

The following status codes can appear in the response to a DELETE: SmartTrace Stop request:

• 204 No Content - The SmartTrace definition was stopped. If the definition is already stopped, the server ignores the
request, but responds to the client as if it stopped the trace.

• 400 Bad Request - The SmartTrace definition could not be stopped due to an invalid format for the URI name
parameter.

• 401 Unauthorized - The user is not authenticated to the application. They must provide either a valid login token or
valid credentials before continuing.

• 403 Forbidden - The SmartTrace definition could not be stopped because the user does not have the appropriate
authority to stop a SmartTrace definition.

• 404 - A SmartTrace definition matching the URI name parameter was not found.
• 500 Server error

Sample Request and Response

Request:

The following syntax is a request to stop the TCP-TRACE1 SmartTrace definition on the U11NTA35 region:

DELETE /api/v1/tcpip/U11NTA35/smart/definition/TCP-TRACE1/stop

Response:

The following response indicates that the SmartTrace definition was stopped:

HTTP/1.1 204 NO CONTENT

SmartTrace Trace Instance Endpoints
Use the NetMaster SmartTrace API to view, download, save, and delete traces, and to view information about the packets
associated with a trace.
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Trace Instance Information

Base endpoint URI: /api/v1/tcpip/{region}/smart/trace

Description URI

Get a list of active NetMaster traces. GET /api/v1/tcpip/{region}/smart/trace

Get details about a single SmartTrace trace. GET /api/v1/tcpip/{region}/smart/trace/{id}

Download a trace in PCAP format. GET /api/v1/tcpip/{region}/smart/trace/{id}/
download

Save a SmartTrace trace. POST /api/v1/tcpip/{region}/smart/trace/{id}/save

Delete a SmartTrace trace. DELETE /api/v1/tcpip/{region}/smart/trace/{id}

Packet Level Information

Packet level summaries and details are a subset of the trace instance information endpoints.

Base endpoint URI: /api/v1/tcpip/{region}/smart/trace

The packet level endpoints associated with the base endpoint URI return information from active and ended traces.

Description URI

Get a summary of all packets in a trace. GET /api/v1/tcpip/{region}/smart/trace{id}/
packets

Get detailed information about a single packet. GET /api/v1/tcpip/{region}/smart/trace/{id}/
packets/{packetNumber}/details/formatted

Get detailed packet information, broken out by layer, in a
hex-dump format.

GET /api/v1/tcpip/{region}/smart/trace/{id}/
packets/{packetNumber}/details/raw

GET: All Traces List

The NetMaster GET: All Traces List API endpoint retrieves a list of all active SmartTraces in a specified region.

The GET: All Traces List retrieves a list of all active SmartTrace traces in a specified region. Active traces can be in three
possible states: Running, Ended, or Snapshot.

The following reference article includes:

• Uniform Resource Identifier (URI) Parameters
• Query Parameters
• Response Format
• Interface Properties
• Status Codes
• Sample Requests and Responses

URI Parameters

The URI for Get All Traces List is:

GET /api/v1/tcpip/{region}/smart/trace

Parameters:
Use the Region parameter to identify the NetMaster region from which you are requesting data.
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Use the following optional URI parameters to filter the returned data and define how that data is sorted and displayed:

Parameter Data Type Default Description

index Integer 0 Start position (zero-based row number) of
the data to return

limit Integer 0 Limit (maximum number of rows) on the
data to return

sort String id:asc The sort order of the trace instance data in
the format:
(COL_NAME): (asc | desc)

definitionName SimpleArrayFilter n/a The name of the SmartTrace definition or
definitions. The results include only traces
from the listed SmartTrace definitions.
Entries are in the format:
definitionName=eq:def1 | def2 | def3
Multiple definitions are pipe-separated.
Sample entry:
GET /api/v1/tcpip/
U22NDE55/smart/trace?
definitionName=eq:WWFCPCOPY |
WWFCQCOPY

Response Format

Returned tabular data for the summary list of SmartTrace trace instances appears in the following format:
{
    "apiVersion": "v1",
    "data": {
        "index": 0,
        "keys": ["id"],
        "rows": [
            {
              "id": "CWTCPCOPY-341-5-TCPIP11-0-0",
              "key": {
                "definitionName": "CWTCPCOPY",
                "generation": 341,
                "sequence": 5,
                "stackName": "TCPIP11",
                "tcpCreatorSequence": 0,
                "snapshotSequence": 0
              },
              "info": {
                "type": "STANDARD",
                "state": "RUNNING",
                "status": "MAIN",
                "packetCount": 250,
                "totalPacketCount": 178592
              },
              "checks": {
                "didEncounterStopCondition": false,
                "hasSeenIPv6Packets": false,
                "isCreatorAtLimit": null,
                "isTcpConversation": false,
                "isUdpConversation": false
              },
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              "ipInfo": null,
              "timestamps": {
                "start": 1631817818000,
                "end": null,
                "expire": null
              }
            },
            {
              "id": "CWTCPCOPY-341-5-TCPIP11-0-1",
              "key": {
                "definitionName": "CWTCPCOPY",
                "generation": 341,
                "sequence": 5,
                "stackName": "TCPIP11",
                "tcpCreatorSequence": 0,
                "snapshotSequence": 1
              },
              "info": {
                "type": "STANDARD",
                "state": "SNAPSHOT",
                "status": "STOPPED",
                "packetCount": 250,
                "totalPacketCount": 1305286
              },
              "checks": {
                "didEncounterStopCondition": false,
                "hasSeenIPv6Packets": false,
                "isCreatorAtLimit": null,
                "isTcpConversation": false,
                "isUdpConversation": false
              },
              "ipInfo": null,
              "timestamps": {
                "start": 1631817818000,
                "end": 1631820603000,
                "expire": 1631822402000
              }
            }
        ],
        "totalRows": 2
    },
    "swaggerVersion": "2",
    "time": 1564754568891
}

Interface Properties

The following table describes the properties in the returned SmartTrace trace instance rows and sections:
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TraceSummaryID and TraceSummaryKey:

Property Name Data Type Sortable Description

ID String Yes A NetMaster-generated identifier for
the trace. The ID of the trace is of a
hyphenated string of six key properties (see
the following rows) in hyphenated format:
key.definitionName-
key.generation-
key.sequence-key.stackName-
key.tcpCreatorSequence-
key.snapshotSequence
For example: WWFCPCOPY-341-5-
TCPIP11-0-0

definitionName String Yes The name of the SmartTrace definition

generation Integer Yes The generation number of the SmartTrace
definition

sequence Integer Yes The sequence of the SmartTrace definition
For example, if two trace instances are
associated with the same trace definition,
the first trace is 1 in the sequence, and the
second trace is 2.

stackName String Yes The TCP/IP stack on which the SmartTrace
is running

tcpCreatorSequence Integer Yes A unique identifier for TCP-creator type
SmartTrace trace instances
The value for separate trace instances is
incremented.

snapshotSequence Integer Yes A unique identifier for SmartTrace
snapshots
Because multiple snapshots can be
captured for the same trace instance, the
value is incremented for each snapshot
captured.
.

TraceInfo:

Property Name Data Type Sortable Description

type String Yes The type of trace
• STANDARD (any single connection

trace)
• TCP_CONV (multiple connection trace)

state String Yes The current state of the trace
There are four possible values:
• ENDED
• PENDDEL
• RUNNING
• SNAPSHOT
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status String Yes The current status of the trace
Status applies only to traces that are in a
state of RUNNING. If a trace is not running,
the status is NONE. There are four possible
values:
• NONE
• INITIAL
• MAIN
• STOPPED

packetCount Integer Yes The number of packets currently stored in
the trace buffer

totalPacketCount Integer Yes The total number of packets traced

TraceSummaryChecks:

Property Name Data Type Sortable Description

didEncounterStopCondition Boolean
True or False

Yes Indicates whether the trace encountered
a STOP condition

hasSeenIPv6Packets Boolean
True or False

Yes Indicates whether at least one IPv6
packet was detected in the trace

isCreatorAtLimit Boolean
True or False

Yes Indicates whether the creator has
reached its limit

isTcpConversation Boolean
True or False

Yes Indicates whether the trace is part of a
TCP conversation

isUdpConversation Boolean
True or False

Yes Indicates whether the trace is part of a
UDP conversation

TraceSummaryIpInfo:

Property Name Data Type Sortable Description

localAddress Integer Yes The local IP address

localPort Integer Yes The local IP port

remoteAddress Integer Yes The remote IP address

remotePort Integer Yes The remote IP port

tcpServerLocation String Yes Location of the TCP/IP server. There are
three possible values:
• LOCAL
• REMOTE
• UNKNOWN

Timestamps:

Property Name Data Type Sortable Description

start Integer Yes The start time of the trace in
milliseconds, displayed in
Universal Time Coordinated (UTC) time
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end Integer Yes The end time of the trace in milliseconds,
displayed in UTC time
If the trace is still running, this field
displays null.

expire Integer Yes The expiration time in milliseconds,
displayed in UTC time
When the trace expires, it is cleared
from memory. Traces that are not saved
before the expire time are, in effect,
permanently deleted. If the trace is still
running, this field displays null.

Additional Properties:

Property Name Data Type Sortable Description

totalRows Integer Yes The total number of rows of available
data

swaggerVersion Integer Yes The Swagger version

time Integer Yes The time in milliseconds, displayed
in UTC time, when the response was
generated

Status Codes

The following status codes can appear in the response to the GET: All Traces List:

• 200 OK - A list of traces was returned back to the client.
• 400 Bad Request - A  list of traces could not be returned due to an invalid format for the query parameters.
• 401 Unauthorized - The user is not authenticated to the application. They must provide either a valid login token or

valid credentials before continuing.
• 403 Forbidden - A list of traces could not be found because the user does not have the appropriate authority to view

traces.
• 500 - Server error

Sample Requests and Responses

Sample 1: Unfiltered Trace Request The following request queries all SmartTrace trace instances for the NetMaster
region:
GET /api/v1/tcpip/U11NDE81/smart/trace

Sample 1: Unfiltered Trace Response
{

    "apiVersion": "v1",

    "data": {

        "index": 0,

        "keys": ["id"],

        "rows": [

            {

                "id": "TH000002DA",

                "key": {

                    "definitionName": "WWFCPCOPY",

                    "generation": 341,
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                    "sequence": 5,

                    "stackName": "TCPIP11",

                    "tcpCreatorSequence": 0,

                    "snapshotSequence": 0

                },

                "info": {

                    "type": "STANDARD",

                    "state": "RUNNING",

                    "status": "MAIN",

                    "packetCount": 250,

                    "totalPacketCount": 178592

                },

                "checks": {

                    "didEncounterStopCondition": false,

                    "hasSeenIPv6Packets": false,

                    "isCreatorAtLimit": null,

                    "isTcpConversation": false,

                    "isUdpConversation": false

                },

                "ipInfo": null,

                "timestamps": {

                    "start": 1631817818000,

                    "end": null,

                    "expire": null

                }

            },

            {

                "id": "TH000002DB",

                "key": {

                    "definitionName": "TSTTRACE",

                    "generation": 341,

                    "sequence": 5,

                    "stackName": "TCPIP11",

                    "tcpCreatorSequence": 0,

                    "snapshotSequence": 1

                },

                "info": {

                    "type": "STANDARD",

                    "state": "SNAPSHOT",

                    "status": "STOPPED",

                    "packetCount": 250,

                    "totalPacketCount": 1305286

                },

                "checks": {

                    "didEncounterStopCondition": false,

                    "hasSeenIPv6Packets": false,

                    "isCreatorAtLimit": null,

                    "isTcpConversation": false,

                    "isUdpConversation": false

                },

                "ipInfo": null,

                "timestamps": {

                    "start": 1631817818000,
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                    "end": 1631820603000,

                    "expire": 1631822402000

                }

            },

            {

                "id": "TH000002DC",

                "key": {

                    "definitionName": "TSTTRACE",

                    "generation": 342,

                    "sequence": 1,

                    "stackName": "TCPIP11",

                    "tcpCreatorSequence": 0,

                    "snapshotSequence": 1

                },

                "info": {

                    "type": "STANDARD",

                    "state": "SNAPSHOT",

                    "status": "STOPPED",

                    "packetCount": 250,

                    "totalPacketCount": 1305286

                },

                "checks": {

                    "didEncounterStopCondition": false,

                    "hasSeenIPv6Packets": false,

                    "isCreatorAtLimit": null,

                    "isTcpConversation": false,

                    "isUdpConversation": false

                },

                "ipInfo": null,

                "timestamps": {

                    "start": 1631817818000,

                    "end": 1631820603000,

                    "expire": 1631822402000

                }

            }

        ],

        "totalRows": 3

    },

    "swaggerVersion": "2",

    "time": 1564754568891

}

        

Sample 2: Filtered Trace Request:The following request queries all trace requests for a specific NetMaster region and a
single SmartTrace definition, WWFCPCOPY:
GET /api/v1/tcpip/U22NDE55/smart/trace?definitionName=eq:WWFCPCOPY

Sample 2: Filtered Trace Response::
{

    "apiVersion": "v1",

    "data": {

        "index": 0,

        "keys": ["id"],

        "rows": [
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            {

                "id": "TH000002DA",

                "key": {

                    "definitionName": "WWFCPCOPY",

                    "generation": 341,

                    "sequence": 5,

                    "stackName": "TCPIP11",

                    "tcpCreatorSequence": 0,

                    "snapshotSequence": 0

                },

                "info": {

                    "type": "STANDARD",

                    "state": "RUNNING",

                    "status": "MAIN",

                    "packetCount": 250,

                    "totalPacketCount": 178592

                },

                "checks": {

                    "didEncounterStopCondition": false,

                    "hasSeenIPv6Packets": false,

                    "isCreatorAtLimit": null,

                    "isTcpConversation": false,

                    "isUdpConversation": false

                },

                "ipInfo": null,

                "timestamps": {

                    "start": 1631817818000,

                    "end": null,

                    "expire": null

                }

            },

            {

                "id": "TH000002DB",

                "key": {

                    "definitionName": "WWFCPCOPY",

                    "generation": 341,

                    "sequence": 5,

                    "stackName": "TCPIP11",

                    "tcpCreatorSequence": 0,

                    "snapshotSequence": 1

                },

                "info": {

                    "type": "STANDARD",

                    "state": "SNAPSHOT",

                    "status": "STOPPED",

                    "packetCount": 250,

                    "totalPacketCount": 1305286

                },

                "checks": {

                    "didEncounterStopCondition": false,

                    "hasSeenIPv6Packets": false,

                    "isCreatorAtLimit": null,

                    "isTcpConversation": false,
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                    "isUdpConversation": false

                },

                "ipInfo": null,

                "timestamps": {

                    "start": 1631817818000,

                    "end": 1631820603000,

                    "expire": 1631822402000

                }

            }

        ],

        "totalRows": 2

    },

    "swaggerVersion": "2",

    "time": 1564754568891

}

GET: All Trace Details

A reference to the GET: All Trace Details endpoint in the SmartTrace API

GET: All Trace Details retrieves information about a single SmartTrace trace in a specified region. The following reference
article includes:

• Uniform Resource Identifier (URI) Parameters
• Response Format
• Interface Properties
• Status Codes
• Sample Requests and Responses

URI Parameters

The URI for GET: All Trace Details is:

GET /api/v1/tcpip/{region}/smart/trace/{id}/

Parameter Description

region The NetMaster region

id The ID of the trace. The trace ID consists of a hyphenated string of key properties in the
following format:
key.definitionName-key.generation-key.sequence-key.stackName-
key.tcpCreatorSequence-key.snapshotSequence

Response Format

Returned tabular data for the SmartTrace instance detail appears in the following format:

          {

    "apiVersion": "v1",

    "data": {

        "id": "WWFCPCOPY-341-5-TCPIP11-0-0",

        "key": {

            "definitionName": "WWFCPCOPY",
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            "generation": 341,

            "sequence": 5,

            "stackName": "TCPIP11",

            "tcpCreatorSequence": 0,

            "snapshotSequence": 0

        },

        "info": {

            "type": "STANDARD",

            "state": "RUNNING",

            "status": "MAIN",

            "packetCount": 250,

            "totalPacketCount": 178592

        },

        "checks": {

            "didEncounterStopCondition": false,

            "hasSeenIPv6Packets": false,

            "isCreatorAtLimit": null,

            "isTcpConversation": false,

            "isUdpConversation": false

        },

        "ipInfo": null,

        "timestamps": {

            "start": 1631817818000,

            "end": null,

            "expire": null

        }

    },

    "swaggerVersion": "2",

    "time": 1564754568891

}

Interface Properties

The following table describes the properties in the returned SmartTrace instance rows:

Trace ID information

Property Name Data Type Description

ID String A NetMaster-generated identifier for the trace. The ID of the trace is of
a hyphenated string of six key properties (see the following rows) in
hyphenated format:
key.definitionName-key.generation-key.sequence-
key.stackName-key.tcpCreatorSequence-
key.snapshotSequence
For example: WWFCPCOPY-341-5-TCPIP11-0-0

definitionName String The name of the SmartTrace definition

generation Integer The generation number of the SmartTrace definition

sequence Integer The sequence of the SmartTrace definition
For example, if two trace instances are associated with the same trace
definition, the first trace is 1 in the sequence, and the second trace is 2.

stackName String The TCP/IP stack on which the SmartTrace is running
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tcpCreatorSequence Integer A unique identifier for TCP-creator type SmartTrace trace instances
The value for separate trace instances is incremented.

snapshotSequence Integer A unique identifier for SmartTrace snapshots
Because multiple snapshots can be captured for the same trace instance,
the value is incremented for each snapshot captured.
.

TraceInfo

Property Name Data Type Description

type String The type of trace
• STANDARD (any single connection trace)
• TCP_CONV (multiple connection trace)

state String The current state of the trace
There are four possible values:
• ENDED
• PENDDEL
• RUNNING
• SNAPSHOT

status String The current status of the trace
Status applies only to traces that are in a state of RUNNING. If a trace is
not running, the status is NONE. There are four possible values:
• NONE
• INITIAL
• MAIN
• STOPPED

packetCount Integer The number of packets currently stored in the trace buffer

totalPacketCount Integer The total number of packets traced

TraceChecks:

Property Name Data Type Description

didEncounterStopCondition Boolean
True or False

Indicates whether the trace encountered a STOP condition

hasSeenIPv6Packets Boolean
True or False

Indicates whether at least one IPv6 packet was detected in the trace

isCreatorAtLimit Boolean
True or False

Indicates whether the creator has reached its limit

isTcpConversation Boolean
True or False

Indicates whether the trace is part of a TCP conversation

isUdpConversation Boolean
True or False

Indicates whether the trace is part of a UDP conversation

TraceSummaryIpInfo:

Property Name Data Type Description

localAddress Integer The local IP address
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localPort Integer The local IP port

remoteAddress Integer The remote IP address

remotePort Integer The remote IP port

tcpServerLocation String Location of the TCP/IP server
There are three possible values:
• LOCAL
• REMOTE
• UNKNOWN

Timestamps:

Property Name Data Type Description

start Integer The start time of the trace in milliseconds, displayed in Universal Time
Coordinated (UTC) time.

end Integer The end time of the trace in milliseconds, displayed in UTC time
If the trace is still running, this field displays null.

expire Integer The expiration time in milliseconds, displayed in UTC time When the trace
expires, it is cleared from memory. Traces that are not saved before the
expire time are, in effect, permanently deleted.
If the trace is still running, this field displays null.

Additional Properties:

Property Name Data Type Description

totalRows Integer The total number of rows of available data

swaggerVersion Integer The Swagger version

time Integer The time in milliseconds, displayed in UTC time, when the response was
generated

Status Codes

The following status codes can appear in the response to GET: All Trace Details:

• 200 OK - A matching trace was found.
• 400 Bad Request - Trace details could not be returned due to an invalid format for the URI query parameters.
• 401 Unauthorized - The user is not authenticated to the application. They must provide either a valid login token or

valid credentials before continuing.
• 403 Forbidden - A trace could not be found because the user does not have the appropriate authority to view traces.
• 404 Not Found - A trace matching the URI parameters could not be located.
• 500 Server error

Sample Requests and Responses

Sample: Single Trace Request

The following request queries trace WWFCPCOPY-341-5-TCPIP11-0-0 on NetMaster region U22NDE55:
GET /api/v1/tcpip/U22NDE55/smart/trace/WWFCPCOPY-341-5-TCPIP11-0-0

Sample: Response for a Single Trace Request
{
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    "apiVersion": "v1",

    "data": {

        "id": "WWFCPCOPY-341-5-TCPIP11-0-0",

        "key": {

            "definitionName": "WWFCPCOPY",

            "generation": 341,

            "sequence": 5,

            "stackName": "TCPIP11",

            "tcpCreatorSequence": 0,

            "snapshotSequence": 0

        },

        "info": {

            "type": "STANDARD",

            "state": "RUNNING",

            "status": "MAIN",

            "packetCount": 250,

            "totalPacketCount": 178592

        },

        "checks": {

            "didEncounterStopCondition": false,

            "hasSeenIPv6Packets": false,

            "isCreatorAtLimit": null,

            "isTcpConversation": false,

            "isUdpConversation": false

        },

        "ipInfo": null,

        "timestamps": {

            "start": 1631817818000,

            "end": null,

            "expire": null

        }

    },

    "swaggerVersion": "2",

    "time": 1564754568891

}

      

GET: Download Trace

The NetMaster GET: Download Trace API endpoint downloads a SmartTrace in PCAP file format.

GET: Download Trace downloads a SmartTrace trace in PCAP file format. The following reference article includes:

• Uniform Resource Identifier (URI) Parameters
• Response Format
• Status Codes
• Headers
• Sample Request and Response

URI Parameters

The URI for Get Download Trace is:
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GET /api/v1/tcpip/{region}/smart/trace/{id}/download

Parameter Description

region The NetMaster region

id The ID of the trace. The trace ID consists of a hyphenated string of key properties in the following
format:
key.definitionName-key.generation-key.sequence-key.stackName-
key.tcpCreatorSequence-key.snapshotSequence

Response Format

The response is in PCAP binary output.

Status Codes

The following status codes can appear in the response to the GET: All SmartTrace Definitions:

• 200 OK - The trace was downloaded.
• 400 Bad Request - A  trace could not be downloaded due to an invalid format for the URI query parameters.
• 401 Unauthorized - The user is not authenticated to the application. They must provide either a valid login token or

valid credentials before continuing.
• 403 Forbidden - A list of traces could not be downloaded because the user does not have the appropriate authority to

view traces.
• 404 Not Found - A trace matching the URI parameters could not be located.
• 500 Server error

Headers

There are two headers:

• Content-Type
The Content-Type header is always application/pcap . This format differs from other NetMaster APIs, where the
Content-Type header is typically application/json .

• Content-Disposition
The Content-Disposition header is always set to attachment , indicating that the browser should download the
content. A default filename of the trace definition name is set.

Sample Requests and Responses

Sample Request: Single Trace Download
The following requests a download of the trace ATRACE-1-4-0-0 from the U22NDE55 NetMaster region:

GET /api/v1/tcpip/U22NDE55/smart/trace/ATRACE-1-4-TCPIP-0-0/download

Sample Response: Single Trace Download
The following code shows a sample download for trace ATRACE-1-4-0-0 from the U22NDE55 NetMaster region:
Content-Type: application/pcap

Content-Disposition: attachment; filename="ATRACE-1-4-TCPIP-0-0.pcap"

Content-Length: 12345

 RAW PCAP BINARY APPEARS HERE
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POST: Save Trace

A reference to the POST: Save Trace endpoint in the SmartTrace API

POST: Save Trace saves a SmartTrace instance so that you can reference the trace information at a later point.The
following reference article includes:

• Uniform Resource Identifier (URI) Parameters
• Interface Properties
• Status Codes
• Sample Requests and Responses

URI Parameters

The URI for POST: Save Trace is:

POST /api/v1/tcpip/{region}/smart/trace/{id}/save

Parameter Description

region The NetMaster region

id The ID of the trace. The trace ID consists of a hyphenated string of key properties in the following
format:
key.definitionName-key.generation-key.sequence-key.stackName-
key.tcpCreatorSequence-key.snapshotSequence

Interface Properties

The following table describes the properties in the returned SmartTrace instance rows:

Property Name Data Type Description

data n/a header row

id String A NetMaster-generated identifier for the trace that you are saving. The
ID of the trace is of a hyphenated string of six key properties (see the
following rows) in hyphenated format:
key.definitionName-key.generation-key.sequence-
key.stackName-key.tcpCreatorSequence-
key.snapshotSequence
For example: WWFCPCOPY-341-5-TCPIP11-0-0

name String The name that you defined for trace when making the request.

data:packetCount n/a header row

saved Integer The total number of packets saved

total Integer The total number of packets traced

stack String The stack from from which the trace was captured

data:timestamps n/a header row

first Integer The time in milliseconds when the first packet in the trace was captured,
displayed in Universal Time Coordinated (UTC) time.

last Integer The time in milliseconds when the last packet in the trace was captured,
displayed in UTC time.
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saved Integer The time in milliseconds when the trace was saved, displayed in UTC
time.

data:traceRecord n/a header row

id String A NetMaster-generated identifier for the active/ended trace. The ID
of the trace is of a hyphenated string of six key properties (see the
following rows) in hyphenated format:
key.definitionName-key.generation-key.sequence-
key.stackName-key.tcpCreatorSequence-
key.snapshotSequence
For example: WWFCPCOPY-341-5-TCPIP11-0-0

traceRecord:key n/a header row

definitionName String The name of the SmartTrace definition

generation Integer The generation number of the SmartTrace definition

sequence Integer The sequence of the SmartTrace definition. For Example, if two trace
instances are associated with the same trace definition, the first trace is
1 in the sequence, and the second trace is 2.

stackName String The TCP/IP stack on which the SmartTrace is running

tcpCreatorSequence Integer A unique identifier for TCP-creator type SmartTrace trace instances
The value for separate trace instances is incremented.

snapshotSequence Integer A unique identifier for SmartTrace snapshots
Because multiple snapshots can be captured for the same trace
instance, the value is incremented for each snapshot captured.

traceRecord:info n/a header row

type String The type of trace
There are three possible values:
• STANDARD
• TCP_CONV
• TCP_CREATOR

state String The current state of the trace
There are four possible values:
• ENDED
• PENDDEL
• RUNNING
• SNAPSHOT

status String The current status of the trace
Status applies only to traces that are in a state of RUNNING. If a trace is
not running, the status is NONE. There are four possible values:
• NONE
• INITIAL
• MAIN
• STOPPED

packetCount Integer The number of packets currently stored in the trace buffer

totalPacketCount Integer The total number of packets traced

traceRecord:checks n/a header row

didEncounterStopCondition Boolean
True or False

Indicates whether the trace encountered a STOP condition
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hasSeenIPv6Packets Boolean
True or False

Indicates whether at least one IPv6 packet was detected in the trace

isCreatorAtLimit Boolean
True or False

Indicates whether the creator has reached its limit

isTcpConversation Boolean
True or False

Indicates whether the trace is part of a TCP conversation

isUdpConversation Boolean
True or False

Indicates whether the trace is part of a UDP conversation

traceRecord:ipInfo n/a header row

localAddress String The local IP address

localPort Integer The local IP port

remoteAddress String The remote IP address

remotePort Integer The remote IP port

tcpServerLocation String Location of the TCP/IP server                                                                    
                                                                                                                    
            There are three possible values:
• LOCAL
• REMOTE
• UNKNOWN

traceRecord:timestamps n/a header row

start Integer The start time of the trace in milliseconds, displayed in Universal Time
Coordinated (UTC) time

end Integer The end time of the trace in milliseconds, displayed in UTC time
If the trace is still running, this field displays null.

expire Integer The expiration time in milliseconds, displayed in UTC time When the
trace expires, it is cleared from memory. Traces that are not saved
before the expire time are, in effect, permanently deleted.
If the trace is still running, this field displays null.

Status Codes

The following status codes can appear in the response to the GET: All Trace Details:

• 201 Created - The trace was saved.
• 400 Bad Request - The trace could not be saved due to an invalid format for the URI query parameters.
• 401 Unauthorized - The user is not authenticated to the application. They must provide either a valid login token or

valid credentials before continuing.
• 403 Forbidden - The trace could not be saved because the user does not have the appropriate authority to save

traces.
• 404 Not Found - A trace matching the URI parameters could not be located.
• 500 Server error

Sample Request and Response

The following is a request to save trace WWFCPCOPY-341-5-TCPIP11-0-0 on NetMaster region U22NDE55, with the
name TCP-TRACE:

POST /api/v1/tcpip/U22NDE55/smart/trace/WWFCPCOPY-341-5-TCPIP11-0-0/save
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        { 

           "name": "TCP-TRACE" 

        } 

          

Sample: Response to saving a trace
{
    "apiVersion": "v1",
    "data": {
        "id": "WWFCPCOPY-341-5-TCPIP11-0-0",
        "name": "TCP-TRACE",
        "definitionName": "CWTCPCOPY",
        "packetCount": {
            "saved": 250,
            "total": 1315317
        },
        "stack": "TCPIP11",
        "timestamps": {
            "first": 1631817818000,
            "last": 1631820636000,
            "saved": 1631831135000
        },

    "traceRecord": {
            "id": "ATRACE-1-5",
            "key": {
                "definitionName": "CWTCPCOPY",
                "generation": 341,
                "sequence": 5,
                "stackName": "TCPIP11",
                "tcpCreatorSequence": 0,
                "snapshotSequence": 0
            },
            "info": {
                "type": "STANDARD",
                "state": "ENDED",
                "status": "STOPPED",
                "packetCount": 250,
                "totalPacketCount": 1315317
            },
            "checks": {
                "didEncounterStopCondition": false,
                "hasSeenIPv6Packets": false,
                "isCreatorAtLimit": null,
                "isTcpConversation": false,
                "isUdpConversation": false
            },
            "ipInfo": null,
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            "timestamps": {
                "start": 1631817818000,
                "end": 1631820636000,
                "expire": 1631831135000
            }
        }
    },
    "swaggerVersion": "2",
    "time": 1631831135000
}
  

DELETE: Delete a Trace

Use the NetMaster API Service to delete a SmartTrace trace.

The DELETE: Delete a Trace endpoint deletes an ended SmartTrace trace, allowing you to clear un-needed information
following SmartTrace diagnostics. The following reference article includes:

• URI (Uniform Resource Identifier) Parameters
• Status Codes
• Sample Request and Response

URI Parameters

The URI for DELETE: Delete a Trace is:

DELETE /api/v1/tcpip/{region}/smart/trace/{id}

Parameter Description

region The NetMaster region

id The ID of the trace. The trace ID consists of a hyphenated string of key properties in the following
format:
key.definitionName-key.generation-key.sequence-key.stackName-
key.tcpCreatorSequence-key.snapshotSequence

Status Codes

The following status codes can appear in the response to a DELETE: Delete a Trace request:

• 204 No Content - The trace was deleted. No content is returned.
• 400 Bad Request - The trace could not be deleted for one of the following reasons:

– An invalid format for the URI name parameter.
– The trace is currently running. A running trace cannot be deleted.

• 401 Unauthorized - The user is not authenticated to the application. They must provide either a valid login token or
valid credentials before continuing.

• 403 Forbidden - The trace could not be deleted because the user does not have the appropriate authority to delete a
SmartTrace.

• 404 - A trace matching the URI name parameter was not found.
• 500 Server error
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Sample Request and Response

Request:

The following syntax is a request to delete the SmartTrace with ID ATRACE1-1-4-TCPIP-0-0, on  NetMasterregion
U11NTA35

DELETE /api/v1/tcpip/U11NTA35/smart/trace/ATRACE-1-4-TCPIP-0-0

Response:

The following response indicates that the SmartTrace definition was deleted:

HTTP/1.1 204 NO CONTENT

GET: All Packet Summary

The NetMaster GET: All Packet Summary API endpoint retrieves a list of all packets in a SmartTrace trace.

GET: All Packet Summary retrieves a list of all packets in a specific SmartTrace trace, within a specified region. The
following reference article includes:

• Uniform Resource Identifier (URI) Parameters
• Query Parameters
• Response Format
• Interface Properties
• Status Codes
• Sample Requests and Responses

URI Parameters

The URI for GET: All Packet Summary is:

GET /api/v1/tcpip/{region}/smart/trace/{id}/packets

Parameter Description

region The NetMaster region

id The ID of the trace. The trace ID consists of a hyphenated string of key properties in the following
format:
key.definitionName-key.generation-key.sequence-key.stackName-
key.tcpCreatorSequence-key.snapshotSequence

Query Parameters

Parameter Data Type Default Description

index Integer 0 Start position (zero-based row number) of the data to
return

limit Integer 0 Limit (maximum number of rows) on the data to return

sort String packetNumber:asc The sort order of the definition data in the format:
(COL_NAME): (asc | desc)
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Response Format

Returned tabular data for the summary packets in a SmartTrace trace appears in the following format:

packetNumber: Int32;

  connection: {   

    localHost: string;

    localPort: Int32;

    remoteHost: string;

    remotePort: Int32;

    direction: 'SEND' | 'RECV';

  }

length: Int32;

protocol: string;

timing: {

   absolute: Long;

   delta: Long;

  };

  summary: string;

  data: {

    hex: string;

    ebcdic: string;

    ascii: string;

  }

 stackInterface: string;

Interface Properties

The following table describes the properties of the summarized SmartTrace packets:

Property Name Data Type Sortable Description

packetNumber Integer Yes The packet number, in the form of an integer value from 1 to
99,999.

connection n/a n/a Header for connection details.

localHost String Yes The IP address of the z/OS stack for this IP address or
connection.

localPort Integer Yes The port number on the local host. This property applies
only to TCP and UDP packets.

remoteHost String Yes The IP address of the remote host that is connecting to this
z/OS IP stack.

direction String Yes The travel direction of the packet:
• (->) send indicates that the packet is traveling from the

local host to the remote host.
• (<-) recv indicates that the packet is traveling from the

remote host to the local host.

length Integer No The total number of bytes in the packet, including IP
headers and data payload.

protocol String Yes The IP protocol of the packet, as translated from the Internet
Assigned Numbers Authority (IANA) number to the protocol
name.
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timing n/a n/a Header for timing details.

absolute Long Yes The UTC timestamp in microseconds indicating when the
packet was received.

delta Long Yes The time difference, in seconds, between a packet and the
previous packet. If the time value is less than 0.000001
seconds (1 microsecond), its shows as "0".

summary String No A summary of packet information. When possible, packet
information is decoded. Decoding takes place for many IP
protocols, EE/UDP and TCP applications, FTP, TELNET,
HTTP and DRDA, and SMC.

data n/a n/a Header for Information about the first 16 bytes of the packet,
following the removal of the IP header.

hex String No The first 16 bytes of the packet in hexadecimal format.

ebcdic String No The first 16 bytes of the packet, as rendered in EBCDIC
format.

ascii String No The first 16 bytes of the packet, as rendered in ASCII
format.

stackInterface String No The z/OS stack interface on which the packet was received
or sent.

Status Codes

The following status codes can appear in the response to GET: All Packet Summary:

• 200 OK - Packet summary information was returned.
• 400 Bad Request - Packet summary information could not be returned due to an invalid format for the URI query

parameters:
• 401 Unauthorized - The user is not authenticated to the application. They must provide either a valid login token or

valid credentials before continuing.
• 403 Forbidden - Packet summary information could not be returned because the user does not have the appropriate

authority to view packets.
• 404 Not Found - Packet summary information could not be returned because a trace matching the URI parameters

could not be located.
• 500 - Server error

Sample Requests and Responses

Sample Packet Summary Request:

The following request queries trace TH000002DB on NetMaster region U22NDE55:
GET /api/v1/tcpip/U22NDE55/smart/trace/TH000002DB /packets

Sample Packet Summary Response:

        {

    "apiVersion": "v1",

    "data": {

        "index": 0,

        "keys": [

            "packetNumber"
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        ],

        "rows": [

            {

                "packetNumber": 1,

                "connection": {

                    "localHost": "10.175.84.103",

                    "localPort": 38881,

                    "remoteHost": "10.37.7.105",

                    "remotePort": 49188,

                    "direction": "RECV"

                },

                "length": 833,

                "protocol": "TCP",

                "timing": {

                    "absolute": 1578602055399254,

                    "delta": 1325

                },

                "summary": "TLS1.2: HSHK( SERVER_HELLO CERTIFICATE SERVER_HELLO_DONE )",

                "data": {

                    "hex": "97E1C0249095153D8D89F61D50180FEF",

                    "ebcdic": "p.{..n...i6.&...",

                    "ascii": "...$...=....P..."

                },

                "stackInterface": "OSD020I"

            },

            {

                "packetNumber": 2,

                "connection": {

                    "localHost": "10.175.84.103",

                    "localPort": 38881,

                    "remoteHost": "10.37.7.105",

                    "remotePort": 49188,

                    "direction": "SEND"

                },

                "length": 833,

                "protocol": "TCP",

                "timing": {

                    "absolute": 1578602055399254,

                    "delta": 1325

                },

                "summary": "TLS1.2: HSHK( SERVER_HELLO CERTIFICATE SERVER_HELLO_DONE )",

                "data": {

                    "hex": "97E1C0249095153D8D89F61D50180FEF",

                    "ebcdic": "p.{..n...i6.&...",

                    "ascii": "...$...=....P..."

                },

                "stackInterface": "OSD020I"

            }

        ],

        "totalRows": 2

    },

    "swaggerVersion": "2",

    "time": 1564754568891
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GET: Formatted Packet Details

The NetMaster GET: Formatted Packet Details API endpoint retrieves detailed information about a specific packet in a
SmartTrace trace.

GET: Formatted Packet Details retrieves formatted details about a specific packet in a SmartTrace trace, within a specified
region. The following reference article includes:

• Uniform Resource Identifier (URI) Parameters
• Response Format and Sample
• Interface Properties
• Status Codes

URI Parameters

The URI for GET: Formatted Packet Details is:

GET /api/v1/tcpip/{region}/smart/trace/{id}/packets/{packetNumber}/details/formatted

Parameter Description

region The NetMaster region

id The ID of the trace. The trace ID consists of a hyphenated string of key properties in the following
format:
key.definitionName-key.generation-key.sequence-key.stackName-
key.tcpCreatorSequence-key.snapshotSequence

packetNumber The number of the packet for which you are requesting detailed information.

Response Format and Sample

Returned data for formatted packet detail in a SmartTrace trace appears in a standardized format:

• The name variable represents a section of formatted packet detail.
• Each packet detail is represented by three variables: key, value, and type.

– Key is the name of the property.
– Value is the value of the corresponding key variable.
– Type is the type of the corresponding key variable.

The code sample below shows an excerpt from the PKT and IP sections of packet number six in a TCP trace. The
PKT section includes values for the packet number, the direction, the link name, and the first hop. The excerpted piece
of the IP section shows the source address, which in addition to the key, value and type variables, includes a version
variable.

[
  {
    "name": "PKT",
    "values": [
      {
        "key": "Packet #",
        "value": 6,
        "type": "number"
      },
      {
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        "key": "Direction",
        "value": "Send",
        "type": "string"
      },
      {
        "key": "Timestamp",
        "value": 1578620055000399254,
        "type": "datetime"
      },
      {
        "key": "Link Name",
        "value": "OSD20I",
        "type": "string"
      },
      {
        "key": "First Hop",
        "type": "ip",
        "value": "10.175.84.1",
        "version": 4
      }
    ]
  },
  {
    "name": "IP",
    "values": [
      {
        "key": "Source Addr",
        "type": "ip",
        "value": "10.175.84.103",
        "version": 4
      },

Interface Properties

The properties contained in the output for formatted packet details vary greatly according to the type of trace.
SmartTraces can be initiated for TCP, multi-TCP, UDP, and ICMP protocols. For each protocol, the API output corresponds
roughly to the corresponding view in the Expanded Packet Display panel in the 3270 interface.

Status Codes

The following status codes can appear in the response to GET: All Packet Summary:
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• 200 OK - Packet detail information was returned.
• 400 Bad Request - Packet detail information could not be returned due to an invalid format for the URI query

parameters:
• 401 Unauthorized - The user is not authenticated to the application. They must provide either a valid login token or

valid credentials before continuing.
• 403 Forbidden - Packet detail information could not be returned because the user does not have the appropriate

authority to view packets.
• 404 Not Found - Packet detail information could not be returned due to one of the following reasons:

– A trace instance with a matching ID could not be found.
– A packet with the specified number does not exist in the trace.

• 500 Server error

GET: Raw Packet Details

The NetMaster GET: Raw Packet Details API endpoint retrieves packet details, broken out by layer, in hex dump format.

GET: Raw Packet Details retrieves packet details, broken out by layer, in hex dump format for a specific packet in a
SmartTrace trace, within a specified region. The following reference article includes:

• Uniform Resource Identifier (URI) Parameters
• Response Format
• Interface Properties
• Status Codes
• Sample Request and Response

URI Parameters

The URI for GET: Raw Packet Details is:

GET /api/v1/tcpip/{region}/smart/trace/{id}/packets/{packetNumber}/details/raw

Parameter Description

region The NetMaster region

id The ID of the trace. The trace ID consists of a hyphenated string of key properties in the following
format:
key.definitionName-key.generation-key.sequence-key.stackName-
key.tcpCreatorSequence-key.snapshotSequence

packetNumber The number of the packet for which you are requesting detailed information.

Response Format

Returned data for raw packet details is prefaced by the Sections heading and the length, in bytes. Each section has a
Name, its Length, and a hex representation of its data.

Refer to the Sample Request and Response section for an example of the returned raw packet detail.
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Interface Properties

The following table describes the properties of the summarized SmartTrace packets:

Property Name Data Type Sortable Description

length integer no The total number of bytes in the packet

sections

name string no The name of the packet section

length integer no The number of bytes in the section

hex string no Packet data in hexadecimal format
Note that the data does not have any spacing in
the returned string.

Status Codes

The following status codes can appear in the response to GET: Raw Packet Details:

• 200 OK - Raw packet detail information was returned.
• 400 Bad Request - Raw packet detail information could not be returned due to an invalid format for the URI query

parameters:
• 401 Unauthorized - The user is not authenticated to the application. They must provide either a valid login token or

valid credentials before continuing.
• 403 Forbidden - Raw packet detail information could not be returned because the user does not have the appropriate

authority to view packets.
• 404 Not Found - Raw packet detail information could not be returned due to one of the following reasons:

– A trace instance with a matching ID could not be found.
– A packet with the specified number does not exist in the trace.

• 500 Server error

Sample Request and Response

Sample Packet Summary Request:

The following request queries trace ATRACE-1-4-TCPIP-0-0B on NetMaster region U22NDE55, for the raw data in packet
number 8:
GET /api/v1/tcpip/U22NDE55/smart/trace/ATRACE-1-4-TCPIP-0-0/packets/8/details/raw

Sample Packet Summary Response:

 {
    "apiVersion": "v1",
    "data": {
        "length": 833,
        "sections": [
            {
                "length": 20,
                "name": "IP Header",
                "hex": "454800003A5B0000400600000AAF54670A250769",               
            },
            {
                "length": 20,
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                "name": "TCP Header",
                "hex": "97E1C0249095153D8D89F61D50180FEF00000000",               
            },
            {
                "length": 5,
                "name": "Record 1 Header",
                "hex": "1603030314",              
            },
            {
                "length": 81,
                "name": "Message #1 Content",
                "hex":
 "0200004D03035E17D4971F7CD15286C928006FB9A6D3D76DE164024F8F0BE8F198CC29EDF9F720000000A400000000000000000000FFFF0A250769C02400005E17D497000000F50035000005FF01000100",
                
            },
            {
                "length": 703,
                "name": "Message #2 Content",
                "hex": "0B0002BB0002B80002B5308202B13082...",              
            },
            {
                "length": 4,
                "name": "Message #3 Content",
                "hex": "0E000000",               
            }
        ]
    },
    "swaggerVersion": "2",
    "time": 1564754568891

SmartTrace Saved Trace Endpoints
Use the NetMaster SmartTrace API to view, download, save, and delete saved traces, and to view information about the
packets associated with a saved trace.

Saved Trace Information

Base endpoint URI: /api/v1/tcpip/{region}/smart/saved

Description URI

Get a summary of all saved traces. GET /api/v1/tcpip/{region}/smart/saved

Get details about a single saved trace. GET /api/vi/tcpip/{region}/smart/saved/{id}

Delete a saved trace. DELETE /api/v1/tcpip/{region}/smart/saved/{id}

Download a saved trace in PCAP format. GET /api/v1/tcpip/{region}/smart/saved/{id}/download
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Packet Level Information (saved traces)

Packet level summaries and details are a subset of the trace instance information endpoints.

Base endpoint URI: /api/v1/tcpip/{region}/smart/saved

The packet level endpoints associated with the base endpoint URI return information from saved traces.

Description URI

Get a summary of all packets in a saved
trace.

GET /api/v1/tcpip/{region}/smart/saved/{id}/packets

Get a summary of a single packet in a
saved trace.

GET /api/v1/tcpip/{region}/smart/saved/{id}/packets/
{packetNumber}

Get detailed information about a single
packet in a saved trace.

GET /api/v1/tcpip/{region}/smart/saved/{id}/packets/
{packetNumber}/details/formatted

Get detailed packet information from a
saved trace, broken out by layer, in a hex-
dump format.

GET /api/v1/tcpip/{region}/smart/saved/{id}/packets/
{packetNumber}/details/raw

GET: Saved Trace Summary

The NetMaster GET: Saved Trace Summary API endpoint retrieves a list of all saved SmartTraces in a specified region.

The GET: Saved Trace Summary API retrieves a list of all saved SmartTraces in a specified region.

The following reference article includes:

• Uniform Resource Identifier (URI) Parameters
• Query Parameters
• Response Format
• Interface Properties
• Status Codes
• Sample Requests and Responses

URI Parameters

The URI for Get Saved Trace Summary is:

GET /api/v1/tcpip/{region}/smart/saved

Use the Region URI parameter to identify the NetMaster region from which you are requesting data.

Query Parameters

Use the following optional query parameters to filter the returned data:

Parameter Data Type Default Description

index Integer 0 Start position (zero-based row number) of the
data to return

limit Integer 0 Limit (maximum number of rows) on the data to
return
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Response Format

Returned tabular data for the summary list of saved SmartTraces appears in the following format:
{
  "apiVersion": "v1",
  "data": {
    "index": 0,
    "keys": [
      "string"
    ],
    "rows": [
      {
        "definitionName": "string",
        "id": "string",
        "name": "string",
        "packetCount": {
          "saved": 250,
          "total": 178592
        },
        "stack": "string",
        "timestamps": {
          "first": 1631817818000,
          "last": 1631817819000,
          "saved": 1631817820000
        },
        "user": "string"
      }
    ],
    "totalRows": 10
  },
  "swaggerVersion": "2.0",
  "time": 1564754568891
}

Interface Properties

The following table describes the properties of the returned data for the saved SmartTraces:

Property Name Data Type Description

ID String A unique identifier for the saved trace instance,
in the format {definitionName}-{trace #}

name String The name of the saved SmartTrace

definitionName String The name of the SmartTrace definition
associated with the saved trace

packetCount n/a Packet count information for the trace

saved Integer The total number of packets saved

total Integer The total number of packets traced

stack String The TCP/IP stack on which the trace was saved

timestamps n/a Timestamp values for the trace

first Integer The time in milliseconds when the first packet in
the trace was captured, displayed in Universal
Time Coordinated (UTC) time
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last Integer The time in milliseconds when the last packet in
the trace was captured, displayed in UTC time.

saved Integer The time in milliseconds when the trace was
saved, displayed in UTC time

user string The user that saved the trace.

Additional Properties:

Property Name Data Type Description

totalRows Integer The total number of rows of available data

swaggerVersion Integer The Swagger version

time Integer The time in milliseconds, displayed in UTC time, when the
response was generated

Status Codes

The following status codes can appear in the response to GET: Saved Trace Summary:

• 200 OK - A list of saved traces was returned back to the client.
• 400 Bad Request - A  list of traces could not be returned due to one of the following conditions:

– Invalid format for the URI parameters
– Invalid format for the Query parameters

• 401 Unauthorized - The user is not authenticated to the application. They must provide either a valid login token or
valid credentials before continuing.

• 403 Forbidden - A list of traces could not be found because the user does not have the appropriate authority to view
traces.

• 500 - Server error

Sample Requests and Responses

Request:

The following is a saved trace request, with a limit of two rows:

GET /api/v1/tcpip/U11NDE81/smart/saved?limit=2

Response:

{
    "apiVersion": "v1",
    "data": {
        "index": 0,
        "keys": ["id"],
        "rows": [
            {
                "id": "CWTCPCOPY-1",
                "name": "Saved Trace 1",
                "definitionName": "CWTCPCOPY",
                "packetCount": {
                    "saved": 250,
                    "total": 12347
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                },
                "stack": "TCPIP11",
                "timestamps": {
                    "first": 1564754500000,
                    "last": 1564754560000,
                    "saved": 1564754560000
                },
                "user": "WRICH04"
            },
            {
                "id": "CWTCPCOPY-2",
                "name": "Saved Trace 2",
                "definitionName": "CWTCPCOPY",
                "packetCount": {
                    "saved": 250,
                    "total": 12347
                },
                "stack": "TCPIP11",
                "timestamps": {
                    "first": 1564754500000,
                    "last": 1564754750000,
                    "saved": 1564754760000
                },
                "user": "WRICH04"
            }
        ],
        "totalRows": 50
    },
    "swaggerVersion": "2",
    "time": 1564754568891
}

GET: Saved Trace Details

A reference to the GET: Saved Trace Details endpoint in the SmartTrace API

GET: Saved Trace Details retrieves information about a single, saved SmartTrace in a specified region. The
following reference article includes:

• Uniform Resource Identifier (URI) Parameters
• Response Format
• Interface Properties
• Status Codes
• Sample Request and Response

URI Parameters

The URI for GET: All Trace Details is:
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GET /api/v1/tcpip/{region}/smart/saved/{id}

Parameter Description

region The NetMaster region

id The ID of the saved trace. Enter the trace ID for a saved trace in the format tracename-n,
where "n" is the number of a saved trace for a specific trace definition.

Response Format

Refer to the Sample Request and Response section that follows for an example of the response format for a saved trace
detail request.

Interface Properties

The following table describes the properties in the returned SmartTrace saved trace detail rows:

Property Name Data Type Description

ID String A unique identifier for the saved trace instance, in the format
{definitionName}-{trace #}

name String The name of the saved SmartTrace

definitionName String The name of the SmartTrace definition

packetCount: n/a

save Integer The number of saved packets in the trace

total Integer The total number of packets in the trace

stack String The TCP/IP stack on which the trace was run

timestamps: n/a

first Integer The time that the first packet was captured, in milliseconds, displayed in
Universal Time Coordinated (UTC) time

last Integer The time that the last packet was captured, in milliseconds, displayed
in UTC time

saved Integer The time that the trace was saved, in milliseconds, displayed in UTC time

traceRecord: n/a

checks: n/a

didEncounterStopCond
ition

Boolean
True or False

Indicates whether the trace encountered a STOP condition

hasSeenIPv6Packets Boolean
True or False

Indicates whether at least one IPv6 packet was detected in the trace

isCreatorAtLimit Boolean
True or False

Indicates whether the creator has reached its limit

isTcpConversation Boolean
True or False

Indicates whether the trace is part of a TCP conversation

isUdpConversation Boolean
True or False

Indicates whether the trace is part of a UDP conversation
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id String A NetMaster-generated identifier for the trace. The ID of the trace is of
a hyphenated string of six key properties (see the following rows) in
hyphenated format:
key.definitionName-key.generation-key.sequence-
key.stackName-key.tcpCreatorSequence-
key.snapshotSequence

info: n/a

packetCount Integer The number of packets currently stored in the trace buffer

state String The current state of the trace
There are three possible values for saved traces:
• ENDED
• PENDDEL
• SNAPSHOT

status String The status of the trace at the time that it was saved. There are four
possible values

• NONE
• INITIAL
• MAIN
• STOPPED

totalPacketCount Integer The total number of packets traced

type String The type of trace
There are three possible values:
• STANDARD (any single connection trace)
• TCP_CONV (multiple connection trace)
• OSAENTA (IBM Open System Adapter-Express Network Traffic

Analyzer trace)

ipInfo: n/a

localHost Integer The local IP address

remoteHost Integer The remote IP address

localPort Integer The local port

remotePort Integer The remote port

key: n/a

definitionName String The name of the SmartTrace definition

generation Integer The generation number of the SmartTrace definition

sequence Integer The sequence of the SmartTrace definition
For example, if two trace instances are associated with the same trace
definition, the first trace is 1 in the sequence, and the second trace is 2.

stackName String The TCP/IP stack on which the SmartTrace ran

tcpCreatorSequence Integer A unique identifier for TCP-creator type SmartTrace trace instances
The value for separate trace instances is incremented.

snapshotSequence Integer A unique identifier for SmartTrace snapshots
Because multiple snapshots can be captured for the same trace instance,
the value is incremented for each snapshot captured.
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tcpServerLocation String The location of the TCP server
There are three possible values:
• Unknown
• Local
• Remote

timestamps: n/a

start Integer The start time of the trace in milliseconds, displayed in
Universal Time Coordinated (UTC) time

end Integer The end time of the trace in milliseconds, displayed in UTC time

user String The user that saved the trace

Status Codes

The following status codes can appear in the response to GET: Saved Trace Details:

• 200 OK - A matching saved trace was found.
• 400 Bad Request - Saved trace details could not be returned due to an invalid format for the URI query parameters.
• 401 Unauthorized - The user is not authenticated to the application. They must provide either a valid login token or

valid credentials before continuing.
• 403 Forbidden - A saved trace could not be found because the user does not have the appropriate authority to view

traces.
• 404 Not Found - A saved trace matching the URI parameters could not be located.
• 500 Server error

Sample Request and Response

Sample: Saved Trace Request

The following request queries saved trace CWTCPCOPY-1 on NetMaster region U22NDE55:

GET /api/v1/tcpip/U22NDE55/smart/saved/CWTCPCOPY-1

Sample: Response for a Saved Trace Request

HTTP/1.1 200 OK

Content-Type: application/json

Content-Length: 3869{
  "apiVersion": "v1",
  "data": {
    "definitionName": "ATRACE",
    "id": "ATRACE-1",
    "name": "A saved trace",
    "packetCount": {
      "saved": 250,
      "total": 178592
    },
    "stack": "TCPIP",
    "timestamps": {
      "first": 1631817818000,
      "last": 1631817819000,
      "saved": 1631817820000
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    },
    "traceRecord": {
      "checks": {
        "didEncounterStopCondition": false,
        "hasSeenIPv6Packets": false,
        "isCreatorAtLimit": true,
        "isTcpConversation": true,
        "isUdpConversation": false
      },
      "id": "ATRACE-1-16-TCPIPNFS-0-0",
      "info": {
        "packetCount": 250,
        "state": "RUNNING",
        "status": "MAIN",
        "totalPacketCount": 178592,
        "type": "STANDARD"
      },
      "ipInfo": {
        "localAddress": "xx.x.x.1",
        "localPort": 4200,
        "remoteAddress": "xxx.xx.xxx.12",
        "remotePort": 43
      },
      "key": {
        "definitionName": "TESTTRACE",
        "generation": 341,
        "sequence": 3,
        "snapshotSequence": 0,
        "stackName": "TCPIP1",
        "tcpCreatorSequence": 0
      },
      "tcpServerLocation": "LOCAL",
      "timestamps": {
        "end": 0,
        "expire": 0,
        "start": 1631817818000
      }
    },
    "user": "string"
  },
  "swaggerVersion": "2.0",
  "time": 1564754568891
}
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DELETE: Delete a Saved Trace

Use the NetMaster API Service to delete a saved SmartTrace trace.

The DELETE: Delete a Saved Trace endpoint deletes a saved SmartTrace trace, allowing you to clear un-needed saved
traces. The following reference article includes:

• URI (Uniform Resource Identifier) Parameters
• Status Codes
• Sample Request and Response

URI Parameters

The URI for DELETE: Delete a Saved Trace is:

DELETE /api/v1/tcpip/{region}/smart/saved/{id}

Parameter Description

region The NetMaster region

id The ID of the saved trace. Enter the trace ID for a saved trace in the format tracename-n, where "n"
is the number of a saved trace for a specific trace definition.

Status Codes

The following status codes can appear in the response to a DELETE: Delete a Saved Trace request:

• 204 No Content - The saved trace was deleted. No content is returned.
• 400 Bad Request - The saved trace could not be deleted due to an invalid format for the URI name parameter.
• 401 Unauthorized - The user is not authenticated to the application. They must provide either a valid login token or

valid credentials before continuing.
• 403 Forbidden - The trace could not be deleted because the user does not have the appropriate authority to delete a

saved SmartTrace.
• 404 - A trace matching the URI id parameter was not found.
• 500 Server error

Sample Request and Response

Request:

The following syntax is a request to delete the SmartTrace with ID ATRACE-1, on  NetMasterregion U11NTA35

DELETE /api/v1/tcpip/U11NTA35/smart/saved/ATRACE-1

Response:

The following response indicates that the saved SmartTrace definition was deleted:

HTTP/1.1 204 NO CONTENT

GET: Download Saved Trace

Use the NetMaster GET: Download Saved Trace API endpoint to download a saved SmartTrace in PCAP format.

GET: Download Saved Trace downloads a SmartTrace in LIBPCAP format. The following reference article includes:
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• Uniform Resource Identifier (URI) Parameters
• Response Format
• Status Codes
• Headers
• Sample Request and Response

URI Parameters

The URI for Get Download Trace is:

GET /api/v1/tcpip/{region}/smart/saved/{id}/download

Parameter Description

region The NetMaster region

id The ID of the trace. Enter the trace ID for a saved trace in the format tracename-n, where "n" is
the number of a saved trace for a specific trace definition.

Response Format

The response is in PCAP binary output.

Status Codes

The following status codes can appear in the response to the GET: Download Saved Trace Definitions:

• 200 OK - The saved trace was downloaded.
• 400 Bad Request - A  saved trace could not be downloaded due to an invalid format for the URI query parameters.
• 401 Unauthorized - The user is not authenticated to the application. They must provide either a valid login token or

valid credentials before continuing.
• 403 Forbidden - A saved trace could not be downloaded because the user does not have the appropriate authority to

view traces.
• 404 Not Found - A saved trace matching the URI parameters could not be located.
• 500 Server error

Headers

There are two headers:

• Content-Type
The Content-Type header is always application/pcap . This format differs from other NetMaster APIs, where the
Content-Type header is typically application/json .

• Content-Disposition
The Content-Disposition header is always set to attachment , indicating that the browser should download the
content. A default filename of the trace definition name is set.

Sample Requests and Responses

Sample Request: Single Trace Download
The following requests a download of the trace ATRACE-1 from the U22NDE55 NetMaster region:

GET /api/v1/tcpip/U22NDE55/smart/saved/ATRACE-1/download

Sample Response: Single Trace Download
The following code shows a sample download for trace ATRACE-1 from the U22NDE55 NetMaster region:
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Content-Type: application/pcap

Content-Disposition: attachment; filename="ATRACE-1.pcap"

Content-Length: 12345

 RAW PCAP BINARY APPEARS HERE

GET: All Packet Summary (saved trace)

The NetMaster GET: All Packet Summary API endpoint retrieves a list of all packets in a SmartTrace trace.

GET: All Packet Summary (saved trace) retrieves a list of all packets in a saved SmartTrace, within a specified region. The
following reference article includes:

• Uniform Resource Identifier (URI) Parameters
• Query Parameters
• Response Format
• Interface Properties
• Status Codes
• Sample Requests and Responses

URI Parameters

The URI for GET: All Packet Summary is:

GET /api/v1/tcpip/{region}/smart/saved/{id}/packets

Parameter Description

region The NetMaster region

id The ID of the trace. Enter the trace ID for a saved trace in the format tracename-n, where "n" is
the number of a saved trace for a specific trace definition. You can use the GET: Saved Trace
Summary to find the trace ID. 

Query Parameters

Parameter Data Type Default Description

index Integer 0 Start position (zero-based row number) of the
data to return

limit Integer 0 Limit (maximum number of rows) on the data to
return

Response Format

Returned tabular data for the summary packets in a SmartTrace trace appears in the following format:

packetNumber: Int32;

  connection: {   

    localHost: string;

    localPort: Int32;

    remoteHost: string;

    remotePort: Int32;

    direction: 'SEND' | 'RECV';
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  }

length: Int32;

protocol: string;

timing: {

   absolute: Long;

   delta: Long;

  };

  summary: string;

  data: {

    hex: string;

    ebcdic: string;

    ascii: string;

  }

 stackInterface: string;

Interface Properties

The following table describes the properties of the summarized SmartTrace packets:

Property Name Data Type Description

packetNumber Integer The packet number, in the form of an integer value from 1 to 99,999.

connection n/a Header for connection details.

localAddress String The IP address of the z/OS stack for this IP address or connection.

localPort Integer The port number on the local host. This property applies only to TCP and
UDP packets.

remoteAddress String The IP address of the remote host that is connecting to this z/OS IP stack.

direction String The travel direction of the packet:
• (->) send indicates that the packet is traveling from the local host to

the remote host.
• (<-) recv indicates that the packet is traveling from the remote host to

the local host.

length Integer The total number of bytes in the packet, including IP headers and data
payload.

protocol String The IP protocol of the packet, as translated from the Internet Assigned
Numbers Authority (IANA) number to the protocol name.

timing n/a Header for timing details.

absolute Long The UTC timestamp in microseconds indicating when the packet was
received.

delta Long The time difference, in seconds, between a packet and the previous
packet. If the time value is less than 0.000001 seconds (1 microsecond),
its shows as "0".

summary String A summary of packet information. When possible, packet information is
decoded. Decoding takes place for many IP protocols, EE/UDP and TCP
applications, FTP, TELNET, HTTP and DRDA, and SMC.

data n/a Header for Information about the first 16 bytes of the packet, following the
removal of the IP header.

hex String The first 16 bytes of the packet in hexadecimal format.
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ebcdic String The first 16 bytes of the packet, as rendered in EBCDIC format.

ascii String The first 16 bytes of the packet, as rendered in ASCII format.

stackInterface String The z/OS stack interface on which the packet was received or sent.

Status Codes

The following status codes can appear in the response to GET: All Packet Summary (saved trace):

• 200 OK - Packet summary information was returned.
• 400 Bad Request - Packet summary information could not be returned due to an invalid format for the URI query

parameters:
• 401 Unauthorized - The user is not authenticated to the application. They must provide either a valid login token or

valid credentials before continuing.
• 403 Forbidden - Packet summary information could not be returned because the user does not have the appropriate

authority to view packets.
• 404 Not Found - Packet summary information could not be returned because a trace matching the URI parameters

could not be located.
• 500 - Server error

Sample Requests and Responses

Sample Packet Summary Request:

The following request queries saved trace CWTCPCOPY-1 on NetMaster region U22NDE55:
GET /api/v1/tcpip/U22NDE55/smart/saved/CWTCPCOPY-1 /packets

Because no filters have been applied, the response will show all of the available packets in the trace.

Sample Packet Summary Response:

        {

    "apiVersion": "v1",

    "data": {

        "index": 0,

        "keys": [

            "packetNumber"

        ],

        "rows": [

            {

                "packetNumber": 1,

                "connection": {

                    "localHost": "10.xxx.xx.103",

                    "localPort": 38881,

                    "remoteHost": "10.xx.x.105",

                    "remotePort": 49188,

                    "direction": "RECV"

                },

                "length": 833,

                "protocol": "TCP",

                "timing": {

                    "absolute": 1578602055399254,

                    "delta": 1325

                },
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                "summary": "TLS1.2: HSHK( SERVER_HELLO CERTIFICATE SERVER_HELLO_DONE )",

                "data": {

                    "hex": "97E1C0249095153D8D89F61D50180FEF",

                    "ebcdic": "p.{..n...i6.&...",

                    "ascii": "...$...=....P..."

                },

                "stackInterface": "OSD020I"

            },

            {

                "packetNumber": 2,

                "connection": {

                    "localHost": "10.xxx.xx.103",

                    "localPort": 38881,

                    "remoteHost": "10.xx.x.105",

                    "remotePort": 49188,

                    "direction": "SEND"

                },

                "length": 833,

                "protocol": "TCP",

                "timing": {

                    "absolute": 1578602055399254,

                    "delta": 1325

                },

                "summary": "TLS1.2: HSHK( SERVER_HELLO CERTIFICATE SERVER_HELLO_DONE )",

                "data": {

                    "hex": "97E1C0249095153D8D89F61D50180FEF",

                    "ebcdic": "p.{..n...i6.&...",

                    "ascii": "...$...=....P..."

                },

                "stackInterface": "OSD020I"

            }

        ],

        "totalRows": 2

    },

    "swaggerVersion": "2",

    "time": 1564754568891

GET: Formatted Packet Details (saved trace)

The NetMaster GET: Formatted Packet Details (saved trace) API endpoint retrieves detailed information about a
specific packet in a saved SmartTrace trace.

GET: Formatted Packet Details retrieves formatted details about a specific packet in a SmartTrace trace, within a specified
region. The following reference article includes:

• Uniform Resource Identifier (URI) Parameters
• Response Format and Sample
• Interface Properties
• Status Codes

URI Parameters

The URI for GET: Formatted Packet Details is:
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GET /api/v1/tcpip/{region}/smart/saved/{id}/packets/{packetNumber}/details/formatted

Parameter Description

region The NetMaster region

id The ID of the trace. Enter the trace ID for a saved trace in the format tracename-n, where "n" is the
number of a saved trace for a specific trace definition. You can use the GET: Saved Trace Summary
to find the trace ID. 

packetNumber The number of the packet for which you are requesting detailed information.

Response Format and Sample

Returned data for formatted packet detail in a SmartTrace trace appears in a standardized format:

• The name variable represents a section of formatted packet detail.
• Each packet detail is represented by three variables: key, value, and type.

– Key is the name of the property.
– Value is the value of the corresponding key variable.
– Type is the type of the corresponding key variable.

The code sample below shows an excerpt from the PKT and IP sections of packet number six in a saved TCP trace. The
PKT section includes values for the packet number, the direction, the link name, and the first hop. The excerpted piece
of the IP section shows the source address, which in addition to the key, value and type variables, includes a version
variable.

[
  {
    "name": "PKT",
    "values": [
      {
        "key": "Packet #",
        "value": 6,
        "type": "number"
      },
      {
        "key": "Direction",
        "value": "Send",
        "type": "string"
      },
      {
        "key": "Timestamp",
        "value": 1578620055000399254,
        "type": "datetime"
      },
      {
        "key": "Link Name",
        "value": "OSD20I",
        "type": "string"
      },
      {
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        "key": "First Hop",
        "type": "ip",
        "value": "10.xxx.xx.1",
        "version": 4
      }
    ]
  },
  {
    "name": "IP",
    "values": [
      {
        "key": "Source Addr",
        "type": "ip",
        "value": "10.xxx.xx.103",
        "version": 4
      },

Interface Properties

The properties contained in the output for formatted packet details vary greatly according to the type of trace.
SmartTraces can be initiated for TCP, multi-TCP, UDP, and ICMP protocols. For each protocol, the API output corresponds
roughly to the corresponding view in the Expanded Packet Display panel in the 3270 interface.

Status Codes

The following status codes can appear in the response to GET: All Packet Summary:

• 200 OK - Packet detail information was returned.
• 400 Bad Request - Packet detail information could not be returned due to an invalid format for the URI query

parameters:
• 401 Unauthorized - The user is not authenticated to the application. They must provide either a valid login token or

valid credentials before continuing.
• 403 Forbidden - Packet detail information could not be returned because the user does not have the appropriate

authority to view packets.
• 404 Not Found - Packet detail information could not be returned due to one of the following reasons:

– A saved trace with a matching ID could not be found.
– A packet with the specified number does not exist in the trace.

• 500 Server error

GET: Single Packet Summary (saved trace)

The NetMaster GET: Single Packet Summary API endpoint retrieves summary information about a single packet in a
saved SmartTrace trace.

GET: Single Packet Summary (saved trace) retrieves summary information for a single packet in a saved SmartTrace
trace, within a specified region. The following reference article includes:
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• Uniform Resource Identifier (URI) Parameters
• Response Format
• Interface Properties
• Status Codes
• Sample Requests and Responses

URI Parameters

The URI for GET: All Packet Summary is:

GET /api/v1/tcpip/{region}/smart/saved/{id}/packets/{packetnumber}

Parameter Description

region The NetMaster region

id The ID of the trace. Enter the trace ID for a saved trace in the format tracename-n, where "n" is
the number of a saved trace for a specific trace definition.

packetnumber The number of the packet for which you want to see summary information.

Response Format

Returned tabular data for a single packet summary of a saved SmartTrace trace appears in the following format:

packetNumber: Int32;

  connection: {   

    localHost: string;

    localPort: Int32;

    remoteHost: string;

    remotePort: Int32;

    direction: 'SEND' | 'RECV';

  }

length: Int32;

protocol: string;

timing: {

   absolute: Long;

   delta: Long;

  };

  summary: string;

  data: {

    hex: string;

    ebcdic: string;

    ascii: string;

  }

 stackInterface: string;
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Interface Properties

The following table describes the properties of the summarized SmartTrace packets:

Property Name Data Type Description

packetNumber Integer The packet number, in the form of an integer value that is greater than or
equal to 1.

connection n/a Header for connection details.

localHost String The IP address of the z/OS stack for this IP address or connection.

localPort Integer The port number on the local host. This property applies only to TCP and
UDP packets.

remoteHost String The IP address of the remote host that is connecting to this z/OS IP stack.

direction String The travel direction of the packet:
• SEND indicates that the packet is traveling from the local host to the

remote host.
• RECV indicates that the packet is traveling from the remote host to the

local host.

length Integer The total number of bytes in the packet, including IP headers and data
payload.

protocol String The IP protocol of the packet, as translated from the Internet Assigned
Numbers Authority (IANA) number to the protocol name.

timing n/a Header for timing details.

absolute Long The UTC timestamp in microseconds indicating when the packet was
received.

delta Long The time difference, in milliseconds, between a packet and the previous
packet. If the time value is less than 1 milliscecond, its shows as "0".

summary String A summary of packet information. When possible, packet information is
decoded. Decoding takes place for many IP protocols, EE/UDP and TCP
applications, FTP, TELNET, HTTP and DRDA, and SMC.

data n/a Header for Information about the first 16 bytes of the packet, following the
removal of the IP header.

hex String The first 16 bytes of the packet in hexadecimal format.

ebcdic String The first 16 bytes of the packet, as rendered in EBCDIC format.

ascii String The first 16 bytes of the packet, as rendered in ASCII format.

stackInterface String The z/OS stack interface on which the packet was received or sent.

Status Codes

The following status codes can appear in the response to GET: Single Packet Summary:
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• 200 OK - Single packet summary information was returned.
• 400 Bad Request - Single packet summary information could not be returned due to an invalid format for

the URI query parameters.
• 401 Unauthorized - The user is not authenticated to the application. They must provide either a valid login token or

valid credentials before continuing.
• 403 Forbidden - Single packet summary information could not be returned because the user does not have the

appropriate authority to view packets.
• 404 Not Found - Single packet summary information could not be returned because a trace matching

the URI parameters could not be located.
• 500 - Server error

Sample Request and Response

Sample Packet Summary Request:

The following request queries packet number 1, from saved trace ATRACE-1 on NetMaster region U22NDE55:
GET /api/v1/tcpip/U22NDE55/smart/saved/ATRACE-1 /packets/1

Sample Packet Summary Response:

        {

    "apiVersion": "v1",

    "data": {

        "index": 0,

        "keys": [

            "packetNumber"

        ],

        "rows": [

            {

                "packetNumber": 1,

                "connection": {

                    "localHost": "10.xxx.xx.103",

                    "localPort": 38881,

                    "remoteHost": "10.xx.x.105",

                    "remotePort": 49188,

                    "direction": "RECV"

                },

                "length": 833,

                "protocol": "TCP",

                "timing": {

                    "absolute": 1578602055399254,

                    "delta": 1325

                },

                "summary": "TLS1.2: HSHK( SERVER_HELLO CERTIFICATE SERVER_HELLO_DONE )",

                "data": {

                    "hex": "97E1C0249095153D8D89F61D50180FEF",

                    "ebcdic": "p.{..n...i6.&...",

                    "ascii": "...$...=....P..."

                },

                "stackInterface": "OSD020I"

            },

           

    },
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    "swaggerVersion": "2",

    "time": 1564754568891

GET: Raw Packet Details (saved trace)

The NetMaster GET: Raw Packet Details (saved trace) API endpoint retrieves packet details, broken out by layer, in hex
dump format.

GET: Raw Packet Details (saved trace) retrieves packet details, broken out by layer, in hex dump format for a specific
packet in a saved SmartTrace trace, within a specified region. The following reference article includes:

• Uniform Resource Identifier (URI) Parameters
• Response Format
• Interface Properties
• Status Codes
• Sample Request and Response

URI Parameters

The URI for GET: Raw Packet Details (saved trace) is:

GET /api/v1/tcpip/{region}/smart/saved/{id}/packets/{packetNumber}/details/raw

Parameter Description

region The NetMaster region

id The ID of the trace. Enter the trace ID for a saved trace in the format tracename-n, where "n" is the
number of a saved trace for a specific trace definition.

packetNumber The number of the packet for which you are requesting detailed information.

Response Format

Returned data for raw packet details is prefaced by the Sections heading and the length, in bytes. Each section has a
Name, its Length, and a Hex representation of its data.

Refer to the Sample Request and Response section for an example of the returned raw packet detail.

Interface Properties

The following table describes the properties of the summarized SmartTrace packets:

Property Name Data Type Sortable Description

length integer no The total number of bytes in the packet

sections

name string no The name of the packet section

length integer no The number of bytes in the section

hex string no Packet data in hexadecimal format
Note that the data does not have any spacing in the
returned string.
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Status Codes

The following status codes can appear in the response to GET: Raw Packet Details (saved trace):

• 200 OK - Raw packet detail information was returned.
• 400 Bad Request - Raw packet detail information could not be returned due to an invalid format for the URI query

parameters:
• 401 Unauthorized - The user is not authenticated to the application. They must provide either a valid login token or

valid credentials before continuing.
• 403 Forbidden - Raw packet detail information could not be returned because the user does not have the appropriate

authority to view packets.
• 404 Not Found - Raw packet detail information could not be returned due to one of the following reasons:

– A saved trace with a matching ID could not be found.
– A packet with the specified number does not exist in the trace.

• 500 Server error

Sample Request and Response

Sample Packet Summary Request:

The following request queries saved trace ATRACE-1 on NetMaster region U22NDE55, for the raw data in packet number
8:
GET /api/v1/tcpip/U22NDE/smart/saved/ATRACE-1/packets/8/details/raw

Sample Packet Summary Response:

 {
    "apiVersion": "v1",
    "data": {
        "length": 833,
        "sections": [
            {
                "length": 20,
                "name": "IP Header",
                "hex": "454800003A5B0000400600000AAF54670A250769",               
            },
            {
                "length": 20,
                "name": "TCP Header",
                "hex": "97E1C0249095153D8D89F61D50180FEF00000000",               
            },
            {
                "length": 5,
                "name": "Record 1 Header",
                "hex": "1603030314",
            },
            {
                "length": 81,
                "name": "Message #1 Content",
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                "hex":
 "0200004D03035E17D4971F7CD15286C928006FB9A6D3D76DE164024F8F0BE8F198CC29EDF9F720000000A400000000000000000000FFFF0A250769C02400005E17D497000000F50035000005FF01000100",
              
            },
            {
                "length": 703,
                "name": "Message #2 Content",
                "hex": "0B0002BB0002B80002B5308202B13082...",
            },
            {
                "length": 4,
                "name": "Message #3 Content",
                "hex": "0E000000",                
            }
        ]
    },
    "swaggerVersion": "2",
    "time": 1564754568891

SmartTrace WebSocket Commands
Use WebSocket commands in the NetMaster API Service to work with active SmartTrace traces.

WebSocket Commands

• Open an Active SmartTrace.

Open an Active SmartTrace

Use the NetMaster API Service to open and view an active SmartTrace trace.

The Open an Active SmartTrace API uses the WebSocket protocol to capture a trace at a specific point in time. You can
use the WebSocket API response in conjunction with a NetMaster REST API to query static data associated with the
active SmartTrace. For example, say that you are troubleshooting an active connection. You use the Open an Active
SmartTrace API to capture an in-progress SmartTrace. The WebSocket response provides you with the Active Trace ID,
which you can then use to research static data from the trace, including details about the trace itself and details about all
of the packets in the trace. To initiate the API request, you subscribe to the Open an Active SmartTrace API using any
medium that supports Streaming Text-Oriented Messaging Protocol (STOMP).

Subscribe to the Open an Active Trace API

1. Once you have been authenticated by the NetMaster API Server, enter the URI for the WebSocket API operation,
using the following formula:
protocol://host:port/ws/vnn

protocol
Specifies whether the WS or WSS (secure) protocol is enabled for your client program.
Values: ws, wss

host
Specifies the host or server name, or the domain name where the service is deployed and running.
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port
Specifies the port number that is defined on the web server.

ws/vnn
Fixed portion of the URI for the API version, where nn is the version number.

IMPORTANT

If you use the Zowe API Mediation Layer to access a NetMaster WebSocket API, you must use the following
URI format:

wss://host:port/ws/vnn/service-id/vnn

This version of the URI includes the following additional elements:

service-id
The unique service ID that identifies your individual NetMaster API Service instances in the API
Mediation Layer.
Replace the systemid variable in the service ID with the system name of the host where the
NetMaster API is running.

vnn
The API version number.

2. Connect to the server using a connect type of STOMP, with the following header parameters:
 {

  "region": "NetMaster Regions ID",

  "traceid": "Active Trace ID"

  }

3. Subscribe, using a STOMP subscribe destination of user/queue/smart-trace.

Response Format

Subscribing to user/queue/smart-trace is equivalent to making a request through a REST API URI. Once you
subscribe, the WebSocket API returns data in the following format:

package com.broadcom.netmaster.controllers.ws.v1.smarttrace.modelsimport 

com.fasterxml.jackson.annotation.JsonProperty

data class TraceInstanceResponse(

  @JsonProperty("activeTraceId")

  val activeTraceId: String,

  @JsonProperty("snapshotTraceId")

  val snapshotTraceId: String,

)  

        

Example:

In the following example, the subscription returns information for the activeTraceId value, which is a NetMaster generated
string of six key values - in this case CWTCPCOPY-341-5-TCPIP11-0-1.

package com.broadcom.netmaster.controllers.ws.v1.smarttrace.modelsimport 

com.fasterxml.jackson.annotation.JsonProperty

data class TraceInstanceResponse(

  @JsonProperty("activeTraceId")

  val activeTraceId: CWTCPCOPY-341-5-TCPIP11-0-1,

  @JsonProperty("snapshotTraceId")

  val snapshotTraceId: CWTCPCOPY-341-5-TCPIP11-0-1,

)  
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The activeTraceID value is the same as the snapshotTraceId value, and can be queried with a REST API, as shown here,
with a request to show all of the packets in the trace:

GET /api/v1/tcpip/U22NDE55/smart/trace/CWTCPCOPY-341-5-TCPIP11-0-1/packets

Refer to the GET: All Packet Summary topic for details on the returned packet data.

Use the TCP/IP Data API
The TCP/IP Data REST API allows you to view and manipulate TCP connection data. Operations include:

• Create, update, or delete a TCP connection counter.
• Filter and retrieve TCP connection counter data.
• Retrieve details about a TCP connection, including packet information and security information.
• Filter and retrieve TCP connection list data.
• Filter and retrieve TCP connection security summary data.
• Filter connections that were reset by zERT policy enforcement.

For a detailed description of the endpoints, methods, and error codes associated with this API, refer to the OpenAPI
Specification in the article OpenAPI Specification for REST APIs.

OpenAPI Specification for REST APIs
The following OpenAPI (Swagger) UI provides detailed documentation for the NetMaster REST APIs in JSON format. The
documentation is automatically generated from the OpenAPI Specification (formerly Swagger Specification).

The interactive UI allows you to visualize API resources without having any of the implementation logic in place. Click on
the rows of the UI to view the OpenAPI documentation.

NOTE
You can also access the latest version of the API documentation at host:port/api/vnn/swagger-ui. To
access the documentation, substitute the number of the version you want for nn.

Please refer to the online format for OpenAPI content.

Use the Command Entry API
The NetMaster Command Entry WebSocket API enables network managers or information security personnel to issue
NetMaster, MVS, or USS commands to multiple regions, and receive responses from multiple regions, from the same
entry point. For most users, the entry point will be the NetMaster Web Portal.

Expert users can work directly with the Command Entry API using any medium that supports Streaming Text-Oriented
Messaging Protocol (STOMP).

Subscribe to the Command Entry API

1. Once you have been authenticated by the NetMaster API Server, enter the URI for the WebSocket API operation,
using the following formula:
protocol://host:port/ws/vnn

protocol
Specifies whether the WS or WSS (secure) protocol is enabled for your client program.
Values: ws, wss
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host
Specifies the host or server name, or the domain name where the service is deployed and running.

port
Specifies the port number that is defined on the web server.

ws/vnn
Fixed portion of the URI for the API version, where nn is the version number.

IMPORTANT

If you use the Zowe API Mediation Layer to access a NetMaster WebSocket API, you must use the following
URI format:

wss://host:port/ws/vnn/service-id/vnn

This version of the URI includes the following additional elements:

service-id
The unique service ID that identifies your individual NetMaster API Service instances in the API
Mediation Layer.
Replace the systemid variable in the service ID with the system name of the host where the
NetMaster API is running.

vnn
The API version number.

2. Connect to the server using a connect type of STOMP.
3. Subscribe, using a STOMP subscribe destination of user/queue/command-entry.

Run the Command Entry API

To send a command using the Command Entry API:

1. Enter a STOMP send destination of app/command-entry.
2. Enter your command in the following format:

{

  "id": "value",

  "command": "value",

  "regionUUID": "value",

  "region": "value",

  "timeout": "value"

}

id
The unique numeric identifier assigned to the command you are entering.

command
Enter the name of a NetMaster, MVS, or USS command.

regionUUID
Optional – The UUID of the NetMaster region.

region
Name of the NetMaster region.

timeout
The amount of time in seconds that will be allowed for NetMaster to respond to a command before timeout.
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Response Format

Responses to the Command Entry API are in JSON format and contain the following properties:

commandReceive
Reproduces the message that is being responded to.

responses
Contains the text of the response to the message.

end
Indicates whether this response is the final response in this transmission.
Values: true, false

isError
Indicates whether the response is an error message.
Values: true, false

Troubleshoot Errors

If an error occurs during request processing, the value of the isError property in the response displays true and
the value of the responses property displays the text of an error message. You can use the error message text for
troubleshooting or send it to Broadcom support for assistance.

Sample Request
{

  "id": 1620844295019,

  "command": "time",

  "region": "region1",

  "timeout": 20

}

       

Sample Response
{"commandReceive":{"id":1620844295019,"command":"time","region":"region1","timeout":20},"responses":"start

 message","end":false,"isError":false}

{"commandReceive":{"id":1620844295019,"command":"time","region":"region1","timeout":20},"responses":"message

 from http-server: 1","end":false,"isError":false}

{"commandReceive":{"id":1620844295019,"command":"time","region":"region1","timeout":20},"responses":"message

 from http-server: 2","end":false,"isError":false}

{"commandReceive":{"id":1620844295019,"command":"time","region":"region1","timeout":20},"responses":"end

 messages from http-server","end":true,"isError":false}
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Using the NetMaster Web Portal
The NetMaster Web Portal is a web-based application that provides a single point from which to access critical NetMaster
tools and services.

All files necessary to deploy, and configure the NetMaster Web Portal application are either copied or created for you.
Refer to the Deploy and Configure the NetMaster Web Portal Application article for detailed steps.

Tools and services you can access through the NetMaster Web Portal include:

• Diagnostics view - The Diagnostics view provides a graphical interface to the NetMaster SmartTrace feature.
• Security view - The Security view gives information security and network management staff a single-pane reference

devoted specifically to network security management.
• Utilities - The NetMaster Web Portal utilities include:

– Command Entry - The Command Entry utility allows to execute commands that you typically execute on the
NetMaster Command Entry panel (Mainframe/3270). Depending on your mainframe settings, you can also execute
USS and MVS commands as NetMaster commands. After you execute a command, you can download the results
to a TXT file.

Through PTFs provided in version 12.2, the NetMaster Web Portal will ultimately offer all of the tools and services that are
currently provided through Mainframe Team Center - Network Management (MTC-NM). In contrast to the internal, z/OS
hosted server used by Mainframe Team Center - Network Management, the NetMaster Web Portal uses the NetMaster
API Service to provide a highly secure and more flexible web-based environment.

NOTE
The NetMaster Web Portal and Mainframe Team Center - Network Management will both be available until the
Web Portal fully replaces all Mainframe Team Center - Network Management features.

The following table compares the two applications:

NetMaster Web Portal Mainframe Team Center - Network
Management

Architecture Web-based, client-server using the NetMaster
API Service

Internal z/OS-hosted, web-based client server;
runs in the region's address space 

Current Services/Tools • IP diagnostics including SmartTrace.
• Security
• Command line utility for the web interface

• IP diagnostics including summary, stack
information, Ping, Traceroute, and
SmartTrace.

• Alert and resource monitoring
• Command line utility for the web interface

API Compatibility Provided through the NetMaster API Service Not applicable

Architecture and Components

The following diagrams, and the sections that follow, provide a high level overview of the NetMaster Web Portal and its
components.
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Information Request Process

The process of an information request submitted through the NetMaster Web Portal works as follows:

1. The user accesses the NetMaster Web Portal client by entering the defined URL in a browser.
2. After logging in to the application, the user submits a request for connectivity information from the user interface, the

NetMaster Web Portal web client. For example, a user accesses the Connection Summary page and opts to display
the number of non-secure connections on a specific NetMaster application.

3. The NetMaster Web Portal server application issues a token-based request to the NetMaster API Service.
4. The NetMaster API Service authenticates the token and requests the data from NetMaster NM for TCP/IP through the

Unix socket server. The Unix socket server is defined and enabled in the $NM NMAPI parameter group.
5. NetMaster NM for TCP/IP sends the requested data back to the NetMaster API Service through the Unix socket

server.
6. The NetMaster API Service sends the requested data back to the NetMaster Web Portal Server.
7. The NetMaster Web Portal server application receives the requested data and sends it back to the NetMaster Web

Portal web client, where it can be viewed on the browser.

In the multiple LPAR configuration shown above, the YAML configuration file provides the NetMaster Web Portal server
with all a list of all of the available NetMaster API Service instances. Each LPAR/region has its own API instance. When
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the browser loads the NetMaster Web Portal client, the client requests a list of the configured NetMaster API Service
instances from which data can be requested. When the list of instances is known, the UI then allows you to select the
LPAR/region from which you want to view data. As noted in the diagram, multiple LPARs share a security environment, in
which the same certificate is used for each instance, and the user-id configuration resides on the same systems.

NetMaster Network Management for TCP/IP

NetMaster NM for TCP/IP is the source of the connectivity data supplied to the NetMaster Web Portal via the NetMaster
API Service. Currently, this connectivity data is available in the Security view of the NetMaster Web Portal. When
configuring the NetMaster Web Portal, keep in mind the following:

• The NetMaster API Service must be installed on the same mainframe where NetMaster NM for TCP/IP is installed.
• The NetMaster API Interface parameter ($NM NMAPI parameter group) must be enabled in order to use the NetMaster

Web Portal.
• The NetMaster API Service runs as a new started task alongside the NetMaster region.

NetMaster API Service

The NetMaster API Service is a NetMaster product suite microservice that leverages the Open Mainframe Project
Zowe™ Spring Boot REST API SDK. It provides NetMaster customers with an open and standard interface to network
management data collected by NetMaster. See the Deploy and Configure the NetMaster API Service section of this
documentation.

The Settings Database

The settings database is an embedded database on the NetMaster Web Portal server that is used to define local settings.

Web Browsers

The NetMaster Web Portal can be accessed by currently supported versions of the following web browsers:

• Google Chrome
• Mozilla Firefox
• Microsoft Edge
• Safari

Security

Secure communication is enabled for the NetMaster Web Portal via HTTPS communication that is configured between the
NetMaster API Service and the NetMaster Web Portal server. For details on how certificates are used to ensure secure
communication, refer to the Get Started with HTTPS Configuration topics in this documentation.

Get Started with the NetMaster Web Portal

The Homepage

The NetMaster Web Portal homepage, which defaults to the Security > Connections Home view, includes the following
elements:
Log-in page

Refer to the Log In to the Web Portal topic for details.
Navigation

Menu options for specific views, help, local settings, and system information  appear on a navigation bar on the
left side of the window.
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• You can hide the navigation bar options so that only its icons appear. To do so, click the directional arrows at
the top of the menu bar.

• You can expand or collapse individual sections of the navigation bar. To do so, click the section heading. For
example, click Security to collapse the Security view links. Click the heading again to expand the options.
When the menu bar itself is collapsed, clicking an icon opens the view options to the right of the menu bar.

The navigation bar includes:

• All system and informational views, such as Diagnostics, Security, and Utilities.
• Help and Support - Access detailed information about the product (Help Center), access the NetMaster

Community (Ask a question), send an idea to the NetMaster development team (Submit an idea), and
access the Broadcom Support portal (Contact support).

• About - The About information includes version and revision information, a timestamp, and a system status
display that shows which regions are available. Hover your mouse over the status indicator to view the status
message.

• User Profile - The user profile section displays with your mainframe user ID as the heading, and includes the
following administrative/display options:
– Sign Out - Click to log off of the NetMaster Web Portal.
– Settings - Click this option to view and modify application level logging settings that are used by the

NetMaster Web Portal and the component applications. Refer to the Settings article for details
– Use Dark Mode - The default appearance of the NetMaster Web Portal is dark mode, where the

background is dark. Click the toggle button to view the application with a light background.

Refresh
Click the Refresh icon to update your views with the latest system information.

Region Selection
Use the region selector, immediately to the left of the refresh button, to search for and select the region from
which you want to display data. Selecting a region automatically refreshes the view. If a region is unavailable, an
error message displays. The available regions are determined by the netmaster.regions property in
the netmaster.yaml file. If you have defined multiple regions, the NetMaster Web Portal defaults to the first region
in the list. Refer to The NetMaster Web Portal Configuration File topic for details on adding NetMaster regions.

For more details, refer to the topics that follow.

• Log In to the NetMaster Web Portal
• Settings
• Use SmartTrace in the  NetMaster Web Portal (Diagnostics )
• Security
• Utilities

Log In to the Web Portal
To log in to the NetMaster Web Portal:

1. From your web browser, type in the URL for the NetMaster Web Portal. This URL is unique to your installation, and
is defined as part of the installation and configuration process that is described in the "Install and Configure the
NetMaster Web Portal Application" topic. The URL is in the format: https://youripaddress-hostname:yoursslport/
netmaster-web/app/login.
The log-in screen appears.

2. From the Server select list, choose the region from which you want to display data.
NOTE
You can change the selected region at any time from multiple NetMaster Web Portal views.
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The available regions are determined by the netmaster.regions property in the netmaster-web.yaml file. If you have
defined multiple regions, the NetMaster Web Portal defaults to the first region in the list. Refer to The NetMaster Web
Portal Configuration File for details.

3. Enter your mainframe username and password.
4. Click Sign In. The Security view start page, Connections Home, appears.

IMPORTANT
If the selected region is unavailable, an error message displays. The message varies, as there are many
reasons why a region might be unavailable. You can then select another region directly from the log-in page.

Refer to the NetMaster Web Portal topics for more detail.

Settings
In the NetMaster Web Portal, if you have privileges to do so, you can specify the logging level for the application. The
selection that you make determines what type of information that the log contains, and therefore, how much information it
reports. For instance, select Critical to ensure that you receive only log notifications for unrecoverable errors. In this case,
the number of notifications are smaller than if you select Info, which includes all types of errors, as well as informational
messages.

NOTE
Application logging is localized. Global logging settings are defined by NetMaster system administrators.

Set the Logging Level

To select the logging level, follow these steps:

1. From the navigation bar, click the Settings menu option in the User Profile section. The Application Logging options
appear. They are listed in ascending order, from the narrowest to the broadest option. Select narrower options such as
Critical, to yield fewer log results; select broader options such as Info, to yield more results.

2. Select one of the following settings:
Disabled

Disable all logging in the browser.
Critical

Enable logging for unrecoverable state errors only.
Error

Enable logging of recoverable and unrecoverable state errors.
Warning (default)

Enable logging of all errors and any undesirable conditions that do not cause errors.
Info

Enable logging of all errors, undesirable non-error causing conditions, and informational messages
Debug

Enable logging of all errors, undesirable non-error causing conditions, informational messages, and messages
that are intended to help with debugging output.

Trace
Enable logging of all errors, undesirable non-error causing conditions, informational messages, debugging
messages, and trace messages intended for development purposes. This setting is intended primarily for
developers.

Complete
Enable all possible logging. This setting is intended primarily for developers.
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NOTE
The default logging setting is determined by the global logging setting that is defined for NetMaster.
Changing this setting does not impact the global setting.

3. Click Save Settings.
4. Click Cancel or use the browser's back button to return to the previous screen.

To view the application log, press [F12]. The Console view displays Use the Console view to:

• View and search log information.
• Save output for troubleshooting.

Use SmartTrace in the NetMaster Web Portal
Using SmartTrace in the NetMaster Web Portal provides powerful mainframe packet tracing and analysis capabilities from
an intuitive web interface.

With SmartTrace enabled in the NetMaster Web Portal, you can leverage SmartTrace functions through a convenient and
easy-to-use web interface. From a single pane in the NetMaster Web Portal you can:

• View a list of active traces.
• View a list of saved traces.
• Start and stop traces based on existing definitions.
• Create a new trace definition
• Edit a trace definition
• Delete a trace definition.
• View a list of packets associated with a trace.
• View detailed information associated with a single packet.
• Download individual traces in PCAP file format for analysis in third party tools.

For details on how to use SmartTrace in the NetMaster Web Portal, refer to the topics that follow.

Manage Trace Definitions
Use the Trace Definitions page in the NetMaster Web Portal to manage SmartTrace definitions in your mainframe
environment. From the Trace Definitions page, you can view and sort all of your trace definitions, create new trace
definitions, and modify or delete existing definitions. You can also start and stop traces from the Trace Definitions page.

To access the Trace Definitions page, select SmartTrace from the Diagnostics item on the portal navigation panel.

The SmartTrace page appears, with the Trace Definitions tab selected by default. Trace definitions display in a table.

Navigation

To navigate the Trace Definitions table, use the following controls:

• Row selector - From the drop-down list, select the number of rows to display per page: 15 (default), 30, or 50.

• Page navigator - From the page navigation bar, click a page number to navigate to a specific page. Use the arrows to
browse forward or backward.

Available Columns

The Trace Definitions table is organized into the following columns:
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Name The trace definition name.
Traces The number of traces with the selected trace definition name.
Type Displays the type of trace in the definition.

Possible trace types are TCP, UDP, ICMPv4, ICMPv6, IPv4, IPv6, and Multiple TCP (MULT).
State Indicates the status of the trace definition.

• RUNNING indicates that packets are being traced for this definition.
• STOPPED indicates that no packets are being traced for this definition. Ended or saved traces may still

exist.

Description Description of the trace definition.
User Userid that last updated the trace definition.

Region NetMaster region where the trace definition was last updated.
Last Updated Date and time of the last trace definition update.

Sort Information by Column

• If the column is unsorted, click the heading to change the sort order to ascending, or A-Z. The up arrow displays as an
indicator, and the column heading cell is highlighted.

• If the column is sorted in ascending order, click the heading to change the sort order to descending, or Z-A. The down
arrow displays as an indicator, and the column heading cell is highlighted.

• If the column is sorted in descending order, click the heading to change the sort order back to ascending.

Work with SmartTrace Definitions

From the SmartTrace Definitions view, click the Action Menu icon (  ) on the definition row to view actions you can
perform on existing trace definitions. Actions include:

View definition details To view detailed information about a trace definition, or to edit a trace definition, click View Trace
Definition.
A window opens displaying trace definition details. Click the Edit button to edit the definition.

Start or stop a trace To start or stop a trace for a specific definition, select either Start Trace or Stop Trace.

The State indicator in the table changes to reflect the new state, either running or stopped.

NOTE
You can also start a trace by clicking the Start Trace button from the window where you view
definition details.

Delete a trace definition Click Delete Trace Definition. The  NetMaster Web Portal prompts you to confirm the deletion. When you
delete a trace definition, the  NetMaster Web Portal stops and deletes any currently running traces for the
definition. Ended trace instances for the definition are also deleted. Saved trace data, however, is available
until the trace expires.

Create a New SmartTrace Definition

1. From the Trace Definitions page, click the New Trace button.
A window displays allowing you to enter trace details. Details are organized under four tabs: Base Criteria, Advanced
Criteria, Stop Criteria, and Tracing Options. Click the links for more information about entering trace definition
details.

2. When you have finished entering trace details, click Save to save the trace definition or Save and Start to save the
definition and start a new trace based on the definition.
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Edit a SmartTrace Definition

To edit a trace definition:

1. Find the definition in the Trace Definitions table.
2. From the Action Menu, click View Trace Definition. The details for the trace definition appear.
3. Click the Edit button to add or modify the trace definition. You can change anything except for the trace type and the

name of the definition. 

Enter Base Criteria
Enter the basic criteria to determine which packets a SmartTrace definition will trace.

SmartTrace uses the information that you enter on the Base Criteria tab to select the packets that a definition will trace.
For example, specifying a TCP/IP stack limits traces to packets that flow through that stack. Base criteria are largely the
same, with some exceptions, as noted in the steps. Base criteria are the most basic filters to narrow which packets the
trace definition includes.

To enter the base criteria:

1. Select a Trace Type, such as TCP or UDP, from the drop-down list.
2. Select an eligible TCP/IP stack from the drop-down list.

The TCP/IP Stack field is optional. If you leave the field blank,  NetMaster creates a separate trace for each stack that
the packet flowed through.

3. From the Interface list, select an interface that is associated with the TCP/IP Stack. To select an interface, you must
first specify the TCP/IP stack.

4. Specify the following values, if desired, to limit traces to a specific host or port:
– Local Host
– Local Port
– Remote Host
– Remote Port

5. Enter any information that is unique to the Trace Type.
– For UDP or General trace types, select a Special Address type, if relevant.

NOTE
Do not specify a Special Address if you entered a local host or a remote host. The properties are mutually
exclusive.

– For General trace types, you may select a protocol from the IP Protocol list.
6. Enter a Name for the trace definition. The name field is required.
7. Enter a Description for the trace definition. The description field is required.
8. Click one of the other tabs to enter additional criteria: Advanced Criteria, Stop Criteria, or Tracing Options.

NOTE
You can press Save at any point in the definition process. Doing so returns you to the list of Trace Definitions.
To add criteria to a trace definition after you saved it, use the View Trace Definition option, and press the Edit
button.

For field descriptions, refer to the NetMaster API Service topic for the trace definition:

• General IPv4 (GEN4) trace definition
• General IPv6 (GEN6) trace definition
• TCP trace definition
• UDP trace definition
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Enter Advanced Criteria
Enter advanced criteria for SmartTrace packet tracing.

Advanced packet tracing criteria enable you to further limit which packets are traced through comparison with different
packet characteristics.  For example, you can:

• Specify TCP flags (for TCP type trace definitions) to identify specific TCP flag expressions on TCP packet headers  
• Specify packet direction (in or out)
• Enter packet data to test for specific character strings
• Determine whether the definition will test for a non-zero value in the checksum field in a UDP packet header (UDP

trace types)
• For a general IPv4 trace, determine whether the definition will test for fragmentation, optional fields following the IP

header, type of service (ToS) bit settings, quality of service (QoS) values, or a packet's time to live (TTL)
• For a general IPv6 trace, determine whether the definition will test for fragmentation, flow label, intermediate extension

headers, hop limit, or traffic class bit setting

Enter TCP Flag Expressions

To enter a TCP flag expression in the NetMaster Web Portal:

1. Click the pencil icon. The TCP Flag Expression Builder dialog appears.
2. Click the Add TCP Flag button.
3. Select a TCP flag from the drop-down list. Note that, as you enter information, the expression appears in the

Generated TCP Expression field.
4. By default the definition includes the selected flag. To exclude the flag, check NOT.
5. Click the Add TCP Flag button to add another TCP flag.
6. Specify either the AND or OR operator. To exclude the flag, check the NOT.
7. Click Use to complete the entry and add the TCP flag expression to the definition.

Enter Packet Data Filters

Packet data filters apply to all trace types. The Packet Data entry fields enable the trace definition to test for the presence
of a specific character string in the first 128 bytes of data that follow the protocol header. After you have defined specific
line items for packet data, you can use the Logic Expression field to combine multiple individual packet data filters into a
more complex logical expression. To enter packet data filters:

1. Select the Operator to be used for the packet data filter, Equal, Like, or Not Equal.
2. Enter a Value. The value that you enter is the test data that the trace definition compares with actual packet data. If

you selected the Like operator, the value that you enter should use at least one wildcard character, such as an
asterisk (*) (to match zero or any number of characters) or a question mark (?) (to match a single character). The
Length field adjusts automatically according to the value that you enter.

3. Select the character format of the supplied test data from the Format drop-down list.
4. Enter a value for the Start Position value to indicate the point in the data in which the comparision begins.
5. Click Add Another Line and repeat steps one through four to add more filters.
6. Enter the line numbers and standard Boolean operators, such as AND, OR and NOT, in the Logic Expression field to

combine the individual packet data filters. If you do not specify anything, the trace definition combines the packet filters
with OR operators, such as 1 OR 2 OR 3.

For more information on specific criteria, refer to the  NetMaster API Service topic for the trace definition:
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• General IPv4 (GEN4) trace definition
• General IPv6 (GEN6) trace definition
• TCP trace definition
• UDP trace definition

Enter Stop Criteria
Enter the criteria that a SmartTrace definition uses to determine when to stop tracing.

Just as you can enter basic and advanced criteria that serve as filters for trace definitions, you can also enter criteria to tell
a trace when to stop. For example, if you are using SmartTrace to locate a packet with a specific TCP flag, such as SYN
or URG, you can enter that information as part of the stop criteria to prevent the trace from running longer that necessary.
Stop criteria are similar to the advanced criteria, and vary by trace type. For example, you can:

• Specify TCP flags (for TCP type trace definitions) to identify specific TCP flag expressions on TCP packet headers  
• Specify packet direction (in or out)
• Enter packet data to test for specific character strings
• Specify whether the definition tests for a non-zero value in the checksum field in a UDP packet header (UDP trace

types)
• Specify the TCP window size and TCP data length (TCP trace types)
• Specify the UDP data length (UDP trace types)
• For a general IPv4 trace, specify whether the definition tests for fragmentation, optional fields following the IP header,

Don't Fragment (DF) bit settings, or the time to live (TTL) of a packet
• For a general IPv6 trace, specify whether the definition tests for fragmentation, flow label, intermediate extension

headers, or hop limit

For details on the entry process for TCP flag expressions and packet data criteria, refer to the Enter Advanced Criteria
topic.

For more information on specific criteria, refer to the  NetMaster API Service topic for the trace definition:

• General IPv4 (GEN4) trace definition
• General IPv6 (GEN6) trace definition
• TCP trace definition
• UDP trace definition

Enter Tracing Options
Enter tracing options to define the behavior of a SmartTrace definition.

You use the Tracing Options tab to enter general tracing options for the SmartTrace definition. Default values for the
tracing options were defined as part of setting up the packet analyzer parameters in the  SOLVE SSI. If you enter new
tracing options that do not match the default definitions, the non-default values apply only to the SmartTrace definition you
are working on.

NOTE
If you want to modify the default tracing option values for a region, you must modify the packet analyzer
parameters in the SOLVE SSI. For details, refer to the Packet Analyzer and SOLVE SSI topic. The list of tracing
options in this topic includes the equivalent parameter names.

The tracing options that you can modify for a definition include:
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• Trace limit (PAMMTTSIZE)
• Stop at limit
• Trace expiry (PAMFZKPTIME)
• Trace duration
• Packet size limit (PAMTPSZLIM)
• Packets after stop

For more information on specific tracing options, refer to the  NetMaster API Service topic for the trace definition:

• General IPv4 (GEN4) trace definition
• General IPv6 (GEN6) trace definition
• TCP trace definition
• UDP trace definition

View Active Traces
Use the Active Traces page in the NetMaster Web Portal to view information about active traces in your mainframe
environment.

To access the Active Traces page:

1. Select SmartTrace from the Diagnostics item on the left navigation panel.
2. Select the Active Traces tab from the SmartTrace page.

The active traces display in a table.

Navigation

To navigate the Active Traces table, use the following controls:

• Row selector - From the drop-down list, select the number of rows to display per page: 15 (default), 30, or 50.

• Page navigator - From the page navigation bar, click a page number to navigate to a specific page. Use the arrows to
browse forward or backward.

Available Columns

The Active Traces table is organized into the following columns:

ID ID code for the trace.
Definition Name Name of the trace definition that the trace belongs to.

Stack Name Name of the stack where the packets were traced.
Trace State Indicates the status of the trace:

Running
Indicates that packets are actively traced when they arrive for the stack.

Ended
Indicates that the trace has ended and no more packets will be added.
Traces are automatically put into the Ended state when any of the following apply:

• The trace definition is inactivated
• A stop condition is triggered
• A connection has ended (for TCP connection traces only)
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Trace Total
Packet Count

Number of packets in the trace.

Trace Start Time Date and time that the trace started.
Trace End Time Date and time that the trace ended.

Trace Expire Time Indicates when an ended trace is due to expire. When the trace expires, it is automatically deleted.

Sort Information by Column

• If the column is unsorted, click the heading to change the sort order to ascending, or A-Z. The up arrow displays as an
indicator, and the column heading cell is highlighted.

• If the column is sorted in ascending order, click the heading to change the sort order to descending, or Z-A. The down
arrow displays as an indicator, and the column heading cell is highlighted.

• If the column is sorted in descending order, click the heading to change the sort order back to ascending.

Trace Actions

To work with an active or ended trace, click the Action Menu icon (  ) in the row containing the trace, and select an
action.

NOTE
You can also right click anywhere in a row to display the menu.

Select from the following actions:
View Trace Go to the Active Traces view to see a table of packets in the selected trace.
Save Trace Save the trace. When you select Save Trace, NetMaster Web Portal prompts you to enter a name for the

trace.

• Enter a name for the trace in the Description field, and press Save to save the trace. You will find the
newly saved trace in the list under the Saved Traces tab.

• Press Cancel to return to the list view without saving the trace.

IMPORTANT
When you attempt to save a running trace, the Save Trace dialog lists the associated
limitations:

This instance of trace-name is currently running. Saving the
trace now will save a snapshot copy of the trace. The trace
will continue to run and capture packets until either the
stop criteria are met, or the trace is manually       stopped.
Packets captured after this save are NOT included in the saved
trace.

If you choose to save a running trace, the snapshot copy - that is a trace with all of the packets
captured to that point - appears in the Saved Traces list. The running trace remains in the Active
Traces list.

Download PCAP Download a trace as a packet capture (PCAP) file, which you can view and analyze using PCAP file parser
utilities.

Delete Trace Delete the trace. When you select Delete Trace, NetMaster Web Portal prompts you to confirm the
deletion:
This will permanently delete [name of trace] trace and trace data.

        This cannot be undone.

• Select Delete Trace to continue and delete the trace.
• Select Cancel to return to the list of traces without deleting anything.
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NOTE
You cannot delete a trace if it is active (if the Trace State value is Running). The Delete Trace
menu option remains inactive (grayed out) until the trace has ended.

View Saved Traces
Use the Saved Traces page in the NetMaster Web Portal to view information about saved traces in your mainframe
environment.

To access the Saved Traces page:

1. Select SmartTrace from the Diagnostics item on the left navigation panel.
2. Select the Saved Traces tab from the SmartTrace page.

The saved traces display in a table.

Navigation

To navigate the Saved Traces table, use the following controls:

• Row selector - From the drop-down list, select the number of rows to display per page: 15 (default), 30, or 50.

• Page navigator - From the page navigation bar, click a page number to navigate to a specific page. Use the arrows to
browse forward or backward.

Available Columns

The Saved Traces table is organized into the following columns:

Name Name of the saved trace.
Definition Name Name of the trace definition that the trace belongs to.

Saved Packet Count Number of saved packets in the trace.
Total Packet Count Total number of packets in the trace, saved and not saved.

Stack Name of the stack where the packets were traced.
First Packet Date and time of the first saved packet in the trace.
Last Packet Date and time of the most recent saved packet in the trace.
Saved Time Date and time that the trace was saved.

User ID of user who saved the trace.

Sort Information by Column

• If the column is unsorted, click the heading to change the sort order to ascending, or A-Z. The up arrow displays as an
indicator, and the column heading cell is highlighted.

• If the column is sorted in ascending order, click the heading to change the sort order to descending, or Z-A. The down
arrow displays as an indicator, and the column heading cell is highlighted.

• If the column is sorted in descending order, click the heading to change the sort order back to ascending.

Saved Trace Actions

To work with a saved trace, click the Action Menu icon (  ) in the row containing the trace, and select an action.
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NOTE
You can also right click anywhere in a row to display the menu.

Select from the following actions:
View Trace Go to the Saved Traces page to view a table of packets in the selected trace.

Download PCAP Download a trace as a packet capture (PCAP) file, which you can view and analyze using PCAP file parser
utilities.

Delete Trace Delete the trace. When you select Delete Trace, NetMaster Web Portal prompts you to confirm the
deletion:
This will permanently delete [name of trace] trace and trace data.

        This cannot be undone.

• Select Delete Trace to continue and delete the trace.
• Select Cancel to return to the list of traces without deleting anything.

View Packets in an Active Trace
You can view the packets in a trace from the NetMaster Web Portal:

1. From the Diagnostics item on the left navigation panel, select SmartTrace to access the SmartTrace page.
2. Select the Active Traces tab from the SmartTrace page.
3. From the Active Traces page, do one of the following to display a list of packets in a trace:

– Click the hyperlinked name of the trace definition in the ID column.
–

Click the Action Menu icon (  ) in the row containing the trace, and select View Trace from the menu.
NOTE
You can also right click anywhere in the row containing the trace to display the menu.

The packet list displays in a table. A row above the table includes identifying information for the trace:

Definition The name of the definition that the trace belongs to.
Trace State Indicates the status of the trace definition.

• Running indicates that packets are being traced for this definition.
• Stopped indicates that no packets are being traced for this definition. Ended or saved traces with this

definition may still exist.

Total Traced Number of packets currently in the trace.
Stack Name of the stack where the packets were traced.

Trace Start Time Date and time that the trace started.
Trace End Time Date and time that the trace ended.

Trace Expire Time Indicates when an ended trace is due to expire.

Available Columns

The packet list table is organized into the following columns:

Packet # The packet ID number.
Local Host The IP address of the z/OS IP stack for this packet.
Local Port The port number on the local host.

NOTE
Ports apply to TCP and UDP packets only.

Remote Host The IP address of the remote host that is connecting with this z/OS IP stack.
Remote Port The port number used by the remote host.
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NOTE
Ports apply to TCP and UDP packets only.

Direction Indicates the direction the packet is traveling:

• An arrow pointing right indicates that the packet is traveling to the remote (foreign) host from the local
host.

• An arrow pointing left indicates that the packet is traveling to the local host from the remote host.

Bytes The number of bytes in the packet, including the IP headers and data payload.
Protocol The IP protocol of the packet.

Date/Time of Day The date and time of the packet intercept.
Diff (sec) The time difference between a packet and the previous packet, in seconds. If the time is less than 0.001

second (1 millisecond), it is shown as 0.
Summary A summary of the packet content. Whenever possible, summary information is decoded, including summary

information for the following protocols:

• EE/UDP
• SMC
• TCP applications FTP, TELNET, HTTP and DRDA
• Many IP protocols

Navigation

To navigate the packet list table, use the following controls:

• Row selector - From the drop-down list, select the number of rows to display per page: 15 (default), 30, or 50.

• Page navigator - From the page navigation bar, click a page number to navigate to a specific page. Use the arrows to
browse forward or backward.

Trace Actions

To work with a trace, click the Action Menu icon (  ).

Select from the following actions:
Save Trace Save the trace. When you select Save Trace, NetMaster Web Portal prompts you to enter a name for the

trace.

• Enter a name for the trace in the Description field, and press Save to save the trace. You will find the
newly saved trace in the list under the Saved Traces tab.

• Press Cancel to return to the list view without saving the trace.

Download PCAP Download a trace as a packet capture (PCAP) file, which you can view and analyze using PCAP file parser
utilities.

Delete Trace Delete the trace. When you select Delete Trace, NetMaster Web Portal prompts you to confirm the deletion:
This will permanently delete [name of trace] trace and trace data. This cannot be

 undone.

• Select Delete Trace to continue and delete the trace.
• Select Cancel to return to the list of saved traces without deleting anything.
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View Packet Details

From the packet list table, click on the packet number link. Detailed packet information appears. From the packet detail
view, you can also save a trace and download packet information in PCAP file format. Refer to View Packet Details for
more information.

View Packets in a Saved Trace
Use the NetMaster Web Portal to view packets in saved SmartTrace traces.

1. From the Diagnostics item on the left navigation panel, select SmartTrace to access the SmartTrace page.
2. Select the Saved Traces tab from the SmartTrace page.
3. From the Saved Traces page, do one of the following to display a list of packets in a trace:

– Click the hyperlinked name of the saved trace in the Name column.
–

Click the Action Menu icon (  ) in the row containing the trace, and select View Trace from the menu.
NOTE
You can also right click anywhere in the row containing the trace to display the menu.

The packet list displays in a table. A row above the table includes identifying information for the saved trace:

Definition The name of the definition that the trace belongs to.
Saved Packets The total number of packets saved.

Total Traced The total number of packets traced.
Stack Name of the stack where the packets were traced.

First Packet The day and time when the first packet in the trace was captured.
Last Packet The day and time when the last packet in the trace was captured.

Saved The day and time when the trace was saved.
User The user who saved the trace.

Available Columns

The packet list table is organized into the following columns:

Packet # The packet ID number.
Local Host The IP address of the z/OS IP stack for this packet.
Local Port The port number on the local host.

NOTE
Ports apply to TCP and UDP packets only.

Remote Host The IP address of the remote host that is connecting with this z/OS IP stack.
Remote Port The port number used by the remote host.

NOTE
Ports apply to TCP and UDP packets only.

Direction Indicates the direction the packet is traveling:

• An arrow pointing right indicates that the packet is traveling to the remote (foreign) host from the local
host.

• An arrow pointing left indicates that the packet is traveling to the local host from the remote host.

Bytes The number of bytes in the packet, including the IP headers and data payload.
Protocol The IP protocol of the packet.

Date/Time of Day The date and time of the packet intercept.
Diff (sec) The time difference between a packet and the previous packet, in seconds. If the time is less than 0.001

second (1 millisecond), it is shown as 0.
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Summary A summary of the packet content. Whenever possible, summary information is decoded, including summary
information for the following protocols:

• EE/UDP
• SMC
• TCP applications FTP, TELNET, HTTP and DRDA
• Many IP protocols

Navigation

To navigate the packet list table, use the following controls:

• Row selector - From the drop-down list, select the number of rows to display per page: 15 (default), 30, or 50.

• Page navigator - From the page navigation bar, click a page number to navigate to a specific page. Use the arrows to
browse forward or backward.

Saved Trace Actions

To work with a saved trace, click the Action Menu icon (  ) in the row containing the trace.

Select from the following actions:
Download PCAP Download a trace as a packet capture (PCAP) file, which you can view and analyze using PCAP file parser

utilities.
Delete Trace Delete the trace. When you select Delete Trace, NetMaster Web Portal prompts you to confirm the deletion:

This will permanently delete [name of trace] trace and trace data. This cannot be

 undone.

• Select Delete Trace to continue and delete the trace.
• Select Cancel to return to the list of saved traces without deleting anything.

View Packet Details

From the packet list table, click on the packet number link. Detailed packet information appears. From the packet detail
view, you can also download packet information in PCAP file format. Refer to View Packet Details for more information.

View Packet Details
Use the NetMaster Web Portal  to access detailed information about individual packets in a SmartTrace trace.

When you click on an individual packet in a packet list from either the Active Traces or Saved Traces page, the
NetMaster Web Portal displays the packet navigator, a single-pane view that shows individual packet detail and enables
efficient navigation between different packets, and between a packet and the parent trace.

A row above the table includes identifying information for the packet:

Packet Number The packet ID number.
Local Host The IP address of the z/OS IP stack for this packet.
Local Port The port number on the local host.

NOTE
Ports apply to TCP and UDP packets only.
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Remote Host The IP address of the remote host that is connecting with this z/OS IP stack.
Remote Port The port number used by the remote host.

Bytes The number of bytes in the packet, including the IP headers and data payload.
Direction Indicates the direction the packet is traveling:

• An arrow pointing right (

) indicates that the packet is traveling to the remote (foreign) host from the local host.
• An arrow pointing left (

) indicates that the packet is traveling to the local host from the remote host.

Protocol The IP protocol of the packet.
Diff (sec) The time difference between a packet and the previous packet, in seconds. If the time is less than 0.001

second (1 millisecond), it is shown as 0.
Date/Time of Day The date and time of the packet intercept.

Navigation

The packet navigator enables you to move between packets, or between a packet and the trace that it belongs to.

• Use the breadcrumb links to return to the trace that the packet is part of, or to the list of active or saved traces.
• Use the Packet Number selector in the breadcrumbs to select a specific packet number for viewing.
•

Use the multi-packet navigator (  ) to specify the increments by which you
want to navigate the list of packets. For example, if you know that you want to view packets 500 to 600 of a trace, you
could set the view increment to + 100 to more quickly get to the range of packets.
–

Click the single forward or backward arrow (  /

) to navigate one packet forward or backward.
– Click the downward pointing arrow (

) to select a navigation increment. You can select increments from 5 (default) to 1000.
– Click the double forward or backward arrow (

/

) to navigate forward or backward by the selected increment.

Trace Actions

To work with a trace in packet detail view, click the Action Menu icon (  ).

NOTE
Although you are viewing the details of a selected packet, actions in packet detail view apply to the entire trace,
not just to the packet you are currently viewing.

Select from the following actions:

Save Trace Save the trace. When you select Save Trace, NetMaster Web Portal prompts you to enter a name for the
trace.
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• Enter a name for the trace in the Description field, and press Save to save the trace. You will find the
newly saved trace in the list under the Saved Traces tab.

• Press Cancel to return to the list view without saving the trace.

Download PCAP Download a trace as a packet capture (PCAP) file, which you can view and analyze using PCAP file parser
utilities.

Delete Trace Delete the trace. When you select Delete Trace, NetMaster Web Portal prompts you to confirm the
deletion:
This will permanently delete [name of trace] trace and trace data.

This cannot be undone.

• Select Delete Trace to continue and delete the trace.
• Select Cancel to return to packet detail view without deleting anything.

Formatted Packet Information

The main body of the packet details view displays formatted packet information. The information displayed varies,
depending on the type of connection. For details on the fields that display, refer to the help in the 3270 interface.

Security
Use the Security view in the NetMaster Web Portal to view details about active connections to your mainframe network in
real time.

The Security view is a single-pane point of access for network connectivity information. It includes the following views:

Connections Home
Connections Home is the start page for the NetMaster Web Portal's Security view. Connections Home provides
a customizable, panel-based snapshot of connectivity events on your mainframe network. It consists of eleven
default panels, each of which corresponds to a connection type. You can add new panels, modify existing panels
(including the defaults), and delete panels according to the information that you want to see, such as unsecure
connections on a specific application. Use this view to quickly scan for network abnormalities and as a starting
point to research additional details.

Connection Summary
The Connection Summary is a real-time view of active connections to your mainframe network. It provides more
detailed information about your connections when researching network issues. The table of connections can be
filtered, sorted, and summarized in a variety of ways, and you can create tabs to navigate between different views
of your connections. When you have pinpointed an issue, you can then access more information through the list
of individual connections - the Connection List.

Connection List
The Connection List is a tabular display of individual connections. Like the Connection Summary, it can
be sorted and filtered. You can drill down to see detailed information about the individual connections. The
details correspond to the details provided in the 3270 interface.

• When accessed from the Security menu, the Connection List displays information for all current connections.
• When accessed from a link in the Connection Summary table, the Connection List displays only the

information associated with the link. For example, if you click on a task cell, the Connection List displays only
the current connections associated with the task.

View a Snapshot of Mainframe Connections
You can use the customizable Connections Home page, part of the Security view in the NetMaster Web Portal, to see
connection details as needed for your specific environment and security concerns.
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The Connections Home page is the default home for the Security view in the NetMaster Web Portal. It is a panel-based
snapshot of connection events on your mainframe network. As a network administrator or a network security expert, you
can use this page to see chronological trends related to specific connection types. For example, you might create a panel
that shows unsecured connections to your Company Finance application and a comparative panel that shows the number
of secure TLSv3 connections to the same application. The Connections Home provides you with a single view from
which you can quickly see trends and potential issues that require investigation.

You can use the default list of panels (see below), modify and/or delete existing panels, and create new panels as needed
for your specific environment and security concerns. Each panel displays:

1. The number of connection events today.
2. The name of the panel, either one of the default names, such as Secure Connections, or a user-defined name for a

custom panel. You can change the default names, if desired.
3. A graph reflecting the number of connections for the time period. Each panel displays the connections for the last 366

days.
– Bar graphs display when a panel has fewer than 14 data points. Bar graphs are typical when the system has not

been collecting data long enough to have many data points.
– Line graphs display when a panel has greater than 14 data points.
Hover the mouse over a a data point to view the number of connections for that point in time, as illustrated in the
screen capture below.

4. A gear icon (upper right) to edit the panel.

This numbered screen capture illustrates each of the above list items:

Default Panels

The following is a list of the default panels on the Connections Home page:
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• Unsecure connections
• Secure connections
• TLS connections
• TLSv1 connections
• TLSv1.1 connections
• TLSv1.2 connections
• TLSv1.3 connections
• SSLv2 connections
• SSLv3 connections
• IPSEC connections
• SSH connections

You can modify or delete any default panels, as well as add new panels, as described in the Add or Modify a Panel topic.

Refresh

Click the Refresh link to reload the information on a page, without reloading the entire site. This option is available on all
primary pages.

Add or Modify a Panel

Add a New Panel

From the Connections Home page in the Security view of the NetMaster Web Portal, you can quickly create summary
panels of highly specific information. This provides you with the ability to see, from a single window, summary views of the
network events that you want to track. Consider the following scenario. You notice that the Unsecure connections panel
displays an unusually high number today, so you want to investigate. So, you open the Connection Summary view from
the Security menu. From the table, you determine that many of the unsecured connections are on test or development
applications. But, your primary concern is with production applications. So, to ensure that, in the future, you see only
activity on production applications, you create a new panel with criteria to exclude the test and development applications.
This process can be defined for any combination of the available criteria in your environment, enabling a truly customized
and informative interface.

To add a panel follow these steps:

1. From the Connections Home window, click the Add New Panel panel, located at the bottom of the window. The Add
Panel dialog appears.

2. Enter a descriptive name in the Panel Name field.
3. Determine what connection information the panel summary will display:

– The Show all connections option, which is the default, displays all current connection information. Proceed to step
seven to save the panel.

– Select Include a connection in the panel if it matches the following criteria to filter the panel summary display
by specific criteria. The Add or Remove Filters list activates.

4. Select one or multiple filters. The blank filter fields appear in the the dialog.
5. Enter the filter values for the panel.
6. Click Save Panel to create the panel. The Add Panel dialog closes and the display returns to the Connections Home

page. You should see the new panel on the Connections Home page.
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Modify or Delete a Panel

To modify or delete a panel, follow these steps:

1. Click on the gear icon on the upper right side of the panel. The Edit Panel dialog appears.
2. Modify the panel as needed. You can:

– Rename the panel.
– Click Show all Connections to display all connections, rather than a filtered list of connections.
– Add more criteria - Select Include a connection in the panel if it matches the following criteria, and click the

Add or Remove Filters list. Select one or multiple filters, and define the filters in the blank fields.
– Remove criteria - click the Add or Remove Filters list and de-select unwanted criteria.
– Delete the entire panel - click Delete.

NOTE
The deletion affects only your view of the data. The deletion does not affect the view of any other user
who created an identical panel.

3. Click Save Panel to save your changes.

View a Real-time Summary of Mainframe Connections
Use the Connection Summary page of the NetMaster Web Portal to display a summary of mainframe network
connections and drill down to access more detailed information about specific connections.

The Connection Summary page displays a real-time list of active connections on your mainframe network and provides
a platform from which you can access more detailed information about those connections.

On the Connection Summary page, you use tabs to define specific connection views. For instance, if you are a
mainframe network administrator who wants to more closely monitor a specific NetMaster business application, you can
create a tab that summarizes the connections to the application, and then create filters to further sort by local port.

To access the page, click the Connection Summary option on the Security menu.

Available Columns

The default initial view of the Connection Summary table displays connections sorted by application. The first two
columns in the by Application view contain the information that is used to identify and sort the connections: Stack Name
and Application Name.

NOTE
Depending on the view (tab) that you select, there may be one or multiple columns used for sorting. For more
detail about tabs, see the "Tabs and Filters Overview" section in this article.

The next column, Connections, displays by default the total number of active connections only. You can use the Active/
Total  buttons to toggle the Connection Summary view between the default (active) connections and the total number of
connections. Refer to the Navigation section for more information.

The remaining columns break down the numbers in the Connections column by type. The connection types represented
by these columns include:
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• Unsecured
• Secured
• IPSEC
• TLS
• SSH
• SSLv2
• SSLv3
• TLSv1
• TLSv1.1
• TLSv1.2
• TLSv1.3

Navigation

To navigate the Connection Summary table, use the following controls:

Active/Total
toggle buttons - Use the Active/Total toggle buttons to change the display of the Connection Summary table:
Active

The display shows only connections that are currently active.
Total

The display shows active connections, connections that completed normally, and connections that were
reset through zERT policy enforcement. When you display the Total view, the Reset column displays the
number of connections that were reset through zERT policy enforcement.

NOTE
You can only see reset connections if zERT is enabled. For more information, see View Connections
Reset by zERT.

Row selector
- From the drop-down list in the bottom-left corner, select the number of rows to display, per page. You can select
15 (default), 30, or 50.

Page navigator
- From the page navigation bar in the bottom-right corner, click a page number to navigate to the page. Use the
arrows to navigate back and forth.

Sort Information by Column

The Connection Summary table can be sorted by column in ascending or descending order. When you initially open the
Connection Summary, the table is sorted by Application, in ascending (A-Z) order. You can modify the sort by clicking
within a column heading:

• If the column is unsorted, clicking the heading changes the sort order to ascending, or A-Z. The column heading cell
displays an upward-pointing arrow to indicate ascending order.

• If the column is sorted in ascending order, clicking the heading changes the sort order to descending, or Z-A. The
column heading cell displays a downward-pointing arrow to indicate descending order.

• If the column is sorted in descending order, clicking the heading changes the sort order back to ascending.
• To remove the sorting, click the heading cell of any other column.

Tabs and Filters Overview

Using a combination of tabs and filters, you can create custom views of your connection summary.
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• Tabs appear as navigational aids at the top of the Connection Summary table. Tabs enable you to quickly see a
specific view of your data. You can add, modify, and delete tabs as needed; you can also change the default tab (view).
The initial tabs are:
– by Application
– by Local Host
– by Local Port
– by Remote Host
– by Remote Net (network address)
– by Stack
– by Task

• Filters are defined when you add a new tab.
• Tabs and their associated filters persist across NetMaster Web Portal sessions.

Add a New Tab

1. From the Connection Summary view, click the plus (+) sign that appears at the right end of the tab bar. The Add Tab
dialog appears.

2. Enter a descriptive name in the Tab Name field.
3. To summarize the table view, select an option from the Summarized By drop-down list. The options include:

– Application Name
– Local Host Address
– Local Port Number
– Remote Host Address
– Remote Network Address
– Stack Name
– Task Name

4. Determine what connection information displays for this tab:
– Select Show all connections to display all current connection information. Proceed to step eight to save the tab.
– Select Include a connection in the tab if it matches the following criteria to filter the tab display by specific

criteria.
5. Click Add Filter. The filter selection list appears. The available filter options are:

– Remote Host
– Local Host
– Local Port
– Task Name
– Application Name
– Stack Name
– Remote Network Address

NOTE
You might not see every filter option; the options that you see depend on the selection that you made from
the Summarized By drop-down list.

6. Select one or multiple filters, and click Apply Selection. The blank filter fields appear.
7. Enter the filter values.
8. Click on Save Tab. The new tab appears at the top of the table.
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Modify a Tab

To modify a tab, follow these steps:

1. Click the tab that you want to modify.
2. Click on the Edit Tab button. The Edit Tab dialog appears.
3. Modify the tab as needed. You can:

– Rename the tab.
– Change how the tab summarizes the connections - select an option from the Summarized By drop-down list.
– Add more criteria. Click Add or Remove Filters, select the additional criteria, and click Apply Selection. The blank

filter fields appear for you to enter the new filter values.
– Remove criteria - click Add or Remove Filters, de-select the unwanted criteria, and click Apply Selection.
– Delete the tab - click Delete.

4. Click Save Tab to save your changes.

Drill Down to View Specific Connections

The Connection Summary table allows you to drill down to specific connections that display in the Connection List
view. To drill down in the Connection Summary view:

• Right-click or double-click anywhere on a row (except for cell content) to view all connections that are associated
with the tab and row. For example, you could view all connections that are associated with your Company Finance
application.

• Click a link within a cell to view the associated connections. All cell contents are links. For example, you want to
investigate non-secure connections associated with your Company Finance application. From the Connection
Summary table, you see ten unsecured connections. You click the "10" to see those connections in the Connection
List view. From the Connection List view, you can then drill down to see more detail about the specific connection.
Similarly, to view information about older security protocols still in use with an application, you could check for
connections that use the TLSv1 protocol. You could then click the TLSv1 connection to determine more about the
connections. 

For more information on how to use the Connection List view, refer to the View a List of Individual Connections article.

View a Summary of Connections Reset by zERT
If your system uses event monitoring based on IBM System z Encryption Readiness Technology (zERT) data, you can
use the Connection Summary page of the NetMaster Web Portal to see connections that have been stopped (reset) by
zERT.

By default, the Connection Summary page shows only active connections. But you can change the settings to display
total connections, including active connections, connections that completed successfully, and connections identified as
insecure and reset by zERT.

• To display total connections, click Total on the toggle button at the top left of the Connection Summary table.
A Reset column appears to the right of the Connections column. The Reset column displays the number of reset
connections associated with the connection criteria in each row (for example, by stack/application combination) since
since the start of the NMSSI region.
When the Connection Summary page is set to display totals, the values in all the numerical columns indicate the
total number of connections since the start of the NMSSI region, including active, successfully completed, and reset
connections.

• Click Active on the toggle button to remove the Reset column and return the values displayed in the numerical
columns to the default display of only active connections.
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Related Topics

• Configuring Event Monitoring
• Use zERT Data to Verify that Incoming Connections Adhere to Security Policy

View a List of Individual Connections
Use the Connection List in the to view a list of individual connections in your mainframe environment.NetMaster in the

The Connection List view displays a sortable, filterable list of individual connections. This list is useful when you, as
a network administrator, want to examine specific connections to troubleshoot your network. For example, you could
investigate the source of a large number of unsecured connections associated with a specific task or application.

The Connection List provides you with a tabular summary view of connections, as well as the ability to drill down and
see additional details about an individual connection, such as packet information. The drill-down details correspond to
the views in the NetMaster NM for TCP/IP 3270 interface and provide a single point from which to obtain the detailed
information needed to accurately troubleshoot and resolve network issues.

To view more information about a connection in the Connection List, double-click on the row. Refer to View Connection
Details for more information.

NOTE

• When accessed from the Security menu, the Connection List displays information for all current
connections.

• When accessed from a link in the Connection Summary table, the Connection List displays only the
information associated with the link. For example, if you click on a task cell, the Connection List displays only
the current connections associated with the task.

Navigation
To navigate the Connection List table, use the following controls:

• Row selector - From the drop-down list in the bottom left corner, select the number of rows to display, per page. You
can select 15 (default), 30, or 50.

• Page navigator - From the page navigation bar in the bottom right corner, click a page number to navigate to the page;
use the arrows to navigate back and forth. 

Available Columns

The columns in the Connection List view correspond to the following data points:

• Stack Name
• Application Name
• Task Name
• Secure
• Security Version -  this column displays the security type and version, e.g., TLSv1.0; hovering over the content displays

the security cipher associated with the connection. If the connection is not secure, the cell displays Unsecured.
• Local Host
• Local Port
• Remote Host
• Remote Port
• User ID
• Bytes Sent
• Bytes Received
• Connection Started
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Sort Information by Column

All columns can be sorted in ascending or descending order.

• If the column is unsorted, clicking the heading changes the sort order to ascending, or A-Z. The column heading
cell displays an upward-pointing arrow to indicate ascending order.

• If the column is sorted in ascending order, clicking the heading changes the sort order to descending, or Z-A. The
column heading cell displays a downward-pointing arrow to indicate descending order.

• If the column is sorted in descending order, clicking the heading changes the sort order back to ascending.
• To remove the sorting, click the heading cell of any other column.

Using Filters

You can add, modify, and delete filters in the Connection List view. The following sections describe the filtering
navigational elements and provide step-by-step instructions for adding filters.

Navigational Elements

The Connection List view includes the following navigational elements for filtering:

• Click Show/Hide Filters to show or hide the current filters. By default, filters are hidden; when displayed, the filters
appear above the table for you to enter or modify the information. If filters have been defined, and they are hidden, the
button displays, prefaced by the number of filters for the view, e.g., 6 Show Filters. When you access the Connection
List, it is filtered according to the Connection Summary tab. For example, if you were viewing the Connection
Summary table by task, the Connection List is filtered by the task on the row that you clicked.

• Click Add or Remove Filters to select filters. When you do so,  a drop-down list of available filters appears, from
which you can select (check) one or more options. For example, select Local Port to see only those connections on a
specific local port. Click Apply to save the filter and enter the filter text. Click Cancel to exit the dialog.

• The Clear Filters button is available when filters are shown. After clearing a set of filters, the filter area closes and you
click Show Filters to enter new filter options.

• The Apply Filters button updates your view with the newly added or removed filters.

Filter the Connection List

Filtering enables you to quickly change your table view so that you can focus on only the information that you want to see.
For example, if you wanted to view connections with unusually large amounts of data transfer, you could quickly create
this view by defining filters for the Tasks and Applications in question, and then sorting the table by either Bytes Sent or
Bytes Received. You could further narrow the list by specifying filters such as Local Host. The following steps illustrate
how to enter filters for such a case.

1. Click Show Filters. The Show Filters button changes to Hide Filters, and the Add or Remove Filters button
appears.

2. Click Add or Remove Filters. A drop-down list with the available filters appears. The available options are:
– Remote Host
– Remote Port
– Local Host
– Local Port
– Task Name
– Stack Name
– Application Name
– User ID
– Security Version
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3. Click on the filters that you want to use for this connection list view. In this example, we select Task Name and
Application Name, since we know the tasks that have unusually large data transfers.

4. Click Apply to save the filters.
5. Enter the information for each field.
Task Name is one of

- Enter the name of one or more tasks.
Application Name is one of

- Enter the name of one or more applications.
6. Click Apply Filters. The filter entry dialog closes. As the new table opens, the Connection List table loads, the

Loading Connections indicator displays in place of the actual table. When the new table opens, note that the
Hide Filters button reverts back to # Show Filters, indicating the number of filters that you defined.

7. Click the Bytes Sent or Bytes Received column heading twice to sort in descending order (Z-A).

View Connection Details
Use the NetMaster Connection Details page to view details about an individual network connection from the
Connection List.

To view more information about an individual connection on the Connection List:

• Double-click anywhere on the row containing the connection you are interested in, or
• Right click on the row you want and select the View Details option from the pop-up menu.

The NetMaster Connection Details page appears.

The NetMaster Connection Details page is divided into sections that display details about the connection you selected:

• Connection details
• Packet information
• Graphs of connection activity

The following sections may also display, depending on the type of connection you selected:

• Connection type details, for FTP, TELNET, or CICS connections
• Security information, for secured connections

NOTE
For additional background on some of the information described here, see the Online Help for the Connection
Information panels in the NetMaster NM for TCP/IP 3270 interface.

Connection Details

The Connection Details section of the page contains the following information:

Local IP address:port The IP address and port at the local (TCP/IP stack) end of this connection.
Remote IP address:port The IP address and port at the remote end of the connection.

Connection State The apparent state of the TCP connection, determined by monitoring the packet flow. Possible states are:
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• Unknown: no packets are detected
• SynSent: initial outbound connection
• SynRcvd: initial inbound connection
• Established: connection is complete
• FinWait1: connection closing, initiated by local host
• CloseWait: connection closing, initiated by remote host
• Closed: connection has closed
• ConnFail: outbound connection never opened. Indicates a possible missing host, route, or

application.

Started The date and time the connection started.* indicates that the connection was active when the NMSSI
initialized.

Idle Time The amount of time that has elapsed since there was any activity on this connection.
Job Name/User ID Either one of these fields may display the Telnet or FTP user ID.

Business Application The application identifier assigned to the connection based on the /IPAPPLS application naming rules.
Connection Type The apparent TCP connection type. Possible values are:

• Server: Indicates an acceptor of connection, where the local host receives an initial SYN.
• Client: Indicates an initiator of connection, where the local host sends an initial SYN.
• Unknown: Unable to determine type; the initial packet flow was not seen.
• Lsfail: Connection failed due to a problem on the server side.
• Rsfail: Connection failed due to a problem on the client side.

Turn Count For applications such as a Telnet session, which have a request/response style of interaction, this field
provides a request/response count.

RTT min/max/avg The minimum, maximum, and average round trip time, shown in hundredths of a second, determined by
packet flow.

Using SSL/TLS Indicates whether the connection is secured with SSL/TLS.
Total Bytes In/Out The total number of bytes sent to, and received from, the remote host.

Total Packets In/Out The total number of packets sent to, and received from, the remote host.
Payload Only
Bytes In/Out

The number of bytes sent to and received from the remote host when only the raw packet data is
measured.

Packet Information

The Packet Information section of the NetMaster Connection Details page contains the following information:

Avg application
response time

The average response times (local and remote) for the application, in seconds.

Min/Max application
response time

The minimum and maximum response times (local and remote) for the application, in seconds.

NOTE
The response time values, like the Turn Count (see the "Connection Details" section) are
derived from packet flow and calculated for applications with a request/response style of
interaction.

Fragmentation Indicates by Yes or No whether fragmentation of packets is detected.
Maximum segment
size option sent?

Indicates by Yes or No whether this side of the TCP conversation sent the maximum segment size (MSS)
option during connection initiation.

Maximum segment size The maximum segment (packet) size that this TCP connection uses. There are separate values for local
and remote sides.

Window scale
option sent?

Indicates by Yes or No whether window scaling was requested.
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Window Scale The window scaling value, with separate values for local and remote sides. Both sides of a connection must
agree to use window scaling. Each side may request a different scale amount, including zero. If the window
scale option was not requested by a side, the value is zero for that side.

Min/Max window size Indicate the minimum and maximum size of the receive window for each end of the TCP connection.
SACK permitted

option sent?
Indicates by Yes or No, for each side of the connection, whether the side has sent a message during
connection setup to indicate that it can handle the selective acknowledgment (SACK) option of TCP.

SACK option sent? Indicates by Yes or No, for each side of the connection, whether the side has sent a selective
acknowledgment (SACK) option.

NOTE
A SACK option consists of packets containing the ACK flag to confirm the ranges of data,
identified by sequence numbers, that have been received.

Timestamp option sent? Indicates by Yes or No, for each side of the connection, whether timestamp options were sent in data
packets.

NOTE
For information on timestamp options, see RCF1323.

Option syntax error? Indicates by Yes or No, for each side of the connection, whether any formatting problems were detected
while analyzing the TCP options in a packet.

NOTE
The following fields relate to the TCP receive window that is maintained by each side of a connection. This
information can help determine if application "stalls" are occurring.

Window close count The number of times the receive window has closed, maintained separately for local and remote sides.
Window close time The amount of time the receive window has been closed, maintained separately for local and remote sides,

in total over the life of the connection.
Window probe count If one side of a connection has a closed receive window, the other will periodically send a window probe

packet to determine if the window has opened. The window probe count is the count of such probes,
maintained separately for local and remote sides.

Packet Flow Graphs

The Packet Information section concludes with four graphs, depicting for each side of the connection (local/remote) and
in total:

• Top left: Bytes transmitted per second, for the last five minutes
• Top right: Bytes transmitted per second, for the last hour
• Bottom left: Packets transmitted per second, for the last five minutes
• Bottom right: Packets transmitted per second, for the last hour

Related Topics

For other information that may be displayed on the Connection Details page, see the following topics:

• View Application Data for a Connection
• View Connection Security Details

View Application Data for a Connection
If you select a network connection from the Connection List page that has application data associated with it, the
NetMaster Connection Details page will also include a section with details related to the application type.

The section will be named after the type of application data, such as FTP Information, and appear underneath the
general Connection Details section.
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NOTE
Application data for secured connections may contain cipher details. For more information, see View Connection
Security Details.

FTP Information

The following information appears on the NetMaster Connection Details page if you select an FTP connection from the
Connection List page:

Local Application Type Shows whether the local end of this connection is the FTP CLIENT or SERVER.
Connection Type The FTP connection type: DATA or CNTL.

Data Direction The direction of data flow on a data connection relative to the local end, IN or OUT.
File Location The file location at the local end. Possible values are:

• PDS
• MVS
• UNIX
• NULL

File Type The type of file being transferred on a data connection. Possible values are:

• DIR: Directory as the result of a LIST or NLST command
• JES
• SQL
• SEQ

Security Status The security status for the connection. Possible values are:

• CLEAR: unsecured
• CLEAR-P: clear, but previously was private or safe
• PRIVATE: privacy-protected (enciphered) and integrity-protected
• SAFE: integrity-protected only

Security Method The type of security for the connection. Possible values are:

• AT-TLS
• TLS-FTP
• GSSAPI: Generic Security Services API (Kerberos)

Security Level The SSL or TLS level, if the security method is TLS or TLS-FTP.
FTP User ID The FTP user ID.

SOCKS Indicates by YES or NO whether the connection uses a SOCKS server.

Telnet Information

The following information appears on the NetMaster Connection Details page if you select a Telnet connection from the
Connection List page:

Client Type Valid values are TERMINAL or PRINTER.
Telnet Connection Mode Valid values are:

• TN3207E
• TN3270
• LINEMODE
• DBCS

VTAM LU Name The Logical Unit name used to map a connection into an SNA session.
Target Application The SNA application name, if an SNA session has been established.
Security Method Valid values are:
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• BASIC: No security.
• SECPORT: Security provided by SECUREPORT, managed by Telnet.
• TTLS: Security provided by TTLSPORT, managed by AT-TLS.

Security Level If the connection is secured, shows the SSL or TLS level.

CICS Information

The following information appears on the NetMaster Connection Details page if CICS data is associated with the
connection you selected:

CICS System Name The system name where the transaction is running.
CICS Transaction ID The CICS/TS transaction identifier that owns the socket.
CICS Task Number The task number of the transaction ID that owns the socket.
Transaction User ID The user ID assigned to the transaction ID that owns the socket.

View Connection Security Details
For secured connections, security details will display on the NetMaster Connection Details page in the NetMaster Web
Portal.

Depending on the type of security and whether or not zERT detail records are enabled, you may see one or more of the
following sections on the NetMaster Connection Details page for a secured connection:

• AT-TLS Information
• zERT TLS Information
• zERT IPSec Information
• zERT SSH Information

Security details provided will vary by the type of security and whether the information came from IBM System z Encryption
Readiness Technology (zERT) or from another source.

Cipher Details

A Cipher Details section may appear in an application data section of the Connection Details page, in one of the TLS-
specific sections described in this article, or both, depending on connection type, security type, and the source of the
cipher data. The exact details provided may vary, but they typically include the following:

• Cipher code
• Cipher name
• GNU TLS name
• Open SSL name
• Protocol version
• Protocol name
• Authentication algorithm
• Encryption algorithm
• Security level

AT-TLS Information

If the connection is protected by AT-TLS, an AT-TLS Information section will appear on the Connection Details  page.
The following AT-TLS information is provided:

Security Type Indicates the security type for the connection. Possible values are:
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• UNKNOWN
• CLIENT
• SERVER
• Server with Client Authentication, Client Authentication Type: PassThru
• Server with Client Authentication, Client Authentication Type: Full
• Server with Client Authentication, Client Authentication Type: Required

AT-TLS User ID The user ID associated with the partner's certificate, if applicable.
Reuse Required for
Secure Connections

Indicates whether the reuse required setting is on or off.

FIPS 140 Enabled
for Group

Indicates whether cryptographic operations for this tunnel are performed using cryptographic algorithms
and modules designed to meet FIPS 140 requirements. Displays Yes or No.

AT-TLS Policy Status Possible values are:

OFF AT-TLS not configured.
NOPOLICY No AT-TLS policy defined for the connection.
NOTENABL AT-TLS policy is not enabled.
ENABLED AT-TLS policy is enabled.
APPLCNTL AT-TLS policy is application-controlled.

AT-TLS
Connection Status

Indicates the status of the security handshake.

Negotiated SSL/
TLS Protocol Version

The SSL or TLS version being used.

FIPS 140 Mode If FIPS 140 is enabled, indicates the level of FIPS 140 compliance (1, 2, or 3).
Session ID TLS session ID.

Session ID Length Length of TLS session ID value in bytes.
Negotiated

TLS Key Share
The TLS key share negotiated when the connection is initiated.

zERT Information

If zERT detail records are enabled, one of the following sections may appear:

• A zERT TLS Information section will appear for any connections protected by TLS or SSL.
• A zERT IPSec Information section will appear for any connections protected by IPSec.
• A zERT SSH Information section will appear for any connections protected by SSH.

For more information on the security details provided in a zERT information section, see IBM's z/OS documentation.

Utilities
Web-based NetMaster command entry

The NetMaster Web Portal includes the following utilities:

• Command Entry - The Command Entry utility is a valuable tool for Network Administrators working in the NetMaster
Web Portal. Command Entry allows Network Administrators to enter NetMaster mainframe commands directly from the
web interface, without having to return to the mainframe interface.

Command Entry
Enter NetMaster commands directly from the NetMaster Web Portal

With the Command Entry utility, you can execute NetMaster (mainframe/3270) commands from a web interface. Network
Administrators and Network Security staff can enter commands directly from the NetMaster Web Portal in response
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to what they were working on. For example, if a Network Security Administrator discovers a group of connections with
security issues, he/she could navigate to the Utilities menu, select Command Entry, and perform a query to find out
more information about the connections. In addition, through the region selector, the Command Entry utility allows you to
issue commands against multiple NetMaster regions, without multiple mainframe logins.

Command Entry Features

The Command Entry view includes the following features:

• Text color display cues - Yellow = command line start/reference; white = user entry; green = command output
• Connection status - The connection status for the region displays in the lower left corner of the window.
• Download - Use the Download button in the upper right of the window to copy the output of one or multiple commands

to a .TXT file.

NOTE
Type CLEAR to remove command output from the display.

Available Commands

Through the Command Entry view, you can enter any NetMaster command that you would enter in the mainframe
interface through either the CMD line or through the Operator Console Services (OCS) panel.

• Refer to the Commands topics for a quick reference to commonly used TCP/IP network management commands.
• Refer to the Using Operator Console Services section for details on how to configure and use the OCS Panel for

command entry.

Sample Command Output

The following screen shot shows the output of an MVS DISPLAY IPLINFO command:
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Using Mainframe Team Center - Network Management
Mainframe Team Center - Network Management provides a browser-based user interface for many of the day-to-day
management tasks of your environment. The product increases ease-of-use of NetMaster NM for TCP/IP and decreases
problem resolution time for your enterprise. Help desk users who are not familiar with z/OS mainframe 3270 interfaces
can perform basic diagnostic and monitoring functions with a standard web browser.

Refer to the following topics for details:

• Getting Started
• IP Diagnostics
• Messages
• Monitoring
• Utilities

Getting Started
An overview of features and basic use of Mainframe Team Center - Network Management.

Mainframe Team Center - Network Management provides a browser-based user interface for many of the day-to-
day management tasks of your environment. The product increases ease-of-use of NetMaster NM for TCP/IP and
decreases problem resolution time for your enterprise. Help desk users who are not familiar with z/OS mainframe 3270
interfaces can perform basic diagnostic and monitoring functions with a standard web browser.

The Mainframe Team Center - Network Management web server runs in the region address space. The server is entirely
z/OS hosted and requires no third-party web servers or external components.

Click the Help icon above the navigation bar to view context-sensitive help. Note that you can show or hide the navigation
bar by clicking the menu button.

Browser Support  

We recommend that you use one of the following web browsers to access Mainframe Team Center - Network
Management:

• Google Chrome
• Internet Explorer 11
• Mozilla Firefox

Log In
You use a standard username and password or password phrase to access Mainframe Team Center - Network
Management.

NOTE
NetMaster network management products support both passwords and passphrases. For details, see the
information about MFA Support in the Release Notes for each NetMaster product, for example, the Release
Notes for NetMaster NM for TCP/IP.

Follow these steps:

1. Enter /PARMS on the NetMaster NM for TCP/IP command line.
2. Select the $NM WebCenter parameter group in the Interfaces category.

The access URL for Mainframe Team Center - Network Management appears in the parameter group.
3. Start your web browser and enter the access URL.
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The Login page appears.
4. Enter your username and password and click Submit.

The IP Summary page appears.

NOTE
To access the Login page in the future, create a bookmark for the Mainframe Team Center - Network
Management URL in your web browser.

Use Your Company Logo
You can customize your Mainframe Team Center - Network Management by replacing the default CA logo with your
company logo. The logo appears on the Login page and above the navigation bar on all other pages. You cannot
customize the default favicon that appears in the browser tab.

NOTE

When you update or reinstall Mainframe Team Center - Network Management, your company branding-
logo.png file is overwritten by the default CA logo. After you update or reinstall the product, repeat this procedure
to customize your logo.

Follow these steps:

1. Select an image of your company logo to replace the default CA logo.
You must use an image in .PNG format and smaller than 523x434 pixels.

2. Upload the image to the system where your NetMaster NM for TCP/IP region is running.
3. Copy your logo file and overwrite the branding-logo.png file in the images directory in the USS path created at

installation.
4. Clear the cache in your browser settings.

NOTE

This step applies to all users of Mainframe Team Center - Network Management.
5. Log in to Mainframe Team Center - Network Management.

Your custom logo appears in place of the default logo.

Configure URL Prefixes for AT-TLS
Learn how to configure URL prefixes for AT-TLS in Mainframe Team Center - Network Management.

If you are running Mainframe Team Center - Network Management on an AT-TLS secured port, set the NetMaster NM for
TCP/IP parameter named Enable Secure URL Prefix to YES. This setting changes the URL prefixes for the product to
https and secures its session cookies.

Specify a value of YES or NO for the parameter. In the following text, URL means the URL for all web pages of
the WebCenter Web Interface and Mainframe Team Center - Network Management.

• For AT-TLS environments, specify YES. This setting prefixes the URL with https:// and uses the secure attribute
for session cookies.

• For non-AT-TLS environments, specify NO. This setting prefixes the URL with http:// and omits the secure attribute
for session cookies.

WARNING

YES is the only valid value for AT-TLS environments. NO is the only valid value for non-AT-TLS environments.

To set this parameter, follow these steps:

1. Log in to NetMaster NM for TCP/IP.
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2. Enter /PARMS on the command line.
3. Select the $NM WebCenter parameter group in the Interfaces category.

The WEBCENTER - WebCenter Web Interface panel appears.
4. Press PF4 to update the panel.
5. Set the value for Enable Secure URL Prefix and optionally other parameters. Press PF1 for help for any parameter.
6. Press PF6 to Action your changes.

The following summarizes the effects of setting Enable Secure URL Prefix parameter to YES or NO on the Secure
attribute and the protocol, in an AT-TLS environment:

Enable Secure
URL Prefix

Secure Protocol

YES YES HTTPS
NO NO HTTP

Valid and Invalid Settings for Enable Secure URL Prefix

The following summarizes valid and invalid settings for the Enable Secure URL Prefix parameter in AT-TLS and non-AT-
TLS environments:

Enable Secure
URL Prefix

Valid for
AT-TLS?

Valid for
Non-AT-TLS?

Effects of Correct Setting Effects of Incorrect
Setting

YES YES NO Links are correct on
NetMaster NM for TCP/
IP.
Users can log in.
Cookies are secure.

Links are incorrect on
NetMaster NM for TCP/
IP.Users cannot log in.

NO NO YES Links are correct on
NetMaster NM for TCP/
IP.
Users can log in.
Cookies are not secure,
as expected.

Links are incorrect on
NetMaster NM for TCP/
IP.
Users can log in, but
cookies are not secure.

Help Protect Session Cookies
Protect session cookies in Mainframe Team Center - Network Management.

To help protect session cookies, you can set the NetMaster NM for TCP/IP parameter named Enable HttpOnly Cookies
to YES. This setting adds the HttpOnly flag to the Set-Cookie HTTP response header each time the product generates a
session cookie. The HttpOnly flag helps protect the cookie from unauthorized access by a client side script.

WARNING

Verify that your browser supports the HttpOnly flag. Browsers ignore the flag if they do not support it.

To set this parameter, follow these steps:

1. Log in to NetMaster NM for TCP/IP.
2. Enter /PARMS on the command line.
3. Select the $NM WebCenter parameter group in the Interfaces category.

The WEBCENTER - WebCenter Web Interface panel appears.
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4. Press PF4 to update the panel.
5. Set the value for Enable HttpOnly Cookies and optionally other parameters. Press PF1 for help for any parameter.
6. Press PF6 to Action your changes.

Track User Logins
To help verify that only authorized users access Mainframe Team Center - Network Management, administrators can
review the "user-tracking" log files that record a detailed entry for each user session. The details include the user ID and
IP address of the user, the date and time of the login and logout, and the NetMaster NM for TCP/IP region from which
the user accessed Mainframe Team Center - Network Management. Each log file contains approximately 10,000 one-line
records of user logins.

WARNING

For each NetMaster NM for TCP/IP region, review the UNIX security groups and the started task. Verify that
users who require access to the log files are defined to the same UNIX security group that is assigned to the
NetMaster NM for TCP/IP region in the started task. If either the proper authority has not been set, or the zFS is
read-only, the Activity Log records log-offs and log-ons as W3SM1002 and W3SM1003 messages, respectively. 

For each NetMaster NM for TCP/IP region, the log files reside in the log folder under the HFS root folder where 
Mainframe Team Center - Network Management is installed, for example, /usr/bin/log (note that Read/Write access is
required). Multiple regions can share the same HFS root. Each HFS root folder has a log folder that contains one set of
1-10 log files for each region.

The log files are named NM.region.x.log.

• region is the NetMaster NM for TCP/IP region.
• x is the log file number from 0 to 9.

The product fills the log files in order sequentially, and rolls over the files automatically. For example, when
NM.REGION3.0.log is full, the products stops writing records in it, and begins populating NM.REGION3.1.log. When
NM.REGION3.1.log is full, the products stops writing records in it, and begins populating NM.REGION3.2.log, and so on.
When NM.REGION3.9.log is full, the product erases the existing records in NM.REGION3.0.log, and begins to populate it
again. This cycle continues automatically.

The records in the log file use this format:

day-of-week dd-mmm-yyyy hh:mm:ss region NMSLOGS0x Logon|Logoff by userid@ip-address

Sample entries follow:                                                 

MON 02-JAN-2017 01:00:00 REGION1 NMSLOGS01 Logon by BARFO99@192.0.2.123   

MON 02-JAN-2017 08:00:00 REGION2 NMSLOGS01 Logon by QUXFO99@198.51.100.234

...                                                                       

MON 02-JAN-2017 09:00:00 REGION1 NMSLOGS02 Logoff by BARFO99@192.0.2.123  

MON 02-JAN-2017 13:00:00 REGION2 NMSLOGS02 Logoff by QUXFO99@198.51.100.234

...                                                                       

MON 02-JAN-2017 01:00:00 REGION3 NMSLOGS01 Logon by FOOBA99@203.0.113.100 

MON 02-JAN-2017 21:00:00 REGION3 NMSLOGS02 Logoff by FOOBA99@203.0.113.100

Note the following important points:
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• The date and time are in Coordinated Universal Time (UTC).
• The time is in the 24-hour clock format.
• region is the NetMaster NM for TCP/IP region from which the user logged in or out.
• NMSLOGS0x is the message ID, where x is either 1 for the login or 2 for the logout.
• userid is the user ID.
• ip-address is the IP address from which the user logged in or out.

IP Diagnostics
Use the tools in IP Diagnostics to help you determine the cause of failures or slow response on your system. 

IP Diagnostics contains the following pages and tools: 

IP Summary
Use the IP Summary page to display the following summary information about your IP network:

• System summary 
• System protocol usage
• Subsystem traffic
• Alert summary
• IP throughput
• Application summary
• TCP server port summary
• Home address summary
• EE traffic summary
• Remote network summary
• Protocol details
• Subsystem details

IP Stacks
Use the IP Stacks page to diagnose problems with your IP stack. You can do the following:

• Investigate stack traffic
• View interface performance
• View routing tables

Ping & Traceroute
Use the Ping & Traceroute page to diagnose IP communication problems. You can do the following:

• Configure and send a ping action to test network communications
• Configure and send a traceroute action to determine where any break in communications occurs for a given IP

address
• Perform both actions at the same time

IP Summary
The IP Summary page displays general information about your IP network from the z/OS perspective, including overall
throughput for a given system. The page contains the System Summary section and the Summary Charts section. Each
section contains several areas that summarize different aspects of your IP network.

Select a System

You can select a system to view the IP Summary data specific to that system. Selecting a system affects all areas of the
IP Summary display. 
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 Follow these steps: 

1. Click the System Name drop-down.
2. Select a system.

The summary data for the selected system is displayed in all areas of the page.

System Summary Section
The System Summary section contains general data about the selected system. This section is made up of the following
areas that display different categories of data:

System Summary for system-name Area

The System Summary for system-name area summarizes throughput for each stack and shows the most active
application, TCP server port, home address and remote network.

NOTE

In the label for this area, system-name is replaced with the actual system name on your screen.

System Protocol Usage Area

The System Protocol Usage area summarizes the common IP protocols including the percentage of bytes attributed to
each protocol for all stacks on the system.

Subsystem Traffic Area

The Subsystem Traffic area shows the distribution of IP traffic between subsystems that exist within the system you
selected. The Other category represents all the non-TCP traffic and all TCP traffic that is not attributable to one of the
subsystems.

Alert Summary Area

The Alert Summary area summarizes the current number of alerts for each severity.

More information: Alerts.

Summary Charts Section
The Summary Charts section of IP Summary shows detailed network information about the selected system. This section
is made up of the following areas that display different categories of data:

Click one of the tabs at the top of the Summary Charts section to display an area.

IP Throughput Area 

The IP Throughput area summarizes the physical interface in each stack, showing the packet and byte throughput. This
area displays graphs of packet and byte throughput over the last 12 complete 5-minute intervals for the selected stack
interface. 

The area contains a table that displays all interfaces in each stack in descending sort order of bytes in and out for the last
whole 1 minute. This area also shows the details of packet and byte throughput over the last 5 minutes.
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Application Summary Area

The Application Summary area summarizes each application (as defined in the Applications drop-down list) and shows
the connection, packet, and byte throughput. This area contains graphs of packet and byte throughput over the last
12 complete 5-minute intervals for the selected application.

This area contains a table that displays all application definitions for the system in descending sort order of bytes in and
out for the last whole 1 minute. This area also shows the details of packet and byte throughput for the application defined
in Applications drop-down list over the last 5 minutes. Only those applications that have had any activity over the last hour
are included.

TCP Server Port Summary Area 

The TCP Server Port Summary area summarizes the server ports in each stack and shows the connection, packet, and
byte throughput. This area shows graphs of packet and byte throughput over the last 12 complete 5-minute intervals for
TCP ports.

This area contains a table that displays all TCP server ports for the system in descending sort order of bytes in and out
for the last whole 1 minute. This area also shows the details of packet and byte throughput over the last 5 minutes. Only
those ports that have had any activity over the last hour are included. Client ports are not included in this table. 

Home Address Summary Area

The Home Address Summary area summarizes the home addresses in each stack and shows the connection, packet,
and byte throughput. This area contains graphs of packet and byte throughput over the last 12 complete 5-minute
intervals for the home address. 

This area contains a table that displays all home addresses for the system in descending sort order of bytes in and out for
the last whole 1 minute. This area also shows the details of packet and byte throughput over the last 5 minutes. You only
see those home addresses that have had any activity over the last hour.

EE Traffic Summary Area

The EE Traffic Summary area contains pie charts summarizing IP traffic that is associated with Enterprise Extender. The
statistics are based on the last whole clock hour.

The legend shows the amount of traffic in bytes or packets depending on the specific type of chart. The information
includes both inbound and outbound traffic, and the percentage that it represents of the total EE traffic.

Remote Network Summary Area

The Remote Network Summary area summarizes the remote networks that are connected to each stack and shows
the connection, packet, and byte throughput. This area contains graphs of packet and byte throughput over the last
12 complete 5-minute intervals for the remote network.

This area contains a table that displays all remote networks for the system in descending sort order of bytes in and out
for the last whole 1 minute. This area also shows the details of packet and byte throughput over the last 5 minutes. Only
those remote networks that have had any activity over the last hour are included.

Protocol Details Area

The Protocol Details area contains a chart that summarizes the protocol usage for each stack, and contains a table of
stacks and shows the distribution of bytes over the standard set of protocols. The data represents the protocol activity
over the last 5 minutes.
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Subsystem Details Area

The Subsystem Details area contains one or more pie charts summarizing the amount of IP traffic that is related to
the IBM subsystems DB2, CICS, IMS, and MQ. You see 1 to 5 charts depending on whether there is traffic for a given
subsystem. The statistics are based on the last whole 5-minute interval and only reflect TCP traffic sent and received by
the subsystem.

The legend shows the amount of traffic in bytes (both inbound and outbound) under the Value column and the percentage
that the traffic represents.

IP Stacks
The IP Stack Diagnostics page lets you diagnose problems with your TCP/IP stack by displaying information about the
TCP/IP applications and IP resources. This information can help you to make decisions about changing the current state
of these applications and resources.

You can use the following areas to diagnose IP Stack problems:

• Traffic
• Performance History
• Routing Table 

Diagnose IP Stack Problems

You can diagnose problems with your TCP/IP stack by choosing which information to display about the TCP/IP
applications and IP resources. 

 Follow these steps: 

1. Click the TCP/IP Stack(s) drop-down menu.
2. Select a TCP/IP stack from the list.
3. Click one of the available area tabs.

The data for the selected stack appears in the area below the tab.

Traffic
The Traffic tab in IP Stacks displays statistics about recent byte and packet traffic for the stack. You can choose to view
statistics for the last 5 minutes or one hour. The Traffic tab collects the following details:

• Traffic type
• Inbound/outbound packet details and percentages
• Inbound/outbound byte details and percentages
• Time intervals over which statistics are displayed

View IP Stack Traffic Data

You can choose the specific IP stack traffic that you want to display. 

Follow these steps:

1. Click the TCP/IP Stack(s) drop-down menu.
A list of available TCP/IP stacks appears.

2. Select a TCP/IP stack from the available list.
3. Click the drop-down menu below the Type column heading.

A list of the available types of traffic appears.
4. Choose a type of traffic to view.
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Data for the selected Stack and Type is displayed in the table. 

Performance History
View performance history data for monitored resources in NetMaster.

Performance Data

Your region stores performance history data for resources that are being monitored. Hourly and daily summaries
are stored for up to the last 70 days. You can view this data from the IP Resource Monitor, IP Node Monitor, and the
Performance Overviews Menu.

Performance Displays

Performance data is presented in the following performance displays:

Overviews
Lists all resources of this type that the region is monitoring. Use this list to compare the most recent hourly
summary values of key attributes, between resources of one type. The list provides a quick comparison of the
activity in the last hour.

History
Lists every attribute being monitored for this resource and sampling application. Use this list to see the most
recent sample value for each attribute. These lists are linked to the IP Resource Monitor or IP Node Monitor,
and can be set up to update as these monitors sample the data. From these lists, you can update the alerting
conditions for an attribute.

Baseline Values List
Displays a single attribute. Use this list to see all daily, day-of-week, and hour-of-day baseline value. You can also
see the individual values that were averaged to calculate each baseline value.

Baseline Lists
Lists every attribute being monitored for this resource. Use this list to compare, for each attribute, information
including latest sample and summary times and values, baselines and percentage differences, sample rates, and
alert counts.

Sample Lists
Displays a single attribute. Use this list to see the values, minimum, maximum, equivalent rates per hour and
rates per second of the 12 most-recent sample values.

Hourly Summary Lists
Displays a single attribute. Use this list to see the hourly summaries, minimum, maximum, baselines, and baseline
percentage differences for all available hours.

Daily Summary Lists
Displays a single attribute. Use this list to see the daily total or average for all available days.

Weekly Interval Lists
Displays a single attribute. Use this list to see the following values for all available weeks:

• Hourly summary value for the same hour of the week
• Daily summary value for the same day of the week

Attribute List Format on History Panels

The format of an attribute list varies as follows:
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Attribute/Qualifier
If the column heading is Attribute/Qualifier, the records are grouped by attribute. Each attribute can be expanded
to show its component qualifier records.

Qualifier/Attribute
If the column heading is Qualifier/Attribute, the records are grouped by qualifier. Each qualifier can be expanded
to show its component attribute records.

Some displays are expanded when initially presented to show all items (attributes or qualifiers) in each group. Some
displays are collapsed, so that only ungrouped items and groups containing a single item are expanded. The expanded
group line displays totals for all items in the group.

When a sampled value is in a predefined threshold, the value appears in green. Any detail sample that causes an alert
appears in one of the following colors:

• Red if the value is beyond the threshold
• Yellow for the following conditions:

– The value is between the high-alert value and the reset value for the high alert.
– The value is between the low-alert value and the reset value for the low alert.

A value of N/A indicates that the sample could not be taken.

Performance Graphs

The following performance graphs are available:

Sample Values Graph
Displays a single attribute.
This graph shows the raw values of the 12 most recent samples. Where applicable, that is for gauge attributes,
this graph also displays the baseline values.

Sample Hourly Rates Graph
Displays a single attribute.
This graph shows the equivalent rates per hour of the 12 most recent sample values. Baselines are also
displayed.

Hourly Summary Graph
Displays a single attribute.
This graph shows the hourly summary values for the last 24 hours. The hourly summaries are aggregated from all
of the samples in that hour. Baselines are also displayed.

Attribute Types

The following types of attributes are available:

Gauge
Displays a nonnegative numeric value that increases or decreases in a range. For example, processor memory
usage varies between zero and the physical limit of the hardware.

Counter
Displays the rate of increase in units per hour in a sample period. The rate is derived from sample data, which is
an accumulated count that increases in value over time (for example, bytes received). This type is also referred to
as COUNT.

Enumerated
Displays the value from a defined set of discrete values. For example, the state of a device can be ACTIVE or
INACTIVE. Multiple values are aggregated so that a percentage of a particular value over time is available. This
type is also referred to as ENUM.
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Total
Displays the rate of increase in units per hour in a sample period. The rate is derived from sample data, which is
the total increase in value in a sample period.

Routing Table
The Routing Table tab of IP Stacks lets you view a routing table of a stack. The stack uses the routing table to determine
how to forward an IP packet to reach a designated host. The routes in the table can indicate static routes (the routes that
are defined in the TCP/IP profile), routes learned from routing daemons, and routes learned by other ICMP information,
such as redirects. The table also displays multiple routes to the same destination, referred to as multipath routes. If you
did not enable multipath on the IPCONFIG or IPCONFIG6 statement, then the table always uses the first active route to
the destination.

How Network Address Masks Work

You can specify a network address mask that limits the list to only specific IP addresses.

Enter a value to display network addresses that match the mask and the default routes. You can use a mask value, where
a question mark matches a single character and an asterisk matches one or more characters. You can also specify a
network address mask in CIDR notation with a /nn suffix. 

NOTE

 The mask returns either IPv6 or IPv4 addresses. When you specify an IPv6 mask, use at least one colon. For
example, fe08:* and 2001::/16. If the mask does not include a colon, matching IPv4 addresses are returned.

Ping and Traceroute
The IP Diagnostics: Ping & Traceroute page lets you do the following:

• Send a ping to a remote node to determine whether that node is reachable through the network. The return data lists
the duration of each return trip.
If a ping is unable to reach a remote node, or if the ping indicates slow response times in the TCP/IP network, do a
traceroute action. If a ping indicates a slow response, examine the traceroute results and check the trip times.

• Apply a traceroute action that provides a hop-by-hop record of the route taken by a packet sent through the network.
The route starts from the source node and finishes at the destination node.
If there is a break in communications, the action traces the route to the point in the network where the break occurred.

• Perform both actions at the same time.
• Expand the Ping and Traceroute Options Area for both actions using the toggle menu (also known as the hamburger

icon). You can change the default options from these fields.

Diagnose TCP/IP Communications Problems

Use Ping & Traceroute to diagnose problems with network communications.

Follow these steps:

1. Enter a valid IP address in the Destination Address field.
If you do not enter a valid Destination Address before executing an action, you receive the error
message, NMCPNGTR01: Pease enter a Destination Address.

2. Click one of the execution buttons to start an action:
Both - executes both the Ping and Traceroute actions
Ping - executes only the Ping action
Traceroute - executes only the Traceroute action

3. Review the relevant results areas.
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4. If needed, you can click the toggle menu to change the action criteria in the Ping and Traceroute Options Area, and
execute the desired action again.

Ping and Traceroute Options Area

Ping & Traceroute Options Area

The Ping & Traceroute Options area lets you specify criteria that affect the displayed results. After you make changes,
you can click Reset to Defaults to revert to original default values for all fields. The reset button is enabled only after you
change one or more values. 

The options area lets you refine the ping and traceroute results.

NOTE

To toggle the options area on and off, click the toggle (three bars or "hamburger") menu button located next to
the Destination Address field.

The options area contains the following items:

Ping Count

Specifies the number of times a packet is sent. Also displays the time for each packet, and the overall average, minimum,
and maximum.

Default: 3

Ping Time-out (seconds)

Specifies the length of time in seconds to wait for a packet to be returned. When this time is exceeded:

• – The Packets Received count does not increment.
– The packet is considered lost, which increases the Packets Lost percentage.
– No Trip Time value is logged for the packet. Instead, an asterisk appears in place of a value.

Default: 5

Packet Size (Bytes)

Specifies the total bytes, including the IP header, sent to a node.

Default: 256

Traceroute Time-out (seconds)

Specifies the seconds to wait for a response to each probe message. If a Traceroute time-out occurs, the system issues a
timeout error message, and the results table shows * values for the affected hops.

Default: 3

NOTE

The larger the time-out value, the longer you wait for the traceroute results.

Number of Hops

Specifies the maximum number of hops for the packets that are sent on the traceroute. If the number of specified hops is
exceeded, a message is issued to indicate that there were more nodes in the route than shown in the table.

Default: 10
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Protocol

Specifies the protocol that the traceroute packets use. This protocol can be UDP or ICMP.

NOTE

For IPv4, you can specify either protocol. For IPv6, traceroute always uses ICMP. This value is updated when
you change the Region value.

Source Address

Specifies the IP address of a local stack interface. The interface is used as the source address in the packets that are
issued for the ping and traceroute actions.

Default: The stack determines the source address. This value is updated when you change the Region value.

Interface

Specifies the name of the physical interface to use to send the packets.

Default: This value is updated when you set or change the Region value.

Region

Selects the region from which you want to perform the action.

Default:  The region in which NetMaster NM for TCP/IP is running.

Ping Results Area
A ping is an end-to-end transmission between your system and a targeted remote node. Issuing a ping sends an echo
request that tests whether the remote node is reachable through the network and the round trip duration.

The ping results area contains the following sections:

Node Details

Displays information about the targeted host IP address and host name.

Trip Time

Displays summary information about the time taken (in milliseconds) for the pings in this request, such as the minimum,
maximum, and average time.

Packets

Displays information about the number of sent and received packets and the percentage of the sent packets that were not
received (lost).

 

This area contains a table with the following columns:

Packet

Displays the sequence number of each ping in this request.
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Trip Time

Displays the time taken (in milliseconds) for each ping in this request.

NOTE

The trip times recorded here are affected by, and are proportional to, the packet size. The larger the packet size,
the longer the trip is likely to take.

Traceroute Results Area
The Traceroute Results area lets you locate where on the network problems such as packet loss, slow response times, or
communication breaks are occurring.

This results area contains the following columns:

Hop

Displays the sequence number of each hop along the route to the destination host.

Trip Times (ms)

Displays the time taken (in milliseconds) to respond to each of three message requests.

NOTE

The three time values should increase at a steady rate the further along the route the packets are sent. If there
is a sudden and marked increase in the trip time for a particular hop along the route, this could indicate that this
hop is where the problem causing end-users to report slow response times is occurring.

An asterisk ( * ) next to a trip time indicates that no response arrived within the traceroute time-out specified in the Ping &
Traceroute Options area.

Node

Displays the IP address of a host at a particular point (hop) along the route to the destination.

Host Name

Displays the full name of a host at a particular point (hop) along the route to the destination.

Apply Ping and Traceroute Action
You can send a ping to a remote node and apply a traceroute action that provides a hop-by-hop record of the route taken
by a packet sent through the network.

To apply a ping or traceroute action, to perform both actions at the same time:

1. Navigate to the IP Diagnostics page.
2. Click the tab, Ping & Traceroute.
3. Enter the IP address that is the target of your actions in the Destination Address field and click one of the buttons,

Both, Ping, or Traceroute.
The selected process executes and one or more relevant results areas appear.

4. Review the output to determine where the problem occurs.
5. Click the hamburger menu icon, Ping and Traceroute Options, to change the default criteria values if necessary, and

then click one of the three execution buttons.
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Updated information appears in the Ping Results and/or Traceroute Results areas for you to locate where any break in
communications occurs.

SmartTrace
SmartTrace lets you resolve network issues proactively and reactively. For example, your environment contains
certain restrictions that instruct users how to gain access to secured applications. Your banking organization has these
restrictions because of PCI compliance requirements that ensure that all companies that accept, process, store, or
transmit credit card information maintain a secure environment. If users do not follow these procedures, the access to the
secured applications fails. In this proactive example, SmartTrace helped ensure that clients follow the proper procedures
in your organization.

In a reactive example, your environment has strict security requirements that require a specific protocol for file transfers.
However, a user in your environment violated this security policy and used an incorrect protocol and SmartTrace sent an
email about this violation to the network security administrator. You can use SmartTrace to debug the situation by tracing
the details about the user activity. This information can help you determine the appropriate actions.

The SmartTrace page lets you view and manage NetMaster NM for TCP/IP SmartTrace packet trace definitions.
Mainframe Team Center - Network Management displays a different set of packet sequence numbers than NetMaster
NM for TCP/IP or WebCenter. A user can select the maximum number of packets to retain for a trace. For example, 250
specifies that only the last 250 packets are retained and displayed. In a trace that processed 10,000 packets, NetMaster
NM for TCP/IP and WebCenter displays those last 250 packets numbered 1 to 250. Mainframe Team Center - Network
Management also displays the same last 250 packets, but displays the actual sequence number within the total trace. In
the example above, Mainframe Team Center - Network Management displays the packets numbered 9751 to 10000.

The SmartTrace page lets you access trace data from traces that you saved and ran on the mainframe. The top of this
page lets you select your region and refresh the All Definitions, Active Traces, and Saved Traces tabs. The time stamp
updates when you refresh the page on each tab.

For example, you can view SmartTrace definitions, search definitions, display active traces, view trace output, and
download trace output. On each tab, you can right-click a definition and can select an action. Or, you can double-click the
row to view the SmartTrace Packets dialog.

SmartTrace Packet Definition Types

General Trace

Provides tracing criteria for the IP, DNS, RIP, and OSPF protocols.

Example SmartTrace Packet Definitions

When you view the SmartTrace page, the All Definitions tab appears. The following table shows example SmartTrace
definitions that appear on this All Definitions tab:

Name Trace Count State Description Last Updated
Date/Time

User Region

MULTICNTTRC 100 Active Multiple
Connection Trace

Wed 06-Jul-2016
10.06.02

USER01 NM1234

TCPTEST1 4 Inactive TCP/IP Test 1 Thu 26-May-2016
9.57.46

USER02 NM1234

TCPTEST2 10 Active TCP/IP Test 2 Fri 27-May-2016
9.50.42

USER03 NM1234
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PT41115TEST 8 Active Port 41115 Test Mon 09-Mar-2016
16.09.28

USER01 NM1234

Working With All Definitions
When you work with all SmartTrace definitions, you can view definitions, add new ones, activate and inactivate definitions,
and perform other actions. Follow these steps:

1. Click IP Diagnostics, SmartTrace.
2. On the SmartTrace page, click All Definitions.
3. To add a new definition, click the Plus icon and complete the fields; for details, see Add Trace Definitions
4. To perform any other action, select the row that contains the definition, right-click, and select the action:  

View

When you view all definitions, you can search for SmartTrace definitions by row. For example, you can enter a Name,
State, Description, User, and so on.

 Name 

Displays the name of the definition

 Trace Count 

Displays the number of existing traces for this definition

 State 

Displays the status of the trace definition

 Active 

Indicates that packets are being traced for this definition

 Inactive 

Indicates that no packets are being traced for this definition. However, completed or saved traces might still exist.

 Description 

Displays the description for the definition

 Last Updated Date/Time 

Displays the last date and time when this definition was updated.

 User 

Displays the associated user ID of the packet trace definition

 Region 

Displays the associated region of the packet trace definition

Activate

Activate a trace definition when you want to run traces from it.

Once a trace definition is activated, its trace instances remain in the Active Traces list until they have ended and expired.
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Inactivate

Inactivate a trace definition when you no longer want to run traces from it.

You can inactivate trace definitions one at a time. Inactivating a trace definition ends all its active traces, so their statuses
change from RUNNING to ENDED. 

Delete Definition

Deletes the definition and any related active or ended traces. Related saved traces are not affected.

Delete Definition and Saved Data

Use this option to delete both the definition and all related saved traces in a single action.

Update

Use this option to modify the details of the trace definition. You can modify any detail except the name. See Add Trace
Definitions for information about the details for each type of definition.

Copy

You can copy a definition to use as a template for a new definition.

Add Trace Definitions
Create a SmartTrace definition, using the same definition types that you have on the mainframe.

On Mainframe Team Center - Network Management, you can create a SmartTrace definition, using the same definition
types that you have on the mainframe.

Follow these steps:

1. Click IP Diagnostics, SmartTrace.
2. On the SmartTrace page, click the Plus (+) button to add a SmartTrace definition.
3. Select the definition type in the drop-down list and enter a name and description for the definition.

Name - The unique identifier for the trace definition. The first character must be alphabetic. The remaining characters
can be alphanumeric (A-Z, 0-9) or national (#,@,$).
Type - Specifies the type of protocol for the trace
Description - The purpose of the trace definition.

4. (Optional) Complete the fields on each tab of the window:
Base and Advanced Criteria Tabs - Specifiy criteria for the the data to collect in the trace
Stop Criteria Tab - Specifies criteria to stop the trace
Trace Options Tab - Specifies options for managing the trace and the collected data
The fields on the tabs vary according the trace type that you specify.
For more information about the fields on a tab, click the entry for the type of trace:
– For field descriptions of TCP traces, refer to the section below.
– For field descriptions of other trace types, refer to the following articles in this section:

• UDP Trace Defintions
• ICMPv4 Trace Definitions
• ICMPv6 Trace Definitions
• General IP v4 SmartTrace Definitions
• General IP v6 SmartTrace Definitions
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TCP and Multiple TCP Trace Definitions

The following fields may require explanation:

Base Criteria

TCP/IP Stack:

Limits the trace to the specified stack. Not selecting a stack creates a separate trace for each active stack that matches
the criteria for this definition.

Interface:

(Applies only if you specify TCP/IP Stack) The logical name for the physical link or adapter that the TCP/IP stack uses to
route an IP packet.

Local Host and Foreign Host:

Local Host – The IP host address of the local TCP/IP stack, in one of these formats:

IPv4:

• Host name
• Dotted decimal notation
• Network notation: an address mask or a prefix length, for example, 192.168/255.128 or 192.168/9
• Generic IP address notation, for example, 192.*

IPv6:

• Host name
• Address notation (for details, see RFC, IP Version 6 Addressing Architecture)
• Network notation, for example, 2001:DB8::/32
• Generic IP address notation, for example, 2001:*

Foreign Host – The IP host address of the foreign (remote) TCP/IP stack. This address is typically not associated with a
local TCP/IP stack. An exception is when an IP packet uses a LOOPBACK interface or a secondary interface from the
same local stack. Use one of these formats:

IPv4:

• The IPv4 dotted decimal notation
• An IPv4 network notation, which can be an address mask or a prefix length, for example, 192.168/255.128 or

192.168/9
• A generic IP address notation, for example, 192.*
• A host name that is resolved to an IPv4 dotted decimal notation

IPv6:

• The IPv6 address notation, as described in the RFC, IP Version 6 Addressing Architecture
• An IPv6 network notation, for example, 2001:DB8::/32
• A generic IP address notation, for example, 2001:*
• A host name that is resolved to an IPv6 address notation

Local Port and Foreign Port:

One or more of the following values, separated by commas:

• A whole number from 1 to 65535
• A range of ports, for example, 1000-2000
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Advanced Criteria

Data Expression

Combines all expressions into one expression using Boolean operators.

TCP Flag Expression

One or more of the TCP Flag bits (URG, ACK, PSH, RST, SYN, FIN), either separated by commas or in a Boolean
expression. Each comma in the expression is converted to an OR.

Operator

The relational operator for comparing packet data with test data. The Like operator is not valid for Hex, IPv4, or IPv6.

Data

The test data to compare to the packet data.

For the LIKE operator, specify at least one of these wildcard characters: asterisk * (matches zero or any number of
characters) or question mark ? (matches any character).

Format

Character format of the test data. Default: EBCDIC.

Hex format requires the test data to end on a byte boundary: For example, 12AED6 is valid, while 12AED is not.

If you specify the length for the = or != operators, specify half the display length of the Hex data. For example, 12AED6
has a length of three.

Start Position

The first position in the packet data to begin the comparison.

Default: 1

Max: 128

Length

Length of the packet data to compare to the test data.

For a LIKE operator, this field is required; the minimum value is the length of the LIKE data pattern.

For the = and != operators, it is optional but when specified, must match the length of the test data.

The length includes the starting position.

Max: 32 and cannot exceed the range of comparison of 128 bytes. For example, a starting position of 120 and a length of
30 is invalid.

Stop Criteria

Packet Direction

Specifies whether to test for inbound or outbound packets:

• In – Inbound packets
• Out – Outbound packets
• Omit - Skips the test

The direction is the directional flow of an IP packet relative to the TCP/IP stack. An inbound packet typically has a local
host address as its destination. An outbound packet typically has a foreign host address as its destination. One exception
occurs: an outbound packet has a local address for its destination when the packet uses a LOOPBACK interface or uses
a secondary interface from the same stack.
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TCP Window Size

The number of bytes that a receiving host can accept, starting with the TCP segment that you specify in the
Acknowledgement Number field. The first field specifies the operator for comparing the value of the window size with the
value of the second field (0 to 65535).

TCP Data Length

The total length in bytes of the data after the TCP Header. The first field specifies the operator for comparing the length of
the data with the value of the second field (0 to 65495).

Data Expression

Combines all expressions into one expression using Boolean operators.

Default: Combine all expressions using OR operators.

TCP Flag Expression

One or more of the TCP Flag bits (URG, ACK, PSH, RST, SYN, FIN), either separated by commas or in a Boolean
expression. Each comma in the expression is converted to an OR.

Operator

The relational operator for comparing packet data with test data. The Like operator is not valid for Hex, IPv4, or IPv6.

Data

The test data to compare to the packet data.

For the LIKE operator, specify at least one of these wildcard characters: asterisk * (matches zero or any number of
characters) or question mark ? (matches any character).

Format

Character format of the test data. Default: EBCDIC.

Hex format requires the test data to end on a byte boundary: For example, 12AED6 is valid, while 12AED is not.

If you specify the length for the = or != operators, specify half the display length of the Hex data. For example, 12AED6
has a length of three.

Start Position

The first position in the packet data to begin the comparison.

Default: 1

Max: 128

Length

Length of the packet data to compare to the test data.

For a LIKE operator, this field is required; the minimum value is the length of the LIKE data pattern.

For the = and != operators, it is optional but when specified, must match the length of the test data.

The length includes the starting position.

Max: 32 and cannot exceed the range of comparison of 128 bytes. For example, a starting position of 120 and a length of
30 is invalid.

Tracing Options

Trace Limit
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Limits the number of packets kept for a trace.

Values: 10 through the value of the PAMMTTSIZE Packet Analyzer parameter in SOLVE SSI.

Default: 250

WARNING

If you increase this value, increase the size of the IPFILE. Also, expand the trace database by increasing the
value of the PTRCDBSIZE Packet Analyzer parameter in the SOLVE SSI parameter member and restarting
SOLVE SSI.

Trace Expiry

The amount of time (hhh:mm) to store a trace in memory before discarding it.

Range: 0:01 through the value of the PAMFZKPTIME Packet Analyzer parameter in SOLVE SSI.

Stop at Trace Limit:

Selected - Ends the trace when the number of packets collected reaches the number in the Trace Limit option.
Cleared - Continues collection after the limit is reached and discards the oldest packets to free space for new ones.

Discard if Stop is Not Met:  (Multiple TCP Trace Only)

Selected - Discards traces that did not satisfy stop condition before the TCP connection terminated.
Cleared - Retains all traces

Packets After Stop

The extra packets to collect before the trace is stopped. After the stop condition is met, the trace continues until the
number of packets that you specify in Packets After Stop is reached. The valid range is 0-999 but must be less than the
Trace Limit value.

This field applies only when you specify one or more stop criteria for the trace definition.

Initial Packets Traced  (Multiple TCP Trace Only)

The maximum number of packets retained at the start of a TCP connection.

Range: 3 through the value specified in the PAMITTSIZE Packet Analyzer parameter in SOLVE SSI.

Max Connections Traced  (Multiple TCP Trace Only)

The maximum number of TCP connection traces per stack.

Range: 1 through the value specified in the PAMTCCCRLIM Packet Analyzer parameter in SOLVE SSI.

NOTE

Specifying a high value might cause a shortage on storage condition in the TRACE database of the SOLVE SSI.
If necessary, consider increasing the size of the database by increasing the value of the SSI startup parameter
PTRCDBSIZE.

Example

You specify the following values:

• Trace Limit=100
• Packets After Stop=50

The finished trace file contains between 51 and 100 depending on when you hit the stop condition.
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• If you hit the stop condition on packet 1, the trace continues to collect until packet 51 arrives.
• If you hit the stop condition on packet 50, the trace continues to collect until packet 100 arrives.
• If you hit the stop condition on packet 1000 (you did not select Stop at Limit), the trace continue to collect until packet

1050 arrives. However, because the trace limit is 100, you see only packets 950 to 1050.

UDP Trace Definitions

The following fields may require explanation when you create a UDP trace definition:

Base Criteria

TCP/IP Stack:

Limits the trace to the specified stack. Not selecting a stack creates a separate trace for each active stack that matches
the criteria for this definition.

Interface:

(Applies only if you specify TCP/IP Stack) The logical name for the physical link or adapter that the TCP/IP stack uses to
route an IP packet.

Local Host and Foreign Host:

Local Host – The IP host address of the local TCP/IP stack, in one of these formats:

IPv4:

• Host name
• Dotted decimal notation
• Network notation: an address mask or a prefix length, for example, 192.168/255.128 or 192.168/9
• Generic IP address notation, for example, 192.*

IPv6:

• Host name
• Address notation (for details, see RFC, IP Version 6 Addressing Architecture)
• Network notation, for example, 2001:DB8::/32
• Generic IP address notation, for example, 2001:*

Foreign Host – The IP host address of the foreign (remote) TCP/IP stack. This address is typically not associated with a
local TCP/IP stack. An exception is when an IP packet uses a LOOPBACK interface or a secondary interface from the
same local stack. Use one of these formats:

IPv4:

• The IPv4 dotted decimal notation
• An IPv4 network notation, which can be an address mask or a prefix length, for example, 192.168/255.128 or

192.168/9
• A generic IP address notation, for example, 192.*
• A host name that is resolved to an IPv4 dotted decimal notation

IPv6:

• The IPv6 address notation, as described in the RFC, IP Version 6 Addressing Architecture
• An IPv6 network notation, for example, 2001:DB8::/32
• A generic IP address notation, for example, 2001:*
• A host name that is resolved to an IPv6 address notation
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Local Port and Foreign Port:

One or more of the following values, separated by commas:

• A whole number from 1 to 65535
• A range of ports, for example, 1000-2000

Special Address

One of the following special types of addresses:

• LOOPBACK: 127.0.0.1 to 127.255.255.255
• MULTICAST: 224.0.0.0 to 239.255.255.255
• BROADCAST (IPv4 Only): limited broadcast (255.255.255.255) or directed broadcast

NOTE

If you select the Special Address field, do not specify a value in the Local Host and Foreign Host fields.

Advanced Criteria

Packet Direction

Specifies whether to test for inbound or outbound packets:

• In – Inbound packets
• Out – Outbound packets
• Omit - Skips the test

The direction is the directional flow of an IP packet relative to the TCP/IP stack. An inbound packet typically has a local
host address as its destination. An outbound packet typically has a foreign host address as its destination. One exception
occurs: an outbound packet has a local address for its destination when the packet uses a LOOPBACK interface or uses
a secondary interface from the same stack. 

Checksum

Tests the value of the checksum field.

• Yes - Contains a non-zero value
• No - Carries all zeroes
• Omit - Skips this test

Data Expression

Combines all expressions into one expression using Boolean operators.

UDP Data Length 

The length in bytes of the data after the UDP Header. 

Select an operator and specify a value between 0 and 65507.

Operator

The relational operator for comparing packet data with test data. The Like operator is not valid for Hex, IPv4, or IPv6.

Data

The test data to compare to the packet data.

For the LIKE operator, specify at least one of these wildcard characters: asterisk * (matches zero or any number of
characters) or question mark ? (matches any character).

Format
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Character format of the test data. Default: EBCDIC.

Hex format requires the test data to end on a byte boundary: For example, 12AED6 is valid, while 12AED is not.

If you specify the length for the = or != operators, specify half the display length of the Hex data. For example, 12AED6
has a length of three.

Start Position

The first position in the packet data to begin the comparison.

Default: 1

Max: 128

Length

Length of the packet data to compare to the test data. 

For a LIKE operator, this field is required; the minimum value is the length of the LIKE data pattern.

For the = and != operators, it is optional but when specified, must match the length of the test data.

The length includes the starting position.

Max: 32 and cannot exceed the range of comparison of 128 bytes. For example, a starting position of 120 and a length of
30 is invalid.

Stop Criteria

Packet Direction

Specifies whether to test for inbound or outbound packets:

• In – Inbound packets
• Out – Outbound packets
• Omit - Skips the test

The direction is the directional flow of an IP packet relative to the TCP/IP stack. An inbound packet typically has a local
host address as its destination. An outbound packet typically has a foreign host address as its destination. One exception
occurs: an outbound packet has a local address for its destination when the packet uses a LOOPBACK interface or uses
a secondary interface from the same stack. 

Checksum

Tests the value of the checksum field.

• Yes - Contains a non-zero value
• No - Carries all zeroes
• Omit - Skips this test

Data Expression

Combines all expressions into one expression using Boolean operators.

Default: Combine all expressions using OR operators.

UDP Data Length 

The length in bytes of the data after the UDP Header. 

Select an operator and specify a value between 0 and 65507.

Operator

The relational operator for comparing packet data with test data. The Like operator is not valid for Hex, IPv4, or IPv6.
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Data

The test data to compare to the packet data.

For the LIKE operator, specify at least one of these wildcard characters: asterisk * (matches zero or any number of
characters) or question mark ? (matches any character).

Format

Character format of the test data. Default: EBCDIC.

Hex format requires the test data to end on a byte boundary: For example, 12AED6 is valid, while 12AED is not.

If you specify the length for the = or != operators, specify half the display length of the Hex data. For example, 12AED6
has a length of three.

Start Position

The first position in the packet data to begin the comparison.

Default: 1

Max: 128

Length

Length of the packet data to compare to the test data.

For a LIKE operator, this field is required; the minimum value is the length of the LIKE data pattern.

For the = and != operators, it is optional but when specified, must match the length of the test data.

The length includes the starting position.

Max: 32 and cannot exceed the range of comparison of 128 bytes. For example, a starting position of 120 and a length of
30 is invalid.

Tracing Options

Trace Limit

Limits the number of packets kept for a trace.

Values: 10 through the value of the PAMMTTSIZE Packet Analyzer parameter in SOLVE SSI.

Default: 250

WARNING

If you increase this value, increase the size of the IPFILE. Also, expand the trace database by increasing the
value of the PTRCDBSIZE Packet Analyzer parameter in the SOLVE SSI parameter member and restarting
SOLVE SSI.

Trace Expiry

The amount of time (hhh:mm) to store a trace in memory before discarding it.

Range: 0:01 through the value of the PAMFZKPTIME Packet Analyzer parameter in SOLVE SSI.

Stop at Trace Limit:

Selected - Ends the trace when the number of packets collected reaches the number in the Trace Limit option.
Cleared - Continues collection after the limit is reached and discards the oldest packets to free space for new ones.

Packets After Stop
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The extra packets to collect before the trace is stopped. After the stop condition is met, the trace continues until the
number of packets that you specify in Packets After Stop is reached. The valid range is 0-999 but must be less than the
Trace Limit value. 

This field applies only when you specify one or more stop criteria for the trace definition.

Example

You specify the following values:

• Trace Limit=100
• Packets After Stop=50

The finished trace file contains between 51 and 100 depending on when you hit the stop condition.

• If you hit the stop condition on packet 1, the trace continues to collect until packet 51 arrives.
• If you hit the stop condition on packet 50, the trace continues to collect until packet 100 arrives.
• If you hit the stop condition on packet 1000 (you did not select Stop at Limit), the trace continue to collect until packet

1050 arrives. However, because the trace limit is 100, you see only packets 950 to 1050.

ICMPv4 Trace Definitions

The following fields may require explanation when you create an ICMPv4 trace definition:

Base Criteria

TCP/IP Stack:

Limits the trace to the specified stack. Not selecting a stack creates a separate trace for each active stack that matches
the criteria for this definition.

Interface:

(Applies only if you specify TCP/IP Stack) The logical name for the physical link or adapter that the TCP/IP stack uses to
route an IP packet.

Local Host and Foreign Host:

Local Host – The IP host address of the local TCP/IP stack, in one of these IPv4 formats:

• Host name
• Dotted decimal notation
• Network notation: an address mask or a prefix length, for example, 192.168/255.128 or 192.168/9
• Generic IP address notation, for example, 192.*

Foreign Host – The IP host address of the foreign (remote) TCP/IP stack. This address is typically not associated with a
local TCP/IP stack. An exception is when an IP packet uses a LOOPBACK interface or a secondary interface from the
same local stack. Use one of these IPv4 formats:

• The IPv4 dotted decimal notation
• An IPv4 network notation, which can be an address mask or a prefix length, for example, 192.168/255.128 or

192.168/9
• A generic IP address notation, for example, 192.*
• A host name that is resolved to an IPv4 dotted decimal notation

Special Address

One of the following special types of addresses:
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• LOOPBACK: 127.0.0.1 to 127.255.255.255
• MULTICAST: 224.0.0.0 to 239.255.255.255
• BROADCAST: limited broadcast (255.255.255.255) 

NOTE

If you select the Special Address field, do not specify a value in the Local Host and Foreign Host fields.

Advanced Criteria

Packet Direction

Specifies whether to test for inbound or outbound packets:

• In – Inbound packets
• Out – Outbound packets
• Omit - Skips the test

The direction is the directional flow of an IP packet relative to the TCP/IP stack. An inbound packet typically has a local
host address as its destination. An outbound packet typically has a foreign host address as its destination. One exception
occurs: an outbound packet has a local address for its destination when the packet uses a LOOPBACK interface or uses
a secondary interface from the same stack. 

Packet Length

The length of the IP packet in bytes.

Select an operator and specify a value between 0 and 65535.

Redirect Gateway

The new gateway address recommended in an ICMP Redirect message (Type 5), in one of the following formats:

• Host name
• Dotted decimal notation
• Network notation: an address mask or a prefix length, e.g. 192.168/255.128 or 192.168/9
• Generic IP address notation, e.g., 192.*

ICMP Message Types

One or more of the following values, separated by commas.

• The name of the ICMP type
• A range of numbers (0-255)

If you set the ICMP Message Codes field, you can define only one ICMP Message Type.

ICMP Message Codes

One or more of the following values, separated by commas:

• The name of the ICMP code
• A range of numbers (0-255)

If you set this field, you can define only one ICMP Message Type.

IP Protocol 

The IP protocol of the packet that generated the ICMP error message.

Source Host

The original IP host address that generated the ICMP error message, in one of the following IPv4 formats:
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• Host name
• Dotted decimal notation
• Network notation: an address mask or a prefix length, e.g. 192.168/255.128 or 192.168/9
• Generic IP address notation, e.g., 192.*

Destination Host

The destination address of an IP packet before an ICMP error message occurred. Use one of the same IPv4 formats as
for Source Host.

Stop Criteria

Packet Direction

Specifies whether to test for inbound or outbound packets:

• In – Inbound packets
• Out – Outbound packets
• Omit - Skips the test

The direction is the directional flow of an IP packet relative to the TCP/IP stack. An inbound packet typically has a local
host address as its destination. An outbound packet typically has a foreign host address as its destination. One exception
occurs: an outbound packet has a local address for its destination when the packet uses a LOOPBACK interface or uses
a secondary interface from the same stack. 

Checksum

Tests the value of the checksum field.

• Yes - Contains a non-zero value
• No - Carries all zeroes
• Omit - Skips this test

Data Expression

Combines all expressions into one expression using Boolean operators.

Default: Combine all expressions using OR operators.

UDP Data Length 

The length in bytes of the data after the UDP Header. 

Select an operator and specify a value between 0 and 65507.

Operator

The relational operator for comparing packet data with test data. The Like operator is not valid for Hex, IPv4, or IPv6.

Data

The test data to compare to the packet data.

For the LIKE operator, specify at least one of these wildcard characters: asterisk * (matches zero or any number of
characters) or question mark ? (matches any character).

Format

Character format of the test data. Default: EBCDIC.

Hex format requires the test data to end on a byte boundary: For example, 12AED6 is valid, while 12AED is not.

If you specify the length for the = or != operators, specify half the display length of the Hex data. For example, 12AED6
has a length of three.
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Start Position

The first position in the packet data to begin the comparison.

Default: 1

Max: 128

Length

Length of the packet data to compare to the test data.

For a LIKE operator, this field is required; the minimum value is the length of the LIKE data pattern.

For the = and != operators, it is optional but when specified, must match the length of the test data.

The length includes the starting position.

Max: 32 and cannot exceed the range of comparison of 128 bytes. For example, a starting position of 120 and a length of
30 is invalid.

Tracing Options

Trace Limit

Limits the number of packets kept for a trace.

Values: 10 through the value of the PAMMTTSIZE Packet Analyzer parameter in SOLVE SSI.

Default: 250

WARNING

If you increase this value, increase the size of the IPFILE. Also, expand the trace database by increasing the
value of the PTRCDBSIZE Packet Analyzer parameter in the SOLVE SSI parameter member and restarting
SOLVE SSI.

Trace Expiry

The amount of time (hhh:mm) to store a trace in memory before discarding it.

Range: 0:01 through the value of the PAMFZKPTIME Packet Analyzer parameter in SOLVE SSI.

Stop at Trace Limit:

Selected - Ends the trace when the number of packets collected reaches the number in the Trace Limit option.
Cleared - Continues collection after the limit is reached and discards the oldest packets to free space for new ones.

Packets After Stop

The extra packets to collect before the trace is stopped. After the stop condition is met, the trace continues until the
number of packets that you specify in Packets After Stop is reached. The valid range is 0-999 but must be less than the
Trace Limit value. 

This field applies only when you specify one or more stop criteria for the trace definition.

Example

You specify the following values:

• Trace Limit=100
• Packets After Stop=50

The finished trace file contains between 51 and 100 depending on when you hit the stop condition.
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• If you hit the stop condition on packet 1, the trace continues to collect until packet 51 arrives.
• If you hit the stop condition on packet 50, the trace continues to collect until packet 100 arrives.
• If you hit the stop condition on packet 1000 (you did not select Stop at Limit), the trace continue to collect until packet

1050 arrives. However, because the trace limit is 100, you see only packets 950 to 1050.

ICMPv6 Trace Definitions

The following fields may require explanation when you create an ICMPv6 trace definition:

Base Criteria

TCP/IP Stack:

Limits the trace to the specified stack. Not selecting a stack creates a separate trace for each active stack that matches
the criteria for this definition.

Interface:

(Applies only if you specify TCP/IP Stack) The logical name for the physical link or adapter that the TCP/IP stack uses to
route an IP packet.

Local Host and Foreign Host:

Local Host – The IP host address of the local TCP/IP stack, in one of these IPv6 formats:

• Host name
• Address notation (for details, see RFC, IP Version 6 Addressing Architecture)
• Network notation, for example, 2001:DB8::/32
• Generic IP address notation, for example, 2001:*

Foreign Host – The IP host address of the foreign (remote) TCP/IP stack. This address is typically not associated with a
local TCP/IP stack. An exception is when an IP packet uses a LOOPBACK interface or a secondary interface from the
same local stack, in one of these IPv6 formats: 

• The IPv6 address notation, as described in the RFC, IP Version 6 Addressing Architecture
• An IPv6 network notation, for example, 2001:DB8::/32
• A generic IP address notation,  for example, 2001:*
• A host name that is resolved to an IPv6 address notation

Special Address

One of the following special types of addresses:

• LOOPBACK: 127.0.0.1 to 127.255.255.255
• MULTICAST: 224.0.0.0 to 239.255.255.255
• directed broadcast

NOTE

If you select the Special Address field, do not specify a value in the Local Host and Foreign Host fields.

Advanced Criteria

Packet Direction

Specifies whether to test for inbound or outbound packets:
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• In – Inbound packets
• Out – Outbound packets
• Omit - Skips the test

The direction is the directional flow of an IP packet relative to the TCP/IP stack. An inbound packet typically has a local
host address as its destination. An outbound packet typically has a foreign host address as its destination. One exception
occurs: an outbound packet has a local address for its destination when the packet uses a LOOPBACK interface or uses
a secondary interface from the same stack. 

Packet Length

The length of the IP packet in bytes.

Select an operator and specify a value between 0 and 65535.

MTU of Next Hop 

Maximum Transmission Unit of the next hop link, as reported by an ICMP Packet Too Big error message (Type 2).

Select an operator and specify a value between 0 and 65535.

ICMP Message Types

One or more of the following values, separated by commas.

• The name of the ICMP type
• A range of numbers (0-255)

If you set the ICMP Message Codes field, you can define only one ICMP Message Type.

ICMP Message Codes

One or more of the following values, separated by commas:

• The name of the ICMP code
• A range of numbers (0-255)

If you set this field, you can define only one ICMP Message Type.

Next Header

The Next Header field of the IPv6 packet that generated the ICMP error message.

Source Host

The original IP host address that generated the ICMP error message, in one of the following IPv6 formats:

• Host name
• Address notation (for details, see RFC, IP Version 6 Addressing Architecture)
• Network notation, e.g. 2001:DB8::/32
• Generic IP address notation, e.g. 2001:*

Destination Host

The destination address of an IP packet before an ICMP error message occurred. Use one of the same IPv6 formats
as Source Host.

Stop Criteria

Packet Direction

Specifies whether to test for inbound or outbound packets:
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• In – Inbound packets
• Out – Outbound packets
• Omit - Skips the test

The direction is the directional flow of an IP packet relative to the TCP/IP stack. An inbound packet typically has a local
host address as its destination. An outbound packet typically has a foreign host address as its destination. One exception
occurs: an outbound packet has a local address for its destination when the packet uses a LOOPBACK interface or uses
a secondary interface from the same stack. 

Checksum

Tests the value of the checksum field.

• Yes - Contains a non-zero value
• No - Carries all zeroes
• Omit - Skips this test

Data Expression

Combines all expressions into one expression using Boolean operators.

Default: Combine all expressions using OR operators.

UDP Data Length 

The length in bytes of the data after the UDP Header. 

Select an operator and specify a value between 0 and 65507.

Operator

The relational operator for comparing packet data with test data. The Like operator is not valid for Hex, IPv4, or IPv6.

Data

The test data to compare to the packet data.

For the LIKE operator, specify at least one of these wildcard characters: asterisk * (matches zero or any number of
characters) or question mark ? (matches any character).

Format

Character format of the test data. Default: EBCDIC.

Hex format requires the test data to end on a byte boundary: For example, 12AED6 is valid, while 12AED is not.

If you specify the length for the = or != operators, specify half the display length of the Hex data. For example, 12AED6
has a length of three.

Start Position

The first position in the packet data to begin the comparison.

Default: 1

Max: 128

Length

Length of the packet data to compare to the test data.

For a LIKE operator, this field is required; the minimum value is the length of the LIKE data pattern.

For the = and != operators, it is optional but when specified, must match the length of the test data.

The length includes the starting position.
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Max: 32 and cannot exceed the range of comparison of 128 bytes. For example, a starting position of 120 and a length of
30 is invalid.

Tracing Options

Trace Limit

Limits the number of packets kept for a trace.

Values: 10 through the value of the PAMMTTSIZE Packet Analyzer parameter in CA SOLVE SSI.

Default: 250

WARNING

 If you increase this value, increase the size of the IPFILE. Also, expand the trace database by increasing the
value of the PTRCDBSIZE Packet Analyzer parameter in the SOLVE SSI parameter member and restarting CA
SOLVE SSI.

Trace Expiry

The amount of time (hhh:mm) to store a trace in memory before discarding it.

Range: 0:01 through the value of the PAMFZKPTIME Packet Analyzer parameter in CA SOLVE SSI.

Stop at Trace Limit:

Selected - Ends the trace when the number of packets collected reaches the number in the Trace Limit option.
Cleared - Continues collection after the limit is reached and discards the oldest packets to free space for new ones.

Packets After Stop

The extra packets to collect before the trace is stopped. After the stop condition is met, the trace continues until the
number of packets that you specify in Packets After Stop is reached. The valid range is 0-999 but must be less than the
Trace Limit value. 

This field applies only when you specify one or more stop criteria for the trace definition.

Example

You specify the following values:

• Trace Limit=100
• Packets After Stop=50

The finished trace file contains between 51 and 100 depending on when you hit the stop condition.

• If you hit the stop condition on packet 1, the trace continues to collect until packet 51 arrives.
• If you hit the stop condition on packet 50, the trace continues to collect until packet 100 arrives.
• If you hit the stop condition on packet 1000 (you did not select Stop at Limit), the trace continue to collect until packet

1050 arrives. However, because the trace limit is 100, you see only packets 950 to 1050.

General IP v4 SmartTrace Definitions

The following fields may require explanation when you create a General IP v4 trace definition:

Base Criteria

TCP/IP Stack:
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Limits the trace to the specified stack. Not selecting a stack creates a separate trace for each active stack that matches
the criteria for this definition.

Interface:

(Applies only if you specify TCP/IP Stack) The logical name for the physical link or adapter that the TCP/IP stack uses to
route an IP packet.

Local Host and Foreign Host:

Local Host – The IP host address of the local TCP/IP stack, in one of these IPv4 formats:

• Host name
• Dotted decimal notation
• Network notation: an address mask or a prefix length, for example, 192.168/255.128 or 192.168/9
• Generic IP address notation, for example, 192.*

Foreign Host – The IP host address of the foreign (remote) TCP/IP stack. This address is typically not associated with a
local TCP/IP stack. An exception is when an IP packet uses a LOOPBACK interface or a secondary interface from the
same local stack. Use one of these IPv4 formats:

• The IPv4 dotted decimal notation
• An IPv4 network notation, which can be an address mask or a prefix length, for example, 192.168/255.128 or

192.168/9
• A generic IP address notation, for example, 192.*
• A host name that is resolved to an IPv4 dotted decimal notation

Local Port and Foreign Port:

One or more of the following values, separated by commas:

• A whole number from 1 to 65535
• A range of ports, for example, 1000-2000

Special Address

One of the following special types of addresses:

• LOOPBACK: 127.0.0.1 to 127.255.255.255
• MULTICAST: 224.0.0.0 to 239.255.255.255
• BROADCAST (IPv4 Only): limited broadcast (255.255.255.255) or directed broadcast 

NOTE

If you select the Special Address field, do not specify a value in the Local Host and Foreign Host fields.

IP Protocol

The IP protocol of the packet.

Advanced Criteria

Fragmented

Specifies whether to test for fragmentation:

• Yes – Fragmented packets
• No – Unfragmented packets
• Omit – Skips this test

The direction is the directional flow of an IP packet relative to the TCP/IP stack. An inbound packet typically has a local
host address as its destination. An outbound packet typically has a foreign host address as its destination. One exception
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occurs: an outbound packet has a local address for its destination when the packet uses a LOOPBACK interface or uses
a secondary interface from the same stack. 

ToS Bits Set

Tests the settings of the type of service (ToS) field in the IP header.

• Yes – At least one ToS bit is set to 1
• No – All ToS bits are set to 0. (normal service)
• Omit - Skips this test

Packet Direction

Specifies whether to test for inbound or outbound packets:

• In – Inbound packets
• Out – Outbound packets
• Omit - Skips the test

The direction is the directional flow of an IP packet relative to the TCP/IP stack. An inbound packet typically has a local
host address as its destination. An outbound packet typically has a foreign host address as its destination. One exception
occurs: an outbound packet has a local address for its destination when the packet uses a LOOPBACK interface or uses
a secondary interface from the same stack. 

IP Options

Specifies whether optional fields follow the IP header:

• Yes - Optional fields follow the IP header 
• No - No optional fields follow the IP header 
• Omit - Skips this test

Packet Length

The length of the IP packet in bytes.

Select an operator and specify a value between 0 and 65535.

Time to Live

Specifies the number of routers through which a packet passes before it is discarded.

Select an operator and specify a value between 0 and 255.

Data Expression

Combines all expressions into one expression using Boolean operators.

QoS Values

Specifies one or more classes of service represented by the precedence bits in the ToS field of the IP header.

Operator

The relational operator for comparing packet data with test data. The Like operator is not valid for Hex, IPv4, or IPv6.

Data

The test data to compare to the packet data.

For the LIKE operator, specify at least one of these wildcard characters: asterisk * (matches zero or any number of
characters) or question mark ? (matches any character).

Format

Character format of the test data. Default: EBCDIC.
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Hex format requires the test data to end on a byte boundary: For example, 12AED6 is valid, while 12AED is not.

If you specify the length for the = or != operators, specify half the display length of the Hex data. For example, 12AED6
has a length of three.

Start Position

The first position in the packet data to begin the comparison.

Default: 1

Max: 128

Length

Length of the packet data to compare to the test data. 

For a LIKE operator, this field is required; the minimum value is the length of the LIKE data pattern.

For the = and != operators, it is optional but when specified, must match the length of the test data.

The length includes the starting position.

Max: 32 and cannot exceed the range of comparison of 128 bytes. For example, a starting position of 120 and a length of
30 is invalid.

Stop Criteria

Fragmented

Specifies whether to test for fragmentation:

• Yes – Fragmented packets
• No – Unfragmented packets
• Omit – Skips this test

The direction is the directional flow of an IP packet relative to the TCP/IP stack. An inbound packet typically has a local
host address as its destination. An outbound packet typically has a foreign host address as its destination. One exception
occurs: an outbound packet has a local address for its destination when the packet uses a LOOPBACK interface or uses
a secondary interface from the same stack. 

DF Bit Set

Tests the settings of the DF bit in the IP header.

• Yes – At least one ToS bit is set to 1
• No – All ToS bits are set to 0. (normal service)
• Omit - Skips this test

Packet Direction

Specifies whether to test for inbound or outbound packets:

• In – Inbound packets
• Out – Outbound packets
• Omit - Skips the test

The direction is the directional flow of an IP packet relative to the TCP/IP stack. An inbound packet typically has a local
host address as its destination. An outbound packet typically has a foreign host address as its destination. One exception
occurs: an outbound packet has a local address for its destination when the packet uses a LOOPBACK interface or uses
a secondary interface from the same stack. 

Packet Length
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The length of the IP packet in bytes.

Select an operator and specify a value between 0 and 65535.

Time to Live  (IPv4 Only)

Specifies the number of routers through which a packet passes before it is discarded.

Select an operator and specify a value between 0 and 255.

Data Expression

Combines all expressions into one expression using Boolean operators.

Default: Combine all expressions using OR operators.

Operator

The relational operator for comparing packet data with test data. The Like operator is not valid for Hex, IPv4, or IPv6.

Data

The test data to compare to the packet data.

For the LIKE operator, specify at least one of these wildcard characters: asterisk * (matches zero or any number of
characters) or question mark ? (matches any character).

Format

Character format of the test data. Default: EBCDIC.

Hex format requires the test data to end on a byte boundary: For example, 12AED6 is valid, while 12AED is not.

If you specify the length for the = or != operators, specify half the display length of the Hex data. For example, 12AED6
has a length of three.

Start Position

The first position in the packet data to begin the comparison.

Default: 1

Max: 128

Length

Length of the packet data to compare to the test data.

For a LIKE operator, this field is required; the minimum value is the length of the LIKE data pattern.

For the = and != operators, it is optional but when specified, must match the length of the test data.

The length includes the starting position.

Max: 32 and cannot exceed the range of comparison of 128 bytes. For example, a starting position of 120 and a length of
30 is invalid.

Tracing Options

Trace Limit

Limits the number of packets kept for a trace.

Values: 10 through the value of the PAMMTTSIZE Packet Analyzer parameter in SOLVE SSI.

Default: 250
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WARNING

If you increase this value, increase the size of the IPFILE. Also, expand the trace database by increasing the
value of the PTRCDBSIZE Packet Analyzer parameter in the SOLVE SSI parameter member and restarting
SOLVE SSI.

Trace Expiry

The amount of time (hhh:mm) to store a trace in memory before discarding it.

Range: 0:01 through the value of the PAMFZKPTIME Packet Analyzer parameter in SOLVE SSI.

Stop at Trace Limit:

Selected - Ends the trace when the number of packets collected reaches the number in the Trace Limit option.
Cleared - Continues collection after the limit is reached and discards the oldest packets to free space for new ones.

Packets After Stop

The extra packets to collect before the trace is stopped. After the stop condition is met, the trace continues until the
number of packets that you specify in Packets After Stop is reached. The valid range is 0-999 but must be less than the
Trace Limit value. 

This field applies only when you specify one or more stop criteria for the trace definition.

Example

You specify the following values:

• Trace Limit=100
• Packets After Stop=50

The finished trace file contains between 51 and 100 depending on when you hit the stop condition.

• If you hit the stop condition on packet 1, the trace continues to collect until packet 51 arrives.
• If you hit the stop condition on packet 50, the trace continues to collect until packet 100 arrives.
• If you hit the stop condition on packet 1000 (you did not select Stop at Limit), the trace continue to collect until packet

1050 arrives. However, because the trace limit is 100, you see only packets 950 to 1050.

General IP v6 SmartTrace Definitions

The following fields may require explanation when you create a General IP v6 trace definition:

Base Criteria

TCP/IP Stack:

Limits the trace to the specified stack. Not selecting a stack creates a separate trace for each active stack that matches
the criteria for this definition.

Interface:

(Applies only if you specify TCP/IP Stack) The logical name for the physical link or adapter that the TCP/IP stack uses to
route an IP packet.

Local Host and Foreign Host:

Local Host – The IP host address of the local TCP/IP stack, in one of these IPv6 formats:
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• Host name
• Address notation (for details, see RFC, IP Version 6 Addressing Architecture)
• Network notation, for example, 2001:DB8::/32
• Generic IP address notation, for example, 2001:*

Foreign Host – The IP host address of the foreign (remote) TCP/IP stack. This address is typically not associated with a
local TCP/IP stack. An exception is when an IP packet uses a LOOPBACK interface or a secondary interface from the
same local stack. Use one of these IPv6 formats:

• The IPv6 address notation, as described in the RFC, IP Version 6 Addressing Architecture
• An IPv6 network notation, for example, 2001:DB8::/32
• A generic IP address notation,  for example, 2001:*
• A host name that is resolved to an IPv6 address notation

Local Port and Foreign Port:

One or more of the following values, separated by commas:

• A whole number from 1 to 65535
• A range of ports, for example, 1000-2000

Special Address

One of the following special types of addresses:

• LOOPBACK: 127.0.0.1 to 127.255.255.255
• MULTICAST: 224.0.0.0 to 239.255.255.255

NOTE

If you select the Special Address field, do not specify a value in the Local Host and Foreign Host fields.

Advanced Criteria

Fragmented

Specifies whether to test for fragmentation:

• Yes – Fragmented packets
• No – Unfragmented packets
• Omit – Skips this test

The direction is the directional flow of an IP packet relative to the TCP/IP stack. An inbound packet typically has a local
host address as its destination. An outbound packet typically has a foreign host address as its destination. One exception
occurs: an outbound packet has a local address for its destination when the packet uses a LOOPBACK interface or uses
a secondary interface from the same stack. 

Flow Label

Tests whether the flow label in an IPv6 header is non-zero. Flow labels can identify sequences of packets for which IPv6
routers perform special handling.

• Yes - Contains a non-zero value 
• No - Carries all zeroes 
• Omit - Skips this test

Packet Direction

Specifies whether to test for inbound or outbound packets:
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• In – Inbound packets
• Out – Outbound packets
• Omit - Skips the test

The direction is the directional flow of an IP packet relative to the TCP/IP stack. An inbound packet typically has a local
host address as its destination. An outbound packet typically has a foreign host address as its destination. One exception
occurs: an outbound packet has a local address for its destination when the packet uses a LOOPBACK interface or uses
a secondary interface from the same stack. 

IP Extension Header

Tests whether intermediate extension headers exist between the IPv6 header and the upper layer protocol headers.
Examples include routing and fragment headers.

• Yes - These extension headers exist 
• No - These extension headers do not exist 
• Omit - Skips this test

Packet Length

The length of the IP packet in bytes.

Select an operator and specify a value between 0 and 65535.

Hop Limit

Specifies the number of routers through which a packet passes before it is discarded. 

Select an operator and specify a value between 0 and 255.

Data Expression

Combines all expressions into one expression using Boolean operators.

Traffic Class Bit Setting

Specifies the 8-bit setting of the Traffic Class field in an IPv6 header, using a series of 0's and 1's.

Operator

The relational operator for comparing packet data with test data. The Like operator is not valid for Hex, IPv4, or IPv6.

Data

The test data to compare to the packet data.

For the LIKE operator, specify at least one of these wildcard characters: asterisk * (matches zero or any number of
characters) or question mark ? (matches any character).

Format

Character format of the test data. Default: EBCDIC.

Hex format requires the test data to end on a byte boundary: For example, 12AED6 is valid, while 12AED is not.

If you specify the length for the = or != operators, specify half the display length of the Hex data. For example, 12AED6
has a length of three.

Start Position

The first position in the packet data to begin the comparison.

Default: 1

Max: 128
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Length

Length of the packet data to compare to the test data. 

For a LIKE operator, this field is required; the minimum value is the length of the LIKE data pattern.

For the = and != operators, it is optional but when specified, must match the length of the test data.

The length includes the starting position.

Max: 32 and cannot exceed the range of comparison of 128 bytes. For example, a starting position of 120 and a length of
30 is invalid.

Stop Criteria

Fragmented

Specifies whether to test for fragmentation:

• Yes – Fragmented packets
• No – Unfragmented packets
• Omit – Skips this test

The direction is the directional flow of an IP packet relative to the TCP/IP stack. An inbound packet typically has a local
host address as its destination. An outbound packet typically has a foreign host address as its destination. One exception
occurs: an outbound packet has a local address for its destination when the packet uses a LOOPBACK interface or uses
a secondary interface from the same stack. 

Flow Label

Tests whether the flow label in an IPv6 header is non-zero. Flow labels can identify sequences of packets for which IPv6
routers perform special handling.

• Yes - Contains a non-zero value 
• No - Carries all zeroes 
• Omit - Skips this test

Packet Direction

Specifies whether to test for inbound or outbound packets:

• In – Inbound packets
• Out – Outbound packets
• Omit - Skips the test

The direction is the directional flow of an IP packet relative to the TCP/IP stack. An inbound packet typically has a local
host address as its destination. An outbound packet typically has a foreign host address as its destination. One exception
occurs: an outbound packet has a local address for its destination when the packet uses a LOOPBACK interface or uses
a secondary interface from the same stack. 

IP Extension Header

Tests whether intermediate extension headers exist between the IPv6 header and the upper layer protocol headers.
Examples include routing and fragment headers.

• Yes - These extension headers exist 
• No - These extension headers do not exist 
• Omit - Skips this test

Packet Length

The length of the IP packet in bytes.
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Select an operator and specify a value between 0 and 65535.

Hop Limit (IPv6 Only)

Specifies the number of routers through which a packet passes before it is discarded. 

Select an operator and specify a value between 0 and 255.

Data Expression

Combines all expressions into one expression using Boolean operators.

Default: Combine all expressions using OR operators.

Operator

The relational operator for comparing packet data with test data. The Like operator is not valid for Hex, IPv4, or IPv6.

Data

The test data to compare to the packet data.

For the LIKE operator, specify at least one of these wildcard characters: asterisk * (matches zero or any number of
characters) or question mark ? (matches any character).

Format

Character format of the test data. Default: EBCDIC.

Hex format requires the test data to end on a byte boundary: For example, 12AED6 is valid, while 12AED is not.

If you specify the length for the = or != operators, specify half the display length of the Hex data. For example, 12AED6
has a length of three.

Start Position

The first position in the packet data to begin the comparison.

Default: 1

Max: 128

Length

Length of the packet data to compare to the test data.

For a LIKE operator, this field is required; the minimum value is the length of the LIKE data pattern.

For the = and != operators, it is optional but when specified, must match the length of the test data.

The length includes the starting position.

Max: 32 and cannot exceed the range of comparison of 128 bytes. For example, a starting position of 120 and a length of
30 is invalid.

Tracing Options

Trace Limit

Limits the number of packets kept for a trace.

Values: 10 through the value of the PAMMTTSIZE Packet Analyzer parameter in SOLVE SSI.

Default: 250
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WARNING

If you increase this value, increase the size of the IPFILE. Also, expand the trace database by increasing the
value of the PTRCDBSIZE Packet Analyzer parameter in the SOLVE SSI parameter member and restarting
SOLVE SSI.

Trace Expiry

The amount of time (hhh:mm) to store a trace in memory before discarding it.

Range: 0:01 through the value of the PAMFZKPTIME Packet Analyzer parameter in SOLVE SSI.

Stop at Trace Limit:

Selected - Ends the trace when the number of packets collected reaches the number in the Trace Limit option.
Cleared - Continues collection after the limit is reached and discards the oldest packets to free space for new ones.

Packets After Stop

The extra packets to collect before the trace is stopped. After the stop condition is met, the trace continues until the
number of packets that you specify in Packets After Stop is reached. The valid range is 0-999 but must be less than the
Trace Limit value. 

This field applies only when you specify one or more stop criteria for the trace definition.

Example

You specify the following values:

• Trace Limit=100
• Packets After Stop=50

The finished trace file contains between 51 and 100 depending on when you hit the stop condition.

• If you hit the stop condition on packet 1, the trace continues to collect until packet 51 arrives.
• If you hit the stop condition on packet 50, the trace continues to collect until packet 100 arrives.
• If you hit the stop condition on packet 1000 (you did not select Stop at Limit), the trace continue to collect until packet

1050 arrives. However, because the trace limit is 100, you see only packets 950 to 1050.

Working With Active Traces
When you work with active SmartTrace definitions, you can view them, inactivate them, and perform other actions. Follow
these steps: 

1. Click IP Diagnostics, SmartTrace.
2. On the SmartTrace page, click Active Traces.
3. Select the row that contains the definition, right-click, and select the action:  

Inactivate Definition

Inactivate a trace definition when you no longer want to run traces from it. 

 Inactivating a trace definition ends all its active traces, so their statuses change from RUNNING to ENDED.

Save

Save an active trace to create a record of the data gathered so far.
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Download PCAP

Download a saved trace to help you more efficiently share it or to analyze its details. The product downloads a trace as a
packet capture (PCAP) file, which you can view and analyze using pcap file parser utilities.

View

After you select an active trace and click View, the SmartTrace Packets dialog appears and lists the latest packets
associated with that trace. You can also refresh the latest packets from this dialog. Follow these steps to review the
selected trace:

1. View the following information in the first table:
– Definition Name
– Packet Count
– State
– Stack
– Total Traced
The second table provides information about the Latest Packets:
– Sequence Number
– Local Host
– Local Port
– Bytes in Packet
– Packet Direction
– Remote Host
– Remote Port
– Protocol
– Seconds Difference
– Summary Information

2. Click any row and view the Formatted Packet details.
3. (Optional) Click the row again to minimize the expanded details. Then, you can select another packet to view its

expanded details.
4. (Optional) Click Refresh to view the latest packets of a running trace.
5. Close the SmartTrace Packets dialog when you complete your research.
6. To perform any other action, select the row that contains the definition, right-click, and select the action:  

Note: Two other methods to open the SmartTrace Packets dialog are:

• Double-click a row from the Active Traces list.
• Right-click a row and select View from the drop-down list.

When you view the list of active traces, you can view the latest packets for a trace that you select on this page. You can
also expand the details about each packet, which might help you resolve your network security concerns. For example,
you are a member of the security team in your organization, and you have an active trace about a specific file transfer in
your network.

You can search on any field and you can sort the list by any column. This page lists the following information:
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• Definition Name
• Packet Count
• State
• Type
• Stack
• First Packet Time
• Last Packet Time
• Expires

Follow these steps to view more information about a specific trace:

Example Active Trace Packet

The following example shows sample information about a specific packet when you expand the details:

Sequence
Number

Local Host Local Port Bytes in
Packet

Packet
Direction

Remote
Host

Remote
Port

Protocol Seconds
Difference

Summary
Information

69069705 141.n.n.n 54321 1492 --> 130.n.n.n 5001 TCP <0.001 Ack
Win=4093
Seq=3376007191
Ack=2615937783

Formatted Packet

PKT   Packet # ........ 69069705         Direction .......... Send

      Date ............ 22-JUL-2016      Time ............... 06:52:28.770530

      Link Name ....... OSA2             First Hop .......... 141.n.n.1

 

IP    Source Addr ..... 141.n.n.n       Destination Addr ... 130.n.n.n

      IP Version ...... 4               Header Length ...... 20

      Type of Service   B'00000000'     Total Length ....... 1492

      Identification    x'901C'         Flags .............. DontFragment B'010'

      Frag Offset ..... 0               Time to Live ....... 64

      Protocol ........ TCP             Header Checksum ..... '20DB'

 

TCP   Src Port ........ 54321           Dest Port .... 5001

      Seq Number ...... 3376007191      Ack Number ... 2615937783

      Data Offset ..... 32              Flags ........ ACK

      Window .......... 4093            Checksum ..... x'5E1B'

      Urgent Pointer    0

 

      TCP Option                        Value

      ----------                        -----

      No Operation

      No Operation

      Time Stamp Value                  x'99562092'

                 Echo Reply             x'4B1A455D'

Offset IP Header EBCDIC ASCII
+0000 450005D4 901C4000

400620DB 8DCA411F
...M.......... E.....@.@.....A.
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+0010 827732CC b.............. .w2...................

Offset TCP Header EBCDIC ASCII
+0000 D89D1389 C939C817

9BEC0AF7 80100FFD
Q..iI.H....7.... .....9..........

+0010 5E1B0000 0101080A 99562092
4B1A455D

;.......r..k...) ^........V..K.E.

Offset TCP Data EBCDIC ASCII
+0000 E6268DE8 28924E48

19EA3485 2E76E02A
W..Y.k+....e..\. .&..(.NH..4..v.*

+0010 CA4715A9 A186D38A
F7BFF022 4D7E57BE

..z~fL.7.0.(=.. .G........"M~W.

+0020 0EA8F5AE 75FEDB41
10AF7B32 187BDEE0

.y5........#..#.\ ....u..A..{2.{..

+0030 850215AA 0BA6D925
BFBCE001 507F14A6

e....wR...\.&".w ........%....P...

Working With Saved Traces
To work with saved SmartTrace definitions, you can view them, rename them, and perform other actions.

1. Click IP Diagnostics, SmartTrace.
2. On the SmartTrace page, click Saved Traces.
3. Select the row that contains the definition, right-click, and select the action:

Rename

You can rename a saved trace, for example, to include a prefix or suffix indicating an important detail, such as time, date,
version, and so forth.

Delete

Delete a saved trace when you no longer need it. Any related active traces and trace definitions are not affected.

You can optionally delete multiple traces at once by selecting them, right-clicking, and selecting Delete.

Download PCAP

Download a saved trace to help you more efficiently share it or to analyze its details. The product downloads a trace as a
packet capture (PCAP) file, which you can view and analyze using pcap file parser utilities.

View

When you view the list of saved traces, you can view the latest packets for a trace that you select on this page. You can
also expand the details about each packet. Packets can contain sensitive data, so these details can help you resolve
your network security concerns. For example, you are a member of the security team in your organization, and you want
to trace the details about a specific file transfer by a user in your network. You can also rename and delete traces from
this page.

You can search on any field and you can sort the list by any column. This page lists the following information:
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• Name
• Definition Name
• Packet Count
• Stack
• First Packet Time
• Last Packet Time
• Saved Date/Time
• User

After you select a saved trace and click View, the SmartTrace Packets dialog appears and lists the latest packets
associated with that trace. You can also refresh the latest packets from this dialog. Follow these steps to review the
selected trace:

1. View the following information about the selected trace in the first table:
– Name
– Definition Name
– Packet Count
– State
– Stack
– Total Traced
The second table provides information about the Latest Packets:
– Sequence Number
– Local Host
– Local Port
– Bytes in Packet
– Packet Direction
– Remote Host
– Remote Port
– Protocol
– Seconds Difference
– Summary Information

2. Click any row and view the Formatted Packet details.
3. (Optional) Click the row again to minimize the expanded details. Then, you can select another packet to view its

expanded details.
4. Close the SmartTrace Packets dialog when you complete your research.

Note: Two other methods to open the SmartTrace Packets dialog are:

• Double-click a row from the Saved Traces list.
• Right-click a row and select View from the drop-down list.

Example Saved Trace Packet

The following example shows sample information about a specific packet when you expand the details:

Sequence
Number

Local Host Local Port Bytes in
Packet

Packet
Direction

Remote
Host

Remote
Port

Protocol Seconds
Difference

Summary
Information

69069705 141.n.n.n 54321 1492 --> 130.n.n.n 5001 TCP <0.001 Ack
Win=4093
Seq=3376007191
Ack=2615937783
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Formatted Packet

PKT   Packet # ........ 69069705         Direction .......... Send

      Date ............ 22-JUL-2016      Time ............... 06:52:28.770530

      Link Name ....... OSA2             First Hop .......... 141.n.n.1

 

IP    Source Addr ..... 141.n.n.n       Destination Addr ... 130.n.n.n

      IP Version ...... 4               Header Length ...... 20

      Type of Service   B'00000000'     Total Length ....... 1492

      Identification    x'901C'         Flags .............. DontFragment B'010'

      Frag Offset ..... 0               Time to Live ....... 64

      Protocol ........ TCP             Header Checksum ..... '20DB'

 

TCP   Src Port ........ 54321           Dest Port .... 5001

      Seq Number ...... 3376007191      Ack Number ... 2615937783

      Data Offset ..... 32              Flags ........ ACK

      Window .......... 4093            Checksum ..... x'5E1B'

      Urgent Pointer    0

 

      TCP Option                        Value

      ----------                        -----

      No Operation

      No Operation

      Time Stamp Value                  x'99562092'

                 Echo Reply             x'4B1A455D'

Offset IP Header EBCDIC ASCII
+0000 450005D4 901C4000

400620DB 8DCA411F
...M.......... E.....@.@.....A.

+0010 827732CC b.............. .w2...................

Offset TCP Header EBCDIC ASCII
+0000 D89D1389 C939C817

9BEC0AF7 80100FFD
Q..iI.H....7.... .....9..........

+0010 5E1B0000 0101080A 99562092
4B1A455D

;.......r..k...) ^........V..K.E.

Offset TCP Data EBCDIC ASCII
+0000 E6268DE8 28924E48

19EA3485 2E76E02A
W..Y.k+....e..\. .&..(.NH..4..v.*

+0010 CA4715A9 A186D38A
F7BFF022 4D7E57BE

..z~fL.7.0.(=.. .G........"M~W.

+0020 0EA8F5AE 75FEDB41
10AF7B32 187BDEE0

.y5........#..#.\ ....u..A..{2.{..

+0030 850215AA 0BA6D925
BFBCE001 507F14A6

e....wR...\.&".w ........%....P...
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Mainframe Team Center - Network Management Messages
Mainframe Team Center - Network Management messages

NMCCHPWD01

Invalid or missing Username, please re-enter

Reason: The Username field on the Change Password Modal was not completed or is invalid. Enter a valid Username.

System action: None. The password remains unchanged.

User action: Enter a valid username.

NMCCHPWD02

Missing old password, please enter

Reason: The Old Password field on the Change Password Modal was empty.

System action: None. The password remains unchanged.

User action: Enter a valid password.

NMCCHPWD03

Missing new password, please enter

Reason: The New Password field on the Change Password Modal was empty.

System action: None. The password remains unchanged.

User action: Enter a valid password.

NMCCHPWD04

Missing verify password, please enter

Reason: The Verify Password field on the Change Password Modal was empty.

System action: None. The password remains unchanged.

User action: Enter a valid password.

NMCCHPWD05

Old and new passwords are the same, please re-enter

Reason: The Old Password and New Password fields on the Change Password Modal have the same value. The new
password must be different from the existing (old) password.

System action: None. The password remains unchanged.

User action: Enter a new password that differs from the old password.

NMCCHPWD06

New and verify passwords are different, please re-enter

Reason: The New Password and Verify Password fields on the Change Password Modal are not the same.

System action: None. The password remains unchanged.
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User action: Verify the password and enter the password again in the new and verify fields.

NMCCHPWD07

Password change successful

Reason: The password change was successful.

System action: The password was updated.

User action: None.

NMCLOGIN01

Invalid or missing Username, please re-enter

Reason: The Username field on the Login page was not completed or is invalid. Enter a valid Username.

System action: None. The user is not logged in.

User action: Enter a valid username.

NMCLOGIN02

Missing Password, please enter

Reason: The Password field on the Login page was empty. You are not logged in.

System action: None.

User action: Enter a valid login password.

NMCPNGTR01

Please enter a Destination Address.

Reason:  The Destination Address field on the Ping & Traceroute page was not entered. This field is required.

Sstem action: None.

User action: Enter a valid IP address.

NMCSMART01

No SmartTrace Definitions

Reason: No SmartTrace definitions exist on the selected region.

System action: None.

User action: Add a SmartTrace definition.

NMCSMART02

No Active Traces

Reason: No active traces exist on the selected region.

System action: None.

User action: Activate a trace.
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NMCSMART03

No Saved Traces

Reason: No saved traces exist on the selected region.

System action: None.

User action: Save a trace.

NMCSMRDE01

Error has occurred for inactivating definition P1 with P2.

Reason: For more information, see P2.

System action: For more information, see P2.

User action: Review the documentation for P2.

NMCSMRTD01

No request was made to the server

Reason: An internal error has occurred. Invalid parameters resulted in no request being made to the server.

System action: None.

User action: For assistance, contact Broadcom Support.

NMCSMRTR01

The NM server reported an error code = 'P1', but no error message was supplied.

Reason: An internal error has occurred. The server return code reported a failure, but no message ID or text was
supplied.

System action: None.

User action: For assistance, contact Broadcom Support.

NMCSMRTR02

Failed to rename the trace due to the following server error:  P1

Reason: The server error caused the rename operation to fail.

System action: None.

User action: Review the documentation for the message ID contained in P1.

NMCSMRTR03

Failed to rename the trace due to the following server error:  P1

This error can occur if another user already deleted this trace. In this case, refresh your web page to remove the selected
trace.

Reason: The trace might no longer exist because another user might have deleted it. The trace still appears on your web
page because you have not yet refreshed it.

System action: None.

User action: Refresh your web page.
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NMCSMRTS01

An error occurred while saving the trace. No error message was supplied.

Reason: The server return code reported a failure, but no message ID or text was supplied.

System action: None.

User action: None.

NMCSMRTS02

Failed to save the trace due to the following error:  P1

Reason: The server error caused the save operation to fail.

System action: None.

User action: Review the SmartTrace documentation related to the error message.

NMCSMRTS03

Failed to save the trace due to the following error:  P1  This can occur if your screen has not been refreshed
recently and is out-of-date. If so, the Close button will refresh the Active Traces table and cause the selected
trace to disappear.

Reason: Another user could have deleted the trace or its definition. An ended trace might have expired. If such actions
occurred without a refresh on your screen, this error might occur. In such cases, you can refresh your screen and can
continue.

System action: None.

User action: Refresh.

NMCSMRTV01

No request was made to the server

Reason: An internal error has occurred. Invalid parameters resulted in no request being made to the server.

System action: None.User action: For assistance, contact Broadcom Support.

NMSCHPWD01

Invalid Username/Password Combination

Reason: The combination of Username and Old Password that you entered on the Change Password Modal is invalid.

System action: None. The password remains unchanged.

User action: Enter valid login credentials.

NMSLOGIN01

Invalid Username/Password Combination

Reason: The combination of Username and Password that you entered on the Login page is invalid. You are not logged
in.

System action: None.

User action: Enter valid login credentials.
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NMSSMRDL02

Invalid input parameters

Reason: An internal error has occurred. Required input parameters are missing.

System action: None.

User action: For assistance, contact Broadcom Support.

NMSSMRTS01

Failed to save the trace due to the following error:  The saveActiveTrace ESP script was called without the required
parameter = 'P1'

Reason: An internal error has occurred. A missing parameter prevented the server-side program from being able to
perform its action.

System action: None.

User action: For assistance, contact Broadcom Support.

Monitoring
The Monitoring page lets you gain insight into events that occur in your system. The Alerts page of Monitoring appears by
default.

Alerts

The Alerts page provides an overview of the general health of your system. An alert indicates that a problem has been
detected and that some action needs to be taken. Alerts are raised by the system and listed by severity and date on the
Alerts page.

Resources

The Resources page provides information about the health of your resources. To help determine corrective actions, this
page shows you when a resource is active, unknown, degraded, or inactive.

Alerts
View Mainframe Team Center - Network Management alert details.

The Alerts page of Monitoring lists information about the severity of alerts for a resource and provides an integrated event
notification system. The alert monitor indicates to operators that a problem has been detected and that some action
has to be taken. The display shows alerts from the system in real time. As the alerts are received, this page is updated
automatically. Alerts that were raised before the system was started do not appear on this page.

Alert List

The Alert list lets you view information about monitored resources. The upper-right portion of the table shows the number
of displayed alerts. For example, 1 to 8 (1 selected) indicates that the page is displaying alerts 1-8 and that you have
selected one alert.The play/pause button starts and stops the automatic refreshing of the list.

Severity Levels

Color and sort order indicate severity. The multi-colored bar below the table shows you how many alerts are active for
each severity level. The following levels of severity describe an alert:
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1 (red)
Critical

2 (dark orange)
High

3 (light orange)
Medium

4 (yellow)
Low

Add and Remove Columns

You can customize the columns in the Alerts table to display only the data you are interested in.Follow these steps:

1. Right-click on any column heading.A list of available data columns appears. Some columns are displayed by default.
2. Click the check-box next to the columns that you want to show or hide.
3. Click OK. The selected columns of data appear in the alerts list.

Sort Alerts

By default, alerts are sorted in order of highest severity. In each severity category, the alerts are sorted by date with the
most recent listed first. In each date category, the alerts are sorted by time with the most recent listed first.To change the
sort order of the list click on the heading of the column you want to sort. An up or down arrow indicates whether the order
is ascending or descending. To reverse the sort order click on the column heading again.

Search for Alerts

You can search for specific alerts based on a known text string that occurs in any visible column in that alert. Specify
the text string you want to find in the search field. The list adjusts as you type to display only the alerts that contain your
specified text string.Use the X button to clear your search criteria and display all alerts again.

Resolve Alerts

You can examine information about the severity of alerts, take action based on the severity and details of the alert, and
close alerts.

Follow these steps:

1. Select an alert.
2. View details and notes about the alert in the Alert Details dialog to help you decide what action to take.
3. Take the necessary actions to remove the alert condition.
4. Add notes to provide future reference information about this alert in the Alert Details dialog.
5. Close the alert (if it is not automatically closed by an external application) after the alert condition is resolved.

View Alert Details

You can view details about an alert in the Alert Details dialogue box. The dialogue includes the following information:

• Summary - Alert Severity, System name, Application, Class, Resource, Resource type, and Resource class.
• Status - data/time the alert was Created, Updated, and Last occurred, Number of occurrences, and Elapsed time.
• Description - Alert text, System action, and Recommended action.
• User notes attached to alert.

Follow these steps:

1. Select an alert by clicking on one of the list items. The selected alert is highlighted.
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2. Click the Action for selected alerts drop-down. A list of available actions appears.
3. Click the Details option. The Alert Details dialog appears.

Add a Note to an Alert

You can add notes to alerts to remind yourself of something about this alert, or to communicate something about this alert
to other users.

Follow these steps:

1. Select an alert by clicking on one of the list items. The selected alert is highlighted.
2. Click the Action for selected alerts drop-down. A list of available actions appears.
3. Click the Details option. The Alert Details dialog appears.
4. Add your notes in the New Note field in the User notes attached to alert area.
5. Click Apply.Your new note is saved to the alert.

Change Severity of an Alert

You can manually change the severity of an alert if the assigned value is incorrect.

Follow these steps:

1. Select an alert by clicking on one of the list items.The selected alert is highlighted.
2. Click the Action for selected alerts drop-down. A list of available actions appears,
3. Click one of the Change Severity to n options, where n is the severity of the alert (1-4). The severity of the alert is

changed.

Close an Alert

You can close an alert to remove it from your system.

Follow these steps:

1. Select an alert by clicking on one of the list items. The selected alert is highlighted.
2. Click the Action for selected alerts drop-down. A list of available actions appears.
3. Click the Close option. The alert is closed.

Resources
Use Mainframe Team Center - Network Management to view the status of IP resources.

The Resources page displays the status of IP resources, including IP nodes, in the following columns. Monitor these
statuses to stay informed of the health of the resources and to help determine corrective actions, when needed.

• State – description follows
• Monitoring (Mon) Status – description follows
• Name
• Class
• System Image – the system image that owns the resource, for example, the machine name
• Description
• Alert Count
• Time Last Sampled
• Next Sample
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States and Monitoring Statuses

A resource can be in one of the following states:

• ACTIVE – Resource is active and responds to status display commands.
• UNKNOWN – Resource status can not be determined. For example, it may be being initialized or has not responded to

status request commands.
• DEGRADED – One or more resource attributes has returned something other than OK. For example, an attribute

preset threshold was exceeded.
• INACTIVE – Resource is inactive or does not exist on this system.

A resource can be in one of the following monitoring (mon)statuses, depending on its state. Some mon statuses apply
only to certain states.

• OK or Active
• Inactive
• Error or failed
• SNMPError or Timeout
• Unknown

States and mon statuses appear in the same color. Colors and their meanings are:

• No color – The state is Active and the mon status is either Active or OK
• Gray – No active alerts
• Yellow – Low (Severity 4) alert
• Light Orange – Medium (Severity 3) alert
• Dark Orange – High (Severity 2) alert
• Red – Critical (Severity 1) alertRed also can mean that the state is Degraded and the mon status is Error or Failed, for

example, for a serious error during data sampling
• Turquoise – The state is Degraded, but the Mon Status is not Failed or Error

If one or more alerts exist for the resource, the color of the highest severity active alert is used for the color of the state
and mon status. For example, if the highest severity active alert is 2 (high), the state and mon status are dark orange.
Similarly, if no alerts and no errors exist, the resource is considered active and OK, so the state and mon status have no
color.See also the tooltip help on the screen for more details about color, status, and mon statuses.

Search the Display

You can search the display, as follows:

• Use the Search field to find text in any column. The Search field appears between the main menu and the column
display, in the middle of the screen. The list adjusts as you type to display only the resources that contain your
specified text string .For example, to display only the resources that are in a DEGRADED state, enter "degraded" in
the Search field. Similarly, to display only the resources of a specific system image, enter the resource name in the
Search field. Use the X button to clear your search criteria and display all resources again.

• By default, the display for each resource is updated continually, like a system console, according to the intervals set
by the mainframe system administrator. To pause the display, click the Pause icon. This icon appears across from the
Search field, on the far right.

Sort and Pause the Display

You can sort and pause the display, as follows:
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• Click the sort icon in a column heading to sort the display alphabetically or numerically (whichever applies) according
to the values in that column. Click the sort icon to toggle between ascending and descending order. For example, to
sort the display according to the highest number of alerts, click the sort icon in the Alert Count column.

• By default, the display for each resource is updated continually, like a system console, according to the intervals set
by the mainframe system administrator. To pause the display, click the Pause icon. This icon appears across from the
Search field, on the far right.

Utilities
Use Utilities such as the Command Entry, which lets you execute commands that you normally execute in the NetMaster
3270 environment.

Using the Command Entry
You can execute commands that you typically execute on the NetMaster Command Entry panel (Mainframe/3270).
Depending on your mainframe settings, you can also execute SYSVIEW commands, and you can execute USS and MVS
commands as NetMaster commands. After you execute a command, you can download the results to a TXT or CSV file.

NOTE

You can only enter commands in the Command Entry field. Because the output of each command is read-only,
you cannot submit line commands within SYSVIEW. For example, after you execute the JOBS command, you
cannot click a cell in the Cmd column to enter a line command.

Command Type

Select the mainframe product command type that you want to execute, such as NetMaster or SYSVIEW.

Command

Enter the command that you want to execute.

NetMaster Example: SHOW USERS

NOTE

• Click the question mark to display a list of commands that you can execute for your command type.
For NetMaster, you can execute SHOW COMMANDS. For SYSVIEW, you can execute LISTCMDS.

• For example NetMaster/MVS commands, see NetMaster Commands.
• For example SYSVIEW commands, see the SYSVIEW documentation.

You can issue SYSVIEW commands using the API to the SYSVIEW command line interface and the results are formatted
for ease of viewing. The SYSVIEW API maintains a persistent session for your user ID with SYSVIEW, therefore if you set
a prefix with the PREFIX command and then issue an ACTIVITY command, the data returned by the ACTIVITY command
is filtered by the prefix currently in effect. Context is also maintained for all other commands.

History

View the previous commands that you executed for NetMaster and SYSVIEW. Each product has separate history lists.
If you clear the command history, it only clears the command history for the selected command type. Mainframe Team
Center - Network Management remembers all commands that you previously entered on the browser until you clear them
or your browser cookies.

If you click Toggle Options to the right of the History drop-down list, you get the following additional options:

Maximum Lines Returned

Enter the maximum number of lines that you want returned.

Default: 100
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Maximum Wait Time

(NetMaster Only) Enter the maximum time (in seconds) that the system waits for the command to respond before timing
out.

Default: 10

Region

(NetMaster Only) Select a region where you want to route this command.

The following list provides example commands that you can execute with sample output. You can enter these commands
in both uppercase and lowercase.

NOTE

The example results might differ because they show only portions of the overall output.

Example NetMaster Command: STATUS

In this example, you want to view the general status of the current system.

STATUS

Example Results: STATUS
Command Entered: STATUS

N11402 SYSTEM STATUS AS ON MON 16-MAY-2016 AT 12.47.20.82

N11430 SYSTEM WAS INITIALIZED ON MON 16-MAY-2016 AT 07.06.43.60

N11419 LOCAL TIME OFFSET IS -0400

N11431 SYSTEM CPUID 00-0C4847-2964

N11408 SYSTEM DOMAIN ID: QAnn SYSTEM USER PREFIX: QANM

N11409 SYSTEM ID: NMSYSTM1 JOBNAME NMnnnn

N11421 SYSTEM CONNECTED TO VTAM V6.2.2 SSCPNAME=A31xnn NETWORK=NETWRK1

N11425 PRIMARY NAME IS NMSYSTM1

N11403 NUMBER OF USERS LOGGED ON IS 4.

N11422 ABEND COMMAND IS SET TO: S NMnnnn

N11410 1 REMOTE LINK(S) ACTIVE, 0 INACTIVE.

N11404 VTAM PPO ACB IS OPEN.

N11407 NUMBER OF USERS RECEIVING PPO MESSAGES IS 2.

N11423 SPO INTERFACE IS ACTIVE - DOMAIN=QAnn

N11412 PPOPROC $PPOPROC IS LOADED.

N11412 LOGPROC $LOPROC IS LOADED.

N11417 CPU ACCOUNTING IS ACTIVE (HIGH PERFORMANCE)

N11427 EXECUTION MODE (REQ ACTUAL): BEST ZIIP

N11416 SYSTEM BASE IS - R7.6 LEVEL 1212

N11426 SSL PROVIDER IS: No SSL Provider

N11429 PASSWORDS ARE NOT CASE SENSITIVE.

N11420 SYSTEM OPERATING WITH PARTIAL SECURITY EXIT.

N11414 SYSTEM CONFIGURED WITH DEBUG FEATURE - R7.6

N11414 SYSTEM CONFIGURED WITH SNA (LMP=YX) - R12.1 LEVEL 1212

N11414 SYSTEM CONFIGURED WITH TCPIP (LMP=Y7) - R12.1 LEVEL 1212

N98601 SUBSYSTEM INTERFACE STATUS IS ACTIVE SSID=QANM.

NH0310 HC INTERFACE INSTALLED AND AVAILABLE

NH0319 IBM HC REGION STATUS IS: UP PROC NAME IS: HCHECK

NL0310 HWI INTERFACE INSTALLED AND AVAILABLE

N39903 NEWS ACB IS OPEN.
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N39902 CNMPROC $NWCNMPR IS LOADED.

N74703 SESSION AWARENESS PROCESSING IS ACTIVE - LOGGING ACTIVE.

N74704 SESSION TRACE PROCESSING IS ACTIVE.

N85602 AOM IS ACTIVE (RUNNING) STARTED: 16/05/16 07.07.06.

N85603 AOMPROC=$RMAOMP CMDPROC=NO TABLE=COMMANDS($RMAOMT)

N85604 AOM GDB HAS 0 ENTRIES, USING 0K CSA STORAGE

N11413 *END*

Example NetMaster Command: SHOW USERS

In this example, you want to display a list of active users.

SHOW USERS

Example Results: SHOW USERS

The following result appears:

Command Entered: SHOW USERS

N13509  USERID    TERMINAL  TYPE

N13512  ------    --------  ----

N13510  USERID01  NMSYSTM1  APPC FROM *GLOBAL*

N13510  QANMAOMP  BG-AOM    AOMP

N13510  QANMBLOG  BG-LOG    BLOG

N13510  QANMBMON  BG-MON    BMON

N13510  QANMBSVR  BG-SVR    BSVR

N13510  QANMBSYS  BG-SYS    BSYS

N13528  -         NMQA1631  APPC FROM *GLOBAL*

Example NetMaster Command: SH LINKS=ALL

In this example, you want to show all links to remote systems.

NOTE

You can use SH as a shortcut for SHOW.

SH LINKS=ALL

Example Results: SH LINKS=ALL
Command Entered: SH LINKS=ALL

N13505 --LINKNAME-- -STATUS- MODE MSGID --NODE-- TYPE PEER -TIME DIFF-

N13506 NMQA1nnn ACTIVE R QANM NMQA1nnn STAT HOST +00:00:00.00

N13523 SESS#....1 ACTIVE

N13523 SESS#....2 PEND-ACT

N13523 SESS#....3 ACTIVE

N13524 TOTALS: STATIC LINKS= 1 DYNAMIC LINKS= 0 DYNAMIC LIMIT=99

N13503 *END*

Example MVS Command: MVS DISPLAY IPLINFO

You can execute an MVS command in NetMaster or SYSVIEW. In this example, you execute the command in NetMaster.

MVS DISPLAY IPLINFO
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Example Results: MVS DISPLAY IPLINFO
Command Entered: MVS DISPLAY IPLINFO

N86510 COMMAND PASSED TO OPERATING SYSTEM

 IEE254I 12.49.10 IPLINFO DISPLAY 126

  SYSTEM IPLED AT 23.37.13 ON 05/14/2016

  RELEASE z/OS 02.02.00 LICENSE = z/OS

  USED LOAD31 IN SYS1.IPLPARM ON 00351

  ARCHLVL = 2 MTLSHARE = N

  IEASYM LIST = (00,31,L)

  IEASYS LIST = (00,31,31) (OP)

  IODF DEVICE: ORIGINAL(00789) CURRENT(00789)

  IPL DEVICE: ORIGINAL(0A123) CURRENT(0A123) VOLUME(MVRnnn)

Example SYSVIEW Command: ACTIVITY
ACTIVITY

Example Results: ACTIVITY
SYSVIEW 14.1 SYS1 ACTIVITY 05/18/16 14:40:04

(r) IFA% IIP% CP% ...50..100 -Condition- ---Ready--- --Paging-- -Storage-

CPU   0%   5% 49% *****      NoENQ NoSMF ASIDs     1 Slots  0%  ECSA  51%

LCPU  0%   5% 53% *****      NoRES NoWTO Tasks     1 Rate   19  ESQA  74%

                             NoDMP NoTAP ----I/O---- AFQA 3.57m  SQA  69%

Spool 58% ******                         Rate   3131 UICA 65535  CSA  58%

Formats DEFAULT ALERTS CPU CPUX IO PERF PROC STG USER WLM

Cmd Jobname Stepname Procstep Type Jobnr JobClass Status Dispatch CPU-Time ...

...

Example SYSVIEW Command: JOBSUM
JOBSUM

Example Results: JOBSUM
SYSVIEW 14.1 SYS1 JOBSUM 05/18/16 14:47:39

Formats DEFAULT SPOOL

Spool space used

Cmd   Jobname  Type  JobNr  Queue    Status  JobClass   Prty   Posi    Spool% CCode Userid   SrvClass  

 SchedEnv  SysAff  ExecNode Esys ...

      USERN01  TSU   47261  EXECUTE  TSU                15             0.001        USERN01  CA32       LOCAL

 CA32 ...

Example USS command: USS date

If you want to execute USS commands, use lower-case for the command that you enter.

USS date
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Example Results: USS date
Command Entered: USS date

USS Fri May 20 13:23:49 EDT 2016
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Messages

Messages are generated to describe normal processing, warning situations, and error conditions that may occur. For
information about the messages and codes that are generated, see the NetMaster Messages documentation.
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Quick Reference
This section provides a quick reference to useful commands and system shortcuts that can help you to manage your
IP network. The section also describes how to customize your Primary Menu so that you can view the state of your IP
network quickly.The information in this section is brief. For more information, see the online help.

Panel Format
Understand the display options for the primary menu in NetMaster.

Define Primary Menu Format

You can display the Primary Menu in one of the following formats:

Classic
Displays the menu options with a description to the right:
PROD---------------------- NetMaster : Primary Menu ---------------------------

 Select Option ===>

 

    M   - Monitors                                               Userid USER1

    H   - Historical Data                                        LU     CA11000

    D   - IP Network Diagnosis                                   Time   01:25:42

    U   - User Services                                          TUE 08-APR-2008

    O   - Operator Console Services                              OPSYS  z/OS

    A   - Administration and Definition                          Window 1

    X   - Terminate Window/Exit

Expanded
Displays a hierarchical format with the first-level initially visible:

Collapsed
Displays a hierarchical format with no options initially visible:

Follow these steps:

1. Enter PROFILE at prompt on the Primary Menu.
The Primary Menu Format Control panel appears.

2. Enter the type of format you want in the Menu Format on Entry field.
3. Press F3 (File).

The format is saved.

Display IP Summary Display

The IP Summary Display provides a snapshot of the most useful information about your IP environment. The display
provides the following complementary perspectives:

Condition Summary
Provides an exception-based perspective of your IP environment by comparing a set of IP characteristics with
preset conditions. The summary charts the values of those conditions and reflects their values through the
following statuses: OK, WARNING, and PROBLEM.

IP Traffic Summary
Provides an activity-based perspective of your IP environment. The summary provides traffic throughput statistics
and identifies the most active application, port, and addresses.
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EE Traffic Explorer
Graphs recent and cumulative Enterprise Extender (EE) traffic throughput.

Alert Summary
Provides a graphical representation of how many alerts are outstanding for each alert severity.

To display the IP Summary Display on its own panel, enter /IPSUM at the prompt.

To display the IP Summary Display on the Primary Menu

1. Enter PROFILE at the prompt on the Primary Menu.
The Primary Menu Format Control panel appears.

2. Complete the fields in the IP Summary Display field.

NOTE
For information about the fields, press F1 (Help).

Press F3 (File).
The IP Summary Display appears at the bottom of the Primary Menu and appears each time you log on to the region.

Commands
Quick reference to NetMaster 

 

This section provides a quick reference to commands that can help you manage your TCP/IP network. The topics provide
information about the purpose and syntax.

NOTE
For more information about the commands, see the online help.

How to Issue a Command

You can issue commands from the prompt in Operator Console Services (OCS) or from a Command Entry panel.

To access OCS, enter =o at the prompt.

To access command entry, enter =cmd at the prompt.

NOTE
If you issue a command from a command entry panel, more options are available to you, for example, scroll and
print.

D Command -- Display VTAM Resource
The D command displays a VTAM resource.

This command has the following format:

D {name|keyword|NET,ID=name}

NETSTAT Command -- Display TCP/IP Resource Status
The NETSTAT command displays the current status of TCP/IP resources.

This command has the following format:

NETSTAT {?|netstat_operands}
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        [ADDRESS=ip_address_mask]

        [LU=lu_name_mask]

        [APPL=application_name_mask]

        [STACK=stackname|SSID=ssid]

NSLOOKUP Command -- Look Up Host
The NSLOOKUP command finds the name or address of a remote host.

This command has the following format:

NSLOOKUP {?|host_name|ip_address}

         [ADDRTYPE={4|6|ANY}]

OBEYFILE Command -- Execute IBM TCP/IP Configuration Commands
The OBEYFILE command executes the IBM TCP/IP configuration commands.

This command has the following format:

OBEYFILE {?|dataset_name}

PING Command -- Ping Remote Host
The PING command sends echo requests to a remote host.

This command has the following format:

PING {?|host_name|ip_address}

     [ADDRTYPE={4|6|ANY}]

     [COUNT={3|count}]

     [{INTF|INTERFACE}=interface_name]

     [SIZE={256|packetsize}]

     [SRCIP=ip_address]

     [VERBOSE={NO|YES}]

     [WAIT={5|seconds}]

SHOW SOCKETS Command -- List Open Sockets
The SHOW SOCKETS command displays all open sockets that are used to communicate with TCP/IP.

This command has the following format:

SHOW SOCKETS [NAME=instance_name]

SHOW TCPIP Command -- Display TCP/IP Usage
The SHOW TCPIP command displays the use of TCP/IP services by this region.

This command has the following format:
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SHOW TCPIP [USERS|STATUS|AM|SERVERS]

           [NAME=instance_name]

SHOW TELNET Command -- List Telnet Sessions
The SHOW TELNET command displays the current Telnet sessions with this region.

This command has the following format:

SHOW TELNET

     [LUNAME=pattern]

SHOW USERS Command -- List Users
The SHOW USERS command displays the currently signed-on users.

This command has the following format:

SHOW {USERS|USER}[=name]

     [TYPE=usertype]

     [SOURCE=source]

     [IPDETAILS={YES|NO}]

SYSCMD Command -- Issue System Command
The SYSCMD command issues a command to the operating system.

NOTE
SYSCMD is equivalent to MVS; therefore, you can substitute SYSCMD with MVS.

This command has the following formats:

SYSCMD [CON={n|MASTER}]

       [WAIT=nnn]

       [DATA=]command-text

SYSCMD OPT=LOCK

      [WAIT=nnn]

      [DATA=]command-text

SYSCMD OPT=REL

TELNET Command -- Start Telnet Session
The TELNET command starts a Telnet session to a remote host.

This command has the following format:

TELNET {?|host_name}

       [PORT={23|n}]

       [ID={host_name|name}]

       [CTRL={¢|c}]
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       [ENTER={CRLF|CR}]

       [MODE={LINE|OCS|FS}]

       [TRACE={NO|YES}]

       [TRTAB=name]

       [{COLOR|COLOUR}=color]

       [{HLIGHT|HLITE}=highlight]

TNCMD Command -- Send Telnet Command
The TNCMD command sends Telnet commands to a remote host.

This command has the following format:

TNCMD {?|id}

      [CMD={IP|AO|AYT|BRK}]

TNDISC Command -- Stop Telnet Connection
The TNDISC command stops a Telnet connection immediately.

This command has the following format:

TNDISC {?|id}

TNSEND Command -- Send Data
The TNSEND command sends data on a Telnet connection to a remote host.

This command has the following format:

TNSEND {?|id}

       [DATA=]message

TRACEROUTE Command -- Trace Packet Route
The TRACEROUTE command traces the route TCP/IP packets take to a remote host.

This command has the following format:

TRACEROUTE {?|host_name|ip_address}

           [ADDRTYPE={4|6|ANY}]

           [COUNT={3|count}]

           [FROMHOP={1|number}]

           [HOPS={10|number}]

           [{INTF|INTERFACE}=interface_name]

           [PROTOCOL={ICMP|UDP}]

           [SIZE={64|packetsize}]

           [SRCIP=ip_address]

           [WAIT={3|seconds}]
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TRCACT Command -- Activate SmartTrace Definition
The TRCACT command activates a SmartTrace definition.

This command has the following format:

TRCACT smarttrace_definition_name

TRCINACT Command -- Inactivate SmartTrace Definition
The TRCINACT command inactivates a SmartTrace definition.

This command has the following format:

TRCINACT smarttrace_definition_name

Shortcuts
This section provides a quick reference to shortcuts that can help you manage your IP network.

How to Use a Shortcut

You can access a panel directly using shortcuts.

You can enter a shortcut in one of the following ways:

• Enter / shortcut name at the prompt.
This method retains the current panel on exit.

• Enter =/ shortcut name at the prompt.
This method closes the current panel and returns to the Primary Menu on exit.

Address Spaces and Ports
To display information about address spaces and ports, use the following shortcuts:

/ASINFO
Displays address space information.

/ASMON
Displays address space and port management options.

/ASMON.IC
Displays the current state of active connections to the selected address space.

/ASMON.ICF
Displays the current state of active connections to an address space (advanced).

/ASMON.IL
Displays the current state of active TCP listeners that are associated with an address space.

/ASMON.TC
Displays traffic statistics for address spaces that are known to Packet Analyzer.

/ASMON.TRS
Displays information about byte and packet traffic.

/ASPERF
Displays address space performance history options.
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/ASPERF.H
Displays performance history for an address space.

/ASPERF.OV
Displays the address space performance overview.

/ASPERF.PC
Displays the monitored CSM attributes.

/ASPERF.PP
Displays an overview of TCP and UDP port performance.

/ASPMON
Displays the IP resource monitor, which is filtered to display address space resources.

/SMARTAS
Displays the address space SmartTrace options.

/SSXP
Displays statistics on subsystem traffic.

/TELINFO
Displays address space information options for Telnet servers.

Alerts
To display information about alerts, use the following shortcut:

/ALERTS
Displays the alert monitor.

Line Commands

The following line commands from the alert monitor display more information about alerts:

A (Analyze)
Analyzes the alert condition.

S/B (Browse)
Displays alert details.

C (Close)
Closes an alert.

N (Notes)
Displays the notes for an alert and lets you add your own notes.

T (Track)
Displays the User ID of the person tracking the alert.

TT (Trouble Ticket)
Raises a trouble ticket.

APPN/HPR Shortcuts
To display information about your APPN/HPR resources, use the following shortcuts:

/APPNHPR
Displays a list of RTP management options.

/RTP
Displays a list of RTP pipes.
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/RTPCS
Displays the IP network condition summary.

/RTPE
Accesses the RTP event detector controls.

/RTPH
Displays a list of RTP pipes that indicate performance issues.

/RTPHG
Displays a list of RTP pipes from all connected systems that indicate performance issues.

/RTPMON
Displays a list of APPN/HPR resources in the resource monitor.

/RTPV
Displays a list of VTAM commands useful in diagnosing APPN/HPR problems.

APPN/HPR Commands

The following line commands from the resource monitor display more information about APPN/HPR:

AL (Display Alerts for a Resource)
Displays the alerts for a resource.

H (Display Performance History)
Displays performance data. The attribute list shows all performance attributes being monitored for the resource.

OV (Display Performance Overview)
Displays a performance overview which compares the most recent performance of resources.

R (List RTP Pipes)
Displays a list of RTP pipes.

RH (RTP Health Check)
Displays a list of RTP pipes that indicate performance issues.

V (RTP VTAM Command List)
Displays a list of VTAM commands useful in diagnosing APPN/HPR problems.

Business Application Shortcuts
To display information about business applications, use the following shortcuts:

/BIZ
Displays the business application options.

/BIZ.A
Lists business applications and enables you to define one.

/BIZ.H
Lists the connection workload attributes.

/BIZ.OV
Displays performance overview and baselines.

/BIZ.TRS
Displays business application traffic for all applications.

Connections
To display information about connections, use the following shortcuts:
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• /CEVENTS
Lists the reports that you can select to display connection and event history.

• /CONNC
Lists the connections.

• /CONNCF
Lists the connections (advanced).

• /CONNCH
Lists the connections with history.

• /CONNF
Lists the FTP connections with information such as client and server, file being transferred, and connection status.

• /CONNL
Lists the listeners with information such as local port and connection backlog.

• /CONNT
Lists the Telnet connections.

• /CONNTF
Lists the Telnet connections (advanced).

• /CONNTR
Lists the Telnet connections as for /CONNT but with extra information such as response times.

• /CONNTRF
Lists the Telnet connections (advanced and RTM).

• /IPCON
Displays TCP/IP connection options.

CTRACE Packet Tracing
To display information about CTRACE packet tracing, use the following shortcuts:

• /CTRACE
Displays CTRACE packet and data tracing options.

• /CTRACE.PT
Starts a CTRACE packet trace.

• /CTRACE.DT
Starts a CTRACE data trace.

• /CTRACE.LA
Lists the active CTRACE traces.

• /CTRACE.ST
Stops all CTRACE traces.

• /CTRACE.SV
Saves CTRACE trace data.

• /CTRACE.L
Lists the saved CTRACE traces.

DB2 Network Information Center Shortcuts
To display information about the DB2 network, use the following shortcuts:

• /DB2
Displays the DB2 Network Information Center menu.

• /DB2.AS
Displays information about DB2 address spaces.

• /DB2.D
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Enables you to find information about DB2 error codes.
• /DB2.IC

Lists the Distributed Data Facility (DDF) IP connections.
• /DB2.ICF

Lists the DDF IP connections as for /DB2.IC but with extra information sourced from Packet Analyzer.
• /DB2.IL

Lists the DDF Transmission Control Protocol (TCP) listeners.
• /DB2.S

Enables you to find information about structured query language (SQL) error codes.
• /DB2.SS

Displays statistics on subsystem traffic.
• /DB2.ST

Displays Address Space SmartTrace Menu for DDF address spaces.
• /DB2.TC

Displays traffic statistics for DDF address spaces that are known to Packet Analyzer.
• /DB2.TRS

Displays the byte and packet traffic for the local server ports that are associated with a DDF address space.

Diagnostics
To display diagnostic information, use the following shortcuts:

• /IFLIST
Displays host interface list.

• /IPDIAG
Displays TCP/IP network diagnosis options.

• /MIB
Displays the MIBinsight browser.

• /MIBUSEC
Displays security details for the MIBinsight browser.

• /NETSTAT
Lists the Netstat commands.

• /PING
Lets you enter the search criteria of the connection you want to ping.

• /RTABLE
Lets you enter the search criteria of the routing table you want to display.

• /SYSINFO
Displays host system information.

• /TELNET
Starts a Telnet connection.

• /TRACERT
Lets you enter the search criteria of the traceroute you want to perform.

Enterprise Extender

To display information about Enterprise Extender (EE), use the following shortcuts:

• /EE
Displays the EE options.

• /EECOND
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Displays how your EE environment is performing.
• /EEMON

Displays the IP resource monitor, which is filtered to display EE resources.
• /EEPERH.H

Displays performance data. The attribute list shows all performance attributes being monitored for the resource.
• /EEPERF.OV

Displays a performance overview, which compares the most recent performance of resources.
• /EERH

Identifies which EE Rapid Transport Protocol (RTP) Pipes have possible health problems.
• /EERTP

Displays a list of RTP pipes flowing over the EE connections.
• /EETEST

Displays the route that EE packets for each of the five ports take to the destination host.
• /EETRACE.C

Manages the traces of packets for a selected EE remote control point.
• /EETRACE.P

Manages the traces of packets for a selected EE UDP port.
• /EETRACE.R

Manages the traces of packets for a selected RTP pipe.
• /EETRACE. U

Traces all EE RTP pipes for a selected priority flowing over one EE connection.
• /EETRACE.V

Manages the traces of packets for a local VIPA.
• /EETRALL

Lists all EE SmartTrace definitions.
• /EEPERF.ST

Displays UDP port activity.
• /EEUDP

Lists the EE UDP connections.
• /EEV

Displays a list of VTAM commands useful when diagnosing problems with EE.
• /EEXCA

Displays the XCA major node summary.
• /EEXP

Displays a graphical breakdown of total EE traffic.

Line Commands

The following line commands from the resource monitor display more information about EE:

• AL (Display Alerts)
Displays the alerts.

• CT (EE Connectivity Test)
Displays the EE packet route.

• H (Display Performance History)
Displays performance data.
The attribute list shows all performance attributes being monitored for the resource.

• OV (Display Performance Overview)
Displays a performance overview, which compares the most recent performance of resources.

• PT (Activate Packet Trace)
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Activates the SmartTrace packet tracing.
• PTD (Inactivate and Delete Packet Trace)

Inactivates and deletes a SmartTrace packet trace.
• PTI (Inactivate Packet Trace)

Inactivates a SmartTrace packet trace.
• PTV (View Packet Trace)

Displays a SmartTrace packet trace.
• R (List EE RTP Pipes)

Displays a list of RTP pipes currently flowing over EE connections.
• RH (RTP Health Check)

Displays the RTP pipes with possible health problems.
• S (Display XCA Major Node Summary)

Displays XCA major node summary.
• ST (Display EE Stack Throughput)

Displays the UDP port activity for the stack for EE communications.
• TA (EE Traffic Analysis)

Displays cumulative EE Traffic throughput.
• TRP (Real-Time EE Traffic by CP and Priority)

Displays data about byte and packet traffic priority and control point.
• TRS (Real-Time EE Traffic, by CP)

Displays data about byte and packet traffic by control point.
• UC (Display UDP Connections)

Displays a list of UDP connections.
• V (EE VTAM Command List)

Displays a list of VTAM commands useful in diagnosing EE.

History
To display historical information, use the following shortcuts:

/IPGT
Displays IP Growth Tracker.

/IPGTA
Displays IP traffic by application.

/IPHIST
Displays TCP/IP data history options.

/IPHIST.B
Displays connection and event history reports.

/IPHIST.CT
Displays all the saved CTRACE traces.

/IPHIST.EX
Extracts all TCP/IP events to a data set.

/IPHIST.P
Prints connection and event details, and summaries.

/IPHIST.ST
Displays all the saved SmartTrace traces.

/IPTRS
Lists the type of IP traffic statistics that you can select.
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IP Nodes
To display information about IP nodes, use the following shortcut:

/IPNODE
Displays the IP node monitor.

Line Commands

The following line commands from the IP node monitor display more information about IP nodes:

AL (Display Alerts)
Displays the alerts.

H (Display Performance History)
Displays performance data.
The attribute list shows all performance attributes being monitored for the resource.

HI (Display Host Interface List)
Displays the host interface list.

IMM (Intensive Monitoring Mode)
Lets you define intensive monitoring parameters for an attribute.

IMR (Intensive Monitor Reset)
Resets the selected IP node to the group attribute rate, effectively switching off intensive monitoring mode.

OV (Display Performance Overview)
Displays a performance overview, which compares the most recent performance of resources.

P (Ping an IP Node)
Tests the connectivity by pinging a foreign host.

PT (Activate Packet Trace)
Activates the SmartTrace packet tracing.

PTD (Inactivate and Delete Packet Trace)
Inactivates and deletes a SmartTrace packet trace.

PTI (Inactivate Packet Trace)
Inactivates a SmartTrace packet trace.

PTV (View Packet Trace)
Displays a SmartTrace packet trace.

RT (Display Routing Table)
Displays the routing table.

SI (Display Host System Information)
Displays information about the host system.

TN (Start a Telnet Connection)
Starts a Telnet connection to the selected IP node.

TR (Perform Trace Route)
Sends a trace route request to the selected IP node.

IP Security
To display information about IP security, use the following shortcuts:
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/IPSEC
Displays the IPSec menu.

/IPSEC.D
Lists dynamic tunnels.

/IPSEC.F
Lists the IP filters.

/IPSEC.H
Displays IP security performance history.

/IPSEC.K
Lists the IKE tunnels.

/IPSEC.M
Lists manual tunnels.

/IPSEC.S
Displays IP security summary.

/IPSEC.T
IP security traffic test.

/SECURE
Displays the IP Security menu.

/SECURE.A
Lists the tasks that have active connections using AT-TLS.

/SECURE.F
Lists the users that have active FTP connections.

/SECURE.S
Lists the tasks that have active connections using SSL/TLS.

/SECURE.T
Lists the VTAM applications that have active Telnet connections.

Log
To display log information, use the following shortcut:

/LOG
Displays the activity log.

Monitors
To display monitors, use the following shortcuts:

/ALERTS
Displays the alert monitor.

/GMON
Displays the graphical monitor.

/IPMON
Displays the IP resource monitor.

/IPNODE
Displays the IP node monitor.
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OSAs
To display information about Open Systems Adapters (OSAs), use the following shortcuts:

/OSA
Displays OSA management options.

/OSA.D
Displays general information.

/OSA.DL
Displays the OSA device list.

/OSA.H
Displays performance data.
The attribute list shows all performance attributes being monitored for the resource.

/OSA.OAT
Displays the OSA address table (OAT) returned from OSA/SF.

NOTE
The OAT command is valid only for adaptors at OSA level four or lower.

/OSA.OV
Displays a performance overview, which compares the most recent performance of resources.

/OSAMON
Displays the IP resource monitor, which is filtered to display OSA resources.

Line Commands

The following line commands from the resource monitor display more information about OSAs:

AL (Display Alerts)
Displays the alerts.

CF (Display OSA Configuration Settings)
Displays OSA configuration settings.

D/S (Display General Information)
Displays general information.

DL (Display Device List)
Displays OSA device list.

H (Display Performance History)
Displays performance data.
The attribute list shows all performance attributes being monitored for the resource.

OAT (Display OAT Table)
Displays the OSA address table that is returned from OSA/SF.

NOTE
The OAT command is valid only for adaptors at OSA level four or lower.

OV (Display Performance Overview)
Displays a performance overview, which compares the most recent performance of resources.

Performance
To display performance information, use the following shortcut:
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/PERF
Displays performance overview options.

SmartTrace Packet Tracing
 

To display information about SmartTrace packet tracing, use the following shortcuts:

/LIBPCAP
Imports the packet trace in a libpcap file.

/SMART
Displays SmartTrace packet tracing options.

/TRACES
Lists both active and ended SmartTrace definitions.

/TRADD
Adds a SmartTrace definition.

/TRALL
Lists all SmartTrace traces.

/TRSAV
Lists all saved SmartTrace output.

Line Commands

The following line commands display more information about SmartTrace packet tracing:

. (Expand or Collapse)
Expands a currently collapsed definition or collapses a currently expanded definition.

A (Activate Trace Definition)
Activates tracing for a SmartTrace tracing definition.

D (Delete Trace Definition)
Deletes a SmartTrace trace definition.

DA (Delete Trace Definition and all Saved Traces)
Deletes a saved SmartTrace trace definition, and all running, ended saved traces.

I (Inactivate Tracing for Trace Definition)
Inactivates tracing for a SmartTrace definition, including running traces.

U (Update Trace Definition)
Displays SmartTrace trace definitions so that you can change the settings.

V (View Trace Definition)
Displays the SmartTrace trace definition.

Stack Interfaces and Devices
To display information about stack interfaces and devices, use the following shortcuts:

/DEVLINK
Displays stack interface and device link options.

/DEVLINK.DL
Displays the configured devices and links for the stack.
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/DEVLINK.H
Display stack interface performance history.

/DEVLINK.OV
Display performance overview and baselines.

/DEVLINK.S
Display the busiest interfaces summary.

/DEVLINK.TRP
Display traffic for all interfaces, by protocol.

/DEVLINK.TRS
Display traffic for all interfaces.

Stacks
To display information about stacks, use the following shortcuts:

/CONFIG
Displays stack configuration options.

/SMARTST
Displays SmartTrace packet tracing options for stacks.

/STACK
Displays the stack management options.

/STACK.DL
Displays information about the configured devices and links for the stack.

/STACK.IC
Displays the state of active IP connections.

/STACK.ICF
Displays the IP connections that are derived from Packet Analyzer.

/STACK.IPM
Displays an analysis of the stack, which includes TCP, UDP and IP statistics.

/STACK.IT
Displays the state of active Telnet connections.

/STACK.NS
Displays the Netstat command list, which you can issue against the stack.

/STACK.RT
Displays the routing table.

/STACK.S
Displays an activity summary of the stack, in a hierarchical format.

/STACK.TRS
Displays traffic statistics for the stack.

/STKMON
Displays the IP resource monitor, which is filtered to display stack resources.

/STKPERF
Displays performance history options for the stack.
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Line Commands

The following line commands from the resource monitor display more information about stacks:

AL (Display Alerts)
Displays the alerts.

CMD (Issue Modify to Stack)
Lets you issue modify commands to a stack.

D (Display Address Space)
Displays resource status.

DL (Display Stack Network Interfaces)
Displays information about the configured devices and links for the stack.

DP (Display Profile Configuration Libraries)
Displays information about the stack configuration.

DT (Graph TCP Connection Duration Times)
Displays the distribution of terminated connections by durations.

H (Display Performance History)
Displays performance data.
The attribute list shows only the performance attributes being monitored for the stack address space.

IC (List IP Connections)
Displays the state of active IP connections.

ICF (Display IP Connections Advanced)
List the IP connections that are derived from Packet Analyzer.

IF (List FTP Connections)
Lists the FTP connections with information such as client and server, file being transferred, and connection status.

IL (List TCP Listeners)
Lists the listeners with information such as local port and connection backlog.

IP (Display IP, TCP, and UDP Performance)
Displays performance data about stack IP network, TCP, and UDP protocol activity.

IPM (Display IP, TCP, and UDP Summary)
Displays an analysis of the stack, which includes TCP, UDP and IP statistics.

IS (Display IPSec Performance History)
Displays information about the monitored IPSec attributes.

ISD (List Dynamic Tunnels (IPSec))
List dynamic tunnels for an IPSECURITY-enabled stack.

ISF (List IP Filters (IPSec))
Lists the IPSec IP filters for an IPSECURITY-enabled stack.

ISK (List IKE Tunnels (IPSec))
List Internet Key Exchange (IKE) tunnels for an IPSECURITY-enabled stack.

ISM (List Manual Tunnels (IPSec))
List manual tunnels for an IPSECURITY-enabled stack.

ISS (Display IPSec Summary)
Displays IPSec status and statistics.

IST (IPSec Traffic Test)
List the IP filters applied to the specified traffic.
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IT (List Telnet Connections)
Displays the state of active Telnet connections.

ITF (List Telnet Connections Advanced)
Lists the Telnet connections that are derived from Packet Analyzer.

LA (List Applications with IP Connections)
Lists the applications with IP connections.

MIB (Display MIBinsight Browser)
Enables you to browse a selected management information base (MIB).

NS (Issue NetStat Command)
Lists the Netstat commands that you can select and issue.

O (Execute Obeyfile)
Makes dynamic changes to the stack configuration by executing the OBEYFILE command.

OV (Display Performance Overview)
Displays a performance overview, which compares the most recent performance of resources.

PT (Activate Packet Trace)
Activates the SmartTrace packet tracing.

PTD (Inactivate and Delete Packet Trace)
Inactivates and deletes a SmartTrace packet trace.

PTI (Inactivate Packet Trace)
Inactivates a SmartTrace packet trace.

PTV (View Packet Trace)
Displays a SmartTrace packet trace.

RI (List Remote IP Addresses)
Lists the remote IP addresses that have traffic with the stack.

RT (Display Routing Table)
Displays the routing table.

S (Display Stack Performance Summary)
Displays an activity summary of the stack, in a hierarchical format.

SA (Display AT-TLS Summary)
Lists the tasks that have active connections using AT-TLS.

SF (Display FTP Summary)
Lists the users that have active FTP connections.

SS (Display SSL/TLS Summary)
Lists the tasks that have active connections using SSL/TLS.

ST (Display Telnet Summary)
Lists the VTAM applications that have active Telnet connections.

TC (List TCP Application Activity)
Displays traffic statistics for address spaces that are known to Packet Analyzer.

TRS (Display IP Traffic Statistics)
Displays information about byte and packet traffic.

W (Display Outstanding WTORs for Job/STC)
Displays all outstanding write-to-operator with reply (WTOR) messages.

WC (Display Connection Workload Performance)
Displays performance data for connection workload.
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WI (Display Network Interface Performance)
Displays performance data for stack network interface or device link.

WF (Monitor FTP Workload Performance)
Displays performance data for FTP workload.

Summary
To display summary information, use the following shortcut:

/IPSUM
Displays a summary of conditions, IP traffic, and alerts.

Line Commands

The following line commands display more summary information:

. (Expand or Collapse)
Expands a currently collapsed definition or collapses a currently expanded definition.

HLP (Help)
Displays online help about the selected line.

Telnet Servers
To display information about Telnet servers, use the following shortcuts:

/TELINFO
Displays Telnet server address space options.

/TELINFO.CL
Displays Logical Units (LUs) with problems.

/TELINFO.IT
Displays the Telnet connections.

/TELINFO.ITF
Displays the Telnet connections (advanced).

/TELINFO.TWL
Displays the Telnet workload manager status.

VIPAs
To display information about Virtual IP Addresses (VIPAs), use the following shortcuts:

/VIPA
Displays VIPA management options.

/VIPA.D
Displays general information.

/VIPA.H
Displays performance data.
The attribute list shows all performance attributes being monitored for the resource.

/VIPA.IC
Displays the state of active IP connections.
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/VIPA.ICF
Displays the IP connections that are derived from Packet Analyzer.

/VIPA.IT
Displays the state of active Telnet connections.

/VIPA.ITF
Lists the Telnet connections that are derived from Packet Analyzer.

/VIPA.M
Lets you modify a dynamic VIPA definition using an obeyfile.

/VIPA.OV
Displays a performance overview, which compares the most recent performance of resources.

/VIPAMON
Displays the IP resource monitor, which is filtered to display VIPA resources.

Line Commands

The following line commands from the resource monitor display more information about Virtual IP Addresses (VIPAs):

AL (Display Alerts)
Displays the alerts.

CR (Display Connection Routing Table)
Displays the connection routing table list.

D/S (Display General Information)
Displays general information.

H (Display Performance History)
Displays performance data.
The attribute list shows all performance attributes being monitored for the resource.

IC (List IP Connections)
Displays the state of active IP connections.

ICF (Display IP Connections Advanced)
List the IP connections that are derived from Packet Analyzer.

IT (List Telnet Connections)
Displays the state of active Telnet connections.

ITF (List Telnet Connections Advanced)
Lists the Telnet connections that are derived from Packet Analyzer.

M (Modify VIPA Definition)
Lets you modify a dynamic VIPA definition using an obeyfile.

OV (Display Performance Overview)
Displays a performance overview, which compares the most recent performance of resources.

UM (Update Monitoring Definition)
Updates the monitoring definition.
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Performance Charts for Mobile Display
Learn how to display NetMasterperformance data on mobile devices.

Performance Charts provides metric feeds from NetMaster NM for TCP/IP and SYSVIEW (when licensed) to either mobile
devices or a web browser. You are no longer tied to a UI platform by your need for data. To view alerts, you can choose an
RSS reader on your device or platform. To view charts, you can choose a browser on your device or platform, from Apple
iOS to Android to Microsoft Windows. You will see consistency of UI and data from a phone to a tablet to a desktop PC to
a wall-mounted data center monitor.

Performance Charts requires NetMaster NM for TCP/IP to display network performance charts and optionally SYSVIEW
to display system performance information.
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Standard LMP license keys are required for both products to use the full features of mobile performance charts.

Software Requirements and Configuration for Performance Charts
Understand software requirements and configuration processes for Performance Charts in NetMaster NM for TCP/IP.

All components and deliverables are z/OS-mainframe-hosted in the existing NetMaster product environment. The
environment consists of two z/OS started tasks: a region task and an SSI task. The HTTP and Application Server
functions are embedded in this NetMaster environment. No UNIX System Services, HFS, Apache, or Tomcat components
are needed. There are no Broadcom software client components.

No Windows, Apple iOS, or Android client-side components are needed.

Software Requirements

Performance Charts has the following requirements:

• The following list shows the minimum release of the supported operating systems:
– Apple iOS 6
– Google Android 4.0
– Microsoft Windows 7

• The following list shows the minimum release of the supported web browsers:
– Apple Safari 5
– Google Chrome 27
– Microsoft Internet Explorer 10
– Mozilla Firefox 21

Virtual Private Network Requirement

Performance Charts require a mobile device user to be within their corporate firewall and have mainframe access.

• In many cases if a mobile device is used in a corporate office, it automatically connects to and it authenticates with an
internal corporate Wi-Fi network. From there, it usually has direct access to these features.

• If a mobile device is used outside a corporate office, it must have access to a third-party Wi-Fi network and must use a
VPN client to access the internal corporate network.

Public Site Access

For maximum accessibility, this version of Performance Charts delivers only ‘read only’ functions to mobile devices, and
requires no login from the mobile device. Any mobile device correctly authenticated to the corporate intranet can access
the Performance Charts functions.

The network traffic statistics displayed on the mobile charts are already displayed on ‘public’ (no login) MTC-NM pages.

To suppress viewing of the mobile charts for internal security reasons, configure NetMaster to suppress these features at
a system level. This suppression applies to all users.

How to Configure Performance Charts

As an application administrator, you want to configure the feature to provide mobile access by the end users to network
and system performance data.

Follow these steps:

IMPORTANT
Although WebCenter was deprecated in April of 2020, and all of its functionality and documentation have been
removed, the $NM WEBCENTER Parameter Group remains and its options are used to enable MTC-NM
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(WebCenter's replacement) and Performance Charts. For additional details on entering information for this
parameter group, refer to the 3270 interface help.

1. Ensure that you have specified a Web Interface Port value from 1 to 65535. If you do not want to enable MTC-NM or
Performance Charts, enter NONE.

2. Note the MTC-NM URL in the Access Team Center URL field.
3. Communicate the Performance Charts URL to your end users, i.e., your MTC-NM URL/m/common/perfcharts.esp .

Types of Charts
Review what performance information is available for mobile display in NetMaster.

Two types of information are available in charts and both can be reported in RSS news feeds.

NetMaster Mobile Charts
- Network performance charts, which are delivered by a mobile web application

Performance Mobile Charts
(SYSVIEW) - System and application performance charts, which are delivered by a mobile web application

Key Chart Types and Icons

Gauge Charts—fuel gauge visualizations of key metrics.

Bubble Charts—new innovative multidimensional visualizations.

Summary Tables—system level key metrics.

Growth Charts—show the trends over time of the total mainframe IP network traffic use.

Pie Charts—key metrics in numerical proportions of network traffic.

Bubble Charts Defined

Bubble Charts are visualization charts that provide a user with multiple ways to look at key metrics. The following
description uses the Top 10 Jobs by CPU% display as an example:
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• The  bubble   size and color  indicate the current CPU% and I/Os per second rate for each job.
– If you want to compare current CPU% between jobs, look at the size. A bigger bubble indicates a higher current

CPU%.
– If you want to compare the current rate of I/Os per second between jobs, look at the color.

• The  bubble position  indicates the past activity for each job instance.
– If you want to compare the total CPU time between the jobs, look at the position along the y-axis. A higher bubble

indicates higher total CPU time. CPU time (in CPU seconds) includes the accounted task time, job-step time, SRB
time, and preemptable-class SRB time.

– If you want to compare the total number of I/O operations between the jobs, look at the position along the x-axis.
A bubble further to the right indicates more I/O operations. The I/O operation count is reset when the job changes
steps.

Using NetMaster Mobile Charts
Performance charts from NetMaster NM for TCP/IP help you understand what is happening with key network metrics.
These metrics are gathered in real time and presented in various styles.

A mainframe server retrieves mainframe network performance data from NetMaster and then generates the graphical
mobile web pages to display it.

Network Charts

IP Stack Dashboard for lpar

Current metrics measured for the primary monitored z/OS IP stack on this LPAR

Bubble Charts

Top 10 Network Tasks on lpar:Top 10 Tasks by volume of TCP/IP network traffic.

Top 10 TCP Ports on lpar:Top 10 Ports by volume of recent TCP/IP network traffic.

Top 10 Network Interfaces on lpar:Top 10 Interfaces by volume of recent TCP/IP network traffic.

Top 10 Remote Addresses on lpar:Top 10 Addresses by volume of recent TCP/IP network traffic.

Top 10 Business Applications on lpar:Top 10 Business Applications by volume of recent TCP/IP network traffic.
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Top 10 DB2 DDF Tasks on lpar:Top 10 DD2 DDF Tasks by volume of recent TCP/IP network traffic.

Growth Charts

Show the trends over time in your total mainframe IP network traffic usage. You can see recent and long-term network
activity growth from the last 14 days to the last 12 months and beyond.

Growth of IP Byte Traffic on lpar, by Protocol

Growth of IP Packet Traffic on lpar

Growth of TCP Byte Traffic on lpar, by Server

Growth of TCP Connections on lpar

Growth of TCP Connections on lpar, by Duration

Distribution of TCP Connections on, by Duration

Growth of UDP Byte Traffic on lpar

Using Performance Mobile Charts

Performance Charts—SYSVIEW

CPU Dashboard for lpar

CEC CPU% Dashboard
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Storage Dashboard for lpar

Paging Dashboard for lpar

Top 10 Jobs by CPU% on lpar

CICS Region Summary on lpar

Health Check Summary on lpar

Systems Summary on lpar

CPU Dashboard for lpar

Display Actions

For an at-a-glance view of recent metric history, click the History icon. The resulting Worm Chart shows you a trend
picture of the most recent metric values. Typically these values were measured at intervals over the last 60 minutes.

CPU - CP% The percentage of busy CPU from a z/OS point of view. This
includes only CP (general use) processors.

CPU - IIP% The percentage of busy CPU from a z/OS point of view. This
includes only IIP (zIIP) processors.

CPU - IFA% The percentage of busy CPU from a z/OS point of view. This
includes only IFA (zAAP) processors.

LCPU - CP% The percentage of busy CPU from an LPAR point of view. This
includes only CP (general use) processors.

LCPU - IIP% The percentage of busy CPU from an LPAR point of view. This
includes only IIP (zIIP) processors.

LCPU - IFA% The percentage of busy CPU from an LPAR point of view. This
includes only IFA (zAAP) processors.
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Real Time

Historical
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CEC CPU% Dashboard

CEC CPU% The CEC (central electronic complex) CPU busy percentage.
Number of CEC CPUs The number of physical CPUs in the CEC. This total includes all

types of CPUs (CP, IFA, IIP, ICF, IFL, and unknown).

Recent CEC CPU% History

The Worm Chart shows you a trend picture of the most recent CEC CPU% values. The values are measured at intervals
over the last 60 minutes.

Storage Dashboard for lpar

Spool The percentage of spool space used. This percentage is in
relation to the total number of spool track groups defined to JES.

Paging Slots The percentage of local page data set slots in use.
CSA The percentage of the Common Storage Area that is currently

used.
ECSA The percentage of the Extended Common Storage Area that is

currently used.
SQA The percentage of the System Queue Area that is currently used.
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ESQA The percentage of the Extended System Queue Area that is
currently used.

Display Actions

For an at-a-glance view of recent metric history, click the History icon. The resulting Worm Chart shows you a trend
picture of the most recent metric values. Typically these values were measured at intervals over the last 60 minutes.

Real Time
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Historical

Paging Dashboard for lpar

Paging Slots The percentage of local page data set slots in use.
I/O Rate The overall start I/O rate for the system, expressed as the number

of start I/Os per second.
Paging Rate The overall paging rate for the system, expressed as the number

of pages per second.
Ready ASIDs The number of address spaces that have one or more tasks ready

to be dispatched.
Paging AFQA The available frame queue average.
Ready Tasks The number of tasks ready to be dispatched.

Display Actions

For an at-a-glance view of recent metric history, click the History icon. The resulting Worm Chart shows you a trend
picture of the most recent metric values. Typically these values were measured at intervals over the last 60 minutes.
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CICS Region Summary on lpar

This summary displays information about CICS address spaces that are currently being monitored or have been
monitored since the last IPL.

To sort the table, click a column heading.

The following table describes the column headings:

Name The name of the job.
ExecStage The execution stage of the CICS region.
Status The current monitoring status.
RowStat The overall or highest conditional status field displayed on the row.
Trans The total transaction count since monitor initialization. The count

includes those transactions that were excluded from statistical
averaging due to excessive life time values.

TranRate The transaction rate per second.
CPUTime The average CPU used (in CPU seconds) by each transaction.
Lifetime The average lifetime (in seconds) for each transaction.
SuspTime The average suspend time (in seconds) for each transaction.
WTRTime The average Waiting To Run time (in seconds) for each

transaction.
FileTime The average time, in seconds, spent processing file requests for

each transaction.
TermTime The average time, in seconds, spent performing or waiting for

terminal I/O for each transaction.
IOReqs The number of I/O operations performed by the job.
JobCPU The accumulated CPU time (in CPU seconds) used by the job.
Clocktime The amount of wall clock time the job has been executing.
IFATime The total CPU time executing on an IFA.
IFA% The percentage of the total CPU time that executed on an IFA

processor.
IFAonCP The total CPU time that ran on a general processor that was

eligible to run on an IFA processor.
IIPTime The total CPU time executing on an IIP.
IIP% The percentage of the total CPU time that executed on an IIP

processor.
IIPonCP The total CPU time that ran on a general processor that was

eligible to run on an IIP processor.
EnclTime The total CPU time executing in an enclave.
Encl% The percentage of the total CPU time that executed in an enclave.
RealStg The amount of real storage the job is using in the private region.
TSVer The Transaction Server Version.
Ver The CICS internal version:

• 6.7 = CICS TS 4.2
• 6.6 = CICS TS 4.1
• 6.5 = CICS TS 3.2
• 6.4 = CICS TS 3.1
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Applid The CICS-specific application ID.
Jobnr The job number.
JobStat The status of the job.
Stepname The current stepname. Stepnames are displayed only for jobs that

have a stepname coded in the JCL.
Procname The current procedure stepname. Procedure stepnames are

displayed only for jobs that use a PROC statement in the JCL.
Type The type of job. Valid values are:

• JOB = A batch job
• STC = A started task

JobClass The job input class.
ASID The hexadecimal address space ID.
ASCB The ASCB address for the job.
CLOGJOBN The CICS data logger jobname.
CICSLOGR The CICS data logger task ID.
GSVI The CICS transaction ID for the long running product request task.
GSVS The CICS transaction ID used to initialize the product.
GSVT The CICS transaction ID used to terminate the product.
JobReq Indicates if the job has been defined as a job that is required to be

active. Possible values are:
• blank = job is not required to be active.
• JOBREQ = job is required to be active.

Description A description of the CICS region based on the jobname. The
description for a CICS jobname is defined in the parmlib member
JOBNAMES.

DSASize The current size of the DSA.
DSAAllo The current amount of storage allocated in the DSA.
DSAFree The amount of free storage available in the DSA.
DSALim The storage size limit for the DSA.
DSA% The percentage of the limit that is allocated.
EDSASize The current size of the EDSA.
EDSAAllo The current amount of storage allocated in the EDSA.
EDSAFree The amount of free storage available in the EDSA.
EDSALim The storage size limit for the EDSA.
EDSA% The percentage of the limit that is allocated.
GDSASize The current size of the GDSA.
GDSAAllo The current amount of storage allocated in the GDSA.
GDSAFree The amount of free storage available in the GDSA.
GDSALim The storage size limit for the GDSA.
GDSA% The percentage of the limit that is allocated.
PVTUser Private storage user allocated.
PVTSys Private storage system allocated.
PVTAlloc Private storage allocated (User + Sys).
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PVTFree Private storage unallocated or free (Limit - User).
PVTS% The percentage of private size allocated.
PVTSize The private storage size.
PVTL% The percentage of storage limit allocated.
PVTLim The private storage limit.
EPVTUser E-Private storage user allocated.
EPVTSys E-Private storage system allocated.
EPVTAllo E-Private storage allocated (User + Sys).
EPVTFree E-Private storage unallocated or free (Limit - User).
EPVTS% The percentage of E-Private size allocated.
EPVTSize The E-Private storage size.
EPVTL% The percentage of storage limit allocated.
EPVTLim The E-Private storage limit.
Tasks The current number of active tasks.
MxtTask The current max task limit.
MxtTask% The max task percentage.
MaxTask CICS max task status.
VTAM VTAM connection status.
TCPIP TCP/IP connection status.
WEB WEB connection status.
DB2 DB2 connection status.
WebMQ WebSphere MQ connection status.
DBCTL DB Control connection status.
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Health Check Summary on lpar

This table provides a summary of IBM Health Checks. To sort the table, click a column heading.

Owner Check owner name.
Status Highest status of all owned checks.
Description Owner description. Descriptions can be specified in the parmlib

member HCOWNERS.
Check Total number of checks owned.
High The number of owned checks that have a status value of

EXCEPTION-HIGH.
Med The number of owned checks that have a status value of

EXCEPTION-MEDIUM.
Low The number of owned checks that have a status value of

EXCEPTION-LOW.
Norm The number of owned checks that have a status value of

SUCCESSFUL.
Other The number of owned checks that have some other status (not

EXECPTION-HIGH, EXCEPTION-MEDIUM, EXCEPTION-LOW,
or SUCCESSFUL).
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Systems Summary on lpar

This summary displays information from any system reachable through the CAICCI communication network that is running
at least one SYSVIEW XSSS (XSystem Session Server) task.

To sort the table, click a column heading.

The following table describes the column headings:

System The name of the system.
CPU Specifies the processor busy percentage from the operating system point of view. Processor types: ALL
LCPU Specifies the processor busy percentage from the LPAR point of view. Processor types: ALL
CP Specifies the processor busy percentage from the operating system point of view. Processor type: CP only
LCP Specifies the processor busy percentage from the LPAR point of view. Processor type: CP only
IFA Specifies the processor busy percentage from the operating system point of view. Processor type: IFA only
LIFA Specifies the processor busy percentage from the LPAR point of view. Processor type: IFA only
IIP Specifies the processor busy percentage from the operating system point of view. Processor type: IIP only
LIIP Specifies the processor busy percentage from the LPAR point of view. Processor type: IIP only
CPs The number of CP processors online.
IFAs The number of IFA processors online.
IIPs The number of IIP processors online.
Ready Specifies the number of tasks ready to be dispatched.
IORate Specifies the overall start I/O rate for the system, expressed as the number of start I/Os per second.
Paging Specifies the overall paging rate for the system, expressed as the number of pages per second.
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Spool Indicates the percentage of spool space used. This percentage is in relation to the total number of spool
track groups defined to JES2.

CSA The percentage of the Common Storage Area that is currently used.
ECSA The percentage of the Extended Common Storage Area that is currently used.
SQA The percentage of the System Queue Area that is currently used.
ESQA The percentage of the Extended System Queue Area that is currently used.
AFQA Specifies the available frame queue average.
UICA Specifies the unreferenced interval count average.
PageSlot Specifies the percentage of local page data sets slots in use.
ASIAct Specifies the number of active address spaces.
ASIFree Specifies the number of free or available address spaces.
ASIJob Specifies the number of active address spaces executing as a batch job.
ASISTC Specifies the number of active address spaces executing as a started task.
ASITSO Specifies the number of active address spaces executing as a TSO user.
ASILost Specifies the number of lost address spaces.
ENQ Indicates that enqueue conflicts currently exist.
RES Indicates that enqueue reserves currently exist.
DMP Indicates that a dump data set is in-use.
SMF Indicates a potential problem with SMF.

• SMF not active
• SMF data lost
• SMF buffering records
• Dump required for one or more SMF datasets

WTO Indicates a potential WTO problem.
• Message backlog exists
• WTO buffer shortage

TAP Indicates that a tape mount is pending.
SysTime The elapsed time since the system was IPLed.
IplDate The date the system was IPLed.
IplTime The time the system was IPLed.
IplType The IPL type.
IplParm The IPL load parameter.
IplVol The IPL IODF volser.
IplDev The IPL IODF device number.
ResVol The sysres volser.
ResDev The sysres device number.
RealStg The amount of real storage.
OsName The operating system name of the system.
OsLevel The operating system level of the system.
SpLevel The SP level of the operating system.
FMID The product FMID identifier.
NodeName The JES node name of the system.
PlexName The sysplex name if the system is a member of a sysplex.
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LparName The LPAR name of the processor configuration. This field is blank if the processor is not in LPAR mode.
HdwrName The hardware name of the processor configuration.
VmUserId The VM user ID of the virtual machine of which this MVS image is a guest. This field is blank if the

processor is not a guest under VM.
Description A description of the system. This text is taken from the SYSNAMES PARMLIB member.
Aliases A list of aliases for the system name. These aliases are taken from the SYSNAMES parmlib member.
Message A possible message describing a communication error that occurred while attempting to gather information

from the system.
RowStat The overall or highest conditional status field displayed on the row.
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NetMaster Shared Content Library
Access Messages, MODS, REXX, and NCL Programming, ReportCenter, Security, and SOLVE SSI.

The following components are shared between the Broadcom Mainframe Network Management products:

• Glossary - terms with specific meaning to network management functionality.
• Managed Object Development Services - a collection of services to help standardize how you develop network

management.
• NetMaster REXX Programming - product-specific programming information and migration procedures.
• Network Control Language Programming - NCL programming principles, components, and usage.
• Network Control Language Reference - NCL information for all programming commands.
• Reference Information - information for planning and maintaining shared functions and services.
• ReportCenter - data collection for TCP/IP host and file transfer activities.

NOTE
Per its deprecation in April of 2020, ReportCenter views and reporting have been disabled, and any
Customizer parameters related to its setup or configuration have been removed. For current ReportCenter
users, the removal of ReportCenter functionality does not remove the ability to use ReportCenter data; it only
removes ReportCenter views and reports. Users can configure Datacom or DB2 so that NetMaster writes
ReportCenter data to the database, allowing for continued use of the data. For information on how to access
your report data outside of ReportCenter, refer to the Database Structure topic in the NetMaster Shared
Content Library.

• Security Information - descriptions and procedures about implementing multiple security settings and options.
• SOLVE Subsystem Interface (SSI) - shared subsystem interface facilities that allow inter-product communication.

Documentation for the shared components is available in the NetMaster Shared Content Library on the Tech Docs Portal.
To access the NM Shared Content Library from the Portal home page, do one of the following:

• Type Shared in the Search box. A link to the NetMaster Shared Content Library appears.
• Navigate to the space by clicking CA Mainframe Software > Performance and Storage and scroll to NetMaster

Shared Content Library.

All of the individual components can be accessed directly from the home page, either by clicking on the table of contents
item at left, or by clicking on VIEW ALL on the home page facet (box). 
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Videos and Other Resources
This section contains informational links to a variety of educational and training resources, including videos, social media
resources, Broadcom Education, and other related documentation and knowledge articles.

This section contains links to the following documentation sets, videos, and other related content:

Videos

This section contains links to the following videos on our Educate YouTube Channel (click the link for Broadcom
Communities if YouTube is restricted within your organization): 

The Ins and Outs of the Customizer (/PARMS)
- This video shows how to use the NetMaster for TCP/IP Customization Parameters commands, and explains how
the resources are affected/modified. This video uses the $NM ALERTHIST resource as the example.

Solve Subsystem Interface Commands
- This video includes an overview of the TCP/IP Solve Subsystem Interface (SSI) commands, giving a brief
explanation of what the displayed output means for each of them various commands.

Primary and Line Commands in the IP Resource Monitor
- This introductory video includes an overview of the most useful TCP/IP primary and line commands in the IP
Resource Monitor, and offers an in-depth explanation of what the displayed data means.

Breaking Down the Resource Monitor Screen
- This introductory video includes an overview of the TCP/IP Status Monitors in NetMaster. This video uses the IP
Resource Monitor as an example, and provides an in-depth explanation of what the displayed data means.

How to Send the Internal Audit Trail to the Activity Log
- This brief tutorial describes how you can capture the internal audit trail of a resource and view the results in the
activity log. In this video an EE resource is used as an example.

How to find out which NCL procedures are currently running in your User Region
- This video shows you how to determine what NCL procedures are running in your region at any given time. The
first example shows how to find out which NCL is running for the Alert Monitor, and the second example shows
how to discover the same information for custom NCL procedures.

How to Read Vartables Sequentially
- This video explains how a vartable (an In-Storage table) can be read sequentially using NCL Language.

Changes in USS for 12.2
- This video takes you through the changes from 12.1 to 12.2 regarding the use of USS.

How to know if you need to migrate the Netinfo file
- This video tells you how to check if the Netinfo has been changed.

Social Media

You can also use the following resource to learn more about NetMaster NM for TCP/IP:

Broadcom Educate YouTube Channel  - Videos for NetMaster for TCP/IP – contains the videos listed in the previous
section and videos for using Mainframe Team Center - Network Management, the modern web interface for NetMaster
NM for TCP/IP.

Review the new z/OS compatibility page.
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Product Support

Broadcom Support provides a list of knowledge base articles, problems, and solutions along with a host of other support-
related content.

To view product details, go to Broadcom Support, under Software select Mainframe Software, All Products, search by
product name, and select Product Details.

Related Product Documentation

The following links provide quick access to other related product documentation:

• SOLVE: FTS documentation - refer to the Legacy Bookshelves and PDFs area in the Tech Docs Portal.
For all other SOLVE documentation and NetMaster 12.1 and 12.2 product documentation, see
techdocs.broadcom.com.

• SYSVIEW documentation.
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Documentation Legal Notice
This Documentation, which includes embedded help systems and electronically distributed materials, (hereinafter referred
to as the “Documentation”) is for your informational purposes only and is subject to change or withdrawal by Broadcom
at any time. This Documentation is proprietary information of Broadcom and may not be copied, transferred, reproduced,
disclosed, modified or duplicated, in whole or in part, without the prior written consent of Broadcom.

If you are a licensed user of the software product(s) addressed in the Documentation, you may print or otherwise make
available a reasonable number of copies of the Documentation for internal use by you and your employees in connection
with that software, provided that all Broadcom copyright notices and legends are affixed to each reproduced copy.

The right to print or otherwise make available copies of the Documentation is limited to the period during which the
applicable license for such software remains in full force and effect. Should the license terminate for any reason, it is your
responsibility to certify in writing to Broadcom that all copies and partial copies of the Documentation have been returned
to Broadcom or destroyed.

TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW, BROADCOM PROVIDES THIS DOCUMENTATION “AS
IS” WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, INCLUDING WITHOUT LIMITATION, ANY IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF
MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE, OR NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT WILL
BROADCOM BE LIABLE TO YOU OR ANY THIRD PARTY FOR ANY LOSS OR DAMAGE, DIRECT OR INDIRECT,
FROM THE USE OF THIS DOCUMENTATION, INCLUDING WITHOUT LIMITATION, LOST PROFITS, LOST
INVESTMENT, BUSINESS INTERRUPTION, GOODWILL, OR LOST DATA, EVEN IF BROADCOM IS EXPRESSLY
ADVISED IN ADVANCE OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH LOSS OR DAMAGE.

The use of any software product referenced in the Documentation is governed by the applicable license agreement and
such license agreement is not modified in any way by the terms of this notice.

The manufacturer of this Documentation is Broadcom Inc.

Provided with “Restricted Rights.” Use, duplication or disclosure by the United States Government is subject to the
restrictions set forth in FAR Sections 12.212, 52.227-14, and 52.227-19(c)(1) - (2) and DFARS Section 252.227-7014(b)
(3), as applicable, or their successors.

Copyright © 2005–2023 Broadcom. All Rights Reserved. The term “Broadcom” refers to Broadcom Inc. and/or its
subsidiaries. All trademarks, trade names, service marks, and logos referenced herein belong to their respective
companies.
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